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PREFACE

This volume is part 1 of a two-part study of the 195 1-59 era, which continues
the story of modern Tibet begun in my A History of Modmn. Tibet, 1913-1951:
The Demise of the Lnmnist State (University of California Press, 1989).The narrative in this volume starts with the events leading to the Tibetan government's signing of the Seventeen-Point Agreement for the Liberation of Tibet
in May 19.51 In that agreement, Tibet grudgingly accepted Chinese sovereignty for the first time in its history, and Chinese Communist troops and
officials quickly entered Lhasa. For Tibetans, a new, albeit unwanted, era began. How both sides dealt with this new situation is the focus of this study.
This book ends four years later in mid-June 1955,when the Dalai Lama
returned from a year-long trip to China, enthusiastic about starting to modernize Tibet as an integral part of' the People's Republic of China. At this
.juncture, Tibet was calm, religious and secular institutions were intact, and
innovations such :is primary scliools were increasing. This was the high point
in Sino-Tibetan cooperation and rapprochement.
However, within months of the Dalai Lama's return, Sino-Tibetan relations began t o spiral downhill, rnding four years later with the uprising of
1
and the flight of the Dalai Lama into exile. Part 2 of this history will
examine the second four-year period, from the Dalai Lama's return to Lhasa
In I 955 10the uprising in i 9.59.
The history of Tibet in the I 950s has not been studied in depth,' despite

.'
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being a critical transitional period between the traditional society a n d the
new socialist society that was implemented after the failed uprising in 1959.
In general, the period has been viewed simplistically as a confrontation in
which Tzh~tnnsfaced Chinese Communists in a showdown doomed to fail because the Chinese were intent o n destroying Tibet. As with most stereotypic
generalizations, there is some truth to this view, but new primary data have
revealed that neither the Chinese nor the Tibetan side was as homogeneous
as previously thought. Not only did each side have significant internal factions representing conflicting points of views, but these internal factions allied themselves with factions o n the opposite side, creating a far more complex situation than had been previously realized. T h e current study, therefore,
attempts to examine this period, taking into account the complexity that existed o n both the Tibetan a n d Chinese sides with the aim of presenting a detailed and balanced history of this important era of modern Tibet.

SOURCES A N D M E T H O D S

A multiple methodology was employed for this study, utilizing five sources
of data: ( I ) primary materials, including government records, unpublished
letters, a n d diaries from individual Tibetans; ( 2 ) oral history data from interviews conducted specially for this project with Tibetan, Chinese, and
American participants; (3) firsthand "memoir" accounts written by former
Tibetan, Chinese, European, and Indian officials (in Tibetan, Chinese, a n d
English); (4) restricted circulation (ch. neibu) books from China that include citations from documents and interview data; (5) newspapers, books,
and academic monographs a n d articles, some of which quote primary political documents.

Pnmnry Materials: Government Records and Documents
Although a study such as this would normally be rooted in an analysis of
government documents, access to such materials was difficult to secure. T h e
Tibet Autonomous Region (and other parts of China) refused to give access
to any documents in its extensive archives, as did the Government of India.
T h e United States government provided limited access to i t 5 records. Some
State Department documents were available in the National Archives a n d
via the United States Foreign Relations publication series, but many more
documents, presi~mablyimportant, were withheld from the archives and not

on the period: Ginsh~rrgsand Mathos 1964. I t was gootl for its timr b~rtnow is known lo rontain too manv inaccuracies to he usable.

released despite my "freedom of information" requests a n d appeals. T h e CIA
and the National Security Agency released virtually n o documents, stating
that to d o so would be detrimental to the United States' national interests.
As absurd as this may sound fifty years after these events occurred, it was part
of the reality I encountered while conducting this research.
T h e British national archives ( t h e Public Records Office) contained some
materials on this period, but this corpus was limited in quality a n d quantity,
particularly for the years after 1953, when the Government of India stopped
sending London copies of its Lhasa Mission's monthly report to Delhi.
Nevertheless, a series of very important Chinese documents was obtained
from India (Dui xizang gongzuo d e zhongyao zhishi [wei chuban d e shouji]
[Important Instructions o n Work in Tibet]), where they had been taken at
the e n d of the Cultural Revolution. O t h e r important Chinese documents
were cited in secondary books o n the period a n d in compilations of official
documents published in China, for example, a compendium of Mao's statements o n Tibet. Similarly, a number of important documents held by the
Tibetan government in exile a n d by the Library ofTibet Works a n d Archives
in Dharamsala were made available to me, as were important primary materials written by the famous Tibetan official Tsipon Shakabpa.
Taken together, these primary materials are an invaluable window to the
history of the I 950s. There are, to be sure, still gaps a n d confiisions whose
clarification will have to wait until the remaining archival materials are released, particularly those in the Tibetan archives in China, but the corpus
of primary materials that were available for this history are important a n d
substantial. When possible, I have included full texts of relevant documents
so that readers can see the full content of thc documents a n d not have to
depend o n only one- o r two-sen tence summaries.

Oral Hi.rlom'cnlIlatn
Oral history-thr collection of prim;iry historical data by intrrvirwing eyewitnesses conccrrling some prriod o r event-can provitle invaluable information whrn governmrnt records arc not readily availahlc o r as a supplement
to such rccords&ral historical research, however, is not without problems.
Mcrnory is oft(.nsrlcctivc, partiripan ts' accounts are sometimes self-srrvin
anrl currcbritpolitical iss~lescan affect t he qtlali t y a n d quantity of the accounts.
(:orlscrluc~ltly,S I I ~ -accollnts
h
nccrl to hc rvaluatrd carcfi~llyin terms of the
hackgrounrl ol t ht. suhjcct ant1 c h c ~ k c dagainst other intcrvicws anci archival
sor~rccswhen availahlc. I tricd diligrntly t o t l o this.
F~~nrling
from the N;ltional Endomnrnt f i ~thc.
r Humanities (RO-i.ne .5 1-9
.I
and UO-ni.7.rj4-<)4), cnablcd intcrvicws lo hc conducted with over o n e hun(lrr(l inrlivirl~~als
in (:him, India, Nc.p;il, England, and North America. T h e
sllhjrcts i~lclt~clrrl
important Tibetans s ~ ~ as
c hthe Dalai Lama. Ngab6, Lhalu,
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and Takla (Phiintso Tashi), a n d important Chinese officials such as Li Zuoming and Fan Ming. Parts of interviews conducted for my previous history of
modern Tibet (with funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities, RO-20261-82, and RO-20886-85) were also utilized. Several former
members of the CIA who were involved with Tibet were interviewed as well.
Permission was also kindly granted to utilize transcripts of important interviews conducted in Dharamsala by the Tibetan Government-in-Exile's P u b
licity Office a n d by the Library of Tibet Works a n d Archives, some of which
were from key Tibetan officials who had died by the time this project was
started.
Most of o u r interviews were conducted between 1991 a n d 1995. In general, interviews involved multiple visits, almost all of which were recorded
o n audio tape. Follow-up visits were often made to clarify information in the
initial interviews o r to cover events n o t discussed initially. O n many occasions, six to ten hours of interviews were conducted with a single person.
T h e English transcripts of these interviews compose a corpus of over six thousand pages. Dr. Paljor Tsarong conducted most of the interviews in India
either alone o r with me, and I did the interviews in England, H o n g Kong,
Tibet, and other parts of China. Both Dr. Tsarong a n d I conducted interviews in the United States.
When contradictory versions of important event5 were collected, these were
evaluated in accordance with ( 1 ) understanding of how the traditional system operated; (2) other accounts; (3) the source of the subject's information (hearsay o r firsthand); (4) the relationship of the subject'to the eventfor example, whether h e was a relative or ally of the actors in the event-and
(5) the subject's reputation for duplicity o r honesty. O n many important issues a decision had to be made regarding which version to accept, and I spent
a great deal of time trying to clarify issues by reinterviewing and conducting
interviews with new individuals. Although alternative explanations of incidents
are sometimes presented, usually in footnotes, it was not always possible o r
desirable to do so.
All these interviews are currently being compiled for inclusion in the Tibet Oral History Archive and are being prepared with support from Henry
Lute Foundation by the Center for Research o n Tibet (Case Western Reserve University). They eventually will be housed permanently in the Asian
Division of the Library of Congress and will be available to scholars and students on the Internet as a Web archive.

Kpstrirtsd Cirr~rlntion(NsiDu) Puh1irnlion.s from China

I was fortunate to obtain several important sources of ~ l i ~ft ~a o mChina that
were published on a restricted circulation basis, that is, not available to the
general public. O n e of these is the official Zhonppng xirc~ngdnngshi da.thiji
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(Chronology of Major Events of the Chinese Communist Party in Tibet) in
several versions. It is organized as a chronological diary of events and includes
citations from documents, telegrams, and so forth. In addition, I was able to
utilize a number of important books published in China that were also either
neibu or had been published briefly but then withdrawn from circulation.

Eyewitness and Other Wm'tten Accounts
An important source of information on the period derived from the substantial number of published accounts on the period written by participants.
These "memoir" materials were published in China and India in both Tibetan
and Chinese languages. They range from books such as those written by
Alo Chondze, Shenkawa, Kundeling, and Namseling to articles in journals/
magazines and collected volumes, such as the invaluable series Bod kyi lo rgyw
rigpas dfiadgzhi'i qgyu cha bdam bsgrigspa (Selected Materials on the History
and Culture of Tibet) and the Gsar b e ' i dran tho (Revolutionary Memoirs).

Neruspapers, Books, and Articks
Published magazine articles from China during this period were utilized via
the Survq of Mainland China Prpss series. Newspapers from Western countries and 1ndia were also consulted, as was the Tibetan-language newspaper
published in Kalimpong called Yul phyogx so so'i gsar b u r me long (the Mirror of World News, better known in English simply as the Tibetan Mirror).
Books published in China and the West were, of course, also consulted. Many
of these included some primary interview data or, on the Chinese side, government records otherwise unavailable to me. A set of the Bod ljong~nyin re
tshng~pa (Tibet Daily Newspaper) from the i 950s was also utilized.
(:onsequently, despite the lack of full access to official governmental
records, the primary information on which this study is based provides a level
of detail and understanding not heretofore attainable.

Throughout the book, square brackets are used for comments or clarifications
t h i ~ tI have addrd. For example, in the following quotation:
[Iftliis occrlrs] w c i ~ b ~ o l u t t will
~ l y fight back militarily and contend for victory
;iccorrli~lgt o 111epl-irlcil)lc of "reasonable, moderate and beneficial to us" (ch.
yorlli yorlli yorljic).

In this quotation, I added "[If this occurs]" fi)r clarification: By contrast, the
worcls in parenthrsrs "(ch.youli youli youjic)" represent the original Chinese
phrase that was translated as "reasonable, moderate and beneficial to us."
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Washington, Professor Tashi Tsering of Tibet University, provided invaluable
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o n e who lived in the old society a n d became part of the new society, h e provided extremely helpful knowledge a n d insights from both.
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Trinley Dorje was not a scholar o r a n academic. H e was part of the common
people, but h e was also a true intellectual; extremely bright a n d amazingly
knowledgeable about modern Tibet. Until his untimely death, h e accompanied me o n all mv field trips, including the o n e taken in conjunction with
this book. Born a n h raised in Lhasa, h e was as comfortable in nomad tents
at sixteen thousand feet as in sweet tea shops in Lhasa, a n d I regret that h e
is not able to see this book in print.
T h e perspectives of these Tibetan scholars a n d intellectuals are n o t identical, but I respect their viewpoints a n d was very fortunate to have such outstanding Tibetans to turn to when I was confused a n d to set m e straight when
I did not know enough to recognize my confusion. In the e n d , of course, I
listened to what they (and others) had to say but ultimately made my own
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foreign scholar a n d have been very fortunate to work with so many of their
excellent researchers.
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Family, Fan Ming, a n d Yhiinwang; in North America, the Yuthok a n d
Surkhang families. In addition, I want to specially express my gratitude to
(:hen Zonglie, a Famous, award-winning, photo-journalist who worked as a
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I also want to express my d e e p appreciation to the Shakahpa hmily for
giving me access to invaluable letters a n d documents from o n e of the great
figures in motler-n Tibetan history, the late Tsipiin Shakabpa.
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of California Press. As in the past, he and his staff'have supported this project
and made i t easy for me to focus o n finishing thc manuscript.
Anrl last, but certainly not least, I want t o thank the many cxcellenc students who worked For the Center For Research o n Tihct o n this project.

NOTE ON ROMANIZATION

Tibetan written a n d spoken forms diverge considerably in that the written
form contains consonant clusters that are not pronounced. For example, the
written Tibetan word bsgrubs is actually pronounced "drub," a n d the bisyllabic word rtsis dpon is pronounced "tsipon."
Throughout the text of this book, Tibetan terms are spelled according to
their spoken (phonetic) pronunciation, a n d the proper Tibetan spellings
(romanization) are cited in the "List of Correct Tibetan Spellings" (appendix D) according to the system of T. V. Wylie ( 1959).
References to an article o r book written in Tibetan cite the author's n a m e
in romanization. However, given the divergence between spoken a n d written Tibetan, when the name of the Tibetan author also appears in the narrative, the phonetic version of his name is included in the reference to enable readers to connect the person in the text to the author of the book o r
article.
The phonetic rendering of Tibetan llarnes has n o universally accepted
standard, so sometimes Tibetan names a n d terms cited in quotations will vary
considerably from those I use in the narrative; for example, Dzongpon is
spelled in some quotations as Jongpoen, and Lobsang Samden is sometimes
wri ttcn as Impsang Satnten.
Chinese names are cited with the faniily name before the personal name;
for examplr, in "%hang Grlohua," Zhang is the family name a n d Guohua is
the personal name. Tibetan names are also cited with the family name first
and the personal name following. In these instances, the personal name has
h e m clarified with parentheses, since not all Tibetans have family names.
For rxamplc, in "(:hangiiba (Dorje Ngiidrub)." the family name is Changoba,
and thr personal name is Dorje Nglidrub. However, in "Tsering Dolma,"
thrrr is n o faniily name; Tsering Dolma is entirely the personal name.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

CCP
ch.
chi.
CHMC
cld
congen
coop
CPPCC
cPr
cro
del
DL
emb
embtel
evac
FO
fyi
gen
GMD
GO1
HMG

10R
KMT
I tr
MAC
MEA

Chinese Communist Party
Chinese language
Chinese
Culture and Historical Materials Committee of the Political
Consultative Conference of the Tibet Autonomous Region
could
consul general
cooperate
Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference
Chinese People's Republic
Commonwealth Relations Office
delegation
Dalai Lama
embassy
embassy telegram
evacuate
Foreign Office (British)
for your information
general
Guomindang
Government of India
His Majesty's Government
India office Records
Kuomin tang
letter
Military Administrative Committee
Ministry of External Affairs
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mil
msg
negots

NWB
PCTAR
PLA

pis
PRC
qte
reftel
rpt
rptd
shld

SYg
TAR
tel
tib.
Ti b
TWC
iinqte

mil; tary
message
negotiations
Northwest Bureau
Preparatory Committee for the Tibet Autonomous Region
People's Liberation Army
please
People's Republic of China
quote
referenced telegram
repeat
repeated
should
same as
Southwest Bureau
secretary-general
Tibet Autonomous Region
telegram
Tibetan language
Ti be tan (s)
Tibet Work Committee
unquote
your
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,410 Chondze
amban
Big Three Monastic
Seats
Chamdo

chandzo
Che Jigme
Chompel Thubden

dayan

Deng Xiaoping

a leader of the second People's Association
Imperial commissioners sent by the Qing dynasty to
Tibet
see "Three Monastic Seats"
the town in Eastern Tibet that was the headquarters
of the governor of Kham, o r Eastern Tibet, a n d the
target of the PLA's invasion in 1950
a manager working for a monastery, labrang, o r
aristocratic family
o n e of the two top officials in the Panchen Lama's
Administrative Council
o n e of the four heads (trunyichemmo) of the
Ecclesiastic Office; a major spokesman in 1951 for
the Dalai Lama's returning to Lhasa rather than
going into exile
an English-speaking Sikkimese princess married to
a Tibetan aristocrat from the Phiinkang family. She
was a frequent source of information for the United
States.
a Chinese silver coin ti-om the old society used by
the P I A in Tibet in the iqgos, because Tibetans did
not accept Chinese paper currency
o n e of the two main leadcrs of the Southwest Bureau
during I 950-52. In 1953 h e moved to Beijing to

serve as the secretary-general of the Central
Committee.
commander or general in charge of a regiment in
depon
the traditional Tibetan army. If a regiment had only
five hundred troops, there was usually only one
depon, but if there were a thousand troops, there
were usually two.
a type of divination frequently used by the Tibetan
divine lottery
government to make major decisions. The lottery
(senril)
was based on two or more alternative answers being
written on paper and rolled into dough balls of
exactly the same size and weight. These were placed
in a bowl and shaken before the statue or icon of a
deity until one ball rolled out, which was the one
believed to contain the answer chosen by the deity.
dobdo
a kind of deviant fighting/punk monk found in many
larger monasteries
Dombor (Kyenrab an acting Kashag minister in the 1950s
Wangchuk)
d o tse
a Tibetan unit of currency that was equal to fifty
ngiisang
( 1 ) a high rank in the Tibetan government; ( 2 ) a
title of some Labrang managers, such as Kundeling
Labrang
Ecclesiastic Office the highest office in the monk official side of the
(Yigtsang)
Tibetan government. It was headed by four officials
called trunyichemmo.
Fan Ming
a senior Northwest Bureau cadre who was the representative to the Panchen Lama and a major official
in the Tibet Work Committee in Lhasa
geshe
an advanced degree earned by scholar monks
Guomindang
the Nationalist Party that ruled China until the C:CP
(GMD)
defeated it and established the PRC: in October 1949.
Prior to the language reforms of the People's Rcpuh
lic of China, it was normally rornani~edas "Kuomintang" (KMT).
gyagpiin
ia noncommissioned officer in charge of a unit of' o n e
hundred in the traditional Tibetan army
Gyalo T h o n d r ~ p
the second oldest brother of the Dalai 1,ama and one
of the leaders ofJenkhentsisum
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the informal name of the anti-Chinese exile group
in India. The term is an acronym of the titles of its
three leaders, Gyalo Thondup, Tsipijn Shakabpa,
and Khenjung Lobsang Gyentsen-literally, jen
(older brother), khen (khenjung), tsi (tsipon), and
sum (word for the number three).
the highest monk official in the government. His
jigyab khembo
responsibilities included oversight of the Dalai
Lama's personal attendants and private treasury
(tib. dzobu). The jigyab khembo was also entitled
to sit with the Kashag but typically went there only
on special occasions, for example, if the Dalai Lama
had something to tell the Kashag. Between 1952
and 1956, the jigyab khembo was the Dalai Lama's
brother Lobsang Samden.
kadrung
important administrative aides to the Kashag
ministers. There were usually two of these, both
aristocratic lay officials. Their job was to assist the
ministers in any way needed, but their usual work
involved writing whatever drafts, letters, documents,
orders, or recommendations the Kashag sent to the
Dalai Lama and other offices and the edicts the
Kashag sent to counties. By custom, the seal of the
Kashag could be applied only by the two kadrung,
even if the ministers were present.
kaliin
the title for a Kashag minister
kandron
administrative aides to the Kashag. There were
us~iallythree of these, all aristocratic lay officials.
They were in charge of petitions to the Kashag.
Kashag
the highest office in the Tibetan government
khe
e . khe of
a basic Tibetan measure of v o l ~ ~ mOne
barley weighed about thirty-one pounds.
Kheme Dzasa (Son- one of the commanders-in-chief of the Tibetan
iim W<~ngdii)
iirmy. He was a part of the Tibetan delegation that
went to Reijing and signed the Seventeen-Point
~ g r e e m e n tHe
. was also the uncle (father's brother)
of Surkhang, one of the Kashag ministers.
il rank and title for monk officials that was equal to
fourth-rank (rimshi) officials in the lay side of the
traditional govcrnmen t bureaucracy
( I ) the common name of the Panchen Lana's

Jenkhen tsisuni

government (sometimes referred to as Tashilhunpo
Labrang); ( 2 ) n a m e of a large Gelugpa monastery
in Gansu; (3) the corporate property-holding entity
of any incarnate lama
a n important cadre who came with Zhang Jingwu
Le Yiihong
in 1951. H e worked in the Tibet Work Committee
in Lhasa a n d maintained a valuable diary. (Also known
as Alo Budrang.)
Lhalu
Kashag minister a n d governor of Chamdo until
replaced by Ngabo in the fall of 1950
li
a Chinese measure of distance equal to about half
of a kilometer
Li Jingquan
the first party secretary of Sichuan Province
Ling Rimpoche
the senior tutor of the Dalai Lama
Liu Bocheng
the commander of the Second Field Army a n d
a major Southwest Bureau official
a n ethnic Hui (Muslim) who was deputy director
Liu Geping
of the United Front Work Department a n d the State
Nationalities Commission in Beijing
Liu Shaoqi
o n e of the top leaders in the CCP in the 1950s. H e
served, among many positions, as president of the
People's Republic of China.
Liiishar (Thubthe codirector of the Tibetan government's Foreign
den Tharba)
Office a n d o n e of the two government liaison officers
assigned to the Chinese
Li Weihan
a key official in Beijing dealing with minority nationalities. H e was the director of the United Front Work
Department a n d the State Nationalities Commission.
Lobsang Samden the third oldest brother of the Dalai L,ama. H e was a
monk official in the Tibetan government. In early
i 952, h e was appointed the jigyab khembo.
Lobsang Tashi
the monk official who was o n e of the two sitsab during
lord chamberlain
Lukhangwa
~nendredensum

a monk official in the Dalai 1,ama's court who was in

charge of access to the Dalai I,ama
the lay aristocratic official who was o n e o f thc two
sitsab during I c)f;o-5.r
a type of religious offering given to lamas that represents the body (via a statue), the speech (via a text /
scripture), and the mind (via a s t i ~ p a )

miser

Monlam
Monlam Chemmo
Mullik

Mu Shengzhong
Namseling

Ngabo (Ngawang
Jigme)

ngiisang
Peng Dehuai

Phiin tso Etslli
Phiin tso Wangyc

a term that can refer to a serf o r a bound subject
as well as a citizen, depending o n the context. For
example, "miser of a lord" connotes the serfs of
that lord, whereas "miser of Tibet" connotes citizens
of Tibet.
in this book, a short form of Monlam C h e m m o
the Great Prayer Festival held in Lhasa a t the start
of the first Tibetan lunar month
the head of Indian Intelligence Bureau for most
of the 1950s
o n e of the senior cadre from the Northwest Bureau
who came with Fan Ming to Lhasa
a n anti-Chinese nationalist aristocratic official who
was o n e of the four heads of the Revenue Office
(Tsigang)
the Tibetan governor-general at the time of the
Chinese invasion of 1950. H e was the head of the
Tibetan negotiating team in Beijing for the SeventeenPoint Agreement talks a n d then returned to Tibet in
September 195 1 a n d resumed his activities as o n e of
the Kashag ministers. T h e leading progressive in the
Tibetan government.
a Tibetan unit of currency, fifty of which equaled o n e
d o tse
the first secretary of the Northwest Bureau a n d the
comnl;lnder of the First Field Army. H e also commanded the PLA troops in the Korean War.
a powel-ful monk official from an import;-\litaristothc period of this history, h e
cratic Lltiiily. 11~1-ing
was the lord <-h;lmbt.rl;~in.
Scc "Takla (Phiintso X ~ s h i")
;I 'Tibct;in caclre in the Southwest B l ~ r e a uwho was the
only Til~ctano n the Tihct Work Colnlnittc*ein 1,hasa
ahbrcviation of' "Phiintso Wangye"
rncmher of tlic Kas11;lg in thc I <)r,os

~'Ilii~lwallg
Rilgash;~(I'hiintso
Rahgyc)
Ramha (Thl~hrlen tllc cldc-r member of the Kashag, who was ;-I monk
( ;iingycrl)
official
Kcting
the regent from I 933 t o 194 I . H e sought unstlccessf i ~ l l yto return t o power in I 944-45 a n d then plotted

rimpoche
rupon
sang
sawangchemmo
senril
Shakabpa (Wangchuk Denden)

Shasur (aka Shenkawa) (Gyurme
Dorje)
shondron
sitsab
Si~rjongKashag

Surkhang (Wangchen Gelek)
Tan Guansa~i

a coup against the sitting regent, Taktra. He was
arrested and imprisoned, where h e mysteriously
died. Most believe h e was poisoned.
title for an incarnate lama
a military officer in the traditional Tibetan army just
under a depon; usually in charge of half of a regiment
same as ngiisang
term of address for Kashag ministers
see "divine lottery (senril)"
the key Tibetan official dealing with the United
States and India in 1950-5 1; later a leader of
Jenkhentsisum, the anti-Chinese resistance organization in India
one of the acting Kashag ministers in the 1950s

monk official aides in the secretariat of the regent
the two officials appointed in 1950 to head the
government while the Dalai Lama was in Yadong.
the special three-minister "little Kashag" office that
had the authority to streamline implementation of
the Seven teen-Poin t Agreement
one of the Kashag ministers in the 1950s

a Southwest Bureau official who was one of the
leading officials in the Tibet Work Committee in
Lhasa
Takla (Phiintso
a Tibetan from Arndo who married the Dalai
Tashi)
Lama's sister and became an official of the Tibetan
government. He was one of the few officials who
knew Chinese.
Taktra (Rimpoche) the regent of Tibet from 194 1 to l 9 5 o
Taktse Rimpoche
the eldest brother of the Dalai Lama. He was an
incarnate lama from Kumbum Monastery in Qinghai Province who came to Lhasa in i qr;o and then
went to the United States, where he was a important
source of information for the State Department and
the CIA.
Three Monastic
the name of the three great Gelr~gpamonasteries
Seats
around Lhasa: Ganden, Sera, and Drepr~ng.To-

gether these housed about twenty thousand monks
in 1959.
the main Chinese administrative office in Tibet in
Tibet Work
the 1950s; called "Xizang gongwei" in Chinese
Committee
Trijang Rimpoche the junior tutor of the Dalai Lama
the Tibetan n a m e for Yadong
Tromo
a n acronym that refers to heads of the Ecclesiastic
trungtsi
Office (trunyichemmo) a n d the Revenue Office
(tsipon)
a n acronym that refers to the four heads of the
trungtsigye
Ecclesiastic Office (trunyichemmo) a n d the four
heads of the Revenue Office (tsipon). It is constructed from the first syllable of trunyichemmo, the
first syllable of tsipon, a n d the word for "eight." These
heads held the most important office apart from the
Kashag a n d often m e t with the Kashag to discuss
important issues. They also chaired the meetings
of the Tibetan Assembly.
trunyichemmo
the title for the heads of the Ecclesiastic Office
(Yigtsang)
tsam ba
parched barley flour, the Tibetan staple food
tsendriin
monk official aides in the Sectretariat of the Dalai
Lama
Tsigang
the Revenue Office
tsipon
the title for the heads of the Revenue Office
Tsondu
the general name for the several levels of assemblies
that were sometimes convened by the Kashag to
render an opinion o n important issues
Tsuglagang
the main temple in Lhasa that is surrounded by the
circular Barkor Road. T h e Jokhang is located within it.
Wang Qirnei
r
official from the Southwest
a senior c o m ~ n a n d e and
Bureau. He led the advance troop of the Eighteenth
Army (;ot-ps to 1,hasa in September I 951.
Xikang (Province) thc province immediately north of Sichuan, which
was predotninatcly ethnic Tibetan (Khaniba) in
composition. It was merged into Sichuan in 1955.
i1 scnior leadcr from the Northwest Bureau (vice
chairman of the Northwest Military-Administrative
Burci~u)who was called t o Beijing and became the
vicc p r c ~ n i c rof' the PR(;
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Xu Danlu

Yadong

Ya Hanzhang
Zhang Guohua

Zhang Jingwu
Zhou Enlai
Zhu De

an important cadre in the Tibet Work Committee. He
was the Central Committee's liaison to the Dalai Lama
on his trip to and from eastern China in 1954-55.
a town on the border with Sikkim. The place to which
the Dalai Lama fled in 1950-5 1 after the Chinese took
military control of Chamdo. In Tibetan it is called
Tromo.
a senior Northwest Bureau official in Tibet in the early
1950s
the top Southwest Bureau official in Tibet and the commander of the Eighteenth Army Corps; also the first
deputy secretary of the Tibet Work Committee in Lhasa
representative of the Central Committtee to the Dalai
Lama and first secretary of the Tibet Work Committee
the premier of the People's Republic of China
the commander in chief of the PLA
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Introduction
Tibetan Society on the Eve of
Incorporation into China

Political systems have ideologies that summarize and rationalize their basic
premises. In Tibet, society and government were based on a value system in
which religious goals and activities were paramount. The Tibetan state as
headed by the Dalai Lama was founded in the mid-seventeenth century after decades of bitter sectarian conflict. The new theocratic government saw
its mission as the support and enhancement of Buddhism, particularly its
own "yellow hat" (or Gelugpa) sect. Tibetans conceived of this as a system
of "religion and government joined together" (tib. chosi nyiden), because
the ruler, the Dalai Lama, was an incarnation of the Bodhisattva Avaloketisvara, and monks served alongside laymen to administer the country.
Moreover, beginning in the eighteenth century, the regents who ruled during the dalai lamas' minorities were also incarnate lamas. Tibetans considered their country unique because of this "dual system" of government. The
depth of this belief was conveyed in a letter the Tibetan government sent to
Chiang Kai-shek in 1946: "There are many great nations o n this earth who
have achieved unprecedented wealth and might, but there is only one nation which is dedicated to the well-being of humanity in the world and that
is the religious land of Tibet which cherishes a joint spiritual and temporal
system."'
To understand twentieth-century Tibetan history, therefore, it is necessary to understand that Tibet was, in many fundamental ways, a premodern
theocratic polity, and this was riot because of any unusual isolation. In the
twentictli century, Tibet looked modernity straight in the eyes and rejected
change and adaptation. Its leaders saw Tibet's greatness in its religious in-
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stitutions a n d held strongly that these should be continued without competition o r contamination from "modern" institutions such as public schools
o r a professional army.2

THE G O V E R N M E N T

T h e Tibetan government in 1951 consisted of a system of hierarchically
arranged offices staffed by a bureaucracy of roughly five hundred officials,
about half of whom were monk officials a n d half lay aristocratic officiak3
Virtually all offices a n d positions in that government were headed by lay and
monk officials jointly sharing power. This tiny bureaucracy was able to administer a country the size of western Europe, because the Tibetan governm e n t operated under a minimalist philosophy in which most governmental
functions were performed by local lords who held manorial estates.
T h e lay official segment of the government was recruited from a hereditary aristocracy that consisted of about two hundred families. Each aristocratic family held at least o n e manorial estate with attached peasant families
a n d in return was required to send at least o n e male family member to serve
as a government official (with n o salary). Serving the government as a lay
official was technically an obligation but in reality was a carefully guarded
prerogative. With the exception of the families of the successive dalai lamas
a n d , in the twentieth century, a few very rich trading families, nonnobles
could not become lay government officials.
T h e monk official segment of the government was recruited primarily
from a small number of monasteries, principally the three huge monasteries around I,hasa (Sera, Drepung, a n d Ganden) but also a few others such
as Muru ant1 Shide. These monk officials were required to be celibate but
did not live in monasteries and were not active in the affairs of'their original monasteries. Instead they were specially trained for administrative service in the Tselabdra, a government school located in the Potala. They became bureaucrats much like their lay aristocratic counterparts, although,
unlike the aristocrats, they were celibate monks a n d had n o estates.
T h e Tibctan government was headecl by a ruler, the Dalai Lama, o r in his
minority, a regent. T h e ruler ideally hacl ultimate authority over all decisions
and appointments, and, theoretically, all recornmentlations for action had
to be submitted to him for approval.
T h e Dalai Lama himself is recruitecl by incarnation. In other words, within
o n e t o three years after a Dalai Lama dies, he chooses his successor by incarnating his "essence" into the fetus of a boy. T h e task of the traclitional Tibctan
2.

T h e history of tht- f i ~ s thalf or thy twrritieth cx-ntllry is t~xariiint~tl
in tlrrail in (;oltlstcin

1 !)H!).
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T h e Tibetan govrrnrnent was known in Tihrtan
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(;anrlrn Photlrang o r I k w a s h ~ ~ n g .
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government and regent, therefore, was to identify that child from among
the tens of thousands of boys born within a few years of the death of the last
Dalai Lama.
To d o this, the Tibetan government o r regent examined dreams, visions,
miraculous events, and the like to focus the search geographically and then
sent out a series of search teams to try to discover young boys who might be
the new incarnation. As potential candidates for the new Dalai Lama were
identified, the small children were tested by showing them pairs of itemsone personally owned by the late Dalai Lama and another that was identical but new. The correct child was expected to choose the things h e had used
in his previous incarnation, not the new and shiny ones. Ultimately, the next
Dalai Lama was chosen from the pool of several "candidate-children" who
had been identified by the different search teams; then h e was brought back
to Lhasa, where he studied religion with tutors. This system effectively transferred the charisma of the previous incarnation to the new one and legitimized the selection.
During the Dalai Lama's minority, Tibet was ruled by a regent, who held
power until the Dalai Lama reached age eighteen. At this time, the Dalai
Lama assumed political power for the remainder of his life. However, even
after a dalai lama formally assumed power, how much he was really able to
exercise has varied according to circumstances and the particular dalai lama
involved.
The Dalai Lama was surrounded by a sniall number of monk attendants
and government monk officials who served him in his personal household
and his secretariat office (called the Tse ga).4O n e of the most important of
these was the jigyab khembo. He was a high monk official who was in charge
of the Dalai Lama's personal treasury and his three chief personal attendants." Tlie jigyab khembo had a high status and was entitled to sit with the
Kasliag, although he usually did so only if the Dalai Lama had something to
say to the Kasliag or vice versa.
The other major monk official in the Dalai Lama's secretariat was the lord
charnbrrlain (tih. dr6nyercliemmo). He was the conduit to the Dalai Lama
for s ~ ~ things
ch
as private petitions and requests for audiences, so although
lowcr in rank than the jigyah khembo, he could be extremely powerftil, bec a w Ilc controlled acccss t o the Dalai Lama. In the period covered by this
liis~ol-~,
Phala was the influrntial a ~ i dpowerful lord chamberlain.
Also ilnportanc in the l)i~laiLama's entoul-age were his senior and junior
t1lto1-s(and tlicil- assistants). They hacl constant access to the Dalai 1.ama and
4 . 'fhc, 1)alai I n m i ~ ' sccrrta~.iat
s
w ~ s s m a l l1.1 was tirarlrtl by thc. lol-d chamber-lair1and staffed
I)v sixlccn tsc.nd~-iinand li)~r~sitrgga, all of'wliorii we]-e monk oflicials.
5 . 'l'hc.sc- wcrc the c~liicf'attc*nd;~nt
f01-food (tih. siipiin klicrnl~o).the chief' altrndant for( ' l ( ) ~ h( lri t ~, . sirnl)iit~kl~cnrho),and thr ~11irl';ictcndant
li,r r.ittrals (tib. chiipiin khernlm).
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were also influential. Ling Rimpoche and Trijang Rimpoche were, respectively, the senior and junior tutors during the 1950s.
A number of factors affected the Dalai Lama's ability to wield power effectively. One of the most circumscribing factors was his physical isolation
from virtually everyone in his kingdom. The Dalai Lama was cloistered in
his palaces and had no informal contact outside of those immediately
around him. The Dalai Lama, therefore, was dependent on information coming to him from other offices and officials, particularly those in his immediate entourage, and it actually took an active effort on the part of a dalai
lama to overcome this institutionalized isolation. This problem was exacerbated by the tactics of the bureaucracy, especially the Kashag, the highest
office in the Tibetan government.
The Kashag (Council of Ministers) traditionally consisted of four ministers (tib. kalon), one of whom was a monk official, but in modern times this
number was not strictly adhered to. In 195 1 , for example, there were eight
(full and acting) ministers."hese were appointed by the ruler for life from
a short list of nominees prepared by the Kashag itself. Although the ruler
was not limited to choosing from the Kashag's list, normally he did so. Supporting these ministers was a small staff of six or seven junior aristocratic
officials.'
The Kashag was the administrative center of the Tibetan government for
secular affairs and also functioned as the Tibetan equivalent of a paramount
court of appeals. It was the only office that could send secular items to the
ruler for approval and, therefore, was the only secular office that could have
direct contact with him. All other secular offices had to go through the
Kashag to obtain a decision from the ruler. The Kashag also was responsible for making nominations for appointments and promotions (of lay
officials).
LJnder the Kashag, a hierarchy of offices handled the business of government. Most were headed by both monk and lay officials, but the two most
important, the Revenue Office (tib. Tsigang) and the Ecclesiastic Office (tib.
Yigtsang), were headed, respectively, by four lay officials (tib. tsipon) and
four monk officials (tib. trunyichemmo). The Ecclesiastic Office dealt with
religious affairs and the government's monk officials; and the Revenue
Office, with issues of revenue, taxes, and secular affairs.
Traditionally, there were no portfolios in the Kashag, and decision mak-

(i.T h e five full Kashag ministers in I < ) r ,wcre
~ Ramba (Thrrhdcn (;iingyen) (monk offic,ial).

Surkhang (M"rngchcn ( k l e k ) , Ragasha ( P h i ~ n t s oRahgyc). I , h a l ~('Tsewang
~
1)orje). anrl Ng;ll)fi
(Ngawang.ligme) T h e three acting ministers were Th~rhdcnRamvang (monk official), S h a s ~ ~ r
(also known as Shenkawa) ((;vurme Dorje), and I)ombor (Kyenrah W a n g c h ~ ~ k(monk
)
official).
7. T h e staff of sevenjunior oficials comprised two kadrlrng, two kanrlriin, and threr Kashal:
shiipa. all o f whom were aristocratic officials.
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ing was done collectively, with consensus required for action. The fundamental power of the Kashag was that no secular matter could reach the ruler
for settlement without first passing through its hands. Tibetans, therefore,
often spoke of it as the throat through which all governmental matters must
pass.
The following example will illustrate how recommendations for action
were framed. This example was sent as a hypothetical from a county governor to the Revenue Office to the Kashag to the Dalai Lama, then back to the
Kashag, from there to the Revenue Office, and finally to the county in quest i ~ nIn
. ~Tibet, the Kashag and Dalai Lama used different colors of ink, so
it is immediately clear to a reader which changes each made on a document.
For the purpose of illustrating the different inks, the Kashag's emendations
are presented in square brackets, and the underlining and strike-through
reflect the Dalai Lama's decision:
It was examined (by me the Dalai Lama) o n the 5th day of the 9th month of
the Wood-Tiger year.
Wood-Tiger year. A report has arrived from the Gyantse county governor. This
year because of heavy rains, the fields of the people of Samada have become
covered with water and they were not able to harvest a crop. Based on the great
difficulties caused by that [which others have n o means for imitating] after
doing their corvke taxes, for three, four, five years we are requesting a concession of taxes in kind. [and o n top of that, to make up for the loss, 4lket;
a n d barley khe 70, 80, g o to be given as a gift] ."
.
Please instruct whether it is all right o r not to d o this."'
9

7 .

As is seen in this example, proposals submitted to the Dalai Lama for his
action were cast in the form of a decision corning from him. Thus, the first
sentence of this petition indicates that the Dalai Lama (or, in his minority,
the regent) examined the request on such and such a date, and the underlining in the final sentence indicate his approval.
The Kashag, in this example, had first altered the Revenue Office recommendation by adding the phrase "which others have no means for imitating" and the phrase "and o n top of that, to make up for the loss, si!ver coins
2 0 0 , 250,300 atid barley khe 7o,Ho, c)o to be given as a gift." The Dalai Lama
then chosc to cross out the I-eco~nmendation
for payment in silver coins, while
choosing seventy khe and a tax concession of five years.
This hypothetical example rcvcals some of the basic ways that the politi-

H. Thisc.x;l~i~l,l(*
was c.o~~st~.t~ctc.rl
by a f01.1nrlKashag minister, the late Srlrkharlg (Wangrhen
(;c.lck) ((;olds~c.illI
I 75- 76).
0. A k11r is ;I ~ l . a r l i t i o ~I~~i ~C l~ I S I of'
I ~ C
\ , o l ~ ~ l i i tc-q r ~ i \ . ; l l c t. ~
o ~abotlt
~
thirty-one pounds (folh;ll.lcy).
10.
(;oldstc.in I !)fiH: I 76.
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cal system restricted the Dalai Lama (or regent). While the ruler unquestionablv held ultimate authority over all decision making, his power was limited by his lack of information. In the above incident, for example, the Dalai
Lama knew only what was in the recommendation, a n d since recommendations for action were supported by the Kashag, h e would almost always
leave the basic notion intact, even though, as h e did here, h e might well alter some points within the decision. O n major issues, the Dalai Lama could
summon the Kashag for a meeting a n d discuss the issue in question in person, but for most recommendations h e based his decision o n what was given
him. T h e Dalai Lama was also limited in seeing only those issues that the
Kashag decided to send to him.
T h e control of the Kashag was further enhanced by its long-established
practice of unilaterally settling many issues without first sending these to the
ruler. This was possible because the Kashag's seal was the official government
seal. Even items that went to the ruler for approval were issued with the
Kashag's seal. Consequently, in cases when the Kashag did not send an issue
to the Dalai Lama for approval, the council simply wrote the decision as if
it had already been seen by the Dalai Lama (i.e., as above) a n d then sent it
out for implementation using the council's seal."
T h e Kashag's internal rationalization for bypassing the ruler was usually
that an issue was too inconsequential to bother the sacred ruler or, alternatively, that it dealt with matters unsuitable for an incarnate lama, for example, decisions that ordered corporal punishment. However, the Kashag normally would not withhold several clear-cut types of issues from the ruler: ( 1 )
decisions that involved the expenditure of government funds, ( 2 ) decisions
that involved the transfer of land from o n e owner to another o r confiscations/aw~rdsof land, ( 3 ) decisions granting permanent tax exemptions or
adding new taxes, ( 4 ) promotions a n d demotions, (5) decisions involving
border relations a n d foreign affairs. T h e majority of other issues were generally settled unilaterally by the Kashag.
O n e Kashag minister, the late Surkhang (Wangchen Gelek), estimated
that in the late I 040s about 7 0 percent of incoming requests were settled by
the Kashag without approval of the ruler. During the government's six-day
work week, the Kashag sent about o n e hundred pieces of business to the ruler
for final confirmation, according to Si~rkhang'sestimation. As o n e would
predict, h e indicated that the percentage of items approved unilaterally by
the Kashag increased consiclerably during the reign of a regent and a new
dalai lama and decreased during the era of a strong dalai lama. However, in
the history of the institution of the Dalai Lama, only a few dalai lamas were

I I . T h e Kashag seal was ralletl katlam. T h e Ilalai 1,ama hat1 his own seal, called hr~gdam.
which he i ~ s c dto issue tlecrees in his own name.
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able to exercise extensive autocratic power. T h e 13th Dalai Lama was one
of these, and an important issue for the history of the 1950s was whether
the 14th Dalai Lama, who ascended to official authority in late i 950, would
continue that style of active rulership.
The Kashag, therefore, controlled the daily operation of the government
and was the critical link between the ruler and the bureaucracy. However,
the Kashag's dominance of the Tibetan government occasionally was lessened by the creation of another office above it-the Office of the Silon. Such
was the case during 1950-5 2.

T H E SILON O R SITSAB

The Office of the Silon was created in 1904 when the I 3th Dalai Lama fled
to exile in Mongolia and China as a result of a British invasion of his capital. At that time the Dalai Lama appointed three Kashag ministers to govern in his absence, calling them silon, which literally means "minister of political administration." Unlike regents who ruled after the death of a dalai
lama and during the minority of the successor dalai lama, the Silon were in
charge of the country when the ruler was alive but in exile. However, when
the Dalai Lama returned to Lhasa from India in 1913, h e resumed his authority but chose not to disband the Office of the Silon, which continued to
function, forming a new layer in the bureaucratic hierarchy that sat between
the Kashag and the Dalai Lama. The Kashag, heretofore the highest office
in the government, then had to send all its petitions, requests, and decisions
to the ruler via the silon, who exercised the same power over the Kashag's
requests as the Kashag did over the other governmental offices subordinate
to it. For exarnple, the silon could unilaterally decide not to forward a Kashag
recommendation to the ruler.
By the early i ggos, only one of the original three ministers appointed in
1904 wasalive, but the Dalai Lama kept the office going by appointing his
nephew, Langdiin, to serve jointly with that last silon, and by the time the
13th Dalai Lama died in 1933, only the Dalai Lama's nephew Langdiin remained as siliin.
The Dalai 1,ama's death required the appointment of a regent to oversee
the selection of the new Dalai Lama and rule in his minority. Since the late
eighteenth century, this had been an incarnate lama, but in 1933 there was
some sentiment favoring the appointment of l,angdiin, a lay aristocrat, to
per-Form this function. Ultimately, a lama-Reting-was
selected as regent
with thc proviso that he share power equally with 1,angdiin. This arrangement lasted fi,r only a few years, because Reting quickly managed to force
lallgdiin to resign. From then until Decernbcr iqy,o, the Office of Silon was
vacant. 111 that year, the Dalai Lama appointed two acting silon (called sitsab),
to ovcrscc govcr-nrncntal affairs from 1,hasa while he fled to Yadong, on the
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border of Sikkim, to wait to see whether the Chinese would continue their
invasion into Central Tibet."

THE (NATIONAL) ASSEMBLY, OR T S O N D U

The institution of the Assembly (tib. Tsondu) appears to have arisen during
the 1860s when the lay aristocrat Shatra convened an ad hoc meeting that
called itself "the great Ganden Monastery, Drepung Monastery, and the government officials" (tib. gandredrungche). It deposed the regent and replaced
him with Shatra. After Shatra's death, the Assembly, or Tsondu, as it came
to be called, selected the regents and came to play an important role in national affairs. In the modern period ( 1 g 13-5 1 ), assemblies met irregularly
at the request of the Kashag to consider and give an opinion o n a specific
question supplied by the Kashag. They were, therefore, consultative rather
than legislative and were convened to broaden the base of support for some
sensitive or difficult decision that the Kashag did not want to make unilaterally. By tradition, the Kashag ministers themselves did not participate in
the Assembly discussions or even attend.
The configuration of the Assembly with respect to size and composition
varied according to the topic under consideration. T h e smallest of these Assembly configurations was a type of elite government committee consisting
of the Council of Ministers and the heads of the two most important offices
under them, the Ecclesiastic Office and the Revenue Office. Together they
were known as the Kashag Trungtsi Lhengye and met at the Kashag's request.
Sometimes, the sitting abbots of the three major Gelugpa monasteries were
added to this assembly to expand its representativeness.
The largest of the assemblies was called the Full Assembly (tib. Tsondu
Gyendzom). I t consisted of ( 1 ) all the abbots and ex-abbots of the three maGelugpa monasteries, Ganden, Sera, and Drepung; ( 2 ) the eight heads
of the Revenue and Ecclesiastic offices (tib. trungtsigye); ( 3 ) all the lay and
monk officials present in Lhasa at the time; (4) representatives from a number of incarnations and other monasteries such as Reting, Kundeling,
Tshomiiling, Tshecholing, Ditru, Tashilhunpo, the Ganden Tri Rimpoche,
and Sakya; ( 5 ) the captains (tib. rupijn) and lieutenants (tih. gyagpiin) of
the army who were stationed in Lhasa; (6) the approximately twenty minor
officials (tib. tshopa) who were in charge of collecting house taxes and arranging corvie taxes in L,hasa; and (7) about thirty clerks and craftsmen (rib.
drungtog). It was convened only for extraordinary issues, such as the confirmation of the discovery of a new Dalai Lama.
The Full Assembly, furthermore, rarely remained in session for more than

or
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a day or two, normally adjourning in favor of the third main type of assembly, the Abbreviated Assembly (tib. Tsondu Hragdu). This assembly consisted
of twenty to fifty members, usually the abbots and ex-abbots of the three major Gelugpa monasteries and representatives of the government ranks chosen by the Kashag and the Ecclesiastic Office, for example, two from the
fourth rank and two from the fifth rank. The Abbreviated Assembly was the
type of assembly usually convened. It used the same seals as the Full Assembly
and operated in the same manner.
The Abbreviated and Full assembly meetings were presided over by the
trungtsigye, one of whom opened the meeting by reading the topic to be
discussed. Since votes were not taken, the final decision was generally reached
when one of the trungtsigye summed u p the feelings expressed by the Assembly members. If there were n o dissenting views, a draft was written, and
if there were n o objections to the wording of this, the trungtsigye took it to
the Kashag. If the Kashag disagreed or had questions, the Assembly discussed
these and generally rewrote the draft. In the end, four seals were affixed to
the Assembly's documents: one representing all the government officials and
one for each of the three great Gelugpa monasteries.
None of these assemblies could initiate action, nor could they ultimately
determine administrative action. Whether or not their advice was heeded
and converted into policy depended on the Kashag and the ruler. The assemblies, in short, were consultative bodies that represented primarily the
monks of Sera, Drepung, and Ganden and the mass of government officials.
Nevertheless, as will be seen, the influence and power of these three monasteries in the assemblies gave them a kind of veto power over issues in Tibet.

T H E ESTATE SYSTEM

Tibet's estate system was I-oughlyanalogous to the manorialism found in medieval England and western continental Europe in the sense that both were
characterized by lands held by lords who were supported by a legally bound
peasant population. In Tibet, estates (tib. shigit) could he held by aristocratic
families, ~nonasceries,incarnate lamas, or the government itself. Such estates
were granted 1,y the r d c r (clic Dalai Lama or regent), who had the right to
confiscate such estates ;tnd occasionally did so, although in reality the estate
holders held their lii~idhc'rcdit;tl-ily across gener~itions.The Tibetan ruler
also h ; ~ dthe right to grant new estates, as he did for the families of new dalai
lani;ts. 11ills cnriohli~igtlirnl and making them 11;u-t of thr lay aristocracy.
11l)c.t'~
estates conihincct thc Incans of ~ ~ ~ - o d ~ ~ c t i o n - e c c ) ~ i o ~ lproiically
cll~ctivc1:ind-with a licrrditarily hot111dpeasall t 1a11or force. The estate's land
was ~n;lttrup of' two sccriotls-the lord's land (in European manorialism
called dcmrsnc land) alld the peasant's land (called tenement or villein
Jalld).'I'IIc'lord's larid ~ypicallyconstitrlted ahout one-half to three-fourths
r
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of the total arable land on the estate and was cultivated entirely by the estate's hereditarily bound peasants as a corvke obligation (tib. ula), that is, as
a labor tax with no reimbursement. On most estates, peasant families had
to provide their lord one worker every day and two or more at peak agricultural times.'" If there was no agricultural work to be done, the lord could
have his corvee workers do other things, such as collect firewood or spin wool.
All of the yield from the demesne land went directly to the lord.
The remainder of the estate's land was allocated to the estate's hereditarily bound peasants and was the means by which they derived their subsistence. They did not own this land in the sense of having the right to sell
it, but they normally held hereditary usufruct rights so long as their corvCe
obligations were fulfilled.
The defining feature of the Tibetan estate system was that the peasants
did not have the right to relinquish their land and seek their fortunes elsewhere. They were not free; they belonged to their estate hereditarily, and if
they ran away, the lord had the right to pursue and forcibly return them to
the estate.14
The peasants' linkage to an estate and lord was transmitted hereditarily by
parallel descent; that is, a man's sons became subjects of the estate/lord to
which h~belonged, and a woman's daughters became subjects of the estate/
lord to which she belonged (if they were different). If an estate changed hands
as sometimes happened, its bound peasants remained with the land and became the subjects of the new lord.
The authority of estates over their peasants was political as well as economic. Lords adjudicated disputes, meted out punishments, and controlled
the movement of their peasants. The permanent subservience-bound
status-of peasants to their estates/lords was manifest clearly when individuals sought to leave their estate permanently, for example, to marry a person
from a different estate or to join a monastery. In both such cases, permission frorn the lord was required.
In marriage, the simplest method of' securing such permission was via
"person exchange" (tib. mije). This involved the replacement of the person
marrying out with someone marrying in from the other estate. Each inmarrying spouse then became the subject of his or her spouse's estate and
lord. This option was ideal for lords, since neither estate lost a subject-a
free worker.
If there was no in-marrying spouse to serve as the exchange for the bride
I:\. [.and was calculated in basic units called "tax land r~nits"(tih. trrgang). Horrseliolds
holding one sirch unit h;td to provide the customary o n e person per day fcjr work o n tlicir PState. Horrseholds holding half ~rrcha rrnit had to send a workrr evcry other clay, and s o fcjrth.
I 4. This right was called "rrtrieving people from an area" (tih. mitsa ).iriigtrg or rnitsa yiriig011g).
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who left, occasionally a servant or landless peasant was sent by the receiving
lord as a substitute. That person would then physically move to the other
lord's estate and become part of it.
Another common practice for handling an out-marrying situation involved the bride or groom leasing his/her physical freedom from the estate
by paying a fee in perpetuity to his/her lord that was called "human lease"
(tib. mibo). In such cases, the human-lease holder remained the subject of
his/her lord but was free to marry or live and work where he/she chose so
long as the fees specified in the human-lease agreement were paid annually.
Under this arrangement, even though a woman was living on the estate of
her husband, she would still be a subject of her original lord, as would all of
her female children (and their female children in perpetuity). Her male offspring, however, would belong to their father's lord.
Human lease status fees varied significantly in size and nature. The fee
was typically money but sometimes also labor or goods, or even both. Lords
kept detailed records of their subjects, including household births and deaths
and annual human lease payments.'"n essence, therefore, virtually the entire Tibetan peasantry was hereditarily tied to estates/lords either directly
or through "human lease" status.
Monks and nuns, however, were partly an exception to this. Peasants seeking to become monks or nuns required the permission of their lord.16This
was invariably granted, and so long as the person remained in the monastic
order, he/she had no obligations to the estate/lord. Jurally, however, the lord
retained residual ownership rights over the person such that if he/she was
later expelled from or voluntarily left the monastic community, his/her previous subject status was reactivated."
The authority of lords over their subjects also included the right to transfer
them unilaterally to other individuals, both other lords and rich peasants,
although this was not common in Tibet. For example, lords sometimes sent
house servants (tib. yogpo; nangsen) or poor landless peasants as "tax appendages" (tib. treniin) to larger taxpaying peasant households that were
short of labor.'"imilarly, aristocrats often sent one of their maid-servants
as part of the dowry of their daughter when she went as a bride to another
family, even if this meant breaking up the maid-servant's family. Lords could
also physically move their peasants to other locations in accordance with their
own labor requirements.
An examplc of this occl~rredin the late 1940s on one of Drepung Mon-

ty,.

An exatnination o f this institution is found

it1

<;oldstein I 97 I b.d.

(i.This wits r ~ l l ( dchiidrii, 01- lirrrallv, "religion release."
I 7. This rcsidr~;ilright ol'lords was called gvatsa rangdag ("revel-t lo original lay status and
I

lord").
I
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astery's estates. Drepung required large quantities of firewood for the daily
"mangja" tea it served its ten thousand monks and decided to use its corvke
peasant labor force to provide this at n o cost to the monastery. It did so by
moving twelve young unmarried men from one of the monastery's estates
to a noncontiguous mountain area, where they lived in tents and were responsible for cutting and transporting firewood for a ten-year period. These
youths were drafted on the basis of their families' obligation to provide corvke
labor to the lord, so they received no salary o r food during the ten years the
monastery kept them there, although their families did receive credit for
providing one corvee laborer per day to the estate. The peasant households,
of course, did not have the option to refuse to send their son for this task.lg
The Tibetan political economy, therefore, not only provided elites with
productive resources but critically guaranteed them a "captive" labor force.
From the lords' vantage point, this was an extremely efficient system that required miniscule expenditures of their money o r time. Lords did not have
to compete for workers in a labor market, nor did they have to worry about
the feeding, clothing, and housing of the workers as in a slavery system. The
lord, whether an incarnate lama, a monastery, an aristocrat, or the government itself, needed only to supply a manager or steward to organize the
hereditarily bound labor force on its estate. It is this feature of Tibet's traditional society that has led many, including myself, to classify it as a variant
of European manorialism and to refer to these peasants as serfs.'(' I will use
this term in the subsequent chapters rather than repeatedly using boundpeasnnts or Tibetan terms such as m i s q trebn, dujung, and nnngsen.
Despite this structural rigidity, rural life at the ground level was simultaneously characterized by considerable flexibility. Lords were concerned exclusively with their estate's economic output-with transforming their land
into economically valuable products. Beyond extracting the full measure of
corvee labor and fees from their serfs, they were unconcerned with exercising control over the other aspects of their lives. How a peasant spent his
or her time outside corvee labor was of no concern to them. And since the
tax obligations actually fell on the household rather than on its individuals,
household members were free to d o as they wished, including travel to other
areas, for example, on a pilgrimage or for a visit to relatives, so long as the
household fulfilletl its corvee obligations. Being bound to an estate and lord,
therefore, meant subjects were not free to relinquish their corvi.e labor obligations i~nilaterallyby returning their land to the lord, but in anothcr sense,
peasant hoi~seholdsretained substantial individual freedom of day-to-day acI 5). Samtlrup (interview, I 989, 1.hasa. Tibet Arltonomor~sRegion. (;hina). S a m t l r ~ ~
was
p a
monk working rlnder the overall managrr o f Dreprlng (tih.,jiso)arltl was personally in charge
o f this operation.
2 0 . Sec <;oldstein 111'j I h and 1 9 8 6 ror data on ant1 analysis o f this instit~~tion.
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tion, so long as all the obligations owed to the estate were performed when
the lord demanded it.
Finally, the fact that virtually the entire peasantry was hereditarily bound
to an estate and lord did not mean that the peasantry was homogeneous in
terms of standard of living and status. First, government-owned estates differed significantly from aristocratic- and monastic-owned estates in that they
generally had only tenement land; that is, all of a government-owned estate's
land was divided among the peasants, who in turn had heavy obligations not
only in labor but also in kind. Second, significant differences existed within
the general category of serf, which included ( 1 ) the subcategory "taxpayers," who held land from their estate and had heavy obligations, ( 2 ) the subcategory called diijung, who were tied to estates but did not possess taxable
arable land and therefore had fewer obligations to the estate, and (3) the s u b
category of hereditary servants of the lord, called nangsen. Consequently, being a serf-a bound peasant-did not necessarily mean poverty. Many taxpayer
families were actually wealthy and had their own servants.
In summary, the Tibetan feudal politico-economic system was based on
estates, each of which had hereditarily bound serfs who provided free labor
and often other taxes in kind. The monasteries, incarnate lamas, aristocrats,
and the government itself all depended on this system of relations.

THE MONASTIC SYSTEM AND MASS MONASTICISM

Monasticism is fundamental to both Mahayana and Theravada Buddhist
philosophies and is found wherever Buddhism exists. However, in contrast
to the systems of other Buddhist countries, the Tibetan monastic system supported a staggering number of monks before the Chinese takeover. Surveys
showed that there were already 3 19,270 monks in I 733,'' and estimates for
the 1 qqos
. and '40s claim that between i o and 2 0 percent of males were lifelong, celibate monks. By contrast, at about the same time in Thailand, another
prominent Buddhist society, only about 1-2 percent of the total number of
males were monks."
In I 95 I there were approxirni~telytwenty-five hundred monasteries in
Tibet, the three largest around Lhasa (Drepung, Sera. and Ganden) alone
containing twenty thousand monks. The state supported these religious
institutions, having allocated over the centuries large amounts of arable and
pasture land for their subsistence along with the serfs to work the land. In
1 <)r,
I , hctwccn 37 i ~ n d
50 percent of the best, most fertile land in Tibet was
held hy ~nonastrricsand incarnate lamas (and another 25 percent, by lay
at-istocrats).The government held the rest. The government, in addition,
L

provided generous subsidies to important monasteries for prayer ceremonies and for religious rites, such as the annual Great Prayer Festival in
Lhasa. The vigor with which the state supported religious activities and institutions contrasted markedly with its lack of provision of even rudimentary
services to its lay population. Countrywide, for example, it operated no
schools, no medical public health system, no police force, n o banks, and no
newspapers.
This is not surprising, because Tibet's monks, abbots, and incarnate lamas
believed that the real measure of Tibet's superiority and uniqueness as a nation was not individual monks' intellectual or spiritual virtuosity, one holy
monk meditating in the mountains for years on end, or the authorship of
one brilliant new religious text on Buddhist dialectics, but rather monastic
qunntity, or what I refer to as mass monasticism. Tibetans felt that Tibet's
greatness lay in its development of a system wherein tens of thousands of
young boys were constantly being taken away from the mundane world of
inevitable suffering and thrust into a purer alternative culture-the organized community of celibate monks. In traditional Tibet, every monk, good
or bad, was considered superior to every layman, because by virtue of having renounced marriage and family, monks took the mandatory first step to
a higher level of spiritual development (although this journey would inevitably take many rebirths and many lifetimes).
However, to be successful generation after generation, mass monasticism
required powerful and effective mechanisms for recruiting large numbers
of monks, retaining them in lives of celibacy and supporting them materially. The Tibetan monastic system was unusual in the Buddhist world in that
the overwhelming majority of monks were placed in monasteries by their
parents when they were just children, usually between the ages of seven and
ten or eleven, without regard for their persor~alityor wishes.
Parents made a son a monk for many reasons. Some, perhaps most, were
motivated by their cleep religious belief that being a monk was a great privilege and honor. Others were motivated to fulfill a solemn vow previously
made to a deity when their son was very ill or because an older established
monk who was a close relative asked them to allow their son to join his monk
household. In still other cases, recruitment was simply the result of a corvke
tax obligation: in some areas, monastic serfs with three sons often had to
make one a monk.'? Poor families, moreover, frequently made their sons
monks because it was a culturally valued way to reduce the number of mouths
they had to feed while also ensuring that their son wot~lclnever have to experience the hardships ancl poverty of village life. And sometimes the decision to make a son a monk resulted from parents strategizing about how to
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organize their family's human resources; for example, the parents of a family with four sons might decide to make one o r two a monk and marry the
rest polyandrously, since four brothers sharing a wife was considered difficult,
whereas two or three was considered ideal.
Parents sometimes broached the subject with a son but usually simply told
him of their decision. For parents, whether o r not the child wanted to become a monk was irrelevant. T h e child's wishes were also not important to
the monastery, although its rules required that monks enter of their own volition and its officials formally asked the child whether he wanted to be a
monk. This is seen clearly in the phenomenon of runaway young monks.
When a new child monk ran away from the monastery, as many did, the situation did not result in his dismissal on the grounds that his actions were
clear evidence that h e did not want to be a monk. To the contrary, it typically resulted in monks from the monastery going out to search for the child
and bringing him back forcibly. And even if the runaway child monk managed to reach his home, he typically received a beating from his father, who
immediately returned him to the monastery. However, the many monks who
related these incidents about themselves in interviews did not see this as abuRather, they laughed at how stupid they had been to want to give u p
being a monk. Tibetans traditionally felt that young boys could not comprehend the wonder of being a monk, and it was u p to their elders to see to
it that they had the right opportunities.
However, since monks had the right to leave the monastic order and had
the ability to d o so once they became young adults in their twenties, powerful mechanisms were needed to retain young monks who were unsure about
living a lifetime of celibacy. The monastic system was structured to facilitate
this. For one thing, while monks enjoyed high status, ex-monk were somewhat looked down on. For another, the great large monasteries generally did
not place severe restrictions on comportment or demand educational achievement. Rather than diligently weeding out all novices who seemed unsuited
for a rigorous life of prayer, study, and meditation, the Tibetan monastic
system expelled monks only if they committed murder or engaged in heterosexual i n t e r c ~ r i r s er . Novices
~'
or monks were not required to pass any
exams in order to remain in the monastery (although exams were required
to attain higher statuses within the nlonastic ranks). Monks who had n o interest in studying or meditating were as welcome as the virtuoso scholar
monks. Even totally illitel-ate monks were accommodated, because, like the
24. 1 intervit.wrd scvc.r.al hr~ndr-rdDrrpung monks in Tibct as part of an oral history of the
I)l~rl"lllRpl-c!jcc.t.
2 . 5 . While Tihrtiln monaster~ies
enforced hcteroscxual celibacy, homosexual intercourse was
grncr;llly ovcrlookcd so Ior~gas n o 01-iliccwas penrtratcd. Thus, if a monk engaged in horn*
srxrl;ll in~erc.o~~r-sc.,
i t was typic-;lily done I>rhvc.cnt l ~ cthighs of the partner-.

great monks, they too had made the critical break from the attachments of
secular life. T h e monks of Drepung conveyed the great diversity in their
monastery with the pithy saying "In the ocean there a r e fishes a n d frogs."
Furthermore, leaving the monastery posed economic problems. Monks
lost whatever rights they might otherwise have had o n their family farm when
they entered the monastery, so monks who left the monastery had to find
some new source of income. They also reverted to their original serf status
when they left a n d were liable for service to their lord. By contrast, if they
remained monks, their basic economic needs were m e t without their having to work too hard. All these factors made it both easier a n d more advantageous for monks to remain in the monastery.
As mentioned above, the monastic leadership espoused the belief that
since the Tibetan state was first a n d foremost the supporter a n d patron of
religion, the needs a n d interests of religion should take primacy. And since
mass monasticis~nrepresented the greatness of Tibetan religion, the leadership believed that the political a n d economic system existed to facilitate
this and that thqy, not the government, could bestjudge what was in the shortand long-term interests of religion. Thus, it was their religious right, even
duty, to intervene whenever they felt the government was acting against the
interests of religion. This, of course, brought them into the mainstream of
political affairs a n d into potential conflict with the Dalai Lama o r regent and
the government. And while the Dalai Lama a n d the rest of the government
agreed with mass monasticism in principle, disagreement o n specific issues
often occurred. For example, in 1946 when the government hired an English teacher and opened a modern school in Lhasa to better prepare Tibet
to deal with the modern world, the monks in L,hasa perceived this as a threat
to the dominance of religiorl a n d protested, threatening to kidnap students.
T h e government quickly backed down a n d the school was disbanded after
a few weeks.
T h e political interests of the monastic segment were conveyed not only
by the thr-eat of thousands of monks taking to the streets but also institutionally through the government's monk official segment a n d by the participation of the abbots a n d ex-abbots of the great Gelugpa monasteries around
Lhasa in the Fi111a n d Abbreviated assemblies. Through their voice in these
assemblies, the abbots exercised a kind of d e facto veto o n major government decisions. C;onsequently, as Tibet attempted to adapt to the rapit1
changes of the twentieth century, the power and prestige o f religion and the
interests of the great monasteries plaved a major role in limiting the options
of the Tibetan government and thwarting change, hccai~sethese monastcries consistently equated moderni7ation with secularism a n d a decline in the
unique greatnev o f Tibet-the efflorescence of mass monasticism and the
s y t e m of manorial estates that s i ~ p p o r t e dit.

PART ONE

The Road to a
Sino-Tibetan Agreement

Chapter

1

Chinese Perspectives
Radio Beijing

O n 2 7 May 1951, the sixteen-year-old Dalai Lama was living in Yadong, a
small town o n the Sikkimese border, where h e a n d his leading officials had
moved a few months earlier so that they could easily cross into India if the
People's Liberation Army (PLA) were to invade Central Tibet suddenly. A
group of top officials headed by the Kashag ministers Ramba a n d Surkhang
accompanied him, while the remainder of the government stayed in Lhasa,
headed by two acting chief ministers (sitsab) a n d two acting Kashag ministers who were specially appointed to remain in Lhasa just before the Dalai
Lama left.'
The Dalai Lama was relaxing in his quarters, listening to Beijing's Tibetanlanguage radio broadcast, when h e suddenly heard the Xinhua News
Agency announce that a "Seventeen-Point Agreement for the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet" had been signed o n 23 May by the People's Republic of
China (PKC) a n d the "local" government of Tibet.' Tibet, the announcer
ctithusiastically said, was returning to the "motherland." T h e Dalai Lama
was further shocked when h e heard the list of points, because they included
items the Tibetan government had explicitly instructed its negotiators not
to accept, for example, that the local government of Tibet would actively
assist the People's Liberation Army in entering Tibet, a n d because they
reported that something ominously called the Military-Administrative

I . Tlic oflici;~Is\vlio
wrnt with thc Ihlai l a m a t o Yadong werr known as the r rave ling governrnenl" (tih. clirshrlllg), and thosc who rrlnaincd in I.hasa were known as the "home governrncsnl"( ~ i hshishrlng).
.
2 . "l.o(.i\lgov.1-ilrnent" (lit),sane sishring) was the name the Chinese Communist Party used
f'ol- thr Tihctan govcrnmenc or the Dalai 1,ama in order to avoid referring to i t verbally as an
inrlt-y)cr~tlrnrpolitical entity.
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Committee would be set u p in Tibet. T h e Dalai Lama's reaction was instant
a n d visceral.
I cot~ldnot believe my ears. I wanted to rush out and call everybody in, but I
sat transfixed. The speaker described how over the last hundred years or more
aggressive imperialist forces had penetrated into Tibet and "carried out all kinds
of deceptions and provocations." It added that "under such conditions, the Tibetan nationality and people were plunged into the depths of enslavement and
suffering." I felt physically ill as I listened to this unbelievable mixture of lies
and fanciful c l i ~ h i s . ~

M A 0 ZEDONG'S PERSPECTIVE

This Seven teen-Poin t Agreement dominates the history of the 1950s and
even today continues to have an impact in Sino-Tibetan relations. It came
about through a shrewd Chinese policy that was crafted a n d personally directed by Mao Zedong a n d applied a combined diplomatic a n d military pressure against a n ill-prepared a n d weak Tibetan government.
No Chinese internal documents are available in which the issue of liberating Tibet was specifically discussed, b u t two fundamental reasons clearly
appear to have informed the PRC's decision to d o so. T h e most important
was the issue of national honor. Over the past hundred years, China had become weak as a result of the corruptness of the previous Chinese regimes
and the interference of Western and Japanese imperialists. T h e Chinese Communist Party was committed to expelling all the vestiges of foreign influence
a n d power that had humbled China for so long a n d to reversing what it considered its national humiliation. A part of this restoration of national dignity was restoring full sovereignty (actual control) over all that had been
China during the Qing a n d Guomindang periods.
Tibet was o n e of the most visible examples of China's decline from greatness. From Beijing's reading of history, British imperialism had played a major role in splitting off that vast territory from the Chinese state. T h e Chi.
and Britain's subsequent
nese felt that the British invasion ofTibet in 1903-4
support for Tibetan autonomy played a major factor not only in influencing
the Tibetan government to desire independence from China but also in preventing China from reasserting its control over Tibet.'' Restoring Tibet to
the People's Republic of China, therefore, had d e e p nationalistic and symbolic value, especially since another vast minority territory, Outer Mongolia, had already been lost during the Guomindang p e r i o t f . V n exposition
L

g . Daliii Lama I 990: 6:3.
4. The histclr); o f this period is covered in detail in C;oldstein I $49.
.?. The history of this is tliact~ssedin C;oltlstein 1 1 ) y j : 40.
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of some of these views occurred some years later in a 1954 internal party report o n problems within the party in Tibet.
Tibet and the motherland have had a close, inseparable relationship since a
long time ago. Tibet is one part of the territory of our great motherland. However, after the Republican Revolution ( l g i l ) , Tibet's rulers, who were controlled and manipulated by imperialists, abandoned the motherland and went
to rely on the imperialists. To a great extent, imperialists controlled Tibet,
signed unfair treaties and gained great privilege in the spheres of politics, economics, and military. Also they took numerous pieces of territory from the border area of Tibet. Because of the development of the anti-imperialist struggle
of the entire Chinese people and the existence of an anti-imperialist force
within the Tibetan nationality (among them, including a part of the upperclass lamas and aristocrats), they failed to conquer the whole of Tibet. During
this period of time, Tibet was semicolonial, and mainly took an independent
attitude toward us."

In addition to this set of powerful historical a n d nationalistic issues, a n d in
a sense inextricably intertwined with them, was the geopolitical significance
of Tibet for China's national security. Losing Mongolia was not a great security risk, because it was a loyal Communist satellite of the USSR. Tibet, o n
the other hand, was a religious theocracy in which the elite aristocracy was
influenced by British customs a n d language. When the elite wanted to give
their children a modern education, they sent them to British missionary
schools in India. They clearly valued British education a n d the English language, not Chinese. Consequently, it was obvious that Western a n d Indian
interests would play a major role in Tibet should it continue to be, as it then
was, a d e facto independent state. And more dangerous, it was also likely
that the United States would come to play a significant role in Tibet, given
the Cold War and U.S. support of Chiang Kai-shek against the Chinese Communist Party. T h e Tihetan government, in fact, had already sent a state mission to America in I 948, a n d the Tibet situation had received a great deal
of publicity a n d sympathy in the United States as a result of the well-publicized visit of t h e famous jo~lrnalistLowell ~ h o m a s . 'For China. the possibility that countries hostile to i t could influence o r secure bases in Tibet
was an unacceptable risk, given that Tibet bordered on Xinjiang, Qinghai,
Yunnan, and Sichr~anprovinces-and, of course, o n India, Nepal, Sikkim,
Bhutan, and Arunachal Pradesh. Mao alluded to this in conversations h e had
with the Panchcn IJani;l and the Dalai Latna in 1954, saying to the Panchen,
"Now that thc Tibytans arc cooperating with the Han, o u r national defense

(i.
I h ~ xilang
i
gongxrlo d c 7hongyi1o7liislii (wri chr~band e shouji), n.d. All translations from
f o r c i g ~sor~~-c.c.s
~
al-c lily own r~nlcsso ~ h r l . w i s enott-d.
7 POI-his acc.ollnl o l ~ h 11.i1)
c to Til>rt. scc. Thomas I c)r,!>.
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line is not the Upper Yangtse River but the Himalaya mountain^."^ And to
the Dalai Lama, "If you had chosen to cooperate with the imperialists and
made the Upper Yangtse River as the border with us and made us your enemies, things would be very difficult for us."9 Thus, for both of these reasons,
Mao and the leaders of the Chinese Communist Party were convinced that
Tibet had to be liberated and reintegrated into the Chinese state and that
this was best done at once.
Mao was realistic in undertaking this and believed military force would
be needed to some degree. He was, in fact, prepared to achieve Tibet's liberation entirely by force if China had to. However, he also believed that to
do so could have serious international consequences for the legitimacy of
the People's Republic of China's assertion of sovereignty over Tibet, as well
as for the attitudes and loyalty of the Tibetans, who would become part of
the new Chinese state. Because of this, he felt the ideal solution for China
was to accomplish Tibet's liberation peacefully, in other words, with Tibet
voluntarily accepting Chinese sovereignty and allowing the People's Liberation Army to enter Tibet uncontested. Military liberation was to be used
as the last resort when "persuasion" failed or as a tactic to gain leverage with
Tibet's leaders. From early 1950, therefore, work proceeded both on military preparations for an invasion and on diplomatic and public relations
activities to persuade Tibetans to accept peaceful liberation (ch. heping
..
j~efang).
Mao's emphasis on peaceful liberation stemmed from his realization that
the situation in Tibet was fundamentally different from that encountered in
the other areas the PLA had liberated and was potentially far more dangerous to the long-term interests of China. So while straight military liberation
was the simplest and quickest approach, peaceful liberation was the safest
and most advantageous strategy for China's long-term interests. There were
several major reasons for this.
First, unlike in other large minority areas such as Xinjiang, where tens of
thousands of ethnic (Han) Chinese resided, virtually no Han Chinese were
living in Tibet, and almost no Tibetans spoke Chinese. Therefore, no obvious internal cohort was likely to provide overt or covert support.
Second, not only was Tibet homogeneously non-Han, but also it had been
operating totally independently of China for at least the past thirty-five years
and had secured an international identity of sorts. I t had conducted relations with, among others, India, Britain, Nepal, and, most dangerously,

H. Z h o n g g o n g r.hc,ng\..ang wrnxian yanjir~ shi; z h o n g g o n g xizang ~ i ~ h i qwriy1lanhlli;
~r
z h o n g q u o z a n p u e yan,jiu zhongxin 2 0 0 I : I I 7-22.
g . Dui xizang gongzrlo de ~ h o n g y a ozhishi (wei chuhan de shot!ji), r ~ . r l .
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China's Cold War enemy, the United States. Conquering Tibet militarily,
therefore, could easily become an international issue. Mao himself alluded
to this in a telegram he sent from Moscow to the Central Committee on 2
January 1950, saying, "Although the population of Tibet is not large, its international position is extremely important."1°
Moreover, Tibet clearly wanted to continue to be independent from China.
This was stated clearly in a letter sent by the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau
to Mao on 2 November 1949
To:
T h e Honourable Mr. Mautsetung,
Chairman of the Chinese Communist Govmt., Peiping
Tibet is a peculiar country where the Buddhist religion is widely flourishing
and which is predestined to be ruled by the Living Buddha of Mercy o r Chenresig [Avaloketisvara, i.e., the Dalai Lama]." As such, Tibet has from the earliest times u p to now, been an Independent Country whose Political administration had never been taken over by an [sic] Foreign Country; and Tibet also
defended her own territories from foreign invasions and always remained a
religious nation.
In view of the fact that Chinghai [Qinghai] a n d Sinkiang [Xiiijiang], etc.
are situated on the borders of Tibet, we would like to have an assurance that
no Chinese troops would cross the Tibetan frontier from the Sino-Tibetan border, o r any military action. Therefore please issue strict orders to those Civil
and Military Officers stationed on the Sino-Tibetan border in accor-dancewith
the above request, and kindly have an early reply so that we can be assuretl. As
regards those Tibetan territories annexed as part of Chinese territories some
years back, the Government of Tibet wor~lddesire to open negotiations after
the settlement of the Chinese Civil War.'2

Third, Tibet was a traditional religious theocracy in which Buddhist ideology and values dominated the population's worldview and the state's raison
d'Gtre. The authority and stature of incarnate lamas and monastic leaders

I o. Z h o n g g o n g xizang ~i/,tiiqrlclangshi ziliao zlieng,ji weiyuanhui I y ) o , e n t r y For 1 o J a n i 1 ill-y 1950.
I I . T h e 1);1lai t,arria is ;In inc;lrn;ltion ol' Av;iloketisvara. H e e x p l ~ i n e dt h r pretlestinaiion
itlrii in English in a n i ~ ~ t t - I - v i c "wO: r c o r l r s c . firstly t h e T i b e t a n s believe, a l m o s t believe, t h a t
w r T i h r t a n s a r c ;I ctioscn p c o p l c . . . . l i k e t h e ,]ewish p e o p l e [ t h c Tibt-tan people a r e ] t h e
cl1osc.n ~ j c o p l col'(:Iic:lirr/i. I i h i n k hat thal i s o t l r g e n e r a l c o n c e p t i o n " (Dalai I,ama, intervirw,
I <)!),I.
I)h;lranisal;t, Inrlia). ( I l n l i k c rnosl o f t l i e intcr\,iews, which w e r e c o n d u c t e d in T i b e t a n o r
(:hirirsr, t h e Dal;li 1;;lrn;l s o m r t i n i c s s p o k r in English. In t h c s c cases, I have left t h e syntax
r~tirorr-cc~c~d.)
I 2 . RI-it is Foreign Office Records, F0:37 I /7(53 I 7. copv o f letter f r o m t h e T i b e t a n Foreign
Affili1.s R I I ~ ~ ; II.h;~sa,
II,
t o Milo %rrlong, d a l r d 2 N o v e m b e r I 949.
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were enormous, and the underlying theoretical framework of Tibetan Buddhism effectively inculcated political passivity among the lower classes and
the poor. The masses were not at all clamoring for change. Tibetan Buddhism
taught that life is characterized by inherent suffering, so the harsh lives of
the poor and down-trodden did not seem unusual, especially since Tibetan
Buddhism also taught that the cause of suffering is one's own bad behavior
in past lives transmitted to the present via the laws of karma and reincarnation. The impoverished poor in Tibet, therefore, were suffering not because
of the inherent oppression of their lords and the estate system but, rather,
because of their own deficiencies in a past life or lives. The way to improve
one's current circumstances, moreover, was to perform religiously meritorious actions so as to amass karma in this life and thereby secure a better rebirth in the next life; itwas not to kill the lords and change the current sociopolitical system. Consequently, in Tibet, even the poorest strata-those who
would normally constitute the core constituency of the Communists-were
unlikely to be receptive to a call to rise up and struggle against the lay and
religious landowners, at least initially.
Fourth, Tibet's physical geography and climatic circumstances posed serious logistical obstacles to a military invasion. The absence of any motor
roads or airfields in Tibet meant everything would have to be brought in
and resupplied by pack animals on crude and difficult dirt trails that
stretched for hundreds and hundreds of miles over high mountain passes,
which were often blocked by snow for long periods of time in winter.'"
Tibet, moreover, had a regular army, half of which, about thirty-five hundred to four thousand, were deployed on the Chinese border. These troops
were supported by several thousand local militia, and there was a system for
calling up still more militia.14 And although these troops were generally
ineptly led and poorly trained, the Tibetan army in fact had some modern
weapons-bren and sten guns, mortars, hand grenades, cannons, and machine guns.'5 Moreover, the Tibetan government had started increasing the
size of its army and was in the process of creating a new regiment (the Trongdra Regiment) because of the Chinese threat.'"ihet's
army, of course, was
no match for the PLA in traditional combat, the latter having several mil-

I :%.The distance from <:h;lrnclot o l-hasa is roughly eqrlivalent t o the tlistance between New
York City and Detroit (650 miles).
I4 . (I;oldstein I OH!): ti:jH-:y): L,halrl, interview, I 992, I.hasa.
I 5 . These had been hot~ghtfrom Intlia in I 947 and I 949 (Chlclstein I!)HI): (iI8-1 I)). Khrcng
(Cheng Ring) ( I 9 8 I : I 8 5 ) says that in I 958 the Tibetan army still had 490 sten a11dhl-en guns,
I :z machine guns, ant1 48 cannons. Howe\.cr, i t certainly had many more in 1:)5o, h e f o l ' ~
all
the we;ipons with the main Tihetan army in (I:hamtlo wrre captr~redin the war.
I 6. 1,odri) ( :hiinzin, interview. I 9cy3,1,hasa.
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lion battle-hardened and well-equipped troops, but as the letter to Mao insinuated, Tibet was saying it was prepared to fight the Chinese, and the Chinese side could not, given the terrain and climate, take for granted that the
Tibetan army would not try to employ guerrilla tactics to cut the PLA's long
and exposed supply lines, particularly if Tibet secured assistance from
China's enemies, such as America. In turn, given Tibet's international relations and the realities of the Cold War, there was a danger that extended
guerrilla warfare might internationalize the conflict with regard to the political status of Tibet.
Consequently, "peaceful liberation" for Tibet was the strategy Mao pursued. This type of liberation had already been achieved in Beijing and Xinjiang, but Mao felt an even more peaceful approach was required in Tibet
because of its international identity and its de facto independent status. So
in Tibet, peaceful liberation was to be effected with a formal written agreement in which the Tibetan governmen t/Dalai Lama accepted Tibet's return
to the "motherland" under Chinese sovereignty. Chinese troops and officials
would then enter Tibet peacefully with the consent and assistance of the Dalai
Lama. The presence of such a formal document would, of course, preclude
any international attempt to challenge China's assertion of sovereignty over
Tibet and would also preclude the need to launch a f~ill-scalemilitary invasion. This was to be the first time that the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
incorporated a polity via a written agreement with the local government.'7
However, since Tibet considered itself independent and did not want to be
part of a communist Chinese state, achieving a peaceful liberation was not going to be easy, arid to overcome this difficulty Mao pragmatically articulated
a dual "carrot and stick" strategy. China would, on the one hand, offer the
Dalai Lama very attractive terms to return to the "motherland" and, on the
other hand, simultaneously threaten a full-scale military inwasion if he did not.

I t is not certain how early formal discrissions started in Beijing regarding the
liher.ation of Tibet, hut it is clear- that Mao had Tibet on his mind as early as
' s xibei ju) First Field Army
August 1049,
. . when the Narthwrst R u r e a ~ ~(ch.
(ch. divi yezhanjun), under the command of Marshal Peng Dehuai, was moving to liher;~trQingl~aiand (:ansll pr-ovinces.'%ao's concern with winning
over Tihctans wils conveyed in a (5 August 1949
. . telegram to Peng, warning
17. I t was also the only timr. Evrn thr cilsc or)-Iong Kong. f 0 r 1 1 - decades latel; was not analhrr;~r~sc*
thc (:(:I' was dc\alillg with the Rritish.
I 8 . At thc Scc.ond I'lcnar-v Scssion of' the Sc\~c>nth
(:cntral C:ornrnittec, held 5 - 1 :( March
1 !).+!I, (:liin;l was dividcrl into five Iargr rc.gions, each haserl o n ;I "field army" (cli. vezhan.jun)
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him to be sure his troops were very careful about how they treated Tibetans
in these areas, because this would have implications later for China's success
in Tibet. The telegram said: "The Panchen [Lama] is in Lanzhou now. When
you attack Lanzhou, please pay close attention to the Panchen and the Tibetans in Gansu and Qinghai provinces. Protect and respect them so as to
lay the groundwork for solving the Tibet problem."1g Similarly, both of the
Panchen Lama's 1 October 1949 telegrams to Mao and Peng Dehuai, congratulating them on the founding of the PRC, explicitly mention the liberation of Tibet. (They are cited in chapter 10.)~'
At the same time, it was obvious to Mao that military planning for invading Tibet had to begin immediately, and on 23 November 1949, Ma0 contacted Marshal Peng about this. Mao's assessment of the military situation
in China had led him to conclude that the Northwest Bureau's First Field
Army seemed the best choice to take the lead, because military activities in
the northwest had basically come to an end by October-November, whereas
the military campaigns of the Second Field Army of the Southwest Bureau,
under Liu Bocheng and Deng Xiaoping, had just started." The southwest
was the last major territory held by the Guomindang, the Nationalist Party
of Chiang Kai-shek. The nationalists still had almost a million troops deployed
there, so at that point it was not clear how much time Liu and Deng would
need to defeat those forces. Consequently, Mao sent Peng Dehuai the following telegram, laying out his wish to liberate Tibet the following year
( 1950).

and each run hy a hureau (ch.,ju) representing the Central Committee of the Chinese (:ammrrnist Party. Each also had a military-administrative committee (tib. magsi riyiin Ihengang; ch.
,jirnzheng weiy~ranhiri).all of which functionecl as transitional civil governments operated by
the military until they coirlcl be replaced hy people's governments. T h e Northwest Birrearl was
responsible for Qinghai, Xinjiang, Shaanxi, and Gansu. T h e Sorrthwt,st Bi~reau(ch. xiniin,jrr),
hasecl o n the Second Fieltl Army (ch. tlicr yechanji~n),was responsible for Yrrnnan, (;rrizhorl.
Sichuan, Xikang, anrl Tibet. By 1 9.54, a11 these military-atlrninistrativr committees hat1 hern replaced hv people's governments.
1 9 . Zhonggong zhongyang wenxian yanjiir shi; zhonggong xizang zizhiqir weiyiranh~li;
zhongquo zangxue van.jiu zhongxin 2 0 0 1 : I .
2 0 . British Foreign Office Recortls, FO:3 7 I /H:3:325, e n c l o s i ~ r rin Nanjing rlispatch lo 1 1 1 ~
British Foreign Office, dated 27 December I 949. T h e enclos~trc.was taken from the Nno (:hino
Dnilv iVni~.t.Nanking, 2.5 November I 949.
2 I . 1,iil Bocheng and Deng Xiaoping wrre the learlers of thc Seconrl Firlrl Army and 1 1 1 ~
Soilthwest Bureau. [,ill Bocheng. fifty-seven in I !),+9,was commanclcr o f the Second Fielrl Army.
He also served as second secretary of the Sorrthwest Rureair, chairman of'the Sor~thwc>st
MilitiirvAtlministrative (:omniittee, ant1 vice-chairman of the (kntral Military (:ommission. Dcng Xiaoping, forty-five vears old at this time, was the first secrrtary of the Sorrthwrst Rrrrealr, v i w chairman of the Southwest Military-Administrative ( ; o m r n i t ~ r rant1
, political commissar of the
Southwest Militarv command anrl Second Fieltl Army.
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Comrade Peng Dehuai. Please pass [this o n to] H e [Long], Xi [Zhongxun],
and Liu [Bocheng] :'2

. . . ( 2 ) (Peng) Please raise a n d discuss the question of managing Tibet at a
meeting of the Northwest Bureau. . . . Try to solve the problem of Tibet by the
fall o r winter of next year [ig50]. O n the basis of the current situation, we
should let the Northwest Bureau take the major responsibility for this task. T h e
Southwest Bureau should take secondary responsibility for Tibet.
[The reasons for this are that] T h e war in the northwest finished earlier
than that in the southwest, a n d some people say that the road from Qinghai
to Tibet is flat and easy. In addition, the Panchen and his group are in Qlnghai. We will not be able to settle the Tibet issue without sending troops (ch.
jiejiie xizang wenti, bu chubing shi bu keneng de). [However] T h e northwest
route is not the only way to send our troops. There is another route in the southwest. So after the Southwest Bureau finishes its tasks in Sichuan a n d Kham [of
liberating them], they should start to manage things in Tibet. We probably will
need three armies to attack (ch. d a ) Tibet.
It is hard to decide o n the distribution of tasks and the nomination of commanders. However, the Northwest Bureau should make plans to train Tibetan
cadres and also make preparations. What is your opinion? Please let m e
know.2"

This led the Northwest Bureau to conduct a detailed investigation of the
feasibility of taking the lead in militarily liberating Tibet. Peng asked the
head of his Liaison Office, Fan Ming, to research this, a n d after intensive
examination of archival materials (from the Qing a n d Guomindang periods) as well as interviews with traders from Qinghai who had actually made
the trip to Tibet, Fan Ming reported twenty days later that logistically it
would h e extremely difficult a n d time consuming to move militarily from
Qinghai to Lhasa. Although Peng Dehuai was prepared to accept the task
if Mao insisted, his reply to Mao a n d the Central Committee (sent o n 30
December 1949)
. . was based o n a n d reflected Fan Ming's negative conclusions, saying, in part:
Generally speaking, it is very difficl~ltto enter Tibet from Qinghai and Xinjiang. The difficulties arc vcr-y hard to overcome. . . . If the task of entering Tibet is given to the northwest, we rnust garher soldiers and grain supplies in
Yr~tianand Yuslir~[ Jyekl~ndo]and build roads; the preparation work may take
two years. . . . If the task of entcring Tibet is given to the southwest military region, wc can Iry t o scnd sonic of the Tibetans from the [Northwest Bureau's]
training c1assc.s lo cnter Tibet with troops of the Second Field Army.24
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By this time, Mao was in Moscow trying to secure a defense treaty with the
USSR, so he received Peng's reply there. Mao thought about this rather negative answer for two days and then took Peng Dehuai's advice. At 4 A.M. on
2 January 1950, he sent the following detailed telegram to the Central Committee, giving the Southwest Bureau the task of liberating Tibet. The Northwest Bureau would now play a secondary, supporting role.
[To] T h e Central Committee a n d Comrade Peng Dehuai:
Please pass this o n to Comrades [Deng] Xiaoping, [Liu] Bocheng, and [He]
Long
( I ) I have received the telegram of 30 December from Comrade Dehuai
regarding the situation in Tibet a n d the routes leading into Tibet. T h e Central Committee should pass this telegram to Comrades Liu, Deng, and He.
( a ) T h e population of Tibet is not big, but the position of Tibet in the international arena is very important. We must liberate Tibet a n d change it into
a Tibetan people's democracy. There are great difficulties in sending troops
into Tibet from Qinghai a n d Xinjiang, so the task of sending troops into Tibet a n d of later managing Tibet should be given to the Southwest Bureau.
(:j) There are only four months each year, from May to September, when
roads to Tibet are passable. During the other eight months, heavy snow makes
roads impassable. If that is the case, I am afraid that the time to enter Tibet
from Kham (ch. Xikang) is probably the same."' [Thus] If we cannot send
troops to Tibet between mid-April and midSeptember this year [ig50], we
will have to postpone it until next year. My point is that if there are n o unconquerable difficulties, we should try to start marching into Tibet this coming April and liberate Tibet before this October. Thus, I suggest:
(a) Comrades Lui, Deng, and H e should please convene a meeting soon
(e.g., mid;January) to decide which troops should be sent to Tibet
and which cadre will be responsible for the leadership in managing
Tibet. Start making such arrangements immediately.
( b ) Immediately occupy Tachienlu [in Xikang Province], and make it a
base for planning and preparing to enter Tibet.
(c) From now o n , build a road for truc ks o r carts that goes from Kham
to Tibet as preparation for entering Tibet this April.
( d ) Recruit Tibetans and train cadres.
( e ) I heard that there are only six thousand officers and soldiers in the
Tibetan Army and that they are scattered, so it seems that we d o not

q,5. Xikang was thr (:hinese provincr that consistrd primarily of'theethnic Tibetan Kharnb;~
areas east o f thr I'pper Yangtse River that wrrr not rlntlel. ~ h cc. o n ~ r o lo f t h e Ihlai 1,arna's government. I t was c-alletl Kham in Tibetan. althol~ghthc namr Kharr, also incl~ldcdrhr Khirrnba
arms west o f the Yangtse River. T h r provincr was officially creatrd in I !):3H a ~ ~was
t l dissolvccl
ant1 merged into Sichuan Province in ~qr,r,.Its initial capital was Tartsrdo (also known as
Kangding or Tac-hirnlu). but this shifted t o Ya'an in the early I !)r,os.
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need three army corps (ch. jun) as I suggested in my last telegram.
We need only o n e army corps o r four divisions with a total of about
forty thousand troops. This will b e enough. They will need special
political training a n d superb arms.
(f ) We can make it a rule that troops in Tibet will be changed every three
years in order to create high morale among them.
(4) Sending troops into Tibet a n d managing Tibet are glorious tasks for
our Party but they are hard tasks. T h e southwest has just been liberated, a n d
our comrades in the Southwest Bureau are extremely busy. Now there is the
additional task of liberating Tibet for you. I make the above suggestions, because
this is an important task, and it has time limitations. T h e Southwest Bureau
should reply to me by telegram, indicating whether my suggestions can be applied in practice.
Mao Zedong
4 A . M . , 2 January, from a distance [from Moscow] 2"

The Southwest Bureau responded on 7 January, agreeing to take the main
responsibility for Tibet. It designated the Eighteenth Army Corps (ch. shiba
jun) to take the lead (that telegram is not available). On i o January 1950,
Mao sent them the following telegram in reply:
[To] T h e Central Committee. Please pass this o n to Lui, Deng, He, a n d the
Northwest Bureau:
( 1 ) I completely agree with Lui and Deng's plan to march into Tibet as con-

veyed in their telegram of 7 January. Great Britain, India, and Pakistan have
all recognized us [the People's Republic of China]. This is favorable to o u r action of advancing into Tibet.
( 2 ) According to Comrade Peng Dehuai's information, the four months
during which it is possible to march into Tibet start ti-om mid-May (I made a
mistake and [previously] wrote three months). If Liu and Deng push Zhang
Guohua and the Eighteenth Army Corps, we have the time to d o it this year.
( 3 ) To manage Tibet, we need to establish a party leadership committee
(ch. dang d e lingdao ji guan) there." As to what name i t should have and the
nomination of its members, the Southwest Bureau should make a plan and
send a telegram to the Centl-a1<:omnlittee for approval. This committee should
bc set u p immediately and shol~ldd o all the planning and design of the practical work plans. It should then send the plans to the Southwest Bureau for approval. T h e Sollthwcst Bureau shol~ldcxamine the committee's work once ortwice il month. Tlic first steps of the new officc slior~ldbe t o complete investigi~livcwork [on Tibcr], train c;idrcs and t~-oops,build roads, and march the
I
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troops to the border between Kham and Tibet. This should be done within
three and a half months. Some of the work of training cadres and troops and
road construction should be completed after our occupation of the border
areas of Kham and Tibet. In order to foster internal divisions among the people
of Kham, please make sure to occupy the border area of Kham and Tibet by
mid-May.
(4) As to cooperation from the Northwest Bureau, the Southwest and
Northwest bureaus should discuss things among yourselves when specific issues
arise. The Northwest Bureau should please make plans and cooperate with
the Southwest whenever possible, and please ask the offices below you to do
the same.2"

While still in Moscow twelve days later, o n 2 2 January 1950, a t the e n d of a
discussion between Mao a n d Stalin, Mao casually mentioned his plan to liberate Tibet when Stalin asked him if h e had anything else to talk about. Mao
thanked Stalin for sending an air regiment to China a n d then asked that it
be allowed "to stay a little longer, so that it could help transport provisions
to Liu Bocheng's troops, currently preparing for a n attack o n Tibet." Stalin
replied, "It's good that you are preparing to attack. T h e Tibetans need to be
subdued." H e said h e would discuss the air unit request with his military personnel a n d get back to Mao."'
Meanwhile, in Sichuan, Liu Bocheng had already set about organizing a
strike force but, along the way, had to overcome a surprising series of problems with his troops. T h e Second Field Army's Sixty-second Army Corps
should have been the unit chosen to g o to Tibet, since it was based in Ya'an,
in Xikang; that is, it was situated closest to Tihet, a n d this proximity would
have facilitated the transport of men a n d material^.^' However, the Sixtysecond Army was part of the Eighteenth Large Army (ch. bingtuan)," under the command of He Long, a n d it had become part of the Second Field
Army only a short time before. Because of this, Liu Bocheng worried that if
h e selected it to g o to Tihet, H e Long might think that Liu was giving a very
difficult and unwanted task to these "newcomers." Liu was reluctant to d o
this. T h e next logical unit to send was his own Tenth Army Chrps. It had the
strongest fighting capacity in the entire Seconcl Field Army, hut here too
there was a problem: its commander, Du Yide, was then in bad health. So
Liu discussed this with Deng Xiaoping, the political commissar of the Sec-

As cited in,Ji I!)g:\a: I 1 - 1 2 .
2 9 . "Rrcord o f (:onversation betwren (:oniradr I.V. Stalirl and Chairman o f thc (:cntr;ll
People's (;ovrrnmcnt ot.the People's Rcpuhlic o f (:hina Mao Z r d o n g , ~ J ; ~ n r2~2a, rI <)bo."'.ilcrl
in (;oltl War Intrl-national Hisrorv Prc?jcct I !)c)r,-06: !).
:\n. ,Ji I 9y3a: 8 .
: { I . A hingtuan in thc P I A military strtlctrlre of that time was a ~ l n i tIargcr than an army
corps and smaller tli;~na tirld armv.
2H.
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Field Army, and they both agreed that it would be best to replace Du
with a young commander called Zhang ~ u o h u a . "
Zhang Guohua was born in Jiangxi Province in 1914 and had joined the
guerrilla forces in March 1929, when h e was only fifteen years old. He joined
the Communist Party two years later and became part of the Fourth Red
Army, participating in the Long March. In November 1946,he became commander of the Yu Wansu Region, which had the hardest and toughest conditions among all the war zones in China. It was an isolated guerrilla region
and did not have a rear area for supplies among other problems. When this
region was included in the jurisdiction of the Second Field Army, Zhang became commander of the Eighteenth Army Corps and had a successful career
in the war. His extensive experience working within an enemy-occupied region and opening up new regions led Liu and Deng to decide he was the
best commander to replace Du Yide and head the Tenth Army Corps.
Liu Bocheng, therefore, sent Zhang a telegram on 7 January 1950, ordering him to come to Chongqing immediately. However, n o sooner had
Liu sent the order than he started worrying if replacing Du Yide would have
a negative impact on the morale of the Tenth Army Corps and make it
difficult for Zhang Guohua to lead it effectively. Consequently, he and Deng
Xiaoping decided it was best not to send the Tenth Army Corps with a new
commander but, rather, to allow Zhang to choose three of the best divisions
(ch. sri) within the Second Field Army to form a new army corps that he
would head. Zhang, however, did not like the thought of leading new
officers and troops in the difficult task of liberating Tibet so asked to be allowed instead to take his own Eighteenth Army Corps, which had been with
hirn for years. Although its fighting capacity was not as good as that of the
Tenth Army Corps, he argued that since Liu and Deng did not expect major battles in Tibet, the Eighteenth Army Corps's experience in functioning
in new regions would be partict~larlyhelpflll. They agreed.?:'
The decision to send the Eightcentli Army Corps, however, did not sit
well with that ;~rniy'srank and file and noncomniissioned officers. In fact, a
minil-cbellion occru.red. After the campaign for Cheiigdu had been won (on
2 7 December 1040)~
. . the troops had heen promised that they would be permancntly stationed in L,uzhor~,a bt.ai~tifi~l
part of southern Sichuan Provillre, so the news t l l i ~ tthey were going to Tibet was an unpleasant surprise.
The amwing t o r y of what happened after this is detailed in Ji Youqoan's
Hnl w r (Wliitt.
~
Snow), ;I hook based o n interviews with the soldiers involved
as wrll as o n otlicrwise unavailable pririiary documents. I t was briefly p ~ ~ h
lishcd in C:Iiina b t ~ was
t
then barincd and taken off the shelves.
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All the officers and soldiers were very happy indeed [about being stationed in
Luzhou]. T h e soldiers said, "We in the Eighteenth Army Corps have experienced the worst hardships and the leaders of the [Second] Field Army know
this. So this time they are taking good care of us." Veteran soldiers were thinking of getting married a n d settling down.
According to Chen Jingpo, then the director of the Eighteenth Army Corps's
Department of Enemy Work . . . , "When we moved into the rich 'heaven's province' of Sichuan, o u r task was to take over southern Sichuan. T h e army commander, Zhang Guohua, was given the position of the director of southern
Sichuan administrative office. . . . I was the general secretary. Most of the directors of o u r political departments were named head of various bureaus, and
some of our political commissars became county mayors o r party secretaries.
After years of extreme hardship, all the troops were thinking of having a peaceful life. Nothing could be better for the officers and soldiers than to settle down
in the rich and beautiful Luzhou area.
"[Before that] While we were marching south, there were rumors that we
would e n d up settling in Guizhou. Most of our officers a n d soldiers had never
been to Guizhou, but we all knew that it was a very poor place a n d all had heard
that 'the sky doesn't have three sunny days [in a row], the land doesn't have
three li of flat ground, and people don't have three liang of silver.' Some rumors even said that mountain folks in Guizhou had tails. From such a place,
we were suddenly ordered to Sichuan, a province rich like heaven, so who would
not be happy? Everyone was conjuring u p beautiful images of building a new
socialist China there." T h e whole Eighteenth Army Corps was soaked in this
happy atmosphere. Nobody dreamed that a hard task [such as Tibet] would
be given to them. . . .
Wei Ke recalled, "We of the [Eighteenth Army Corps's] Fifty-second Division . . . were in good spirits. We had never felt so delighted. It was like everyo n e was embracing a beautiful wish that would soon be carried out. . . . On the
morning of the 8th, afier we finished breakfast and were preparing to start,
we suddenly received an order that the troops should wait for further orders.
At first, we thought we were simply being given a day's rest, but later on there
were rumors that . . . we would be getting a new mission. People asked what
kind of task i t would be and why it was so urgent. Why couldn't we wait till we
got to Yibin and take a break? Why did we have to stop on the way? We were
all guessing and speculating. Soon we heard that an emergency telegram had
been sent from the Field Army's headquarters ordering o u r division's commander t o accompany the Eighteenth Army's commander, Zhang Guohua, and
go by b o a t . . . to Chongqing to accept a new mission.". . .
Wu Zhong, the commander of the Fifty-second Division . . . , recalled, ''It
came so suddenly that we were not in the least prepared. So all sorts of guesses
began circulating-if the commanders of both the army corps ant1 the division were going to Chongqing to accept a new mission, i t must be an rlnrlsrlal
task. What coultl it be? To grlard the city of (;hongqing? It did not look like it.
We had just left Chongqing. Resirle3, that would not need one entire army corps.
Maybe we were going t o be sent to take over Xikang Province. Rut that was also
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unlikely, as we had heard that this task had already been given to the Eighteenth Large Army, which had moved down from the northwest.
"Then some people thought about the New Year's Day editorial of Xinhua
News Agency, which they had just finished studying. T h e editorial talked about
things to be done during 1950, specifically 'liberating Taiwan, Tibet, and
Hainan Island to complete the unification of the whole of China.' It was obvious that the tasks of liberating Taiwan and Hainan Island belonged to the Third
and Fourth field armies, but what about liberating Tibet? Could it be ours?
The more they analyzed, the more people believed that this could be right.
Some officers rushed to m e a n d asked, 'Commander, can you leak some news
to us? It is better to let us know earlier so that we don't feel like we are hanging in the air."'
When the commanders returned from Chongqing and announced that the
task of marching into Tibet had been given to the Eighteenth Army Corps,
chaos erupted. Wu Zhong recalled, "The response was very strong. It was truly
a sharp turn. Many issues had yet to be resolved, for example, the practical issue of [the men] getting married and starting families. During all the years we
were fighting, we had n o time to consider such issues and problems, but now
we had defeated Chiang Kai-shek, and the hope of solving such problems was
close at hand. Marching into Tibet would make such things totally out of the
question. Even aside from these other things, it was not easy to send a letter
home from Tibet. Though there were not going to be tough battles in Tibet,
everything would be 'tough.' It was really difficult to straighten things out in
the soldiers' minds. Although things were very difficult when the troops were
marching into the Dabie Mountains, such chaos never occurred." . . .
[Consequently] It was very difficult for the officers to persuade the soldiers
about this. Former deputy chief of staff of the Tibetan Military Region, Mru
Clien recalled, "The commander of the i 60th Regiment . . . had guaranteed
his soldiers that they could look for lovers if they wanted to, and they could
start to prepare for their weddings if they so desired. H e said that he had never
imagined that he and his soldiers could end u p settling down and eri.joying the
rest of their lives in the rich province of Sichuan. This was called 'bitterness
first, and sweetness ;ifterward' (ch. xianku houtian). Ifyou have to move again,
you soldiers can curse me ( h e said). He never imagined that in another few
days the order to niarch into Tibet would he sent out. [After the order came]
He hit his own head iind said h ~ c kit. I will never mobilize the troops."
According to 1i11Zhenguo, tlic t o 1 mer director of the political department
of t11c Tibetan Military Region, "From information reported by all o u r troops,
many pcoplc felt the order to nial-ch to Tibet came too suddenly. Particularly
resi%inl t o the new order were those who were ready to en,joy life in cities after thc victories and those who all-cady thought weapons cor~ldbe left in warehol~srsand horses co111dhr let loose in the mountains. They complained, asking why tlic 1ia1-dcsrtask was given t o 11s.They even said that they were knocked
clown from tlic place of tiei~venl o hell. Some pcople started to manifest their
complaints by leep ping. running to the hospital for small ailments. . . . In a
word, tlicy werc afraid to go to Tibet."
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T h e number of sick people increased day by day, a n d the number of those
who were "too sick to get out of bed" increased day by day too. It was mealtime, but nobody came to eat. Company commanders a n d political instructors
got worried and ordered company quartermasters to make good meals. The
standard of meals was suddenly raised. Tofu and pork were [served] in container after container. Five-course meals plus soup [were served], and still nobody wanted to eat. T h e military camps were filled with complaints. Company
commanders could not order platoon leaders, platoon leaders could not order squad leaders, a n d soldiers did not listen to squad leaders.
For example, a company commander once thought killing a pig would help
improve the situation so o n e morning ordered a platoon leader to send four
soldiers to kill a pig. Later that afternoon, however, n o o n e had come with the
pig, so the company commander summoned the platoon leader and said, "Are
vou still a platoon leader? You can't even command four soldiers." T h e platoon leader responded, saying, "I couldn't get them to move." T h e company
commander then said, "You cannot even d o that? What kind of a platoon leader
are you? Why don't you just quit?" T h e platoon leader said, "That is exactly
what I am thinking. If you think you can get these soldiers to obey, try it yourself." T h e commander said, "If I get them here, you will be placed in confinement for three days. [Then h e asked,] Which ones did you order to come to
me?" T h e commander got the names, rushed to the platoon, and found that
the soltliers who had been asked to d o t h e j o b were all lying in bed with quilts
over their heads. None paid any attention to him. T h e company commander
got angry and threatened he'd shoot them right away. T h e soldiers then sat
up and roared in one voice, "Who did you say you would like to shoot?" The
commander was stunned and said, "OK,OK, you enjoy your sleep." Then he
and his platoon leader killed the pig themselves to make a meal for the soldiers. but while he was doing this he kept muttering, "Rebels, rebels."
Some of the soldiers called going to Tibet "being buried." [In Chinese, bury
is xzn ztlng. and Tihd is Xi znng.] They said that they did not lose their lives when
they fought the Japanese and the Gr~omintiang,but this time they would lose
their lives in Tibet. It woultl be the e n d for them. Some started crying at hearing the term h ~ l n gh u n ~ d .
Following the complaints, unthinkable things occurred in the Eighteenth
Army (:orps, which had heretofore been known as the iron troop when i t had
been fighting the Japanese and the G~~ominclang.
. . . Rut this time, there were
deserters, and more and more of them. In some sqtlacls, only squarl leaders
and deputy squad leaders were left; everyone else had diqappeared. Company
commanders and political commissars panicked and were afraid to sleep at
night. They took turns watching the soldiers. Battalion commanders got LIPset, and regimental commanders got upset too. There were fewer ant1 fewer
soldiers they collld command. If there was a battle, how coi~lclthey fight without soldiers? They called company headqrlartcrs all the time, and every
evening they asked each company fix the number of cleserters. . . .
T h e increase in the number of deserters made the leaders of the Eighteenth
h m v Corps upset. Its commander, Zhang Guohlla, got angry and banged the
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table saying, "These deserters are terrible. Why are they so bad? Why? Catch
all of them for me!"
So action was taken in each troop. A strong force made u p of Communist
Party members, Communist League members, a n d activists was organized to
catch deserters. They were called "deserter catchers," a n d most of the deserters were caught. . , . Their shirts were first taken off, a n d then they were completely tied u p by coir ropes. It was unbearable to be tied u p for a long time,
so they cried a n d begged company commanders for a pardon. T h e officers
would roll u p their sleeves, pick u p a whip, raise their voices, a n d roar, "Let me
see if you are still running away." When they got really angry, they would whip
the deserters hard on their arms and behinds, which were already bruised and
swollen. Afterward, the deserters had to listen to criticism a n d education, make
self-criticisms, and write confessions. Only then would they be counted as having regretted their mistakes and returned to the ranks of revolutionary troops.
They would [be expected to] make achievements in wars to make u p for their
mistakes and become new persons.
Not only were there deserters among the soldiers, but even among officers
there were requests not to go to Tibet. Lui Jieting, political commissar of the
artillery battalion of the Eighteenth Army Corps, for example, . . . informed
Zhang Guohua a n d Tan Guansan (the Eighteenth Army Corps's political commissar) that he was not in good health and did not want to go to Tibet. Zhang
got so angry when he heard this that h e bit his lower lip, which started bleeding. He said over and over, "This Lui Jieting is very bad. I did not know that
he could be this bad. How could he be so bad?" Tan Guansan also was furious.
He banged tlie table and started yelling. "He is not going to Tibet? How can
he decide that? Tie him u p and bring him to me. So h e doesn't want to go. I
will tie him u p and take him to L,hasa. If he cannot walk, I will tie him to the
tail of my horse and drag him, even dead, even in small pieces, to Lhasa." Zhang
and Tan were really tough this time. Lmi . . . was tied u p a n d brought back. . . .
The Eighteenth Army <:o~-ps
then started a large rectification campaign. . . .
From 27 to :<oJanuary( ~c)r,o),
they first held a meeting of tlie twenty-four party
officials above the division level. These leadel-s committed themselves to accomplishing thc sacl-ed 1iistoric;ll task of rn:irching t o Tibet to raise the five-star
red flag o n top of the hi mil lay;^ Mountains, whatever price they had to pay. . . .
After\va~-d,
thc Eiglitccntli AI-my(:orps held a mobilization meeting in each
division c.allcd-"M;~~.cl~inginto Tibet, the b o ~ - d ea1.cr-1
r
of 0111- country." T h e
Ici~dersof the ;11-1nyattencied rllcsc nleetings. FI-om r, to I o February, Zhang
(;r~ohl~a
;~ttcnclcdthe ~nol~iliz;~rion
mcctinq of tlie Fifty-second Division. . . . In
Zhang's mind, thc Fifty-sccond Ili\ision would hc the major force in the march
to Til~ct.If they c o ~ ~ not
l d d o ;I good jot) with the ideological work in this division, i t cor~ldlia\rc a very Iiir-g(,negative impact for the entire army corps. So
lot o t l l y ditl ZIii111gattend, I ) r ~ tlie made a [two-hour] speech hirnself. . . . Again
o n !) F~~)I.II;II-):
%li;lngrn;ld(-;tnotlic~.
down-to-ca1.rI1speech . . . saying, "Regardirig pt-~.son;~l
cl~rcstions,tIi(.~-cis ;In old saying that 'since ancient times beautif i l l wolncli love Iicl-ocs.' Wc will c;11-1-y
out the great historical task of'libe~.ating
Tihcbt, ;tnd wc. can say that all o f ' y o l ~arc heroes. If we study hard, work hard,

and happily accomplish the task, it will not be a problem for you to find a wife.
Girls from cities or rural areas will fall in love with you. Some people asked if
they could consider marrying Tibetan girls. Everyone knows that more than
one thousand years ago during the Tang dynasty, Princess Wengcheng married the Tibetan king Songtsen Gambo and [later] Princess Jincheng married
the Tibetan king Tride Tsugtsen. When we get to Tibet, you can consider marrying Tibetan girls. Tibetan girls are very hard working and kind. They are
pretty too.
"In the past, because of wartime restrictions, we had strict regulations for
marriage. In one or two years, when we set u p our salary system in the country, we will loosen u p our regulations. We will allow officers' wives to live in our
military camps, and as the voluntary system is carried out, soldiers can solve
their problem of marriage too. We must see that our march to Tibet is different from the Long March made by the Red Army. At that time, we were making a strategic move. Chiang Kai-shek sent his troops to block us at our front
and attack us at the rear. Their planes were following us and bombing us. This
time, we have the support from people in the entire country. In addition, we
have the support and help of people in the USSR. Our conditions are hundreds
of times better than those during the Long March. They are better than the
conditions during the anti-Japanese war and the Liberation War. Our weapons
and supplies will be better than at any time since the founding of our army. We
know that those comrades who are a little older do not want to go. They think
they already have two or three of those glorious medals, and they want to sleep
on their past glories. This is wrong. Officers should take a leading role, and
everyone has to truly accept the task. We will go to Tibet happily." The two
speeches of Zhang were printed and distributed to the whole army.34
Gradually, t h e leaders of t h e Eighteenth Army Corps regained control a n d created enthusiasm a m o n g t h e troops slated t o go t o Tibet. Ji's Bai xue explains,
There was excitement again in the Eighteenth Army Corps. . . . everybody
asked to go to Tibet. Letters expressing determination and letters written in
blood [to show their determination] flew like snowflakes into the hands of commanders of companies, battalions, and regiments. Even those who had deserted
asked the leaders to let them go to Tibet. Those who were not in good health
also asked to go. . . . The Eighteenth Army Corps hacl now made the sharp turn
from "settling clown in southern Sichuan."'"
China's military preparations also included a cavalry u n i t from t h e Northwest Bureau, which, a l t h o u g h numerically small, ultimately played a majotrole in t h e C h a m d o campaign. As we shall sce, t h r o u g h o u t t h e I c~fios,the
ideas o f t h e Northwest Bureau troops a b o u t how t o deal with Tibet were very
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different from those of the Southwest Bureau, and conflict between the two
units' leaders plagued the CCP in Tibet throughout that decade. This will
be discussed in detail in later chapters.

PUBLIC RELATIONS ( U N I T E D F R O N T ) WORK

During the spring and summer of 1950, while military preparations were
underway, China tried to persuade the Dalai Lama to send representatives
to Beijing to negotiate.g6Prominent lamas and leaders from the already
incorporated ethnic Tibetan areas outside Tibet (in Xikang and Qinghai
provinces, i.e., in Kham and Arndo) were sent to try to assure Lhasa that Tibet's religion and monasteries would not be harmed.
Phiinwang, a Tibetan cadre in the Southwest Bureau, recalled,
We were trying to d o two things at once. O n the o n e hand, we were organizing for a military attack. O n the other, we were doing what we could to persuade the Tibetan government to accept peaceful liberation. We sent religious
leaders like Geda Trulku to Chamdo to talk with Lhalu, the governor general. . . . And I went to see Panda Tobgye and persuaded his brother, Raga, also
to go to Chamdo and try to influence L h a l ~ ~ . ~ '

Furthermore, a ten-point document laying out terms for what a peaceful liberation agreement might look like was distributed. This document, initially
drafted by the Southwest Bureau, is important because it embodies the core
of Mao's thinking on how to incorporate Tibet-what we can think of as
Mao's "gradualist" strategy. It contained the following points:
1.

The Tibetan people will unite and drive the invading British a n d American imperialists out of Tibet. T h e Tibetan people will return to the big
family of the mothel-land.

2.

Tibet will become an ethnic autonomous region.

3. The existing political system in Tibet will stay, and there will be n o changes
in this area. T h e power and prestige of the Dalai Lama will remain the
same, and officials at various levels will remain in their positions.

4. Religious freedom will be implemented, monasteries will be protected, and
the religious beliefs and customs of Tibetans will be respected.

5 . The existing Tihetan military system will not change. T h e Tibetan armed
f'orces will become part of the national armed forces of the PRC.

FI-ontwol-k" I-cfcl-sto the Chinrsc Coninir~nistParty's strategy of building a
broad ronscnsus arnong non-party mcmhers and minorities for pal-ty-sirpported programs and
goals. The p;irtv's tlniterl Front Work Dcpartnient is responsible for this.
:37. Q ~ l o t c din (;oltlstrin. Sherap, and Siehenschr~h2004: I 3H-SF)
:~(i.
"llliitcd
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6. The Tibetan oral and written language will be developed, as will a school
system.

7. Agriculture, animal husbandry, industry, and commerce will be developed
in Tibet. The living standard of the Tibetan people will be improved.
8. Various reform issues in Tibet will be fully decided according to the will
of the Tibetan people. The Tibetan people and leaders will discuss and
make decisions regarding reforms.
c). Officials who were pro-British and American imperialists and pro-Guomindang may remain in their positions if they break their relationship with
the imperialists and the Guomindang.
i o. The PLA shall station troops in Tibet for the purpose of national defense.
The PLA shall observe the above policies. The Central People's Government shall be responsible for the expenses of the PLA in Tibet. The PLA
shall purchase/sell fairly in Tibet.SH
Mao's gradualist strategy, therefore, gave primacy to pragmatism over ideology and had two primary goals. T h e immediate goal was to induce the Dalai
Lama to accept an agreement that would allow for the peaceful liberation
of Tibet. To facilitate this, as the Ten-Point document outlined, Tibet could
continue to operate much as in the past, as a n autonomous region, at least
for some unspecified period of time. Despite the ideological foundation of
the Chinese Communist Party, according to this document, the theocratic
political system headed by the Dalai Lama would continue to operate without changes. Similarly, there would be n o attempt to impose reforms, for
example, to e n d the exploitive feudal system via socialist land reforms. Reforms of all kinds would happen only with the agreement of the Dalai Lama's
government a n d the Tibetan people. And there would be religious freed o m , including the protection of monasteries. This was the carrot that Ma0
dangled.
Mao's longer-term goal was to incorporate Tibet in a way that would generate cooperation a n d frienclship. In today's language, it sought to win over
Tibetans to willingly become loyal citizens of the new multiethnic China. However, given the attitudes and realities of i 950 Tibet, the focus was to be on
winning over the aristocratic and religious elites, especially the Dalai Lama.
Winning these elites over, however, woulcl take time and require much more
than just holding meetings ancl giving propaganda speeches; i t would require
correct behavior on the part of the PLA and the slow a n d gradual development of a cooperative relationship between Tibetans a n d the "new Chinese"

:$H. Zhonggong ~ h o n g y a n gwenxian yan,jirl shi; zhonggong xizang xixhiqu weiyllar~hrli;
rhongquo mngxtle vali~jiilzhongxin 2 0 0 I : 2 0 - 2 I fn. 2 . This was officially approved by thr Cvntrill <;ornniitrer o n 27 Mav I !)r,o.
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Figure 1 . Eighteenth A r m y Corps troops t~-aining
for the Chamdo campaign,
Xikang, 1950. Source: Chen Zonglie

(tib. gyami sarpa), as they called themselves, who would be committed to help
Tibetans modernize and develop, not to exploiting and abusing them. At some
point Tibet ultimately would be administratively incorporated a n d undergo
socialist reforms, but not immediately. Mao, therefore, ordered the CCP cadre
in Tibet not to rush change but to d o things gradually a n d steadily. And while
there were obvious risks in allowing the feudal secular a n d religious elites to
retain real power, so long as the risk of 1o~ingTibetwas nil-which would be
the case, because the Chinese army would be stationed there-the long-term
benefits of winning over Tibetans were so huge that Mao was willing to make
extraordinary concessions. It was a shrewd strategy that traded short-term negatives (permitting the theocratic government and the feudal manorial estate
system to continue) for the achievement of long-term national interests (Tibe~ans'genuine acceptance of being part of China a n d their own conclusion
that m?jor reforms were needed).
At the same time, as indicated above, the "stick" was also at play, namely,
the well-trained, well-armed ~riilitarytroops of the People's Liberation
Army. I n the spring iltld sllmlner of i n r ) ~the
,
Eighteenth Army Corps began intensive training at high altitude. At the same time, the Southwest
~ ~ C : I IIal~nched
I
;I crash program to build roads toward Tibet from the
weas chat i l alrcady held outsidc Tibet (in Kham [Xikang] ) a n d to recruit
Tibrtans t o provide thousands of their yaks to transport supplies for an invasion if the "carrot" failed. Phiinwang, who was responsible for organiz-
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ing transport in one part of Kham, recalled it was not difficult to do this.
"Everyone was happy to d o this because the PLA was paying in silver dollars (dayan) [ch. da yang] . Many Tibetans made a lot of money from this."3q
Mao, therefore, gave the Dalai Lama and his elite a clear choice of how
they would be incorporated-peacefully via negotiations or militarily via
invasion.

139. Quoted in Goldstein, Sherap, and Siebenschuh 2004: 138.
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Tibetan Perspectives
Contacts with the Chinese Communists

The Tibetan government, for its part, was also pursuing a two-track approach.
On the one hand, its main effort was focused on securing military and diplomatic support for its de facto independence. To this end Tibet sent appeals
to Western nations such as Britain and the United States and started reinforcing its army along the Chinese border (in Eastern Tibet).' In December
1949, for example, it decided to send three high-level missions to the
United States and India, Great Britain, and Nepal to explain its precarious
situation and seek assistance.
On the other hand, it also decided to make contact with China and formed
a fourth mission for this purpose.' This mission, led by Tsipon Shakabpa and
the monk official Mindrubu (Thubden Gyebo), arrived in Kalimpong on 7
March 1950 with instructions to discuss four topics:'
1.

The unanswered letter to Chairman Mao Tse-tung from the Foreign Bureau of the (;overnmt.nt of Tibet [tlie 2 November letter cited earlier];

2.

The atl-ocious radio annot~ncenie~its
from Sining [Xining] and Peiping
[Rcijing] ;

I . Eastern Tihrt, known in Tibetan as Khanl, was tlie homeland of' the subethnic Tibetan
g r o r ~ pknown ;IS K l i i ~ m h ; ~
AI~ .this timr in liistory, Kharnhas were divided into two segments,
one living 11nrlc1-tlit-cc.t (;liincse r i ~ l cin Xikang Pl.ovince and tlie ocher rlnder the Tibetan govct-nmcllt. T h c I ~ I I V I was
.
;~drninistrrcdby a srnior 1,hasa official known as the donieyjigyab, o r
governor, o f Easlt-r11Ti\,rc. He was stationed in the tow11 or Chalndo. I t should be noted that
(:hi~mdOwas f'rrqt~cntlyrlscd in sprcc-h atld doct~tnents10rerer not.jusc to the town but also to
lhc Iarget. atlminis~t-ativcunit oFEaste~-tiT i l ~ r t .
2 . For a marc. tletailcd rliscr~ssionof'thcse ef'fbt-ts, see (;oldstcin 1989:625-37.
:{. T h c (:liin;I Missio~lincluded Tiring Dzasa and Takla (Phiintso Tashi) as English and Chi11cs(' transla~ors,
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3. Securing an assurance that the territorial integrity of Tibet will not be violated; and;

4. Informing the Government of China that the people a n d Government of
Tibet will not tolerate any interference in the successive rule of the Dalai
Lama, and they will maintain their independence.
T h e delegation is instructed to negotiate o n the above subjects with a Chinese
representative at a place close to China.4

These internal instructions reveal the tremendous gap still existing between
the views of the leaders of Tibet and those of China.
Contact was made with the Communists through the brother of the Dalai
Lama, Gyalo Thondup, whose Chinese father-in-law (Chu Shihkuei) was a
retired Guomindang general with close ties to the new communist government.5 In response to a letter from Chu, the Tibetan Mission contacted Lhasa
and, on 8 April, received instructions from the government authorizing them
to tell the Chinese to send a representative with authority to a place near to
China. To this, the Chinese replied through Chu that they would send someone to Hong Kong to meet with the mission delegates and that the representatives of the Tibetan government should come quickly. They also stated
that it was not okay for them to come as foreignen6 In his conversations
with British diplomats in India, Shakabpa referred to this Chinese person as
a "guide" rather than the actual negotiator, implying that he was being sent
solely to take them to China.' The head of the Indian Mission in Lhasa reported to New Delhi on this connection:

4. Shakahpa 1967: z99-goo; Zhwa sgab pa (Shakahpa) 1976: 412-1 3. T h e choice of Shakabpa to head this was the result of a divine lottery rather than his suitability to deal with the
Chinese. Shakabpa, in fact, did not want to g o to China, since h e had deceived the Chinese in
1948, when h e was in Beijing with a Tibetan trade delegation that was secretly en route to the
Llnited States (about this, see Goldstein 1989: 582. 627).
5 . Gyalo T h o n d u p stated in a video interview (in the Dalai Lama's private office, ca. 199 1 )
that Marshal Zhr~De, the commanrler-in-chief of the PLA, sent him a letter in 1949 saying,
"Please report the following to the Tibetan government's Kashag. Please make relations with
t h r new Chinese (;olnrnunist government. T h e C;ornmunist Party does not have any thought
of making changes to the political power of the Dalai Lama and the status of Tibet. So please
send a delegation to China. We will hold talks." Gyalo said h e reported this to Khen-jung T h h den Sangpo, who was in Kalimpong under orders from the Kashag to report information ahollt
foreign countries. If this date is correct, then this occurred hefiwe t h r pr~hlicannouncement
of the plan to liberate Tibet on I ,January 1950 hut was likely to have occrlrred after Mao contacted Peng Dehuai o n 23 November 1949. I t woilld he the earlirst example of Mao's gradllalist strategv.
6. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakahpa) I 976: 4 I 3.
7. British Foreign Office Records, FO37 I /H446H, report of conversation with Shakahpa in
a telegram from the U.K. deputv high commissioner in Calcutta to the [J.K. high commissioner
in Delhi, dated 4 Mav I 9.50.
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Gyalo T h o n d u p has had some correspondence with his father-in-law in a n
effort to settle the Sino-Tibetan problems; and he wants to g o to China with
the Tibetan mission there. Mr. Chu is believed to have advised him that the Tibetan government should be told not to send missions to the U.K. and U.S.A.
and that if a Tibetan mission is sent to Peking, Tibet's case will be favourably
considered.
T h e Tibetan Mission to China are now o n their way through India a n d so
far as is known the decision that they should open negotiations with the Chinese Government from Hong Kong o r Singapore still ~ t a n d s . ~

The Tibetan Mission now made arrangements for visas and foreign currency,
but when they tried to send two of their team for advance work, they were
not allowed to board the plane at the Calcutta airport."he
visas they had
obtained were, they were informed, considered invalid by the British, who,
to their amazement, would not grant them new visas to visit Hong Kong or
Singapore. After several months of complicated discussions, the Tibetans
decided to pursue a British suggestion that they hold their talks in India.
The Chinese were notified of this by Shakabpa, who said they told the mission
to wait and hold talks with the new Chinese ambassador when h e arrived
However, from other documents,
in New Delhi in early September ic~fio.'~'
i t appears that the Chinese plan was really to hold the negotiations in Bei..
jlng and that the arrangements in Delhi were meant only as preliminary
conversations. "
In Beijing, Mao was not certain whether the Tibetans wo~lldreally come
to negotiate and was not willing to let this issue drag on to the point where
the PLA would lose the seasonal window of opportunity for a 1950 attack.
Consequently, as September approached, he instructed Zhou Enlai to pressure the Tibetan side through the India Government and Chinese embassy
in Delhi. The first communication to Zhou on this issue said:
Zhou [Enlai]:
Please pay attention to the time to attack Chamdo. Please let an appropriate
official p;~sson to the Indian Embassy the information that we hope a Tibetan
delegation can arrive in Reijing in mid-Septembel for negotiations and that

H. R1.itisti Foreign Office Records, FOgy 1 /H445:3, monthly report of the Indian Mission,
I.hasa. for thr pcriorl ending 1 5 March i c)r,o.
!). Zl~wasgah pa ( S h i ~ k i ~ l > p1 ;9~7)6 : q i :{.
I o. Shakahpa, interview. I gH:{, New YOI-kCity; Zhwa sgab pa (Shakahpa) 1 9 7 6 : 4 i :3-1 4.
Also. for a rlrti~ilcrldiscrlssior~o l the British decision, sec <;oldstein 1 9 8 9 :6 4 4 - 7 5
I I . I1.S. N;~tionalArchivc.~,7y3R.oo/H-n3y,o telegram from U.S. ambassador in India to
the I1.S. scc.retary o l state. datetl 2 3 A I I ~ I I1!)5o.
S ~ T h e telegram reports on the alnbassador's
ronvrrsation with the lnrlian fiweign srcrrtar-y, in which h e conveyed that this is what the Chin e r hiid said lo the 1ndi;lrl arnhassadol. in Reijing.
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our troops will march to Tibet soon, so if the Tibetan delegation truly wants
to negotiate with us they should come soon. Please pass on the message that
we hope the Indian government will provide necessary help to the Tibetan delegation during their journey.
Mao Zedong
29 August12
O n the same day, Mao also instructed Zhou to contact the new Chinese Embassy in New Delhi.
Zhou:
It is very necessary to telegram Shen Jian and ask him to urge the Tibetan delegation to come to Beijing soon.I3Please make it clear in the telegram that we
hope the Tibetan delegation will quickly start their trip to Beijing soon after
they receive the telegram. They will travel by air to Hong Kong, and then travel
by train to Beijing. . . . They should arrive in Beijing by mid- September.
Mao Zedong
29 Aiigust14

Soon after this, o n 4 September, the Tibetan Mission returned to New Delhi
a n d o n 6 September 1950 met with the charge d'affaires, ShenJian (because
the new ambassador had not yet arrived). T h e Tibetans said they were ready
to begin negotiations as soon as the ambassador arrived a n d that in the meantime Beijing should refrain from doing anything in Kham (Chamdo). Shen
informed them that talks had to be conducted in Beijing, not in India, and
that they had to arrive by mid-september.
Two days later, o n 8 September, the Tibetans met with Prime Minister
Nehru for more than two hours. Their hope had been to secure his assistance, but the meeting did not g o well. T h e Tibetans told Nehru they would
not go to Beijing unless the Chinese guaranteed Tibetan independence in
advance. Moreover, they said they did not trust the Chinese and asked that
India guarantee any outcome between Tibet a n d China. Nehru responded
that India would continue its policy of outwardly recognizing Tibet as a part
of China but would also continue to consider Tibet to be internally autonomous. However, h e also said bluntly that if the Tibetan delegation insisted
o n saying that Tibet is completely independent, then reaching an agreement
with the Chinese would be difficult. And h e aclcled, "As to India acting as

Zhonggiio zangxue yanjirl zhongxin kevan chu zhuban I !)!I:$: 7.
3. Shen Jian was the interim charge d'affaires in the Chinese Embassy in India. 1,ater
he became counselor of government affairs and was responsible for handling various isstles regarding the,journev of the Tibetan delegation to Reijing via India.
I 4. Zhongg~lozangxue yanjiu zhongxin kevan c h ~ zhuhan
i
I 993: 7.
I 2.
I
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a guarantor to any agreement, that is talk from thirty years ago and is not
acceptable in this day and age."'%en
the Tibetans objected, saying that
the 19 14 Simla Convention, signed between Britain and Tibet, was proof of
their independence, Nehru immediately called his Ministry of External Affairs and asked them to check whether there was such a separate treaty that
stipulated this. Then he replied, showing some anger:
There is n o separate treaty like this, and China never accepted the Simla Convention. T h e Chinese believe that Tibet is a part of China. Tibet thinks that
because China didn't accept Simla it is independent, but at that time Tibet did
not make any clear decisions. That was a mistake. And later when you had the
time and opportunity to d o something [about "independence"] you did nothing and that was a mistake. During this time China has been very clever a n d
has proclaimed widely in the international community that Tibet is a part of
China. Now you, the representatives, have to be very careful [with what you
say and claim] when you begin your talks with the Chinese.'"

After the meeting with Nehru, Shakabpa and his associate met with the British
acting high commissioner, F. Roberts. As with Nehru, they asked for British
assistance with the Chinese but were told that, since Indian independence
in 1947, all responsibilities regarding Tibet had now passed to the Government of India."
The next day the Shakabpa mission visited the U.S. Embassy. According
to Ambassador Henderson's report,
Shakabpa stated that Tibetan Government has taken firm decision to meet any
Communist Chinese incursion with force. H e said that his government wished
him to express its deep appreciation of US offer of military assistance.'" As had
been suggested, the Tibetan Government would approach the GO1 [Government of India] to solicit its cooperation. A separate mission comprising
Surkhang Depon and Khenjung Lobsang Tsewang had been dispatched from
Lhasa and wc)uld arrive in New Delhi in a few days. To allay suspicion this mission had been designated as trade mission, but its real purpose was to bring
full instructions from 1,hasa Government and to conduct conversations I-emil-

5. Zhwa sgah pa ( S l ~ a k a h p ; ~I !)y(j:
)
4 I 8.
(i. Zhwa sgah p ; ~(Sli;~kal,pa) 1076: '1 I 7-1 H.
I 7. RI-itish For-cign Office Rccords, FO:37 I /H44(i9, report ofconver-sation with the Tibetan
Mission, datcrl H Scptrnil,el. i!)r,o.
I H. In early Arlg~lst,thc* ITnitrd St;ltc.s h;ld agt-erd to help Tibet by providing "war materi:~rlrlt i n a l ~ c r "I ~ I I Inot troops. Howrvrr. at the samr time i t said that India's cooperation was
c.ssrnli;tl i l l this so th;~rcleli\~crycor~ltlbr cffrctive. T h e Llnitrd States trl-ged the Tibetans first
t o ask thc (;ovcl.nrnrnt of India t o givr Tibet ;irlditional ;~irl.and if India ref'i~sed(as expected)
IJicn t o ask i t t o pcrmit passage of aid if' Tibet itsclf secr~l-edthis from abroad (L1.S. National
Archives, (i0:3.!);3R/H-750, trlcgrani f'rom I1.S. alnhassador in Itltlia to the U.S. secretary of state,
t1;ltc.d 7 A I I ~ I I IS!),r)o)
I
( s r r also (;oldstein I q H q : (<fig-7 I ).
I
I
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itary aid with GOI. Detailed information re types and quantities of additional
military equipment desired would presumably be supplied by new mission. As
yet this question had not been raised with GO1 by Shakabpa. . . . As regards
the aims of the Tibetan Government in the forthcoming negotiations, he was
at first reluctant to make a positive statement, but finally stated that what Tibet wanted was independence.19

A week later, o n 16 September, the Tibetans finally met the new Chinese ambassador, Yuan Zhongxian. Shakabpa has written that the Tibetan side began by reiterating its traditional position, saying, "Tibet will remain independent as it is at present, a n d we will continue to have very close 'priest-patron'
relations with China. Also, there is n o need to liberate Tibet from imperialism, since there are n o British, American, o r Guomindang imperialists in
Tibet, a n d Tibet is ruled a n d protected by the Dalai Lama ( n o t any foreign
Ambassador Yuan responded that it was completely unacceptable to talk
of Tibetan independence, but if there really were n o foreign influences in
Tibet, he was very glad. Then the ambassador gave them a pamphlet explaining the Chinese government's policy a n d told them to examine points 50-53
c a r e f i ~ l l ~H. ~
e 'also told them that the Chinese side considered three issues
key: ( 1 ) Tibet must accept that it is a part of China; ( 2 ) Tibet's defenses must
be handled by China; a n d ( 3 ) all political a n d trade matters concerning
foreign countries must be conducted through China. T h e ambassador said
that if Tibet accepted these points, there would be peaceful liberation; otherwise, the PLA forces would liberate Tibet militarily.
These points far exceeded Shakabpa's instructions, so h e told Ambassador
Yuan that h e would have to consult with his government about this. H e asked
Yuan to ensure that n o Chinese troops would alter the status q u o o n the bard e r until his mission received a reply." Yuan did not give him such an assurance a n d , in fact, emphasized that it was very important that the Tibetan
Mission arrive in Beijing before the e n d of September.23
Three days later, the Shakabpa mission sent a detailed telegram to the
Kashag explaining the mission's conversations with the Indian government

15). IJ.S.National Archives, 79:jB.oo/cj-1otjo, telegram from the U.S. ambassador in India
to the I1.S. secretary of state, dater1

1 0September I < ) ~ o .
Zhwa sgab pa (Shi~kahpa)I 076: 4 I !).
2 I . Shakya notes that this was a copy o f the "(:amnion Programme," thr PR(:'s precursor
constitution. Points 50-5:j dealt with minority nationalities (Shakya II)!)!): 446 f'n. 141 ).
2 2 . Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) I 976: 4 I 9-20.
2:j. (:hinese documents on this exchange are not available, hut the former head of Indian
intelligence wrote that the (ihinese said they shoultl come by the end of Sep~ember(Mrlllik
197 I : 6 6 ) . A note from the (:hinese to the (;overnmcnt of lnrlia dated 16 Novernber 1950 also
said this is what they told the 'Tihetans (cited in (:arlyle I !jr,:j: 550-5 I ).
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and the Chinese embassy and asking for instruction^.'^ T h e Shakabpa mission recommended that it would be very difficult to get an agreement with
the Chinese if the Tibetan government did not compromise a little bit.
Specifically, the delegates suggested that Tibet accept being a part of China,
albeit in name only. They also suggested that Tibet seek to maintain trade
and cultural relations with foreign countries such as India and Nepal, meaning it should accept that China would handle political relations with the remaining foreign countries. And with regard to China stationing Chinese
troops in Tibet (to defend the border), Tibet should suggest that, since there
were no likely threats, Tibetan troops would d o this, and, in the future, should
there be danger from India and Nepal, Tibet would ask for military assistance from China. Finally, they asked permission to go to Beijing to hold discus~ions.~"n essence, then, Shakabpa and Mindrubu recommended that
Tibet partly accept Ambassador Yuan's point 1 , reject his point 2 about military occupation, and partly accept point 3.
The Tibetan government, however, was not yet prepared to compromise
and, after a lapse of twelve days, informed Shakabpa on 28 September that
i t had not yet reached any decision. Its telegram explained that this was a
critical issue for Tibet, and since the Chinese seemed determined to achieve
their points, it had to discuss all of this in detail and would let the mission
know its decision later. In the meantime, it told the mission delegates to try
their best to talk with the Chinese so as to maintain cordial relation^.^" In
other words, it instructed Shakabpa to stall the Chinese until a decision on
these matters could be reached in Lhasa.
When days passed with n o response, the Chinese side became anxious and
impatient. As mentioned earlier, launching a military invasion of Tibet in
winter ran the risk of being hit by snowstorms or having troops cut off by the
months-long closure of passes. That meant either beginning an offensive in
the summer and fall of 1950 (the Chinese considered October the latest date
they could start an attack) or- waiting until i 95 1 . The latter option was tactically less attractive, because there was n o telling whether the Tibetan government wolild be able to use the additional time to attract international
sttpport, or be more effective in preparing for war, or both. Therefore, the

2 4 . Rc.g;~rdingrlic tl-anstnission of'this trlrgra~n,in ~!)r,o.Tibet had a small, but fiuictioning, colnmrinication system lnanned by Nepalesr, Indians. and Englishmen. Telegrams could
he srnr to (;y;mtsr, 1.liasa. b d o n g , and India from (lie Tibet government's telegraph oflice in
l.hasa. and wil-rlc-ssstarions t*xistrd 1,rtwec.n 1,liasa and (:harndr) and other places along the
fi-onticrof 1:astrl.n Til,rt. For a short t i ~ n cin 1 9 5 0 ,a hroadc;ist station was set up in Lhasa (Radio
'Til)ct). (Src \nvw.tihrt.co~ii/Scalr~s/kiizi.Iit~~iI,
"A I~rief'accotintof MI-.Sonam T. Kazi's experirncr in '1'ihc.t l>rfo~-c.
thr. Chinesr Invasion.")
2 . 5 . Z I I Wsgah
~ pa (Sliakahl~a)I 976: 42 I .
26. Zhwa sgal, pa (Shakahpa) I 976: 42 1 .

Chinese contacted Shakabpa and the delegation several times after the meeting on 1 6 September, asking whether he had received a reply from Lhasa.
Thus, when the Kashag's telegram of the 28th arrived, the Tibetan Mission immediately went to the Chinese Embassy and, following the instructions of the Tibetan government, tried to stall by inventing a story that Lhasa
was still waiting to receive a detailed letter sent from India by special horse
messenger (since telegraphic communication was poor in Tibet). It would,
therefbre, they said, take a few more weeks before the Kashag's response
would arrive. There is n o record of what the Chinese said, but it must have
frightened the Tibetans, because on 30 September, they again cabled Lhasa
urging the government to act. The Chinese Embassy, they said, was continually urging them to give an answer, so if Lhasa delayed answering any longer,
war rnight break out on the border, and if it did, it would not be a good situation, even if the mission delegates then went to Beijing. So they urged that
an answer be sent as soon as p ~ s s i b l e . ' ~
On that same day, the Tibetan government finally informed the Shakabpa
mission by cable that the government's smallest assembly (the Kashag
Trungtsi Lhengye) had decided that it would be difficult to accept Yuan's
three points, because to d o so would mean that Tibet would lose all its political and religious power. O n the other hand, the telegram said, China was
strong militarily and had many troops massed on the border, so it was difficult
to respond negatively to these terms. Consequently, it instructed the mission
to continue to stall with the hope of delaying a Chinese attack until such
time that Lhasa could reassess the world situation and convene a meeting
of the Full Assembly. The Tibetan Mission in India was disappointed and
frustrated by this delaying strategy, which not only put them in an awkward
situation in Delhi but also, they felt, might push the Chinese to invade Eastern Tibet. The delegates telegraphed back almost immediately, saying that
while they understood that the decision was crucial, the time for procrastination was over. The international situation, they said, would not improve,
so Lhasa should answer immediatel~.'~
In the meantime, the "Trade Mission" the Kashag had sent to discuss military assistance arrived in Delhi on 4 October, but as Shakabpa had feared,
time had run out. Mao decided not to wait any longer and ordered the Eighteenth Ar-rnv Corps to launch the attack o n Chamdo. O n 7 October, PLA
troops crossed the Upper Yangtse River (the de f'acto border) in a number
of places and started a mu1tipronged campaign ."'
From the start, however, this attack was not intended as an invasion of

2j .
2H.

20.

Zhwa sgah pa (Shakahpa) I 976: 42 I-".
%tiw;~?gab pa (Shaknhpa) I q y 6 : 4 2 2
SCC(i)ldstrin I gHg: 64Hff.. for n detailerl discr~ssionof the campaign.
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Tibet per se. The Chinese plan was to encircle and capture the Tibetan army
deployed in Chamdo by means of a blitzkrieglike attack, striking simultaneously from five directions." This, they felt would psychologically demoralize both the Tibetan government in Lhasa and the remaining Tibetan army
units defending Central Tibet and would, thereby, exert powerful pressure
on Lhasa to send negotiators to Beijing. In essence, the real goal of the
Chamdo campaign was to induce the Dalai Lama to accept the peaceful liberation that Mao considered important for China's long-term interests (and,
of course, preclude the need for a major invasion of Central Tibet). Mao's 23
August instructions to the Southwest Bureau about the military attack conveys this:
[To] T h e Southwest Bureau. Please pass this message o n to the Northwest
Bureau:
Your telegram of 2 0 August was received.
( 1 ) Your plan to occupy Chamdo this year and to keep three thousand of
our people there after taking it over is very good. You can make preparations
according to this plan. By the e n d of this month o r early next month, when
you make sure that roads to Ganzi [a major Tibetan area in Xikang Province]
are open, you may start the march to Chamdo. Your goal is to take Charndo
in October. This is favorable to o u r work in winning political changes in Tibet
and to our march into [the rest of] Tibet next year.
( 2 ) India has made an announcement acknowledging that Tibet is part of
China. They hope that we will solve the Tibetan question through peaceful
means instead of military means. The British did not allow a Tibetan delegation
to come to Beijing in the past; now they have given permission. If our troops can
occupy Chamdo by October, it will pressure a Tibetan delegation to come to
Beijing FOI negotiations, and then we can solve the Tibetan question through
peaceful means. (Of course, other possibilities also exist.) We are now trying
to get Tibetan representatives to come t o Beijing and we are trying to reduce
N e h ~11's fear.
When Tibetan I-epresentalivesarrive in Beijing, we will use the Ten-Point
[stalemen11 as our terms in the negotiation and try to get the Tibetan representatives to sign i1 joint agreement based o n these ten points. Ifwe call achieve
these, our- march into Tibet next year will be smooth. Afin you t n k ~Chnmdo,
I(>orwonly i h ) iholrsond
~
ofolrr ppopk ihmr dirrrng iho winin-. 1)o no/ g ~ iot I,hnsn t h ~ s
yror. Wiihdt(170our moln f o ~ r ~io
c . (;nnzi. IGnm ihr 7 i b ~ i n n ~ ' p o t of
n t I ~ Z P ~ Ot ,h y mny
ink^ ihtc. ov o /rr~ndl)lgr~iirrrby I L Y . . . .
Mao Zcdong
23 AII~~ISI"'

: ~ o .Onr of the. hattlr slogalls, for examplr, was "Fight and do not let a single Tibetan es( - ; ~ p rN. o In;Itlcl-how 11;lrd i t I ~ ( . ~ I ~ c v011
s , rnwt d o it.''
I . Zhonggollg mngxrlr ),an,ji~~
~ l i o n g x i nkey;~nchi^ 7lit1han I y ) ~(i
:(emphasis added).
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The PLA military campaign in Chamdo was completely successful, and the
PLA quickly captured Chamdo. However, as the Tibetans retreated toward
Lhasa, a PLA cavalry unit from Qinghai pushed south far to the west of
Chamdo and was able to cut the single road to Lhasa, trapping almost all of
the Tibetan troops and officials fleeing from Chamdo. The retreating Tibetans actually outnumbered this small force, but the Tibetan governor-general,
Ngabo, had no stomach for trying to fight his way through. O n learning that
a srnall Chinese force had arrived at the road, he and all the Tibetan army
troops with him stopped their retreat and literally sat down, waiting to be
captured. This occurred on 19 October.
Twelve days after the attack began, therefore, the Tibetan Chamdo army
was destroyed as a fighting force, and the road to Lhasa was virtually open
to the PLA. However, as Mao had ordered, the PLA did not take advantage
of their total victory and advance into Central Tibet. Instead, they stopped
and gave Beijing another opportunity to persuade the Tibetan leadership
to start negotiations and agree to peaceful l i b e r a t i ~ n . ~ ~
In India, Shakabpa received no news of the events in Chamdo until 17
October, ten days after the invasion had started and the day before Ngabo
physically fled from Chamdo. At this point Lhasa informed Shakabpa that
Chamdo would soon fall and instructed him to contact the Chinese ambassador immediately to try to stop the invasion from moving farther into
Tibet." Shakabpa went at once to meet Ambassador Yuan and accused
China of flagrantly ignoring international law by attacking without warning
while peaceful negotiations were in
The Chinese ambassador disagreed vigoroi~sly,telling Shakabpa that the blame for the attack fell on the
Tibetan government itself, because i t had failed to authorize his mission to
go to Beijing to negotiate. Shakabpa wrote that Ambassador Yuan told him:
We also know about the attack o n Chamdo. However, since we gave you tcrms
to respond to, almost a month has passed, so we are not in violation of any laws.
Whatever people may say throughout the world, it is our firm decision that we
will liberate Formosa and Tibet. Now if yo11 accept Tibet as part of China and
if your delegation goes to Beijing, there will be n o further military s ~ ~ ~ ~ r e s s i o n . ' ' ~ '
32. This is discirssed in detail in Goldstein 1989: 6:3H-77:3. I t shotrld be notetl, though, that
some small elements of the P1A gradually moved into I..ho tlzong and Pernhar- (west of
C:harndn) when Tibetan troops ant1 officials rnovetl back f'arther west toward Kongpo ant1 1,hasa
(see 1,ha Klu [I,halu] i r ) y < : 246-47).
:3g. Ngahii left C:hamdo carly in the morning of' I H October- without telling his British wireless operator-, so h e was rrnable t o send a final message informing the Kashag that (:hamdo was
being evacuated. I.hasa, therefor-e, corrld only surmise from the absence ofsrrhsequent wireless
mesrages that <:harntlo hat1 fallen.
34. Zhwa sgah pa (Shakahpa) I 976: 423.
3 5 . Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 423-24.
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The loss of Tibet's large Chamdo army and the presumed capture of the
governor-general (Ngabo) with all the Lhasa officials serving under him
had the effect the Chinese had hoped for: it demoralized Lhasa."" Although
several Tibetan regiments were still intact between Chamdo and Lhasa,
these were poorly trained and led and, inexplicably, had n o contingency
plan for opposing the Chinese by beginning guerrilla warfare against the
PLA's supply lines. Nor did they immediately begin to devise such a plan.
Over the past three decades, conservative views had dominated in Lhasa,
and Tibet had consciously chosen to deemphasize its military and refrain
from modernizing
As late as 1946, for example, an attempt by the government to hire an
English principal and open a government-run English school in Lhasa was
stopped by the Big Three Monasteries, whose fighting dobdo monks threatened to kidnap and rape the boy students and physically attack the teachers. An official's recollection of the government's talks with monastic leaders over this illuminates how entrenched the opposition to change was in
the monastic segment at that time.
About thirty-five monk a n d lay officials attended that school. T h e idea was that
when these students were ready, they would be sent abroad [for further studies]. . . . [However] After a while, the monks came and said, "Why have you
started such a school?" T h e teachers became afi-aid for their lives. . . . T h e Big
Three monasteries wanted the school completely closed. They were powerful
and refused to listen to us at all. At the meetings [with the Revenue Office]
we told them, "You have to look at the world as i t is now. T h e world is changing and you have to change. You are just wearing your robe o n your head and
holding your eating bowl in your ha,&. You shouldn't act like this. Look to the
future; this school will not harm religion and politics. If you don't allow the
school, you won't be able to stand on your own." But they insisted a n d wouldn't
listen. They would talk always about the deities and the lamas. U'e had meetings and tried to convince them, but they refused and the school was closed.
Had i t been left open, i t would have been excellent."

And although the Tibetan government took note of the increasing Chinese
threat in I 947-49 and started to increase the size of its army and buy new

:{(i.
'The Tilicr;ln "'TI-;tdrMission" oCSurkhang Dcpiin and Klic~i~jung
Lobsang Tsewang had
met wich the LJ.S. Amhassador o n I ( ? C)ctober to discuss Tibrt's military aid needs and were
[()Id10 I.rlrlrn o n the I Hch. Howe\,ct-,aftc]. th(. telegl.arn about <:hamdo arrived from Lhasa on
lhc. 17th. thc): dcc-idcd this was too risky under- thc circ~lmstancesand scnt Amhassador Hendc.1-sona c.rvptic note saying thcywel-c unable to makc tlici~.appointmentd u e to "urgent works."
(I1.S. N;rtion;~lArrhivtas. j ~ : j l i . o o /I 0-2650, trlegram SI-on)the U.S. amhassador in India to the
11.S. scrr-et;iry of'stit~c,dated
Octohrr- 1<)5o).
:\ 7. (:hahtsom, irr~crvirw.1 992. I.has;r.
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weapons from India, it was too late to raise and train an effective army.3qibet now was paying the price for its conservative short-sightedness. By preventing the emergence of a well-educated and professionally led army, Tibetans
now found their country defended by "generals," who were simply regular aristocratic officials assigned to their military positions with no special training
and without regard to the appropriateness of their personality for warfare.
In Lhasa, the debacle in Chamdo meant the PLA was now in control of
Tibet's easternmost province, and a full-scale invasion of Central Tibet
seemed imminent if they did not act. As a consequence, Tibet finally addressed Ambassador Yuan's three points. A Full Assembly meeting was convened to discuss the options, and its members decided that there was no
longer any choice but to accept Tibet as part of China. Soon after this, on
2 1 October, with the regent Taktra's approval, a telegraphic message was sent
informing Shakabpa of this. However, the assembly and regent still took a
tough line with the Chinese, specifying that this acceptance meant that Tibet would be completely independent internally and instructing him additionally to reject China's other two points. Shakabpa has written what the instruc tions he received said:
1.

Proceed immediately to China for negotiations.

2.

Regarding point I-that Tibet is a part of China-if you have to accept this,
it is permissible if you are able to guarantee that the Dalai Lama's name
and authority will remain intact and the Tibetan government will continue
to function as it is now, making decisions and acting independently.

g. Regarding point 2-that all foreign trade and political dealings will be done
through China-you have to convey to the Chinese that Tibet will continue
to handle all its foreign dealings by itself.

4. Regarding point 3-that

Chinese soldiers will take over security/defense
forces in Tibet-this is a very dangerous issue, and we d o not accept this.
Tibet will appoint its own soldiers to protect o u r own territory.

5 Impress on the Chinese that no harm should befall the Tibetan government
officials who were captured in Eastern Tibet and that all Tibetan prisoners
should be returned home speedily.'"'

Shakabpa ancl his colleagues were disappointed by this hard-line response,
feeling that i t was too little too late, but they immediately called the Chinese
Embassy and arranged for a rneeting with Ambassador Yuan the following
day, 2 2 October.

$3. For a relevant 2rssessment of the appalling state of the Tihctan army irl I 1)36hy a British
military officer, see <;oltlstein I $49: 2Ho-Hg.
y).Zhwa sgah pa (Shakahpa) I CJ 76: 4 2 5
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In Lhasa, however, even this mild compromise went too far for some key
figures who believed that once Tibet admitted it was part of China, Tibet's
legal status would be transformed and its planned appeals for international
aid (e.g., from the United Nations) would have little weight. The officials
holding this view felt that even if this led to the Chinese invasion of Central
Tibet, the Dalai Lama could seek refuge in a foreign country and continue
to struggle for independence from abroad, as the 13th Dalai Lama had done
forty years earlier. The main forces opposing the compromise appear to have
been the Kashag minister Surkhang, Lord Chamberlain Phala, and the Dalai
Lama's tutors (Ling Rimpoche and Trijang Rimpoche). When they failed to
persuade the Full Assembly to reject point 1, they took action on their own.
In a risky gambit that bypassed the regent, they turned to the other, heretofore uninvolved, source of power in Tibet, the Dalai Lama.
The fifteen-year-old Dalai Lama was still three years away from assuming
political authority so had not been involved in political affairs at all. However, given the seriousness of the situation facing Tibet, these officials felt
that he was their only hope. If they could get him to intervene on an important issue like this, the impact would be tremendous. His views could
not be ignored. Thus, on 2 1 October, someone with easy access to him, presumably his tutors or Phala, informed him about the assembly and regent's
decision, giving it a negative spin. As hoped, the Dalai Lama reacted
strongly against this decision and ordered that a divine lottery be con~ u l t e d .The
~ ~ 'very next morning, in the presence of other top officials and,
of course, the protector deities, this was held. The deities' answer via the
lottery was that Tibet should not accept being part of China. A telegram
was immediately sent to Shakabpa countermanding the previous telegraphic instruction^.^'
Meanwhile, in Delhi, on the morning of 23 October, as the Tibetan delegation was preparing to leave for a luncheon meeting at the Chinese Embassy to discuss their new instructions (from the first telegram), they
learned that another urgent telegram had been received from Lhasa. KeepIng the tar the Chinese had sent to pick them up waiting, the mission memhers spent the next hour decoding the new telegram, which was dated 2 2
October. Shakabpa recalled that he was surprised when he read the open-

40. Zliw;~sgah pa (Shak;~hl~a)
I 9 7 6 : 4.r(i-27. A divine lottery (til,. senl-il) was a c o m m o n
~nrthotlol'11iakingdil'lirrllt 01- contentio~lsdecisions. I ( oprratetl as follows: Answel-s to a quesor "not ;~ccept"bring 11;il.t ol'(:hina, were written o n srnall pieces of pation, s~lc.h;is "ac.ccp~"
ljcr.. ~ l l i c - hwc1.c. ttwn I-ollccl insidr ~saniba(flor~l.made from I-oastrd barley) dough balls that
w(.r-cwc.ighc,tl and mc;lsr~~.rcl
lo l,c cxactlv tlic silme size and wright. Thesr were placed in a
I)owl and sli;ik('ti ;~l-ound
i l l rro111of'the statrlc (or.irnagr) of21 protector deity rrntil o n e o f the
h;~llsf+ll 0 1 1 1 . ThF tnrssagr in that dorlgli hall w;is taken t o he the answcr chosen by the deity.
q I . %Ii\vi~
sgah pa (SIi;tk;~l)lja)I !))i(i:426-27.
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ing line of this new telegram, "By the order of His Holiness the Dalai Lama,"
because at that time the Dalai Lama had not yet assumed powei-, and this
phrase was normally not used until h e formally became the ruler.42The new
instructions further shocked him because they countermanded the previous telegram's concessions. According to what Shakabpa has written, the
telegram said:
Regarding the reply to China's three points, we have had meetings between
the regent and Kashag and also discussed this with the Assembly and have communicated our decisions to you, which we hope you have received. I am sure
you are planning to leave [for Beijing] . However, with regard to point 1, concerning Tibet's acceptance of being a part of China externally [in name only],
the Dalai Lama ordered, "Since this is an important matter related to the welfare of Buddhism and politics, if we pray to the three jewels and d o a divine
lottery, there will be no harm for the present and the future." Since this idea
had great advantages, we did such a divine lottery in Norbulingka in the chapel
of the protector Combo in the front of the [protector] deities Combo and
Lhamo. The lottery answered that if you accept that Tibet is part of China externally, then this will be harmful for Buddhism and politics. Since the divine
lottery will never let us down, do not accept any of the three Chinese points.
However, you should all leave for Beijing by 26 O ~ t o b e r . ~ ~

Shakabpa and Mindrubu were in a difficult position, since they now had nothing concrete to report to Yuan. They made the best of it, however, by telling
the ambassador that they had just received instructions from Lhasa ordering
them to leave for Beijing. The ambassador responded by asking Shakabpa
what reply he had received concerning the three points he had laid out. Shakabpa answered that there had been no reply to this, but later wrote that he
felt the ambassador could tell from his expression and demeanor that this
was not the truth. Shakabpa told Yuan that the mission would leave the next
day for Kalirnpong to pick u p their winter clothes and would then go directly
to Chlcutta. Yuan replied that all documents for their trip would be issued by
the Chinese Consulate in C ; a l c t ~ t t a . ~ ~
However, a week later, Lhasa again changed its mind. O n 2 November,
while Shakabpa and the others were making final arrangements to leave from
Calcutta, the delegation received another telegram from Tibet, dated 3 1 October, which said, "Since we began peaceful disci~ssionswith the Chinese,
the Chinese have invaded our territory, so now yo11 should postpone your
trip to Beijing to continue negotiations. This was the decision o f the Tibetan
Assembly, so you shol~ldnot yet proceed. We will let you know when you can

Shakabpa. interview, I <)H:{. Dharatnsala.
43. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1 9 7 6 : .4'(i-27.
44. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) I 976: ,+zfi-27.
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leave." The next day the delegation received yet another telegram postponing their departure i n d e f i n i t e l ~ . ~ ~
The reason for this sudden change was the continued success of the antifaction in Lhasa, which now had convinced the Dalai Lama and
other key figures to make an to appeal to the United Nations. These officials
felt an attempt should be made to secure support from the United Nations,
which had recently come to the support of South Korea with tens of thousands of troops. Consequently, they did not want a delegation in Beijing negotiating while the United Nations was considering their plea for help against
~ a instructed to forward the appeal to the
Chinese a g g r e s ~ i o n . ~ % h a k a bwas
United Nations.
These events also appear to have marked a shift in attitude by some of
the supporters of the regent, such as Phala and Surkhang, in favor of new
leadership-the Dalai Lama. Not surprisingly, just two weeks later, on 17
November, in the midst of this political chaos, the regent Taktra was forced
to resign, and the Dalai Lama assumed political power at the age of fifteen.47
While Shakabpa was in Kalimpong preparing to leave for Beijing, the
the possibility of securing Indian assistance
Trade Mission in Dellii disc~~ssed
with a United Nations appeal. The Indians were not encouraging, suggesting that the Chinese might regard their appeal as further provocation. Lhasa,
however, was not to be dissuaded and, on 29 October, asked India directly
if it would bring an appeal from Tibet before the United Nations. India
responded that Tibet itself must make the appeal but also said that India
would support the appeal on the grounds that the Chinese should not have
used force but should have continued peaceful negotiation^.^^ This was the
weakest support India could have offered, but it was more than a complete
rejection.
Meanwhile in Lliasa, the views of the anti-compromise officials were reinforced when the older brother of the Dalai Lama, Taktse Rimpoche, arrived
in 1,hasa from Qinghai, a province that had been liberated by the Chinese
First Field Army the previous year.'" Taktse Rimpoche had been the abbot
of Kumbt~niMonastery and was being pressured by the Chinese officials
to gc) to Lhasa and persuade his brother to accept peaceful liberation. He
finally decided he hiid to get out of Qinghai, so he lied arid said he wollld
talk with his brothel- and thc Tibetan government about this. However, he
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Figure

2 . T h e Sitrkh,lng family, left t o right: front row, Surkhang Khenjung
(Khcnritb Wangcti~tk).S r ~ r k h a n gIlepiin (Lhawang Tohclen); back row, Kheme
I)/aqa. (Sr~n,trnWangdii), S r ~ r k h a n gD/as;l (Wangchcn 'I'seden), Minister Sul-khang
( I \ ' , r ~ i g ~ h (ielek).
t'~i
Soruce: T h e Si~rkhiingtarnily
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and the officials would escape to India. So they told me to tell them to cooperate with the Chinese, and as a reward they would offer me the governorship
of Lhasa.
Q: And did they say anything else?
They said that His Holiness has five years to cooperate with the Chinese. If
he does not, then I have the power to kill him. So I had such talks. . . .
So with all this. . . I used to think that I had to get out of this situation. So
that is how I got to L h a ~ a . ~ '

However, much of this seems an exaggeration. For example, in another part
of his interview Taktse Rimpoche recalled that Marshal Peng Dehuai, the
commander of the First Field Army and head of the Northwest Bureau, came
to Kumbum and told him, "The Chinese and Tibetans are brothers from
one big family who got separated. The reason why we got separated is that
the imperialists came-the Americans and the English interfered. Now we
have to bring [Tibet] into the fold, and it won't be good if one kills the other.
So without bloodshed Tibet must be peacefully liberated, and toward that
end you have to help us. So please go to L h a ~ a . "It~ 'is, therefore, hard to assess the significance of Taktse's report, since it is not clear whether this was
said by anyone with authority, but clearly this was not the policy of either the
Northwest Bureau 01- the Central Committee.
In these confusing and tense circumstances, Tibet sent a brief note to Mao
Zedong in the name of the newly empowered Dalai Lama. The Dalai Lama
has written about this:
So I wrote to the Chinese Government, through the commander of the army
which was occupying Chanido. I said that during my minority, relations had been
strained between our countries, but that now I had taken over full responsibility and sincerely wanted to restore the friendship which had existed in the past.
I pleaded with them to return the Tibetans who had been captured by their
army, arid t o withdraw from the part ofTibet which they had occupied by

The actual note is not available, and so far as we know, the Chinese side never
responded.
Rut the real hope of the Tibetan government was now the IJnitedNations.
On 3 November, the Government of India was notified that Tibet would appeal directly to the LJnited Nations and other Buddhist countries in South
Asia (apparrntly referring (o Ceylon, Thailand, and B ~ ~ r n i a It
) . was
" ~ at this
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time that the Tibetan government instructed Shakabpa not to proceed to
Beijing and instead to make its appeal to the United Nations. Shakabpa, having ~II-eady
been shocked twice by changes in orders from Lhasa, was so unsure whether the new instructions were genuine that he actually went to
Gangtok in Sikkim in order to confirm the order directly with the Kashag
by wireless p h ~ n e . There
"~
he learned that the instructions were correct, so
he returned to Kalimpong and on 7 November forwarded Tibet's appeal to
the Llnited Nations' secretary-general. This appeal is the subject of the next
chapter.
-5-1. Shakabpa, interview, 1983.

Chapter 3

Tibet Appeals to the United Nations

Although Tibet had no experienced diplomats, its first appeal to the United
Nations was surprisingly sophisticated and eloquent, and it effectively presented the Tibetan government's view of Tibet's historical relationship with
China and of the events from 1 g 1 1 to the present.'
Appeal to the Secretary General of the United Nations
The attention of the world is riveted on Korea where aggression is being resisted by an international force. Similar happenings in remote Tibet are passing without notice. It is in the belief that aggression will not g o unchecked and
freedom unprotected in any part of the world that we have assumed the responsibility of reporting through you [the secretary-general] recent happenings in the border area of Tibet to the United Nations Organisation. As you
are aware the problem of Tibet has taken on alarming proportions in recent
times. The problem is not of Tibet's own making but is largely the outcome of
unthwal-ted Chinese ambition to bring weakel- nations o n her periphery within
her active domination. Tibetans have for long lived a cloistered life in their
mountain fastness remote and aloof from the rest of the world except insofar
as His Holiness the Dalai Lama, as the acknowledged head of the buddhist
C h ~ ~ r cconfers
h,
benediction and receives homage from followers in many
countries.
In the years preceding 1 CJ I 2 , there were indeed close friendly relations of
a pcrsonal nature between the Emperor of China and His Holiness the Dalai

I . The British high rommissioner i n f o r ~ n e d1,ondon that h c had been told in strict
(.onfidcncc. 11ia1the Tihetan appeal had hcen draftcd I>y Sinha, the Indian representative in
I.hasa (British Foreign Ollicc Records, F q 3 7 I /R44~,4,the L7.K. high com~nissionerto the Cornmonwt-;ilth Rclalions Ollicr, d;lted I 4 Novc~nberI 1)tjo). Shakabpa c o n l i r ~ n e dthis in a discussion with Ine.
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Lama. T h e connection was essentially born of belief in a common faith and
may correctly b e described as the relationship between a spiritual guide and
his lay followers; it had n o political implications. As a people devoted to the
tenets of Buddhism, Tibetans had long eschewed the art of warfare and practiced peace a n d tolerance, a n d for the defense of their country relied on its
geographical configuration a n d in non-involvement in the affairs of other nations. There were times when Tibet sought but seldom received the protection
of the Chinese Emperor. T h e Chinese, however, in their natural urge for expansion, have wholly misconstrued the significance of the time of friendship
and inter-independence that existed between China a n d Tibet as neighbors.
To them, China was suzerain and Tibet a vassal state. It is this which first aroused
legitimate apprehension in the mind of Tibet regarding the designs of China
on her independent status.
Chinese conduct during their expedition in 19 1o completed the rupture
between the two countries. In 191 1-1 2 , when Tibet under the thirteenth Dalai
Lama declared her complete independence-even as Nepal simultaneously
broke away from allegiance to China-the Chinese revolution in 1911 which
dethroned the last Manchurian emperor snapped the last of the sentimental
and religious bonds that Tibet had with China. Tibet thereafter depended entirely on her isolation, her faith in the wisdom of Lord Buddha, and occasionally
on the support of the British in India for her protection. No doubt in those
circumstances the latter could also claim suzerainty over Tibet. Tibet, notwithstanding Anglo-Chinese influence from time to time, maintained her separated
existence, in justification of which it may be pointed out that she has been able
to keep peace and order within the country and remain at peace with the world.
She continued to maintain neighborly goodwill and friendship with the people
of China but never acceded to the Chinese claim of suzerainty in 19 14.
I t was British p e r s ~ ~ a s i owhich
n
led Tibet to sign a treaty which superimposed on her the nominal (non-interfering) muerainty of China and by which
the (lhinese were accorded the right to maintain a mission in L,hasa though
thev were strictly forbidden to meddle in the internal affairs of Tibet. Apart
from that fact even the nominal suzerainty which Tibet conceded to China is
not enforceable because of the non-signature of the treaty of I 9 14 by the Chinese. It will be seen that Tibet maintained independent relations with other
neighboring countries like India and Nepal. Fr~rthermore,despite friendly
British overtures, she did not compromise her position by throwing in her forces
in world war two on the side of China. Thlls she asserted and maintained her
complete independence. T h e treaty of I 91 4 still guides relations between Tibet and India, arid the Chinese, not being a party to it, may be taken to have
renounced the benefits that wol~ldhave otherwise accrr~edto them from the
treatv. Tibet's independence thereby reassumerl d~ ) w r ~status.
T h e slender tie that Tibet maintained with (:hina after the I 9 1I revolution
became less justified when China underwent a further revolution and turned
into a full-fledged Ccnnrnr~niststate. There can be n o kinship or sympathy between s l ~ c hdivergent creeds as those espoused by China and Tibet.
Foreseeing future complications, the Tibetan Government broke off diplomatic relations with (;hina and made a Chinese rcprcsentative in 1,hasa depart

from Tibet in July, 1949. Since then, Tibet has n o t even maintained formal relations with the Chinese Government a n d people. They desire to live apart uncontaminated by the germ of a highly materialistic creed, but the Chinese are
bent on not allowing Tibet to live in peace. They have, since the establishment
of the Chinese People's Republic, hurled threats of liberating Tibet and have
used devious methods to intimidate and undermine the Government of Tibet.
Tibet recognises that she is in n o position to resist. It is thus that she agreed
to negotiate on friendly terms with the Chinese Government. It is unfortunate
that the Tibetan Mission to China were unable to leave India, through n o fault
of their own but for want of British visas which were required for transit through
Hong Kong. At the kind intervention of the Government of India the Chinese
People's Republic condescended to allow the Tibet Mission to have preliminary negotiations with the Chinese Ambassador to India who arrived in New
Delhi only in September. While these negotiations were proceeding in Delhi,
Chinese troops, without warning o r provocation, crossed the Dre Chu [Upper
Yangtse] River, which has for long been the boundary into Tibetan territory,
at a number of places o n 7th October, 1950. In quick succession places of strategic importance like Demar, Kamto, Tunga, Tshame, Rimochegotyu, Yakalo,
and Markham fell to the Chinese. Tibetan frontier garrisons in Kham, which
were maintained not with any aggressive design but as a nominal protective
measure, have all been wiped out. Communist troops in great force converged
from five directions on Cliamdo, the capital of Kham, which succumbed soon
after. Nothing is known of the state of a Minister of the Tibetan Government
posted there. Little is known in the outside world of this sneak invasion. Long
after the invasion had taken place the Chinese announced to the world that
they had asked their armies to march into Tibet.
This unwarranted act of aggression has not only disturbed tlie peace of Tibet, i t is in complete disregard of the solemn assurance given by the Chinese
to the Government of India. It has created a grave situation in Tibet a n d may
eventually deprive Tibet of her long cherished independence. We can assure
you, MI-.Secretary-General, that Tibet will not go down without a fight, though
there is little hope of a nation dedicated to peace resisting the brutal effort of
men trained to war, but we understand tlie United Nations have decided to
stop aggression whenever it takes place.
Tlie armed invasion of Tibet for the incorporation of Tibet within the fold
of' Chinese Communism thl-ougli sheel- physical force is a clear case of aggrcssiorl. As long as tlie people of' Tibet art, compelled by force t o become a
part of<:hina against rhe w i l l and consent of her people, tlie present invasion
of Tibet will hc tlic grossest instance of the violation of tlie weak by the strong.
Wc tllc.rcf61.cappeal rhl-ough y o r l to tlie nations o P the world to intercede in
o111-I ~ h a l l ' a n d~ - e s t ~ - iChinese
~in
aggression.
Thc PI-ohlcmis simplc. Tlie (:liinesc claim Tibet as part of China. Tibetans
f(lcl tlial, ~-itci;~lly,
criltrir;illy, and geogl-apliically,they are far apart from the Chinc-st'. If'thc(:hinese find the I-eactionsof the Tibetans to their unnatural claim
not i~cccpti~hlc,
rlicre are other c-iviliscdrnetliods by which they could ascertain
thc vicws of rlie pcople o f Tibet, o r should (settle) the issr~e(by) p111-elyjudici;ll (niciins). They arc open t o seek redress in the inter-national court of law.
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T h e conquest of Tibet by China will only enlarge the area of conflict and increase the threat to the independence a n d stability of other Asian countries.
We Ministers, with the approval of His Holiness the Dalai Lama, entrust the
problem of Tibet in this emergency to the ultimate decision of the United Nations a n d hope that the conscience of the world would not allow the disruption of o u r state by methods reminiscent of the jungle.
T h e Kashad [Kashag] (The Tibetan Cabinet) a n d the National Assembly
of Tibet, Tibetan delegation Shakabpa (house Kalimpong)
Dated Lhasa the 27th day of the 9th Tibetan month of the Iron Tiger year, 7
November, 1g50.*

The United Nations secretariat immediately ruled that since Tibet was not
a member of the United Nationss and the telegram was from a delegation
outside Tibet rather than from the Tibetan government itself, i t would simply record its arrival in its routine list of communications from nongovernmental organizations. The secretariat also decided that the Tibetan telegram
would not be issued as a Security Council document unless a member of the
Security Council requested that it be issued or unless a member of the United
Nations asked for the subject to be placed on the council's agenda.4 To that
end, they gave copies of the appeal to delegations on the Security Council.
Both Britain and India could easily have clarified this mistaken interpretation
concerning the "nongovernmental" origin of the appeals, since they knew that
the Tibetan government sometimes sent official messages from Kalimpong
because of communication limitations in Tibet. Neither chose to do so.
The Tibetan government, again through Shakabpa and Mindrupu, also
requested support from Britain, Canada, and the United States for its appeal,
as the following letter sent to the United Kingdom's high commissioner in
India reveals:
According to the information received b y wireless from the Government of Tibet the Chinese Communists have made sudden invasion intoTibet from number of different places in Eastern Tibet on 7th October, 1950 while negotiations were pr.oceeding in Delhi. Now the Cabinet [Kashag] and the National

2 . British Forrign Oftice Records, F ( > : %/R4454,
~I
telegram f r o m the Llnited Kingtlom's
U.N. delegation to the British Foreign Office, clatrtl I 4 Nove~nhcr~!.)r,o.Wortls in parentheses appeared in the ~Vno) i ~ k7.irn~~
version ; ~ n t lill
l ohviorls blanks in ~ I i ccopy si~pplicd1)). th(>
secretariat.
:%.I t is interesting to note that in 1948 whilr the Tihetan Tradt. Missiori was in ~ h IJniW(l
r
States. somc l a y e r s in New York who heard Shakahp;~speaking ah0111Tihrtiun inrlrpentlcn('('
t ~ r g r dhim t o have Tihe( try to,join the [Jnited Nations. He wired to 1,hasa ahorlt his htlt was
tolrl, "Keep qrliet ( a h o r ~ this.)
t
Don't tlo a lot oFdifferenl thirigs. [lo yollr [original] publicity
and return home" (Shakabpa. interview, II)H:~, New York (iity).
4. British Foreign ClfFice Recortls, FO:37 I /H4154. telegram f i r m the I [niter1 Kingdom's U.N.
delegation to the British Foreign O f i c e , dated I :j Novcmher I 1150.
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Assembly of Tibet have appealed to the United Nations for ultimate judgment
of this treacherous action by the Peking Government, a copy of which is enclosed herewith for your information. Tibet being a religious country is naturally weak in political a n d military activities. Thus we request Your Excellency
to approach your Government for effective support in the United Nations so
that the peace-loving religious country may be saved from destruction of war.
Your kind advice and acknowledgment will be greatly appreciated.'

The letter sent to the United States was almost identical.
Tibet found support for its appeal from a most unlikely source-El Salvador. On 14 November, Hector David Castro, the chairman of El Salvador's
delegation, telegraphed the U.N. secretary-general requesting that the "invasion of Tibet by foreign forces" be added to the agenda on the basis of the
United Nation's primary respoilsibility "to maintain international peace and
security," as cited in paragraph 1 of Article 1 of the United Nations Charter.
El Salvador had hoped that this issue could be brought directly before the
General Assembly, but the secretariat instead ordered that the issue first be
brought up before the General Committee for a discussion of whether it
should be referred to the General Assembly."
The draft resolution proposed by El Salvador asked not only for condemnation of the Chinese but also for the creation of a special committee to develop proposals for the United Nations regarding actions that could be taken:
The General Assembly,
Taking note that the peaceful nation of Tibet has been invaded, without
any provocation on its part, by foreign forces proceeding from the territory
controlled b y the Government established at Peking.
Decides,
I . To condemn this act of unprovoked aggression against Tibet;
2 . To establish a Committee composed of (names of nations) . . . which will
with the study of the appropriate measures that could be taken
be entr-~~stcd
by the General Assembly o n this matter.
:3. To instruct the Committee to u n d e ~
take that study with special reference
made to tlic LJnited Nations by the Government of Tibet, and to render its report to t l ~ cGeneral Assembly, as early as possible, d i ~ r i n gthe present ~ e s s i o n . ~

The Tiher issur would now he discllssrd Ily the General Committee and, if
its membcl-s agreed. worlld h r heard by the General Assembly.
5 . I\~-itisllPOI-cignOltic-c. KCCOI-rls.
F 0 : < 7 1/H.4454, Icttcl- sent 13). Sh;ikabp;t, dated I 2 No\'c.lnht.r,to 111c I1.K. higI1 c.ommissionet. in Inrli;i, citcd in a telcgt-am Froni the L1.K. high comn)issioncl.in Inrli;~t o thc (:omtnot~wri>lthRcli~tionsOf'ticc in London. dared 1 6Novembel- I 950.
(i.The. (;c.nc-l-al (:orntiiittc-r made ~.ecommendatic-)ns
regarding items to hc included in the
;lgclltlii. Ilnitrtl Nations I)oc.t~mc~lt
A/ I r,:34, cited in Brlrrai~of His Holinrss the Dalai Lama.
n.tl. The. motiv;~tionbehind ~ h Elr Salvador initiative is unclear.
7. Il)itl.

On the international front, these events-the invasion of Tibet in October, the Tibetan government's appeal to the United Nations in November,
and El Salvador's action on behalf of Tibet-compelled India, Britain, and
the United States to weigh their own national interests carefully against their
historical connections with Tibet and their moral and legal obligations to
assist Tibet at this critical time.

BRITISH A N D INDIAN REACTIONS T O TIBET'S APPEAL

The British Foreign Office found it difficult to establish a course of action
with regard to Tibet's appeal to the United Nations. The office began by examining Tibet's eligibility to appeal in the light of Article 35, paragraph 2 ,
of the United Nations Charter, which stipulated that the appealing party must
be a "state."' At question was whether Tibet could qualify as a state. The
British Foreign Office's legal examination concluded that it could easily be
argued that Chinese suzerainty was so amorphous and symbolic that it did
not preclude Tibet's possession of its own international identity. The reasoning supporting this position was stated in a telegram from the Foreign
Office to the British high commissioner in India:
T h e actual control which China in virtue of her suzerainty excercised over Tibet varies at different times. In 191I Tibet threw off Chinese control and expelled all Chinese troops from her territory. By 1 CJ I 3 she had established independence of China a n d she participated in a tripartite Conference in Simla
in 1 9 1 4 in her own right. As a result of this Conference, representatives of
Britain, China and Tibet drew u p a Convention recognizing Tibetan autonomy under Chinese suzerainty but expressly precluding China from incorporating Tibet as a Chinese province o r from sending troops into Tihet other
than an escort of 300 men for the representative in Lhasa. It was made plain
by this Convention that Tibet was entitled to conduct foreign relations directly
ancl not through China. T h e Convention was signed by Britain and Tibet but
only initialed by China. T h e Chinese Government subseq~~ently
repudiated the
initialing of the Convention by their representative but on occasion they have
stated that they accept the terms of the Convention apart from the clauses fixing
the boundary hetween China and Tihet. Though (:hinil tlitl not sign the Convention, it was only on the faith of the conditions in it that Tihet agreed to accept Chinese suzerainty again. If, therefore, China repudiated the (:onven tion
in its entirety, as her present actions clearly show she has done, she has no rights
whatever over Tibet. not even t o a nominal su7erainty. Since 1 0 1 3 Tibet has

H . Article :$r,saicl: "A State which is not a member o f the Ilniterl Nations rnav bring to the
attention o f the Security C:ouncil or the (;enera1 ,\ssemt,ly an" dispute to which i t is a part): i f
it accepts in atlvance. for the prlrposcs o f the clispute, the ohligations o f pacific settlernrnt provitlerl in the present (:harterW(British Foreign Officc Rc-corda, FO:jy I /H4454, given in a l ~ t t e r
from the British Foreign Office to the attornrv grneral. dated 2 5 Novernbcr. I <)T,o).

not only enjoyed full control over her internal affairs but also has maintained
direct relations with other states. She must therefore be regarded as a state to
which Article 35 ( 2 ) of the Charter applies.
2 . It is important to stress that the right enjoyed by Tibet to engage in foreign relations on her own account distinguishes her case from, for example,
that of British protected states with internal autonomy but n o right to engage
in foreign relations.
3. Our recognition of Chinese suzerainty over Tibet after 19 14 was conditional on the recognition by China of Tibetan autonomy; in other words the
suzerainty which we recognized was of the nominal kind envisaged in the Simla
Convention, and we have since 1CJ 14 accepted the right of Tibet to enter into
direct relations with other states."

The Foreign Office also examined the meaning of suzerainty and, in particular, the status of any vassal state or territory that was subordinate to a
suzerain. It concluded that situations lumped under this rubric were so divergent that the status of a vassal state under a suzerain depended in a large
measure on the facts of the specific case. Two factors in particular were critical: first, whether all international treaties concluded by the suzerain state
are ips0 facto concluded for the vassal; and, second, whether war of the
suzerain is ipso facto war of the vassal. On both these counts the research division of the Foreign Office concluded that all the evidence showed that Tibet was not a part of China but, rather, had a clear international identity of
its own."'
On the basis of these briefs, the British Foreign Office decided that Tibet
had the right to bring its case before the United Nations and, on l o November (three days before the Tibetan appeal even reached New York), sent
the following telegram to the British high commissioner in India and the
British United Nations delegation in New York:
We are considering what attitude t o adopt should the Tibetan appeal come up
in the United Nations. We are already committed in a general way to India's
support and this will doubtless extend to [the] line she adopts at Lake Success.
Though we fully acknowledge p~.eponder;inceof Indian interests in this mat1c1 and rccognise that initiative must lie with her, we consider it of utmost imIx)r(ance t o hiwe a preliminary exchange of views with her o n account of grave
implications of discr~ssionof Tibetan issue in LJnited Nations on our relations
with (:hina.
2 . For yor~rpersonal information we view present situation on following
lincs:

11. Rritish Forrign Oflire Kecords, FO:{y 1 /H4454, telegram from the Rritish Foreign Office
lo tht. I1.K. high c-ommissioner in India, d;~tcdI) Novetnhrr 1950.
I o. Rritish Forrign Offic-c- Recot-ds. F(~):~S
I /H4454. 1ni1ii11e
by K. H . Scott, Southeast Asia
[)cparrnlcnl o f he British Forrign Officr, d a ~ e d2 Nova~nbrriqr,o.
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(a) We consider that Tibetan autonomy is sufficiently well established for
her to be regarded as a "state" within the meaning of the United Nations
Charter. My immediately succeeding telegram gives our views on the legal
aspect: these are also for your information only at this stage and not for
communication to Government of India. Whether we shall be prepared to
support this interpretation of Tibet's international status in the course of
preliminary debate in United Nations on validity of her appeal remains for
decision. Assuming that India takes this attitude we should be prepared to
d o so too, though the implications are far reaching.
(b) If this view of Tibet's status is conceded and validity of her appeal is
upheld in debate, it follows that Chinese action constitutes aggression
against Tibet, and in the Security Council [meeting] which would presumably follow two obvious possibilities would present themselves:
(i) the Council might content itself with a condemnation of the Chinese action;
(ii) it might call on China to withdraw her forces from Tibet and to restore the status quo.
( c ) We should hope that Security Council action would be restricted to (i)
above. We should particularly wish to avoid action on lines of (ii) above,
which would at best be likely to lead to a resolution which China would defy
and which co~lldonly be enforced by armed action which neither we, nor
we assume India or anyone else, e.g., the United States, would be prepared
to take. In the result the United Nations would lose prestige."

The British Foreign Office a t this stage, t h e n , was leaning toward supporti n g T i b e t in s o m e fashion a n d preventing China's aggression f r o m going
completely u n n o t i c e d , b u t it d i d n o t want t o go c o u n t e r t o t h e policy of the
Indian g o v e r n m e n t , w h o m it now considered h a d t h e primary responsibility For Tibet.'' And it especially did n o t want t h e United Nations t o pass resolutions it could n o t enforce.

I I . British Foreign Office Records, FO37 I /H4454. telegram from the Commonwealth Relations Office in I.ontlon to t h e U.K. high commissioner in India, tlatetl 1 0 Novemher 1950.
I 2 . In s o m e ways, the Indian government resentecl Rritairl acting as if it n o longer had interests in the area. lntlia conveyed this resentment t o the British Foreign Office iri its answer
to Britain's rrqrlest t i ~ rIndia's opinion to ;I draft response, which the British wanted to use in
a parli;irnental-v question aborrt whether Britain would prrss for the inclusion or' the Tihela11
prohlcm in the Security (;ouncil: " T h e sitrlatiori in Tihet is o n e which primarily concerns t h ~
(;overnrnent of India ant1 for this rrason we wottltl not orlrsc.lvc~swish t o take t h r initi;itive. Wc'
a r c however in (-lose consultation with t h e Government of 1ndi;i o n this rnatrrr" (British Foreign Office Rcacords. FO:$j I /H4454. the (:ommonwealth Reliltions Office to the U . K . high commissioner in India, dated I I November 1950). 'The Inrlian governmenl inforrnrtl Britain that
it preferred the first sentence of t h e statement t o rearl. " T h e sit~lationit1 Tihet is o n e which pri:~
nrp nlcn intpl~clfd."
marily c o n c e r n s the C h v e r n m e n t of India nlthough ffic i C l c j ~ . t t p(;nr,Prnm~nt
T h e reason India gave For this was that it was worrird that the statement in thc original Rritish

The British delegation to the United Nations, however, felt that the position presented in Foreign Office telegram was far too strong. The head of
the delegation, Sir Gladwyn Jebb, responded that whatever opinion one
might hold about the Chinese aggression, the reality was that no one could
possibly give effective aid to Tibet. He argued that the Indians themselves
had doubts about Tibet's status as a state and that Britain should therefore
modify its views on the matter. He recommended that the best line to take
in the United Nations would be to argue that the Tibetan issue was wrapped
in "legal obscurity." This was conveyed in a telegram he sent to the Foreign
Office on 14 November 1950:
. . . Since Indian Government themselves seem to have strong doubts regarding the "absolute independence" of Tibet, I feel that we should d o well to modify our own legal views on this subject. If indeed we are to argue that Tibet is
fully independent, there seems n o doubt that an act of aggression has occurred
and in these circumstances there might be strong pressure brought o n us to
support some far reaching resolution in the Security Council a n d when that
is vetoed, transfer the whole matter to the General Assembly under the terms
of the recent resolution "Uniting for Peace."
2. I greatly hope therefore that I shall be instructed, when a n d if the Indians raise this matter in the Security Council, to argue to the general effect that
the legal situation is extremely obscure and that in any case Tibet cannot be
considered as a fi~llyindependent country.':'

This response prompted the Foreign Office to ask the British attorney general for a ruling on Tibet's international status. It also led to an attempt to
ascertain more clearly the policy of the Indian government toward the Tibetan appeal, since its views were considel-ed primary to those of Britain.

INIIIA'S RESPONSE T O T H E CHINESE INVASION

Although India had decided that friendship with China outweighed obligations inherited from Britain regarding Tibet, i t initially had been unwilling
to back China's claim of sovereignty openly. India had addressed this
dilrnlma by helping to foster conditions that would compel Tibet to accede
to (;liina's terms and therehy preclude India's having to make a difficult or
'mljarrassing decision unilaterally. News of the Chinese invasion, therefore,
came as a shock to Dclhi, which responded hy sending a note on 2 1 October

(ll.;ifl sr~ggcstc.tlt l l ; ~ t thr initiiiti\.c- lay complrtcl)*with India (British Foreign Office Recol-ds,
F():$7 I /H.+qy,q. tclrgt.;~rnft.otn rhc IJ.K. Iiigh (.ommissionel-in India to thc (:omnionweal~h Relatiol~s0fIic.c. in I,ondori, d;t~edI :$Novcrnl>cl- I 5)r,o.Emphasis addecl).
I :I. British Forcign 0fIic.r R(.corrls. FO:{i I /H4454, t c I c g ~ - a ~
from
n
the U.K. delegation in
New Yo1.k to the British Foreign Oflice, dalccl I q Novenihcl- I 9 5 0 .
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criticizing the Chinese government's actions. The note, however, was extremely weak and argued not that China's actions were morally or legally unacceptable but rather that its actions would harm India's efforts to assist China
in gaining admittance to the United Nation and the Security Council. The
note said:
T h e Central People's Government are fully aware of the views of the Gove r n m e n t of India o n the adjustment of Sino-Tibetan relations. It is, therefore, not necessary to repeat that their interest is solely in a peaceful settlement of the issue. My government are also aware that the Central People's
Government have been following a policy of negotiations with the Tibetan
authorities. It has, however, been reported that some military action has taken
place o r is about to take place, which may affect the peaceful outcome of these
negotiations.
T h e Government of India would desire to point out that a military action
at the present time against Tibet will give those countries in the world which
are unfriendly to China a handle for anti-Chinese propaganda at a crucial and
delicate juncture in international affairs. T h e Central People's Government
must be aware that opinion in the United Nations has been steadily veering
round to the admission of China into that organization before the close of the
present session.
T h e Government of India feel that military action o n the eve of a decision
by the (General) Assembly will have serious consequences and will give powerful support to those who are opposed to the admission of the People's Government to the United Nations and the Security Council.
At the present time when the international situation is so delicate, any move
that is likely to be interpreted as a disturbance of the peace may prejudice the
position of China in the eyes of the world. T h e Government of India's firm
conviction is that one of the principal conditions for the restoration of the
peaceful atmosphere is the recognition of the position of the People's Republic
of China, and its association with the work of the U.N. They feel that an incautious move at the present time even in a matter which is within its own sphere
will be used by those who are unfriendly to China to prejudice China's case in
the U.N. and generally before neutral opinion. T h e Chvernment of India attach the highest importance to the earliest scttletnent of the problenl of (:hinese representation in international organi~ationsand have becn doing everything in their power to bring i t to a successfirl conclusion. They arc convinced
that the position of China will be weakened if through military action in Tibet
those who are opposed t o (:hina's admission are now given a chancc t o misrepresent China's peaceful aim$.
T h e Government of lnclia feel that the time factor is extrernely impot.tant.
In Tibet there is not likely to he any serious rnilitar-y opposition a r ~ diInV delay
in settling the matter will not thercfore affect <:hinew interests, or a suitable
final solution. T h e Government of Indid's interest in this matter is, as wc have
explainetl before, only to see that the aclmission of the People's (;overnnlcnt
t o the U.N. is not again postponecl due t o the causes which could be avoided

and further that, if possible, a peaceful solution is sought while military action
may cause unrest and disturbance o n her own borders.14

This Indian note is interesting in that it does not indicate or question China's
right to incorporate Tibet and accepts the Chinese position that Tibet was
a matter within its own sphere. It also ignores the Indo-Tibetan Agreements
of 1914, through which India held rights regarding Tibet's status."'
India received no response to this communication, so on 28 October, three
days after the Chinese publicly announced that their troops had liberated
Chamdo, it sent another, somewhat stronger, note. This letter stated that because China had given assurances that its intentions were peaceful and that
negotiations in good faith were going on between Tibet and China, the advance of China's troops into Tibet appeared "most surprising and regrettable." It also said India deplored the invasion, but in part negated the force
of this language by saying that her advice to China had been "friendly and
disinterested." The note read:
We have seen with great regret reports in newspapers of official statements made
in Peking to the effect that "People's Army units have been ordered to advance
into Tibet."
We have received n o intimation of it from your Ambassador here o r from
our Ambassador in Peking.
We have been repeatedly assured of the desire of the Chinese Government
to settle the Tibetan problem by peaceful means and negotiation. In an interview which o u r Ambassador recently had with [China's] Vice-Foreign
Minister, the latter, while reiterating tlie I-esolve of the Chinese Government
to "liberate" Tibet had expressed the continued desire to d o so by peaceful
means.
We informed the (:hinese Government through o u r Ambassador of the decision of the Tibetan delegation to proceed to Peking immediately to start
negoti;~tions.This delegation actually left Delhi yesterday. In view of'these facts
the dcc ision to order Chinese troops to advance into Tibet appears to us most
surprising and regrettable.
We re;~liscth;~ttlie Tibetan delcgation has been delayed from proceeding
to Peking. This dcl;ry was cal~scdin the f rst instance hy their inability to o h
lain visits for Hong Kong, hut thc delegation can in n o way be held responsible for this.
Sr~bscq~~cntly,
thc delegation returned to Delhi because of the wish of the
(:hi~lcsc(;ovc~nmcnt that prelimin;~r-ynegotiations should first be conducted
in 1)clIii will1 tlic (:hincsc. Ambassador-.
Owing to tlic lack of knowledge on the part of the Tibetan delegation o n
how t o tlc;il with othcr col~ntricsxitl the necessity of obtaining instructions
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from their Government, who in turn had to consult their assemblies, certain
further delays took place.
T h e Government of India does not believe that any foreign influences hostile
to China have been responsible for the delay in the departure of this delegation.
Now that the invasion of Tibet has been ordered by the Chinese Government, peaceful negotiations can hardly be synchronised with it, a n d there naturally will be fear o n the part of Tibetans that the negotiations will be held under duress. In the present context of world events the invasion of Tibet by
Chinese troops can only be regarded as deplorable and in the consideredjudgement of the Government of India, not in the interest of China or of peace.
T h e Government of India can only express their d e e p regret that in spite
of the friendly disinterested advice repeatedly tendered by them, the Chinese
Government should have decided to seek the solution of the problem of their
relations with Tibet by force instead of by the slower a n d more enduring
method of peaceful approach.'"

Two days later, China responded in a most disparaging and unequivocal manner, stating that Tibet was a part of China and that whatever China did there
was an internal matter of concern to no foreign country. It went on to insult Nehru and India by charging that India had been "affected by foreign
influences hostile to China in Tibet." It was a strong statement, especially in
contrast to the relatively mild Indian notes.
T h e Central People's Government of the People's Republic of China would
like to make it clear:
Tibet is an integral part of Chinese territory. T h e problem of Tibet is entirely the clomestic problem of China. T h e Chinese People's Liberation Army
must enter Tibet, liberate the Tibetan people, and defend the frontiers of
China. This is the resolved policy of the Central People's Government.
T h e Central People's Government has repeatedly expressecl the hope that
the problem of Tibet may be solved by peaceful negotiations and it welcomes,
therefore, the declaration of the local authorities from Tibet to visit Peking at
an early date to proceed with peaceful negotiations.
However, the Tibetan delegation, through outside instigation, has intentionally delayed the date of its departure for Peking. Nevertheless, thc Central
People's Government has not abandoned its desire to proceed with peaceful
negotiations.
But regardless of whether the local authorities of Tibet wish to proceed with
peaceful negotiations and whatever result5 may he achieved by negotiations,
the problem of Tibet remains a domestic problem of the People's Repriblic of
China and n o foreign interference will be tolerated.
T h e particular problem of Tibet and the problem of the participation
the People's Republic of China in the United Nations are two entirely scparate problems.

I
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Therefore, with regard to the viewpoint of the Government of India o n what
it regards as deplorable, the Central People's Government of the People's Republic of China can only consider it as having been affected by foreign
influences hostile to China in Tibet and therefore expresses its d e e p regret.17

Angry at this insulting note, the Indian government made its strongest response on i November in a third note that openly articulated the cause of
Tibetan autonomy (within the context of Chinese suzerainty), arguing that
its previous note was not unwarranted interference in Chinese internal affairs "but well-meant advice by a friendly government which has a natural
interest in the solution of the problems concerning its neighbours by peaceful means." India, however, still unilaterally relinquished its traditional rights
regarding Tibet. The Government of India wanted to maintain its missions in
Tibet, as well as the McMahon border delimitation, and apparently felt that
the best way to accomplish this end was by renouncing the very legal rights
on which these were based:
The Indian Ambassador in Peking has transmitted to the Government of India a note handed to him by the Vice-Foreign Minister of the People's Republic
of China on October 30. T h e Government of India have read with amazement
the statement in the last paragraph of the Chinese Government's reply that
the Government of India's representative to them was affected by foreign
influences hostile to China and categorically repudiates it.
At n o time has any foreign influence been brought to bear upon India in
regard to Tibet. I n this, as in other matters, the Government of India's policy
has been entirely independent and directed solely towards the p e a c e f ~ ~
setl
tlement of intel-national disputes and the avoidance of anything calculated to
increase the present deplorable tension in the world.
The Government of China is equally mistaken in thinking the Tibetan delegation's departure for Peking was delayed by outside instigation. In previous
communications, the Government of India have explained at some length the
reasons why the Tibetan delegation could not proceed to Peking earlier. They
are convinced thi~tthere has been no possibility of foreign instigation.
It is with n o desire to interfere 01-gain any advantage that the Government
of India have sought earnestly that il settlement of the Tibetan problem should
be effccted by peaccf~ilnegotiations ;~djustinglegitimate Tibetan claim to autonomy within the irarncwork of'Chinese suzerainty. Tibetan autonomy is a
fact which, ji~dgingfrom reports they have I-eceivedfi-om other sources, the Chinese Governincnt werc thenlselves willing to recognise and foster.
The (;over-nmcr~t of India's repeated suggestions that China's suzerainty
Til,cr] and Tibctan autonomy should be reconciled by pei~cefulnegotiations w c ~ enot. as thc Chinew (;ove~-nmentseems t o suggest, unwarranted
i11terfcrcnc.ein China's internal affairs, hut wcll-meant advice by a friendly gov-
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e r n m e n t which has a natural interest in the solution of the problems concerning its neighbours by peaceful methods.
Wedded as they are to ways of peace, the Government of India had been
gratified to learn that the Chinese Government were also desirous to effect a
settlement in Tibet through peaceful negotiations. Because of this the Government of India suggested sending their delegation to Peking, and were glad
that this advice was accepted in the interchange of communications which had
taken place between the Government of India a n d the Government of China,
and the former had received repeated assurances that a peaceful settlement
was the goal.
In the circumstances, the surprise of the Government of India was all the
greater when it learned that military operations had been undertaken by the
Chinese Government against peaceful people. There has been n o allegation
of any provocation, o r any report o n non-peaceful methods on the part of the
Tibetans. Hence there was n o justification whatever for such military operations against them. Such a step, involving an attempt to impose a decision by
force, cannot possibly be reconciled with a peaceful settlement. In view of these
developments, the Government of India is n o longer in a position to advise
the Tibetan delegation to proceed to Peking unless the Chinese Government
thinks it fit to order their troops to halt their advance into Tibet and thus provide a chance for peaceful negotiations.
Every step that the Government of India has taken in recent months has
been to check the drift to war all over the world. In doing so they have often
been misunderstood a n d criticised, but they have adhered to their policy regardless of the displeasure of great nations. They cannot help thinking that
the military operations of the Chinese Government against Tibet have greatly
added to the tensions of the world and to the drift towards general war, which
they are sure the Government of China also wishes to avoid.
T h e Government of India has repeatedly made it clear that they have no p e
litical o r territorial ambitions toward Tibet and d o not seek any novel privileged
position for themselves o r for their nationals in Tibet. At the same time, they
pointed out, that certain rights have grown out of usage and agreements which
are natural between neighbours with close cultural and commercial relations.
These relations have found expression in the presence of an agent of the
Government of India in L,hasa, the existence of trade agencies at Gyantse and
Yatung and the maintenance of post and telegraph offices along the road route
u p to Gyantse over the last fot-ty years. The GouPrnmpnl oflndzn r r nnxlour tho/
thew ~rtnblishmmts,mh~charp lo ~ h m
p i ~ t u a zl n t m r ~ ro/ Indza a n d T l h ~at n d do no1 dpt m t t 111 any runy from (,'hin~seruzwaznty OTJPT E b ~ t rhould
,
conltnl~p.T h ~ p m s o n n e l o l
I ~ 1,hnsn
P
mzrrion nnd thp n g ~ n c i ~atr ( j r o n t r ~have neeordin& hpen inrtnrct~dlo rfmain at Ihp~rportr.
I t has been the basic policy of the Government of India to work for friendly
relations between India and (:hina, both col~ntriesrecognising each other's
sovereigntv, territorial integrity and mutual interests.
Recent developments in Tibet have affected friendly relations and the interests of peace all over the world; this the Government o f India deeply regrets.
In conclusion, the Government of India can only express their earnest hope
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that the Chinese Government will still prefer the method of peaceful negotiation and settlement to a solution under duress and by force."

While this exchange was occurring, the Tibetan appeal to the United Nations
reached Lake Success. India's reaction was particularly important, because
Britain, and to a lesser extent the United States were committed to following India's lead, as mentioned earlier,
For several weeks, India did not inform Britain of its official position but
informally seemed to indicate it would support a Tibetan appeal. For example, on 13 November, G. S. Bajpai, secretary in the Ministry of External
Affairs, said that India would support the Tibetan appeal and that he hoped
support woiild be forthcoming from other powers on the Security Council.'"
And again on 17 November, he told the British that the head of the Indian
delegation to the United Nations had been instructed to make inquiries to
see if some nonsuperpower would present the Tibetan appeal to the United
Nations Security Council. Bajpai said, however, that if no other- country could
do so, he thought it more than probable that the Indian government would
be prepared to act."'
However, in mid-November, a Chinese reply to the last Indian note arrived in New Delhi. Dated 16 November, it is important because it led the
Government of India not to support the Tibetan appeal.
On November 1 , 1950, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic
of China received from His Excellency Ambassador Panikkar a communication from the Government of the Republic of India on the problem of Tibet.
The Central People's Government of the People's Republic of China, in its
with the Government of the Republic of India on the quespast comm~~nications
tion of Tibet, has repeatedly made it clear that Tibet is an integral part of Chinese territory and that the problem of Tibet is entirely a domestic problem of
China. The Chinese People's Liberation Army milst enter Tibet, liberate the
Tibetan people and defend the frontiers o f China. This is the firm policy o f t h e
(:hinese C;overnrncnt. According to the provisions of the colnmon progralnme
adopted by the (:hinese People's Political Consultative Conference, the regional
autonomy granted by the Chinese Government to national ~ninoritiesinside
the collntr-y is autonomy within the conf nes of Chinese sovereignty.
This point has been recogni~edby the Indian Government in its aide memoire t o the <:hinese (;overnment dared August 2 8 this year. However, when
thc (:hinesc (;owl-nmcnt acrl~allyexercised its sovereign rights and began to
libcrate the Tihec;\n people and drive o11t the foreign forces and influences in

H . Ilnion Rc.sc*;u-c.11
Inslilrl~cI ! ) ( i H : I :Z-I (i
(enipliasis addcd).
Rri tisli Fol.t>ignOf'ficc- Rrc.ol-ds. F<>:j$ I /r(4454. tclcgratn Srom the U.K. high cornrnissioncr in Indi;i l o 111c( : o m ~ n o n w c ; ~ lKcl;ltions
~li
Office, dated I 3 Novenlbel. I 950.
I
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order to ensure that the Tibetan people would be free from aggression and
would realise regional autonomy a n d religious freedom, the Indian Government attempted to influence a n d obstruct the exercise of its sovereign rights
in Tibet by the Chinese Government. This only causes great surprise to the
Chinese Government.
T h e Central People's Government of the People's Republic of China sincerelv hopes that the Chinese People's Liberation Army may enter Tibet peacefully to perform the sacred task of liberating the Tibetan people and defending the frontiers of China. Therefore, it long ago welcomed the delegation of
the local authorities of Tibet which still remains in India to come to Peking at
an early date to proceed with peace negotiations. Yet the said delegation, obviously as a result of continued external obstruction, has delayed its departure
for Peking. Further, taking advantage of the delay in starting negotiations, the
local authorities of Tibet have deployed strong armed forces at Chamdo in
Sikang [Xikang] province a n d in the interior of China, in an attempt to prevent the Chinese People's Liberation Army from liberating Tibet.
O n August 3 1, 1950, the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs informed the
Indian Government through Ambassador Panikkar that the Chinese People's
Liberation Army was going to take action soon in west Sikang [Xikang] according to set plans, and expressed the hope that the Indian Government would
assist the delegation of the local authorities of Tibet so that it might arrive in
Peking in mid-September to begin peace negotiations. In early and mid-September, the Chinese Chargi dlAffaires, Shen Chien [Jian], and later Ambassador Yuan Chung-hsien [Zhongxian], both in person, told the said delegation that it was imperative that it should hasten to Peking before the end of
September, otherwise the said delegation should bear the consequences and
be responsible for all the subsequent events resulting from the delay.
In mid-October, the Chinese Ambassador Yuan again informed the Indian
Government of this. Yet still owing to external instigation, the delegation of the
local authorities of Tibet fabricated various pretexts and remained in India.
Although the Chinese Government has not given u p its desire of settling
the problem of Tibet peacefully, i t car1 n o longer continue to put off the set
plan of the Chinese People's Liberation Army to proceed to Tibet. T h e liberation of Chamdo further proved that through the instrument ofTibetan troops,
foreign forces and influences were obstructing the peaceful settlement of the
problem of Tibet. But regardless of whether the local authorities of Tibet wish
to proceed with peace negotiations, and regardless of whatever results may be
achieved by negotiations, n o foreign intervention will be permitted. The entry into Tibet of the Chinese People's Liberation Army and the liberation of
the Tibetan people are also decided.
In showing its friendship toward the Government of the Republic of India,
arid in an understanding of the desire of the Indian Government t o see the
problem of Tibet settled peacefully, the Central People's Government of the
People's Republic of China has kept the lndian Government informed of its
efforts in this direction. What the Chinese Government can only deeply regret
is that the Indian Government, in disregard of the facts, has regarded a domestic problem of the Chinese Government-the exercise of its sovereign
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rights in Tibet-as an international dispute calculated to increase the present
deplorable tensions in the world.
The Government of the Republic of India has repeatedly expressed its desire to develop Sino-Indian friendship on the basis of mutual respect for territory, sovereignty, equality and mutual benefit, and of preventing the world
from going to war. The entry into Tibet of the Chinese People's Liberation
Army is exactly aimed at protecting the integrity of the sovereignty of China.
And it is on these questions that all those countries who desire to respect the
territory and the sovereignty of China should first of all indicate their real attitude towards China.
In the meantime, we consider that what is now threatening the independence of nations and the world peace is precisely the forces of these imperialist aggressors. For the sake of maintaining national independence and defending world peace, it is necessary to resist the forces of these imperialist
aggressors. The entry into Tibet of the Chinese People's Liberation Army is
thus an important measure toward maintaining Chinese independence, to preventing the imperialist aggressors from dragging the world towards war, and
to defending world peace.
The Central People's Government of the People's Republic of China welcomes the renewed declaration of the Indian Government that it has no political or territorial ambitions in China's Tibet and that it does not seek any
new privileged position. As long as oursides adhere strictly to the principle ofmutual
respect for tmitory, sovereignty, equality and m,utual bene$t, roe are conz)inced that the
,frien,dshipbetzveen China nn,d In,dia should be developed i n (L normal n)ay, an.d that the
problems d a t i n g to Sin,o-In,dinn diplom,atic, commercial and cultural lrlations rrlith respect to Tibet may he solved properly and to our rn,trtual bene$t through normal diplom.atic ch.ann,~ls.~'
Although t h e response was still completely unequivocal c o n c e r n i n g t h e Chinese attack o n C h a m d o , t h e Indian government saw positive aspects in this
more diplomatic letter with regard t o Indian commercial rights in Tibet a n d
India's interest in achieving a peaceful settlement. M e n o n , t h e Indian foreign secretary, told t h e British high commissioner in India that t h e Chinese
note did not spccifici~llyquestion India's right t o maintain its trade agencies
and so forth in Tibet, a n d h e m a d e m e n t i o n of discussions through diplomatic channels of Indian interest in Tibet. M e n o n c o m m e n t e d that this contrasted favorably with t h e Chinese ambassador's preceding statement."
(:onsequently, the Indian government now decided to p~illback from snpport of the Tibetan appeal, sending t h e following somewhat disingenuous
instr-r~ctionsto its lJ.N. delegation:

[Inion Rrscar r h I n s t i ~ ~ ~I !)(iH:
t r I (i-I H.
Rrit~sliForrign OHitr Krcords. F 0 9 7 1 /U4454,telegram rrorn the U.K. high cornrnissionrr to tlir (:onilnonwralth Relations Officr, dated .L 1 November I 950. Menon, however, also
(ornmrntcd that ht, ~ h o ~ ~ gthc
l i t(:liinrsc worild, in Fact, try to clear the Indians out o f Tibet as
21.

'12.

(a) the Government of India did not like the El Salvador resolution and
Rau was not to support it.
( b ) the question of timing of the handling of the Tibetan appeal needed
careful consideration. Korea was obviously of first importance a n d it was therefore desirable that nothing should b e said o r d o n e which was likely to embitter relations with China at this critical state, a n d it would be preferable therefore for no action to be taken on the Tibetan appeal for the present. Little good could
come out of any condemnation of the Chinese action in Tibet and at this stage
such a condemnation might conceivably d o a great deal of harm.2"

T H E UNITED NATIONS DEBATE O N T H E TIBETAN APPEAL

On Friday, 24 November, a mere week after the Dalai Lama became ruler of
Tibet, the issue of whether to include "the invasion of Tibet by foreign forces"
as an additional item in the United Nations General Assembly was debated
by the General Committee at the request of El Salvador. The U.N. summary
report of the ensuing debate (written in the third person) is cited below.
The move to defer action on Tibet's appeal was suggested by none other than
the British representative, K. Younger, and was strongly supported by India.
Tibet's two traditional friends now pulled the rug out from under its appeal
for help from the United Nations.
The debate began when Hector David Castro, from El Salvador, read his
proposal, which follows:
Two weeks ago the El Salvador delegation had asked the Secretary-General for
a copy of the appeal forwarcled to the United Nations by the Government of
Tibet. T h e Secretary-General had agreed to that request but so far had taken
no action in the matter. In pursuing the aims of the Charter, however, the Unitecl
Nations should be careful not to isolate itself and lose all touch with governments which were not members of the Organization. Every important communication sent to the United Nations by the government of a nonmember
State should be made known to all member states. H e [Castro] regretted that
the Secretary-General had not distributed to delegations the appeal from the
Government of Tibet. He askecl the President of the General Assembly to d o
everything possible to see that communications and documents sent by nonmembers, like those sent by member States, were clistribr~tedt o members of
the Unitecl Nations when those members were called upon to take an important decision. T h e invasion of Tibet by Chinese armed forces had been an-

soon as they were in a position t o r l o so ;~nclintlirated gencral agrecmenl with the Rt.ilish interpretation 01-Tibet's legal position (ihicl.)
P:$. British Foreign Omce Records. F0:37 I /H445,+,instrttctions related by (;. S. Bqjpai in a
conversation with the U . K . high con~missionerin India. cited in a telcgram f'rom thc U . K . high
cornmissioner to the (;omrnr)nwealth Relations Office, dated g o November I !)r,o (emphasis
added).
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nounced by the press of the whole world. As the Government of Tibet had refused to comply with the orders of the Government of the so called People's
Republic of China, the latter had decided to send a military expedition to Tibet. It should be borne in mind that the Government ofTibet had always shown
readiness to enter into peaceful negotiations with the so-called People's Government of China. A delegation from the Government of Tibet had been on
the point of proceeding to Peking when the invasion occurred.
Little information was available; it was known that Tibet was invaded by a
foreign army but the extent of the territory won by the army was not known.
Before submitting its proposal to the General Committee, the Salvadorean
delegation had had rather peculiar questions put to it. It had been asked
whether its government was not, in the present case, acting under the influence
of another government. T h e Government of El Salvador had always exhibited
the fullest independence and the delegation of El Salvador had always complied with its Government's instructions. No other government therefore could
have influenced the Government o r the delegation of El Salvador. H e [Castro] then recalled the terms of the telegram and the letter sent on 14 November
1950 to the President of the General Assembly by the Chairman of the delegation of Salvador (A/ I 534).
The delegation of El Salvador had hoped that the General Assembly could
make a decision on that question without referring it to the General Committee. This was a case of international aggression which the General Assembly
could not overlook. Under the terms of Article 1 , paragraph I , of the Charter, the
United Nations must "maintain international peace and security."Tibet, of course
was not a meniber of the Organization, but the United Nations must maintain
peace not only between member states, but thl-ougliout the whole world.
The aggression committed against Tibet should be of particular concern
to the great powers. H e recalled that a permanent meniber of the Security
Council has accused the other- permanent member of dealing with questions
only in so far as their own political interests were concerned. There was n o basis for that accusation, but, if the General Assembly refirsed to consider the
proposal of El Salvador; some weight might attach to that charge.
Mr. Dulles had stated, in regard to threats t o the independence and territorial integrity of China, that if the General Assenibly took n o action in that matter, i r would disappoint the whole world. It would be equally disappointing if the
General Assembly disregarded an act of i n t e ~national aggression on the pretext
that consideration of that question would coniplicate still further the present
sit~ration.I t might also bc asked whether there was any basis for such an argument. R c p ~
esenta~ivesof member States frequently made strong statements before thc ( i c n e ~ a lAsscmbly ;and charged certain other Governments with pursuing it d;~ngc~oris
policy. Such statements showed the complete freedom of
expl (>ssionof clclegations, but were more likely to complicate the international
silr~ationrlian was considcration of the ;~ggressiorlcommitted against Tibet.
Some claimcd that Tibet was not arironomorls ar all and that it was a provintc o f (lliina, 90 tll;it its invasion by a Chinese almy would be an internal affair which c;trnc within the competence only of the C:hinese Government. H e
[(:;tslr-o] wis1it.d t o s r ~ h ~ ncertain
it
inform;ition t o members of the General
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Committee to show that that argument was unfounded. H e then read an extract Liom Chambers Encyclopedia (Volume XIII). . . .
. . . H e [Castro] did not think the General Assembly could disregard the
aggression against Tibet o n the mere pretext that that country was isolated and
had but a few means of communication with the outside world. Tibet was a
particularly important strategic position; the high plateaus of Tibet dominated
India. These were facts which the General Assembly could not disregard.
T h e representatives of the Tibetan Government were coming to New York
to lay a complaint before the General Assembly o r the Secretary-General. The
General Assembly could not dismiss their case unheard.
T h e Government of El Salvador had d o n e its duty by drawing the attention
of the General Committee to the aggression against Tibet. If the General Assembly disregarded that aggression, it would be neglecting its responsibilities.
Finally Mr. Castro read the draft resolution submitted by his delegation
(A/ 1534) a n d concluded by saying that the General Assembly should at least
condemn the unprovoked acts of aggression against Tibet.'4

Following this, the British representative, Younger, spoke. As we saw earlier,
the U.K. delegation preferred to avoid debate o n the Tibetan issue, while
the Foreign Office was in favor of supporting some form of the Tibetan appeal. O n 18 November 1950,London in fact had sen t relatively clear interim
instructions to its U.N. delegation. These instructions stated:
You should maintain that Tibet is entitled to submit an appeal under Article
3 5 ( 2 ) of the Charter for the reasons contained in Commonwealth Relations
Office telegram No. 2539 to New Delhi [discussed above]. If' the point is raised
you should explain that, even if a nominal Chinese suzerainty subject to Tibetan autonomy is recognized, Tibet's right of appeal is not thereby invalidated.
But you should not commit us either to continuing o r to repudiating recognition of Chinese suzerainty in the new circumstances. You should deplore the
Chinese resort to force and stress that it was taken without provocation and
while peaceful negotiations were in progress. You could, if necessary, support
a resolution condemning Chinese action on these lines. You should not, however, without further instructions, support any resolution which calls for or implies that threat of military action of the United nation^.'^'

Although the British archives show n o subsequent telegrams contravening
these instructions, it appears that the general British policy of following India's lead gave Younger enough leeway to recommentl taking no action at
this time, because, as was seen, India wanted to prevent a United Nations
General Assembly debate. Thus, as soon as the General Committee discussion was opened to the floor, Younger said that h e

24. As given in Bureau o f His Holiness the Dalai Lama, n.d.: 7-1 0.
2.5. British Foreign Office Records, FO:37 I /H4464, telegram from the Foreign Office to
the British U . N . delegation, dated I 8 November I 9.50.
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did not think h e could participate at that time in a general discussion o n the
question of Tibet. That did not mean that the United Kingdom delegation was
attempting to shirk its own responsibilities o r to prevent the United Nations
from assuming its full responsibilities. T h e question before the Committee was
one of procedure. T h e point was to decide what was the best way of considering the question of Tibet. Consideration of the question was not an e n d in itself, but rather a way of trying to settle the problem.
T h e Committee did not know exactly what was happening in Tibet n,or was
the legal position of the countrjl very clear. Moreover, it could still be hoped that
the existing difficulties in Tibet could be settled amicably by agreement between the parties concerned. In those circumstances, before taking a decision
the members of the General Committee would be wiser to wait until a better
idea could be formed of the possibilities of a peaceful settlement. H e proposed,
therefore, that the Committee should defer decision o n the request made by
the delegation of El S a l ~ a d o r . ~ "

Although the British Foreign Office did not consider the matter closed at
this time and saw Younger's statement to the United Nations as a procedural
postponement, news of this speech devastated the Tibetan pro-West leadership, who were stunned to find that Britain, of all countries, could say that
the legal status of Tibet was unclear."
Younger was followed by the Indian delegate, the Jam Saheb of Nawanagar, who made a very strong speech stating that India, the country most closely
involved, felt there was a chance for a peaceful settlement and argued that
the United Nations could aid this, not by discussing the Tibetan plea, but
rather by abandoning it. According to the same official U.N. report, he said,
His Government [India] had given careful study to the problems raised by
the proposal of El Salvador to place the question of the invasion of Tibet by
foreign forces on the General Assembly agenda. That was a matter of vital intetest to both China and India. T h e Committee was aware that India, as a
neighbor of both China and Tibet, with both of which it had friendly relations, was the country most interested in a settlement of the problem. That
was why the Indian Government was particularly anxious that it should be settled peacehilly.
He had n o desire to express an opinion on the difficulties which had arisen
belwcen (:hina and Tibet, but would point out that, zn the latrst note recrived bjl
111s (;ovc.r-nmrnl, /hr Prklng Clorwrnrnrnt hnd drclared t l ~ a Tt I hod not abandoned zts znIrnlton lo trltlr ~ ~ O d~/frcul/irr
F P
11)l procrful mrnns. It would seem that the Chinese
forces had ccased to advance after the fall of Chamdo, a town some 480 kilo-

Rr~rt-ar~
o f His Holiness thr l h l a i I,arna, n.d.: I I (enipliasis added).
2 7 Rcc;tr~srthr RI-itish attol-ncy general had not yrt commented o n the Foreign Office's
i n t c ~ . [ x c l a t i oo~f~Til,cr's legal stalr~s,the IJnited Kingdom U.N. I-epresentative was, from the
Rritisl~point o l vie-w, tec-hnically not completely deceitft~lwhen h e said that the British govcrlllnc,nt fclt Til>ct's Icgal siatr~swas not clear..
26.
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meters from Lhasa. T h e Indian Government was certain that the Tibetan Question could still b e settled by peaceful means, a n d that such a settlement could
safeguard the autonomy which Tibet had enjoyed for several decades while
maintaining its historical association with China.
His delegation considered that the best way of obtaining that objective was
to abandon, for the time being, the idea of including the question in the agenda
of the General Assembly. That was why h e supported the United Kingdom representative's proposal that consideration of the request for inclusion should
be a d j o i ~ r n e d . ~ '

However, notwithstanding the Indian arguments, the Government of India
knew very well that the Chinese and Tibetans were not negotiating at that
time and that they were far apart in their aims. And India's assertion that it
was certain of a p e a c e f ~outcome
~l
is hardly credible. In fact, a British Foreign
Office minute of 28 November expressed the thought that the last Chinese
note to India "holds little hope of peaceful ~ettlement."~"
After the Indian delegate's speech, all the other countries fell into line.
Australia's representative, Keith Officer, said that he "agreed with the representatives of the United Kingdom and India. In view of the statement made
by the Indian representative, he would unreservedly support the United
k n g d o m proposal that consideration of the request for inclusion by El SalAnd
" the Russian representative
vador should be a d j o ~ r n e d . " ~
agreed with the United Kingdom proposal. However, h e wished to explain his
delegation's view on the substance of the question. It was an extremely simple
question; Tibet was an inalienable part of China and its affairs were the exclrlsive concern of the Chinese Government.
T h c representative of' El Salvador had referred to newspaper articles and
encyclopedia, but he had not cited any international instrument in support of
the ilrgument that Tibet was in independent country, which had been invaded
by Chinese troops. Chinese sovereignty over Tibet had been recognized for a
long time by the United Kingdom, the United States and the U.S.S.R.
T h e question was therefore o n e which came essentially within the national
jurisdiction of China; the United Nations could not consider it. If i t did so, i t
would be guilty o f 11nwar1-antedintervention in the internal affairs of the Chinese people, who had been liberated after centrlries of foreign clomination.
That being so, his delegation would vote the adjournment of consideration of
the request submitted by the representative of El Salvador and even for its outright rejection."

28. As given in Bureau o l His Holiness the Dalai Lama, n.rl.: I 1 - 1 n (emphasis addrd).
29. British Foreigr~Of.fice Records. FOjy I / H 4 4 5 4 , Foreign Ot'fic-cminute by R. )I. Scoll.
dated Z H November I 9 5 0 .
jo. As cited in Bureau o f His Holiness the Dalai I,ama, n.rl.: I 2 .
; $ I . Brlrrai~ot' His Holiness the Ilalai I.alna, n.d.: 1 2 .
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Finally, after a long speech by the representative of the Chinese Guomindang government of Taiwan, it was unanimously decided to adjourn consideration of the El Salvador proposal. Following this, the United States' representative, Ernest Gross, spoke. According to the U.N. report, he said,
[Gross] had voted for adjournment in view of the fact that the Government of
India, whose territory bordered on Tibet and which was therefore an interested
party, had told the General Committee that it hoped that the Tibetan question
would be peacefully and honourably settled. In accordance with its traditional
policy the United States would in any other circumstances have voted for the
inclusion of the item in the General Assembly agenda. His government had always supported any proposal to refer to the United Nations international disputes or complaints of aggression, which could thus be aired, considered and
settled at international hearings. That was the principle applied by the United
States Government even in the case of accusations made against the United
States and despite the illogical and fraudulent nature of the accusations.
However, in the present case, the United States delegation wanted to support the proposal made by the States most directly concerned in the subject
matter of the request submitted by the delegation of El S a l ~ a d o r . ~ '

Tibet's first appeal to the United Nations, therefore, had failed. The response
from the international community was a terrible disappointment. Western
nations, such as the United States and Britain, had refused to support Tibet's appeal or even to allow the Tibetan delegations to enter their countries. And despite the ~unprovokedinvasion of Tibetan territory by China,
the United Nations showed little interest and facilely tabled Tibet's urgent
appeal for assistance. India played a singularly unhelpful role in this by, on
the one hand, arguing strongly in the international arena that it would be
best if Tibet and China settled their differences alone and, on the other, by
refusing to allow India to be used as a base/conduit of support to Tibet. And
on the home front, Tibet's protector deities also proved to be useless. So as
~ i qr,o
.. began, Tibet's leaders f x e d bleak prospects.
the win t e of

3'1. BIII-CAII
or His Holiness tlir Dalai I.ama, n . d . : I

2.

Chapter 4

Negotiations with Beijing

Tibet's first appeal to the United Nations had failed, undercut not by communist countries such as the Soviet Union but by friendly democracies such
as Britain a n d India. However, since the Tibet appeal was technically only
tabled, the United Nations had n o t completely shut the door o n it, and the
Kashag, desperate to secure international support, immediately tried to
widen the remaining opening with a new appeal and campaign. However,
at the very same time that the Kashag was appealing again to the United Nations, the Chinese side made a new push to use its Chamdo victory as leverage to persuade Tibet to send delegates to start negotiations. T h e Kashag,
therefore, found itself in very difficult straits. How long could it wait for the
United Nations to respond before having either to negotiate a n unwanted
"peaceful liberation" agreement or, alternatively, to take the last resort and
send its top officials a n d the Dalai Lama into exile?

By the e n d of November, many officials in Lhasa feared that the PLA would
soon launch another attack that would quickly overwhelm the remaining
Tibetan army forces a n d capture Lhasa, despite the winter climate. And
the PLA forces in C h a m d o were not the only threat. PI,A troops from the
Northwest Bureau were also in far Western Tibet. They had moved down
from Xinjiang during the summer of 1950 a n d had captiired Rrrtog and
the s i ~ r r o u n d i n gareas. If they moved east a n d took Shigatse and Gyantse,
they could cut off the normal escape routes to lndia from 1,hasa. Consequently, in December i s o , it was decided that the safest course of action
was to move the young Dalai Lama to Yadong, a town o n the Sikkim herder. He would still be o n Tibetan territory, but from there he a n d his top
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officials could easily flee to India if China continued its invasion into Central Tibet.'
After new officials were appointed in Lhasa to replace those accompanying the Dalai Lama to Yadong, the Dalai Lama departed Lhasa on 18 December 1950. He arrived in Yadong on 2 January 195 1. He was now beyond
the reach of the Chinese n o matter what they did militarily. At the same time,
the Tibetan government also sought to protect its wealth, moving hundreds
and hundreds of mule loads of gold, silver, and other precious valuables to
Gangtok (the capital of Sikkim), where the ethnically Tibetan maharaja of
Sikkim agreed to store them for safekeeping.
While this was going on, the Chinese side again began to take steps to attain its real goal-an agreement with the Dalai Lama for the peaceful liberation of Tibet. Not only was the invasion, as mentioned, halted, but great
care was taken to treat the captured Tibetan soldiers and officials as "brothers," not as enemies. For example, after giving the thousands of captured Tibetan troops some propaganda (in the terms of the Chinese, "education")
about the Communist Party's policies on religion and nationalities, the Chinese sent them home on their own with a gift of a few Chinese silver dayan
(ch. da yang) coins to cover their travel expenses. Beijing also continued to
assure Tibetans by radio broadcasts, pamphlets, and posters that China would
not alter the traditional social and religious systems. One such poster, dated
9 November 1950, said,
With serious concern for the people of Tibet who have suffered long years of
oppression under American and BI itish imperialists and Cliiang Kai-sliek's reactionary Government, Chairman Mao Tse-tung of the Central People's L i b
eration Army ordered the People's Liberation AI my troops to entel Tibet for
the purpose of assisting the Tibetan people Lo free tlien~selvesfrom oppression tot- eve^.
All the Tibctan people, including all lamas, slio~lldnow create a solid unity
t o give the People's Liberation Army adequate assistance in ridding Tibet of
inlperiirlist influence and in establishing n regional self-gavel tinienl for the Tihctnn peoplc. They should at the s,~lnctime build fraternal relations, o n the
hn\is of friendship and mutrti~lhelp, with othel nationalities within the count~ y nntl cogether constl-rtct a new Tibcr within the new C',Iiinn.
'
W~llrIhr rnlry of Il~uI'roj)I~'\I,rhrm11on Army ~ n l o ' l i h ~thu
t , Ilfr nnd proj~mtyof Ihu
T~I)r/on
1omo r find puoj)I~r11111hr protucl~d.I'i-rrdom oj rolz~vo~r
r brllrf will hu m/pR7lardrd
find 1,omti IIPmphc 7iizll hr j~mlrclrd.Acvrlnnrr n1111hu wndmrd lo t h 7~i h ~ t n npropk zn
lhr d~rrctlonof/il-c~~loj)lng
llrrn udutat~onnl,( I ~ ~ ~ c I L I ~ Ipartoral,
L ~ ~ I I , ~ n d u ~ t n na ln,d commmciol rnlrr/)nvrr. find Ihrit l17)tngcondtl~onr7i1111 hu ~rnp?orrrrl.
No thnngr lroll hr m n d ~117 Ihr rxz\t~ngo d n r ~ n ~ \ t ~ ( ialnl d~ ~mrl?lo?y
r
~yrlrmrof Tzhrt.

I.

Set* (;olrlslcin

I

$41):

7 37-40 f'o~a 1nol.c dctailed account of this pcriod.
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Existing troops will become a part of the National Defme Farces of the People's *ublic
of China. All lamas,oficials and chieftains may remain in then posts. Matters relating
to r e f m in Tibet will be handled completely in accordance with the will of the Tibetan
peoplP and by means of consultations between the Tibetan people and Tibetan leaahs.
Pro-imperialist and Kuomintang officials concerning whom there is definite
evidence that they severed relations with the imperialists and Kuomintang and
who will not carry out any sabotage or put u p resistance may remain at their
posts irrespective of their past history.
The People's Liberation Army is a strictly disciplined army which will faithfully carry out this policy of the Central People's Government. They will respect the Tibetan people's religious beliefs, as well as their traditional habits
and local customs. They will be polite in their speech, fair in business uansactions, and will not take a single thread from the people. In borrowing any
articles, they will obtain the owner's consent; in cases of damage, compensation will be paid at market price of the article concerned. In hiring hand or
animals, appropriate remuneration will be paid. No person will be drafted; no
livestock taken away.*

The captured Lhasa officials were also treated with respect. Ngabo was moved
back into the governor-general's quarters and ate in the same canteen that
the top Chinese officials used. Phunwang, the leading Tibetan cadre in the
Eighteenth Army Corps, was given the full-time task of talking with Ngabo
and his top aide, Tsogo, about the Communist Party's nationality and religion policies. He explained in detail the general policies and the specific
arrangements the CCP was offering Tibet and, at the same time, emphasized
how futile it would be to try to resist the Chinese militarily. Phiinwang told
Ngabo bluntly that it would be like the old Chinese proverb "Whether the
rock hits the egg or the egg hits the rock, the result is the same.""
The Chinese desire for a negotiated settlement fell on receptive ears, since
Ngab6, from the start, had wanted to negotiate with China, not try to fight.'
Even when he was first captured, he is reported to have said, "We have been
defeated, and we are now your prisoners. Whether you keep me under arrest or not, my hope is that we can have a good negotiation and a peaceful
settlement. That's all I can say."' Phiinwang explained what happened next.

2 . U.S. National Archives, 6gg.ggB/ I 1-2250. This translation of the poster was included
in a memorandum from the U.S. State Department's Office of (:hina Affairs to its Office o f Far
East Affairs. 2 2 November 1 9 5 0 (emphasis added).
3. Phi~nwang.interview, 2 0 0 0 , Beijing. For an interesting account of carlv missteps on the
part of the Chinese. see Cdldstein, Sherap, and Siebenschirh 2004: ~j:!.
4. His predecessor, L,halr~,in fact. had criticizetl him for deliberately weakening the herder defenses. He said that Ngahi, actually began to dismantle existing mountain fortifications
because he feared these cor~ldprovoke the Chinese to attack (I>halu,interview, 1992, I.ha~a).
5 . Horsur. interview. 1992. Dharamsala. This is his recollection of a conversation hc had
with his relative Ngabh.
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As the efforts to improve relations with Ngab6 a n d the other Lhasa officials
began to bear fruit, we discussed an idea that we thought might persuade Lhasa
to negotiate. Ngab6 should write a letter to his colleagues o n the Council of
Ministers [Kashag] explaining what happened to them a n d the realities a n d
opportunities-and to urge that they agree to send representatives.
Ngabd agreed, and we considered the contents of the letter with great care.
After Tsogo wrote a first draft, he, Ngabo, and I discussed and revised it several times. Then I took it to Wang Qimei, and h e a n d Ngab6 went over it carefully and revised it several more times. Finally Ngab6 and all the other Tibetan
officials signed it, and it was sent o n its way to L h a ~ a . ~

Ngabo's account of this differs slightly in the process by which this letter was
produced but not in the outcome.
During the two months we had contact with the Communists after Chamdo,
we found them excellent; nothing like the rumors that were said of them in
Lhasa. Even if there were rainstorms, they lived in tents and didn't stay in monasteries and people's houses. And when they traded, they did so honestly a n d
didn't take even a needle from the people. They strictly followed the "three
main rules of behavior and the eight things that must be done." They put these
into practice. Whatever work they did, the PLA did it to serve the people. They
gave medical care to the people, and they started a school and helped alleviate the people's difficulties.
So because we saw this ourselves, rue took the initzative and had a meeting at
which the thirty-six Lhasa officials in Chamdo discussed the situation. According to reports, many false rumors are being circulated in Lhasa a n d everyone has become frightened and doesn't know what to do. Chairman Mao has
decided to liberate Tibet. If Central Tibet were liberated by force, a war would
certainly arise, and the people would experience the suffering of war. And there
is a danger that the religious and secular leaders headed by the 14th Dalai Lama
would flee to India, and if that occurs, it would not be good. Consequently,
everyone at the meeting decided that it would be good if we sent a message to
the Dalai Lama recommending that he and the Chinese Central Government
hold discussions. In the letter it said that if Tibet is peacefi~llyliberated, the
monks and lay people will not have to experience the suffering of war, and
monasteries and villages will not be destroyed, and everyone will not have to
become separated and dislocated and will be able to live together. Because we
have seen and experienced the good behavior of the P I A and the policies of
the (lhinese (:ommunist Party, wc d o not believe the rrlrnors said of them, and
we sincel-elyrecommend that yo11start peaceful talks with the Chinese central
government. After this was written, we setlt a message to Wang Q ~ m e iwho
, said
this i5 good.?

6. (;olrlgtrin, Shrrap, and Sirhensrhr~h2 0 0 4 : 142-43.
7. Nga photl (Ngahi)) I c j H ~ 4.
:
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To give this initiative maximum credibility, the letter from Ngabo and his
officials was hand-carried to Lhasa by two of Ngabo's officials-the monk
official Gyentsen Phiintso (a tsendron) and the lay aristocratic official Samling (a kandron). On 5 December 1950, these two left without any accompanying Chinese officials. Ngabo was not sure who was in charge in Lhasa
so addressed the letter simply "To whoever in Lhasa is holding political auth~rit~."~
These two officials rode hard and made it back to Lhasa in seven days, arriving on 1 2 December, soon after the Dalai Lama had assumed political
power and six days before he left for Yadong. Gyentsen Phiintso recalled the
trip and his reception in Lhasa.
Ngabii a n d Wang Qimei gave us some money for the road a n d Wang gave me
a gun. . . . We also had a Tibetan government lamyig [a road pass which permitted the holder to requisition corvie horses] for the road. But only some of
the areas honored the lamyig. Some would not give us anything. After Shopando,
there was a mountain pass that we had to cross, and the serfs (tib. miser) said,
"We have been liberated, so we don't d o the tawu (horse corvie tax) anymore."
C:onsequently, we had to carry the saddles and rifle o n o u r backs and cross the
pass on foot. After that, we bought horses with Tibetan paper money (about
1 2 8 ngiisang per horse). I reached Lhasa in seven days and nights on horseback. Two horses died. We were worried about getting the message to the Dalai
Lama and Kashag, so we rode hard.
L,halu was at Lharigo. H e asked how were things at Chamdo, so I told him
what I knew. . . . I stayed two hours at Lhalu's. From Lharigo, Lhalu sent a cable to I h a s a saying we were coming.
Q. What was in the message you were carrying?
T h e essence of the message was that there is n o way to compete with the
Communists through warfare. If we fight, the Tibetan people will suffer a lot.
So it is best to have peaceful negotiauons. T h e Chinese captured me, and I
(Ngabii) am at Chamdo. If you want to hold talks, please send a representative.
We went on, and at Thomora, we met a government messenger coming from
1,hasa. He at once clismor~ntecl,took off his hat, and said, "Honorable two sirs,
hello" (tib. Gungo nyi Tashidele). H e said he was specially sent by the government to welcome us and gave us a message from the Kashag telling rrs to
come directly without changing clothes. So as soon as we arrivcd, we immediatelv went to the Kashag, which was meeting in the Tsuglagang. We dismounted at Sungjiir (Tsuglagang's south side). There were a lot of people there
waiting to see us. Some said. "Poor things (rib. nyingje), they came from so
far." Others said, "They sold 11s out." I didn't get angry when they said that.
When we went to meet the Kashag ministers, Rarnha, Surkhang, and 'T'hubden Ramyang were present. Llsually officials of our rank can't,jr~stgo in, hut

H. Lha sa'i hzhugs mkhan chah sritl kyi gan 'khrr rnkhan gto su yin n;as der 'hr~lrgyrl ( N R ~
photl [Ngahi)] I 981)).

this time they said, "Come in, Come in." We gave them the letter . . . and explained the situation and events of Chamdo. . . . In the Kashag there were two
types (of ministers), those who were stubborn a n d militant (tib. leba drago)
and those not. Ramba said, "Oh my, the other side was iron, but we were "bag"
(kneaded tsamba); how did we come to this state [read: iron is tough, but bag
can be made into any shape, i.e., it's too malleable]. H e didn't like this and
wanted to fight. H e was leba drago and wanted to fight. We didn't answer him
butjust said, "Yes, yes, yes" (tib, lo, lo, lo). Surkhang was clever [and did not
let on what h e was thinking], saying, "Oh, you have had a hard time. It's not
your fault. It is good that Ngabo and his staff are all right." So the Kashag ministers told us, "You two take it easy and rest u p for a few day^."^

Discussions about Ngabo's letter began at once. An Assembly meeting was
convened at which the two competing views clashed. Some said Tibet should
not submit to the Communists and should continue to fight, but the majority felt that Tibet should follow Ngabo's recommendation and proceed
with negotiations. It was, therefore, agreed to send two representatives to
Chamdo to assist Ngabo in talks with the Chinese. Gyentsen Phiintso recalled
the day the Dalai Lama left and he learned of representatives being sent to
Chamdo.
At 1 1 :oo A . M . I got a message saying Samling and I should come to the Kashag
at 4:oo P . M . At this time Shasur and Thubden Ramyang were there. They told
us, "The Dalai Lama has gone to Yadong to avoid danger, a n d now the Sitsab
are in charge. We are under them. It has been decided to pursue peaceful negotiations, and we are sending Khenjung Thubden Lengmon and Sambo
h m s h i (Tenzin Thundrup) from Lhasa. . . . You have liad a h a d time, but it
has been for the defense of religion. So today please go with these two representatives to C;hamdo.". . . So we went back to Clianido. It took us twenty-six
days [to reach there]. ' ( I

Sambo himself recalled his appointment and the general situation in Lhasa.
When I w;ls told t o go to <:liini~,
1 ditln't think niuch about i t . Life in 1,hasa was
vcry uncerti~inand tensc. It was li~llof 1.11mo1-s.
1 expected that the C:liinese would
not harm us, since we were coming as a delegation, and I felt it was better to be
doing something tli;111 jr~srsitring in I,lias;i appreliensiwly, waiting to see what
tr;lnspirccl. My parents liad alreitdy IeTt for Indiil with all of' our valuables [in
J r ~ l y I!)~o],M) I was not worried about tlic~n.At this time, all the higher-class
at-istoc-r;rticr;lrnilics sr~clias Tsarong and Surkliang had made arrangements to
send 11ici1-wci~ltlito Intlia. . . . [Moreover] pt.opie at this time felt that even

!I. ( ; ~ c l ~ l s c -Pnh i i n ~ s o intc.l.\.irw.
,
I!)!).L.
I.has;~.
10.
(;yc.nlsc.li Pliiinlso. i ~ ~ t c . l - \ i c Iw9.0 2 . Mt-i~nwhilc,since Ng;~l)iih;ld hear-d n o word from
lllcbsr.lit.sl two olTic.i;~ls,hc. srnt i 1 1 1 0 t l i ~ 1 IWO
.
otFici;\ls (,]a~.ong.liia
ilnd Khe11,j~rng
1,odrii Kesang)
1 0 I .II:lsil.
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though Chamdo had fallen they would not have to stay in India a long time. I
made hurried preparations to leave [for Chamdo] with my wife and arranged
to send the remainder of o u r possessions in Lhasa to o n e of our estates."

Sambo and Thubden Lengmon arrived in Chamdo the day before the Tibetan New Year, in the third week of February 1951 .
However, the apparent willingness to negotiate was deceptive. In reality,
Tibet's leaders were still not ready for peaceful liberation. The United Nations remained their hope, and they had actually sent a new appeal to Shakabpa for transmission to Lake Success. Sending Sambo and Thubden Lengmon to Chamdo was meant primarily as a stalling tactic, as is apparent from
the instructions these two representatives were given.
Sambo recalled his reaction when he initially read the written instructions
given to him in Lhasa.
I had a look at the list of five points, wondering what they contained, but after
reading them I realized that if we based o u r work o n this list, successful peaceful negotiations were not possible. So I thought that maybe these werejust written for external consumption a n d that we would be given different verbal instructions. I made it a point, therefore, to go to see each of the acting Kashag
ministers and the two sitsab individually, ostensibly to bid them good-bye-but
really hoping that they would give m e some additional instructions. But they
did not say a word about them. . . .
Q. What were the five points?
They were more like answers to questions than negotiating points. O n e that
I recall was a response to Chinese Guomindang statements that the five different ethnic groups in China were part of the same race and that all these
must unite. It said that we are Tibetans and are different from the Chinese.
We don't know anything about any other ethnic groups o r races [nationalities]. . . . I have forgotten all the other points, but I remember that there was
n o way negotiations coultl be basetl on them. None were substantive positions
that you could discuss and work out a compromise. It was impossible. . . . The
only thing they said to me was, "Ngabii will be your leader., ancl you must obey
him." That is a11.I2

After Sambo arrived in Charndo and met Ngabo, the latter asked him what
orders he brought from Lhasa and then went to his room to read them. After a short time, he came back and said to Sambo,
"These five points are r~seless.Don't you havc other verbal instructions?" When
he heart1 there were none, he said, "What are we suppo5ed t o d o now? HOW
d o they expect us t o negotiate with such points?" I harl no answer."

I

Sanibo. interview, I gH I , Rajpr~r,Intlia
n . Sarnbo, interview, I gH I .

I

:I. Sambo. interview, I $4

I I.

I.

It was obvious to Ngabo, therefore, that n o agreement would be forthcoming with these instructions. The Chinese Communists had decided to liberate Tibet and incorporate it into the People's Republic of China, but the Tibetan government was holding on to the idea that the new relationship
between Tibet and the new Chinese government could be as it was during
the Guomindang or Q ~ n gperiods. It still did not accept that Tibet was to be
an integral part of China. To Ngabo, who did not know about the new U.N.
appeal, it seemed a continuation of Lhasa's flight from reality. Ngabo discussed this extensively with the other Tibetan representatives and staff, and
in the end they decided that it was not possible to hold negotiations in
Chamdo on the basis of these instructions.
As a result, Ngabo went to Wang Qimei and suggested that Wang lead a
small delegation of a few Chinese officers to Lhasa (with him accompanying) to hold discussions there. This was in late February/early March 1951 .
Wang agreed, so Ngabo immediately sent two of his officials-the monk
official Thondi-ub Namgyal and the lay official Dingyon Surpa-to inform
the sitsab in Lhasa that negotiations could not be held in Chamdo with the
instructions brought by Sambo. Moreover, given the distances and difficulties of communication between Chamdo and Lhasa, he suggested that the
sitsab permit a Chinese representative to come to Lhasa to hold talks there.
He received a positive reply, but just as he and Warlg Qimei were about to
leave for Lhasa, Ngabo suddenly received a telegram from Yadong (via the
Chinese Embassy in Delhi) that said, "It is confirmed that the negotiation
between the local Tibetan Government and the Central Corllrnittee will be
held. So you and the representatives sent from Lhasa who are in Chamdo
should go to Beijing right away. Kherne and Lhautat-a will come from Yadong
via the sea route. You are appointed as the leader of the five person delegat i ~ n . "Faced
'~
with two sets of contradictory orders, Ngabo decided to follow the one from Yadong, since that was where the Dalai Lama resided. This
was in late Mi~rch195 1. Meanwhile, the Tibetan government's new appeal
to the IJnited Nalions had arrived.

'TIRI;.I"S S E ( : O N l ) IrNITEl) N A T I O N S INITIATI\'E

Thc Tibetan government's response to the IInited Nations' initial decision,
again be;u~tifi~lly
written with Sinha's help, expressed surprise and regret
at thr [Jnited Nations' action and emphasized that organization's moral
d11ty to uphold the rights o f small powers against more powerful neighbors. I t invitrd the LJnited Nations to send a fact-finding mission to investig;~tcTibrt's claim "10 a srparatr Tibetan cr~ltureand existence apart from
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China,"and it indicated Tibet would send its own delegation to Lake Success. It said,
Kalimpong, 8 December 1950
We have heard with grave concern a n d dismay of the United Nations' decision setting aside the discussion of o u r appeal regarding the unwarranted violation of o u r national territory by armed forces of the Central Peoples Gove r n m e n t of the People's Republic of China. T h e agony a n d despair which
prompted us to seek for the assistance of the United Nations Organization at
a critical stage of the invasion will be better appreciated by those nations whose
liberty is always at the mercy of being jeopardized by the aggressive designs
of their more powerful neighbors. We who are completely secluded by a natural barrier from easy contact with the rest of the world have come to acknowledge that the only secure foundations of international peace and order
can lie o n the firm determination of all peace loving nations of the world to
resist aggression a n d on their frank disapproval of all violent methods of settling inter-state disputes.
It is therefore a matter of great surprise and regret to us that the United
Nations on whom solely rests the responsibility of maintaining the peace and
well being of all nations should have so indifferently treated the peace appeal
of a weak and peace loving people, hardly exceeding 3 million, beleaguered
by their powerful neighbors, who are a mighty host of 450 million and whose
resources are incomparably vaster than those of Tibet. Are we to believe in the
justice of Chinese demands over o u r liberty merely because they happen to be
strong in arms?
I t is today a matter of common knowledge that there have been hostile incursions into o u r territory by Chinese troops and that we have had to surrencler a good portion of o u r land to the invaders. We have earlier reported how
by surprise and force they seized the town of Chamdo and captured the large
garrison we maintained there. O u r liberators have not made much progress
since then but their armed soldiers are roving over weakly held areas in both
eastern and western Tibet. In consequence, the constant threat of being overpowered hangs ominously over us ancl our meager resources, so long devoted
to peaceful ends ancl to o u r religion, now strained by the rieetl of protecting
our country from being submerged by a force that is lethal to the values long
cherished by our people, we are convincecl that it would bc the height of cowardice to bow to superior force. We would rather be overpoweretl by its blind
rage than accept it with a show of reverence.
We have alreacly made known our cleciqion to abide by any settlement advocated by the United Nations. We d o not wish the world to be convr~lsedinto
an armed conflict for our sake and yet we wor~ltllike to know that the world
has given thought and consideration to the issue that we havc so humbly
brought before them ant1 advised the Chinese not to indulge in mllrder and
intimiclation of orlr peaceful lantls. There can be n o better opportune moment
than the present when Chinese delegates have arrived at 1,ake Sr~cc t s s in tonnection with other matters t o have a full ant1 frank discrlssion of the Tibetan
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issue. We have decided if necessary to dispatch a small delegation to the United
Nations to assist the Assembly in their deliberations.
Should there be any doubt o r hesitation on the part of any of the various
delegations to the United Nations regarding o u r claim to a separate Tibetan
culture and existence apart from the Chinese we should be happy to welcome
a United Nations fact finding commission to carry out investigation in Tibet
His Holiness the Dalai Lama graciously consented to assume full power for
the administration of Tibet at the unanimous request of all his people on 17
November. It is with his consent and blessing that we venture to place this fresh
appeal before the United Nations for consideration.
Dated Lhasa, 3 December I 950,
Tibetan delegation, Shakabpa (House, Kalimpong) I"

A few weeks after this, on 2 1 December, the Tibetan government's newly appointed U.N. mission sent appeals to Britain, the United States, and Canada,
informing them of their plans to go to the U.N. headquarters in Lake Success and requesting their support for this action.16Their letter to the United
States said,
We would like to inform Your Excellency we three, Foreign Secretary Dzasak
Surkhang, Dzasak Gyaltakpa and Khencung Choepel Thubten, together with
Tsjchag Thubden Gyalpo and Tsepon Shakabpa, have instructions from our
government to go to Lake Success [to] agitate and enforce [the] appeal which
Kashag Cabinet [and] National Assembly Tibet submitted [to the] U N re hostile incursions into Tibet by Chinese Conimunists and we are all now here [in]
Kalimpong.
Though [the] Government [of] Tibet recently submitted fresh appeal [to
the] UN for early discussion on Tibetan issue, it is presumed n o decision has
yet been reached for discussion and further we have also had n o information
from [the] UN [to] attend [the] Assembly which keeps us waiting here.
[The] Government and people [of] Tibet have great hope [that] youl government will afford effective help in any pr.oblems Tibet [has] and therefore
they earnestly hope your government will help bring [the] question of Tibet
under discussion in UN Assembly soonest.

I 5. British Foreign Oflice Kcc-otds,FO37 I /H4455, copy of C1.N. file A/ I (558, or-iginal English ver.sion of'ril~ctilnapprill, d a l r d I I 1)eccmhrr- I !)r,o. ( T h e inconsistency in dates rrflects
when the Icttcl. was dl-al'tc.d and when i t was 11-anslaledand sent fr.om Kalinlpong. T h r thit-d
(l;lle, ~ h Ir I 111, is when rllc doc~ltncntwas t.rceivcd in L,ondon.) Af'tel- the first C1.N. appeal,
S h a k ; ~ h pintbrtncd
;~
t h r Ki~shagahout thr United Nations' rlncet-tainty ahorlt whether the appeill h;ld actlt;~llycomc ft.otn ~ h Tihct;~n
r
govet-nmcnt 01.[I-om a PI-ivatrgrortp, so the sccond
appeal clc;lrly mc\ntiolls in thv Ias~sentelice t h a ~the appeal cotnes I I - o ~ the llalili 1.atn;l as
r111crof' Tihct.
1 6 . 0.S. N;~~ion;ll
Al.c.hivrs, 79:3B.00/ I 2-2250, trlegt-am from the U.S. ambassador in India l o the I.J.S.srcrc-tary o1'st;ltr. darctl 27 l)rcrnlbel- I 950. This is discltssed in tnore detail in
(;olcislcin I !)H!): 74(i-57.
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We hope your Excellency will give us your valuable advice so that it will make
matter of Tibet a m~ccess."

The letter to Great Britain was identical. London initially instructed its high
commissioner in New Delhi to respond positively to the new Tibetan appeal
as follows:
Unless Indian Government have strong objections, we should be glad if you
would now reply to Tibetan communication o n following lines.
. . . Government of United Kingdom continue to maintain the friendly interest which they have taken in the maintenance of Tibetan autonomy since
August I 947, when the rights a n d obligations arising from the existing treaty
provisions devolved o n the Government of India. Since the Government of
the Chinese People's Republic have resorted to force instead of seeking to reach
agreement o n the question of Sino-Tibetan relations through the peaceful
methods of discussion and negotiation, the Government of the United Kingdom are prepared to afford their general support to the Tibetan Government's
appeal to the United Nations."

However, the United Kingdom's high commissioner in India disagreed
strongly with making even this mild statement of support:
I would strongly deprecate making this communication to Government of India a n d would also recommend against making any reply on proposed lines to
Tibetan letter at this juncture.
2.

T h e Foreign Secretary [of the Government of India] this morning confirrnecl our impression that things are at present quiet in Tibet and that there
is n o sign of any early resumption of Chinese advance toward Lhasa. He
said in confidence that Panikkar had reported from Peking recently that
he had heard that talks were proceeding at Charndo between Chinese representatives and representatives of Tibetan C~ o v e r n m e n t.. . .

3. As regards United Nations angle the Foreign Secretary said that Tibetan Delegation were still in India and had not so far as he knew made any definite
plans to leave for New York. The Indian view which he understood was shared
by us was that in the absence of any further forward movement by <:hinese
and given many other issues now under discussion at Lake Srlccess, i t was
preferable t o poqtpone anv hearing of Tibetan appeal. In these circ~lmstance5 o u r si~ggestcdreplv to Tibetans 5ome five weeks after their letter to
11swould probably he interpreted by them as ;I direct cnco~lragemt~nt
to brcome more active at Lake Success. If i t came to the ears o f (;hinese they would

I 7. L1.S. Nationill A~.chives.7 9 : \ R . 0 0 / I 2-2(ir)o. citccl in a telrgr;lrn I'rom ttlt. L1.S. Elmhassy
in India to the L1.S. State Department, dated 27 I)ecemhrr I ~ ) T , O .
I H . British Foreign O f i c e Records. FO:37 I /H4455. rrlegrilm f'rom the (:ornnlonweallh Relatioris Olfice to the I1.K. high conirnissioner in India. dated 1 6 I)ccf.mher 1950.
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surely regard it as further evidence of British interference. T h e Government
of India would certainly consider such reactions from both Chinese and Tibetans as probable and would ask why we thought it necessary to make such
a reply at all and if so deprecate o u r action. Incidentally there has been n o
hint that Tibetans are expecting any further reply from us."

The British U.N. delegation replied similarly, and this prompted London to
do nothing." It ultimately instructed the high commissioner in India.
We are unable to give Tibetans this assurance [that Britain would help put the
Tibetan appeal o n the U.N. agenda] since in view of other issues now under
discussion in United Nations, we d o not consider that time is opportune for
raising question of the Tibetan appeal, nor, if it were, should we be willing to
take the initiative ourselves in view of Government of India's more immediate
interest and responsibility in this matter. We are of course prepared to afford
our general support to the Tibetan appeal to United Nations when question
is raised. . . but it is considered that even an assurance of this nature to Tibetans might be misleading at this stage in the context of their last communication and we should not wish to d o anything which would tend to raise their
hopes u n d ~ l y . ~ '

London did, however, instruct the high commissioner that he could issue
transit visas for the Tibetan delegation to the United nation^.^'
The attitude of the Indian government, as reported to the U.S. ambassador and the British high commissioner, was even more negative. O n 18 December, Bajpai said that India's attitude regarding the Tibetan case remained
unchanged; that is, it was opposed to supporting the United Nations taking
up Tibet's appeal. He said, the "GO1 was still interested in Tibet case before
UN but had delayed action pending outcome its efforts assist in achieving
cease-fire in Korea. GO1 had decided that criticism by it of Communist China
in UN just now might adversely affect India's ability exert influence on China
in direction cease-fire."'" A few weeks later Bajpai offered the same reasons
to the United States: "If GO1 should press Tibetan case just now in UN Communist China would be alienated to such extent GO1 would lose all amelio-

I!). RI-itishForeign Ollicc Kecords, FO:3j I /Hq.+r,r,.trlegram from the IJ.K. high conimissioncr in India 1 0the (:ornnionwc;~ltliKcl;~tionsOf'licr, datcd I H Drcemher 1 9 5 0 .
2 0 . nritisli F o r r i p Oflicr Re(-ords.FO:3j I /H4155. trlegram fr-om the R~.itishForeign Office
10 llic Ilniled lii~igdoliiL1.N. rlc.lrg;t~ion,
datrd j I)rccml,cl. ~gy,o.
2 1 . Rrilish Forcign Ot'lic-r Kccor-ds. F o g 7 I / 9 3 0 0 2 , trlrgr-am fl-om tlic (:oninlon~vcalth
Kcli~tioiisOllicr 1 0 111r I1.K. high c.ornrnissiorle~-in India, dated 2Janual-y 1!)51.
2 2 . RI-itisli Fo~.c.ign0ffic.t. Kccor-ds. FO:+jI /Hq(iq, telegram froln thr <:onimonwealth ReI;~rior~s
Oilice 1011ic I1.K. high collilnissionrr in India, dated cj Ikc-emher 1 9 5 0 .
23. Ir.S.N;~tion;~l
At.c.l~ivc.s.7!):3R.00/ I 2-1 850, trlegl-;~liih-om ~ h C1.S.
c ambassador in India
1 0 1 1 1 ( * (1.S. s c c r c t i ~ ~ol~ v
st;~tr,dated I H I)e(.rnlI)rr- I 050.
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rating influence on Peping re Korea and related problems. Therefore Tibetan case should remain temporarily in abeyance as far as GO1 ~ o n c e r n e d . " ~ ~
The United States, however, in the interim, had become more interested
in and sympathetic to the Tibetans' plight. On 14 December, the State Department sent the following telegraph to the U.S. ambassador in India:
D E P T desires explore possibility of joint US-UK-India position aiming at obstructing o r halting C H I C O M M I E assault Tibet, which now seems slowed or
stalled. . . .
Prior to DEPT approach to B R I T U R [your] views requested on ( 1 ) possibility of getting active Indian support of Tibetan case in UN; ( 2 ) probably reaction of GO1 to a proposal for quiet US support of more positive measures
designed to stiffen Tibetan resistance; a n d (3) suggestions as to possible measures and means of implementation of both measures.25

Ambassador Henderson's reply on 30 December tended toward nudging
Washington to decide to provide assistance to the Tibetans.
We have been giving considerable thought this e n d to problem Tibetan case
before UN. Thus far seemed preferable India take lead this matter. UN representatives GO1 had repeatedly assured us it intended d o so. Now appears views
B. N. Rau a n d other India officials who d o not wish India make any move in
present world contest which might offend Communist China have prevailed
and GO1 continues postpone taking initiative re Tibet in UN. Seems likely Communist China will have taken over 1,hasa and have fastened firmly its grip on
Tibet before GO1 prepared take lead in UN. We seem faced with choice supporting some power other than India taking initiative o r of continuing postpone hearing Tibetan pleas until autonomous Tibet ceases to exist. We are
wondering whether this would be to credit [of] UN. Is it logical for UN which
gave Indonesia which was under Dutch sovereignty hearing to ignore Tibet?
Will India, for example, have greater respect For UN if merely orit of deference to it, UN gives Tibet n o opportunity present case? We d o not feel qualifiecl
make any fast recommendation because we are not acquainted with all ramifications international situation this particular moment. Nevertheless, we sUggest Tibetan question be revived before substantive reply is made to letter from
Tibetan delegation.2"

Fot~rdays later, the State Department informed Henderson that the Tibetans
could be given visas for temporary entry to the Unit.ed States and that while

24. 1r.S. National Archives, j<)jR.oo/I 2-2550, conversation re~or1c.din a telegram flom
the 11,s. Enihaasy in India to the L1.S. State Department, dater1 2 j I)t.cernher I ~ 1 5 0 .
2 5 . L1.S. National Archives, jcj:~R.oo/I 2-1 1 5 0 , telegram from thr 1J.S.sec.rrtaryof state to
the 11,s. i~rnhassadorin Inrlia, dated I I. Dccernher I 950.
2 6 . 11,s.National Archivrs, 79:3R.oo/ I 2-3050, telegram born the 1~J.S.
ambassador in lrldia
to the 1T.S. secretary of state, dated j o Decemher ~<)r,o.
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the United States position o n the Tibetan United Nations appeal was not yet
formulated, the State Department was "hopeful [that the] presence [of the]
Tibetan DEL[egation] in [the] U.S. may precipitate earlier consideration
by interested Countries."27At this stage, however, the Tibetan mission to the
United Nations was informed only that their appeal was being forwarded to
Washington. But ironically, while the United States was quietly moving toward more active support of Tibet, the Tibetans were once again disheartened by the lack of support a n d encouragement a n d began to contemplate
whether it was time to abandon the U.N. approach a n d enter into real negotiations with the Chinese.
By the time the Dalai Lama a n d his attenuated government arrived in
Yadong, intense debate had already taken place regarding the advantages
and disadvantages of compromising with the Chinese and, if the decision
was not to accept being part of China, for the Dalai Lama to g o into exile.
A key element in this debate was whether the Dalai Lama could expect any
serious assistance from India a n d the Western democracies. In Yadong, this
discussion continued. Two days after arriving in Yadong, all Tibetan officials
in India were ordered to report there for a n Assembly meeting at which their
experiences in India with the Government of India a n d with the British a n d
the U.S. diplomats would be discussed.'* At this meeting it became obvious
that, on the o n e hand, n o positive feedback had come from the United Nations, Britain, o r the United States in support of Tibet's new appeal a n d that,
on the other, Ngabo a n d the other lay a n d monk officials with hirn were expressing positive opinions of the Chinese a n d their intentions. So after days
of discussions, it was decided that Tibet's best option was now to start serious negotiations with the Chinese Communists.
The Kashag immediately sent two senior officials, the foreign minister
Surkhang Dzasa and the monk official Chiimpel Thubden, from Yadong to
I k l h i to discuss the site for the talks with the Chinese ambassador a n d to
secure his agreement for additio~ialrepresentatives to be sent from Yadong
to join Ngabij. LJndcr the prelext o f making a pilgrimage, Surkhang a n d
(:hiimpel T l i ~ ~ b d arrived
en
in Calcutta on 3 I,anuary 1<151 . From there they
went to Delhi and net the Chinese ambassador, who insisted the talks take
pliice in Be~jingrather than in (:hamdo o r Lhasa. Ambassador Yuan, however, 1.cadily agreed t o Tibet's request to send more representatives from
Yitlongvi;~India. He also said that China would halt its military invasion while
the talks wcw going on and that, ifTibet accepted i t was part of China, China

27. (1.S. N ; ~ ~ i o n/ll.c.I~ivc-s.
;~l
7!):3R.00/ I '~-n(ir,o,tclrg~-an1fr-om thr 11,s.srcrcat;lryofstate to
lhr 11,s. a~~lt~;~ss;l(Ior
111 l ~ ~ c l i (1;11cd
;~,
:<,]a1111a1.y
I 95 I .
2H. 11.S. N;ilioll;~lA~.(.hivcs,
7!):3R.00/ 1-85 I , tc~lrg1-;1111
fi-om thc I1.S.Embassy in lnrlia to the
'.S. St'l.l.rl;ll-).of SI;Il(', (I;lt('d 8~];11111;11-!.
l !)r) l .
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would not change the politico-religious system in any way. After only a week
in Delhi, the two Tibetan officials returned to Yadong. T h e Kashag, with the
Dalai Lama's approval, then appointed two additional negotiators, the army
commander-in-chief, Kheme Dzasa (Surkhang's father's brother) and one
of the Ecclessiastic Office heads, Trunyichemmo Lhautara. They left for India in March with Takla (Phuntso Tashi), the Dalai Lama's brother-in-law
(as the Chinese interpreter), and Sandutsang (Rinchen), as the English interpreter. It was at this point that the Kashag sent Ngabo the telegram mentioned above.'"

NEGOTIATIONS I N BEIJING

Ngabo, Sambo, and Thubden Lengmon arrived in Beijing from Chamdo on
2 2 April. Kheme and Lhautara arrived from Yadong on 26 April. Ngabo's
general frame of mind is revealed by his decision to demonstrate his modernity visually by cutting the long hair that was a prerequisite for service in the
Tibetan government. In a sense, this was the first sign of a new ~ i b e t . ~ '
The delegation from Yadong brought a new and different set of external
and internal instructions, as Ngabo recalled.
They brought a note with instructions from Yadong for Ine. T h e note had an
external part to show others and an internal o n e that we would use as we saw
fit. T h e external one said that China and Tibet had a relationship of priest-patron and we hope that the relationship can become better than in the past.
T h e internal one said if you have n o choice but to accept Tibet as a part of
China, vou can accept that, but you can't accept them sending troops to Tibet. If' about 50-100 Chinese representatives reside in L,hasa, that is all right,
but they cannot bring soldiers with them. And among the representatives, it
is best if they woi~lclsend representatives who have faith in religion."

The negotiators coming from Yadong had also been given verbal "instructions" from the Dalai Lama, who had told them, "Here are ten points. 1have
faith that you will not d o anything bad [for Tibet], so you should go and
achieve whatever you can."" The Dalai Lama also told them to use their
bestjudgment according to the situation and circumstances and report back
to the Kashag in Yadong. These officialsbrought a secret codebook so that

Goldstein I <jH!): 758-50.
(;hahtsoni (interview. t<)<)n,1,hilsa) ~.rc;lllerlseving a letter- Ngabii harl written to t h ~
Knshag in Lhasa about this; i t told them, "I'm going to (ihina lo negotiate, so it's not ilppl-cp
priate t o go with long braided hair. Therefore, I am cutting my hair."
I . Ngabii I $49; also Nga pliod (Ngahii) I gH<):.1.
32. Sarnbo. interview, I 98 I .
P!).

:$o.
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Figure 3. The five Tibetali negotiatol-s,left to right: Sambo (Te~~ziti
Thondrtrp),
Kliciiit. I'tzas~(Sonrt~i~
Wailgdii), Ngabij (N@~wailg
Jignie), I,haurara, Tlzubden
IAcngmhil,Reijing, I gy, I . Srzku-ce:C:hen Zrr~~glie

they could esti~hlislia wireless link with Yadong a n d discuss issues as they
,
ill-ose.'.' As we sliall sc'e, they clid not clo so.
Ngahii a n d the othel- delegates d i s c ~ ~ s s ethese
d
instl.uctions, which, while
belter than those sent from L>Iiasa,1vt.1-e still woefully unl-ealistic. They were
frustrated that after all tliis time the instl-uctions still I-evealed a glaring lack
of undel-stancling. They t l l o ~ ~ g li it tI-idiculor~s
to say the Chinese should send
I-c.prcscnti~tives
wllo arc. believel-s in I-eligion,since eve]-yoneknew that C o ~ n rlir~riistI'arty 1nern1,c.r.s a1.e atheists. Ngal,ii also knvw fl-on1 his talks with the
(:hi~ic.sein (:liilnitlo ; ~ r l dfr-0111tlic' Ten-Point doculnel-1t they discussed with
I i i l i i t l i i l t no! ac-crpti~lg
(:lii~icst-t1-oops i l l Tiljct was a n ins~l.tlctioninlpossil~lct o f0llow. ant1 it'Yrtlong ilisistc'd 0 1 1 this, the Tibct;~lidelegates h a d n o
\\';I), l o ~lcgoli;~tc'
; i l l ;Igl-c~cmc.lll
\ v i l l i tlic (:liinese.'" C o ~ i s e q r ~ c ~ i they
t l y , sent
~

a coded telegram to the Kashag and the Dalai Lama in Yadong that said,
"With the exception of the sending of PLA troops to Tibet and the border,
there is not much problem on the other issues. However, ifwe d o not accept
[the Chinese troops], there is absolutely n o way of negotiating." The answer
from Yadong was naive and disappointing, instructing them as follows: "Sending PLA troops to the border is unacceptable. If there is no other way [to
block this], then we can convert our Tibetan soldiers into Communist Party
troops and then send them to the border [thus satisfying the Chinese demand to have PLA troops on the border]. But it is not okay for Han Chinese
troops to ~ o m e . " ~ "
This reply placed Ngabo in a very difficult situation. As mentioned earlier, he was committed to negotiating even before he arrived in Chamdo to
replace Lhalu. He believed that Tibet was too weak to oppose China militarily on its own and, given the absence of outside intervention on its behalf,
was convinced that Tibet's best hope was to compromise with the Chinese
and try to find a way to create a modern Tibet as part of China that would
preserve the Dalai Lama's status and authority together with Tibetan religion and monasticism. Having been with the Chinese Communists for half
a year, he felt confident he could secure an agreement that would genuinely
meet the needs of Tibet, but now he realized that the only way to achieve
this was to d o it on his own, since there was no way the PLA would not move
into Tibet. If he tried to resolve every issue like this by sending telegrams to
'~
would quickly ensue, and
Yadong, nothing would ever get ~ e t t l e d .Gridlock
with summer approaching, this would precipitate a renewal of the Chinese
invasion. As he saw it, the end goal for Tibet, an effective agreement, outweighed the means-disregarding instructions to discuss the issues with
Yadong. Ngabo felt that since the Dalai Lama had already accepted the key
issue-that Tibet was a part of China-the rest of the issues, such as allowing Chinese troops to be stationed in Tibet, were small by comparison. And
in any case, if the Dalai Lama tlid not approve of the resulting agreement,
he, Ngabo, would accept the blame, and the Dalai Lama could re-ject the
agreement on the grounds that he had not been c o n s u ~ t e d . "Ngabii
~
discussed this with the other members of the delegation, who unanimously
agreed."'So just like that, the sitsab in Lhasa and the Kashag/Dalai Lana in
Yadong were excluded from these historic negotiations.

:35. Nga phod (Ngahii) IOHI): 5 .
36. Nga photl (Ngahii) I $40: 5.
37. Nga photl (Ngahii) I 989; also Samho, interview, I 98 I .
:iH. S;lmho, intervirw, I c)H I ; Nga photl (Ngahii) I <)H!). I t is intcr.estirlg to notr tliat altholl~I1
Takla (Phi'~ntsoT;lshi),
thr hrother-in-law o f the Dal;li I.;lrna,was the tlrlegi~tion's(:hinesr transl
thc Tihetan rleleg;ltion inrlr~rlerlhim in
lhci1lator rather than o n e o f thc fivr h ~ l rlrleg;ttes,
discussions so that h e coulrl later report firsthiintl t o thr. Dalai I.;lnia (S;lnlbo. interview. I !)H 1 ) .
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Ngabo was undoubtedly correct in his assessment of the mindset of his
colleagues in Lhasa and Yadong, but this decision is indicative of the enormity of the problem Tibet faced in coming to grips with the realities of its
new situation vis-i-vis China at this critical time. As in the 1920s, the majority of the Tibetan elite were still unable to accept that their world would
have to change.3gWith Eastern Tibet occupied militarily and the People's
Liberation Army poised to continue its invasion to Lhasa, the ostrich-headin-the-sand mentality of the conservative religious and lay elites now rendered Tibet unable to function effectively after having stood still in a world
that had changed over the past half century. For those like Ngabo, who loved
their country but understood that change was critical, these dangerous times
would require difficult and risky decisions.

T H E SEVENTEEN-POINT A G R E E M E N T

The Seventeen-Point Agreement was signed on 23 May 1950. AS Mao had
planned, it was based on the Chinese Ten-Point document and was carefully
crafted to meet China's core aim-inducing Tibet to accept Chinese sovereignty and the military occupation of Tibet-while also giving the Tibetan
side a number of major concessions regarding the continuation of the traditional theocracy under the Dalai Lama. It set the framework for Sino-Tibetan
relations in the 1950s and is cited in full below.
7 ' H E AAC;REEMENT O F T H E C E N T R A L P E O P I . E ' . S C X I V E K N M E N T A N D

T H E I.O(:AI, (:OI'I.:RNMENT ( I F 7'11387' O N iI4I~:ASCIHESF O R T H E
PBACEFCII, 1 , I R E R A T I O N 01.' T I B E T , 19.51

Preanible
The Tibetan nationality is one of the nationalities with a long history within
the boundaries of C:liina and, like many other nationalities, i t has performed
its glorior~sd11ty in the course of the creation and development of 0111- great
Mot1ie1-land.Rut over the last one hundred yei~rso r more, imperialist forces
penetrated into China, and in consequence also penetrated into the Tibetan
region and carried out a11 kinds of deceptions and PI-avocations. Likc previous reactionitry governments, tlie Guo~nindangI-eactionarygovernment continl~edto carry out ;i policy of oppressing and sowing dissension among the
n;jtionalities, callsing division and disunity among the Tibetan people. And
the, loc;ll govclmlnent of Tibet did not oppose thc imperialist deceptions and
pro\zoca~ions,
and ;idopted an r~npatr-ioticattitude toward our great MotherIantl. Ilndrr sr~cliconditions, tlie Tibetan n;itionality and people were plunged
into thc dcpllis o f enslavemeni and s ~ l ' f ~ r i n g .
111 I !),t!),hasic victory was acliie\led on a nationwide scale. In the Chinese

39. Krga~-dillgrlir s i t ~ ~ ; ~ l iino nrhc ~ g l o ssec
, (;oldstein

I
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People's War of Liberation, the common domestic enemy of all nationalitiesthe Guomindang reactionary government-was over-thrown, and the common
foreign enemy of all the nationalities-the aggressive imperialist forces-was
driven out. O n this basis, the founding of the People's Republic of China and
of the Central People's Government was announced. In accordance with the
Common Programme passed by the Chinese People's Political Consultative
Conference, the Central People's Government declared that all nationalities
within the boundaries of the People's Republic of China are equal, and that
they shall establish unity and mutual aid and oppose imperialism and their
own public enemies, so that the People's Republic of China will become a big
fraternal and cooperative family, composed of all its nationalities, that within
the big family of all nationalities of the People's Republic of China, national
regional autonomy shall be exercised in areas where national minorities are
concentrated, and all national minorities shall have freedom to develop their
spoken and written languages and to preserve o r reform their customs, habits,
and religious beliefs, while the Central People's Government shall assist all national minorities to develop their political, economic, cultural and educational
construction work. Since then, all nationalities within the country, with the exception of those in the areas of Tibet and Taiwan, have gained liberation. Under the unified leadership of the Central People's Government and the direct
leadership of higher levels of People's Government, all national minorities are
fully enjoying the right of national equality and have established, o r are establishing, national regional autonomy.
In order that the influences of aggressive imperialist forces in Tibet might
be successfully eliminated, the unification of the territory and sovereignty of
the People's Republic of China accomplished, and national defense safeguarded; in order that the Tibetan nationality and people might be freed and
return to the big family of the People's Republic of China to enjoy the same
rights of national equality as all other nationalities in the country and develop
their political, economic, cultural and educational work, the Central People's
Government, when it ordered the People's Liberation Army to march into Tibet, notified the local government ofTibet to send delegates to the central authorities to conduct talks for the conclusion of' an agreement on measures for
the peaceful liberation of Tibet.
In the latter part of April I 95 1 , the delegates with full powers of the local
government of Tibet arrived in Peking. T h e Central People's Government a p
pointed representatives with fill1 powers to conduct talks on a frientlly basis
with the delegates with full powers of the local government of Tibet. As a result of these talks, both parties agreed to conclude this agreement and g11arantee that it will be carried into effect.
T h e r e was n o discussion r e g a r d i n g t h e p r e a m b l e . T h e Tibetan delegates conc e r n e d themselves only with t h e actual p o i n t s of t h e a g r e e m e n t .
Point I . T h e Tibetan people shall unite and drive out imperialist aggressor
forces from Tibet: the Tibetan people shall return to the big family of the
Motherland-the People's Republic of' China.
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This point ended Tibet's de facto independence. The Tibetans initially
denied that any imperialist forces were operating in Tibet, but the Chinese
insisted that such forces were there-the
Tibetans were just not aware
of them. In the end, the Tibetans agreed to the point, saying, "If they are
there, then you send them
The Tibetans understood that this point
meant they accepted that Tibet was part of China; however, they also believed
that the overall agreement left Tibet's internal administration in Tibetan
hands.
Point 2. T h e Local Government of Tibet shall actively assist the People's L i b
eration Army to enter Tibet a n d consolidate the national defense.

The Tibetans tried to no avail to persuade the Chinese side not to station
troops there permanently but instead to send troops only if a threat should
arise. The Tibetans also discussed the meaning of the term local government
but did not worry much about it, because, on the one hand, the term translates in Tibetan literally as "the government of an area" (tib. sane sishung)
thus obscuring the meaning of local, and, on the other hand, it uses the standard Tibetan word for government-shung.
Point 3. In accordance with the policy toward nationalities laid down in the
Common Programme of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference, the Tibetan people have the right of exercising national regional autonomy under the leadership of the Central People's Government.

There was discussion concerning the meaning of "regional autonomy," but
since autonomy was translated into Tibetan as "self rule" (tib. rang gyong),
the Tibetans had no real objections to this. Note should also be taken that
the term used for "Central People's Government" was not the Tibetan word
for "central government" (iishung) bur the phonetic rendering of the Chinese term zhongynng, which the Tibetans took to mean "China."
Point 4. The central government will make n o change with regards to the existing political system in Tibet. T h e central authorities also will not alter the
established status, functions, and powers of the Dalai Lama. Officials of various ranks shall hold office as usu;~l.

The Tibetans considered this point extremely important and of course,
agreed with it.
Point 5 . The established status, functions and powers of the Panchen Erdini
shall be maintained.
Point 6. Ry thc established status, functions, and powers of the Dalai Lama and
o f t h e Panchen Erdini are meant the status, functions and powers of the Thir-
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teenth Dalai Lama and of the Ninth Panchen Erdini when they were in friendly
and amicable relations with each other.
These two points created a major dispute that will b e discussed in a later
chapter.
Point 7. The policy of freedom of religious belief laid down in the Common
Programme of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference shall be
carried out. The religious beliefs, customs, and habits of the Tibetan People
shall be respected, and lama monasteries shall be protected. The central authorities will not effect a change in the income of the monasteries and temples.
T h e Tibetan side also strongly agreed with this point. However, the wording
of this point initially bothered the monk official Lhautara, since it originally
said the central authorities would n o t change "the root for continuing religion" a n d did n o t precisely specify income. When Lhautara raised this issue,
the Chinese side's Tibetan cadre-translator, Phiinwang, suggested replacing
this phrase with a term that clearly meant "income" in Tibetan, and the Tibetan delegation was then satisfied with the guarantees offered regarding
religion .4'
Point 8. Tibetan troops shall be gradually reorganized by stages into the
People's Liberation Army, and become a part of the national defense forces
of the People's Repitblic of China.
T h e question of the future of the Tibetan army was discussed in detail, with
the Tibetans objecting strenuously to its disbandment. T h e Chinese side
finally agreed to a compromise in which the agreement would say the Tibetan army was to be incorporated gradually in stages, but a secret codicil
would say more specifically that three thousand troops of the Gyajong Regiment (i.e., the Trapchi a n d Bodyguard regiments) would be allowed to continue after the rest of the Tibetan forces had been disbanded. This avoided
embarrassing the Chinese government by not forcing it to reveal that it would
permit an autonomous part of China to have its own army force. This was
the first of seven points in a secret codicil, which, to this day, has never been
published.
Point 9. The spoken and written language and school education of the Tibetan
nationality shall be tleveloped step by step in accordance with the actual conditions in Tibet.
Point l o . Tibetan agricrtltrlre,livestock raising, industry, and commerce shall
be developed step by step, and the people's livelihoocl shall be improved step
by step in accordance with the actual conditions in Tibet.

4 I . Takla ( P h i ~ n t s oTashi). interview. I cjcj:), Dharamsala.
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There was no disagreement regarding points g and l o .
Point 11. In matters related to various reforms in Tibet, there will be n o compulsion on the part of the central government. T h e local government of Tibet
should carry out reforms of its own accord, and when the people request
reforms, they shall be settled by means of consultation with the leaders of Tibet.

This was seen by the Tibetans as another of the most important points in the
agreement. In the discussions, the Chinese side assured the Tibetans that
the Chinese government would not force any changes, and the Tibetan delegation believed that the Chinese could neverget the Tibetan people to demand reforms that would alter the basic religious nature of the Tibetan polity.
Consequently, they felt satisfied that the essence of the traditional system
would continue.
Point 1 2 . In so far as former pro-imperialist and pro-Guomindang officials resolutely sever relations with imperialism and the Guomindang and d o not engage in sabotage o r resistance, they may continue to hold office irrespective
of their past.
Point 1 3 . T h e People's Liberation Army entering Tibet shall abide by all the
above-nientioned policies and shall also be fair in buying a n d selling and shall
not arbitrarily take a single needle or thread from tlie people.

There was no disagreement regarding these points.
Point 14. T h e Central People's Government shall conduct tlie centralized handling of all external affairs of the area of Tibet; and there will be peaceful coexistence with neighboring countries and establishment and development of
fair commercial and trading relations with them on tlie basis of equality, mutual benefit, and mutual respect for territory and sovereignty.

The Tibetans disliked this point but felt they had to agree.
Point i 5. In order to ensure tlie implementation of this agreement, the Cent ~ a People's
l
Government shall set up a military and administrative committee
(tib. magsi uyiin Illengang) and a military area headquarters (tib. niagiikhang)
in Tibet, and apart from the personnel sent there by the Central People's Government, these two organs shall include as many local Tibetan personnel as
possible to take part in thc work.
1 . o al
~ Tibetan personnel taking part in the military and administrative committee s l i o ~ ~ inclr~dc
ld
patriotic elements fr.om the I,oc;~lGovernnient of Tihcl, v,~rior~s
districts, and leading monasteries and temples. This colnmittee
shol~ldinclllde rep1 cscntatives appointed by the Central People's Government.
r s be drawn u p after consultation between the repreThe list of ~ i i c m l ~ eshall
scntativcs dc5ignatcd by tlie Central People's Government and the various quarters concel ned and shall be submitted to the Central People's Government
for appointment.

This point raised a bitter argument a n d almost terminated the negotiations.
It will be discussed later.
Point 16.Funds needed by the military and administrative committee, the military area headquarters, and the People's Liberation Army entering Tibet shall
be provided by the Central People's Government. The local government of Tibet will assist the People's Liberation Army in the purchase and transport of
food, fodder, and other daily necessities.
This was accepted with n o argument.
Point 17. This agreement shall come into force immediately after signatures
and seals are affixed to it.42
There was also the seven-point secret codicil, which included a statement on
Chinese troop size ( o n e army corps, o r j u n ) , the earlier-mentioned statement
o n the Tibetan army, a statement specifying that the Tibetan government
would send two top-level officials to serve as deputy commanders of the new
Tibet Military Area Headquarters, a statement o n ending Tibet's own currency, a n d a statement that was critical for the Tibetans about the right of
the Dalai Lama to return to Tibet a n d resume his full authority should he
initially flee to India but later change his mind a n d want to return.
T h e Seventeen-Point Agreement was a stunning victory for Mao's peaceful liberation Tibet
Carefully crafted in accordance with Mao's gradualist strategy, it allowed the Tibetan side to feel that its government and
social system would be able to continue in the immediate future and, by not
specifying when full implementation should occur, that i t had control over
the pace of changes and reforms. At the same time, however, the agreement
clearly gave Mao everything h e wanted.
In addition to acknowledging Chinese sovereignty for the first time in Tibetan history (point I ) , the Tibetans would now assist the troops and cadres
of the PLA to occupy Tibet peacefully (point 2). T h e Tibetans also agreed
to give u p all control over Tibet's foreign affairs, border defense, and com-

42. Rasically from Goldstein I c1Hg: 763-70; Dangdai zhongguo congshu hian-jibu I g!) 1 :
62-65.
q:$. It was also a victory for Prime Minister Nehru, who had encouraged the Tibetans to accept being part of China and had worketl to prevent the Tibet Question Tram being internationalized in the United Nations. India's assertion in the llniletl Nations that the two parties
were able to settle their differences internally had been vintlicated and the danger of Sinolnclian relations deteriorating over Tibet averted. Britain's total support for India's Tibrt policy
C
and its thorough opposition to American encorlragemrnt o f Tibetan resistance to I ~ (:ommunists was also validated. T h e Lrnited States, however, now found itself isolated, as its anticommunist mission in China was without support from either the victims ( t h r Tibetans) or the
relevant diplomatic players (India and Rri~ain).I t had frittered away a n excellent opportllnity
to create a situation in which it had a great Asian Rilrldhist leacler attacking C:ornm~~nist
china.
I

merce (point 14) and agreed that the Tibetan army would be gradually incorporated into the PLA, albeit with n o set deadline (point 8). They also accepted the return of the Panchen Lama to Tibet (points 5 and 6) and, in
point 15, the creation of a new administrative entity, the Military-Administrative Committee, separate from the Tibetan local government and under
the Central People's Government. This was explained as functioning to oversee the implementation of the agreement, but for the Chinese it was seen as
eventually being the core of a new "autonomous region" government.
For the Tibetan side, the Seventeen-Point Agreement offered a number
of important rights and authorities. First, it gave Tibet a unique status as the
only political entity with which the Chinese Communist government signed
a written agreement on the terms for liberation. In addition, points 3 and 4
state that Tibetans would have the right of exercising regional autonomy and
that the central government in Beijing would not alter either the existing
political system in Tibet or the "established status, functions and powers of
the Dalai Lama" or his officials. Point 7 said religious freedom would be protected, and the income of the monasteries would not be changed by the central government. The agreement also commented in a moderate manner
on change. Point l o , for example, said that commerce would be developed
step by step but with n o direct mention of socialist changes. Point 11 said
there would be reforms but stipulated, "In matters related to various reforms
in Tibet, t h m will b p no compulsion on the part of th4 central nuthoriti~s.The local government of Tibet should carry out reforms of its own accord, and when
the people raise demands for reform, they shall be settled by means of consultation with the leading personnel of Tibet." All in all, for the Tibetans this
seemed to create an agreed-on basis that would allow much of the old system to continue if not indefinitely then at least for some considerable time.
The agreement, however, clearly was not what the Tibetans would have preferred, since it meant thousands of Chinese Communist troops and officials
would he coming to Tibet, and the new Military-Administrative Committee
would he created, but the Tibetans did not have enough leverage to block
this or to argue for a very different kind of relationship, for example, something similar to what existed during the Q ~ n dynasty.
g
The Tibetan side played
an active role in the discussions and on several occasions either threatened
to pt~llour of the rlegotiations or made plans to leave as a result of Chinese
intransigence. Their tol~ghstance over the issue of the Panchen Lama, for
example, forced the Chinese to compromise, as will be discussed in a later
chapten However; on the major issues for the Chinese. such as stationing
troops i l l Tibet, the threat of China continuing its military advance into Central Tibet compelled the Tibetan delegates to agree reluctantly.
O ~ ( > ~ aIlowrv~r,
ll.
givrn Tibet's hopelcss situation on the ground, the Tihetan delegates were satisfied with the terms of the Seventeen-Point Agreement.
*ltllollgh evrrything could not stay the way it had been and key traditional in-

stitutions that symbolized Tibet's de facto independence, such as its own army,
currency, and foreign affairs office, would cease to exist as separate entities at
some point, the delegates focused on the positive aspects of the agreement.
The Tibetan government, monasticism, and especially the position of the Dalai
Lama would be preserved. Given the initial fear of the Tibetan elite that the
Chinese Communists would destroy religion and the authority of the Dalai
Lama, the negotiators felt they had done a good job for Tibet.
Since this agreement was to provide the legal basis for China's incorporation of Tibet, its signing was a major concern for the Chinese side. Sambo
explained how the final signing came about.
They [the Chinese] said: "Do we all agree now? If we all agree, then we have
to put the terms down on paper and we will sign it on the 25th [actually 23
May] ." This was said o n the 19th o r 20th of that month.
Q: At that point, did anyone ask all of you whether you had the authority
to sign the treaty?
O h . I forgot to tell you earlier that at the beginning of the discussions, the
Chinese side told us, "If you agree and settle on terms, you will have to sign an
agreement. In that case, d o you have the authority and power to sign?" Ngabo
said, "I have the power to agree to a n d sign a treaty." . . . Then the Chinese further asked, "Can you write 'Ngabo Ngawang Jigme, possessing full power and
authority' [plenipotentiary powers]?" Ngabo said yes.
Q: Was this discussed in front of all the delegation members, and did Ngabo
consult the other members before saying yes?
Ngabi, answered straightaway [without consulting us].
Q. Did Ngabo really have the power to sign the agreement?
It's like this. I think h e based his statements on the Dalai Lama's verbal statement [to go and achieve the best you can] .44

The signing of the Seventeen-Point Agreement has often been contested as
invalid in the West and in the Tibetan exile community because of a charge
that the Tibetan delegates were forced to sign under duress and because the
Chinese used forged Tibetan government seals. However, the facts do not
support this assertion.
The Chinese did make new seals for the Tibetans, but these werejust personal seals with each delegate's name carved on them. Other than this, there
were no forged government seals. Part of the conf~isionderives from the fact
that Ngabo had in his possession the seal of the governor of Eastern Tibet but
chose not to use it. That seal, however, was not the official seal of the Tibetan
government, so not using it did not lessen the validity of the agreement.'"

44. Sambo, interview, I $4 I .
4.5 Ngabi, later explained to the Dalai 1,arna why h e did this: "1 (Ngahii) had the seal of
the governor of Eaotern Tibet, hut thc Chinese themselves wcrr not taking any interest, and so

In his autobiography, the Dalai Lama states that the Tibetan delegates
claimed they were forced "under duress" to sign the agreement, but this is
clearly incorrect in the sense of any personal d~ress.~"he Chinese did not
threaten the delegates with physical harm to make them sign. The delegates
were free not to sign and to leave Beijing. Their feeling of duress derives
from the general Chinese threat to use military force again in Central Tibet
if an agreement was not concluded. However, according to international law,
this does not invalidate an agreement (for example, America's use of atomic
bombs to induce Japan to surrender). So long as there is n o physical violence (or threat of violence) against the signatories, an agreement is valid.
However, the validity of the agreement is premised on the signatories' full
authority to finalize an agreement, and this, as we saw, was clearly not the
case. So in this sense, the Dalai Lama actually had grounds to disavow it.

T H E AFTERMATH OF T H E SIGNING

Back in Yadong, as mentioned above, the news that an agreement had been
signed stunned everyone. No one had any idea what had been discussed or
how the seventeen points mentioned on the radio had come about, for example, whether the delegation had been mistreated or what? In fact, it was
only on 3 1 May, eight days after the signing, that the Dalai Lama received a
telegram from Ngabo informing him of the terms of the agreement and mentioning the presence of a secret codicil but not its contents.47
The Yadong Kashag responded to Ngabo's communication by telling him
he had signed this agreement rashly, because his instructions stated he should
consult with Yadong. It instructed him to wire the contents of the secret codicil to Yadong and wait in Beijing for the Kashag to examine them in detail
and send flirther i n s t r ~ i c t i o n s . ~ ~
Ngabo and the other delegates, however, again chose not to comply. O n
the one hand, they felt that they had done the best they could, and on the
other hand, they knew full well that the Chinese would not stand for reopening
the negotiations, since they had already been assured by Ngabo that he had
complete authority to conclude the agreement. He waited so long to cable
Yadong in part to avoid something like this happening before the signing.

rhry rnadc tlir [othrr] sc;~ls.II'ttirrc sliorlld ever come a time in the f~ltrlrewhen we can say we
did not voluntarily agl-ct. to sign, for. this reason I did not use the seal of.the governor of Eastr1.n Tibet, though I t~;itli t " (1)al;li I.ama, intc~.view.l c y ) ~ Dha~.alnsala).
,
4(i. 1>;1laiI .AIII;I I !)qo: (j5.
47. Zhonggong xiLang~ i z l i i qdangslii
~~
ziliao zheng.ji weiyrlanhui I <)go,entries for 2 8 May
1 !)5 1 ;~nd.Jrlnc
I qr, I .
4H. I .ha'rl rta ra (l.ha111ara)I 1j8I : I I I ; I,e ( Ic)H I : I 36-37, entry for 2 8 May I gy, I ) says h a t
lhr trlrgrarn l'rom Yadong was reccived o n 28 May.

Moreover, an elaborate signing ceremony had already been held, the agreement had been publicly announced, and Mao Zedong himself had attended
a grand banquet honoring the achievement. Ngabo, therefore, responded
negatively, saying, "Telegraphic connections between Beijing and Yadong are
difficult, and on top of that it is not possible to wire the content of the separate secret codicil because of the danger that its content will leak out. Consequently, we will bring them with us when we return, which we are doing as
planned. However, if you in Yadong ultimately d o not like the content of the
agreement and want to renegotiate it, you should send a new delegation."49
The public announcement of the agreement created a great dilemma for
the Kashag and the Dalai Lama. They had n o idea what had really transpired
in Beijing or what was included in the secret codicil. And while they knew it
was much less than they had expected or authorized, particularly regarding
Chinese troops coming to Tibet, it was difficult for them to evaluate what
anything meant until they could confer with members of their delegation.
To publicly denounce the agreement as illegal might mean losing the best
opportunity they would get and would certainly precipitate the full invasion
of Tibet. Not surprisingly, they chose to say nothing about it for the time being, making n o public statements at all.
The Chinese government also found itself in a somewhat awkward situation. From Beijing's vantage, Chinese officials and troops could now enter
Tibet "legally," beginning a new era in Sino-Tibetan relations. Internationally, the Tibet Question, the question of the status of Tibet vis-a-vis China,
appeared to have been settled. But from another perspective, the Chinese
knew well that the Dalai Lama quite possibly would reject the agreement and
flee into exile. In fact, as mentioned, this possibility was so real that the Tibetan delegation had insisted that language be included in the SeventeenPoint Agreement stating that if the Dalai Lama fled abroad he could later
return to Tibet and resume his role as head of the Tibetan government. The
Chinese side had agreed to this, although it refused to place this statement
in the main agreement (since it would obviously raise questions about the
legitimacy of the agreement). It was one of the points in the secret codicil."'
Because of this, the Chinese understood that the Dalai Lama might denounce
the agreement as illegal ant1 might even order the remaining Tibetan military (and militia) forces to man a new defense line east of 1,hasa or to begin
guerrilla operations against the PIA or both. And with the Korean War underway, there was always the possibility that the Dalai Lama might he able
to secure U.S. assistance to challenge the international validity of the agreement itself and even to provide military support.

49. I . t i a ' ~rta
~ ra (I.hautara) I gH I : I I I .
:;o.Samho. interview, I gH I : Nga phod (Ngahi)) I 981); Stag Iha (Takla) I 995.

The Chinese government decided, however, that whatever happened, it
would treat the agreement as a legal document signed by valid plenipotentiaries and move at once to incorporate Tibet physically into the PRC. Two
days after the agreement was signed, the PLA was ordered to move into the
rest of Tibet.5' Mao, however, still believed that the long-term national interests
of China would be best served by trying to persuade the Dalai Lama to accept the terms of the agreement and return to Lhasa. To facilitate this, he immediately appointed ZhangJingwu, a senior military administrator, as the Central Committee's "representative" to Tibet (ch. zhongyang fuzang "daibiao")
and instructed him to leave quickly to meet with the Dalai Lama in yadonge5*
There, he was to present the Dalai Lama with a letter from Chairman Mao as
well as gifts from the Central Committee. In particular, Zhang was to try to
allay any fears the Dalai Lama might have concerning the agreement and its
implementations and persuade him to accept it and return to Lhasa.
However, traveling overland to Lhasa and then down to Yadong would
take months, raising fears in Beijing that this would give the enemies of China
(and the agreement) too much time for mischief. Consequently, Zhang suggested that he travel to Yadong via Hong Kong and India, and this was approved." The members of the Tibetan negotiating delegation were given
the choice of returning to Tibet with Zhang via India or going overland. All
opted for the quicker (India) route, but as it turned out, the Chinese decided to have Ngabo return overland. Politically, it is not difficult to understand Beijing's concerns. If the Dalai Lama decided not to return to Tibet,
Ngabo, as a Kashag minister and the head of the negotiating team, was critical to asserting the validity and legitimacy of the agreement. Should something happen to him in India or should he defect, the validity of the agreement itself could be compromised. In the end, therefore, Ngabii and one
other member of the team, Thubden Lengmon, returned overland with the
PLA, carrying the original Tibetan version of the agreement. Sambo, Kheme,
Lhautara, Takla, and Sandutsang (Rinchen) returned via India with Zhang.
Ngabii notified Yadong in his telegram that Zharig Jincgwuwas traveling to
Yadong via India and verbally told the other Tibetan representatives going
via India to tell the Tibetan government not to worry about him being in
Chinese hands when they deliberated over whether to accept the agreement
or flee into exile.54

5 1 . %1ionggollgxi7;trlg 7i1Iiiq11daligshi ~iliilozhrng.ji weiyuanhui I y)o, entry for 25 May
19.51.
52. %hon~yr~nglccIi~iic;~llp
1nc;qns ~ l i Crn~l-al
c
(:onimittee ol the (;hinese Commr~nistParty,
hut i l also commonly cotinolcs he "crntral govet-nnient."
5:j. H a ' o I !)H(i: I I 7.
54. 1 I.S. Nationill At-clii\lcs,j!):3l\.oo/ 7 - 9 5 I , memorandum of'conversation o n (i.]uly 195 I
;Im()nF:Sliakahpa, 'Tliaclirr-,;tnd Trl-ing.
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Zhang J i n w l was an interesting choice to represent Mao and the Central Committee. He was an experienced military administrator who had been
a member of the Chinese delegation at the Seventeen-Point Agreement talks
and a signatory to that agreement." H e was born in Hunan in 1906 and was
a Long March veteran who worked in military and administrative positions
for over twenty years. At the time the PRC was founded in 1949, he was a commander (ch. can mo zhang) of the Southwest Bureau's Military Committee,
but after the inauguration of the new government, he was called to Beijing
and appointed director of the General Office (ch. ban gong ting) of the Military Committee and also the director of the People's Armed Forces Department (ch. renmin wu zhung bu)." Zhang, therefore, was no longer associated
with the Southwest Bureau and clearly was chosen as someone working for
the central Chinese government.
Zhang and the others on his staff spent a few weeks in Beijing getting passports, visas, vaccinations, and some supplies before going to Guangzhou,
where they spent another two weeks making clothing and buying supplies
and gifts.57From Guangzhou, Zhang and the others took the train to Hong
Kong, where they stayed seven or eight days, organizing the shipment of their
gifts and things by sea. To expedite meeting the Dalai Lama, Zhang, three
staff members, and the Tibetans went by plane to Calcutta, stopping overnight
in Singapore.""hey arrived in Calcutta on 1 July 1951 .""
Zhang Jingwu's instructions were simple. If the Dalai Lama decided to return, he was to return with him. However, if the Dalai Lama opted to go into
exile, Zhang was still to go on to Lhasa and wait for the troops of the PLA's
Eighteenth Army Corps to arrive overland." After they arrived in Lhasa,
Zhang was expected to return to his job in ~ e i j i n ~However,
.~'
for reasons

5.5. T h e lines between civilian ant1 military leaclership and institiltions in C:liina at this time
were indistinct. Military personnel hacl party positions ancl commonly worked in what we would
call civil aclministrative fi~nctions.
56. Zhao I O O ~ , 8-1
: o.
5 5 . 1.e I 98 i : I :$7.Stag Iha (Takla),in his I ggy, autobiography, atlds that Zhang,Jingwll came
to visit him when they werr ready to leave and sclggested that he (Takla) stay in Guangsholl llnti1 he rerovereti frorn a bat1 eye infection while the rest went ahearl to Yatlong. T ~ k l declined
a
He says he was af'raicl he wor~ldbe left behind in China so insisted he woulrl leave with the others
even though he was still ill (Stag Iha [Taklaj ~!)rjr,:(55).
5H. Ha'o 1986: I I 8: Dangdai zhongguo congshi~bian,jibu I I)!) I ; Phiinrlra, interview. I I)I)Jv
Beijing.
59. U.S. National Archives, 302 Tibet, telegram from Wilson in conarrlate in (:alcrltta to
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'95'.
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that will be explained in a later chapter, Zhang ended u p remaining in Tibet as the highest Chinese official throughout the 1950s.
While Zhang was preparing to leave for Yadong, elements of the PLA's
Eighteenth Army Corps began to march from Xikang to Tibet, as did a cavalry force from the Northwest Bureau in Qinghai. The Eighteenth Army
Corps left Ganzi in Xikang on 1 July 195 1 and arrived in Chamdo on 17
July." The Northwest Bureau's cavalry unit left Lanzhou for Xining also on
I July." Since it was important for Ngabo and the original Tibetan-language
copy of the agreement to reach Lhasa promptly, Ngabo was sent with an
advance unit of the Eighteenth Army Corps (of five hundred to six hundred troops) under the command of Wang Qimei. Phiinwang, who accompanied them, explained the preparations: "Since Zhang Jingwu was not
accompanied by soldiers, our advance force was going to be the first PLA
troops encountered by Tibetans in Lhasa, and great care was taken to select the best soldiers from among the thousands of troops in the Eighteenth
Army Corps. All the advance unit's troops were young-and fit, well disciplined, and equipped with the finest weapons."" They left Chamdo for
Lhasa on 25 July.65

T H E TIBETAN RESPONSE T O T H E AGREEMENT

The announcement of the agreement set off major debates in both Yadong
and Lhasa about what the agreement meant for Tibet and how best to respond. For most, the questions were simple: Would the agreement enable
the Dalai Lama and Tibetan religion to persevere, or would it be the vehicle for their quick demise? Could the Chinese Comnlunists be trusted to
abide by the terms of the agreement, or would they ignore it once their- troops
were in Lhasa? How much would the Chinese Communist's archenemy, the
United States, assist Tibet if the Dalai Lama fled into exile rather than accept the agreement? Was it better to reject Chinese sovereignty at all costs
or to work to secure as much autonomy as possible within the PRC? These
were not new issues, but now they took on an urgency not felt previously.
Militarily, Tibet, in fact, still had several thousand troops in the field, as
well as perhaps a thot~sandmore in Lhasa. These theoretically could have
heen organized to set up a new defense line or reorganized to engage in
guert-illa operations in the rough mountain terrain between Chamdo and
Lhasa. Brit no such plans cxisted or were discussed, and morale was terrible.

Zhao I y ) H : 57-5H.
6:4. Fan Ming 1987.
62.
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O n e official in Giamda, with reinforcement troops sent from Lhasa, recalled that they were thinking of fleeing, not fighting!
I was o n e of the new staff officials of Ngabo, . . . but I came a bit later, so by
the time I went to join him, Lhalu was at Giamda, a n d Chamdo had been lost,
so I was told to stay with Lhalu. However, neither I nor Lhalu wanted to remain. My whole family-my wife, children, etc.-were already in India, and
I received many telegrams from my family [from Yadong] telling me to come
to India. . . . When I was at Giamda, we kept horses saddled by o u r house so
that if the Chinese suddenly arrived we could r u n away at once. We all had
the same thought. If' the Communists came, we would run.66

Lhalu had a similar recollection.
At this time they [the government] said I should stay in Giamda, and they would
send more troops. So I had to stay, but if we had to fight with the PLA, I could
not have lasted even a day. When people asked what I was doing there, I said
I was guarding the area. I had one to two thousand troops, but I couldn't have
really made a fight of it.67

Moreover, the troops returning from Chamdo said there was no hope of overcoming the PLA in battle. O n e monk official who worked in the Tibetan Military Headquarters recalled the discussions in his office on the Chamdo debacle: "People were saying that first the Chinese sent five, then ten, then one
hundred, and then one thousand and that even if we fight them they come
at us endlessly (tib. gyashi tonglang)." So people lost enthusiasm and hope."6q
Militarily, therefore, the Tibetan government had n o plan to use its remaining troops should it reject the agreement. In Yadong the only issue was
whether to accept the agreement or go into exile. No one saw a military option. Opinion about the other two options, however, was still seriously divided. Some important officials were strongly in favor of the Dalai Lama going into exile and opposing the Chinese, but the majority opposed the Dalai
Lama living in exile and favored his returning to L,hasa. Coming to a decision about this was complicated by the intervention of the United States,
which immediately tried to persuade the Dalai Lama to denounce the agreement and flee to exile. This, of course, enhanced the viability of fleeing to
exile vis-a-vis simply accepting peaceful liberation. An important decision
obviously had to be made, and there was very little time t o make it, for (:hinese officials and troops were already departing for Tibet under the terms
of the agreement.

66. Shatra, interview, I gcp.
67. L,halu, interview. I 992, I.ha5n.
68. L,iterallv, "If one hr~ndrrddie, one thousand risr up."
fig. 1,odrh <;hiinin, intervicw, I 9y3, l.hasa.
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A key issue for the Tibetans, therefore, was the extent to which they had
real external support for their cause. Shakabpa, the Tibetan government
official in India who had taken the lead in communicating with the United
States and India, argued strongly that America was sympathetic and that Tibet would receive strong support from it. However, his verbal optimism was
met with considerable incredulity from the officials in favor of returning to
Lhasa, which will be examined in the next chapter.

Chapter 5

The United States Intervenes

INITIAL EFFORTS

In March I 95 I , at the same time that the Yadong negotiating team was en
route to Beijing, James Burke of Time-Life brought Heinrich Harrer to see
Loy Henderson, the U.S. ambassador in India.
Harrer was an Austrian who had fled to Tibet from internment in India
in 1943 a n d had worked there for the Tibetan government for the next seven
years. H e had just returned to India from Yadong a n d was close to the Dalai
Lama a n d his family. H e was seeking to secure American support for the Tibetans a n d told Henderson that the Dalai Lama very much needed advice
a n d that h e trusted the United States more than any other country. Harrer
said that the Dalai Lama had been frustrated by Tibet's inability to establish
close relations with the United States a n d was sending the mission to Bei..
j ~ n gonly with great reluctance, because h e feared that the delegates might
yield to Chinese pressure. Harrer also said that the young ruler (then fifteen
years old) had doubts about the wisdom of returning to Lhasa but that he
was under constant pressure from some of the monks around him, who insisted h e come to terms with China. Harrer said that the Dalai Lama did not
know which way to turn for advice a n d that officials in the United States
should try to convey their interest to him.' Harrer's account fell o n receptive ears.
T h e Cold War in Asia was then in fill1 swing. China had become cornrnr~nist
and the neighboring communist state, North Korea, had invaded South KO-

I . U.S. National Archives, New Delhi Post File, lot 58F ~ 1 5trlegrarn
,
from thr 1J.S.;lrnhssador in India to the U.S. State Department's director o f the Office ofSouth Asia Affairs, datrd
29 March I gtj I .
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rea the year before (on 25 June 1 9 5 0 ) ~quickly bringing in a U.S.-led United
Nations army to defend South Korea. T h e bloody Korean War became a
proxy war between the United States and the Communist bloc, including
China and the Soviet Union. T h e PRC, of course, also entered this war in
mid-October 1950, when almost two hundred thousand PLA troops under
Marshal Peng Dehuai crossed the Yalu River. T h e People's Liberation Army
initially achieved dramatic successes that included not only driving the U.S.
troops out of North Korea in a matter of weeks but also capturing Seoul, the
South Korean capital, at the start ofJanuary 195 1. However, by the summer
of 195 1 , the U.S./U.N. force had stopped the Chinese advance and pushed
them back to the thirty-eighth parallel, where a stalemate occurred. In this
context, the invasion of Eastern Tibet by the PLA in October 1950 was seen
as yet another negative Communist step in the Asian Cold War.
In Ambassador Henderson, Harrer found a hard-line, anti-communist,
Cold War warrior. Henderson believed what Harrer said about the Dalai
Lama, in no small part because h e was already convinced that the United
States should play a closer and more active role in Tibet. Long before this,
in January 1949, Henderson had recommended that the State Department
review U.S. policy regarding Tibet in light of the changing conditions in Asia,
especially the Chinese civil war, and proposed "that if for example, the Communists succeed in controlling all of China . . . we should be prepared to treat
Tibet as independent at all intents and purposes."2 As a result of this, Ruth
Bacon, of the State Department's Office of Far Eastern Affairs, laid out the
pros and cons of such a shift in America's Tibet policy in a carefully reasoned
memorandum to the Division of China Affairs dated 1 2 April 1949:

1.

If the Communists gain contl-ol of' China propel; Tibet will be o n e of the
few remaining non-Communist bastions in Continental Asia. O u t e r Mongolia is already detached. (:ommr~nist influence is strong in Burma a n d
Comml~nistsare infiltrating into Sinkiang [Xinjiang] a n d I n n e r Mongolia.
Tibet will accordingly assume both ideological a n d strategic importance.

2.

If Tibet possesses the stamina to withstand Communist infiltration-and
thc Embassy in Ncw Dclhi seems to feel that it does-it would be to o u r interest to treat Tibet as independent rather than to continue to regard it as
part of ;a (:hinil wliicl~has g o n e Cornnil~nist.

3. T h e (;over-nment is relatively stal~lc.T h e people arc conservative a n d religiorls by natrlre and rlisposed to oppose (:ommunism as in conflict with the
tenets o l Rr~ildhism.Tlic Ilalai Lama's authority extends beyond Tibet over

2 . I1.S. 1)rp;lrtlncnt ot Statc 1 !)71: ~o(ir,,
memorandum of Bacon, of'O f i c e o f Far Eastern
Affdilq. lo Sptolt~c.,( h i d o f (:l>inaAffairs 1)ivision. I 2 April I 949.

persons who practice the lamaist form of Buddhism in Nepal, Sikkim,
Bhutan, Mongolia, etc.

4. T h e Chinese Government cannot now assert-and

there currently appears
little likelihood that it ever again will be able to assert-effective defactoauthority in Tibet.

5. T h e Tibetans are showing increasing interest in establishing trade and other
relations with the outside world. It is to o u r interest to see that these efforts
are oriented to the West a n d not to the East.

Arguments against the Embassy Proposal
1.

A decision to recognize Tibet involves a reconsideration not merely of our
policy toward Tibet but also of o u r policy toward China. A basic principle
of our policy toward China has been respect for China's territorial integrity.
This principle has retarded while not entirely preventing the gradual dismemberment of China and it helped China emerge from World War I1 with
the status of a great power. This policy should not be abandoned unless it
is clear that a permanent breakup of China is inevitable and that we have
a substantial stake in Tibet.

2.

Adoption of such a policy would lessen the weight of our objection to current
Soviet efforts to detach additional northern areas from China. It would also
complicate our position that we are not sufficiently sure of the Mongolian
People's Republic's independence to favor the MPR's admission to the UN.

3. Such a policy might lead to intensified efforts on the part of the USSR to take
Tibet into the C:ommunist camp. If we carry on toward Tibet much as at
present, the C~ommunistsmight also be content to let the present situation
there ride. By recognizing Tibet as independent while we are not in position
to give Tibet the necessary practical support, because of its remoteness, we
may in fact be pointing the way for Communist absorption of the area.

4. As a political matter Tibet's importance both ideologically and strategically
is very limited. Because of its geographical remoteness, the primitive character of its Government and society and the limited character of its contacts with the outside world Tibet's orientation toward the West cannot be
counted upon t o endure on an ideological basis unless supported by farreaching practical measures. If we cannot take these practical measures,
recognition in itself would not hold Tibet in an aligrlment with the West
and might in fact work against our long-run interests. Similarly, efforts to
utilize Tibet strategically for example as an air base or for the discharge of
rockets would encounter not merely formidable dificrllties of terrain and
weather but also Tibet's objections on religious grounds to the passage of
planes over its territorv. Llnless rare minerals are found in Tibet, the Ar~ny
does not regarcl Tibet as of strategical significance.
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5. The answer to what measures of a practical nature can be taken appears to
lie largely with India which now controls Tibet's access to the West. If India
cooperates with the West the importance of Tibet both ideologically and
strategically will be considerably less. If India does not cooperate with the
West the difficulties in the way of utilizing Tibet as a bastion for the West
would be enormously magnified.

Chinese Sovereignty or Suzerainty over Tibet
It is to be noted in the files that there are references to China's "sovereignty"
or "suzerainty" over Tibet. As is, of course, known the two terms are not synonymous. It is difficult, however, to draw a precise line of demarcation between them. In general "suzerainty" implies less of Chinese authority and more
of Tibetan autonomy than "sovereignty." "Suzerainty" would accordingly appear to fit the case quite closely in some respects. "Suzerainty" however carries the connotation of a vassal state a n d does not fit as well into customary
American concepts as into British usage. It is suggested that it might be desirable to avoid a possible controversy over "sovereignty" versus "suzerainty"
by referring in future to Chinese dejure authority over Tibet o r some similar
comprehensive term.

Conclusions

A. Under Present Circumstances
I.

Without placing too great reliance upon Tibet's ideological o r strategic
importance, it is believed to be clearly to o u r advantage under any circumstances to have Tihet as a friend if possible. We should accordingly
maintain a friendly attitude toward Tibet in roa~sshort ofgrrling China causp
for ofpnsp. We should encourage so far as feasible Tibet's orientation toward the West rather than toward the East.

2.

For the present we should avoid giving the impression of any alteration
in our position toward Chinese authority over Tibet such as for example steps which would clearly indicate that we regard Tibet as independent, etc. We have recently given renewed assurances to China of our
.
or suzerainty over Tibet. Any
recognition of China's dr j ~ t r t sovereignty
decided change of our policy might give China cause for complaint,
might necessitate embitr~-;~ssing
explanations, might stimulate Soviet efforts at inliltration into Tibct and might not itself be sufficient to hold
Tibet to orlr side. Wc shol~ldhowever keep our policy as flexible as possihle by itvoiding refcrcnccs to (;hin;~'ssovereignty or su~eraintyunless
s11c.h~v.fercnces are clc;~rlycalled for and by informing China of our proposed moves in collnertion with Tibet, rather than asking China's consent for them. Ambassador Henderson's statement of o u r policy in his
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conversation with the head of Tibetan Trade Mission on January 5,1949
would seem to cover the situation quite adequately. . . .

3. O u r information with regard to Tibet comes for the most part from third
parties-China, India, Tibet-and is colored according to the aims and
purposes of its source. To secure first-hand information and as an indication of o u r friendly interest, it would be desirable to send a suitable
official o r officials to Tibet if this can be done inconspicuously and without giving rise to speculation that we may have designs upon Tibet.

B. For the Future
T h e nature of developments will affect the policy which we should adopt
toward Tibet in the future. If for example the Communists should take over
all of China proper and the National Government should disappear we
would be faced with the alternatives of ( 1 ) treating Tibet as under the authority of the Communist Government-which we should clearly wish to
avoid o r ( 2 ) dealing with Tibet as for all intents and purposes independent.
T h e latter policy would clearly be to o u r advantage. If however the Communists take over China proper but an Pmigri Nationalist Government
should continue to exist, we would then have to decide o u r policy toward
Tibet partly in light of our policy toward the i m i g r i Government. The question would arise whether we should place emphasis on Tibet's independence
by formally recognizing it and by sponsoring its application for membership in the U N o r whether we should avoid stressing the matter of indeld
maintain direct relations with Tibet without
pendence but s h o ~ ~ merely
a public change of policy. Decision on this question would involve ( 1 ) our
estimate whether open recognition of independence might stimulate SOviet activities to take over Tibet; ( 2 ) whether we have the practical means
to afford suf~ficientassistance to Tibet to make probable its continuance in
a western alignment; and (3) our estimate whether China's dismemberment
is likely to be on a hirly permanent basis.'
In early July 1949, H e n d e r s o n followed up t o Bacon's c o m m e n t a b o u t the
lack o f reliable i n f o r m a t i o n by r e c o m m e n d i n g t o Washington that the
U n i t e d States s e n d a mission to Lhasa t h a t would arrive n o later t h a n Sept e m b e r 1949.' Washington liked this i d e a , a n d less t h a n a week later, o n 8
Julv 1949, Secretary o f State Acheson asked H e n d e r s o n ' s t h o u g h t s o n the
following two alternatives o n h o w t o operationalize this:
Minimum expedition undertaken immed [immediately] byJefferson.jones,
perhaps accompanied bv similar rep [representative] Brit High Commissioner's Office New Delhi ostensibly personally arranged r~nofficialand durO)

L1.S.Departrnen~of State I '1 74: I ofir,, ihid. (emphasis added).
4. LT.S.
Department of State I q74: i 7%.amhassador in India to secretarv of statc. n.jrlly 1 <).I!$
:j.

ing Fon-Serv [foreign service] leave. Actually time not to be counted against
Jones' leave and expedition financed by US in whole or in partnership with
Brit. This expedition to remain Lhasa perhaps 2 weeks having as its objective
survey current polit [political] situation and recommendations re feasibility
eventual establishment Consular representation after Chinese suzerainty question no longer obstacle.
b ) Expedition headed by experienced explorer-scholar, such as Schuyler
Cammonn, University of Pennsylvania, with established reputation and primfa
jaciejustification trip. This expedition also to be accompanied by Jones ostensibly on leave who wld return earliest with prelim report. Cammonn to remain
major portion year under scientific cover but observing polit trend^.^
Nothing, however, came of this. By the e n d of July 1949, it was clear to the
U.S. Embassy in India that there was n o t enough time to organize something
for the current year, a n d once the Chinese Communist Party inaugurated
the People's Republic of China o n 1 October 1949, it was deemed too provocative to Beijing to send such a mission.
However, the situation changed radically when the PLA captured Chamdo
in mid-October 1950 a n d the Dalai Lama fled to Yadong in late December.
The United States now had to decide how to respond. Although it opted not
to play a leading role in assisting Tibet in the United Nations, the presence
of the Dalai Lama o n the verge of flight into exile generated a more immediate and proactive response. Taking the lead in the United Nations had serious international ramifications, whereas persuading the Dalai Lama to flee
into exile and become an important Asian symbol/voice of anti-communism
was low risk and high gain.
The United States, of course, was interested in Tibet because American
foreign policy at this time was focused o n combating a n d containing communism, which i t felt had replaced Nazi fascism as the main enemy of freedom and democracy. Tibet, therefore, was a potent example of Communist
aggression against a small, peaceft~lcountry. Ambassador Henderson agreed
that "unless someone in whom this young man might have confidence should
give him advice, h e will fall into the Chinese Communist trap, o r h e will be
in an extremely unenviable position in India."" In the spring of 195 1 , therefore, he decided that the United States should send the Dalai Lama an
rlnofficial and unsigned letter that would he accompanied by a verbal message saying thc letter had come from the 1J.S. ambassador. To protect the
United States in case the letter fell into the hands of the Chinese, h e used
papel- purchased in India whose origin could not be traced, and h e included

,r,.

I1.S. I ) ( ' ~ I ; w I ~ w I ~olS1;11(.
I
I !)i,'t:I 07'). sr(.rt.(;~t-\ofsta~c
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(i.
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nothing in the text that would indicate that the letter came from Henderson or the United States. Henderson justified this strategy to Washington by
contending that it was better to take this risk than to see the "Chinese Communists succeed by trickery in taking over Tibet and in gaining control of
the Dalai Lama."7 Henderson's supportive letter to the Dalai Lama, which
follows below, strongly urged the Dalai Lama to oppose the Chinese and seek
asylum abroad. It suggested Ceylon as a place of asylum for the Dalai Lama
but also mentioned the United States as a possible asylum site. Although it
was too late to stop the Tibetan negotiating delegation from going to Bei..
jing, it was the kind of explicit evidence of U.S. support wanted by the Tibetan officials favoring exile over communism.
[ N E W D E I ~ H I undated]
,
A high foreign official who has recently visited Asia
and who has sympathy for Tibet and d e e p concern for the welfare of His Holiness and His people sends the following message:
I . T h e Peiping Communist regime is determined to obtain complete control over Tibet. No concession made to that regime by His Holiness can change
this determination. T h e Chinese Communists prefer to gain control through
trickery rather than through force. They are therefore anxious to persuade
His Holiness to make an agreement which would allow them to establish a representative in Lhasa.
2. T h e establishment of a representative of Peiping Communist regime in
Lhasa would serve only to speed u p the seizing of all of Tibet by the Chinese
Communists.
3. Until changes in the world situation would make it difficult for the Chinese Communists to take over Tibet, His Holiness should in n o circumstances
return to Lhasa o r send his own treasures o r those of Tibet back to Lhasa. [A
section of the letter has been excised by the U.S. State Department.] Any treasures which might be returned to Lhasa would eventually be taken over by the
Chinese C:ornmtlnists.
4. His Holiness should not return to Lhasa while the danger exists that by
force o r trickery the Chinese Communists might seize Lhasa. He should leave
Yadong for some foreign country if i t should [seem?] like the Chinese Communists might try to prevent his escape.
-5. I t is suggested that His Holiness send representatives at once to Ceylon.
These representatives should try to arrange with the (iovernment of (:eylon
for the immediate transfer to Ceylon of the treasures of His Holiness. They
should also try to obtain permission for His Holiness ancl His Hotlsehold to
find asvlum in Ceylon if His Holiness should leave Tibet. After the Government of Ceylon has granted permission for asylum, His Holiness should ask
the Government of lnclia for assurance that if h e arlcl His Household should
leave Tibet they could pass through lnclia t o Ceylon.
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6. If His Holiness and His Household could not find safe asylum in Ceylon
he could be certain of finding a place of refuge in one of the friendly countries, including the United States, in the Western Hemisphere.
7. It might also be useful for His Holiness to send a mission to the United
States where it would be prepared to make a direct appeal to the United Nations. It is understood that His Holiness is already aware that favorable consideration will be granted to the applications made by members of a Tibetan
mission to the United Nations for United States visaseH

In early April 1951 the State Department approved Henderson's letter with
the important proviso that paragraph 7 be deleted because a recent survey
by the State Department had revealed that there was little support among
ramifications of
member countries for U.N. action o n behalf of Tibet."he
the United States going the U.N. route were still too high given the relative
low value of Tibet. Henderson sent duplicate copies of this letter to the Dalai
Lama on 6 April. This U.S. interest, of course, was precisely why Mao felt
that Tibet was very different from other parts of China and required a different long- and short-term strategy.
A month later, on 13 May, at least o n e copy still had not been sent to
Yadong, for on that day the U.S. Embassy's first secretary, Fraser Wilkins, apparently personally handed a copy to Liushar, o n e of the heads of the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau, who was then in Kalimpong.10 Wilkins had
been sent to rneet Liushar and directly convey America's interest in Tibet.
In a memorandum of conversation about that meeting, Wilkins says that h e
assured Liushar that the United States was greatly interested in Tibet, not only
economically, but also politically. Wilkins told Liushar that the United States
was interested in the continuance of Tibetan autonomy and that America
viewed Tibet's appeal to the United Nations synipathetically and was willing
to consider the issuance of visas to the Tibetan delegation, which had been

H. I1.S. N;~tionalArrliivcs, T!)I ,oo/4-45I , telegr;in~n o . z ( i 7 1'1-om
~
the L1.S. ambassadol- in
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(iApril lqr, I . Hcntlrl.son sent a copy ol'this to lie 1J.S.amb;tssadol- i o <:eylon, who replied that
Iliot~gl~t
(:c>yloli wo~llclgl-;Int ;isylil~~i
and s;ifi.g11;1rd Tihei's (1-casrll-cs(1r.S. Drp;irtment of
Stale t!)H3: Irtter I'~.oniSa1tc.1-thwaitcto Hrnderson, d;~tt-dI :j April 195I ).
!). I1.S. I)cp;~rtmcntof. State I !bH:j: irlc>gl-alnfrom Mathews to Hendel-son, d;ited (i
April
195 I . A I-c-cc-ntI ~ o ok n ~ h (:IA
r ;ultl Tihri ((:onl,oy ;inti Morrison 2002: I 2 ) svates that o n e
"01'): ol'lhc Icl~cl-win
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scheduled to proceed to Lake Success. Wilkins recalled that Ambassador
Henderson had written letters to this effect on 5 and 1 1 January."
Liushar was not overly impressed with this and diplomatically replied that
the Tibetan government appreciated America's interest but, on the advice
of India, the United k n g d o m , and the United States, had already begun negotiations with the Chinese. He explained that his government feared that
sending a delegation at this sensitive juncture to Lake Success might have
adverse effects on these talks, so they had placed that plan in abeyance.'*
Wilkins countered that the United States had not advised Tibet to negotiate with the Chinese and suggested that a Tibetan U.N. delegation at Lake
Success might focus world attention and possibly deter Communist Chinese
ac ticity.
Liushar's reply conveys the skepticism about American support and sympathy that pervaded much of the Tibetan elite-for good reason. He
clarified his comment, saying that while the United States had not advised
Tibet to negotiate in so many words, it and other Western countries had refused to help when Tibet requested assistance. He also pointed out that the
United Nations had not invited Tibet to appear and present its case and said
that this was seer] as a further indication that Tibet's best hope for maintaining her independence was through negotiation with China.'"
Two days later, on 13 May, Liushar and Wilkins again met. This time Liushar conveyed something of Tibet's hopes and fears regarding the Beijing
negotiations. Wilkins wrote of this meeting,
T h e Foreign Secretary indicatecl that [if necessary] they would probably settle for autonomy in internal affairs but that what Tibet really desired was the
maintenance of the status-quo which had existed prior to the Chinese invasion of Tibet. They hopecl they woulcl not have to retreat to their minimum
position but if they clid he believed they woultl in the course of time again be
able to assert complete Tibetan supremacy over all of their afhirs. The Foreign Secretary recallecl that in the past, whatever the legal situation might have
been, Tibet was in effect indepcnclent. It had all the attributes of sovereignty
except recognition by foreign powers. They hopetl one day to recover their
full sovereignty and recognition from foreign powers as well."

I I . L1.S. National Archives, rnemor;~nclumof conversation hetwern F. Wilkins and l,ii~sh:lr
o n relations between Tibet and the {Jnited States, dated I I May I c)r, I , c ~ l c l o s c dwith (ilI .$)gB/52'45 1 . letter from F. Wilkins. L1.S. Embassy in Intlia, to the U.S. t)cpartmrnt of'Statr, diltcrl 24
May 1 9 5 1 .
1 2 . Ihid.
I ;$. lbitl.
1 4 . L'.S. National Archives, mrmoranrl~lmc-)fconversationamong F. Wilkins, 1,illshar. and
<;. Patterson. dated I :J May I 5)5 I , encloserl with 61 1 .~y3B/~-2,1r,I , Ictter f'ron~F. Wilkins, Lr.S.
Embassy in Inrlia. to the L1.S. 1)epartmcnt o f State, dalerl 24 May I or, I . The intrrpretcr was I . h w drup, thc son of thc well-knowri official Kapshiiha.
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~t the same time, however, when asked whether Tibet had ever approached

India about obtaining additional arms from India or from overseas, Liushar
told Wilkins that "they had not done so formally and at the present time, in
view of the fact that they were discussing matters with the Chinese, did not
believe it would be wise to take action in this respect."'5
Soon after this, on 2 1 May, two days before the signing of the SeventeenPoint Agreement, the Dalai Lama responded to Henderson in a letter (the
date of its delivery to Henderson, however, is unknown). In this response,
the Dalai Lama was cautious and evasive but friendly. H e stated only that
peace negotiations between China and Tibet were proceeding in Beijing and
that ifTibet should have to approach the United States again, the Dalai Lama
hoped the United States would d o its best to help.'"
About a week after Liushar's second meeting with Wilkins, a meeting took
place in Calcutta between Wilkins and Shakabpa. Shakabpa told Wilkins that
he had been sent by the Dalai Lama to ascertain precisely what kind of help
Tibet could expect from the United States." This, of course, was the crucial
issue, since the pro-exile officials understood that it would be difficult to convince the conservative elite to agree to have the Dalai Lama flee without proof
of strong external support.
Shakabpa also informed Wilkins that on i q May the talks in China had become almost deadlocked and asked him for the U.S. government's advice on
what Tibet should do "when Tibetan-Communist talks at Peking broke
down." Shakabpa said that the Chinese wanted control over all of Tibet, including the military and external aftairs, and that while the Tibetan government was willing to concede this for Inner Tibet (the area east of the Upper
Yangtse River, then the Chinese province called Xikang), they were not willing to do so for Outer Tibet (political Tibet), the area controlled by the Dalai
Lama's state. Shakahpa went on to say that the Dalai Lama was adamant about
not ceding control over Tibet's defense and that if he were forced to leave
Tibet, he would do so immediately. Shakabpa added that Liushar had returned

5 . ll)irl.
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to Yadong to discuss the letter Ambassador Henderson had sent to the Dalai
Lama. Shakabpa then listed six specific operational questions h e and Liushar
needed to have answered. These queries cut right to the heart of the matter:
(I)

Should Tibet report to the UN when current talks break down and how
should they d o it? Was the UN still interested in Tibet and could it be of
any help? What would the US do? Would it be willing to grant visas?

(2)

As Tibet had n o official relations with Ceylon, would the US be willing to
approach the Government Ceylon re asylum for Dalai Lama and his
followers?

(3) Would the US be willing grant asylum to the Dalai Lama and approximately
l o o followers? How would h e be received? As head of state? Would the
US be willing provide for their expenses?

(4) If Dalai Lama leaves Tibet would the US be willing supply the Dalai Lama
with military assistance a n d loans of money when the time was ripe for
the purpose enabling of Tibetan groups to rise against the Communist
Chinese invader? Money was needed to encourage groups.

(5) Would the US be willing establish some form of representation at Kalimpong for liaison between US officials and Tibetan authorities? Shakabpa
stressed the necessity for representation which would be informal and
covert in character.

(6) T h e Dalai Lama wished his elder brother, Taktser [Taktse] Rimpoche, to
leave Tibet and visit India. Taktser's opposition to Communist China f01lowing his arrival in Lhasa from Kumbum monastery has made it difficult
for him to remain in Tibet and face possible Communist Chinese criticism. In the event Taktser coirld not remain India for similar reasons, could
Taktser and Tibetan servant proceed to the US in an unofficial capacity?''

Shakabpa was told that Ambassador Henderson would be consulted immediately a n d that answers would be sent to him in Kalimpong. Virtually simultaneously with this, on 26 May the Chinese announced that the SeventeenPoint Agreement had been signed in Beijing o n 23 May igy, 1 .
A few days after Beijing's announcement, the Department of State asked
the U.S. Embassy in delhi to find o u t from Tibetan officials in Kalimpnng
whether such an agreement had actually been reached and, if so, what course
the Tibetan government proposed to take regarcling its acceptance ancl implementation.'" A week later, on I J u n e , Shakabpa &d not comment on this
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but told the U.S. consul general in Calcutta that the Tibetan government
was anxiously awaiting the U.S. reply to the Dalai Lama's six questions. He
also explained how a U.S. representative could meet him secretly after dark
in Kalimpong. The Americans saw this as a good sign, since it indicated that
the Tibetan government was still considering opposing the C h i n e ~ e . ~ '
The following day, Secretary of State Dean Acheson replied cautiously to
the Tibetan questions. After indicating that the State Department would reserve final judgment until it had received conclusive information on the Beijing agreement, Acheson instructed Henderson as follows:
Tibet S H L D not R P T [repeat] NOT be compelled by duress accept violation its
autonomy and that Tibetan people S H L D enjoy certain rights self determination, commensurate with autonomy Tibet has maintained since Chi revolution
[ 19111. DEPT believes further that cause world peace W L D be served if gen
support C L D be mustered for this point of view, and agrees with E M B that US
RPT US itself S H L D demonstrate its interest in case in every practical POLIT
and ECON way. Assuming Peiping terms inacceptable established Tibetan G O V T
and combined POLIT a n d M I L pressure may be exerted o n Tibet, DEPT accepts
E M B suggestions contained REFTEI,, SUBJ G E N proviso US is not RPT NOT assuming responsibility guidance Tibetan GOVT, with fol qualifications."

These so-called qualifications were the responses to the Tibetan's six questions. Acheson instructed Henderson that i t was okay to issue a visa for
Taktse Rimpoche, that the United States was willing to contact Ceylon on
the Dalai Lama's behalf, and that establishing informal liaison in Kalimpong
was acceptable. On the key issues he instructed:
Regarding the United Nations]
US believes that when complaint is made to ITN, there SHI,L> be opportunity have it heard and considered in proper UN forum. US RPT US has not
however been chief moving party in every case, and degree US initiative necessarily has taken into account attitude other UN members and their special
relation to issue raised. In this case GO1 [Go\lernment of India] interests particularly involved. M'hile 17s R r v US willing suppol-t consider-ation new Tibetan
appeal, [IS believes attitude other ITN members important factor in situation.
Tibet might considcr setting forth in new M S G [message] to UN suc; [secretarygeneral] circuinstances Nec;o.rs Pciping and nature Commie threat re Tibet.
I r Sbelieves new Tihetan appeal t o UN, followed promptly by Tibetan efforts
interest other leading Statcs such as UK, India, Pakistan, France, USSR in
F I I I I P O I - ~M'I I> prol>ahly he more fruitful approach than first sending DEI. to
IJN RI'T 1JN (this especially in view importance time element). If Tibet ~ I . D
[I.
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mobilize some influential world opinion in support its case, this might create
P O L I T environment favoring UN consideration. US W L D agree issue visas to
Tibetan D E L to UN RPT UN. Whether a n d when Tibetan DEL might undertake travel UN is for them determine. . . .
[3. Regarding asylum a n d financing for the Dalai Lama a n d hundred followers (and their families)]
US unable commit itself to providing for expenses Dalai Lama and retinue.
Note precedents such as Tsarist refugees and, more recently, C H I Vice President Li Tsung-jen, all of whom unsupported by US. Note Tibetan GOVT by all
reports possesses much treasure including gold a n d silver. We assume those
assets ample for purpose a n d Dalai Lama himself W L D arrange to E V A C from
Tibet such treasure as required for support his GOVT in exile. Omit in U R reply
any suggestion US willing consider what financial assistance CLD be given or
that US W L D QTE d o utmost help Tibetans solve financial problems, UNQTE
but suggest Dalai Lama W L D probably best be able serve cause Tibetan freedom if h e remained nearby as in India o r Ceylon.
[4. Regarding willingness to supply the Dalai Lama with military assistance
and funds to enable uprisings against the Chinese]
US prepared provide limited assistance in terms light arms depending upon
P O L I T and M I I . developments in Tibet proper, and depending also on whether
GO1 attitude W L D make such supply feasible. US COVMT feels aid C L D effectively be given only while there may be within Tibet POLIT and M I L forces willing a n d able resist, that complete collapse within Tibet and offering of POI-IT
campaign from outside wld render undertaking probably fruitless. Strong stand
by Tibetan Govt against any clear aggression W L D encourage world support
for its position, whereas surrender in Outer Tibet W L D almost certainly be f01lowed by collapse interest elsewhere. US unwilling commit itself to support any
such undertaking from outside, but if resistance maintained in Tibet from beginning W I ~ Dcontribute insofar as attitude GO1 makes it possible. Have Tibetans recently approached GO1 re providing arms o r permitting shipment
through India and if so with what results?

Dean Acheson ended with the following instructions and observations:
D E P T agrees it important at this stage particularly that US respond in cooperative manner Shakabpa's questions. P I ~ Sevince that sympathetic attitude, indicating US G O V T prepared d o everything feasible assist Tibet maintain autonomy,
but note high importance which position GO1 bears re developments.
Tibetans themselves will appreciate high desirability, in view historical and
a c t ~ ~POI.IT
al
relations, that if possible ~ i h eenlist
t
support G01. US under no
illusions that current attitude GO1 is more sympathetic to Tibet cause than
shown by actions to date. Dept does not R P T not propose Tibetans approach
GO1 o r accept GO1 opinion against better jrrtlgment. US itself w1.n be guided
by own judgment re situation and possibilities, is sympathetic to Tibetan cause
as indicated above but W I . D merely note ineluctable fact India by reasons of
traditional relationships and geographic position plavs very important role. Tibetans S H I . D be under n o R P T n o illlisions likewise that M I I .assistance can be

obtained for them through UN RPT UN action. Tibetans must necessarily he
guided by consideration all factors and by their interests as autonomous
people.
FYI although considering resistance wLn bear promise o f fruits only if Tibetan P O L I T organization can be caused make stand in ou-rew Tibet, helicvc
it important Dalai Lama not R P T not let himself come under control Peiping.
US RPT US is sympathetic to Tibetan position and will assist insofar as practicable but can help only if Tibetans themselves make real effort and takc firm
stand.22
This new U.S. position did n o t offer much additional concrete support. Tibet was in n o position to muster support from other countries in the United
Nations, so for the secretary of state of America to suggest that they d o this
first was ridiculous if not insulting. It reflects how poorly Washington understood what was going o n o r how little it cared. Moreover, the U.S. response
gave Tibet n o assurance that the United States would spearhead a coalitiorl
to demand Chinese withdrawal from Tibet. And even the limited o f k r of'
light arms was meaningless, since it was contingent o n "whether GO1 attitude W L D make such supply feasible" a n d o n the continued presence of political and military forces in Tibet willing to resist the Chinese after the Dalai
Lama and his top officials left. T h e Tibetan government had n o contingency
plans for anything like this, and the cooperation of the Government of India
was totally unrealistic-and the United States knew that. Finally, the United
States quite clearly was still willing to recognize Tibet only as an c~utonomo~~.c
part of China, that is, not independent with the Dalai Lama as head of state.
To d o more would have meant confronting the position of (:hiang Kai-shek
on Taiwan, and the benefits of helping Tibet were not worth the costs.
The U.S. Embassy in Delhi sent Wilkins to Kalimpong to report these answers to Shakahpa a n d to ascertain the status of the Seventeen-Point Agreement. He arrived there o n 7 o r 8 June a n d , after explaining the position
taken by the United States, impressed o n Shakabpa that this position was
predicated on the assumption that the Seventeen-Point Agreement was unacceptable to the Tibetan government and would be disavowed. Shakabpa
then told Wilkins that he had rcceived a telegram from thc Dalai I.ama that
ha(] said that h r and the Tibetan government did not r e c o g n i ~ ethe SinoTibetan agrermrnt and that the Tibrtan delegation had been fr,rcerl by p r e s
sure ant1 threats to sign it. He also informed Wilkins that the Tibetan delegation in Rcijing had brcn instl-t~ctrtl
t o refer all important points to Yddony
and thus had no authority t o ratify such an agrremcnt. Shakahpa further
speculated that aftcr all of the clclcgation mcmbers had Irf't (;hina and were
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out of danger, the Chinese would be informed that the agreement was unacceptable." Shakabpa was probably ad-libbing or massaging reality about
the last part to keep the United States interested.
When Shakabpa and Wilkins met a second time the next day, Shakabpa
told Wilkins that he had just received an urgent message from the Dalai Lama
indicating that all these issues were currently being discussed in Yadong. Shakabpa's discussion of the message, as reported in U.S. documents, said, "If
US willing to help, you [Shakabpa] shld make arrangements for my departure from Yadong, for India immediately; if US unwilling to help, you should
return Yadong at once." Shakabpa told Wilkins that he was very pleased with
the U.S. replies and was certain that the Dalai Lama and the Tibetan government would also be pleased. He said he would inform the Dalai Lama at
once of the U.S. offer and that he thought it could affect the outcome of
the debate in Y a d ~ n ~ . ' ~
Shakabpa also told Wilkins that the Tibetan government considered it
preferable to postpone any further appeal to the United Nations until after
the Dalai Lama's public disavowal of the Seventeen-Point Agreement and
until after the Dalai Lama had reached India. Shakabpa again asked the
Americans to con tact the Ceylon government regarding asylum for the Dalai
Lama, because Tibet had no relations with Ceylon and it would be difficult
for Tibet to contact Ceylon without the Indian government immediately hearing about it and possibly taking offense. Wilkins agreed.
Shakabpa then reiterated that the Dalai Lama and one hundred to two
hundred followers and their families would prefer asylum in the United
States, and he said that he considered the willingness of the United States
to receive the Dalai Lama as one of the most important points in the U.S.
response. Shakabpa also pressed Wilkins again for more specific information on military assistance and on the issue of possible U.S. help through
loans. Finally, Shakabpa askecl Wilkins whether it would be possible for a
representative of the United States to remain in Kalirnpong for the next
few weeks, since many important questions were likely to arise. Wilkins
replied that he woulcl try to arrange something, and the U.S. Embassy soon
afterward sent Vice-Consul N. G. Thacher from the Calcutta Consulate,
with his wife and son, ostensibly on a vacation but actually to cleal with the
Tibetans.
Shakabpa'~optimistic reading of the U.S. response ant1 Tibetan opposi-
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tion to the agreement does not appear to have been the dominant view of
the Tibetan government, let alone the Dalai Lama. It was not shared, for example, by the head of the Foreign Affairs Bureau, Liushar, who told the
Americans at the same time that he was pessimistic about the likelihood of
any strong opposition to the Seventeen-Point ~ ~ r e e m e n t . ' "
A few days later, on 15 June, Thacher met with Shakabpa in Kalimpong,
and Shakabpa now told Thacher that he had received n o new word about
the Dalai Lama denouncing the Seventeen-Point Agreement. Thacher, in
turn, passed on to Shakabpa the news that the Chinese delegation from Bei..
jlng could arrive in Tibet as early as 2 2 June and stressed that it was important that the Dalai Lama disavow the Sino-Tibetan agreement before then.'"
Thacher's recollection of that meeting gives some idea of the gap between
Tibetan aspirations for U.S. help and American intentions. In a later interview, he said of this meeting, "There was a sense of the absurd. . . . They were
talking wistfully in terms of America providing them with tanks and air~raft."~'
While Thacher found the Tibetans hopes absurd because he understood that
Washington was not interested in making a major commitment to helping
Tibet maintain its freedom against the Chinese Communists, the Tibetans
were still unsure what exactly the United States was willing to do. They knew
Washington wanted the Dalai Lama to renounce the agreement, go into exile, and criticize the Communists, but they were trying to figure out whether
the United States would assist Tibet in stopping Beijing from taking over their
country or, if this were not possible, give real assistance eventually in throwing the Chinese out.
In the meantime, in early June i grj 1 , the thirty-one-year-old brother of
the Dalai Lama, Taktse Rimpoche, arrived in Kalimpong carrying a secret
letter for the United States from the Dalai Lama. Shakabpa, as mentioned
above, had already asked the U.S. Embassy in New Delhi on 24 May to allow
the Dalai Lama's brother to go to America if India would not allow him to
rernain there.2Wn 8.June, Shakabpa told Wilkins, "The Dalai Lama wished
him [Taktse] to go to the United Statrs because although he would proceed
in an r~nofficialcapacity he would be able to speak for the Dalai Lama.""
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T H E ROAD TO A SINO-TIBETAN AGREEMENT

T h e U.S. Embassy quickly recommended that the State Department approve
Taktse's visit to the United States a n d asked Washington to permit him to
enter the United States with a n affidavit in lieu of a passport, since further
documentation from Yadong would take months. T h e U.S. Embassy also recommended that it should help Taktse financially, since h e was reluctant to
go to the Indian government to request foreign currency. It similarly indicated that the United States should provide funding for him also after he arrived in America. As the U.S. Embassy wrote, "Tak-tse Rimpochi is . . . a person who might prove to be a valuable link between the United States and
the Dalai Lama a n d a means whereby close a n d friendly relations might be
maintained between the U.S. and Tibet.""' T h e United States was eager to
make an overture of friendship, a n d this was approved o n 18 June." The
funds for Taktse were ultimately provided by the CIA via the Committee for
a Free Asia, an organization that it supported financially.32
T h e secret letter Taktse brought was dated 29 May a n d appears to have
been sent by the Dalai Lama personally without knowledge of his government. It began by asking for U.S. help for his brother Taktse, saying, "My
brother Tak-Tse is on his way to America. H e is worthy to be protected from
all fear of attack. Whatever it is the custom to give please give help to him."33
T h e remainder of the letter has been excised from the document, but discussions about it in State Department documents suggest that it said that Taktse was empowered to speak for the Dalai Lama a n d that, although h e would
go to the United States as a private citizen, h e would also serve as an
i~nofficialrepresentative of the Dalai Lama himself. T h e letter also mentioned
political issues. T h e Dalai Lama not only said that h e desired close relations
and help from the United States but also raised the idea of a secret agreement between the United States and Tibet, which the embassy referred to as
an exaggerated hope.g' It commented o n that idea, saying, "In spite of exaggerated hopes therein expressed Emb can inform Tak-Tse prior [to his1
departure re difficulties in [the] way [of] any such agreement as mentioned;
and that US through Tak-Tse can render practical advice arid assistance to
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Dalai Lama."" Taktse asked that the letter be treated with utmost confidentiality because of the views expressed by his brother and said he had not shown
it to other members of the Tibetan g~vernment.~"his appears to be the first
instance of the Dalai Lama or his family or both operating a U.S. foreign policy independent of the rest of the government. It will not be the last.
However, the reality of the situation was puzzling. Almost a month had
passed since the agreement was announced, and the Americans had received
n o indication from the Dalai Lama that he planned to denounce the agreement, despite the repeated assertions of Shakabpa and Taktse Rimpoche that
they were in communication with the Dalai Lama and that he was in favor
of the denunciation. With the Chinese delegation due to arrive in India imminently, the Americans decided to sweeten their offer to the Dalai Lama
by indicating more clearly than before that they would render public support for him if he denounced the agreement. This was conveyed by the State
Department to the acting ambassador in India on 16June.
You may inform Tibetans, if and when you consider desirable, that upon disavowal Sino-Tibetan agreement US official reference to this action, indicating
sympathy for Tibetan position, cld be expected. Tenor and timing of any comment wld depend on character Tibetan announcement.
It is considered undesirable that US G O V T publicly introduce UN question
in advance Tibetans own action this regard."'

The United States also informed the British that America was not ready to
"appease" India and was content to suffer a deterioration in relations with
that country, if need be. This action, it felt, was justified by the need to counter
Communist aggression." This could have been a major step forward in U.S.
thinking, but at this time it was just rhetoric unsupported by concrete actions.
Thacher again met with Shakabpa and conveyed the new information,
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37. I1.S. N;~tion;ilA~.c.hivcs.j!):jS.oo/(i-I r,r, I , ~clcgrilm1.1-omtlir I1.S. State Lkpartnient to
~ h tc1.S. I:.nll~assy i l l India, dared I f i , ] ~ ~ n Ic9. 5 I . (:hinrsc so111-c-cssay %hang.]ingwu arrived in
~ ~ ~ l l ~ 0~1 1l l26
l l ]lll,c,
~ l
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~i
dated 25,]1111c, I 951.

which Shakabpa said he would pass on to Yadong at once. He also informed
Thacher that almost all high Tibetan officials in India had been summoned
to Yadong for an important meeting.39
On 26 June, Shakabpa and Thacher had a lengthy conversation about
which Thacher wrote a detailed report. It conveys some of the concerns of
the Tibetans at Yadong as well as a lack of diplomatic and military planning
on the Tibetan side:
Conversation with Shakabpa and Jigme Tering [the latter was the translator]
I had called earlier in the day on Shakabpa and we arranged for him to come
with Tering to Rinking Farm that evening. I told them first about the message
I had received that afternoon from Calcutta. This message stated that the Chinese and Tibetan delegations had been delayed by floods and were still in China.
Next I touched on our eagerness to receive all available information from
Yadong o r Lhasa, whether of major importance or not. I pointed out that the
more of such information we had to relay to Washington, the more convincing
evidence we would have of the Tibetan Government's genuine desire to c o o p
erate and resist. Shakabpa declared, however, that he still had n o definite information as to what the Tibetan Government would do. I then asked him
whether he had yet been able to send to Yadong the declaration regarding the
U.S. C~vernment'sintentions which I had given him on June 19. Shakabpa stated
this message hacl already gone to Yadong. When I inquired whether he knew
what definite plans the Tibetan Government had for notifying the government
of India in anticipation of the issuance of a statement by the Dalai Lama, he stated
he did not know what arrangements had been made. I asked whether perhaps
this might be done through Dayal [political officer in Sikkim] but Shakabpa had
n o clear idea that Dayal would be the proper person. I repeated again the suggestions made in our discr~ssionof June I CJ re: the desirability of working out
means for prior notification of the Chinese, American, Indian and British Governments prior to the issuance of the statement as means of stirring the GO1
into awareness of the Chinese C:ommunists' aggressive intentions toward Tibet.
Shakabpa then mentioned that he had received requests from the Tibetan
Government in Yadong For information on five points. We discussed these at
some length and I gave my answers on the questions involved and in each case
Shakabpa declared that the answers he had already sent to Yadong were in s u b
stantial agreement with my view$.
( I ) The first question raised inquired whether i t was thought that the GO1
would not allow the Dalai 1,ama to transit India on his way to the U.S.A. I said
I did not see how India coi~ldpossibly object to the Dalai 1,ama's passing
through on his way somewhere else. 1 could not o f course say whether or not
the GO1 would permit the Dalai Lama to stay in Inclia. I took the opportunity
of mentioning that we felt the Dalai 1,ama s h o ~ ~ lconsider
cl
India as the most

:!cJ. L1.S. National Archives. ~ c j ~ R . o o / ( i - n HI 5. telegram n o . 5 4 8 , from the I1.S. consul gcnera1 in (:alci~ttat o the L1.S. sacretarv of state, dated .rH.]r~neI < ) T , I .
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desirable refuge, then Thailand, then Ceylon. If the Dalai Lama could stay in
none of these places then the United States Government would be glad to have
him. I pointed out that our attitude on this [was] dictated by the desirability
of having the Dalai Lama stay near his own territory a n d in areas where his religious position would provide him with a reverent and sympathetic reception
from the local residents. I explained the Department of State's reasons for suggesting Thailand as preferable to Ceylon. I emphasized that o u r views did not
denote any unwillingness or reluctance to receive the Dalai Lama, but simply
that we felt his influence and effectiveness would be greater if h e stayed among
persons who revered him for his religious leadership a n d where he was closer
to his own people.
( 2 ) The second question raised by the Tibetan Government was whether
aid from the U.S. Government would be directed simply toward assisting the
Dalai Lama's flight or whether some aid might also be forthcoming for resistance. I replied that certainly the U.S. Government was willing to help both. I
emphasized, however, if the Tibetan Government could provide definite evidence that some of its and the Dalai Lama's private resources were being drawn
upon and that definite efforts were being made to translate this treasure into
usable assets, then the U.S. Government would be more willing to help. However, I pointed out that it was not reasonable to expect the U.S. Government
to carry the whole burden if the Dalai Lama had some means to help himself.
Our intention, however, was definitely to give assistance [to] the Tibetan people
if it could be worked out.
( 3 ) T h e Tibetan Government had inquired of Shakabpa whether h e
thought aid would be given "openly o r surreptitiously." To this I replied that it
was conceivable that aid could be arranged to reach the Dalai Lama in whatever place of refuge he chose, without public knowledge. It urns dzfirult, how~ P T 60
, imngnw horr~the Tibetan C h n m m ~ n ,nnd
l peopk could be ni&d ~oithoulthe kn,owledge and conwnt of th.e GOI. This brotrght us back onm mow to the zuhole question of
the vital n n t u r ~of In,din's position a n d the nec~ssitv
. of
. securin,g its con.sent 6efi)rc. the
I1.S. Govprnment could do anything renlh. efectiw.
.
(4) The Tibetan Government had inquired whether the I1.S. Government
would give any assistance if the Tibetan Government should announce that it
would accept the Chinese C:ommunists' terms. I stated that we regarded the
Tibetan Government's disavowal of the terms as the first and most important
step in opening the way for 1J.S. assistance and toward arousing India to dangel-s involved. 1 was not pi-c'pi~redto say that the 1Jnited States would give n o
assistance if Tihct accepted the Chinese terms but i t seemed that the chances
of';lid matel-ializing under s l ~ c hcil-c~~mstances
wel-e rather slight. Shakabpa
stated that hc Ii;~dinfi,rmed the Tibetan Government there wor~ldbe "no hope"
~ f ' i l i tifl Tibet i~cccptedthc (:hinese tel-ins.
'This opcnecl the entire q ~ ~ e s t i oofn the Tibetan action with regard to the
(:hincse terms. Shakabpa pointed out that necess;lrily the Tibetan Government
was f ~ i l l - f i ~orl a strong reaction from the Chinese Communists and of danger
to 'libel werc i t to disavow the (:hinese annolincenient re the terms. Ipointed
olll lhnt 'firjhpl rcms,fncpd mith /roo difficti1t a l t m a t i r ~ e s :on,e 1oa.r to m a k ~r ~ i p r o u sre.~isklrrrp 10 (:lzinn, rohil tire othpr nltc7nntive inrroh~ednn attempt to c o o j l ~ r n with
t ~ Chinn.
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I o~itlinedas clearly as I could the fate of people who tried to cooperate with the Commun,ists, and emphasized that the Panchen Lama, who was now trying to cooperate with the Chinese, would eventually be brushed aside as would the Dalai
Lama himself if h e stayed in Tibet. That I should think such a fate awaited the
Panchen Lama surprised Shakabpa considerably. I outlined as vividly as I could
what had happened where the Communists had taken over in other areas (mentioned events in Czechoslovakia, China, Poland, etc.).
1 wondered whether the Tibetan government was seriously considering acceptance of the Chinese terms and whether this was connected with some other
scheme of hidden resistance. Shakabpa said he knew of n o such scheme.
(5) If the Dalai Lama should decide to go to the U.S.A., how would he be
received?
I emphasized again our feelings about where the Dalai Lama should goThailand, Ceylon, etc., but said the Dalai Lama would be received as great religious leader and as temporal leader of autonomous state, but without deciding
question of Chinese suzerainty over Tibet. We could make n o action in this respect until Tibet decided to declare its own complete independence from
China. This gave me an opportunity to emphasize again that some signs of vigorous action and vigorous resistance by the Tibetan Government was of the
utmost importance. T h e U.S. Government's policy must be o n e of only helping those who would help themselves.
1 asked Shakabpa what would happen if the U.S. Government suddenly
placed 50,000 rifles at the disposal of the Tibetan Government in Kalimpong.
Shnkabpn talked of using them [in]guerrilla warfare ruther than in open fighting.
Finally I asked Shakabpa about relationship between Taktser and the Dalai
Lama. H e endorsed former highly-said he was very much in confidence of
the latter.4"

Two days later, Thacher informed Shakabpa that the Chinese and Tibetan
delegations had arrived in Hong Kong on 26 June; Shakabpa promised to
relay the news at once to Y a d ~ n g . ~ '
Despite the Dalai Lama's continued failure to reply positively to the U.S.
overtures, Taktse Rimpoche, now in Calcutta, told the U.S. consul general
there that the Dalai Lama ( 1 ) certainly did not approve of the Sino-Tibetan
agreement; (2) would very likely make a statement disavowing the agreement
before the Chinese arrived in India; ( 3 ) would definitely leave Tibet before
the Chinese and Tibetan delegates arrived there; and (4) preferred to seek
asylum in the United States." He raised the same set of questions that Sha40. U . S . National Archives. 7!)~3R.oo/7-25 I , report o f conversation of Vice-(:onsill N. (;.
Thacher with Shakabpa and J i g m e Tering [Taring] o n 2 6 . J u n e I 951,tlatcd 2 , J ~ t l Iy05 1 (emphasis added).
4 1 . L1.S. National Archives, ~ < ) : ~ R . o o / 7 - . r gextract
~ , 1 , from letter from N . (;. Thacher, d a t d
29 June I gy, I .
42. U.S. National Archives, 793R.oo/6-265 I , telegram n o . 5 4 1 , from the U.S. consul gcnera1 in Calcutta to the U.S. secretary of state, dated .rti.Jirne I 9 5 I .

kabpa had asked earlier regarding the nature of U.S. support in the event
that the Dalai Lama left Tibet, and he commented freely that many around
the Dalai Lama were opposed to such a move.4"
The United States asked Taktse to convey the complete U.S. position to
the Dalai Lama once again through a trusted messenger.44O n 28 June, Taktse sent a coded telegram as well as a secret letter, in which h e urged his
brother to act and denounce the agreement.4"
The Dalai Lama recalled this letter in his book, saying, "He suggested that
if I were to go into exile, some arrangement for assistance could be negotiated between our two Governments [United States and Tibet]. My brother
concluded his letter by saying that it was imperative that I should arrive in
India as soon as possible, adding that the Chinese delegation was already in
Calcutta, en route to Tromo [Yadong]. The implication was that if I did not
make a move immediately, it would be too late."4"
In the meantime, the United States discussed the issue with Britain and
India.

T H E U N I T E D STATES TALKS W I T H BRITAIN A N D I N D I A

The American ideas regarding assistance to Tibet met with little enthusiasm
in India and Britain. On 1 1 June 195 1 , G. S. Ba~paiinformally expressed the
Indian position, reiterating India's earlier decision to avoid any military or
diplomatic confrontation that could prove prejudicial to Indian relations with
China. Bajpai also indicated that if the Dalai Lama decided to leave Tibet
and ask for asylum in India, his request would be granted but that this asylum would n,o, be "political asylum" of a sort in which the Dalai Lama could
function as the head of a government in exile.4TIt would, rather, be a "humanitarian" gesture to an indiuidu,al who would nwt be allowed to engage in

4:%. I1.S. National AI-chives, 79:3.oo/(i-1 I 5 I , State t)epartment internal m e m o r a n d u m ,
dated 2 ,]r~lyI 9 5 I ; a n d U.S. National Archives, 793B.oo/7-95 I , c o m m e n t in telegl-am from
the I1.S. cons~rlgeneral in <:alcr~tt;~
to the t1.S. sect-etal-y of state, dated 9July 1 9 5I .
44. U.S. National AI-chives,7!):3R,oo/(i-~(ir, I , telegram no. 5 4 1 ,from the U.S. consul genrral in (:alcritta to thr. L1.S. secretary of state, dated 2 6 J u n e I 9 5 1 .
4 5 I1.S. National At-chives, ~ ! ) : + B . o o / ~ - s ~ telegram
I,
no. I 3, from t h e LJ.S. consul general in (:alcr~ttat o t h r L1.S. sect-ctilry of statr, dated +: July I ~ 4 5 1a;n d U.S. National Archives,
7!)3R.()o/7-:35 I , U.S. consrll general in ( : a l r ~ ~ t to
t a the I1.S. secretary of state, cited in U.S. Departmen1 o f Sratr I !)51 : 7: 1728 fn. I . Taktsr Kimpochr declined to c o m m e n t to m e o n these
dealings with t h r Ilnitrd States.
4(i. 1)alai I.ama I!)!)(>: 64-(i5. T h r Ilalai l a m a also recrived a l e t ~ e lfrom
Heinrich H a r r e r
f'ronl Kalirnpong ~ ~ r g i nhirn
g r o flee into exile.
17. Rcagardingt h r Indian grant ol'asylr~m,see British Foreign Office Records, FO37 I /92996,
trlcgr-am rrom t h r I1.K. high commissioner in India t o the (:ommonwealth Relations Office.
dated 1 I ,]IIII(*I 95 I .

political activity while in India. India had written off Tibet and planned simply to watch the ensuing events with regret. The British high commissioner
also reported that the Indian government was strongly opposed to the United
States' in~olvement.~'
The British Foreign Office continued its policy of yielding all initiative to
India and trying to discourage the United States from supporting Tibet. For
exanlple, on i 8June, in response to the U.S. willingness to issue a statement
of support for a Tibetan disavowal of the Sino-Tibetan agreement, the British
told the State Department that they hoped Tibet would not appeal to the
[Jnited Nations and that the United States would consult the Indian government about U.S. plans and attitudes. The British told the State Department that continued failure to consult India would further strain relations
and might even "result in Nehru washing his hands entirely of [the] Tibetan
p r ~ b l e m . " ~R." H. Scott, head of the British Southeast Asia Department of
the Foreign Office, thought the American suggestions were cynical from the
Tibetan point of view and dangerous from the point of view of ArnericanIndian relations. Scott argued acerbically that "the result of encouraging the
Tibetans to denounce the Sino-Tibetan agreement would be to provide
American publicists with some propaganda points, but not aid the Tibetans
effectively." He thought that the U.S. Embassy should consult the Indian government and weigh the Indians' views carefully before embarking on this
"propaganda ~ t u n t . " ~ "
Furthermore, on 25 June the British Embassy in Washington informed
the State Department of the feelings of the British high commissioner in
Delhi, Sir Archibald Nye: "( 1 ) No resistance on the part of Tibet could passibly be successf~il.( 2 ) O n e of the principles which motivated GO1 was opposition to any action which might worsen relations with Communist
China. . . . (4) GO1 would not be pleased to see a US involvement in Tibet.
( 5 ) India would not be likely to think an appeal to the UN on the part of
the Dalai Lama useful and therefore would not support making such an
appeal.""'
The significance of the United States' apparent willingness to support the
4H. British Foreign Oflice Records, F O 3 7 1/92997, telegram from the I.I.K. high commissioner in lndia to the (:ommonwralth Relations Office,dated I HJune I !)r, I . See (;olrlsteirl I <)H!)
for an exi~rninationo f India's position on Tibet since India's intlepcntience in I
Set- also
(iarver 2 0 0 1 .
49. British Foreign Office Records. FO37 I /!)2997, telegram from the U.K. high commissionrr in lndia t o the C:ornnionwralth Relations Of'fic:e, dated I H,Jrine I !)r, I .
,GO. British Foreign Office Records, F O : { j ~ / ~ ) z g y commerlt
j,
by R. H . Scott on niinr~tc1 1 ~
,J.A. Murray, dated 2 I Jrinc I 9 5 I .
5 I . U.S. National Archives, iggR.oo/ti-.~1,5I . memorandum ofconvrrsation hrtwern R.H.
Relcher. first secretarv of the British Embassy, and D. D. Kennedy, acting dirrctor of the Office
of South Asian Affairs, d;lted ~ 5 . l u n c tI <FI, I .

Tibetan cause regardless of British and Indian desires or attitudes was not
missed by the perceptive Scott of the British Foreign Office, who wrote: "This
is an important landmark in Tibetan history. If, under American encouragement, the Dalai Lama repudiates the Peking agreement, a heavy responsibility will fall on the United States authorities and we should at least try to
secure that the Dalai Lama goes into voluntary exile in India rather than that
he should attempt a futile resistance campaign without Indian support."""
While this was unfolding, a great final debate was occurring in Yadong
on how the Dalai Lama should respond.

5 2 . British Foi-eign Office Records, F 0 3 7 i / c ~ 2 9 c ~ 7lniri\~te
,
by R. H . Scott, dated 27 June
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Chapter 6

The Dalai Lama Returns to Lhasa

T H E FINAL ASSEMBLY DEBATE

The final decision about whether the Dalai Lama should return to Lhasa
came after a three-day Assembly meeting of all government officials present
in Yadong in early July 195 1.
The largest group in Yadong was composed of officials who felt strongly
that the Dalai Lama should return to Lhasa. This included virtually all of the
monk officials. They were supported by the sitsab and other top officials in
Lhasa, who also wanted the Dalai Lama to return, as did the abbots of the
Three Monastic Seats (Drepung, Sera, Ganden). Chabtsom, the aristocratic
government official who was the Lhasa Kashag's secretary (tib. kadrung), recalled the sitsab and Kashag's efforts to achieve this even before the Yadong
meeting.
When the Dalai Lama was in Yadong, the sitsab said we [the Kashag in Lhasal
must write to the Dalai Lama. T h e Lhasa Kashag agreed, and we sent letters
several times urging him to return. T h e letters argued, "The situation in Lhasa
is now different from when you left. Previously there were a lot of lies and rumors, but now we have checked everywhere and ascertained that there is no
danger at all. Earlier, we didn't have any custom of sending spies out, but after
you left we did. We collected lots of intelligence; for example, we sent spies to
keep an eye on the lamas from Amdo [Qinghai Province] ."
We sent several letters like this, but I don't recall sending any delegations.
We also received several petitions from the Big Three Monastic Seat$,who came
to us saylng, "Some government officials and a group from Kalimpong led by
Shakabpa are trying to get the Dalai Lama to go to India, so you must try to
ensure that this doesn't happen and that he returns to I,hasa."
So we wrote a letter to the Dalai Lama saying, "You went suddenly to
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Tromo [Yadong], and the people feel empty, so please return. We will watch
carefully [in Lhasa], a n d if later you have to leave again, you can d o this
gradually."

'

In addition, the Three Monastic Seats sent several delegations to Yadong,
imploring the Dalai Lama to return to Lhasa quickly.
Then, after news of the agreement reached Lhasa, the top officials there
again urged the Dalai Lama to return. Thubden Sangye, a Tibetan official
who was there, recalled a meeting in Lhasa called by the sitsab.
They informed the meeting that the Seventeen-Point Agreement had been
signed and that such and such were the points in the agreement. Then they
asked us what we thought about it.
Everyone thought it was reasonable in the sense that the Dalai Lama's position would not be changed, and the practice of religion would not be disturbed, but they also expressed their concern about PLA troops coming to Tibet. We also said that there was nothing to d o until the negotiators returned
and we found out in detail what actually happened, but we also sent a request
to the Dalai Lama to return to Lhasa as soon as possible, and we sent three
separate groups to Yadong to invite the Dalai Lama back in p e r ~ o n . ~

On the other hand, the anti-agreement, pro-exile group, also included important officials, the most senior of which was the Kashag minister Surkhang.
Other prominent opponents of returning to Lhasa were the senior lay
officials Shakabpa and Namseling, the Dalai Lama's lord chamberlain Phala,
and the Dalai Lama's relatives (e.g., his brothers Lobsang Samden a n d Taktse Rimpoche). Both sides held strong views o n this issue, which they all saw
as a decision that would likely change the history of Tibet.
The Tibetan Assembly meeting in Yadong was chaired, as always, by the
trungtsigye, namely, the eight heads of the Revenue a n d Ecclesiastic offices,
or in this case as many of these as were present in Yadong. T h e Kashag ministers did not attend Assembly meetings.
One of the Revenue Office heads, Namseling, was the main speaker in favor of rejection of the agreement. H e was angry and bitter about the Chinese attack and began by arguing that the Seventeen-Point Agreemen t was
flawed because i t was signed without consultation a n d because it accepted
that Tibet was completely a part of China.' H e expressed the views of Shakahpa. Sl~rkhang,and others that, for o n e thing, the agreement gave u p too
m~lch,and fi)r another, the Chinese Communists, although they now pro(:h;lt~rsorn,intcrvirw. I y ) 2 , 1.hasil.
' T l i ~ ~ l ~ dSangyc,
cn
intcrvic-w, I 99 I , Dliaramsala.
:j. His wifi. said hc. was so 1lpsc.t by the news o f the (:hamdo invasion and defeat that he
~otlltil l o t slrcp (Mrs. N;lmscling, interview, I 994, Dharan~mlaa).
1.

2.
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claimed a moderate policy promising to leave Tibet as it was, would change
their demeanor and destroy religion and communize everything after large
numbers of their troops reached Tibet.l Once that started, no foreign country would be able to help Tibet, and the Dalai Lama himself would be at risk
and helpless.
Namseling also argued that by going into exile they would not only refute Chinese claims to sovereignty over Tibet and keep the flame of Tibetan
independence alive but would also facilitate securing assistance from the
United States and other democratic countries and, with their help, work to
regain Tibet's independence. This, he said, had worked out well for the Thirteenth Dalai Lama in 1910-1 3 and would do so again now. Conversely, accepting the agreement and going back to Lhasa meant the end of Tibet as
an independent entity, not just for then, but forever."
The main person speaking in favor of return (and opposing Namseling)
was the trunyichemmo Chompel Thubden, a senior monk official from the
Ecclesiastic Office. He argued with emotion, saying that the Seventeen-Point
Agreement was a good document because it left the position of the Dalai
Lama intact and preserved monastic life and income. The items in the agreement he looked to were points 3, 4, 7, and 11:
Point 3. In accordance with the policy toward nationalities laid down in the
Common Programme of the Chinese People's Political Consultative
Conference, the Tibetan people have the right of exercising national
regional autonomy under the leadership of the Central People's
Government.
Point 4. The central authorities will not alter the existing political system in
Tibet. T h e central authorities also will not alter the established status, functions, and powers of the Dalai Lama. Officials of various
ranks shall hold office as usual.
Point 7 . The policy of freedom of religious belief laid down in the Common
Programme of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference shall be carried out. T h e religious beliefs, customs, and habits
of the Tibetan People shall be respected, and lama monasteries shall
be protected. T h e central authorities will not effect a change in the
income of the monasteries and temples.

L!.
O n 'LOJuly 195 I , the Dalai Lama's brother and brother-in-law (1,ohsang Samclen ant1
Takla [Phiintso T i ~ s h i ] visi~etl
)
the (ihinese catlrr I,c Yr~hongin h t l o n g . 1.e wrote th;11 tlrlring
the course o f that visit, Takla told him that Surkhang thought the Commr~nistsw o ~ ~ l he
r l mild
at first but later harsh (tih. ngiin.jarn,jeclzrth) ant1 feared this (1.e I gH I : 142,cntry for PO.J[IIY
'951).
5 . Gyentsen Tempel, interview, 1 SF):^, I.hamPmntlen, interview, I 992, Dhara~nsala;S a m h
(Tenzin Thondrr~p),interview, I 98 I , Dhar;lmsala.

Figure 4. Tsipdt.1Namseling (BenjarJigrne).Source: Chen
Zonglie
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I n matters related to various reforms in Tibet, there will be no
compulsion on the part of the central authorities. The local government of Tibet should carry out reforms of its own accord, and
when the people request for reform, they shall be settled by means
of consultation with the leaders of Tibet.

Chompel Thubden said, "We sent five excellent representatives to China and
I have faith they would not exchange the entire nation for a cup of beer
[would not sell out Tibet]. We have requested foreign help and are dependent o n it, but what have we received from o u r appeals? Nothing. And in
e will receive n o more than we have u p to now. T h e Dalai Lama
the f i ~ t u r we
must go back to Lhasa. We cannot let him go to a foreign land."6 Others made
similar comments, saying things such as, "The Chinese are communists, but
their face is the same as ours. It will be hard to live a n d mix with the whitefaced ones."'
Pandenla, a personal attendant of Trijang b m p o c h e , the Dalai Lama's
junior tutor, recalled that both of the very influential tutors of the Dalai Lama
also were in favor of not going into exile: "Most of them [monasteries and
the Dalai Lama's tutors] thought that it is better to return, because if we went
abroad we would have a small refugee government a n d they were pessimistic
about receiving help. So that is what they were thinking, judging by the conversations of Trijang B m p o c h e and Ling Rimpoche [which h e had heard] ."'
T h e Dalai Lama also says in his autobiography that Ling Rimpoche was
adamant that h e should not go into exile."
Within the segment favoring a return to Lhasa, most officials thought
Tibet could live with the terms of the agreement. Like the negotiators,
they thought that the neologism rpfflonalautonomy, invented by the Chinese,
sounded good, because the component words meant "a region/area ruled
by oneself" (tib. rang gyong jong). Similarly, the above-mentioned items in
the Agreement about the continuation of the Tibetan government, the protection of monasteries and estates, and especially the Dalai L,ama7s status
soundecl excellent. All of this had come as a relief to the religious and lay
leaders who initially feared that the Chinese would be committed to destroying
the traditional system and implementing atheistic communism. And although
they disliked being absorbed into China and the eventual arrival of Chinese
troops and officials in Tibet as an army of what they considered occupation,
the moderate Chinese terms and the gradual policy were an unexpected re-

6. Gventsen Tempel, interview, I 993. This was also mentionrd by Pandrn (intervirw. 1 ()!)2)
and Samho (interview. I $3 I ).
7. Takla (Philntso Tashi), interview, ~ y j ' r Dharamw1a.H.
,
Panden, interview. 1992.
H. Panden. interview, 1992.
9. Dalai Lama I 990: 65.

lief, given Tibet's helplessness, and made it easy for them to ignore the agreement's sections that talked about reforms and the Military-Administrative
Committee. Moreover, among those who favored the Dalai Lama's return to
Lhasa, some, led by the sitsab, still hoped that once in Lhasa they could persuade the Chinese to change some of the terms they did not like, in particular the need for large number of Chinese troops remaining in Tibet."
Namseling then rose to rebut this, stating forcefully that unless the Assembly denounced the agreement before the Chinese arrived, Tibet would
become a communist country and all would be lost. Tibet could never be
independent again. So His Holiness must go to exile. To this Chompel Thubden angrily retorted, "I have lived in a foreign country [China] and know
very well how difficult it is to live abroad if no one pays you attention and
helps you. What will we d o in India if this happens? We have seen that the
Indian government does not want to support or assist us in any way, so how
can you say the Dalai Lama should leave Tibet and live under such circumstances in an alien non-Buddhist country? What d o you know about this.""
Then Sholkang Jedrung, a monk official who was the son of a well-known
aristocratic family, spoke in support of Chompel Thubden, saying, "First Shakabpa had told us that India would welcome ~xswith great dignity and honor,
but now when we have come to the very doorstep of India we see n o signs
of welcome. Seeking help and trying to rely on foreign countries has had no
result. It is better that we rely on the Chinese. I am going back, whatever you
decide."" Then still others said things such as, "It is not the same as in the
13th Dalai Lama's time. In the past, China wasn't as strong as it is now. Now
China is strong, so it is better if we stay in Tibet."13
Sholkang is interesting because of his love for things new and modern
and the trouble it caused him. Tsarong Rimshi recalled:
Shiilkang-Jedrungwas very fond of things like riding bicycles and motorcycles
and playing football. So i t appears that the trunyichemmo heard about
Shiilkang Jedrung doing all of these things . . . and called him to the Ecclesiastic Office and probably kind of'scolded him, saying, "You can't act like this.
I t is a disgrace for the monk officials to d o this." They didn't like this, but
Shiilkang,Jedrungwas very fond o f these things, and h e also played tennis well.
In winter, he also used to ice skate. So they probably criticized him again.
At the rime ol Regent Taktt-a,people were not allowed to play football and
ride bicycles. So people didn't like this, even though they didn't dare say anything against i t openly.

Dalai Inlna, intcrvirw, I !)!):\, Dliaralnmla.
S;~rnl,o,intrruirw. I ! ) H I . (:liiimprl T h r ~ h d c nhad srrvtd in the Tibetan g o v e r n ~ n c n t ' s
Rr~r-ra~~
Office- in (:hina,
1 2 . Salnho, intrr-vicw, 1 !)tiI .
13. Takl;~(Pliiinlso Tashi), in~ervirw,I cy):3. Dharamsala.
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There was also a problem when Sholkang Jedrung took a photo. I was with
him at that time. This was the first time that the Dalai Lama went to Drepung
for the ceremony to enter the monastic order. At that time, there were many
people in the procession, and h e took photos of it. I also took photos, but I
did it surl-eptitiously. . . . He probably took the photos conspicuously. So I heard
that Taktra and those people who didn't like him [Sholkang] saw that, and
they told him that he is not allowed to take photos and confiscated his camera. After that, the lord chamberlain . . . called him to the secretariat of the
Dalai Lama (tib. Tse ga) told him, "You have done a very serious thing for which
you will be punished by prostrating during the monk official's morning tea
ceremony (tib. trung ja) for seven days. So h e had to prostrate for seven days,
and I think he was also demoted to the status of an ordinary monk official.
Therefore, he might have been frustrated.I4

Anti-Indian feeling was running very high at this time, because the Tibetan
officials in Yadong were insulted that Harishwar Dayal, the Indian political
officer in Sikkim, made no attempt to pay even a courtesy call on the Dalai
Lama, despite residing only two days away in Gangtok (in Sikkim) and despite having been warmly welcomed in Lhasa only a little more than a year
before. The Dalai Lama expressed it this way:
Even though he was just a mountain pass away, h e did not come to Tromo
[Yadong]. So from our side this was taken as a testing ground to examine what
the Indian government's [position/attitude] was. So if things were loose and
easy, the political officer would definitely have come. All he had to d o was go
over one pass. But he did not come. So there was some question as to the predictability of the Inclian position.'3

Sholkang was followed by others who argued that if the Dalai Lama renounced
the agreement and fled into exile he might never again return to Tibet and
certainly would not be able to use his position to help his people. If he remained in Lhasa, however, many opportunities were likely to develop in which
he could use his influence to moderate the Chinese occupation of ~ibet."'
Clearly, an important consideration for those opposed to going in to exile was
apprehension of what the Chinese Communists would d o to religion and
monasticism should the Dalai Lama flee. The overriding fear was that without the Dalai Lama in L,hasa, the Communists would destroy everything.
In addition to such political ancl strategic assessments, the material and
practical thought of trying to live abroad with n o estates or sl~bsidiesalso
frightened many officials. Consequently, although the elite distrusted and
feared the Chinese Communists and considered themselves independent of

4. Tsarong Rimshi, interview, 1 !)I) I . Kalirnpong.
:;. Dalai I,arni~,intrr\iew, I <yj:1, Dhararnsala.
1 6 . Sarnhr). inter\iew. I $4 I ; c;yentsen Temprl, intervirw,
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China, they were inclined to return to Tibet, since the Seventeen-Point Agreement, if adhered to, would allow them to continue their style of life-at least
for the foreseeable future.
After a long and heated debate, the consensus was clearly on the side of
return, and the Assembly recommended to the Kashag that the Dalai Lama
should return to Lhasa. Council minister Surkhang, however, completely opposed accepting Chinese sovereignty and returning, so h e made a last-ditch
attempt to thwart the Assembly's recommendation by suggesting that a divine lottery be held before making a final decision, since that gave him a
fifty-fifty chance that exile would be selected." His Kashag colleagues
agreed, and the next day, amid sacred prayers and incense, the lottery balls
were shaken in a bowl before the image of the protector goddess Lhamo.
When a dough ball popped out and was opened, it said that the Dalai Lama
should return to Lhasa. From the Tibetans' perspective, that meant the deity Lhamo had prophesied in favor of return. Surkhang, distraught and suspicious, is said to have opened the remaining dough ball in the bowl just in
case the lottery had been rigged by putting identical answers in both balls.
It had not been tampered with.lRThe gods had spoken.
One element underlying the majority's decision to return was the belief
that the U.S. offers of support were far too limited to justify making the complete break that denouncing the agreement would entail. While the United
States was the only outside country that had offered Tibet any support, it
had not offered a real hope of preventing the Chinese takeover or of Tibet
regaining control in the near future. The United States was not willing to
recognize Tibet's claim to independence, let alone give substantial financial
and military assistance to help Tibetans regain their land, so it was feared
that they would end up having to live the rest of their lives in exile in someone else's country. As the Tibetans saw it, the United States had sent tens of
thousands of troops to Korea to contain communism, yet it was unwilling to
make a similar commitment to prevent the C o ~ n n ~ u n i sfrom
ts
taking over
Tibet and to prescrve Tibetan "freedoni." Arnerica could serve as a haven
where the Dalai Lama could decry Chinese aggression, but little else.
A second problem with the Americans' offers was that they were invariably
contingent o n the cooperation of the Government of India. The constant reference to having to d o things through the Government of India particularly
irritated Tibetans i ~ n dnegatccl the positive element5 in the U.S. position, since
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Tibetans felt that Nehru was pro-Chinese and was not going to support Tibet. And they were correct. T h e Indian contingency made all the U.S. claims
of sympathy and support seem empty and meaningless o r at least unlikely to
be effective. Mao's "carrot" seemed attractive vis-a-vis the modest U.S. alternative and the hostile attitude of the Government of India.
An official from the U.S. Consulate in Calcutta recalled a conversation he
had with Pandatsang (Yambe), the Tibetan trade agent in Kalimpong, several months later on about 17 September, in which h e expressed this attitude clearly.
Pandatsang emphasized that he and many other Tibetans felt that they had
been completely deserted by the rest of the world in their efforts to reach a
settlement with the Chinese Communist Government. H e argued that the Tibetan Government was deeply discouraged by the rebuffs received by its emissaries to New Delhi about a year and a half ago, and by the failure of any other
country to come out strongly for the maintenance of Tibetan autonomy. Most
Tibetans felt that India was seriously to blame [for] Tibet's apparent isolation.
He reviewed recent events which had made the Tibetans particularly bitter and
had strengthened the resolve of many never again to seek the assistance of India in any way. He pointed out that Mr. Harishwar Dayal, Indian Political Agent
of Sikkim and representative designated by the Indian Government for official
contact with the Tibetans, had failed to convey to the Tibetans any willingness
on the part of the Government of India to receive the Dalai Lama should he
wish to leave Tibet.'"

So in the end, most officials, along with the gods, saw the Dalai Lama's return as Tibet's best hope of preserving the essence of their lamaist state and
way of life. However, this decision did not mean that the Tibetans were ready
to accept the agreement formally. O n this issue, for reasons discussed below,
the Dalai Lama and the Kashag stalled, insisting that, since all officials were
not in Yadong, that decision could not be made until they were back in Lhasa.

T H E CHINESE ARRIVE IN INDIA

O n 1 July, while this debate was going o n , Zhang Jingwu and his staff arrived
in Calcutta."'Two days later, they flew to Bagdogra Airport and drove from
there to Kalimpong, the Indian border town that was the heart of the Tibetan wool export trade. There Zhang was welcomed on 4 July to the blaring of traditional horns and clarinets (tib. clung, gyaling) at the Teesta Bridge

1 9 . U.S. National Archives, 6 I I .g:~BngI /g-I 7 5 I , enclostrrc to tlispatch I I g , from the U.S.
I.
consr~lgeneral in Calcutta to the State Department, dated 17 September I
2 0 . U.S. National Archives, go2 Tibet, telegram Cram Wilson in (;alcut.ta (:onsulate to embassy in New Delhi, dated 2 July 1 9 5 1 . A (:hinese source gives the arrival date as a6,Junc 1951.
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by a reception committee organized by the Kalimpong Tibetan Traders' Association and resident representatives of the Tibetan government." Zhang
spoke briefly, summarizing the agreement and the Communist Party's religion and nationalities policies. He emphasized that the Dalai Lama would
retain his title and authority as before and asked the reception committee
to pass this information on to those close to the Dalai Lama.'2
A few days later, Kheme and Lhautara, two of the Tibetan negotiators from
Beijing, left for Yadong to report to the Tibetan government while Zhang
and the others stayed in Kalimpong, waiting for the arrival of the gifts for
the Dalai Lama.'QY the time Kheme and Lhautara arrived in Yadong, however, the decision to return to Lhasa had been made, and two officialsSholkang Sey (Sonam Dargye) and Nanggar (Ngawang Tsempe1)-had been
appointed as liaison officers to the Chinese. Sholkang Sey was sent to
Kalimpong to meet and assist Zhang Jingwu in traveling to Tibet.'4
Kheme and Lhautara explained to the Kashag what had happened in
China and overall spoke positively about the agreement, which they felt was
the best Tibet could have hoped to achieve. Lhautara recommended that
the government accept the agreement, but the Kashag was n o n c ~ r n m i t t a l . ~ ~
Interestingly, Lhautara and Kheme were denied permission to report firsthand to the Dalai Lama about the negotiations. They were informed that
the Dalai Lama was too busy getting ready to return to Lhasa, so they should
ask for an audience after he returned.'" That the leading officials in Yadong
did not permit these two negotiators from Beijing to explain to the ruler in
person what had transpired in China illustrates how isolated the Dalai Lama
was from what was occurring on a day-to-day basis. At this time, neither the
Kashag nor the religious tutors and officials in the Dalai Lama's entourage
wanted him too intimately involved, and, as will be discussed in the next chapter, he himself was not inclined to take such a role.
The Kashag instructed Kheme and Lhautara to inform Zhang Jincgwti of
the Dalai Lama's decision to return to Lhasa soon. The two negotiators immediately called Zhang in Kalimpong and told him that if he was able to
come quickly he could meet the Dalai Lama in Yadong; otherwise he would
Y I . Alo (;liiindzr, in~ervirw,I<)<):{, (:lr\~cland,O H . H e dt.scribed the welcome in that intrrvirw: "Tlirl-rwas a T~.;rdel-s'
Associ;ltion (rib. tshongpa gidu) in Kalilnpong, and I was in this.
So l h c Nrpi~lcsrt~-;ldc~-s
wrrc. rn;lking pl-ep;ll.;~tionst o welcome Zhang. Shakabpa said we sho~rld
makr preparations t o welcolllr Zh;ing. Wc sho\~lclprepare horns and clarinets for this. I and
(;OWA (:hiindm watchrd the wrlcome from a ridge. Shakabpa had made a hig welcome with
rvml~alsand horns. Thry also gave %hanga hanqrlet."
2 2 . Ha'o I !)U(i: I I
23. S;~rnl~o.
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have to wait until L h a ~ aZhang
. ~ ~ decided to leave Kalimpong at once without waiting for the gifts. H e arrived in Yadong o n 14

C O N T I N U I N G U . S . EFFORTS T O PERSUADE T H E
DALAI LAMA T O FLEE T I B E T

T h e U.S. expectation that the Dalai Lama would take a strong stand against
the Chinese Communists received a severe setback when Shakabpa informed U.S. officials on 1 July that the Dalai Lama planned to hold further
discussions with the Chinese Communist delegation in Yadong before he issued a statement on the agreement or went to India. Shakabpa also indicated
that the Chinese would encounter a friendly reception in Y a d ~ nWilson,
~ . ~ ~
the American consul general in Calcutta, clutching at straws, tried to add a
positive spin to this bad news, telling Secretary of State Acheson, "This of
course [is a] serious blow although [it is] still possible in our v i m for DL [Dalai
Lama] to act afier Chi del [arrives] in Y a d ~ n ~ . " ~ ~
At about the same time (on 2 July), the Dalai Lama sent a reply to Taktse
Rimpoche's 28 June cable, but it was not what Taktse expected. The Dalai
Lama now advised him not to go to the United States, because this would create
problems for the Dalai Lama and the Tibetan government with the Chinese.
Taktse, however, refused to follow these instructions, and from Calcutta
telegraphed back again, urging the Dalai Lama to disavow the agreement
and leave Tibet at once.:" Taktse put his own spin o n events when he spoke
with the Americans saying that the Dalai Lama was surrounded by Communist sympathizers and agents who might obtain control of the Dalai Lama
and Tibetan Government at any time.32Taktse finally left for the United States
with his servant on 5 July i 95 1 .
Notwithstanding this disappointing news, in early July the United States
made another attempt to contact the Dalai Lama and persuade him to flee
Tibet. A secret letter was sent by Ambassador Henderson providing the Dalai
Lama with a "concise and clear statement of the attitude of the United States."
For security reasons, this letter again was unsigned, undated, and contained
n o mention of the United States. It was believed to have reached the Dalai
Lama by 6 July and said,
27. Phiindra, interview, I 9 9 3 , Re~jing.
nH. Zhonggong xizang zizhiqu dangshi ziliao zherig,ji w e i y ~ l a n h ~I y~ )i o ,entry for I r , . J l l l ~10.5 1 .
29. 11,s.National Archives. 7 ~ ) : 3 R . o o / 7 - 1 2I~, ,relegram from the U.S.conslll generill in (;a]crltta lo the U.S. secretary of state, datecl n ,July I <)r,I .
30. Ihid. (emphasis added).
: % I . 11.S. National Archives. 71):~B.00/7-35I , telegram n o . I :3, from the 1J.S.conslll genI or, I .
eral in <:alcuttato thc U.S. secretary of state, clated :%.Jr~ly
32. L1.S. National Archives. 7g:%B.oo/7-cyjI , telegram n o . 28, from the U.S. consul general
in Calctltta to the 115.secretarv of state, rlatecl g,luly I gr, I . This, as was seen above, was rlntrllr.
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We sent you a letter two months ago about the dangers of the Chinese Communists. Some of your advisors probably think that they understand the Chinese Communists and can make a bargain with them. We d o not think they
understand Communism o r the record of its leaders. . . . Your Holiness is the
chief hope of Tibet. If the Chinese Communists seize control of Tibet, you will
be the recognized leader a n d will symbolize the hopes of the Tibetans for the
recovery of Tibet's freedom.
We d o not know whether you received o u r letter about the Chinese Communists. We would like to know.
Since sending the previous letter we have read in the newspapers your delegation to Peiping signed an agreement with the Chinese Communists. We d o
not believe they signed it with your permission but [that they] were forced to
do so. However, the world is beginning to think that you d o not object to the
agreement because you have made n o statement about it. We think you should
make this statement soon because the Chinese Communists are sending a delegation to Yadong through India. Ifyou make your statement before they reach
India, it should make it difficult for the Chinese delegation to come to Tibet.
If you d o not make such a statement, we think that Tibetan autonomy is gone
forever. The only access rue have to Tibet is th.rough the country oflndia. It is therefore
important that Tibet tell India what you now want to do and persuade India to help you
or permit other countries to help you. WPdon 't kn,orufor sure but we think it is possible
~
ComIndia will permit help becaus~although India n,oru seemsfrien.dly ruith. t h Chinese
munists IUP kn.07~many Indians are fearful of the Communists n.enr India. We ourselves are willing to help Tibet now and will d o the following things at this time:
1 ) After you issue the statement disavowing the agreement which your delegation signed with the Chinese Communists in Peking, we will issue a public
statement of our own supporting your stand.
2 ) If yo11 decide to send a new appeal to the United Nations, we will support your- case in the United Nations.
3) If yo11 leave Tibet, we think you should seek asylum in India, Thailand
or (;eylon in that order of priority because then you will be closer- to Tibet and
will he able to organize its resistance to the Chinese Conimrrnists. Although
we haven't consulted India, we think it wotlld let you come ro India because it
.'
said you could conic I;isr year..3.'We haven't consulted Thailand o r Ceylon but
we will ask tlicrn if you can come if you want 11sto talk to them. If you are unal~l<.
to rcrnain in any of these coi~ntries,you may come to our countr-y with
some of yolrr fi)llowers.
4) If you Icavc T i l ~ e and
t
if you organize resistance to the Chinese Cornm~lnisls,ror ( ~ w / ) r ( ~ / ) n10w.wnd
d yo11 light m-rn*sthmugl, India. WPthink, ho7on,o; that
yell .rlroi~ld,/i~:st
nsk Indin ,for ornts nnd, i j ' t h , cannot
~~
TIP lhetn to you, ask India /or
P f l m i . s . ~ i o r ~ , f i t . o tro~rn,trir.s
h~t.
to ~ r n dth,~rnthrough Indin. If you are able to organize
rrsislanc-e within Tihrt, we will also give consideration to supplying you with
10~11s
o r 1nonc.y t o k r r p 11p the resistancr, spirit and nlorale of the Tibetan

:3:%. As wr ha\~c.all-eady scen, ~ l i rllnitrd Starcs knrw that India was willing to accept the
1)alai l.;ilna only ;IS an individrl;~lI-dilgee~ I I not
I
as tlic. hcad o f a government in exile.

people. This is important if Tibet's autonomy is to be maintained or regained
in the event you should feel impelled to seek asylum outside of Tibet. We will
discuss plans and programs of military assistance and loans of money with your
representatives when you tell us who your representatives are.
5) We have already told your brother, Taktse Rimpoche, that he can go to
our country and we are making arrangements for his departure.
We are willing to do all these things. We have sent you many messages to
this effect. We do not know if you have received them. Therefore we ask you
to write us whether you have received this letter. We ask you also to send us a
personal representative or to write us which Tibetan representatives in India
have your ~onfidence.:~"
This letter is interesting because it offers more concrete political and military support than previous c o m m u n i q u ~ sdid. It is also interesting that U.S.
officials were finally questioning who of all the Tibetans they were talking
with actually represented the Dalai Lama a n d the Tibetan government. The
disjunction between what they were being told a n d what was happening had
by this time become very evident. Six weeks had passed since the announcement of the agreement, a n d Washington still did n o t know what the Dalai
Lama was really thinking about the agreement a n d the previous U.S. communiques to him.
This new U.S. communique, however, did not sway the Dalai Lama and
Kashag, and o n 1 1 July, Shakabpa reported that h e had received word from
the Dalai Lama that h e would meet with the Chinese delegation and return
to Tibet in ten days. T h e Kashag, moreover, had instructed all Tibetan
officials in Kalimpong to return to Yadong with the Chinese delegation. A
large number of officials left with Zhang .Jingwu o n the i i th.35
.

ZHANG.JIN(;WU IN YADONG

O n 1 5July, the day after Zhang had arrived in Yadong, the Kashag ministers
came to meet him and discuss the arrangements for a meeting with the Dalai
Lama the next day. A Chinese account describes the encounter as follows:
On I y, July, in Yadong, the Kashag ministers (Ramba, Surkhang, Ragasha, and
Dombor)"" together with several other- people came t o visit Zhang-Jingw~r
and
discuss arrangements for his meeting with the Dalai 1,arna. Thcy said, "The

34. Ir.S.Ni~tionalArchives, j!y<B,oo/7-I 1 5I . T h e lrtler forwarded to ~ h Ihlai
r
I.arna was
inclttdeci in a disp;ltch fiom thr U.S. Ernbass" in India t o thc IJ.S.State I)ep;~rlmrn!,dated 1 1
Jt~lyI ~13
I (rmphasis ;rclclerl),
:{.5. I1.S. National klrchivrs. 793B.00/ 7-1 25 I , from thr I1.S.consrll grncral in <:alc~~tta
to
the 11.S. secretary o f state. datatl I 2 ,Jt~lyI !)r, I .
36. Rarnha (Thr~hden(iiingyen), Surkhang (Wangchen <;rlrk),Kagasha (Phiintso R a b g ~ c ) .
and Dornhor (Kyenrab Wangchr~k).

Dalai Lama will ascend the throne a n d all the [Tibetan] officials will stand in
rows. After Representative Zhang comes in, the Dalai Lama will descend from
his throne and will receive the letter from Chairman Mao. Then the Dalai Lama
will ascend the throne again. Next, Representative Zhang will be seated in the
first spot in the row on the right side."
This, however, was the feudal custom for a king meeting his ministers, so of
course we could not at all agree to this. Zhang J i n p recognized
~
that the seating arrangement is not only a personal issue but also represents the relationship
between the central government and the local government. Therefore we had
to show the subordination of the local government. We had to work on this principle. However, because of the special status of Tibet, Zhang understood that h e
had to look at the whole situation and make an appropriate compromise. . . .
Le Yuhong then said to the Kashag ministers, Zhang J i n p i is the representative of the Central People's Government, a n d when h e meets the Dalai
Lama, the Dalai Lama should not be sitting on the throne. After climbing the
mountain [to where the Dalai Lama was residing], first he should rest briefly
in a tent. Then he will go directly to the Dalai Lama's apartment to meet and
give him the letter from Mao Zedong and have a discussion.
Le Yuhong [further] explained. . . that when the Tibetan delegates came
to Beijing, Deputy Chairman Zhu De and Premier Zhou Enlai went to receive
them at the railway station. When Chairman Mao met the delegation, their
seats were equal in height, and they talked warmly. Le pointed to K h e ~ n eand
Lhautara saying they [were delegates so] have experienced this and know.
Kheme and Lhautara said it was like that. So the Kashag ministers had n o response and agreed.37
Phiindra, t h e A m d o T i b e t a n w h o s e r v e d a s Z h a n g Jingwu's translator, recalled this discussion.
On the day after he arrived [in Yadong], the Kashag met with Zhang to discuss the forthcoming meeting with the Dalai Lama. According to the ministers,
the 14th Dalai Lama would sit on his throne and Zhang would be introduced
t o him.
Zhang smiled and said nothing, but L,e Yuhong, who had accompanied
Zhang, got angry and said that Zhang has come on behalf of Chairman Mao,
so IIOW could the Dalai 1,ama refuse to greet him [appl-opriately]?Discussion
o n this procedl~rewcnt on and on for two hours. In the end, i t was agreed that
the I ,4th Dalai 1,ama wo111dplace two chairs in his living room. M i e n the two
mct, thcy would sit on thesc chairs.'*
Both sides, t h r r e f o r r , r o m p i - o ~ n i s r dT. h r C h i n e s e h a d t o a c c e p t t h a t t h e local g o v e r n m e n t , in t h p~e r s o n of t h e Dalai L,ama, would n o t have t o d e m o n -

:17 Z h a o I qnr,: I !,. I,r ( I 98 I : 1 g!), cn11-yfor I 5 ,July I 115 I ) gives a similar account of the
mCCling arrangrmc.nr agrrcmcnt.
:jH. Phi'~~i(Ira,
iritc~-vicw,I <)?I:+,

strate its subordination to the representative of the central government, but
the Tibetans had to accept the Dalai Lama would not sit higher on his platform and throne.
Zhang's audience with the Dalai Lama took place on the 16th. ZhangJingwu's biography relates the meeting:
After resting in the tent for a while, Zhang Jingwu went to the Dalai Lama's
liking room. i\s soon as h e entered, the Dalai Lama stood u p and walked a few
steps and welcomed him, saying, "Please sit down." T h e Dalais%nd Zhang
Jingwu were seated in two chairs made of sandalwood, and Zhang Jingwu
warmly greeted the Dalai, asking about his health. T h e Dalai politely asked
about Chairman Mao's health and asked General Zhang whether he had many
difficulties on his trip.
Zhang Jingwu said, "You sent the delegates to Beijing for negotiations, and
they signed the Seventeen-Point Agreement for the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet. Chairman Mao is very appreciative and glad for your patriotic a t t i t ~ d e . " ~ '

Zhang Jingwu then delivered a copy of the agreement (with the codicil) and
the letter from Chairman Mao, which clearly picked up on a comment in
the Dalai Lama's November letter that indicated his hope, since he had now
come into power, that Sino-Tibetan relations would improve.
Mr. Dalai Lama,
Thanks for your letter and the gifts [you sent] through Mr. Ngabo (Ngawang
Jigme).
T h e Tibetan government has changed its former attitude since you took
control. T h e Tibetan government responded to the call for the peaceful liberation of Tibet by the Central People's Government and sent the plenipotentiaries headed by Ngabo (NgawangJigme)to Beijing for negotiations. What
you have done is totally correct.
The plenipotentiaries of the Central People's Government and the plenipotentiaries of the Tibetan local government have signed an Agreement on MeaLiberation
l
of Tibet on the basis of friendship and resures for the P e a c e f ~ ~
peated negotiations. The agreement is in the interest of the Tibetan nationality
(ch. 1ninr.u) ant1 the Tibetan people and at the same time in the interests of
the people of all nationalities in our country.
From now o n , the Tibetan local government ancl Tibetan people will be
able to rid themselves o f the shackles of imperialism and the oppression of foreign countries and be a gentle nationality within the grant1 L~milyof the motherland and under the united leadership of the central government. The Tibetan people can stancl up and strive for their own causeq.

y).Chinese sources generally refrr to the Dalai 1,ama only as "1)alai" (anrl the I'arlchcn
Lama only as "Panchen").
-40. Zhao I 995: 2 0 .

I hope you and, under your leadership, the Tibetan local government,
can genuinely implement the Agreement o n Measures for the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet a n d try hard to assist the PLA to enter Tibet peacefully. I
have specially sent Zhang Jingwu with your delegates to contact you. If you
need my help, you should feel free to contact Zhang. Please accept my gifts
for you.
Chairmen of the Central People's Government
Mao Zedong
2 4 May 1g514'

Zhang explained the agreement, emphasizing that the Tibetan government
could remain as it was. Zhang then asked the Dalai Lama what he thought
about the agreement, hoping he had persuaded the Dalai Lama to express
his acceptance of it p ~ b l i c l y . ~
The
' Dalai Lama, however, gave only a noncommittal answer.43
The Dalai Lama's written description of the same meeting is similar to
the Chinese account in the essentials.
On 16 July 195 1 , the Chinese delegation reached Dromo [Yadong] . A messenger came running to the monastery to announce its imminent arrival. At
this news, I felt both great excitement a n d great apprehension. What would
they look like, these people? I was half convinced they would all have horns
on their heads. I went out onto the balcony and looked out eagerly down the
valley towards the town, scanning the buildings with my telescope. . . . Suddenly
I spied movement. A group of my officials was heading in the direction of the
monastery. With them, I could make orit three Inell in drab grey suits. They
looked very insignificant next to the Tibetans, who wore the traditional red
and gold silk robes of high office.
Our meeting was coldly civil. General Zhang Jincgwu began by asking me
whether I had heard of the Seventeen-Point "Agreement." With the greatest
reserve, I replied that I had. H e then handed ovel a copy of it, together- with
two othcr d o c ~ ~ r n e n tAs
s . he did so, I noticed that he was wearing a gold Rolex
watch. . . .
Next, Cicnel-al Chiang [ s i c , Zhang] asked me when I intended to return to
Lhasa. "Soon," I replied not very helpfl~lly,and conrinr~edto act as aloof as possil~le.I t was obviorrs by his question that he wanted to travel back to 1,hasa with
me .io that we c.ol~ldenter the city toge~hcr;symbolically. In the encl my officials
m;ln;lgcd to avoid this and hc set off ;i day o r two iifter me."
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In a later interview, the Dalai Lama elaborated more o n his reluctance to
say anything about the agreement in Yadong.

I was shown the copy and asked what opinion I had. I remember that. What I
said in reply was that I had not had the time to look at it in detail. I remember
saving that clearly. That meant that I had hopes to think about it and discuss
it [latel-1.At that time in Lhasa, as I mentioned to you last time, the two sitsab
were taking the responsibility [for the government]. They said that we have to
discuss the agreement and relations between Tibet and China [i.e., reopen issues]. So they had strong hopes for that. The Seventeen-Point Agreement was
already signed at Beijing, but we did not immediately say yes, that is i t [i.e.,we
accept it]. So if one examines the way most of the officials thought at that time,
there was a section who sort of felt that there is still something to discuss. At
that time Ngabo had yet to come [back], and i t seemed that things were not
clear and there was some confusion. So I sort of recall this feeling.45
This first meeting of a Chinese Communist official a n d the Dalai Lama also
had a positive effect o n the thinking of the Dalai Lama. In contrast to the
endless rumors about how terrible the Chinese Communists were, Zhang
was rational, respectful, friendly, and mild-mannered. T h e Dalai Lama has
written about his initial impression: "Regardless of all the suspicion and anxietv I felt beforehand, during o u r meeting it became clear that this man, although supposedly my enemy, was in factjust another human being, an ordinary person like myself. This realization had a lasting impact on me. . . .
Having now met general Chang [Zhang], I was a bit happier about the prospect o f returning to Lhasa."""
Zhilng had also informed the Kashag that a statement was needed regarding the agreement, but the Kashag sent Kheme and Lhautara the next
dav to tell Zhang that they would not make any comment o n the agreement
until they returned to Lhasa, met with Ngabii, saw the original of the agreement, and consulted with the other religious a n d government officials in
~~hasa.~'
Le Yuhotig tried to push the Tibetan government to respond then, saying. "The terms of the agreement were sent by telegram, and we have brought
a copv of the original agreement. They [the Kashag ministers] have also met
with Zhang, who is the representative of the Central Committee, ant1 have
seen blao's letter. Therefore, there is n o reason to wait until all the Kashag

43. D;il;ti L;~nia,interview. I 09:3.
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ministers meet in Lhasa. If they indicate their attitude about the agreement
early, it will help the reputation of the Dalai Lama throughout China. To this
ZhangJingwu added immediately that, because the Panchen Lama has great
love for the Dalai Lama, the Dalai Lama also should show his attitude in order to create harmony. Kheme said only that he would pass along these comments to the as hag."^'
The declaration that the Kashag and the Dalai Lama needed to wait until Ngabo came was obviously a ploy, since one member of the negotiating
team then in Yadong, Kheme, was Surkhang's uncle, and another, Takla, was
the Dalai Lama's brother-in-law. Thus, there was n o "confusion" about the
meaning of the various points in the agreement, nor could Ngabo clarify
anything about how the discussions had proceeded better than these two
could relate them. The real reason for delaying, therefore, was the view of
the sitsab in Lhasa that nothing should be decided until everyone was hack
in Lhasa and pressure could be placed on the Chinese to revise some of the
points.
The sitsab, as mentioned above, felt that the treaty had been poorly negotiated and that the Tibetan negotiators had gone beyond their brief in
signing it, especially with regard to allowing the PLA to enter and remain
in Tibet.4"hatra, a lay aristocratic official, recalled attending a meeting in
Lhasa convened by the sitsab after news of the agreement had surfaced.
The sitsab . . . said that because the agreement was made in another's territory,r"' Ngabii became powerless, and the Seventeen-Point Agreement that has
been signed does not contain the same points as the instructions the Tibetan
government gave to the delegation. This agreement is not what we wanted, so
we all must now take control of the situation and in unity sign a statement o p
posing it. And we did that. There was n o discussion [about this] at the meeting. The sitsab simply informed us. . . . So we sent a petition to the Dalai Lama
saying that we wanted to discuss the terms of this agreement. . . . Their [the
sitsab's] idea was to reassess ; ~ n drevise the agr-eclnent in Lhasa.'"

The Dalai I.ama also recalled Lukhangwa's strong views on this.
T11c two sits;& wcrc thinking and saying that it was a big mistake to havc the
;1#-cemcnt signed in Reijing. They were saying that one can't finalize an agreement o n the enemy's territory. In the petition they sent after the agreement
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was already signed, they said that while the talks [renegotiations] were underway in Lhasa, the Tibetan people would support us. The old folks carrying
prayer wheels instead of guns in their hands would say things like "Ours is a
small country, so if a lot of Chinese come up there will be famine and stuff."I
remember so vividly Lukhangwa and Lobsang Tashi saying this.52

The pro-exile people were not sanguine that the terms could be changed,
let alone that the Chinese would honor the actual terms. But they had lost
the debate about going into exile, and it was advantageous to stall, since dealings with the United States were ongoing and something might change in
the near future. Surkhang, in fact, is said to have sent the sitsab a cryptic
telegram implying that something could still be done in Lhasa: "It is hard to
defeat an enemy by confronting him face-to-face with force. [But] Using
clever methods, one can [still] attain one's goal."53
So in the end, the sitsab's urging to say nothing until everyone was back
in Lhasa was adopted as the "public" response to the agreement, and the Tibetan government adopted the strategy of welcoming the Chinese to Tibet
but refusing to accept the agreement publicly. The Dalai Lama perhaps
missed an opportunity to use going to exile as leverage to negotiate directly
with the Chinese through Zhang in Yadong, but this option was never raised,
because the Tibetan government was not ready to discuss anything. On 2 0
July, therefore, the Kashag asked the Chinese to translate a letter from them
to the Central Committee in Beijing. It repeated what they had already said
verbally, namely, that after Ngabo and the original copy of the agreement
arrived in Lhasa a meeting would be convened to discuss the agreement and
that only after that could implementation occur.54
However, not only did the Kashag stall acceptance of the agreement, but
also they took a tough line regarding the return trip, not permitting the Dalai
Lama and Zhang Jingwu to travel back to Lhasa together, since that would
have given too great an appearance of solidarity. Since the Dalai Lama had
not officially accepted the agreement, the Tibetan side wanted to give the
impression that the exact nature of Sino-Tibetan relations was still an open
issut.. Consequently, the Kashag told the Chinese that conditions and facilities along the road were poor, so it would be better if each, the Dalai Llama
and Zhang's group, went separately."5 Zhang Jingwu had no choice but to
agree.
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When His Holiness left [Lhasa] for Yadong, most of the aristocrats brought
their things out to Kalimpong. So when we went back [to Lhasa], we left most
of our belongings with the Tibetan government official in Phari [in southern
Tibet]. However, we took a lot of things back, like silverware, chests, and others.
When my husband a n d I were in Kalimpong, Taktse Rimpoche was telling
us, "There's n o use in us going back. Would you two like to come with me to
America?" My husband asked me, "What d o you want to do? It would be nice
to go with Taktse Rimpoche." I replied, "Whatever may be the case, His Holiness has already returned, and I can't leave my family, children, and relatives.
I'm not going. Your parents are also there, and you can'tjust leave. So no matter
what, let's go back." So we decided to return. When we got. there, the Chinese
had already arrived.5R

But not all officials and prominent Tibetans decided to return. A few, such
as Shakabpa, chose to remain in India, whereas the Dalai Lama's elder
brother, Taktse Rimpoche, ignored the request from the Dalai Lama to return and went to the United States. T h e Dalai Lama's mother also remained
in India, as did the Kashag minister Surkhang and several other officials such
as Yuthok. Surkhang had traveled with the Dalai Lama as far as Gyantse but
then returned to Kalimpong, ostensibly for medical treatment but in large
part because h e feared retribution from the Chinese because of his strong
opposition to the agreement in Yadong. His sister, Mrs. D. Yuthok, recalled,
"Our mother sent me to Gyantse to try to convince him [Surkhang] to return to Lhasa, but he went back to Kalimpong. H e said that his life would
be in danger if he returned to L h a ~ a . " ~ "
Surkhang's wife, who was with him, provided more details about this.
Sawangchemmo said [of the deliberations in Yadong], "We did whatever we
could, but some of the officials can't think straight and were stubbornly stupid (tib. gugpa u t s i ~ ) .If~ "His Holiness is taken t o Tibet, the moment he comes
under the Chinese it will be very difficult. T h e Chinese are politically clever
and very tricky. Although there is this so called Seventeen-Point Agreement,
yo11just watch, they won't stick t o it. There is n o way i t will last. Their main enemies are the leaders/lords, the religion, and the monks-the feudal elements.
These will never be left alone. Therefore, I question what [they] will do."
Sawangchemmo knew about the communist system from long ago. He hati
learned a lot from some Mongolian monks [he knew in Lhasa].
[When Sawangchemmo came hack to] Kalimpong, he went t o C:aIcutta for
medical treatment. It took about a month. Then he [returned to Kalimpong
and] said that he wanted to stay there. However, while there, a lot of letters
came from Tibet. Sawangchemmo's father and mother were telling him that

5H Taring (Rinchen Dolrna). intrrview, I ! ) < ) I , R a j p ~ ~ r .
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he should return to Tibet and that it was not good if he stayed like that [in India]. Letters were sent one after another. They said that the way things had
been going [in Lhasa], it didn't look as if the Chinese would d o anything bad.
It was better to return. The leading Chinese cadres had also approached
Sawangchemmo's parents, telling them things such as "Kashag minister Surkhang is an educated man, so what is the use of his staying in another person's
country? He should return and not stay in a foreign country. We are only
helpers and developers here in Tibet and have not come to cause trouble. So
there is absolutely nothing to fear. You are his mother, and it seems that he
cares a lot for you, so please write him and ask him to return." They also told
[Surkhang's] father [his parents were divorced] to ask him to return, and letters kept coming one after another. [They wrote things such as ] "Parents will
not give poisoned water to a son, so there is no need to be suspicious. These
days things are good. Even His Holiness has returned, and so it seems that in
the future things will not get bad." . . . Sawangchemmo still was saying that he
would not go. [He said], "I will resign [from the Kashag]. I'm not keeping too
well, and all the children are here in India [in school, and so was his wealth in
India] ." So we sent a letter stating these things, but instead they [the family]
sent people to accompany us back [to Lhasal-servants and horses and mules,
everything. Then he went. That was in '952 [February]
As the Dalai Lama a n d Zhang were traveling t o Lhasa, Chinese troops a n d
administrators were also moving o r making final preparations t o move t o
Lhasa. T h e advance force of t h e Eighteenth Army Corps, u n d e r Wang Qimei,
was already e n route together with Ngabo a n d would arrive in early September, a n d t h e main Eighteenth Army Corps force, u n d e r t h e c o m m a n d
of Zhang Guohua, would arrive a t t h e e n d of October. From t h e Northwest
Bureau's First Field Army, a cavalry unit u n d e r t h e c o m m a n d of Fan Ming
was also preparing to march t o Lhasa, as was t h e P a n c h e n Lama, w h o was
then residing in Qinghai Province.
The United States, meanwhile, was still unwilling t o accept that t h e Dalai
Lama did not want to go into exile a n d filrther intensified its efforts t o undermine the agreement.

W A S H I N G T O N T R I E S AGAIN

As %hang.Jingwowas about to arrive in Yadong, officials of t h e United States
were still scrambling to perstlade t h e Dalai l.an~ato go into exile by further
swcetrnirlg their of'fcr to him. To a large degree, they were influenced by his
brother Taktsr R i ~ n p o c h cwho
,
was ass~lringt h e m that t h e Dalai Lama was
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State Department officials met with Taktse Rimpoche in Washington and
orally presented a much improved offer, which they also sent to Ambassador
Henderson in Delhi on 1 2 July. It stated that if the Dalai Lama disavowed
the agreement and fled into exile, the United States was willing to support
( 1 ) Tibetan "self-determination," ( 2 ) the Dalai Lama as the head of an autonomous Tibet, and ( 3 ) the Dalai Lama's ultimate return to Tibet to head
a noncommunist state. The United States, through friends of Tibet in the
United States, also would now arrange to fund the movement of the Dalai
Lama and an entourage of one hundred to Ceylon, as well as fund the Dalai
Lama's other needs in Ceylon. Acheson's cable said,
US Govt believes Tibet shld not be compelled by duress accept violation its autonomy and that Tib people shld enjoy rights self determination commensurate with autonomy Tibet has had many years. This has consistently been position US. US therefore will indicate publicly its understanding of the position
of DL as head of an autonomous Tibet.
US similarly will endeavor to persuade other nations take n o action adverse
DL'S position as head autonomous Tibet.
I J Swill support Tib request for refuge in Ceylon; it believes that cost chartering planes for joi~rneyDL and entourage from India to Ceylon cld be met
by US r:rrs [citizens] having strong and friendly interest Tibet; if requested by
DL, US will use its best efforts persuade GO1 assure transit DL and retinue. (It
was pointed out here that in view practical considerations, approach GOC
[Government of Ceylon] and GO1 shld be made in first instance by representative DL; that assurances thus given based on assumption refuge wld be taken
Ceylon; and that if refuge shld be taken India financial assurances wld have to
be reexaminecl.)
To extent required ancl as long as mutually satisfactory purposes served,
friencls of Tibet in US will provicle appropriate support for DL, his family and
entourage of l o o or slightly more in Ceylon, it being our hope that among
considerations DL wld have in selection wlcl be polit influence and effect persons chosen.
Resisrance in Tibet must be viewecl as long range problem limited by physical polit conclitions in Tibet i ~ n din adjoining areas, over which US oCcorlrse
has n o control. [ A key section here wits excised from this file.] The assurances
conditioned on withclri~walDI, from Tihet, his public refusal accept Tibet (:Hi
( ; O M M I E agreement, his continued oppositiorl c : o ~ ~
aggression,
r ~ :
and hiscontinued willingness coop generally; implicit in this rtnderstanding however is
IJS support DL'Sreturn Tibet at earliest practical rnoment ;is head autonomous
lion- c:oMMre country. Recommentled Tihet urgently approach
for informal discr~ssionlnclia attitude toward dcpartr~reDl, from Tihet. This approach skr1.n inclucle firm statement that [)I, seeks transit rights rhrollgh 111dia. CIS through Emb New Delhi will use goocl offices sllpporl this requesr.
I t rnade clear to Taktser that our position basic ancl longstancling is not related to c ; ~ r Ci O M M I E involvement in Korea ancl not t o be affected bv rlevelopments there.

REF item 5 Calcutta's 28 Jul 9, RPTD New Delhi 29th, Taktser has indicated
he will prepare Tib language MSG to DL, including above info, to be forwarded
D I P L pouch ETD WASH J U L 15. YOU will be further advised channel communication MSG from Taktser to DL. Meanwhile you S H L D endeavor pass substantive portions this TEI, to DL by best available means . . .

This was still not U.S. support for Tibetan independence, but it was the
strongest offer of support to date. T h e Americans urged Shakabpa, then
still in Kalimpong, to delay his planned departure to Yadong until the Tibetan-language letter prepared by Taktse had arrived, but Shakabpa said
he could notSG4
On 13July, the day before Zhang Jingwu arrived in Yadong, the U.S. Consulate in Calcutta received two telegrams from R. H . Linn in Kalimpong saying that Shakabpa had followed u p o n this new proposal. Shakabpa had told
Linn that the Dalai Lama himself approved coming to India, but his advisers favored his going to Lhasa. H e said that the Dalai Lama requested more
information o n the discussion between the United States a n d India regarding India's willingness to receive him a n d facilitate his stay. Since the Dalai
Lama had already decided to return a n d had communicated that to Zhang
Jingwu, it is not clear what the source of Shakabpa's comments were, but
those in favor of exile, such as Surkhang, were certainly eager for new ammunition to try to reverse the decision.
Linn, misunderstanding the nature of the debate in Yadong, suggested
to the Calcutta Consulate that the Dalai Lama had delayed deciding to come
to India because h e believed that India was unwilling to receive him a n d because he feared that the Chinese would take reprisals if h e accepted U.S.
support and disavowed the agreement in advance. Linn, therefore, suggested
that the U.S. government s h o t ~ l dattempt to persuade the Indian government to assure Shakabpa that it was willing to receive the Dalai Lama.""
The State Department agreed with this suggestion a n d instructed the U.S.
Embassy in Delhi to urge the Indian government to invite the Dalai Lama
to India, explaining that Tibet was unwilling to approach the Indiansdirectly
hecause of their proChinese tilt. T h e U.S. Embassy in London was instructed
t o ask the British also to urge this invitation."" However, when the British
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Foreign Office consulted its high commissioner in India about approaching
the Indian government, h e responded instead that the Foreign Office ought
to try to persuade the Americans to drop the whole idea.67London then
told the Americans that the Tibetans should con tact the Indians themselves,
making reference to India's offer of asylum given in October 1950, and asking them if India would still honor this offeree8
O n the American side, Linn and William Gibson, the vice consul of Calcutta, persuaded Shakabpa to discuss this informally with Dayal, the Indian
political officer in Gangtok, when h e passed through Sikkim on his way to
Yadong."%nd o n 17July, U.S. officials in Delhi met S. Dutt of the India Foreign Office and brought this up, making an unofficial suggestion that it would
be useful if the Indian government were to instruct Dayal about asylum, since
the Dalai Lama was seriously considering the matter. T h e next day the U.S.
Embassy informed Dutt that a representative of the Dalai Lama was about
to contact Dayal at any moment. Dutt responded that Dayal had already been
instructed regarding granting asylum.70
However, when Shakabpa met Dayal in Gangtok, the latter said he had
received n o instructions from Delhi regarding asylum for the Dalai Lama in
India. Gibson, who had gone to Gangtok to facilitate communications,
confirmed Shakabpa's report by talking directly to Dayal. O n receipt of this
news, the U.S. Embassy in Delhi notified Dutt, who admitted with embarrassment that Dayal had not been instructed about asylum until the evening
of the 18th. Dutt then explained to embassy counselor L. Steele that "in accordance with international law, [India] was prepared to grant asylum upon
the condition that DI. did not engage in political activities while in ~ n d i a . " ~ '
At Steele's suggestion, Dutt said he would take steps to assure that this inFormation was passed on to the Dalai Lama in ~ a d o n g . That
~ ' was four days
before the Dalai Lama left for Lhasa. India, however, had again demonstrated
its lack of commitment to support Tibet politically or diplomatically.
At the same time, the U.S. Embassy in India worked out a truly bi7arre es-

67. British Foreign Office Recorrls. FO:y7 I / 9 2 9 9 8 , letter from.].A. Mrlrray, of' t h British
~
Foreign Office in l,ondon, to Tonilinson, of the Rritish Embassy i r i W;\shington, rlatt'd IH,lulY'
19.5 1.
tiH. British Foreign (-lfficc Recorrls. F 0 5 7 I /c)n<)qH,trlegram f'roln the I1.K. Foreigr~Office's
South Asia Department to the U.K. high cornmissionrr in India, tlatrtl u o , J ~ ~Il!)5
y I.
69. I1.S. National Archives. j!):{B.oo/ 7-1 7 5 I I , telegram n o . 5 2 , frorn ttic I1.S. cons111gener;rl in C:alcrrttir to the L1.S. srcrcti~rvof stale. tlatetl I 7 J111y I <)r,I .
70. I1.S. National tlrchives. j < ) ; { R . o o / j - ~'15 I , t e l e g r - ~ mn o . u(i!), from t h r charg6 rl'afliires
I.
in lnrlia to the I1.S. secrctilry of state, tlated I l),li~lvI
7 I . Ibid.; a n d I1.S. Ni~tionalArchives, 7g:3R.oo/7-1 9 5 I , trlcgrani no. 6 I , from t h r I1.S. conc r ~ general
l
i r i (:alcutta tr) the I1.S. secretary of state. tlatetl ~ g , J u l yI r)r, I .
72. (1.S. National Archives, 7cyjB.0-2 I 5 I . telegr;tm n o . :3o.r, from I1.S. ambassador i r i 1)rlhi
t o the I1.S. secretary o f state, tlated 2 I ,July I 9.5 I .

cape plan for the Dalai Lama that was based o n the fanciful notion, suggested
by interlocutors such as Harrer, Patterson, a n d Taktse Rimpoche, that the
Dalai Lama was being physically prevented from seeking asylum by pro-Chinese elements surrounding him. Consequently, a letter was sent to Yadong
on 17 July by Harrer, urging the Dalai Lama to adopt o n e of three options:
a. Choose small group of faithful followers and leave quietly with them. This
wld presumably involve leaving at night in effort to avoid deputations which
have come to Yadong from principal monasteries and from govt at Lhasa
to persuade Dalai Lama to return to Lhasa.
b. Order [name redacted from file] bring him surreptitiously to India. [section redacted from file]
c. If neither (a) nor (b) feasible, Dalai Lama to send msg to [name redacted
from file] requesting [name excised from file] send Harrer and Patterson
secretly and in disguise to meet Dalai Lama near Yadong in accordance with
prearranged plan and bring Dalai Lama back. Detailed plan for this operation also being conveyed by [name redacted from file] but h e is to make
it clear to Dalai Lama it is to be adopted only as a last r e ~ o r t . ~ "

The Dalai Lama recalled that letter: "When I was in Tromo [Yadongl, Harrer wrote me from Kalinipong with a plan of escaping through Bhutan, where
there would be some Americans. H e said h e would also come. . . . I was sort
of supposed to go for a walk a n d then to meet trained Americans. So we had
such communications. . . . There were connections with Harrer a n d Taktse
R~m~oche."~~
On soJuly, the U.S. Consulate in Calcutta passed along Taktse Riinpoche's
Tibetan translation of the new U.S. proposal that been had sent from Washington. An unnamed person was to see that it reached Yadong a n d the Dalai
Lama. Almost simultaneously, the U.S. C o n s ~ ~ l areceived
te
telegraphic word
from Yadong by prearranged code that t h r Dalai Lama was returning to
bass in a Pew days,7"although that decision, as we have seen, had been made
over it week beforr.
This cpisodc reveals how poorly the United States understood what was
really going o n in 1,liasa and Yadong. It would not be the last time that Tib ~ l i l l l(and
~ Wrstrrners) who opposed the policy of Tibet seeking accomlnodation with thc Chinrse wotlld attempt to manipulate lJ.S. policy by hyper1)ol~and rlistortiot~sand 1)y freely using the name of the Dalai Lama.

7:& I1.S. National Al.cIiivcs, 7!):2,R.00/7-1 7 5 1 , t c l c g r ; ~ ~nno . 5 2 , horn the U.S. consul gent'l-al in (:ill(.I~ltato tlic I1.S. src1.et;3ry of.st;~tc.date-d 17,]r1lv I gy, I .
'74. I h l ; ~ iI s ; ~ r ~ilit(~r~vicw,
i;~,
I y):3.
75. 11,s. N;ition;~lAl-chi\-c.s, j!):{R.00/7-225 I , telcgl-;in1 n o . (iH,horn the U.S. consul g e n cral 111 (::11(.11tta1 0t h L1.S.
~ S C ( . I . C ~ ~of.
I - stat(-,
~
ciatcd 22,j11lyI !)5 I .
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In the end, the United States failed to undermine the agreement and convince the Dalai Lama to mount an anti-Chinese publicity campaign from exile, because what it offered was less persuasive than the offer of Mao Zedong.
The United States, to be sure, was the only country to exhibit any support
for the Tibetans in their hour of dire need, but the support was perceived
as too little. It did not offer a real hope of preventing the Chinese takeover
nor of facilitating Tibet's recovery of its independence in the near future.
As the Tibetan government was making this decision, thousands of Arnerican troops were dying in Korea in a fight against communist expansion, yet
Washington was never willing to make a similar commitment to Tibetan "freedom." Instead, Washington repeatedly insisted that all military aid (meaning guns, not troops) had to go through India, which was, if not outright
hostile to Tibetan interests vis-i-vis China, then at least not s ~ ~ ~ o r t i v e . ~ ~ h

76. Gyalo T h o n d u p , the Dalai Lama's second older brother, however, has said that the Government of India was willing to provide strong support for Tibet. In interviews with Kenneth
Knaus, T h o n d u p asserts that the Indian ambassador to China, Panikkar, visited him in
Kalilnpong in the summer of I 949 and informed him that "Tibetans could use India as a base
and a supply of ilrms," and Nehru confirmed this commitment to him soon after. A recent book
suggests that Lhasa had missed an opportunity there, which the author summed u p by saying,
" T t i o n d i ~ pdid not receive instrilctions from Lhasa to follow u p with the Indians on these surprisingly bold pledges" (Knaus I 999: 5 I). However, it is difficult to take this assertion seriously,
because n o such interest o n the part of the GO1 is in evidence in the diplomatic records of the
period. To the contrary, the British and American archival materials reveal the opposite, as has
been demonstrated above. Also, the memoirs of senior Inclian government officials from that
period d o not support Thondup's assertion. For example, S . Dutt, the secretary of the Cornmonwealth Relations Department of the Inclian Foreign Office at that time, has written, "When
t h r first Indian Political Officer in Sikkim, H. Dayal, visited Lhasa in 1949, the Tibetans form;llly requested him for arms ancl ammunition from Delhi. T h e Government of lndia was not
keen on getting involved in Tibet's internal affairs and showed n o interest in the proposal"
( D i ~ t It 977: 80). And in early 1950, when the Tibetans sent a delegation to Delhi seeking
f
port and aid against a threatened Chinese invasion, Dutt commentecl, "The ~ o v e r n m e n t oIndia advisetl the Dalai 1,ama's Government to try to reach an understancling with he new (;hinesr (;overnnient by peaceful nrgotiations" (Diltt I 9'77: 30). And B. N. Mullik, director o f t h e
C;Ol's Intelligence R~lreauhorn 1950 to 1965, has written about a 1950 Indian governmrnt
meeting o n Tihet at which the q ~ ~ e s t i oonf Indian military intervention in Tihet was raised
and rejected, becarlse India was in n o position to intervene. Mullik writes that (;enera1 (:ariappa, head of the Indian army, "categorically said that he coulcl not sparr any troops or could
spare no more than o n e battalion for Tibet, so hard-pressed was he with his c.omrnitmentson
the Pakistan front and with the internal t r o ~ ~ b l craisrd
s
both by communal and (:omm~lnist
fhrces. . . . Moreover, he explainrd that the Indian army was not eqi~ippcrl01-trainetl to opcrate at such heights ant1 worlld be at a serio~lstlisadvar~ta~e
against the (;hincsc army which had
much better training and experience in fighting in these extremrly colt1 platcall and werr cvcn
better armed, having a c q ~ ~ i r eall
d the arms which the USA had pourrtl into (:him to bolster
the KMT army." M ~ ~ l lconcl~tdetl
ik
that (iariappa was correct, ant1 i t woultl havr bren "suicidal
for lndia to send a rouple of battalions" (Mr~llik197 I : 80-8 I ).

Tibetans, as we have seen, considered anything based on their having to secure Indian approval a meaningless gesture.
Ruth Bacon, in a State Department memorandum on Tibet in 1949, stated
perceptively that if the Communists were victorious in China and an kmigre
Nationalist government was established, the United States would have to decide its Tibet policy partly in light of its policy toward that exile government.
As she put it, "The question would arise whether we should place emphasis
on Tibet's independence by formally recognizing it and by sponsoring its
application for membership in the UN or whether we should avoid stressing the matter of independence but should merely maintain direct relations
with Tibet without a public change of policy."" By the end of 1949, this was
in fact the choice Washington faced, and the United States clearly opted for
the latter approach. Deferring to Chiang Kai-shek's sensibilities, it refused
to break with the past and support Tibetan independence even in the face
of Communist aggression against Tibet. An autonomous Tibet was the best
the United States was willing to offer the Dalai Lama.
Thus, the U.S. offers of concern and support, though gradually enhanced, ultimately were too weak to offset Mao's "carrot." Mao's gradualist
policy would allow the Dalai Lama (and his government) to continue to rule
Tibet for the present and would also preserve the social and religious institutions that were considered critical to this. The Tibetan political elite, of
course, had serious doubts about the trustworthiness of the Chinese Communists and thus the value of the agreement and were totally opposed to a
large Chinese military force occupying Tibet, but they could not bring themselves to go into exile for only what the United States was willing to provide
them, given the alternative encompassed by the agreement.
The Dalai Lama's immediate future, therefore, was now committed to deallng with Zhang Jingwu and his comrades in a way that would preserve his
allthority and the integrity of Tibetan religion and society, albeit as an integral part of China. The challenge was to develop a strategy for Tibet to coexist sr~ccessfi~lly
as part of the People's Republic of China. A new era in Tibet was clrarly beginning, but it was not at all clear how Tibet would best
achieve its goals.
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PART TWO

The First Two Years
Confrontation and Adjustment

Chapter 7

Initial Contacts and Strategies

When the Dalai Lama arrived in Lhasa, the pressing issue facing his government was whether conciliation was the right course. If so, should the Tibetan side make every attempt to develop a friendly a n d collaborative partnership with the Chinese as a means of persuading them to interpret the
Seventeen-Point Agreement in a manner favorable to Tibet? O r alternatively,
should a tougher, less conciliatory approach be adopted to try to pressure
the Chinese side to change key aspects of the agreement, and, if so, how
should they be pressured? O r even more extreme, should a course of active
or passive resistance be developed, for example, fostering guerrilla operations against Chinese personnel a n d troops? Something clearly had to be
done to relate, good o r bad, to the Chinese side, for at stake was nothing
less than the future of Tibet.

Zhang Jingwu departed Yadong on sqJuly, two days after the Dalai Lama,
but caught u p with him in Gyantse, where h e had stopped to give religious
teachings.' There Zhang tried again without success to elicit a statement of
acceptance of the agl-cement from the Kashag ministers traveling with the
Dalai Lama.' Zhang then headed o n to I,hasa, where h e arrived o n 8 Aug\lSt 1 <)r,
1 , nine days ahead of the Dalai 1,arna. H e was the first Chinese Commlnist lcadcr t o enter 1,hasa.
Thc atmosphcrc in I>hasawas ostensibly calm, but there were d e e p under-

1 . I'hiindr-a, inlcrview, l!)g:<,Rt-ijing. The Dalai Lama gave a Kalachakra teaching (tib.
rliikhor-wangrhcn) in I'egaw (Aiirle Monastei-y.
2 I,(, 1081: 1.14, rn11.yfi)r I 2 A I I ~ I I
1 S9 5~I .
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currents of apprehension and anger. People were curious and anxious
about Zhang and his staff because of the many negative things they had heard
about the Communists; everyone wondered what these Red Chinese would
be like and how they would behave. At the same time they were angry at
their government's incompetence and inability to prevent this situation from
coming to pass. And although there were n o newspapers in Tibet in which
to express such feelings, at important times like these, information and opinions were conveyed through anonymous satiric "street songs" that wickedly
criticized and ridiculed the high and mighty-this was no exception.
The following three street songs convey different aspects of opinion in
Lhasa as Zhang was about to arrive and inaugurate a new era in Tibet. The
first song pokes fun at the Tibetan government for making a big show of
toughness when it expelled the Guomindang officials in 1949 but then two
years later was powerless to stop the Chinese Communists from coming to
Lhasa. The second song chides the Kashag for expelling the moderate and
harmless Chinese (the Guomindang of Chiang Kai-shek) and then bringing in the violent and dangerous Red C h i n e ~ e . ~
By their power, they expelled them,
By their powerlessness, they were brought here.
Whether they are peaceful o r violent
We shall see gradually."
T h e Lhasa government's Kashag
Please realize the essence of the matter.
You have expelled the peaceful white ones [Guomindang],
(and have) brought in the violent red ones [Communist ~ h i n e s e l . "

A third song commented on how the Chinese Communists had been able
to outsmart the Tibetan government by utilizing gentle (peaceful) methods
to get their troops and officials to Lhasa without fighting.

3. These street songswere a traditional and beautiful genre of seci~larpoetry in I.hasa. Traditionally, the Great Prayer Festival was the time when new lyrics emerged, sung to traditional
melodies by the women who carried water for the Festival. Tibetan lore holds that these new
songs were divinely inspired and a kind of a prophecy sent to the water carriers by an emanation o f Be I,hamo, the main protector deity of 1,hasa. Actually, they appeared whrnever an important event stimi~latedsomeone in the elite to anonymoilsly compose one. See (;oldstein 1082
o r ~~~.case.edir/affil/tibet/moreTibetlnfo/street-song.htm.
4. In Tibetan. yod pa'i dbang gis spid [phitd] n a s / med pa'i rlbang gis khrid byrlng/zhi
dkar drag dmar yod mcd / ga ler ga ler gzigs dang. Cited in Y~rlphyogc so .toViKmr kyirr mp l ( ) n ~
(Tibetan Mirror), I Augilst I 95 I , 5.
5. In Tibetan, Iha Idan gzhung gi bka' shag / rdo la ngo 'dzin gnang dang / zhi dkar phy
la spid nas / drag dmar nang la khrid byung. Cited in Y~1phyog.r.so s o ' i p n r kyur r n bn,g
~ (Tibetan
Mirror), I August I 95 I , 5 .

The "nine-eyed" slingshot6
That is made of soft wool
Was shot by the Beijing government
And has landed o n the Lhasa government.

Zhang's entrance to Lhasa went well but at the same time was not without
problems. Ceremonial etiquette was very important to the Tibetans as well
as to the Chinese, since it reflected relative power and status relations. How
Zhang would be welcomed in Lhasa, therefore, was important, and while
still in Yadong, Zhang sent a letter about this to the two sitsab, who headed
the government in Lhasa. As the "representative" of the Central Committee, he said that h e should be met and greeted at the traditional welcoming site in the suburbs of Lhasa by a committee (tib. phebsu) that included
the highest Tibetan government officials, the two sitsab."he
two sitsab
disagreed. As Zhang would soon learn, they were angry and hostile about
the war, the agreement, the loss of independence, and now the actual presence of the first Communist officials in Lhasa. So while the sitsab organized a welcome ceremony at the appropriate site outside Lhasa, they refused to attend personally, thus snubbing the Chinese, to their irritation.
Interestingly, they based their decision on past precedent from the Qing
dynasty, in the early twentieth century."his
was not by accident. In looking for a model of how to relate to Beijing, the sitsab were looking back in
history to a China that was long gone, not to the realities of the present
new China.
Notwithstanding the sitsab's snub, Zhang's welcome reception otherwise
went surprisingly well. One young Tibetan aristocrat who was present recalled
that Zhang and his colleague Le Yi~hongwere both dressed in light blue "Mao
jackets" (i.e.,not in military uniforms) and were riding mounts saddled with
the b e ~ t - ~ u a European
lit~
leather saddles. They were greeted by a large number of Tibetans lining the road, most of whom, like the young Tibetan, had

6. This is a well-known type of slingshot that has nine designs woven into it that look something like eyes from a distance.
7. In Tibetan, :jam po'i ha1 gyis sles pa'i / '111- rdo chu niig dgir sgril/ pe cing gzhilng nas
rgyah pits / Itla Idan gzh~ingla babs song. (:ited in Yul plzvogs so so'i gsnr j p ~ mp
r long (Tibetan
Mirror), I August I 95 I . 5.
H. It was considererl I-espectful to g o to welcome visiting high officials and dignitaries at
some distance or~lsideI.hasa, ~ n u c has in the United States o n e w o ~ ~ gl o
d to meet someone at
the airport. 1'h~b.wis the term used hy the Tihetan government when oficials are sent outside
the city to welcome tlir IMai 1,ama or some high dignitary, for example, the Qing amban. How
far fr-om 1.hasa thc p h r b s ~occllrs reflects the status of the person arriving. Gyetseluding was
the standar-d rcccption site for this. It was located o n the main road west of Lhasa between
l)rep\~ngand the Norbulingka Palace (see map of Lhasa).
9. l)raktrn, interview, 1992, Dharamsala. His comments were based o n discussions with
Samjiila. the aide (lib. nendr-iin) to the sitsab at this time.

just come o u t of curiosity, not friendship o r support.1° But they had come,
a n d n o hostility was shown. In fact, the reception was so warm that Alo
Chondze, a Lhasa trader from Kham, took offense a n d set about organizing
a special (and better) phebsu from the common people of Lhasa for the Dalai
Lama's coming arrival."
Zhang's entrance into Lhasa, therefore, was a great victory for Mao and
the CCP, whose strategy had so far worked just as planned. Zhang and his
small staff now set u p their office a n d residence in the heart of Lhasa in
Trimijn, in a house formerly owned by an aristocrat that the Tibetan government had given them. They were now ready to start the next phase in
the incorporation of Tibet. However, Zhang would quickly learn that the two
sitsabs' snub was not an isolated aberration. It was a reflection of their deep
hatred and a portent of what would come.
Of the two sitsab, the lay aristocratic official Lukhangwa was the dominant personality. H e was fifty-three-years old a n d had previously served as
o n e of the four heads of the Revenue Bureau (tib. Tsigang). H e was respected
as a straightforward person of high integrity a n d ethics whose loyalty to the
traditional system was unquestioned a n d admired. But h e was also notoriously o n e of the most conservative a n d rigid officials in the government bureaucracy, especially among the aristocracy. H e was also almost totally ignorant of world history and current affairs a n d had the arrogant and at the
same time naive notion that Tibet should handle its own problems and not
worry about o r depend on foreign countries.'* Chabtsom, a Tibetan lay aristocratic official who at that time was o n e of the Lhasa Kashag's secretaries
(tib. kadrung) and had close contact with Lukhangwa, described him:
"L~~khangw
was
a always hard-headed and stubborn. He wanted to d o things
his own way and did not listen to other's opinions. H e was a person who really liked the oltl customs and also had great loyalty a n d clevotion to the Dalai
Lama and the government. But he did not have much foresight or vision.""'
Lukharigwa's conservative views went beyond government affairs and politics. His daughter-in-law, for example, recalled that he ran their household
in the same way.
At that tirne our household was run in the traditional Tibetan style, so we had
n o chairs. When the Chinese officials came to visit, 1,ukhangwa's wife and son
[the sitbject's htlsbancl] expressed some concern for thern and suggested borrowing chairs from a neighbor, but the sitsab refrlsecl, insisting thcre was n o
need to d o this. He wotlld say things like, "We have our own mattresses and
cushions. We can pile them up for them. If the" sit o n thesc that is fine, and i f
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o. Shelling (Tsewang N;~mgyr),intrr-view. 2oo2, Cleveland, OH.

,410 (:hi)ntlzr. interview, I <)!):I. (:leveland, OH.
I 2 . <:hahtsom. interview, I 992, 1,has;r.
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not, then its too bad. We have to do things in accordance with our own customs." . . . The sitsab was very strict and would not stand for any [new things].
Similarly,we did not serve any of'the new snacks, such as [Indian-style] biscuits or candies at home. We served only traditional snacks, such as popped
barley and popped lentils, and some walnuts, et cetera. We young people used
to eat [the modern foods outside the house] on the sly, because we were not
allowed to keep them at home. So when the Chinese came to meet the sitsab,
he made a point of not serving them any candy or biscuits [as was fashionable
in aristocratic Lhasa society].
We were also not permitted to wear leather (Western style) shoes. The sitsab
would say these are foreign things we don't need. We were young and thought
differently,so we would keep a pair of Western shoes with our shopkeeper tenants [downstairs on the first floor of their house], and when we went to town
would first go to their apartment and secretly change into the modern shoes.I4
Among the aristocracy in Lhasa, that kind of strictness was unusual enough
to be considered eccentric. Lukhangwa, therefore, was a not only a n ultraconservative traditionalist but also someone who did not believe in cornpromise and was not particularly open to alternative modes of thought.
Lobsang Tashi, the other sitsab, was somewhat more knowledgeable of
the world despite being a monk official since h e had spent several years in
the Tibetan government's Bureau Office in China during the Guomindang
period. H e even knew some spoken Chinese. However, h e wasn't a forceful
person and invariably followed Lukhangwa's lead, saying, as o n e official recalled, "Yes, yes," whenever Lukhangwa turned to him at meetings asking,
"Isn't that
While many Tibetan officials had d e e p doubts about the reliability of the
Chinese Communists' assurances of religious freedom and so forth, Lukhangwa was visceral in his distrust. Chabtsom recalled a meeting held in Lhasa
before the Dalai Lama and Zhang Jingwu arrived from Yadong at which some
Tibetan officials casually commented that the religion and nationality policies of the Chinese Communists seemed quite good. Lukhangwa immediately responded angrily, saying that the Communists have n o religion, so their
so-called religious policy was just a trick to fool the people. "Formerly during the Qing emperors' (time),"h e said, "the Chinese had faith in Buddhism,
so if they proclaimed a religious policy we would believe it. But we cannot
believe a religious policy coming from these atheists."'"
12tlkhatlgwa,therefore, from the start did not trust the Chinese Communists' a l ~ t - a n r eand,
s as mentioned earlier, also did not agree with the Yadong
Kashag's drcisio~ito send the representatives to Beijing. H e had strongly fa-
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vored holding negotiations with the Chinese in Lhasa, where the atmosphere
would have been supportive a n d had been working o n the final aspects of
the plan to bring Ngabo a n d Wang Qimei to Lhasa from Chamdo. Holding
the talks in Beijing was, h e felt, a major mistake, which h e incorrectly thought
was the Yadong Kashag's decision, when it actually was a demand of the Chinese side.
Not surprisingly, when Lukhangwa heard the terms of the agreement, he
not only was angry and disappointed but, in a sense, also vindicated: his worst
fears of negotiating in Beijing had been realized. Ngabo a n d the others had
exceeded their instructions by agreeing to a substantial Chinese military
presence in Tibet a n d by allowing the gradual absorption of the Tibetan
army into the PLA as well as the creation of the ominous-sounding MilitaryAdministrative Committee to implement the agreement. Lukhangwa in terpreted the words used for that office-"military" (tib. mag) and "administrative/
political" (tib. si)-to imply that Tibet would be ruled by the Chinese military a n d that the traditional head of the "political" sphere, the Dalai Lama,
would be pushed out.I7 What h e saw as the "flawed" Seventeen-Point Agreement, therefore, confirmed his opinion that he, n o t the Kashag ministers,
knew best how to handle the situation with the Chinese. But subtle diplomacy was not o n his mind when Zhang Jingwu arrived in Lhasa. H e and L o b
sang Tashi, instead, began to pursue a tough, confrontational stance that explicitly showed the Chinese that they, the highest officials in the Tibetan
government, were bitter about the invasion a n d did not accept parts of the
agreement, such as the large Chinese army force coming to occupy Tibet.
They were angry and had n o compunction about conveying that clearly to
the Chinese.
Zhang Jingwu, however, was not ready to start discussing the implementation of specific parts of the agreement. T h e Chinese side did not understand the depth of the sitsab's hostility but iinclerstood in general the
difficulties they faced and had already decided to go slow and wait until
Ngabo a n d the original of the agreement arrived in September before trying to implement parts of the agreement. For the next month, therefore,
Zhang was content to undertake what can be thought of as a public relations
campaign aimecl at getting to know the Lhasa elite a n d letting the elite get
to known them. Zhang Jingwu began a series of visits to all the higher Tibetan officials as well as to monastery leaders a n d lamas. At all these visits
they handed out copies of the agreement (in Tibetan) and explained in very
general terms the Communist Party's nationality and religious policies and
the agreement. Most of these visits were polite and uneventful, as the Tibetan
aristocracy was noted for its exqiiisite manners and grace in face-to-face

Ij .

Chabtsom, interview. I 992.

interactions-even with enemies. O p e n arguments a n d crude comments
were considered to be in very poor taste. Consequently, when Le Yuhong visited high officials there were n o arguments. And even when h e visited the
sitsab Lobsang Tashi a n d gave him a copy of the Seventeen-Point Agreement,
Lobsang did not argue. H e merely said h e didn't know much about politics
and let it pass without comment, changing the subject.
But the same was not true of Lukhangwa, who chose to be adversarial every
chance he had. For example, soon after Zhang J i n p a n d his staff arrived,
the two sitsab invited Zhang to the Tsuglagang Temple for a formal reception, following the protocol for the Imperial commissioners (amban) during the Qing dynasty era. T h e sitsab used this ceremony to demonstrate once
again their superiority by seating Zhang lower than themselves. Zhang's Chinese biography reveals that the Chinese clearly understood the insult but
chose not to create an incident over it.
On the third day after Zhang Jingwu's arrival," the sitsab and Kashag ministers entertained Zhang Jingwu in the Jokhang Temple [in the Tsuglagang].
However, the hosts, Sitsab Lobsang Tashi and Lukhangwa, were still extremely
conceited and arrogant and were seated in the highest place. Zhang Jingwu
thought he was a newcomer and didn't know much about the whole situation,
so in keeping with [the saying that warns against] "trying to gain a little only
to lose a lot" (ch. yin xiao shi da), he did not let this rude reception provoke
him. . . . However, he foresaw the difficulties he would face in implementing
the agreement. He even saw very serious obstacle^.'^
Zhang Jingwu's Tibetan translator, Phiindra, recalled this same first meeting
vividly, because it placed him in a difficult situation. Some of Lukhangwa's comments were so confrontational and insulting that Phiindra thought an argument might break out if h e translated them correctly. Fearing this would negatively affect the course of Sino-Tibetan relations, h e decided on his own not
to translate these. Phiindra summed this up, saying, "In general, Lukhangwa
seemed like someone who wanted to insult the Chinese any way h e could."'"
A few days latel-, on 1 5 August, when Zhang Jingwu and Le Yuhong formally went to visit Sitsab Lukhangwa at his home, the meeting was anything
hut cordial. There is n o official transcript of this meeting, but most people
on both sides agree about what happened. First Zhang Jingwu made some
general propaganda-like comments about how good it is that Tibet has returned to the motherland and how the PLA will now defend the borders a n d
so forth, and then 1,ukhangwa answered angrily, indirectly attacking the
agreetnent and threatening the Chinese:

1 8 . 1.c 1081 says thr seventh day.
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I have a lot to say today about the (Chinese) troops marching into Tibet. When
Ngabo went to Beijing, his charge concerned making peace. H e was not given
any authority to discuss military affairs [read: PLA troops entering Tibet]. As
for the Seventeen-Point Agreement, it is beyond anything I could have imagined; I will discuss its points later after Ngabo returns and reports how they really came about.
While we were in the process of taking steps to begin peaceful talks [with
you Chinese], I heard about the liberation of Chamdo [read: China attacked
11swhile we were trying to make peace talks]. Tibet is a religious country that
likes peace. All the dalai lamas in sequence have d o n e whatever they could to
maintain peace. T h e 14th Dalai Lama also is doing everything h e can to maintain peace. Even though the people were feeling militant, h e sent a delegation
to Beijing and was completely committed to holding peaceful talks. Therefore,
because Tibet is a religious country where religion has spread widely, rather
than your sending military troops here, it would b e better to send capable and
knowledgeable [nonarmy] officials.
As for China, it is a country that has many people and is very powerful. Nevertheless, whatever things it does must be done in the correct way/amount. If
it doesn't d o that, even people who are asleep [Tibetans] will get up and oppose it. . . . As for me, I am an old man with a white beard at the point of death,
but as for the Tibetan people, if they are oppressed, even though they are not
powerful, they will pray to the Three [Buddhist] Jewels, and karmic cause and
effect will occur [China's bad deeds will be punished] ."

In addition to his thoughts about the agreement, what h e saw as Chinese
hypocrisy also angered Lukhangwa,- who said the Chinese were coming as
friends and brothers to help Tibet when in reality they had invaded Chamdo
and killed many Tibetan troops. Whether h e could not control this anger
o r did not care to, it became a hallmark of Lukhangwa's interaction style
with the Chinese leadership.
Zhang had to endure another insult from the sitsab when the Dalai Lama
arrived in Lhasa o n 17 August." Zhang wanted to participate in the welcome
ceremony but was thwarted by the sitsah. Shatra, an aristocratic official who
was there, recalled,
ZhangJingwu and L,e Yuhong were planning to participate in the welcome [for
the Dalai l.ama], but there was a disagreement over the seating arrangements.
T h e two sitsab said that ZhangJingwu c o i ~ l dnot sit in the same line as the I)alai
Lama. T h e Dalai Lama woi~ldface straight aheacl, ancl the sitsab would sit on
one side facing another direction. Zhang [therefore] had t o sit facing the two
si tsab.
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The Chinese, however, refused. Although they were willing to have Zhang
sit on a Western chair rather than o n raised cushions [thus avoiding the issue
of the height of their cushions], they argued that Zhang had to sit facing the
same direction as the Dalai Lama, since he was the representative of the Central Committee. T h e sitsab refused, so in the e n d Zhang chose not to attend
and sent his associate Le Y ~ h o n ~ . ' ~

On another front, the arrival of the Dalai Lama also produced the first example of nonelite Tibetans organizing to make a political statement. As mentioned above, Zhang's welcome to Lhasa had irritated Alo Chondze and given
him the idea that the Lhasa "people" should organize a special welcome committee for the Dalai Lama's arrival (in addition to the traditional welcome
from government officials and the religious sector). Alo Chondze recalled
his thinking.
There was a big welcome for Zhang. . . . Many aristocrats, such as SholkangJedrung and Maya and some ordinary lay officials and many Nepalese, went to
welcome him. Zhang Jingwu came in an imposing manner, and as we were
watching him, I got very angry and argued with the Nepalese [from Lhasa]
and said, "You live here [in Tibet] but have n o taxes, a n d you don't have to
abide by the law.24You should be very grateful to the [Tibetan government],
so why are you now welcoming the Chinese like this? You had better watch your
step (tib. temo to a)." I really fought with them verbally.
The very next day I called people like Gyabing Chondze to my house and
we started organizing. . . . We discussed the Chinese [welcome] and then
made a list of appropriate people among the Khanibas, Amdowas, and Central Tibetans. The day after this, we went to tell them that the [Lhasa] people
should organize and send a welcome committee to greet the Dalai Lama [when
he returns]. I said, "Look how they welcomed the Chinese. We can't just stay
like this [and d o nothing] ."
For two days we went to the homes of roughly forty people who were important . . . and discussed sending a welcome committee from the people for
the Dalai Lama. They agreed and signed their names. They were very glad
and said this was a good idea and that we should think about what we should
do.. . .
The first nlceting was held in Trcsl~r'shouse. Andrug Gompo [later the head
of the (:hr~sliigandrugr~er-I-illas]
was there, and people had different opinions,
saying things such as, "If we [common people] go to d o a welcoming committee
for the Dalai Lama, it will hc the first time in Tibetan history, so the [Tibetan]
govc.1-nrncnt may be angry at this action o n o u r part." So o n e group [at the
meeting] said wc shouldn't d o it. I argl~edthat they wolrldn't be angry. I said,
"1 know a h o t ~this.
t
Sandutsang I,o Gendiin organized a group of people to accompctnythc 1)alai Lama when he went to Yadong, and I also had a group. We
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went to see him off, so now if we welcome him back nothing will happen. It
would, in fact, be good if we went farther from Lhasa to welcome him, say to
Gyantse o r Tashilhunpo. . . .
Then others said that if we d o something like this we had better first request permission from Phala, the Dalai Lama's lord chamberlain. In those days,
the Tibetan government had a phone in the telegraph office in Lhasa, as well
as o n e in Chushur, Paldi, Nangkarste, a n d o n e in Phari. . . . They were thinking about the rules and said that we should first make a request. . . . So we contacted Phala by phone, and h e replied that o u r plan was very good but coming to Gyantse was too far. "It will be hard for you, a n d there also will not be
enough time. So d o it nearer to Lhasa."
. . . We did the welcome committee ceremony at Nyetang [a location about
forty kilometers south of Lhasa], where the big statue of the Buddha (tib.
Nyetang Ihachenpo) is carved on a rock. There were probably a hundred
people in our group. All of us were important persons. . . . I told everyone that
they had to wear Tibetan clothes and that they had to ride horses not mules.
Before we reached Nyetang, [we met] the advance guard of the Dalai Lama,
which was coming u p [from Yadong]. We thought that ifwe kept on riding like
this we might encounter the Dalai Lama on a narrow path [making a welcome
ceremony difficult to d o ] , so I stopped and we got off our horses and took our
ceremonial scarves in our hands. I knew the Dalai Lama would be coming soon.
I said we should d o three prostrations a n d then offer the scarves, which would
be put back on us by the lord chamberlain o r o n e of the aides of the Dalai
Lama's secretariat (tib. tsendron), who would be coming ahead of the Dalai
Lama. After that we would mount u p and ride at the front of the Dalai Lama's
procession with the scarves on our necks. . . .
So we waited by the big statue at Nyetang with scarves in hand. At that time
. . . Ngawang Rigdrol, an aide, arrived, and when he saw us he asked, "What
are you people doing here?" I said we are the People's Association (tib. mimang tsogpa). He then took the scarves [we offered] and gave them back to
us. At this time they had stopped the Dalai Lama's group. I said we should now
travel in front of the Dalai Lama. Others in the group said no. . . . Then the
Dalai Lama spoke to the lord chamberlain, who said to us, "The representatives of the people should go ahead of the Bodyguard Regiment [of the Dalai
Lama]." So I told the others [with me], "Didn't I tell you this? Now let's go."
So we went ahead in the procession. . . .
. . . At the Trisum Bridge, there was a welcome committee from Nechung
Monastery, and preparations had been made for the Dalai Lama to stay there
three nights. . . . When I asked Phala what we should do, he said, "Your corning today is very good, but you should return to Lhasa, and on such and such
a day and time you should come back and be part of the Great Procession accompanying the Dalai L,ama hack into Lhasa (tib. chibgyur chemmo). . . .
T h e day after that, we returned at the specified time and were part of the
procession from the Trisam Bridge. This time there were three hundred of us.
I thought the more that came the better. I asked Phala, "There are many people
with us, so what should we do?" He said, "It'$ okay. Its fine. You can all go ahead
of the Dalai Lama." So we were all dressed in our finest. All the Lhasa people
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were waiting at Gyetseluding. The Lhasa people were very happy to see a
people's association leading the way.'"
This, of course, was not a formal people's association, but it reveals that the
idea that the common people should be involved in Tibetan politics was in
the air. In the traditional Tibetan polity, the people had n o say in political
affairs and were prohibited even from publicly criticizing the government.
But times were changing, a n d , as will be discussed later, six months hence a
real people's association would become a political player, confronting the
Chinese and almost precipitating a deadly outbreak of violence in Lhasa.

T H E INITIAL CHINESE STRATEGY FOR TIBET

Getting the Tibetan local government to sign the Seventeen-Point Agreement
and allow Chinese troops and officials to enter Tibet peacefully was only the
first step in Mao's Tibet strategy. Mao wanted more-to integrate Tibet harmoniously into the Communist Chinese state. As mentioned in chapter 1 ,
Mao and the Central Committee, however, had n o illusions about the Tibetan
government and elite. It was clear that they did not want to be part of China,
let alone the atheist Communist China, so persuading them to accept the new
reality and become loyal citizens of the new multiethnic Chinese state was going to be extraordinarily difficult. However, avoiding the converse-the creation of a sullen, bitter, and hostile conquered people-was clearly in China's
long-term interest, so that avoidance, in fact, was Mao's long-term goal.
To try to achieve that, Mao employed his pragmatic "gradualist" strategy,
which focused on slowly winning over the elite in general a n d the Dalai Lama
in particular and then, with and through them, ultimately the common Tibetans. Li Weihan, the minister of the United Front Work Department, succinctly commented on this to a group of Northwest Bureau officials in Beijing in 1950, telling them, "Winning over the Dalai will be o u r greatest
victory."'~imilarly the Central Comtnittee sent Zhang Jingwu similar instructions (on 18 August 195 1 ): "Your principal task o n arrival in Lhasa is
to get close to the Dalai Lama a n d the upper strata personages and to propagandize and explain the policies to dispel their worries. Do not propagandizt too heavily with regard to obtaining assistance with the entry of the PLA
into Tibet. I t is important to wait for Ngabo a n d after that to work together
[with him] 011 that issue. With respect to making donations to the monks. it
is apprc)priatt3to donate more than what the Guomindang had done."'7
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Central to this approach was Beijing's emphasis o n reversing the decades
of Tibetan-Han enmity. Mao understood that propaganda alone would not
be enough. Not only did the Communist Chinese need to present themselves
to Tibetans as "new" Chinese, who were, they believed, totally unlike the Han
Chinese the Tibetans had known before, but they also assiduously had to behave in a way that reflected this ideology. An editorial published in the People's
Daily right after the signing of the agreement conveyed this.
Endorsement to the Agreement for the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet
(26 May 195')
. . . Among Tibetans. Buddhism enjoys very high prestige. Tibetans highly worship the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama Erdini Chokyi Gyaltsen. Thus, in
the peacefill agreement, it is not only specified to respect religion and to protect monasteries but also to respect the power and prestige of the above two
Tibetan leaders. Not only is this for the purpose of resolving this internal dispute among Tibetans; it is also for the purpose of getting necessary respect for
Tibetan leaders from different nationalities in China.
All troops and civilian workers entering Tibet must strictly observe our ethnic and religious policies, must observe the peaceful agreement, must obey
discipline, must trade fairly with Tibetans, which means to trade according to
equal value principle, and must prevent and correct the tendency of big nationality
chauuinism. 7'hq have to truly respect the Tibetan people and serve them in order to get
rid of the huge gap lefi 4y history between Hans and Tibetans and to win trust from the
Tibetr~nlocal govmnm~ntand Tibetan people. I f any of the military or civilian member.$
do things contrary to the peaceful ag-reement, ifthqr rlo not obqr discipline, i f t h q cheat
Tibetans orshmu disre.rpeci to Tibetan lendas ruho haven good relationship ruith thepeopk,
~ / t h qrntlke the mistake ojbig nationality chauvinism, our lending mgnns and kaders
.should be re.sponsiblefm c m ~ t i n such
g
rni.rtnke~.~'

Proper behavior a n d attitude on the part of the PLA a n d cadres was, therefore, essential to winning over Tibetans, since many of them obviously
doubted the sincerity of the Communists. T h e top leaders in Beijing emphasized this over and over in their instructions to the Chinese officers going to Tibet. For example, just before Zhang Guohua, the commander of
the Eighteenth Army Corps, left Beijing for Lhasa, Mao told him, "Signing
the Seventren-Point Agreement was only the first step. T h e second step is
implementing it. . . . After you arrive in Tibet, whatever comes up, first keep
in mind our nationality and religion policy. You must d o all work steadily
~ once when Zhang (;rlohua mentioned
and gradually (step by ~ t e p ) . " 'And
to Mao that some of his comrades are impatient and think that the work in
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rashly o r too Fast.
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Tibet will be like a turtle climbing up a mountain, Mao replied with a joke,
"Even a turtle climbing a mountain is too f a ~ t . " ~ " Oanother
n
occasion, Mao's
suggested to General Zhang that when he reached Lhasa and presented his
gifts to the Dalai Lama, he should follow Tibetan custom and prostrate. When
Zhang hesitated to reply, Mao said, "Comrade Guohua, you have risked your
life for the revolution many times, so what is so hard about doing a prostration for the re~olution?"~'
This policy was disseminated to troops and officials at all levels. In July
1950, Deng Xiaoping, one of the two heads of the Southwest Bureau, conveyed it to the officers of the Eighteenth Army Corps who would soon be going to Tibeteg2
In the past there was deep hatred between minorities and Han, so the situation is very complicated. With minority nationalities we should not now use
outside force to implement class struggle or divide society into classes or to
make reforms. It is not okay to d o any kind of revolution [socialist reforms]
using outside force. If we do not do reforms, the minority nationalities cannot
overcome their poverty and they will remain backward; h o w n q we should wail
until the conditions of the peoplp a w completely appropriate to do this. Now our main
responsibility is to make harmonious relations and to eliminate hatred between
nationalities. If we can achieve this, that will be a great a c c ~ m ~ l i s h m e n t . ~ ' : ~

And on still another occasion, just as the Eighteenth Army Corps was leaving for Tibet, Deng Xiaoping told its officers: "If the soldiers go to Tibet with
the idea of class struggle in their heads, when they get to Tibet and see the
exploitation of the landlords they will become very anxious to intervene so
will do something against our policy. Therefore, in order for that not to happen, go to Tibet with one eye open and one eye closed."g4
Detailed instructions for the PLA troops going to Tibet were elaborated
in the thirty-four-point H(~ndbookfor thp Militnry Advancp (into Tihpt), issued
by the Eighteenth Army Corps's political department in January 195 1 . Its
aim was to ensure that Chinese troops did not act as victors and superiors
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but at all times showed respect for Tibetan customs, especially religion. It
said, in part,
Officers and the military troops are strictly forbidden to use taxes and corvCe
labor. In the Kham and Tibet areas you are allowed to propagandize only under the conditions described by the Party Committee; you are not allowed to
propagandize about land reform and class struggle. You must protect monasteries and cannot touch the ritual equipment [of monks and monasteries]. You
are not allowed to propagandize against superstition and spread rumors that
contain untrue words about religion. Do not reside inside monasteries or temples. If a monk wants to join the army, d o not allow him to join and persuade
him to return to the monastery. Usually when visiting monasteries, you should
first make contact. And when you go on a visit, you are not allowed to touch
the images. Also you should not spit o r fart in the vicinity of the monastery,
and you should not hunt o r fish o r slaughter animals around a monastery. You
must respect the customs and habits of the Tibetan people and work for amicable relations with them. When they put a ceremonial scarf over your neck
you should return it. All government officials that held positions in the past
will continue to hold their positions. If they run away o r leave, you should try
and convince them to return.:'"

However, after only a few weeks in Lhasa, Zhang Jingwu could see for himself that "winning over" the Tibetan elite in Lhasa would not be easy, so he
sent the Central Committee an interesting set of ideas about what the troops
on their way to Tibet should be taught.
I.

All the soldiers and officers of the troops marching (to Tibet) should study
the "spirit of the agreement" carefully. And the army should be a political
propaganda troop and a model for propaganditing and implementing the
agreement. T h e troops should continually promote the principle that our
policies and our discipline are much more important than even one's life,
and they should promote the traditional practice ofworking hard and bearing hardship. T h e troops should stress propagandizing the facts about the
impel-ialists' invasion and exploitation [in Tibet] and the importance of the
reinforcement of national defense.

2.

Propagancliting about the equality and unity of nationalities should be
stressed. Especially Tibetan religious beliefs should he respected, and [the
troops] should get more information about religion. Do not argue with
believers.

g. When propagandizing, the troops should use more examples and stories
and should not rlse political terms [jargon], for it is difficult fbr Tibetans
to r~nderstanclthem.
:3r,.
1951.
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4. Initially, d o not stress local poverty. We will not implement reforms soon,
so if we stress poverty, we will be trapped in passivity [doing nothing about
it] and promote unnecessary doubts and fears among the Tibetan government officials.

5 . When entering Lhasa, the troops should look good and be well-organized
and should carry the national flag a n d military flags. When meeting with
the welcoming committee, the troops can exchange ceremonial scarves.
It is unnecessary to shake hands, because Tibetan people d o not have this
custom.

6. The army should know about the local situation when purchasing supplies
and materials. T h e army has to contact the authorized big merchants first
and then go ahead.

7. When going out, the soldiers should be divided into groups of three members each. This is to prevent assassination and conflicts by rascals who are
being taken advantage of by spies and bandits.

8. If you want to d o any sort of investigation, the troops should consult the
lamas to show their respect for religion.

9. The troop should take advantage of all kinds of methods to approach the
Tibetan army and create fellowship with them. If we d o this, we can get
more information. Do not look down on them, but unify and cooperate
with them to reinforce the national defense together.
lo. The aristocratic officials under the feudal structure are very proud and

even arrogant. They care about etiquette. So our cadres should be very
patient and inventive when carrying out united front work with the upper
class. Most things should be done in a legal fashion via the Tibetan local
government.'"'
T h e Southwest B u r e a u a g r e e d with his i d e a s a n d a d d e d , " T h e T i b e t issue is
extremely complicated. We have t o take e a c h s t e p very carefully t o p r e v e n t
creating big troubles. Therefc)re, in oiir work, above all, we s h o u l d obviate
ty
All c a d r e s m u s t realize this point."'17
the ' i ~ n p e t i ~ o s i fault.'
(;onsequently, a l t h o u g h T i b e t was hopelessly "feudal," M a o a n d the CCP
Iratlcrship h a d c o n c l ~ r d e dt h a t C:Iiina1s long-term n a t i o n a l interests required integrating Ti1)et in a positive a n d cooperative fashion r a t h e r t h a n
through force a n d feat: To accomplish this optimally, w i n n i n g over t h e Dalai
Lama and t h e elite was r e q u i r e d . R e f o r m s w o ~ l l dc o m e only i n a g r a d u a l a n d
d c l i h c r a ~ eway ( c h . s h r n ~ h o n wen
g
jing) w h e n c o n d i t i o n s w e r e completely
app~'opt-i;ttca n d T i h c t a n s themselves were ready t o accept t h e m . T h e c a d r e s
111 Tihct, therefore, wcre o r d e r e d n o t to a t t e m p t t o stir up class conscious-

ness a n d class hatred among the Tibetan masses. T h e Chinese officials were
also instructed to treat Tibetans with respect a n d to emphasize that they were
a "new" breed of H a n (Chinese) who would n o t exploit o r oppress the Tibetans. as had the Qing dynasty a n d Guomindang governments. They were
to stress that Han Chinese were not Tibet's enemies a n d did not want to harm
Tibetans. Rather, they respected Tibetan culture a n d religion a n d the Dalai
Lama a n d wanted to work with Tibetans to improve conditions in Tibet. And
they had to reflect this in their behavior a n d demeanor.
Mao, therefore, was willing to permit the exploitive feudal system to continue to rule Tibetan internally for an open-ended period of time. Feudal lords
would be free to command and punish their serfs, and the Dalai Lama's government would continue to operate its own legal a n d economic system. Life
in Tibet would be virtually the same as it had been before the arrival of the
Chinese. This obviously was not meant to be permanent, but there was no fixed
timetable, since it was not at all clear how long it would take to win over the
Dalai Lama and the elite to agree voluntarily to reform Tibet. At this point in
time, Mao was in n o rush and was willing to let this extend for three, four, five,
o r even ten o r more years. Even a turtle going uphill was too fast! By leaving
the enemies of the CCP in control of an army, a currency, and a government,
Mao wxs taking a gamble that he did not have to, since the PLA had overwhelming military force and could have quickly eliminated the old system by brute
force and intimidation. But Mao had something more important in mind and
believed his gradualist strategy was the way to achieve it. China's long-term
national interests were served best not by quickly destroying the old Tibet but
rather by slowly winning over Tibetans to become loyal citizens of a new Tibet.
blao's laissez-faire gradualist approach, however, had limits. T h e Chinese
side was committecl t o implementing the agreement a n d especially to establishing their position in Tibet firmly with respect to supplies, communications, and transportation. As we shall see in later chapters, the PLA from
the start made a m?jor effort to secure stable control over these sectors. Also,
it was obvious to Mao that implementation of the agreement and the incorpo~.iltionoFTibet into the PRC would not be straightforward, as it had
been in the H a r ~parts of China, and would require shrewd, ongoing assessment of the conditions in Tibet. T h e framework for achieving this was the
Seventeen-Point Agreement, but how exactly to implement its variotis prospecified
visos, some of which were somewhat contradictory, was not
bv Beijing and was initiallv left u p to the j~ldgmetitof the Chinese officials
in Tibet. That would ttlrn'otlt to be a mistake.

TIBET'S INITI.11. STRATE(;Y

In comparison with the Chinese side's clearly defined approach, the Tibetall
government's strategy and tactics were less cohcsive-in essence almr)st in-

&oate. In the first weeks after the Dalai Lama's arrival, n o t only did n o consensus emerge regarding China, but policy meetings of top officials were not
even held in an attempt to establish such a consensus. Part of the reason for
this was the lack of any tradition of formal strategic planning, for example,
of having staff outline multiple strategic options a n d their expected consequences so that a final unified course of action could be selected. However,
specifically in 1951 , an additional problem was created by the peculiar administrative anomaly that occurred in the Tibetan government when the traveling Kashag returned to Lhasa from Yadong a n d found itself subordinate
to the sitsab.
The two sitsab had been appointed almost by accident just a few months
earlier in December 1950, when the Kashag, worried about the safety of the
Dalai Lama in Lhasa, had moved him a n d most other top officials to the border town of Yadong. As mentioned earlier, stand-in officials were needed in
Lhasa to replace those who left with the Dalai Lama, a n d in accordance with
a precedent begun earlier in 1904 when the 1gth Dalai Lama fled to Outer
Mongolia, the Tibetan government decided to appoint two high officials to
servejointly as temporary rulers in place of the Dalai Lama. They were called
the sitsab, o r "acting" chief ministers. Since the two Kashag ministers then
in Lhasa (Ramba and Surkhang) wanted to accompany the Dalai Lama to
Yadong, they could not serve, so the Kashag submitted the names of five lower
officials to the Dalai Lama. After divination, o n e of the Dalai Lama's personal staff, the monk official Lobsang Tashi, was appointed sitsab together
with the lay official L ~ l k h a n g w a . ~ ~
Structurally, the authority of the two new sitsab superseded that of the
Kashag ministers, but given their lower prior positions, the I-oleof the sitsab
at this time was to look after the routine affairs of the government while the
full Kashag ministers in Yadong handled all major- political decisions. For
the h d o n g Kashag. the new sitsab were caretakers-officials responsible for
lookillg after the dav-to-day affairs of the country while they, the ministers,
dealt with the key foreign policy decisions in Yadong. But the sitsab in Lhasa
had strong ideas about Sino-Tibetan affairs a n d critically came not only to
clisagrrr with the Kasliag's decisions in Yadong but also to consider themsrl\rrs morc than simply temporary caretakers. C o n s e q ~ ~ m t l y
when
,
the
Y.ldong Kasllag returned to L.hasa, the two sitsab now ranked structurally
aho\,r them. I h i ~ l to~n,r of the Kashag ministers at that time. explained how
the ininistrrs wcrr t~nal,lr to push the sitsab aside and continue to control
the goycrnmcnt.
:$H. Shan k h ; ~ha (Shcnk;itv;~)I !)!)cj: 30;-H. 1,ohs;lng T;~shih;ltl held the high monk offici;il
rank khvnc.t~c..;untl I.r~kli;~t~p,r\\.;i
had hrcn o n r oPli)r~rtsipiin \vho headcd the Rc\,entre Office
(Tsigilllg). Slicnk;lw;l \vils o n e of thv two nchw;~c.tingKashag ministers ;ippointcd to t.enl;lin in
1 ,IIAS;I ;I( [tiis ~ i l ~ l ( , .

When the Dalai Lama came back, there was n o easy way to get them [the sitsab]
to resign.
Q. Couldn't you have told them, "You have done well, thank you; now your
duty is over"?
Oh. T h e Kashag didn't dare to tell the sitsab, who were higher in authority. to resign. And the Dalai Lama was young and didn't understand things like
this. So that's why things got complicated, since the Kashag couldn't dismiss
the sitsab. . . .
Q. Couldn't the Kashag go around the sitsab and directly approach the Dalai
Lama?
No. T h e custom was for us to send requests through the sitsab.
Q. Could you have done it secretly without the sitsab knowing?
If the sitsab had found out [we were doing that], there would have been
real trouble. When there were sitsab present, we had to go through them. If,
for example, the Kashag prepared a document for the Dalai Lama to approve,
[it had to be sent to the sitsab, and] they would make changes to the document before sending it to the Dalai Lama. So everything was under them; they
were like a throat-all the food, et cetera, had to go through it. If there had
been no sitsab, then the Kashag could have dealt directly with the Dalai Lama,
and the power of the Kashag would have increased a lot. In the past there was
no cllstom of having a sitsab when there was a Dalai Lama [present in Lhasal.
But they were appointed when the Dalai Lama was going to Yadong, so when
the Dalai Lama returned, he didn't want to say immediately that we didn't want
them. So they stayecl on.""
T h u s , t h e Kashag, t h e d o m i n a n t political force in T i b e t in D e c e m b e r 1950,
f o u n d itself relegated eight m o n t h s later t o a vastly diminished position visA-vis t h e two lower officials w h o m they h a d somewhat casually a n d hastily app o i n t e d t o t h e "temporary" h i g h e r position of sitsab. All o f this would not
have m a t t e r e d m u c h h a d t h e sitsab s h a r e d t h e views o f t h e Kashag o r had
t h e sitsab worked closely with t h e m , b u t they d i d n o t . T h e sitsab did n o t trust
t h e Kashag, whose ministers they felt h a d mishandled t h e negotiations and
n o w were, in their view, t o o friendly toward t h e Chinese, s o they unilaterally
p u r s u e d their own highly confrontational, hard-line a p p r o a c h .
As m e n t i o n e d earlier, t h e sitsab objected to most o f t h e Seventeen-Point
Agreement. T h e y t h o u g h t everything in T i h e t was already excellent a n d did
n o t want t o have t h o ~ l s a n d sof occupying Chinese troops a n d officials forci n g changes, p a r t i r ~ ~ l a rtloy religion, t h e Tibetan g o v e r n m e n t , a n d the Dalai
Lama's status. T h e y saw n o n e e d for reform. What they wanted instead of
new institutions, such as t h e Military-Aclministrative Comnlittee, was to go
hack t o s o m e t h i n g like t h e loose p r o t e r t o r a t r status that Tibet h a d rn,ioyed
d u r i n g t h e last c e n t u r y o f Qing dynasty rule: Tihet would acknowlerlge (:hi-

nese superordination, but the Chinese would maintain only a token garrison in Lhasa together with an ambanlike representative o r two. Internally,
Tibet would remain virtually unchanged, ruled as a theocratic bureaucracy
headed by the Dalai Lama in a matrix of large-scale monasticism supported
by serfs and manorial estates.
The sitsab's looking back to the Qing as a model for the future was seen
in their use of protocol from that period for welcoming a n d meeting Zhang
Jingwu and was seen even more clearly in a comment Lukhangwa made to
Zhang Guohua at o n e of their early meetings, in which h e referred to a popular Qing amban named Zhang Yintang. Zhang Guohua's biography reported what Lukhangwa said.
In the past, there was an amban from the Qing dynasty whose last name was
also Zhang. While i n Lhasa, he set up an office, but he didn't bring an army.
Everybody called him "Great person Zhang" (ch. Zhang daren). Now another
Zhang daren has come, but why have you brought so many soldiers? Ngabii
was not authorized to talk about military affairs in Beijing. The Seventeen-Point
Agreement was done suddenly and really should be revised.40

Arnban Zhang Yintang had been sent by Beijing in 1906 to investigate the
situation in Tibet and was known as the "overseas amban" because h e initially came to Tibet via India. H e favored training Tibetan soldiers rather
than stationing Qing troops and had a good reputation when h e left Tibet
in 1907 to negotiate trade regulations i11 India a n d then returned to Beijing. So Lukhangwa's allusion refers to this.41
To the sitsab, a Qing-like relationship is what -ruouM have been formalized in the Seventeen-Point Agreement, had they, rather than Ngabo a n d
the Yadong Kashag, been overseeing the negotiations. To be sure, all Tibetans in the elite would have preferred this t o the Seventeen-Point Agreement, but the Chinese Communist Party was not the Qing dynasty, a n d it
was both arrogant and naive for the sitsab to think that they could have
achieved this if they had been left in charge. But naive o r not, the SeventeenPoint Agreement was signed, the Chinese Communists were now in Lhasa,
and the Tibetan government had to develop a strategy for interacting with
them.
An obvious cour-sc of' action would have been to strive to win the friendship arid trust of'the (:hinese leadel-s and to use that to control the rate a n d
magnitude of change. This, however, as we have already seen, was not at all
what the sitsah had in mind. From the start, they refused to respond positively t~ the (:hinrse and, in their face-to-face mretings, challenged a n d conh-c)n(edthvm in an angry and adversarial manner, which grew worse as the

main Chinese army force arrived a n d very serious matters had to be discussed.
T h e sitsab's confrontational behavior was so unusual that it was commented
o n by S. Sinha, the head of Indian Mission in Lhasa, in o n e of his monthly
reports from Lhasa to Delhi: "The Prime Ministers [sitsab] habitually oppose a n d resent all advice a n d suggestions that come from the Chinese irrespective of their merit^."^'
T h e anger a n d hostility conveyed by the sitsab are, perhaps, not that surprising if o n e views the Chinese as a n army of occupation, as they did. In
fact, their use of confrontation a n d their venting of anger were widely admired by many Tibetans who similarly resented the occupation of their country and capital by Chinese troops a n d deeply feared that the Chinese, if left
unchecked, would soon destroy all that they loved a n d valued. Lukhangwa's
outb~lrstsof anger, therefore, in a sense reflected the nationalistic and antiChinese feelings that were widespread in Lhasa, but more important, they
also emboldened Tibetans to express their anger a n d hostility similarly in a
public manner. It should be recalled that Tibet had been a polity in which
political criticism was illegal; even the street songs cited earlier were not
officially permitted. Consequently, as word of Lukhangwa's encounters
spread through the Lhasa elite and middle class, not only did they make many
Tibetans feel proud that their government's leaders were standing u p to the
Chinese, but also they sent Tibetans a message that it is acceptable to also
oppose and resist the Chinese.
T h e sitsab's behavior, however, while popular with the people, was not part
of a larger government plan aimecl at persuading o r pressuring the Chinese
to modify the agreement. As the heads of the government, they were the
ones primarily responsible for fashioning a strategy to deal with the Chinese, but they did not. T h e Dalai Lama commented o n this in an interview,
saying that Lmkhangwa was just "acting out of emotion [and was] not [employing] some subtle form of strategic thinking.'"'Qnd the sitsab, as the f ~ ] lowing incident illustrates, were not even interested in trying to coordinate
with the Kashag before joint meetings with the Chinese, let alone develop
an overall strategy with them for Tibet.
Lhalu recallecl that in late I 95 I o r early 1952 a major meeting took place
that included the 5itsab, the Kashag ministers, and the Chinese leadershipIt did not go well and ended with a very nasty verbal exchange between
Lukhangwa and the Chinese. This exchange placed the Kashag ministers in
an awkward position, since they clid not agree with Lukhangwa's comments
but also did not want to undercut the sitsab in front of the Chinese. IIhallh
who was at the meeting, recalled the Kashag ministers' frr~stration.
42. British Foreign OFfice Rrcortls, F0:37 I / ! ) ! ) ( i 5 ! )monthly
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After this [meeting] we [the Kashag ministers] held o u r own separate meeting at which Shasur said, "On the o n e hand we cannot support the sitsab's arguments, but on the other, not supporting what they say is also not acceptable,
since it means we are not showing solidarity in front of the Chinese. It would
be as if we are handing them over to the Chinese. So what should we d o to
solve this dilemma? I was the youngest of the ministers [then age thirty-seven],
and I said frankly, "What we should d o is suggest to the sitsab that they change
their style a bit. Whatever they are going to say to the Chinese, they should
first discuss it with us, and then after we all settle what to d o internally, we can
say it to the Chinese with a unified front. If we meet beforehand in this manner, if there are things the Kashag is doing wrong, the sitsab can criticize us,
and if they are doing things we feel are wrong, then we will give them our suggestions." The Kashag ministers agreed that this should be done, and when
the question arose as to who would tell this to them, I volunteered, because I
used to work together with Lukhangwa as one of the heads of the Revenue
Office.
So I went to him and said that in the future h e should not suddenly say all
kinds of things but should first discuss a strategy with the Kashag. I told him,
"If you suddenly say things like you just did, it is hard for us to support you."
When I said this he got really angry. H e said, "I am [like] an Amdo. Whatever
it is, I say straight off what I think and feel [without thought of future
ramifications]." So from this time o n Lukhangwa disliked me. 1 said this to
help him, but he didn't listen and said, "1 am an Amdo so won't d o it." So
later there were n o discussions between the sitsab arid the Kashag about strategy. Lukhan,gwa was someone who did stupid things without first thinking
them t h ~ - o u g I i . ~ ~

I n contrast t o t h e sitsab, t h e K a s h a g p u r s u e d a m o r e c o n c i l i a t o r y strategic
outlook. I n g e n e r a l , they t o o p r e f e r r e d a m i n i m a l i s t C h i n e s e p r e s e n c e i n
Tibet, b u t they c o n s i d e r e d t h e sitsab's b e h a v i o r c o u n t e r p r o d u c t i v e a n d o u t of-touch with t h e military a n d political realities o f t h e s i t u a t i o n . They
brlieved t h a t it was i m p o r t a n t f o r t h e T i b c t a n l e a d e r s h i p t o m a i n t a i n c o r dial rrlations with t h e C h i n e s e , a l t h o u g h within t h e K a s h a g t h e r e w e r e different views a b o u t c h a n g e a n d r e f o r m s . L h a l u e x p l a i n e d t h e d o m i n a n t
viewpoint.
Wc for~glitant1 l o ~ at
t Chamdo,

FO we [mini*lters] tliolrglit that if we had disbances and li,ught lie1 e agi~in,
we wor~ldloscr again. . . . [Acting Corrncil niini$tcl\l Slinsr~ta n d Thrrhden Ra~nyangwcrc easygoing and wanted to have
Iriendly relations witl) the (:lii~-rcsc.Sl-rasui.used to sily that if we act nicely to
[he (:lii~lcse,11icn thcy will reciprocate and act nicely to us in turn. If we act
only FO-\O to tlicni, tIi('11 they will also ;let only so-so back to us. If wc act hostile to tllem, then rhcy will rcciprocatc. Hc always uscd to say this. Horomq lo
1 ) Iron~\l,
~
I do uot hnorrl roh(~tmy rollrnptrr on llrr k ' n t h q rucrc rmlly thinking d ~ t $ ~
trrl
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dorun, since rue nmm spoke much about such things. . . . But for myself, when I was
in Chamdo I saw the military strength of the PLA, so I was very much in favor
of trying to have good relations with the Chine~e.~"

As Lhalu's comments indicate, the Kashag also had not sat down to hold discussions about strategy and had not tried to hammer out a consensus decision on policy. Policy was created by the cumulative effect of ad hoc decisions on specific issues that arose.46
Nevertheless, although the Kashag ministers believed that Tibet could no
longer remain unchanged, the dominant attitude was that they should try
to slow the process of change, for example, by implementing changes slowly
over a long period of time. As Lhalu frankly put it, "I didn't think that the
old society could continue. But I also didn't think that it would vanish at
once. I thought that the reforms would occur slowly, over time. For example, I thought that if there were five points, we should implement one each
year, not all at once. I didn't think we should implement all the points at
once. If we did it very slowly, I thought all would be fine."47Most ministers
felt like Lhalu; however, some, such as Ngabi5 and Shasur, were in favor of
working more closely with the Chinese and quickly undertaking reforms.
Consequently, n o consensus strategy was developed.
Because of'this lack of a single agreed-on policy, the government was working at cross-purposes. T h e sitsab pursued a hard-line approach, and the
Kashag pursued a more conciliatory approach-each independent of the
other. This was not a subtle Tibetan version of the "good cop-bad cop" routine. There simply was n o tactical or strategic planning at the top of the Tibetan governmen t.
In addition to the views and approaches of the Kashag and the sitsab, the
elite itself was not homogeneous. Many, such as the lay aristocratic official
Gyegyepa, agreed with Lukhangwa that traditional Tibet was great.
The agreement said . . . many points, such as there would be a military-administrative committee, so I thought there would be big changes in Tibet. However, my own thoughts were that the old system and government were excellent. For example, we thought the government was great. We tlidn't see that
at the county level things weren't being implemented so well. So while I thollgllt
that this was a time when we woultl have t o compare the old system and the
45. 1.halrr. interview, I 9 9 2 (tvnphasis ;~tlded).
.+6. T h e comments of'l'hiintlra, a Tibetan f'rolrl Amdo w l ~ owas %hang,Jinpvrl's
t~-anslato~?
e c h o this: "The Tibetan government offici;lls ;,I1 had srrspicions;tbor~te ; ~ c hother-.S o rhcvdi(ill9l
tiare corm to rls ofterl. T h e Shaprs didn't evcn go t o visit each other I,c.ca~lsr of' thcsc sllsP1cions [what othel-s worrltl think]. If' they harl visitcrl each other-, i t w o ~ ~ l Ilave
tl
bc.c.ornc widcspread [known] right away. So the" tlidn't come t o 11sof'icn" (Phi'rntlra, interview, I!)I)J),
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new ideas, at this time I didn't have any enthusiasm for changing the old system, even though I could see that the time to compare and evaluate i t had
come.48
Gyegyepa also recalled that most aristocrats believed that the sitsab's actions
were correct, whether o r n o t they said this openly. I n his own case, h e said,
"1 also thought that they were correct in their views."''
But there were a few others who had very modern a n d progressive ideas.
In particular, a small number of elite Tibetans genuinely favored working
closely with the Chinese to implement the agreement a n d modernize Tibet.
They were intellectually committed to change regardless ofwhether the Chinese were there a n d saw the coming of the Chinese as a way to accomplish
this.50Well-known officials a n d figures in this camp included Sholkang Jedrung, Ngabo, Tsogo, Kumbela, Samling, Sursur Dzasa, Tshatru h m p o c h e ,
Gyentsen Phiintso, Horkhang, Thangbe, J1Ja (Tashi Dorje), a n d Canglocen.
They were, in a sense, a continuation of a movement for reform a n d change
that began in the period after the failed Simla Convention in 1914, when
a group of young aristocratic officers led by Tsarong realized that some day
Tibet would have to face a serious Chinese threat so sought to create a modern and effective army. They had been thwarted by clerics a n d conservative aristocrats who (in the middle 1920s) persuaded the 13th Dalai Lama
that they were a threat to his rule a n d to religion, since they were too enamored with British secular ideas. T h e I qth Dalai Lama dismissed o r demoted them all.51
One of the most famous Tibetans in favor of reforms was the ex-monk
Gendiin Chompel. His thinking influenced a number of young monk
officials, as Ngawang T h o n d r u p recalled.
I was influenced by Gendiin Chompel. He gave us advice. At that time, we were
saying that the way the Tibetan government was ruling should be reformed.
Gendiin Chompel especially was saying that the system of people owning other
people (tib. dagpo gyah) should be reformed.
Q. What do yo11 mean "people owning people"?
I mean the aristocrats had serfs (tib. miser) and estates, and they owned
the people. For example, the serfs of the Tsarong family had to seek permission whcn they wanted t o leave, right? . . . And they did not own the land. So
we were saying that the fei~dalsystem should be reformed. . . . Gendiin Chompel was :I m o n k w h o h;\d let'r the monastt.ry, and he was saying monasteries
didn't need t o ll;~vctheir rn;inorial estates a t all.
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I joined the service of the Tibetan government in 1948 [as a monk official].
At the time of the Second World War, we had an organization, and we took an
internal oath not to reveal anything about o u r group to others.
Q. What year was that?
That was in 1946,just after the Second World War had ended and [just before] India gained the independence [in 19471. At that time, we were not allowed to say that Gendun Chompel told us about that.
We took an oath to be fair and not oppress the people and not take bribes
after we entered the service of the Tibetan government. We had many plans
for reforming [Tibet].
Gendiin Chompel also suggested public toilets should be built everywhere,
and we should impose taxes o n the rich households, making them spend the
same amount for building public toilets o n their land as they spent for their
own houses. . . .
At that time, the newspaper called the Tibet Minor,which was published by
Tharchin Babu [in Kalimpong], was very useful for us. Before that, we didn't
know about the outside world. But that newspaper wrote all about the Second
World War and also had maps in it. After that, I knew about the independence
of India, and I got the idea that we should d o something outside. After reading the newspaper, I met Gendun Chompel.
We didn't give ourselves a name like the Youth Association, but the purpose of the association was to make reforms in Tibet. At that time, we used the
term lo rPp~lir(tib. sopjo) to convey the idea of reforms. T h e current terms [for
reforms], such as jogyur and legjo, were coined only later. We were saying that
we have to change the estate system of the aristocrats and the monasteries and
l d their
that the workers and the farmers should have their rights and s h o ~ ~have
livelihoocl improved.'2

These idealistic young monk officials were also excited by the new opportunities the Chinese offered (e.g., going to school in Beijing) and were willing to see the Chinese as harbingers of long-needed modernizing change in
Tibet. Thubden Wangpo, a young monk official who was o n e of the first Tibetan students in the new Society School (tib. jitso lapdra), which started in
Lhasa in iqy,s, put it this way:
There were only two thor~ghts[in Lhasa in 195I-521. One, that revolution (rib.
sarje) was good. The poor wor~ltlrise, and everyone woulcl he equal in standi~rclof living. The other said it worlld he terrible if there was revolution. . . .
Yc)utlis like change, and so I thought it was gooel to join the Yorrth Association
Some thought that if I didn't join, I wotlld be lelt behind, so [I] joineel [for
this r e a s o d . My thought was th;tt if I go to (;hina, it will be f r ~ nThey'll
.
give
food, and I'll go to school. I clicln't have any great long-term t~rofi)r~nd
plans.
I thought i t w o l ~ l t lhe fr~nand r~seful.since rlnless ~ O I knew
I
spoken ancl written Chinese. later it wor~ldbe hard to find good work. . . .
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We thought that now things were changing, and the Chinese were going to
be in power, and there would be a change in society, so I thought it would be
good to go to China.5"

Others also became excited at the general prospects of change a n d modernization. Takla (Phiintso Tashi), the Dalai Lama's brother-in-law (who then
was twenty-nine years of age a n d spoke a n d read Chinese)," recalled,
I met quite often with the Chinese. For example, a youth organization was
formed after they arrived, and so sometimes I used to go there. Also a football
team was formed. Whatever organization they formed, I was there. T h e reason was that at that time we were sort of quite "attracted" to the Communists'
ideas. That's how young people think, isn't it? . . .
Q. Did some see the Chinese coming as something positive?
. . . If something new is to be done, it is always the youth. Anything that is
new, the youth take it up. Take myself, for example. Among us youth, when
something new came up, we thought it was good. T h e youth have a lot of heart.
For example, whether it is the Chinese o r the West, the youth are always enlisting in the army. T h e reason is that their minds are yet unclouded, ever ready
to jump in and fight, full of bravado. But as time goes by, o n e begins to think
why and learns to have betterjudgment. So the message that the Communists
brought was that of a modern system and that it was great to d o these new things,
these new reforms. And so the youth thought that it must be really true. What
the Communists had going for them was their great emphasis on the modern
message and reforms.55

Moreover, a number of elite officials supported the need for reforms in Tibet, not because of a long-held desire for modernization, but mainly because
the circumstances-the Chinese Communists being in control of Tibetled them to conclude that now Tibet had to change. T h e Dalai Lama explained this.
I think that among the group of people who want some change, there . . . can
be two categories. O n e is most probably like Shiilkang Jedrung. He felt that
whether the Chinese are there o r not, we need change and some kind of model-ni~ation.
That is thc genuine one. The other one is whether we like i t o r not,
the (:liinc.se have idready conje. So we have to d o some change. . . . Perhaps
Ngahii belongs, most PI-ol~ahly,
I think, in the first one. He saw the need for
c hi~ngc.. . . K l ~ m b ~ TS;II
l i ~ ,ong, and, even to some extent, the I :jth Dalai Lama
~ 1 5 0tholight that some cli:~ngcsarr. needcd. He started a little bit of Westel ni7ation mainly in the sensc o f rnechanizati~n.~"
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Among the top leaders in the Tibetan government, the key progressive figure
was the Kashag minister Ngabo. H e had headed the negotiating delegation
in Beijing and was o n his way back to Lhasa with the Advance Unit of the Eighteenth Army Corps (see chapter 8).H e would arrive back in Lhasa on g September. In marked contrast to Lukhangwa, Ngabo felt that the SeventeenPoint Agreement, given the circumstances, was an excellent agreement that
gave Tibet a unique status in China: n o other local government in China
had such a formal written agreement with the central government. Consequently, h e believed that the best strategy for Tibet was to strive to preserve
that special status within China by maintaining friendly relations with the Chinese and quickly showing them a willingness to implement the agreement
and reform Tibet. Ngabo was convinced that Tibet could not stay unchanged,
but it could tailor the reform process so as to maintain the essence of Tibet
culture, religion, a n d political autonomy under the leadership of the Dalai
Lama. T h e feudal system would gradually end, to the benefit of the Tibetan
people, but the role of Dalai Lama would continue, a n d the elite would be
compensated for the loss of their feudal estates..57But Tibet had to commit
to create a new, modern Tibet that was an integral part of China and had to
accept the friendship that the Chinese Communist Party was offering to Tibet. A real partnership with the new Chinese, h e felt, had to be developed.
T h e Dalai Lama's recollection of his first meeting with Ngabo supports
this. H e recalled that Ngabo said:
We didn't get all we desired [in the agreement], but i t stopped the Chinese
army invading Tibet. Now it's difficult, and under these difficult circumstances
you have to think carefully what to do. The most important thing is that, unlike other nationalities in China, for Tibet there was an agreement made between the government of Tibet and China. This is unlike all other nationalities. We have to work hard to actualize this [special] right."

Within the Kashag, Ngabo, supported by Shasur, was far more progressive
and pro-reform than other ministers. Not surprisingly, Ngabo, from the start,
was also the Chinese side's closest ally and the person to whom they continually went for advice and help. Because of this, some Tibetans believed
Ngabo had sold out to the Chinese, a n d rumors to this effect were common
in Lhasa. L i t k h a n p a himself was critical of Ngabo, whom h e felt had exceeded his instructions; at one meeting when Ngabii made a comment about
the n e r d for reforms. L u k h a n p a is said to have told him: "You brought light
to the other's country and darkness to your own c ~ u n t r ~ . " " ~

57. (:habtsom, interview. I c j q n , 1.hasa.
.5H. Dalai l a m , interview, 1094.

59. In Tibetan. "mi yr~l'cld kyis rgy;\ng rang "111 rnlln pa sgrih" (Tashi Tsering, interview.
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On the other hand, many Tibetan officials respected Ngabo's straightforward style, including the most important figure in Tibet, the Dalai Lama.
Ironically, Ngabo, the official most closely assisting the Chinese, immediately
became a trusted adviser to the Dalai Lama, who explained, "At that time,
regarding matters relating to the Chinese, I consulted and sought advice a n d
recommendations from Ngabo. Even regarding other matters, poor fellow,
I was very familiar with [close to] him. H e was a bit revolutionary minded
(tib. sarje) [and someone] who openly a n d frankly said what h e thought a n d
felt (tib. khasey dingsey), so I relied more o n him even o n matters that did
not relate with the Chinese.""
Further complicating this situation in Lhasa were two other important
factors-the age and personality of the ruler a n d the legacy of the RetingTaktra conflict. In November 1950, the Dalai Lama had assumed political
authority at the age of fifteen, three years earlier than this assumption usually occurred, because of the need to create internal unity in Tibet in the
face of the Chinese conquest of Eastern Tibet. Taktra, the regent for the past
nine years, had been a polarizing figure because of the Reting incident a n d
corruption in his administration."' Elevating the young Dalai Lama to the
rulership was a way to bring all sides together to confront the Chinese Communists. But the Dalai Lama was young and poorly prepared to assume the
role of ruler at this very difficult juncture. H e knew almost nothing about
China, communism, o r world history." And why should he? Those in charge
of his education had not given him any training in modern secular subjects
such as history and politics and science. His education was conlpletely religious, concentrating o n the traditional curriculum of Buddhist logics a n d
metaphysics. This education was meant to make him a great scholar monk
(tih. geshe), not a great political ruler.
His knowledge of ordinary life in Tibet was also virtually nil. H e was not
alknved to go outside his palace and talk to people o n the street, nor did vis1tot-scome to see him except in the most formal setting of an audience. H e
Interacted almost entirely with a small number of monks (his tutors a n d attendants) and iniol-lnally with a similarly small niunbel- of common laborers ("sweepel-s") who worked in his palaces. [Inti] h e was twelve, h e was able
s ~ l l ; ~ l ~slightly
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be with them, so they stopped his senior tutor, Ling k m p o c h e , and began
imploring him to turn back. The Dalai Lama, however, was riding ahead of
Ling Rimpoche at the front of the caravan, so he continued on his way while
Ling Rimpoche tried to calm the monks. The Dalai Lama recalled the special opportunity this afforded him.
I was able to make the most of the situation by going on ahead, still in disguise,
and using every occasion I could to stop a n d talk with people. I realised that
I now had a valuable opportunity to find out what life was really like for my fellow countrymen and women and managed to have a number of conversations
during which I kept my identity secret. From these, I learned something of the
petty injustices of life suffered by my people and resolved as soon as I could to
set about making changes to help them.""

Consequently, it took unusual circumstances like this one, in which he was fleeing from the capital in disguise, to allow the Dalai Lama to go outside his palaces
and interact with regular Tibetans. The Dalai Lama mostly had to be content
to look at life outside his Potala Palace through a telescope on its roof.
Notwithstanding this structured isolation, the Dalai Lama developed a
lively curiosity about the world, science, machinery, and, as the above quote
reveals, the hardships and injustices the traditional manorial system imposed
on his people. In his autobiographies he mentions this.
I was always fascillated by mechanical things . . . but 1 was never content to play
with them for long-I always had to take them to pieces to see how they
worked. . . . One of the minor pleasures of the Norbulingka [Palace] was that
it had a motor generator for electric light, which often broke down, so that I
had every excuse to take it to pieces. From that machine, I discovered how i11terrlal combustion engines work. . . .
I was cririous also about the affairs of the world outside Tibet, but naturally
much of that curiosity had to go unsatisfied. I had an atlas, and I poured over
maps ofdistant countries and wondered what life was like in them but I did not
know anyone who had ever seen them. I started to teach myself English out of
books. . . . My tutor rcad in a Tibetan newspapel; which was published in
Kalimpong in India, of the progress of the Sccond World War. . . and they told
me itbout it. Refore the end of the war, I was able to read such accounts myself.'ih

The Dalai L.amals horizons were expanded after I c)qX by the accidental presence of'Heinrich Harret-,an Austrian tnountaineerwho had fled internment
in India and managed to reach Lliasa, where lie was given permission to residr.."' For ilhottt ii ycar and a half Ileginning in I 948, he met with the Dalai
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Lama roughly once a week and, as the Dalai Lama put it, "From him I was
able to learn something about the outside world a n d especially about Europe a n d the recent war."'%t this time a few books o n the Second World
War were translated for the Dalai Lama by Tsarong k m s h i , an aristocratic
official who was fluent in English, a n d the Dalai Lama also had access to magazines in which some of the captions were translated, such as Life and National G~ographic.'"
But this very exceptionality of his access to nonreligious education reveals
how ill-prepared the young Dalai Lama was educationally to rule Tibet at
this difficult a n d dangerous point in its history, when the dominant issues
to contend with were international, political, a n d military in nature. One
should recall that in the Tibet of 1949-50, n o newspapers, magazines, or
translations of modern books were published there170a n d n o modern
schools existed yet. With the exception of a few aristocrats, Tibetans at this
time were living in self-imposed ignorance of the modern world, in which
they now had n o choice but to compete.
T h e Dalai Lama himself, looking back at Tibet in 1951-52, recalled an
incident that illustrates the low level of secular knowledge in Tibet. He recalled that when he first met Zhang Jingwu in Yadong, his eighteen-year-old
brother, Lobsang Samden, was with him a n d was secretly peeking in at the
meeting from the next room. Neither had previously seen a Chinese "Communist." After the visit ended, Lobsang Samden ran into the Dalai Lama's
room and said with amazement to his brother, " ' O h , these people are also
human beings.' That was his first expression after h e saw the Communist Chinese."" Lobsang Samden was not an illiterate Tibetan villager. H e was a member of the elite who had been educated in Tibetan and who would be appointed jigyab khembo, the highest position in the monk official segment
of the government, the very next year. That someone of his background and
stature could have such thoughts gives a sense of the general level of knowledge among the religious elite and much of the secular elite.
T h e Dalai Lama's life was governed by his tutors and personal staff, all of
whom, as mentioned above, were monks a n d incarnate lamas who were far
more interested in developing his religious knowledge and stature than his
political control of the government. His trip hack to L,hasa, for example, is
interesting because it was not characterized by great urgency. Although the
Chinese had invaded Eastern Tibet, a treaty had been signed in ~ e j j i n withg

68. Dalai I ~ n i aI 990: :jH.
69. Personal communication from his $on. Tsarong (Paljor), 2004.
70. Some in the elite did, however, s ~ ~ b s c r i bt eo the Kalimpong-p~~hlished
Tibctan newspaper callecl the .Irh~tn,t iLlirro5 and a few w h o had gone to school in Inrlia ant1 knew English
had shortwave radios and listened to the BBC:.
7 I . Dalai l a m , interview. 2004.

out his knowledge, a Chinese Communist official was in Tibet, and thousands
o f ~ troops
~ A were about to arrive there. Strangely this was not seen by the
Dalai Lama's tutors as a crisis requiring his immediate presence in Lhasa,
for example, to oversee the planning process on how to deal with the situation. Instead, his staff and tutors were focused more on enhancing the young
Dalai Lama's religious stature among Tibetans and took his return trip as
an opportunity for what we might call the traditional religious equivalent of
public relations-having the Dalai Lama stop along the way to give religious
teachings and audiences. In Gyantse, as mentioned earlier, the Dalai Lama
performed the multiday Kalachakra religious teaching at the Pegaw Chode
Monastery.j2This orientation continued even after his arrival in Lhasa, as
was noted by Sinha, the head of the Indian government mission in Lhasa in
one of his monthly reports to Delhi: "The Dalai Lama is having many receptions and religious meetings, apparently attempting to draw the people
closer to him in devotion and worship. He has borrowed public address
equipment from the Indians for this purpose."5"
At this time, the Dalai Lama was the only one who could have stepped in
and molded the disparate views of the elite into a single strategy, but he was
clearly not focused on political affairs, nor did those around him think that
this was what he should be doing.j4And in regard to his personality, the Dalai
Lama himself was not oriented toward exercising his power and overriding
the bureaucracy who operated the government.
The most recent model for a Dalai Lama was the I gth Dalai Lama. He
was famous for being a hard-headed, tough, hands-on ruler who took control of the bureaucracy and ruled i t with a strong hand. He was much feared,
and he punished officials as he saw fit. The 14th Dalai Lama, however, did
not adopt that model and conveyed to me that he does not feel his personality was appropriate for that. He explained this in response to a question
ahout whether he ever thought of ruling like the 1 gth Dalai Lama.
But my nature. M'hat comes naturally, I d o that. I t is spontaneous. I never sort
of calculate. [My tutor] Trijang Rimpoche [once] told m e , today there is a new
set of circumstances, not only because of the Chinese, but there is sort of a new
era, and your personality is very suitable for this [new era]. In this new era the
1 :3 Dalai 1.ania's personality wo~rldnot fit, hut during his period his personal-
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ity was useful. Once he [Trijang Rimpoche] told me like that. And even if I

felt I wanted to act like the 13th Dalai Lama, I couldn't have done it at all.
[The Dalai Lama asks,] "Tarala [head of his private secretariat], could I have
done it? Tarala, the previous Dalai Lama was serious (tib. sgam po), not frank
(tib. sbug pu), etc., could I have done like?". . . A person's personality is important. Without such a personality, one can't act like that.75
So via experience, training, advice, a n d personality, the young Dalai Lama
was not inclined to step in a n d actively manage governmental affairs. Phiindra, ZhangJingwu's translator, recalled his lack of assertiveness during the early
1950s: "When Zhang Jingwu would directly report something to the Dalai
Lama, sometimes h e would say, 'Yes, I understand, a n d I will tell the Kashag
ministers. They will discuss a n d give you the answer.' H e didn't say anything
definitely [himself] ."'"n addition, as was explained in the introduction, the
Kashag (and sitsab) traditionally tried to control decision making by limiting the information going to the Dalai Lama o n any issue, so it took a strong
a n d proactive Dalai Lama to overcome that a n d exercise substantial control.
Unlike his predecessor the 13 th Dalai Lama, the 14th Dalai Lama had a very
different personality a n d approach, deferring the initiative to older government officials, at least in these early years. H e was the ruler in name in
195 1-52 but in fact was not deeply involved in day-to-day political affairs
a n d was not interested in asserting himself to become so.
Finally, another important factor that complicated relations among the
elite and added to the lack of unity in the government was the bitter residue
left by the Reting-Taktra conflict, in particular, the bad feeling between the
Yabshi family (the name used for the family of any dalai lama, in this case in
reference to the family of the 14th Dalai Lama) a n d ~ a k t r aand his supporters. These feelings operated under the surface but were real, at least for
members of the i 4th Dalai Lama's immediate family.

T H E YABSHI FAMILY A N D TAKTRA

When a new dalai lama is selected, his family is brought to Lhasa, ennobled.
and given wealth commensurate with their new lofty status-a grand house
a n d a number of manorial estates with their bound serfs. Such grants were
substantial. and the Yabshi families, as they are called, become members of
the top aristocracy. T h e family of thr I 4th Dalai Lama, called Taktse (or now
ustlally Takla), was no exception."
7.5. [Mai I>;IITI~,in~rl-view,noo.4.T h e I>alai 1;ama answerer1 in Erlglish, ant1 this is prcsent('d
without editing for English grammar. Tarala agrcecl with thr Ihlai I.ama's c-omrnent.
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The relationship between the Takla family and the Tibetan government,
however, became complicated and strained by the family's close relations with
and loyalty to Reting Rimpoche, one of the most divisive figures in modern
Tibetan history. The background of this is relevant.
When the 13th Dalai Lama died in 1933, a regent had to be selected to
rule while the search for a new dalai lama occurred. That regent would normally have continued to rule until the new dalai lama reached majority age,
usually age eighteen. In this instance, a coregency was initially established,
with a young twenty-three-year-old incarnate lama, Reting Rimpoche, assuming the dominant role. Reting took the lead in the search process for
the new dalai lama and, on the basis of a vision he had in a holy lake, overrode some opposition and decided that a young boy from Arndo was the true
14th Dalai Lama. He oversaw this boy's transfer to Lhasa in 1939 and his enthronemen t the following year.
Reting, however, turned out to be petulant, corrupt, and, critically, not
celibate.jRConsequently, when it came time for the Dalai Lama to officially
take his monk'svows, a silent crisis arose. Custom had it that the Dalai Lama's
vows had to be given by the incarnate lama who was regent, that is, Reting.
Tibetans consider that such vows have passed unbroken from ancient times,
from one celibate monk to another. Consequently, a secretly uncelibate monk
would not really be transmitting the vows, since h e himself n o longer had
any, so no matter what Reting said at the Dalai Lama's ceremony, the Dalai
Lama would end u p having 110vows. And since the Dalai Lama would himself give vows to thousands of monks during his lifetime, they too would not
have vows. This was unacceptable, and pressure was placed on Reting not to
transmit sham vows to the young Dalai Lama. But how to d o this without admitting the heterosexual problem? Reting turned to mysticism. He created
a story about a dream in which he learned that his life was in danger and
said that because of this he had to resign the Regency and go into a threeyear retreat. So at the height of his power, in i:j4i, Reting resigned and selected an old and not well-known lama, Taktra Rimpoche, to succeed him
and administer the vows to the Dalai L,ama. Reting apparently believed that
after the three years in retreat, Taktra would step aside and allow 1i1m to reassllme thc Regency. Hc was wrong.
fiktra Rilnpoclie had been appalled by the dissolute and corrupt behavior
of Rrting anrl his staff and set abor~tto reverse this. He appointed senior
ofljcials such as 1.1ialr1 and Surkhang, who were hostile to Reting for personal
reason, and iilso set a h o ~restraining
~t
and punishing aristocratic fam..
111~sand monk orficials who liad hcen core sllpporters of Reting. One of the
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most important families h e went after was that of the 14th Dalai Lama,
specifically, the head of that family, the father of the 14th Dalai Lama, who
was very close to Reting.
T h e Dalai Lama's father had let his new status g o to his head and had begun to act unilaterally, reversing court decisions a n d fining individuals when
it suited him. H e also refused to pay taxes o n his estates a n d began requisitioning free transport from other serfs without going through the government. And h e demanded unheard of deference when traveling in Lhasa; for
example, all mounted persons, regardless of rank, had to dismount and pay
respects to him o r risk being beaten by o n e of his servants. O n one occasion
when a sick person e n route to the British Mission for treatment did not dismount, he immediately confiscated the man's h~rse.~"is son Gyalo Thondup
acknowledges his excessive behavior, saying,
People in Lhasa had shown a great deal of respect to our family because we
were the Dalai Lama's family. They treated us with great kindness-and my father often took advantage of them. If he saw a horse he fancied in the street,
he would make the owner sell it to him then and there. He would bargain and
force the price right down. The people he treated like this naturally got very
upset and began to have second thoughts about the Dalai Lama's father.*'

While Reting was in power, h e was free to d o as h e liked, but once Taktra acceded to power, the new regent set out to clamp down o n his excesses. From
the beginning of the Taktra regime, therefore, relations between the Yabshi
Takla family and the regent Taktra were bad. They became so strained that
in late 1942 the regent promulgated a humiliating national edict chastising
the Dalai Lama's father."
Meanwhile, after Reting finished his three-year "retreat" in his monastery,
h e returned to Lhasa in i 944-45 to try to reassume the regency. Taktra reFused to resign, and Reting had n o choice but to return to his monastery.
Reting a n d his aides then plotted a coup against Taktra. In 1947, after discovery of a bomb plot and an appeal by Reting to the Guomindang for support, Reting was arrested and apparently murdered by poison in prison. A
few months before the bomb plot was uncovered, in January 1947, one of
his closest supporters, the Dalai Lama's father, died mysteriously. As the following excerpts illustrate, the Dalai Lama's mother and her second oldest
son believed he was poisoned and that Taktra was behind this.
T h e following is Dalai Lama's mother's view of this period:

79. India Office Rrcords, I./PS/ 1 2 / 4 I 79, letter From N o r h h ~ lDiind~lp,assistant
officer in Sikkim (who was then in I.hasa), to the political of'ficcrin Sikkirn, tlated 2,lanllar"
1942.
Ho. (;palo T h o n d l ~ p interview
,
with Mary (lraig, as cited in ( :raig 1997: 106.
H I . See (;oltlstein I gHg: 3 70-73.
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Our family was close to Reting. Before his arrest the Kashag tried to recall my
son and son-in-law [Gyalo T h o n d u p and Takla (Phiintso Tashi)] from China.
They told me that I should send someone to fetch them back to Lhasa. T h e
Kashag wanted to place all my male children a n d my son-in-law in prison, but
they could not d o anything because none of them was in Lhasa." I had also
heard that the Kashag wanted to send my daughter a n d me back to Tsongkha
[Amdo]. Thus, they would have been able to disperse my family a n d eliminate
all opposition to their power. . . .
Reting Rimpoche and my husband had been very close friends. They had
shared a love for horses. T h e arrest a n d assassination of Reting would not have
been so simple if my husband had been alive, since he had more resources at
his disposal than I had and would at least have prevented the arrest and imprisonment from occurring so smoothly. This is why people are convinced that
my husband was poisoned.
At about this time word started to spread that His Holiness was not the real
Dalai Lama, that a mistake had been made. It was said that my son was Ditru
Rinpoche, while Ditru Rinpoche was the real Dalai Lama. Ditru was the child
of a relative of the thirteenth Dalai Lama.H"inally it was decided to place both
names in a vessel and, before the image of Je Rinpoche, to shake it and see
which name fell out. This was done three times. My son's name leaped out three
times, and the regent Taktra and the Kashag had nothing more to say for
the~nselves.~~

The Dalai Lama's o l d e r b r o t h e r Gyalo T h o n d u p h a s e x p l a i n e d this p e r i o d
almost identically.

I am certain my father was murdered. H e was a simple farmer who knew nothing about politics, especially about the complicated saga of the two Regencies.
We were close as a family to Reting, who was especially close to my father. I was
told that the Taktra clique wanted to depose His Holiness because he had been
bl-ought to Lhasa by Reting. They had plans to dispose of Reting, and they
feared that if His Holiness took over the political power later he might punish

8 2 . Act~~allv.
the son-in-lilw, T;lkla (Pliiintso Tashi), who was in China, returned to Lhasa in
1047 and exprrienced n o negative conseqttences.
8 3 . Anothrr nanir. mentioned was Z ~ s l i Rapgye,
i
a n incarnation who was Taktra's nephew.
84. Tseritig 2 0 0 0 : 1'24-2r,. Another former government official heard a similar account.
Kapshiiha ((;hiigyr Nyima) told some peoplr after the hll of Reting that the Kashag had a discrlssion, and i t was said, "If t i l contlition
~
ol'the o n e who recognized him is n o better than this,
tllcll thr lama who was recognized ; ~ l s ois not definite" (tih. ngos 'dzin zliu mkhan gyi kha dog
'di las met1 par ngos 'dzin z h t ~ spa'i hla Ina cle yang tan tan yod pa ma recl). So the other minlstcrs said that 11ir reinc,;ll-narion or the L>al;~iLama may not he the true one. Kapshiiba then
said that if this is the caw, wr should makr strre whether this reincarnation is the true o n e o r
not 1 ) ~doing a divine lottery in front of the statue of Avalokrtisvara (tib. 'phags pa lo ka'i sha
ill the Potala Palace. Al.ter that the ministers went to the Potala and did the divine lottery,
whirl) said hc, is thr rort-ect reincarnation. T h e ministers then decided not to tell anybody about
this (anon., intcrvirw, 2000).

them. So they wanted to remove him [the Dalai Lama] while there was still
time and replace him with a candidate of their own, a young lama called Ditru
Rinpoche. Then there was my father, if he remained alive, he would get in the
way of their plans for Reting. So they poisoned him.'"
While some of these charges are clearly fanciful (for example, that the Tibetan government wanted to put o n e of the Dalai Lama's brothers and his
brother-in-law in prison), these accounts reveal the Yabshi family's deep distrust (at least that of Gyalo T h o n d u p a n d his mother) toward the Taktra
regime a n d the continuing animosity between the supporters of Reting and
those of Taktra. This is important, because in 195 1 four top officials who
had been close supporters of Taktra held very powerful positions in the governmental hierarchy-the jigyab khembo Ngawang Namgye, the lord chamberlain Phala, a n d the two Kashag ministers who had gone to arrest Reting
at his monastery north of Lhasa in 1947, Lhalu a n d Surkhang. At lower ranks
there were many others as well. Consequently, while the accession of the Dalai
Lama to power in 1950 had partly assuaged the anti-Taktra elements and
forged unity o n the surface, an undercurrent of animosity still permeated
elite attitudes and politics, and considerable bitterness remained in the Yabshi family toward key supporters of Taktra. It is not surprising that by mid1952, the Dalai Lama had retired Lhalu and replaced Ngawang Namgye with
his twenty-year-old brother, Lobsang Samden. And while Surkhang remained an important Kashag minister, the Dalai Lama says h e did not have
rapport with him. As will be seen in subsequent chapters and the next volume, the estrangement and distrust of the Dalai Lama's relatives for the Tibetan governmental elite is an important component of the history of the
1 950s.
If all this were not enough, there was still another schism within the Tibetan side that cleeply affected political affairs in the 1950s-the bitter
conflict between the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama (and their respective officials). This will be discussed in detail in chapter l o .

In sum, in the period after the Dalai Lama arrived in Lhasa in August 1F)517
the Tibetan government faced major decisions about what strategy to em-

8 5 . (kyalo Thondr~p.as quoted from an interview ((:r.aig I 997: I 2 0 ) . Another fi)rrnrl-#)'ernment official, Shelling (Tsewang Namgyc) (interview, . L O O : ~(:lev~lantl,
,
O H ) , said that ~ h i \ ~
h e was in prison in the i #os ant1 ' jos, he heard that Kala, a manager of'Nirl, o n c of'the rstatcs
o f the Dalai I,arna's family, hacl confessed that he hat1 poisrjncd lhe [)alai [,anla's f'nthrr.This is
interesting because K;da originall" was a serf of.the pro-Taktra Ph;ll;l f'aniily anrl hat1 been the
manager o f Phala's valuable Ilrongtse estate. He became a scrf'of'the [)alai lntna's family when
Reting confiwated the Drongtsr estate and gave it (ant1 its serfs) t o the I)alai I,ama's Vnmilv. The
Dalai 1,ama's father rlietl the frst day of the Tibetan New Yc;~rin 1 ~ 1 4 7(late Febr~lary).

ploy vis-a-vis the Chinese. Various viewpoints existed among the top elite,
but no meetings were held to establish a unified course of action o r even
discuss the costs and benefits of alternatives. Rather, adherents of each perspective pursued their own approach on an individual and ad hoc basis.
Lhalu's earlier comment about his colleagues on the Kashag is worth repeating here: "To be honest, I d o not know what my colleagues on the Kashag
were really thinking deep down, since we nmmspoke much about such things."
This was possible because the Tibetan government was reactive rather than
proactive at this time. Issues were addressed individually as they were raised
by the Chinese side, rather than addressed proactively according to some
unified Tibetan plan. T h e only political figure who could have imposed a
unified strategy on the government was the Dalai Lama, but he was only sixteen years of age, intellectually unsure of international and secular politics,
and under pressure from his entourage to concentrate on religion, not secular governmental affairs. T h e end result was that the two sitsab were able
to pursue their own views without restraint, and Tibet began its new relations with China under a hard-line, anti-Chinese, anti-agreement policy that
utilized confrontation and obstructionism. In a sense, Tibet began the new
era even more disunified than i t had been before the Chinese came.

Chapter 8

The Advance PLA Force
Arrives in Lhasa

O n g September, approximately six hundred troops of the Eighteenth Army
Corps's Advance Force, under the command of Wang Qimei, arrived in Lhasa
accompanied by Ngabo.' These were the first PLA troops to enter Lhasa, so
the Chinese wanted to make their entry impressive. Phiinwang, who accompanied Wang, recalled their entry.
We entered Lhasa in a grand way. Carrying pictures of Mao and Zhu De, Wang
Qimei and I marched around the Barkor at the front of the troops. . . . There
were thousands of Tibetans watching us and I recall being surprised to hear
one lady say. "These are the communist soldiers we heard so much about, but
they are nothing special-they are still Chinese."They had heard that the cornmunist soldiers were different from the Nationalist troops, and thought they
would look physically different.2

O n e Tibetan who was thirteen years old recalled his own reaction: "I was very
afraid. I ran away when I saw the Chinese [troops], because people were saying that the ones who were wearing gauze face masks were human-flesh eaters.
There were those kinds of rumors, so we were extremely scared.""
For the first weeks after their arrival, the new Chinese military officials
paid courtesy visits to Tibet's top officials, just as Zhang Jingwu had done.
During these visits, the Tibetan officials continued to be polite, albeit noncommittal about accepting the Seventeen-Point Agreement, except for
Lukhangwa, who showed increased hostility and anger now that PIA troops

I . For a firsthand description of their six-week.journry, see Ckddstein, Sherap. and Siehenschilh, 2004: 154-63.
2 . Cmldstein. Sherap. and Siebenschuh 2004: 160.
g . Lobsang Philnt50. interview. 2 0 0 2 . Lhasa.

Figure 7. PLA troops marching around the Bakor after entering Lllda, 195 1.
Source: Chen Zonglie

were actually in Lhasa. For example, when Wang Qimei initially met the two
sitsab on the afternoon of 18 September, Lukhangwa lashed out at the Chinese, interrupting them often and angrily saying things such as, "Only a small
number of [PLA] soldiers should come to Tibet, and these should be sent
to the borders to defend there [not kept in Lhasa] ." At the same time, he
was totally dismissive of their comments that they were "new Chinese" and
repeatedly referred to China and Tibet as "the large nation and the small
nation," rather than one as a part of the other. He also said that some of the
points of the agreement needed to be discussed again, and he commented
that "Tibet, as a Buddhist country, is neutral (stays in the middle). Because
of this, from the past, we have had no desire to take Chinese lands so whoever has thoughts of taking Tibet's lands will be unsu~cessful."~
Phiinwang was present at that visit and recalled that, for a Tibetan aristocrat, Lukhangwa was incredibly rude.
U'hen Wang Qimei, a few other officials and I visited Sitsab Lukhangwa, we got
a real surprise. Wang Qimei first said something innocuous like, "The SeventeenPoint Agreement between the Central Government a n d the Tibet local government has been signed, and today we have come to visit you. We would like
to present you with these gifts." He immediately responded with an angry tirade,
the gist of which was that because China and Tibet in the past had been in a
priest-patron relationship, there were now two governments, one Tibetan and
one Chinese. "You Chinese seized our territory in the Tartsedo [Tachienlul
area in the past, and now you have brazenly attacked 11s by force and, under
the name of 'liberation,' seized our territory in Chamdo." Wang Qimei," he
said pointing at him, "during the Chamdo war you were one of the military
officials. People called yo11 'Vice Political Commissar Wang.' Now, after you
have defeated our troops, you have arrived in Lhasa promoted to 'C;ommander Wang.' But we here will not be easy to suppress. Leaving everything else
aside, the grain for your soldiers will not last." Lr~khangwawas highly emotional.
I was shocked. This outbrrrst went completely beyoncl any norm of acceptable Tibetan aristocratic behavior. T h e Lhasa elite did not confront one another directly in this manner. Even bitter enemies would talk politely, as if they
were old friends.

4. I .e I gH.5: 245, entl-v f'or I H September I gy, I .
5 . After the defrat of the Tihctar~army in (:hamtlo in October 1950, the entire (:hamdo region was reorganized llnrlcr the administrative c-ontl-01of's lihel.ation ronimittee that w;is r s t a b
lished o n I g October I 9 5 0 rlirectly tlnrler the State (:ounril in Beijing. After thc signing of the
Seventeen-Point Agreement. (:hamtlo was not rettirnetl to the Tibetan governmanl and remainrtl
iidrninistrativt-lv separate u n ~ i lI y5fi. when i t bt.carne part of the Prrp;ll.;lto~-y(:om~rlitlerfor rile
Tibrt Ai~tononiousRegion. T h e loss of(:hiimrlo was 110 small mat1c.r. ,
I
(:hinesc. rloc~~rncnl
011
T i l ~ r t ' spop111;ttion in I 1158 repnrts a p o p r ~ l i ~ ~ total
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~
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rlnit, contained !):\3H(il
(i.,',
percelit) (Dui xizang gong7t1o clr z h o n g y ~ ozhishi [wei c h ~ ~ b dc.
a n slior~ji].n.d).

Ironically, Wang never understood the full impact of what was said because
our interpreter, Tarchin, took it upon himself to mistranslate so as not to provoke Wang. Consequently, h e translated Lukhangwa's use of the terms "China"
and "Tibet" as the Central Government and Local Government, and toned
down his verbal attacks. Later, when we returned home, I told Tarchin that in
the future he should not change what people said; h e had to translate exactly.
Tarchin said he knew that he should d o that but feared that if h e had translated correctly, both of them might have gotten very angry a n d it might have
created a serious incident. . . .
Even though Wang Qimei did not know exactly what Lukhangwa had said,
he realized by his expression that it was a criticism. I recall that Wang's face
became red as he listened. It was a tense moment for this first visit, but it would
have been much worse had Tarchin done his job correctly.
Afterward Wang asked m e what Lukhangwa said, and 1 told him without
softening the message. H e responded, "That man is really a reactionary. However, at least he is honest and says what h e thinks. Those other aristocrats always say good things to your face, but you never know what they are really thinking." I had to admit he was right."

As mentioned earlier, news of e a c h of t h e sitsab's outbursts s p r e a d everywhere
by word of m o u t h , a n d t h e arrival o f t h e PLA t r o o p s n o w gave hostile Tibetans a concrete object a t which t o e x p r e s s t h e i r anger. O n t h e streets o f
Lhasa some Tibetans, particularly T i b e t a n soldiers a n d t h e dobdo ("punk"
or "fighting") monks,7 started t o h e c k l e a n d hassle t h e C h i n e s e t r o o p s w h e n
they e n c o u n t e r e d t h e m , occasionally e v e n spitting a n d throwing rocks a t
them. O n e T i b e t a n frotn K h a m w h o was t h e n a thirteen-year-old m e m b e r
of the PLA's d a n c e t r o o p recalled s u c h incidents.
At first we lived in Dosenge (in tents for one year).* It was right beside the
Ngadang magar [the Gyantse Regiment]. We had many females in the dance
troupc, but o t h e ~
wise the [PLA's] Tibet Military Area Headquarters had very
few women. The Til>et;~n
soldiers really wer-e terrible and behaved very badly.
We in the dance troupe had to get up early in the morning and practice singing
mrrsical scales. I didn't have to d o this, but the girl singers did. T h e Tibetan
soldiel-s would stand on the I oofs or their barracks and pick up their dresses
(rib. chuha) and urinate facing thc girls. When the girls would turn away, the
soldier^ would go on {he other side and also urinate in front of them to emharrass them. . . .
Q. Did you :is ;I Tiljctan go i311d say hcllo t o the Tihetan soldiers?

6. (;oldstrin, S h r ~ . i ~arid
p . Sichrnsc.lir~h2004: I ( 5 2 .
7. See. (;olrlscc.in 1 !)(i,k i\nd Kic.h;\l.dson I !)X(i (ill- dctililrtl cxaniinations of't\iistype of monk.

(;ol(lstc.in I 9 6 4 ( it11 1 3 ;*(.(.csscd
~
www.c-w~-~l.~d,~/iiffil/til>ct
/I,~~~SAI~~P~~~CI-S/S~I
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.do~~.~,~j~,
H. Thry i i ~ t ~ ~ ; l;ilso
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~
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~0rln~c.lctl
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No, we were afraid they would beat the hell out of us. And we didn't go
much to Lhasa, as we had n o money, . . . [but] when we did go to the market,
the Gyantse Regiment troops would push us and spit at us, and they would throw
stones at us from the roofs.
. . . At this time the Lhasa people weren't too bad to us; the worst were the
dobdo monks and the Tibetan soldiers. T h e dobdos would push us and spit at
us in the market. At this time we had a rule that if anyone hit you, you could
not hit them back. If anyone said something bad to you, you could not reply
badly (in kind). At that time the PLA soldiers were very angry but could do
nothing about it.!'

As a result of this, the Chinese tried to keep all troops in their quarters as
much as possible, but some harassing still occurred, a n d Wang Qimei's advance troops felt threatened by this. They were billeted in a militarily precarious position in the southern part of Lhasa, their backs u p against the
Kyichu River and their flank boxed in by a Tibetan army garrison. And people
in Lhasa were making inflammatory statements, such as "When the flame is
low o n e should put it out," meaning that when the Chinese have only a few
troops they should be annihilated. More ominously, the Tibetan troops in
L,hasa were bragging that they could easily wipe o u t these Chinese in a matter of a few days' time." And they probably could have.
At o n e point a few days after h e arrived, Wang Qimei became so worried
by this hassling and heckling that h e contacted the commander in chief of
the Eighteenth Army Corps, who was en route with the main force, and asked
him to quickly send an additional company (ch. lian), because there was danger of an uprising. Zhang Guohua, however, thought this was an overreaction and declined the request. In a response dated 16 September, he expressly
instructed Wang to use restraint and caution, saying: "If o n e looks at the entire situation carefully, there is no possibility of an uprising. In particular, if
we base our actions on doing things very carefully and cautiously, we will be
able to settle matters. We should not use military force.""
In addition to courtesy visits to the Tibetan governmental elite, the new Chinese officials also made a major effort to ease the fears of Tibet's religious settor by visiting incarnate lamas and abbots and giving them assurances that they
would not constrain or harm religion o r monasteries. To demonstrate the sincerity of their comments, they actually gave alms to all twenty thousand monks

9. Jarnbey Gyatso. interview, I CJCJS.Reijing.
1 0 . Dangdai xhongguo congshrt biari,jibr~1 9 9 1 :5 7 . At this lime, the Tibetan army in Idhasa
still outnrlmbered the PIA troops.
I I . 1.e 1 9 8 5 :24:1-4,+, entry for I j September 195 I . Zhang Guoht~amay have known that
Wang Qimei was an exceptionally sttspiciorls person. Phiinwang, the Tibetan cadre who traveled with Wang to I.hasa, spoke at length about Wang's srlspicious nattlre ((;oldstein. Sherap,
and Siebensch~lh2004: I ,54-61).
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Figure 8. PLA camped in tents near the Lhasa River. Source: Chen Zonglie

in Lhasa's three great monastic seats, as well as to all the monks at the annual
Mijnlam Chemmo (Great Prayer Festival) in Lhasa (in early 1952). A government official, Chabtsom, recalled what Lukhangva had told him one day:
"They are very clever in how they act, giving the monks and monasteries many
dayan in alms. They are giving out dayan coins like giving gifts to children.""
This was shrewd and effective, since the Tibetans' fear of the Chinese was
focused more on the danger to religion than o n the abstract political notion
of the total independence of the Tibetan government. As o n e monk official
explicitly explained,
The [Tibetan] people were hard-headed. What they thought was that the Chinese were going to destroy religion 01- that religion was going to lose its glory.
Theyclid not think much about whether the political power of the govel-nrnent
was being taken away. They didn't quite understand political power. They
tholight that having come to 011,- country, they [the Chinese] would ultimately
destroy our religion and make the country completely black. So the main reason why they ditl no1 like the (:hinese was from the religious perspective.'"

The Chinesc ;ilso sought to trll-n their rhetoric about coming to help Tibetans
into something concrete by immediately starting a free medical clinic. T h e
(:h;lh~soln,interview, I 992, I.hasa.
13. I)r;lktrn, intrrvicw. I 9 9 2 . I)ha~.anisala
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1ncli;ul M~ssionin i.ha\,i reported that i t instantly hecnrnc very populnr. "A
f l e e lrletlital tlispensary, staffed by very r o u r t e o l ~ sper\onnel, has heen
opener1 in I.has;l by the Chinese. I n the first five days of operation, it depr ivecl the Intlinn hospital of half of its p,ttient\."' Nevertheless, paying murtesy call5 a n d giving monks alms co~rltlg o only so far. With ;ill o f Tibct's kc?'
officinly now hack in I.hasa ant1 thotisantls more PLA troops o n the way, the
maneuvering between the sitsah-led Tibetan government a n d the (:hinesc
srcle began over how to operationalise the Seventeerl-Point Agr-ce~nent.
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and plans for a ceremony at which Zhang Jingwu would formally present the
Central Committee's gifts to the Dalai Lama. Two other similar issues concerned organizing a joint celebration in Lhasa for China's second National
Day ( 1 October 1951 ) and having the Tibetan government send a high-level
delegation to Beijing to attend the upcoming meeting of the Chinese
People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), including possibly the
Dalai Lama.
In addition to these, there were several more substantial issues to be addressed. One was the formal affirmation of the Seventeen-Point Agreement
by the Dalai Lama. A second was finalizing the arrangements for the Panchen
Lama's return to Tibet. And a third was the critical issue of getting the Tibetan government to make plans to meet the food needs of the main PLA
force (roughly six thousand troops), which was expected to arrive in a month.
In all this, the Chinese viewed Ngabo as their key ally in the Tibetan government and tried to handle much of their business through him, for example, by asking him informally to bring their concerns to the attention of
the Kashag and by asking his advice on how to proceed on issues. He had
been physically with them for a year (since his capture in Chamdo), and they
considered him not only frank and progressive in his thinking but also committed to the Seventeen-Point Agreement and to the smooth incorporation
of Tibet into the PRC. He helped them enormously, but as we shall see, this
did not solve their problems, because the sitsab were in charge and they were
not going to make anything easy for the Chinese.
Arranging the gift-giving ceremony was an immediate priority, and Le
Y~lhongwent to discuss it with the Kashag on 2 9 September 195 1 , two weeks
after the Advance Unit had arrived. He described the meeting in his diary.

''

2 3 September-I
went to the Kashag to discuss tlie issue of the gift ceremony. . . . I said that from the view of politics i t slio~rldshow respect for the
People's Government of China, and from the view of local religion i t should
show respect for thc liead of the I-eligion.. . . They said they will discuss i t toInorrow and send a reply tlie day after- touiol-I-ow."'

Two days later, thr Kashag replied:
Scpternl>er-In the evcning, Klieme and Liusliar [the two liaison officers]
came t o me t o convey several Kashag responses. (:oncerning the gift ceremony,
they agrced that tlie (:liinese govrrnment shor~ldbe show11 respect and that
tllr Di~laiIalna and Tihrran religior~scustoms shoirld also be shown respect.
25

15. The (:PI'(:(: is ;I ~ ~ n i t efi-on1
d organization lha( is coniposerl o f t h e C(;P, other political
Par1ic.s. mass orgitni,,;r~ions,anrl rrl,rc,scnta~ivepllhlic personages (old elite) Srom all walks of
lifi'. 11 hvld i ~ first
s mrrting in , 9 4 9 11 is an important organ of'multipa~-tvcooperation under
tllc l ( ~ i i ~ l c r s loi fi '~1 1 1 (;(:I>.
~
l(i. 1.c I 085: 25 1-52, cnlry t'ol- ny, Srplvlnher I < ) y , ~ .
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They then explained their ideas in detail. T h e Dalai Lama will be sitting on a
chair in front of his throne when the ceremony begins. As soon as Zhang Jingwu
enters the hall, the Dalai Lama will rise to receive the gifts. Then he will sit on
his throne, and Zhang will sit to the left of the Dalai Lama o n a throne higher
than all the other officials [but not the Dalai Lama]. They thought it would be
better if Zhang offered the Dalai Lama a ceremonial scarf (or a mendredensum) himself." After the ceremony is finished, the Dalai Lama's attendants
will escort Zhang to the Dalai Lama's living quarters, where they will have a
discussion.
As soon as Zhang Jingwu agreed, I said that the place opposite Zhang's
throne should be empty and that Zhang's throne should be higher than that
of the sitsab, and that when Mao's picture is carried into the hall the Dalai Lama
should clasp his palms together [in the gesture of religious respect] and should
bow his head in respect. Mao's picture should be placed higher than the Dalai
Lama's throne. I also asked that the Kashag ministers send us a detailed written statement of their plan for the ceremony.In

At the same time, the Chinese side proposed that Chinese National Day be
a joint celebration of the PLA and Tibetans a n d that the Chinese national
flag be flown that day o n the Potala a n d the Tibetan government's military
he:idquarters.'!' This was poorly received by the sitsab, who were adamant
about not losing any of the symbolic trappings of Tibet's d e facto independent status (for example, its own army and currency) and not accepting anyo r as few as possible-new symbolic accoutrements of its being part of Communist China. T h e sitsab, therefore, instructed the Kashag, first, that the
celebration should be solely a Chinew celebration and, second, that no Chinese flags should be flown on any Tibetan buildings. T h e Tibetan and chinese versions of these discussions agree on the outcome but not in their tone.
O n e account of this is found in Le Yuhong's diary.
Regarding . . . the I October celebration-the Kashag Felt i t is best not to have
i t [ joint], because they were afraid that it will precipitate trouble. Their opinion is that the P I A should hold a separate celebration to which the Kashag
wotlld send representatives [to attend]. Also, the Kashag said i t would arrange
for all the people of Lhasa to dress up in good clothes, play majong, drink beer,
dance, i~nclhave parties [act as if it is a holiday]. They also said that the Tibetan itrmv will d o a circr~mambulationof the Barkor Road.
I then said that the national flag mllst be flown on the holiday. They [the
li;tison officials who brought the Kashag's reply] said. "You shotlld not do many

I 7 . Thr 111~1icIreC1enst1ni~
;I type of reIigior~sc~rCrl-ingg i \ r c ~lo
~ I;lnlas, represents thr bod!'
(via a s t a t ~ ~ rthe
) . sprrc-h (via a trxtiscripturc), and thc mind (via ;I stupa).
I 8 . I.(. I [ I H ~ :254-.5 7. r11try for 25 September I ?).r)I .
1 !). 1.e 1!$45:25.1-5 7, r11t1.v
ti" 2 3 September I 05 I ; I)r;~ktcn,ilitervicw, I 9 9 2 . Thr Tibetan
govrrnrnc.nt'F niilitarv I~radqu;~rters
w;~slor;~tcdin the w;\llt-d town of Shiil, inimcdiatrl!, helow
thr Pot;ll;l P;~l;lc-c~.

weird [unprecedented] acts in Tibet. If you do things slowly, things will be okay."
They also said that the Tibetan people are backward, and from long ago only
the Tibetan army has carried the Tibetan flag. They said this many times, over
and over [i.e., there was no custom of flags being flown on Tibetan government buildings]. I didn't push this but asked, "Well then, what about hoisting
the flag first on the Tibetan army's headquarters?" Kheme objected to this also,
saying we should act in accordance with what is in the agreement, and it says
there that the Tibetan army should be incorporated into the PLA only gradually. Since Zhang Jingwu had already said [to me] that whether it is hoisted
earlier or later isn't a big issue, I didn't say anything again."
Zhang Jingwu's biography adds that the Chinese side also asked that Lhasa
residents put u p small national flags o n the National Day holiday."
Eventually, a meeting was held between the Chinese leaders a n d the two
sitsab in Norbulingka to discuss flying the Chinese flag o n National Day and
having Tibetan soldiers wear PLA uniforms. T h e Chinese had been irritated
by the fact that the troops and officers of the Dalai Lama's Bodyguard Regiment wore British uniforms a n d played British songs such as "God Save the
Queen," and the officers of the other Tibetan regiments also wore English
uniforms (although their troops wore Tibetan uniforms).*'
Lukhangwa responded angrily to the request to fly the Chinese national
flag, saying that that this could never take place. "How can this b e possible?"
he said. "It just cannot be. How can yo11 put two flags o n o n e house? What
kind of a custom is that? How can two people sit o n o n e chair? This is not
possible, and it will never be possible."'3
The depth of the sitsab's feelings about this issue can be seen by the measures they took to ensure that the Kashag did not try to go around them to
mollify the Chinese. Soon after this meeting, they summoned the Kashag
minister Dombor to their office and warned him not to make a mistake about
this: 'The Chinese want to hoist flags temporarily o n the Potala a n d the Tibet Military Area Headquarters, but this is not at all permissible. Since you
"

l,e lc)Xy,: 254, entry for 2 5 Scptemher 1951.
I. Zhao I 9<)5:;lH.
2 2 . I'hiinwanp, intrr\.iew, 2 0 0 0 , Beijing. D111.ingthe time of the I gth Dalai I,ania, it was decidcd to make thc. rrniforms of chc Bodygr~ardRegiment distinctive, so the uniforms of different cotrntrics wel-c ex;trnincd a n d c o ~ n p a r e da, n d i t was tillally decided that British uniforms
w()llld hc ~ l s e dalong
,
with Rritisli dl-ills. comrnantls, a n d songs. 11 was also decided that the cornIn;lnrlers-in-chid and other comniantlcl-s (tih. depiin) w o ~ r l dwear British-style officer's uniforms (1)raktc.n. intrrvicw. 1 9 9 2 ) .'This was what the (:hinese rorrnd in existence in Tibet in
'!).',I. Tile R o r l v ~ t ~ aReginlcnc
~-d
continrretl to wear British r~nifhrrnsuntil t h e Dalai Lama retllrnr~lrrolrl Ikijing in I c)r,r,, when they switched to (:hinese uniforms. T h e o t h e r Tibetan regIlllrnts. howc,\.er, contintred (o weal- Tibetan uniforms i ~ n t i lI 9.59 (Takla [Philntso Tashi], inI('rvirw, 11)0.+,1,onclon). ?T;~kla
was o n e of the c o m m a n d e r s of. the Rodygrrard Regiment.
2:J. I)raktcn, i~ttcrview.1992.
2".
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are the head [of the celebration preparations] ,24 if the Chinese try to trick
you by saying they have already spoken to us about this, let it be known that
this is what we have said. It will not be tolerated for you to say something different later [for example, that they had misunderstood] .' So this is what Dornbor said when he returned [from meeting the sitsab] ."25
In keeping with the sitsab's hard-line attitude, the Tibetan government
also declined to send representatives to Beijing to attend the meeting of the
Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference, which was scheduled to
start on 15 October. Le Yuhong's diary comments on this.
24 September-In

the morning, I went to meet the Kashag minister Ramba
to discuss the Central Committee's inviting delegates to the . . . meeting. I told
them that the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference has great
concern for Tibetans and wants to invite the Dalai Lama and delegates from
the local government to attend. I explained about this in detail and said that
provisions had been made for special delegates from Tibet. After they are finalized, I explained, we will make travel arrangements via India through our ambassador there.
When Ramba asked what rank the delegates should come from, I replied
that they shoi~ldbe from the rank of Kashag minister o r a b o ~ e . ~ "

The very next day the Kashag's liaison officers brought the following negative reply:
They finally said that the Kashag had discussed the upcoming Chinese People's
Political (I:onsultative Conference in Beijing and could not send a delegation.
To select omcials for this required requesting names from the various ranks of
the government, and since the meeting starts [soon], on 11, October, the
Kashag said they d o not think they can make the decisions in time. I said, "The
conference will last half a rnonth to a month, so it would be goocl if you could
send people to arrive [at least] before the meeting adjourns. Please consider
this well."They [the liaison officers] said they will tell the Kashag about this."

The Tibetan government, however, held fast and did not send a delegation
to Beijing.
Regarding the gift-presentation ceremony, on 2 r; September the Kashag
sent a detailed plan for holding the ceremony, and three days later, on 2 8
September, the ceremony took place." The team of Chinese presenting the

24. Kashag niinisrer Donibor. ( :omrnancler-in-(;hie( Khrrne, ant1 <;enrral Tashi Rera were
thr ones who had heen sent hv the government to help the Pt,A prepare for the celchration,
2.3. Drakten, intrrview. I 992.
I.
2 6 . L.e I 5)H:;: 252-.5:{, clitry for 2.4St:pternher I
27. 1.e I 985: 2.54-55, entry fi)r 25 September 1 9 5I .
2H. The gifts included: Mao's picture, a sorlvrnir hook o f the first session of the national
Political (:onsr~ltittive(:onfrrence, a slide projector with ninr sets ofslitles, a set of picllll-es or
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giftswas led by a PLA army band followed by a team ofwaist-drummers. Thousands of people stood on either side of the street watching this procession.
The ceremony itself went well; Ngabo later reported to the Chinese that the
respect shown to the Dalai Lama and Tibetan customs made a positive imHowever,
~
in point of fact, the Chinese had
pression on Tibetan o % ~ i a l s . *
to settle for only part of what they had wanted, because the Dalai Lama did
not clasp his hands together or bow in respect to the picture of Mao.
Zhang Jingwu's biography indicates that after the formal gift-giving ceremony, the Dalai Lama invited Zhang into his private apartment and that
Zhang took that occasion to raise an issue the Chinese were extremely concerned about: the Dalai Lama's acceptance of the Seventeen-Point Agreement. Zhang Jingwu said,
The second anniversary of the People's Republic of China is coming soon. It
will be a very precious day. O n that day there will be a spectacular naval, land,
and air force show. T h e agreement was signed months ago, and I have been
here for over one month. 1 hope the Dalai Lama will send a telegram to the
Central Committee before the National Day [ 1 October] and explain your opinions about the agreement.g0

As we shall see, that also did not happen.
The Chinese National Day celebration (on
described glowingly by the Chinese.

1

October) occurred and was

In the very early morning, Zhang Jingwu and the others were separately gathered around the radios, listening to the ceremony of inspecting the troops in
Tiananmen Square in the capital and to the orders ofConimander-in-Chief Zhu
solemnly sat upright and looketl straight ahead. His thoughts
De. ZI~angJin~gwt~
surged emotionally. He was listening respectfully to the radio broadcast and
thinking about the immediately coming celebration on the Tibetan platearl.
Because ofthe tirnc difference, it was one hour- and a half earlier in Beijing
than in L,hasi~,so 8:go A . M . in Beijing was 7:oo A . M . in Lhasa. At that time,
lniln): residents in L.Iiasi~were listening t o the voices from the capital of the
~noillerl;ind.Many groups of men and women dressed in rich attire began to
throng to the square in front o f the Potala Palilce. Some noble womcn also
held the colorfi~lrimhrcllas and went u p t o the square.
At the mtbeting spot [wherc they wcre camped alongside the Kyichu River],
;I fivc-st;~r
red flag was flying in the wind. Ilnder- the sunshine, the flag and the

(:llin;~.Inanv c-;~rvcrli\,ory oI,jcrts, In;ll>ygl.rc.11j;~drant1 po1.c-rlaincontainer-s, rnihroidel-y, silk
hl-()c;ltlc~.
;I pair 01' c-Ioisc)lllii.v;lses,
ol)~(ll.
v ; l l ~ ~ ; \ hgifts.
l ~ 111 thc erid the T i b c ~ i ngovernnlcljt s(3;ltcdZhilng 011 thc s;irnc lcvcl ;IS thc. sitsab (%ha0I <)9ij:4 5 ) .
21). Zh~llggotlgxilang /i7hiclll d;lligshi 7iliao /heng,ji weiyr1;inhtli 1 9 9 5 . rnll-y for- 2 8 S e p
1c.rnhcl- I !)I, I .
:\". Zhao

,+s

I !)!)ij:

golden top of Potala [in the distance] were reflecting each other brilliantly.
It was a magnificent scene. Four huge slogans in both Chinese and Tibetan
were hung around the meeting spot. They said, "Implement absolutely the
Seventeen-Point Agreement for the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet," "Build up
Tibet and reinforce the national defense," "All Tibetans should be unified and
determinedly drive the imperialist invasion forces out of Tibet," and "Long live
Chairman Mao, the greatest leader of all the nationalities of China." Soon, five
thousand or six thousand monks and laymen thronged to the meeting to join
the PLA troops and cadres who were in Tibet. So this became a grand celebration meeting of thousands of people from all groups, including both the
military and the civil branches in Lhasa.
At I I :oo A . M . , the president of the gathering stated that the meeting had
started. Then the Central Committee's representative, Zhang Jingwu, stepped
to the podium and the microphone and in high spirits immediately disseminated his powerful voice to Lhasa and the plateau.
Zhang Jingwu first stated, "We are here in Lhasa to celebrate the second
anniversary of the founding of the People's Republic of China. Today is historically significant and is a good start for the unity and equality of nationalities in Tibet." He said this was a significant celebratory meeting accomplished
by the Tibetan people, who overcame all kinds of obstacles and have come back
to the great family of the motherland. Then Zhang reported all the accomplishments of the mother country in the past year regarding all kinds of construction projects and its support of Korea against America. Finally, he reiterated the nationality policy of the Central Committee and the spirit of the
Agreement of Peaceful Liberation on Tibet. He called on all the PLA troops
and cadres and the Tibetan monks and laymen to unify closely and strive to
build up Tibet.
The representative of the Tibetan local government, Rimshi [fourth-rank
official] Tsesrlm Phunkhang also gave a speech. He said, "It is very good that
Tibetan monks and laymen can join this meeting with the PLA today." He
praised the Agreement of Peaceful Liberation of Tibet for completely ironing
out the differences between Tibetans and Chinese that had been created by
reactionary rulers in history. Even though his speech was not sincere, it was really good that he could give such a speech at this meeting.
Wang Qimei, the commander of the advance troop, stressed that the PLA
entering Tibet was a troop for the Tibetan people and woulcl serve the Tibetan
people loyally forever. They would respect the customs of the Tibetan people,
protect religious freedom, and were determined to drive the imperialist invasion force out of Tibet and reinforce the national defense. . . .
At %:oo P . M . in the afternoon, Zhang Jingwu presided over the National
Festival banquet in the Tsidrunglingka Park. He invited the Kashag ministers
and Tibetan local government officials above the third rank, as well as famous
incarnate lamas and great abbots to this, and over sixty people gathered together. Zhang Jingwu went to their tables to toast them and celebrate the t e ~ tival. Before the banquet, there was a photographic exhibit in which pictllres
of the negotiations [in Bei-jing]and the picture of <:hairman Mao toasting with
the Panchen ancl Ngab?) to celebrate the agreement were clisplayed.

During the whole afternoon, thousands of Tibetan people brought butter,
tea, and food to the park's lawns around the meeting spot. They set up tents
and rugs and had picnics there, dancing and singing until the late evening.
Under the sunset, the five-star red flag was still flying ~ v e r h e a d . ~ '
The day went well, to be sure, but n o t quite as well as the Chinese had hoped
for. The sitsab once again did not yield to their urgings and, as mentioned
above, forced the Chinese to accept this as a Chines~celebration that the Tibetan government attended rather than a joint celebration of the PLA a n d
the local government of Tibet. Symbolically, they were still unwilling to act
as if China was also their nation.
The sitsab and others were pleased with their ability to thwart Chinese initiatives and to ignore requests, but they had n o understanding that the reason for their successes was Mao's gradualist policy. No matter how angry a n d
frustrated Zhang Jingwu and the other leaders were over the sitsab's attitude
and actions, they were not free to secure their ends by threatening Tibetans.
As we shall see, occasionally they would lose their temper at a meeting and
yell and scream at the sitsab, but they could not take the next obvious step
and secure their ends by force. Thus, at this period in time, the gradualist policy was inadvertently emboldening the sitsab, who found they could insult and
obstruct the Chinese with n o negative consequences-at least immediately.
Chinese "deference" to the Tibetan government's wishes, however, did
not carry over to the formal acceptance by the Dalai Lama of the SeventeenPoint Agreement. T h e Chinese side was angry a n d embarrassed that months
had passed since the signing of the agreement without an acceptance statement from the Dalai Lama o r the ~ i b e t a ngovernment. O n this issue, there
was no room for compromise.
Ngab6 played a pivotal role in settling this. As indicated earlier, Ngab6
considered the agreement good for Tibet (given the nlilitary a n d internatlonal realities). The other Kashag ministers knew this made sense but were
not eager to take thc lead personally, since the sitsab were opposed to affirming the aprrrnicnt as i t then stood. Ngabii, lioweve~;was being pressed by
the Chinese to prt the TibeIan government to act a n d was frustrated by
the delays ant1 the procrastinatio~ion the Tibetan side. H e believed that the
S ~ v ~ l l t e e n - P oAgrremrnt
in~
gave Tihct il powerfill legal framework in which
to miinetlvrr within the Peoplc's Rrprihlic o f C:liina, so i t sholild be quickly
acc('ptcd. E v c n t ~ ~ atlir
l l ~National Asscmbly was c o ~ i v e ~ i etod disctiss [ h e issue. I,hiilll, B K;isIi;~gminister, r e c i ~ l l ~how
d this calne a l ~ o u t .
'Tll(, Ki~shagmiriisl(.l-s didn't say ;unytliing special al,orlt t h e Seventeen-Poinl
Agl.'rr~i(.nt.;IS thry wrl-r clever: And (Sitsnb) I.ol,salig Tnshi also said nothing.
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1,ukhangwa didn't quite say h e opposed it, but h e didn't say anything definite
[such as he accepts it]. H e kind of implied that [Ngabo's] not sending
telegrams [from Beijing] to the sitsab was bad and was a mistake. . . .
Basically, everybody kept quiet and did not say yes o r no. Ngabo said that
we have to accept the agreement, but the [other] Kashag ministers said if we
accept it will not be good, so it was decided that it was best to call an Assembly
meeting to discuss this issue. Consequently, the Kashag sent a report to the
sitsab, saying we have to indicate our attitude [to the Chinese] about the agreement, so our recommendation is to call an Assembly meeting to discuss this.32

For two days during the last week of September, a large Abbreviated Assembly
was convened in the Shabden lhagang room in Norbulingka. It was attended
by about sixty representatives selected from each of the different ranks in
the government, as well as monastic representatives (abbots and ex-abbots).'"
Ngabo was worried about what would occur at this gathering and thought
it would be best if he and the others who had gone to Beijing came in person and explained what had happened and why it was essential for Tibet to
affirm this publicly." Chabtsom recalled this meeting.
At this time in Lhasa there were many rumors regarding Ngabo, the most serious of which was that the Chinese had bribed him to sign the agreement.
Ngabii therefore broke with the Tibetan custom that Kashag ministers should
not attend Assembly meetings, and on this occasion he and the other four negotiators attended the Assembly's meeting [to explain their actions].
Ngabo spoke for a long time. [He said,] "When I was captured I thought
my life was in danger, but leave alone my life being in danger, the Chinese didn't
even say any harsh words to me. T h e same held true for the officials with
me. . . .
He started with a historical discussion, saying that in the past there was a
close historical relationship between Tibet ancl China, but this was broken d ~ r ing the 13th Dalai Lama's time. H e emphasized that he had wanted to avoid
the military liberation of Tibet, so negotiated the Seven teen-Point Agreement
and thus achieved p~nceficlliberation. Then he explained each of the seventeen points in the agreement.
He said that the most important thing for Tibet now is to be able to continue Tibet's joint religious and seci~largovernment (tih. chijsi nyiden). For
this, the Dalai Lama has to be the head of the political system, ancl it is also imperative that Tibet maintain its own customs and not aclopt (:hinese ones. And
the most important of the important aspects is that religion not be changed.
,411 of these necessary things, he said, are gl~al-anteerlin the ~cventeen-Point
Agreement. If we prlt this agreement into practice, Tibet's economy and Po-

:\2. l.halu. interview, I $)I):$, 1,hasa. Nga phorl (Ngahii) ( I gH!)), howevrr, says that i t w ~the
sitsah who said the Assemhlv had to he convenetl to discllss whethrr this should he done.
:{:I. 1.c I c)Hy,: 259-62. entry f o r 28 September I <)r, I .
34. Nga phorl (Ngahii) I 981)
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litical system will be guaranteed to continue. T h e feudal system will change little by little but not the position of Dalai Lama. We feudal lords will lose o u r
serfs, but our livelihood will increase, not decrease. . . . 35
After this, Kheme spoke, and then Lhautara, each making similar comments.
The other two more junior negotiators, Sambo and Thubden Lengmon, did
not speak.36
The Assembly then broke out into small groups to discuss the agreement. After each of these reported back to the assembly, a final report was written that
thanked the negotiators for their work in negotiating the Seventeen-Point
Agreement and basically said that the agreement was acceptable. It particularly
mentioned that points 4, 7, and 1 2 in the agreement were good. But it also
mentioned they [the Assembly members] did not like some issues, chief among
which was the presence in Tibet of a large number of Chinese soldiers. T h e Assembly's report said that it would be better if many Chinese soldiers d o not come
and that the soldiers who d o come be kept in border areas rather than in Lhasa.
For example, it suggested that those soldiers going to Yadong should go
straight to the border via the south road without passing through Lhasa.
A second (problem) issue it commented on concerned the authority of the
Military-Administrative Committee. T h e Assembly said that since this is the
office of the representative of the Central Committee [i.e., a Chinese government office], it should enforce strict discipline over the Chinese soldiers. Similarly, implementing development in Tibet and the issue of the defense of the
international border should be done in ways that are conlpatible with Tibetan
customs (e.g., with regard to not starting mining in Tibet). And it said that if
the Chinese d o things that are not in accordance with the agreement, the Tibetan government should be allowed to interfere.
A third worry the Assembly expressed was that while it is okay to improve
the livelihood of the people and to develop education quickly, this should be
done cal-efullyso that there are n o [negative] effects, for example, causing the
numbel- of monks to decline [as a result of the ~ p p o r t u n i t to
) ~go to school] ."

A Tibetan a t t e n d i n g this m e e t i n g s u m m e d u p t h e elite's feelings well, " T h e
sixty o r so delegates t o t h e Assembly pretty m u c h d i d n ' t like t h e a g r e e m e n t
in their hearts, h u t at t h e m e e t i n g n o o n e o p p o s e d it."" T h e h e a d o f India's
U a s a mission also c o m m e n t e d o n this in his m o n t h l y r e p o r t t o Delhi, a d d i n g
important r l r ~ n e n t n
s o t m e n t i o n e d l ~ Lhalu.
y
INgahii] statcd rhar hc received verbal assurances that the (:hinese would not
inlcl-fc~.tin the i ~ i t c r n ; affairs
~l
of Tibet. Their Military-Administl-ative office

:{5 Ngahii I>c~licvcdthv stalemcnt ; ~ l > o r l tc3st;ltcsand sc.~.fa,
IIIII i~ sccms iuilikclv that h r worlld
1 1.aisc.rl
~
~sl~c-h
;I srllsi,i\,c issl~cin \]is Assrnihly colrlnlrlits. s i l ~ c cilnplelnenting reforlns was
not an issllc. thrn.
:I(;. (:ll~l>tsom.
in~t-~.vicw.
1 9 9 2 (elnphasis addrd).
:I j . ~ . I ~ ; ) IiIl I~.t r ~ ~ v i Ir!,!):I,
~v.
:\H. (:h;~l)tsom,intvl.\~ic.w,1 ~ ) 9 2 .
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in Lhasa would exercise control over the Chinese troops and supervise Chinese interests. After hearing Ngabo, the Tibetan authorities decided not to
ask the Chinese that the talks be reopened, but instead to request official assurances that the Chinese Communists' understanding of what was agreed
upon corresponded to Ngabo's statement. If the Chinese reply was satisfactory the Tibetans would notify the Chinese of their acceptance of the Peiping
agreement.""

The report on the Assembly meeting contained in Le Yuhong's diary closely
parallels that made by Lhalu.
1.

T h e 4th, 7th, and 1 2th points [in the agreement] were very good.

2.

It is better if many soldiers d o not come, and all the soldiers (our PLA) who
come should not be kept in Lhasa. For example, those soldiers going to
Yadong shouldn't come through Lhasa but should g o straight via the south
road.

3. When implementing the agreement, if there are issues that are unacceptable, they can be taken out [not implemented] [this referred to the
military].

4. As for the authority/responsibility of the Military-Administrative Committee, it should enforce strict discipline over Chinese soldiers and not let them
violate policies. It should also be involved with development in Tibet. National defense and development should be done in a manner that is compatible with Tibetan customs (for example, mining). If there are violations
of the agreement, the Tibetan government can interfere when it implement-9
the agreement.
.5. Some supporters of Lhalrl said that the reason for Chamdo being liberated

is that some superiors [NgabO] did not carry out their responsibility and
were careless and that some Tibetan generals had wanted to fight but N p b ~
surrendered. (At this time Ngabij immeciiately replied that a committee
should be started to investigate this charge.) Another person said this should
be decided well (whether or not Ngabii is to blame).
ti. Education should be implementecl as soon as possible, but starting schools
should be done carefully so that there are n o negative effects (i.e., so that
the number o f monks doesn't decline).

7. We should send a telegram saying we agree to the agreement. in time for
the I October holiday.
8 . The delegates who went to R e i j i n ~worked hard, and we say thanks.'"

:I!,. British Forrign Office Rerorrls. F(.):$i I /9291)H, Monthly Krport of'thr I,hasa Mission
o f the (i)vt~rrimerltof India, frorn ~ f Srptrmher
i
t o I r, Octoher I gy, I .
40. 1.e 1gH3: 259-ti2, entrv for 2 H Septcmhrr l ~ r , H
~ e. said that Ngahii (.amp and told
him ahout the I . P S I I ~ I Snf the Assenihly rneetitig.
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This acceptance by the National Assembly, however, did not result in a speedy
public affirmation of the agreement, but it did get the Tibetan government
moving. On 30 September, the Kashag gave the Chinese a draft telegram regarding the agreement, which said the sitsab had approved. The Chinese
made some changes and returned it the same evening. Then, for almost a
week, there was no further word from the Kashag. Chinese National Day ( 1
October) came and went with no comment.
On 5 October, Zhang Jingwu went to Ngabo's house and discussed the
agreement issue with him for two hours, learning for the first time that the
Tibetan government had decided not to send an acceptance telegram until
Zhang answered some questions in writing. Ngabo explained to Zhang that
when the sitsab looked at the Kashag's draft telegram, they wanted the Chinese to clarify three issues. The first concerned the responsibility and power
of the Military-Administrative Committee (vis-a-visthe Dalai Lama). The second concerned limiting the number of PLA troops coming to Tibet. And
the third concerned the return of administrative control of Chamdo to the
Tibet government. Ngabo told Zhang that these were the opinion of the National Assembly and had been approved by the Dalai ~ a m a .The
~ ' Chinese
side did not want mention of troop numbers in the formal acceptance
telegram and suggested placing it in a separate telegram. Two days later, on
7 October, Kashag minister Shasur informed the Chinese that the Kashag
had agreed to this.42
However, the sitsab still did not approve the final acceptance telegram,
and on l o October, Lhalu came to ask the Chinese how many PLA soldiers
~
between twelve thousand and
were coming. When Zhang J i n g ~ r lreplied
eighteen thousand, the Chinese reported that Lhalu was glad to learn this
and said he thought the other ministers wo~ildalso be pleased. Lhalu, the
Chinese said, asked again and again about the Military-Administrative Committee. ZhangJingw~
answered all his questions. After that, the Chinese asked
the Tibetan government to arrange for supplies in grain and firewood and
for additional quarters as early as possible.4"
The next day, the Kashag gave Zhang linpvu a letter in Chinese, which
again stated that before a telegram colJd be sent, Zhang should reply to three
questions, but now a new question had been added:
( I ) Wli;11 a ~ - ctlie r~spo11~ihilitics
;111d power o f thr Militar-y-Administl-ative

(:omniiltce and tlic command post (tib. gagii brl) o f the (Chinese) rnilitarv licadqu;~r.tc~-S?

.11. I .r I 985: 2 7 I . c'ncrv for r, October I !)r, I . %hang,lingwu'sbiography, however, did not
mrrllion anything almr~t(:h;~mtlo( Z h a o ~!)!)r,:
45).
4'. 1.c I !)X5: 2 7 5 , rntry Sol- 7 O c ~ o b c rI 051.
$ 3 , 1.v I [ I X ~ :2 7 7 . C I I I for
~ ~ 1 0O ( . I O ~ C
I 9.5
I. I.

What about Tibetan unity after Tibet develops its politics, economy, culture, and so forth; that is, what about returning control over Chamdo?
(3) What about the return to Tibet of the ethnic Tibetan areas east of the U p
per Yangtse River (Xikang P r o ~ i n c e ) ? ~ ~
(2)

T h e third point appears to have been a completely new issue.
O n 14 October, Zhang Jingwu, Le Yuhong, a n d Phiinwang went to meet
with the Kashag to answer its questions a n d discuss related issues concerning the agreement a n d the number of PLA troops that would be stationed
in Tibet. Zhang Jingwu's biography says h e told them about twenty thousand
troops would be involved a n d that they would stay to d o border defense at
places such as Gyantse, Shigatse, Ngari (ch. Ali), a n d Kongpo. H e said only
about five thousand personnel would be stationed in Lha~a.~"he Chinese
side also proposed that a joint office be established with the Tibetan governmen t to oversee the purchase of grains a n d that the army set u p a bank.'"
Zhang also commented o n the Military-Administrative Committee and the
Tibet Military Area Headquarters, saying, "The Military-Administrative Committee is the office of the representative of the Central Committee. The Tibetan Military Area Headquarters is a n office solely for military affairs. It will
be in contact with the Tibetan local government frequently. The MilitaryAdministrative Committee will manage/administer (ch. guan li; tib. dagnyer)
both the Tibetan local government a n d the PLA. O u r plan is to appoint the
Dalai Lama as the chairman of the Military-Administrative Committee and
the Panchen Lama and Zhang Guohua as its vice-chairmen."47
T h e Kashag ministers asked Zhang many specific and pointed questions,
and there was a lively discussion. For example, they asked what the Dalai
Lama's authority and responsibilities worilcl be as the chairman of the Military-Administrative Committee. They also asked how the committee would
be convened, how the Dalai Lama's seat would be set up, and whether the
committee woulcl settle issues in accordance with Tibetan traditional customs!
that is, whether each issue would be submitted through the Kashag to the
sitsah to the Dalai Lama for final approval. They also asked whether the Dalai
Lama woulcl he ablr to send a representative to participate on his behalf in
the Militilry-Administrative Committee. Some on the Tibetan side also said

44. LC I !)H;: 2 7 9 , entrv for i I ()ctohr~-I !)H,rj.
45. zhao 1!)!)1;: 46. Tt1cr.e arc. two ;lccounts of this mc*eting. t,o~h Pron~thc tliarv of I*t'
Nlhong, one in (:hinew ;~ntlone in Tibet;lr,. Thc matc.rial in %hang l i n p l l ' s biography
in this footnote is h;lsed on thc (:hinc.se-l;lng~~agc
vet-sion,wt1ic.h c-ont;~ins;lft.w;~rltlition;llitems
1101 rnentionerl in the Tibetan version, h ~ l otherwise
t
the two accorlnls arc thc same.
46. 1.e I 985: 280-8 I . r11t1-vfor I 4 0ctobe1-.
4 7. Zhao I 9~15:4ti (emphasis ;idclrtl).

that the Dalai Lama was not ready to be chairman of the Military-Administrative Committee, since he was yet to take his Geshe degree (the advanced
monastic degree). He was, they said, like a flower that had bloomed, but the
fruit was still to ripen, so we should wait for that. A disagreement also arose
about whether the acceptance telegram to Mao had to include the statement
"The Tibetan people shall unite and drive out imperialist aggressor forces
from Tibet." Some Kashag ministers thought this sentence was offensive and
should not be included in the telegram. After quite a long discussion, the
meeting ended with no agreement.4H
On 18 and 19 October, while Zhang Jingwu went to Sera and Drepung
monasteries and gave alms to each of the m ~ n k s , ~ " h eacceptance telegram
issue continued. On 18 October, Ngabo visited the Chinese side and said
that he had discussed mentioning "expelling imperialists" with all the Kashag
ministers as well as another issue involving the Tibetan government sending an edict to all counties (tib. dzong) in Tibet about adhering to the agreement, but then he gave them the bad news: the Tibetan ninth (lunar) month,
which was about to start, was an astrologically inauspicious month (tib.
danag), and it was considered bad to d o things during that time, so the acceptance telegram would have to wait until the Tibetan tenth month.
Ngabo also had unfavorable news about the Chinese side's suggestion to
create ajoint Tibetan-Chinese grain purchasing office. The Kashag, he said,
felt that it would be better to let them, the Kashag, handle this."' Three days
later, when the main Eighteenth Army Corps force was less than a week away
from Lhasa, Le Yuhong went to meet with the Kashag ministers and urged
them to make a plan to purchase grain. He also informed them that the Chinese would like to give additional alms to monastic "scholar monks" (tib.
pechawa)" as well as to Lhasa's beggars and the students in Tibet's rnonastic medical school. And he once again asked about the status of the acceptance telegram. Interestingly, the Kashag seeinirigly took a step backward and
said that only after Zhang J i n p t r responded in writing to the Kashag's previous three questions would the ministers disctiss this i s s ~ i e . ~ ~
11 is not clear whether Zhang ever gave the Tibetan government any written response, but on the 2 2 October, notwithstanding the date falli~igin an
~nauspicious"month, Ngabii came t o the Chinese and said the Tibetan gov6' a
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ernment had finally agreed to send the telegram o n 24 O ~ t o b e rConse.~~
quently, five months after the agreement had been signed in Beijing, the formal acceptance Beijing wanted, including the controversial phrase about driving out the imperialists, was sent by telegram in the Dalai Lama's name.54
Despite all the initial talk of renegotiating parts of the agreement, Tibet had
developed n o clear strategy o r policy a n d held n o formal discussions with
the Chinese about this.
This telegram from the Dalai Lama formally validated the agreement and
finalized Tibetan acceptance of China's sovereignty over Tibet.
Chairman Mao Zedung. At the e n d of April 195 1 there arrived in Peking a
special delegate, Kashag Minister Ngabo and four other plenipotentiary representatives sent by the local Tibet government. They held peaceful negotiations with the plenipotentiary delegates appointed by the Central People's Government. T h e representatives of both sides, o n May 23, 1951, signed on a
friendly basis an agreement relating to the measures for the peaceful liberation of Tibet. T h e local government of Tibet, the monks, and the entire Tibetan people express their unanimous support for this agreement. Under the
leadership of Chairman Mao Zedung and the Central People's Government
they are actively helping units of the People's Liberation Army which entered
Tibet for strengthening the national defenses, driving out of imperialist forces
from Tibet and guaranteeing of sovereignty of the entire territory of the
rn~therland.~"

O n the same day, Zhang Jingwu gave alms to the beggars of Lhasa, and the
troops of the main Eighteenth Army Corps reached the banks of the Kyichu
River in I , h a ~ a . ~ ~
While these major events were transpiring in Lhasa, the United States
made yet another attempt to induce the Dalai Lama to renounce the agreement and flee into exile.

ANOTHER AMER1C:AN INITIATIVE

Despite the news in late July that the Dalai Lama had left for Lhasa, the U.S.
Embassy in Delhi still felt there was a chance to persuade him to reverse his
decision. Basing their evaluation o n the misleading comments of sources
such as Taktse Rimpoche, Shakabpa, Heinrich Harrer, and George Patterson, the embassy officials came to the conclusion that the failure of their

r,:%. 1.e 198,s:290-92, vntrv For 2 2 October 1 9 5I .
,54. T h e Panchen 1.ama had respondetl to Mao almost immediately (on 2H May and l . l [ l n e
I 95 I ), expressing the importance of rrspecting the agreement (Zhonggong xizang zizhirludanRshi ziliao zheng.ji weiyuanhui I g ~ o ) .
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Figure I o. (lliinese and Tibetan g o ~nment
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sires repeat its belief that you can best serve ur people and country by evading Colnmunist control at earliest opportunity and by denouncing agreement
with Communist China after you will have reached safe asylum. Taktser is well
and safe in US and hopes that you will consider favorably US Govt pledge of
assistance previously made you and [a] limited entourage in asylum.5g
Two days later, the U.S. Embassy in Delhi asked permission to translate this
into Tibetan for transmission to Yadong by courier, albeit with all references
to the United States removed. T h e embassy also suggested that the phrase
"in India o r Ceylon" be added to the e n d of the message. O n g August, Washington agreede6'
T h e United States' unwillingness to state anything officially in writing, however, created doubts among Tibetans about America's sincerity and greatly
weakened the impact of the U.S. offers. Even before this new letter, this issue had already arisen in late July, when a n unsigned message was delivered
by the Sikkimese princess Coocoola to her uncle, the Kashag minister Ragasha. Coocoola informed the United States that Ragasha had expressed "incredulity as h e could not believe if US willing assist, US unwilling make formal pledge. H e told [name redacted] unsigned message would not convince
Kashag if, as h e believes, opportunity should arise in Lhasa to make effective use US offer assistance in bringing about DL'S departure."" Ragasha also
said that it did not matter exactly who signed the letter, so long as it was signed
and was a formal statement on U.S. government letterhead. However, he also
indicated that "the Dalai Lama might still come to India but that he [Ragasha] could not convince the Cabinet [Kashag] that the United States was
really interested without a signed letter."'"
In mid-August, the very week that the Dalai Lama arrived in Lhasa, Wilson, the U.S. consul general in Calcutta, urged the State Department in
Washington to approve a formal statement quickly, because the final negotiations regarding the Seventeen-Point Agreement woiild begin shortly
in 1,hasa. H e told Washington that the Dalai Lama still de~irtdto p to India

3r). L!.S. National Xrchivrs, :<):$R.oo/H-15. telegram no. 295, from the U.S. secretary of
state to the Emhassv in Washington. D.(;.,dated 4 c\ilgrlst I !)r, I .
tin. L1.S. National Archives, i():$R.oo/H-l 95 I . telegram n o . 1 1 ,+.from the IJ.S. consill F n eriil in ( ~ : a l ~ \ i tttoi ~t h r C1.S. srcrrtary of statc, t l a t ~ dI :3 A~lgilstI !)r, I .
61. Ibid. Another Tibetan who carried a mcssagr to t h r Dalai I.;lrna in Yadolig in,lrllv (who
appilrrntly was Takla [Philntso Tashi]) latrr told E.M. Wilson in (:alct~ttain rnid-Allg1lst that
the Dalili 1,arna had cornrnentcd that the mrssagc wits r~nsignrrl (1I.S. National Archivclsi<):iR.oo/H-~H 3 I , rnclosure to rlisp;ltch (iH. from thr. I1.S. c.onstll general in (:alc11tt;1 to tIlc
I.1.S.secretal-s of state, tlatctl I H A ~ ~ g l r sI<)T,
t I ).
6 2 . (:ited in I1.S. Niitional Archives, ~q:3R.oo/1 1 - 1 57, I 5 , "[I.S. policy concerning ~ h (It''
gal status of Tibet I 942-1 qr,6."

and that Tibet might still disavow the agreement. Therefore, he said, "in
such circumstances, [a] formal statement of our attitude might be [the]
deciding f a ~ t o r . " ~ "
However, at this time, Loy Henderson, the activist ambassador, was not in
India, and Horace Holmes, the embassy's chief agricultural officer, was temporarily acting in his place. Holmes was much less of a "Cold War warrior"
and opposed sending a signed letter. In a long cable to Washington, he
crafted a cogent argument opposing Wilson's advice.
Ref Contel 114, q t d New Dellti 11 o, A u U p s t13 from Calcutta,
Emb appreciated opportunity which exists in possible transmittal letter o n
US letterhead signed by American official to Tib Defense Min . . . for purpose
persuading Tib officials to disavow Sino-Tib agreement and to advise Dalai
Lama to leave Tibet.
Emb believes, however, risks involved in transmittal proposed letter are far
greater than advantages which may result for US a n d Tibet. If such a document fell into Commie Chi hands, it might be used as evidence US endeavor
imperialistically to interfere in internal affairs of Tibet and to disrupt ostensibly friendly relations between China and Tibet. It might even be possible, if
Tibs were hard pressed in further negots with Commie Chi, that Tibs might
use such document to reinforce their position.
Emb questions, in any event, whether additional communication from US,
even on US letterhead and signed by Arner official, would increase Tibet knowledge and belief in US position. As Dept and ConGen aware, all previous msgs
re US position were transmitted to DL through two and in some cases three
channels of comniiinications. These channels included Shakabpa, Taktse and
Harrer.
Important Ti11 officials sul-rounding DL were probably informed substance
these nisgs in transmission to DL by DL for receipt. Harrer has informed Emb
sent him two Itrs in which DL acknowledged receipt all US communications and indicated he would have preferred to leave Tibet but decided return
L,hasa in accordance with "wishes ilnd opinion of the majority of' Tibet."
O n balance, therefore. Emh believes LIL and Tib officials are well informed
re I J S position ancl thi~tthe proposed letter to Tib Defense Min would not
sllfliciently add to such knowleclge to justify risks involved. Furthet-more. Dept
nlsg q t l ~ t c din Deptel 2~15,Aug 4 as i~rnendedin Enibtel 507, Aug 6, which
[nmlc I-edactcd]will carry to 1,hasa whcn he leitves Calcutta . . . slio~ildprovltlc filrthcr- cviclence to 111, and Tib officials of' continuing [IS interest.
At later stage, when somc detirlite indiciltion o f developments at Lliasa is
reed, Kmh envisages (hilt i\ t'i~rthcrmessage of encouragement might be sent.
In such rncssage Emb believcs i t might be helpful to suggest that DL,send personal 1-cpin whom hc and Tib officials had confidence to India for informal
(i:\, (1,s. I)c,p;~t.tn~enl
01' St;,te I <)H:$: I 7 7 ( i - ~ X .7!)jR.oo/X-1:45 I . telrgram
Ir.S.ronslll genrl.;ll i l l (:;~lrtl~t;l
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,
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discussion with Arner officials. Such rep would be able return Tib and make
report which would confirm substance US position and wld be more likely serve
as basis for such further actions as DL prepared to take. In addition, Taktse
might write DL at that time observing that Taktse's own ltrs may not be reaching him and recommending rep be sent India for informal discussion with
Amer officials re possible future courses of action.
Suggestions advanced in foregoing para are based on belief Tibs in Lhasa
will continue to "stall"in their negots with Commie Chi and have merit of avoiding dispatch official US documents to Tibet where they may reach unfriendly
hands.
Holmes6''
T h e State Department concurred. Not only were its officials worried that a
signed letter might fall into Chinese hands, but also they admitted internally
that "to be of use to the Kashag, U.S. Govt wld have appear commit itself to
courses of action such as financial a n d arms aid, which it is not in position
explicitly to
Nevertheless, given what it was hearing from its sources in India, the
United States still sought to persuade the Dalai Lama to flee Tibet. On 15
August, Wilson prepared another unsigned letter o n untraceable paper with
the message approved by Acheson o n 4 August (cited above). It was sent to
the Dalai Lama through an unnamed English-speaking Tibetan who was going to Lhasa a n d who promised to hand it directly to the Dalai ~ a m a . ~ "
A little less than a month later, o n l o September, the day after the Advance Unit of Wang Qimei arrived in Lhasa, the issue of a signed U.S. letter
again surfaced when Heinrich Harrer told Wilson in Calcutta that Yuthok
Dzasa, a high Tibetan official, was anxious to return to Lhasa to persuade
the Tibetan government that the Dalai Lama should leave Tibet. Yuthok believed, h e said, that in presenting arguments to the Kashag and important
lay aristocratic officials, h e must be able to swear h e had seen a signed letter from the U.S. government promising aid.67 Harrer suggested that the
Americans prepare such a letter and show this to Yuthok but not give him a

64. L1.S. Department of State 1983: I 786-87, 7~~3B.oo/8-1,+r,
I I , telegram no. 613, from
the U.S. charge d'affaires in India to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 14 Atrgust 1951 (emphasis added).
fir,. U.S. Department of State I 9H:3: I 790, ~ ~ ~ B . O O / gy,
H -I I, telegram no. H I , from the acting secretary of state to the U.S. consul general in C:alcutta, dated I y, Artgust 195 1 .
66. U.S. Department of State I $3: I 79 1 . ~ C ~ ~ B . O O / IH, telegram
- I ~ ~ , no. I 2 I , from the
U.S. cons~llgeneral in Calcutta to the L1.S. secretary of state, dated I 6 Ai~gilstI 9.5 1.
67. Yuthok was a well thought of and inflrlential official who had been the governor of
Chamdo before L.halu. Not only was his wife from the Surkhang family and ~tlrkhang'swife
from his family, but also his son Rinzin was married to (:oola, o n e of the two
of Sikkim,
He was thus someone whose comments wor~ldbe taken seriot~sly.
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copy. Harrer played on U .S. hopes by exaggerating what they wanted to hear,
namely, that the Dalai Lama was still extremely eager to leave Tibet but lacked
sufficient support among his lay officials to overcome the continuing opposition from the monks (and monk officials). Although the Chinese armies
were closing in on Lhasa, Harrer estimated that they would not arrive for
two months. Therefore, Yuthok could make a significant impact if he were
able to take an oath that the United States had made such an offer.6HAmbassador Henderson, back at station in New Delhi, supported the plan and
requested permission from the State Department to implement it.'"
Secretary of State Acheson approved this venture on 14 September, provided that the letter never leave the possession of U.S. officials and that the
Tibetans see it only in the presence of U.S. officials. Acheson suggested that
a letter similar to the earlier letters sent to the Dalai Lama would be suitable,
with one important exception-the section dealing with aid to resistance groups
must be limited to only a general statement that aid zuouM be furnished as was feasibk under existingpolitical a n d physical conditions. In other words, there would
be little if anything. The final text and implementation were left to the discretion of Henderson, who composed a very strong letter, although again it
offered support only for Tibetan autonomy, not independence.'"
A few weeks later, on the evening of 30 September, a top secret meeting
took place at the Calcutta Consulate. Present were the CIA station chief Linn,
Yuthok, and Harrer (translating for Yuthok). Yuthok was shown a letter addressed to the Dalai Lama that had been signed by Ambassador Henderson.
He studied it thoroughly and took notes on it in Tibetan. After he was
finished, the letter was replaced in the cons~ilate'ssafe. The letter said,
AMERICAN E A ~ R A S S INRU
~
Delhi,

Septer?~,brrr
17th., 1951

Your- Holiness:

The Government of the United States has observed with d e e p sylnpathy your
efforts over a long period to prevent Chinese C:on~munistaggression from dethat Your
stroying the outonomyofTibet. My Government also fully r~ndel-stands
Holiness has hoped that by remaining in Tibet you might be able to be of some
service in protecting the Tibetan people from subjugation. It is convinced, how-

68. IJ.S.National Archives, ~<):3B.oo/!)-lor, I , ~ c l e g ~ . ifram
~ n i rhc IJ.S. consul general in Galcrllla lo tlie L1.S. secl-erary of.state, datrd I o Seprcrnher 105 I ; and L1.S. National Archives,
'I<)~R.()~/!)-I
2151, rrport of convrrsation with Harrer in an r n c l o s r ~ ~to
- edispatch no. I I 7, from
thr (1.S. cons111general in (:alcl~tt;a ro the I1.S. secretal-v of'state, dared I 2 September 1 9 5 1 .
(i9. I1.S. 1)cpal.tlnrnt ofS~atc.I <lH:{: I Ho:3-q. ~ < ) ~ R . o o / ~25
) -I I, trlrgrarn fi.om the U.S. amI'assador in India t o tliv 11,s.secrc~al-y
of state, dated I 2 Srpteml>er 1 9 5 1 .
70. (1.S. 1)epartment o f Sta~t,I 98:%:I 807-H, 7-):$R.oo/g-1 z.51, telegram n o . I 28, from the
l 1 , S , sr(.l-rtarvor state t o the U.S. conslll grneral in (hlcutta, dated I 4 September 1 9 51 ; U.S.
r ) r ~ a r t m r n of'Statc
t
I 983: I H I 5-1 6, jry$D,oo/ I 0-1 r, I , trlrgrarn no. I Ay,, fiam the U.S. cons~rl
~('nrralill (:alc-l~ttato the U.S. secl-rtal-yof state, dated I <)ctol~el-I I ) ~ I .
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ever, that if you remain in Tibet you will either be [redacted] o r compelled to
become a servant of the Communists. It believes that if you remain in Tibet
you will not be able to be of aid to your people.
It is the opinion of the United States Government that if you could arrange
to leave Tibet and to seek asylum in some country such as Ceylon, you might
be able to continue your struggle to preserve the autonomy of Tibet and the
liberty of the Tibetan people. Since my Government believes that Tibet should
not be compelled under duress to accept the violation of its autonomy, it wishes
to d o all that is possible and proper to prevent this violation from taking place.
If, therefore, Your Holiness would like to seek asylum in Ceylon, or in some
other country, my Government would be prepared, in case you should desire,
to endeavor to assist you in making arrangements for such an asylum and for
obtaining permission to pass through various countries in transit. Furthermore,
my Government zuould be prepared to arrange for the payment of the travel expenses of
Your Holiness a n d for those of your family a n d retinue. It would also be prepared, so
long as mutually satisfnctory puqoses are being served, a n d to the extent required, to
m t ~ into
r a m n g e m e n t s which would provide for a ~ o p n a t e j i n a n c i asupport
l
fm Your
Holiness, your family, a n d a retinue of approximately one hundred persons.
My Government ventures to express the hope that in case you decide to
leave Tibet, Your Holiness gives consideration to the factors of political effectiveness and influence in selecting persons to accompany you. My Government
is also prepared to make arrangements that you and some of your retinue may
find asylum in the United States in case it should seem impracticable to take
refuge elsewhere.
It is the belief01 my Government that resistance to Communist encroachment in Tibet mzist be rqarded (1s n long range problem, the solution of which is nece.rsarily limited
political a n d physical conditions i n Tibet a n d in adjoining areas. The United States
has, o/ course, no control over such conditions, but it i.s prepared to support resistance
noru a n d i n IheJz~tztreagainst Communist aggression i n Tibet, an,d to pro7~ideS S U ~malPnal aid as may h ~ j e n s i b k .
Yotrr Holiness will understand, of course, that the readiness of the United
States to render you the assistance and support oirtlinetl above is rondilionnl
ripon your d$ariure,from Tibet, upon your public disavowal of ngeem~nt.rconcllrd~d
rindpr drtre.s.r b r t n ~ e nthe re.p.rpntati71esof Tibet and tho.^ ofthe 0'hine.r~(:ommuni.$tt.,
a n d upon y o ~ i rconlin uetl ruillinp,e.rs to r o o p ~ r a it n~ qi$o.sing C.'ommunis/ (~ggre.ssion.
An essential part of our cooperation would be a puhlir a n n o u n c e m e n ~ tthe
~,~
I iniled S1nie.r that il .Y tiM)mt.t /he po.~itionof Your Holiness as /hp head o j n n aulonomofr.7
f i h ~ t .The IInited S/nIektzl10111dalto .s~lppnrtyour rptirrn to Tihe/ a / /he pnrliesl pro(/;mblp moment as the head o f a n a~c/orromou.r,a n d non-Com,ml~ni.tl,co~rntry.The Position of the United States in this regard is fr~ndamentaland will not l~ affected by developments in Korea o r by Chinese (:ommr~nistintervention In
that area.
I t is suggested that Your Holiness may care to approach the (_;overnmellt
of'lndia informally in order to obtain a clarification of the attitude of that (;wernment with regard to your departure from Tibet and related problems. It is
the r~nderstandingof my Government that the Indian C;r)vernment wolllrl he
prepared to permit Your Holiness either to pass through or to reside in India.
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In case you should so desire, the Government of the United States would be
prepared to discuss the matter with the Government of India.
(signed) Loy W. Henderson
Loy W. Henderson
American ~rnbassador"
After reading the letter a n d taking notes, Yuthok seemed satisfied a n d told
Linn that h e would see Ngabo, Ragasha, a n d three o r four other ranking
officials, including the two sitsab a n d the Dalai Lama's brother, Lobsang
Samden.'* However, the next day Yuthok apparently had second thoughts
about all this. H e was worried that key people in Lhasa would demand proof
that the American consul general would not alter the letter o r even g o so
far as to rescind it after h e left Calcutta, so Yuthok suggested that the letter
be "locked in a strong box a n d placed in the safe deposit vault of a local
bank to which only a duly designated representative of the Dalai Lama would
have access." Linn, who apparently felt that this bizarre U.S. scheme was perfectly reasonable, behaved as if insulted by this suggestion. H e testily answered, "If [Yuthok] was so suspicious of the motives of the American Government that h e believed there was a danger of o u r going to the length of
changing the wording of the Ambassador's letter after h e had seen it, h e
had a wholly mistaken impression of the way in which the American Government did bu~iness."'~
Yuthok then let that matter drop but did raise two other issues. First, h e
asked whether the United States would also provide financial support for
the families of the Dalai Lama's retinue. H e said that if they were left behind
they would provide the Communists with a very effective means of applying
pressure. He said that the total number of people, including families, would
be between 150 and 300 persons, a n d h e emphasized that this was a very
important issue for the Tibetans. Second, Yuthok asked what the U.S. attitude would be if the Dalai 1,ama stayed in I h a s a but sent a small group of
trusted officials to organize resistance from outside Tibet. Wilson said h e
did not know the answers to these questions and would ask Wnshington, b r ~ t
indicated that all previous discussions had heen predicated o n the Dalai
I ~ m a ' leaving
s
Wilso~i,of course, was correct. T h e United States was
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CONFRONTATION AND ADJUSTMENT

primarily seeking to secure a propaganda coup, not sponsoring a clandestine guerrilla movement in Tibet.
Yuthok left Calcutta for Kalimpong o n 3 October but then did not leave
immediately for Lhasa.'"his
led the Americans to decide that Yuthok was
unreliable, so on 11 November 195 1 the U.S. gave the same message to the
Dalai Lama's mother who was then living in ~ a r j e e l i n g . 'In
~ the meantime,
the Dalai Lama's second oldest brother, Gyalo Thondup, arrived in the
United States to visit Taktse k m p o c h e .

GYALO T H O N D U P IN C H I N A AND T H E UNITED STATES

T h e Dalai Lama was discovered in Qinghai Province in western China and
brought to Lhasa in 1939 together with his family. They came from Arndo,
one of the Tibetan ethnic subareas, which was centered in Qinghai Province.
However, within Amdo, they came from a relatively Sinicized area, and many
Tibetans in their village spoke Chinese primarily as their first language. The
Dalai Lama's mother explained this: "Because we came from Tsongkha, we
spoke the Tsongkha dialect, but my parents were also acquainted with the
Amdo dialect. There is a great difference between the two. In Tsongkha, since
there were many Chinese, the younger generation conversed in Chinese and
often forgot their native Amdo. In Guyahu [her home area] the older people
used Amdo; the younger people spoke C h i n e ~ e . " ~ '
It is, therefore, perhaps understandable, but still surprising, to learn that
in 1943, when i t came time for the Dalai Lama's parents to put their son
Gyalo Thondup in school in Lhasa, he and his brother-in-law, Takla (Phiintso
Tashi) (who was an Amdowa married to the Dalai Lama's sister, Tsering
Dolma), were sent to study written Chinese with a native Chinese teacher
named Ma rather than studying written Tibetan at one of the Lhasa private

wor~ldhe limited to I 5 0 persons. O n the second point, the State Department did not agree to
support unless thc Dalai I.ama fled ancl repudiated the agreement (U.S. National Archives,
79:$R.oo/ 10-6.5 I . telegram from the U.S. secretary of state to the U.S. consul general in G I cutta. dated 6 October, I 9 5 1 ) . This response does not seem to have been passed along to
Yuthok.
7.5. I1.S. National Archives, 79:3B.001/ I 1-45 1 , telegram from the U.S.cons111general in
(;alc[rtta to the L1.S. secretary of state, dated 4 November I !jr, I . According to (:oocoola, Y1lthok
was closely watched hy the (:hinese anct ~ ~ n a bto
l epass the U.S.message to t h r two prime ministers until April I 9.52 (L1.S.National Archives, 7ggB.oo/7-2tj2, telegram from (.;onsillate (;enera1 in C:alcutta to Departrnrnt of State, dater1 I July I clr,2.). T h r (:hinese, in fact, clid sllspect
yllthok was an imperialist apy and were watching him carefully (Phiinwang, interview, ~ 0 0 ~ ) ) .
concerning t h r legal statllsofTi76. U.S. National Archives, 7cj~R.oo/I 1-1 57, "CJ.S.
bet I 942-1 9.56."
77. Tsering ~ 0 0 0 30.
: See also Stag L,ha (Takla) ,995: I : 109 for a comment on Iall~llaRe
difficultv when thev first arrived in 1,hasa.
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schools.They continued to study Chinese with Ma (at Reting's monastery
in Lhasa) for about a year, until Ma gave this up because of ill health.'* At
this point, Gyalo Thondup (and his younger brother Lobsang Samden) were
sent to a private Tibetan school called Tarkhang.ig But the idea of Gyalo
Thondup studying Chinese did not disappear, and it appears that by the
middle of 1945 the Dalai Lama's father had decided to send him and Takla
to China to study. Gyalo Thondup was then seventeen years of age, and Takla
was twenty-two. It is probable that the Dalai Lama's father discussed this
with Reting when that lama made a two-month visit to Lhasa in December
1944 to try to regain the Regency,Hoand in September 1945 he specially
sent Gyalo Thondup and Takla to visit Reting at this monastery in northern Tibet, presumably to say good-bye before they embarked on their adventure to China.#' Private arrangements were made with the head of the
, ~ then
~
the two youths were sent
Goumindang's Bureau Office in L h a ~ aand
to India at the end of 1945, ostensibly on a trading venture but actually to
go to China. Their trip to Nanjing, China's capital, was organized by the
Chinese Consulate in Calcutta. O n 7 April 1946, they arrived in Nanjing,
where both youths were enrolled as students in Chiang Kai-shek's Political
Academ~.~~
At this time, sending one's children to China to attend school was unheard
of in the aristocracy. Those families who chose to send their children for a
modern education (which was not possible to obtain in Tibet) all sent them
to India, so the Yabshi family's decision set them far apart from the norm.
The Dalai Lama's mother, Gyalo Thondup, and Phiintso Tashi have made
interesting comments on the events surrounding this decision. The Dalai
Lama's mother said that her husband thought it would be a good experience for Gyalo to study in China, which, it should be noted, was ostensibly
Tibet's enemy.
We had sent my son Gyalo Thondup to China at the age of sixteen. I did not
want to let him go, for China was so far away, and 1 was led by a mother's sentiments. Rut my husband thought i t would be a good experience for him. My
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son was also very keen to go, and as a result there were many household arguments between us. Finally it was decided Gyalo Thondup would leave for
China.H4
She did not elaborate o n why sending him to China for education would be
a good experience. Gyalo Thondup, however, explained (in uncorrected English) that there were political ramifications involving the former Regent
Reting.
At that time the RPting Regent [ex-regent] and my fatherthought China was very
important for me to go and to study, [and] to learn, and maybe eventually it

can be useful for the Tibetan population and for the government of Tibet, and
in particular for the Dalai Lama. . . .
We [Gyalo and Reting] talked all about Taktra and all the politics, everything. He trusted me very much. And my going to China, I tried to balance
the understanding with him, and hoping eventually he can recapture power,
like that. These things also we discu~sed.~"
T h e Dalai Lama's father a n d Reting, as mentioned earlier, were very close.
Both saw China as a potential supporter of Reting against Taktra, so it is not
surprising that the Dalai Lama's father wanted his son to study in the capital of China and thereby inevitably develop ties a n d friendships with important Chinese officials. This, of course, is what happened. For the Tibetan
government, which was not consulted at all about this, the situation became
sensitive a n d complicated, because Gyalo not only was embraced by Chiang
Kai-shek and the Guomindang elite but also quickly became engaged to Zhu
Dan, a schoolmate who was the daughter of Chu Shikuei, a Guomindang
general. They were married in i 948.
As mentioned above. before sending their son to China, the Dalai Lama's
family members had not discussed their decision with the Kashag (only with
the ex-regen t Reting), and, not surprisingly, the Tibetan government was not
pleased that Gyalo T h o n d u p was studying at a Guomindang school and engaged to a Guornindang general's daughter. When the Dalai Lama's father
. Gyalo was now the head of the Yabshi family, and his
died in early, 1947,
presence in China with a Chinese fiancee had obvious potential political
ramifications. T h e family worried about him being used and/or controlled
by the Chinese. Consequently, the Kashag sent instructions to its Bureau
Office in Nanjing, telling the office heads to d o everything they could to persuade Gyalo Thontlup to return to Lhasa. Gyalo, however, accidentally silw
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the Kashag's instructions o n e day while visiting t h e B u r e a u Office a n d was
furious to learn o f t h e m . Knowing o f t h e instructions, he c o n f r o n t e d t h e
office heads, w h o were playing m a j o n g .
I walked up to their majong table, and all of them suddenly were getting up,
saying, "Oh, Mr. Thondup, you have come. . . . Very good. We have something
very important to talk to you about." I told them, "Don't worry, and let's talk
about it slowly, so you play your majong." They said, "No, no, no, we're not going to play any more majong," and they discontinued their majong, and they
asked me to go to their office. So I went to their office, and they sat down there,
and they were saying that they are very worried about my future. They never
mentioned anything about the cable. They told me they are very worried and
anxiety about my future and my welfare if I stayed too long in China. I said,
"Why?"They said because the civil war and all the disturbances in China. And
then they said my father passed away, and then my father is Kung, duke of Tibet, and that has to be replaced. His title had to be taken over, and n o o n e else
can take it except myself. They say, since my mother is alone, I should go back
now and take that title. And then I said, "Any other concerns?" And they said,
"No, nothing else." And then-I was so naughty-I picked the cable out of my
pocket and said, "You know, the Kashag is quoting like that. They say that Gyalo
Thondup, the Dalai Lama's brother, if h e remains too long it is going to be
very very complicated. It is not suitable for the interests of Tibet and the Tibetan government and the Tibetan people. So therefore [use] whatever tactful methods, including whatever money can be spent, to persuade him to return to Tibet."You know, that kind of language. Because I read my own Tibetan
language.
So 1 said, "You people are lying to me." They are all shocked that I already
saw it. So they were very m ~ ~ eriibarr-assed.
ch
So they saying yes, but i t is not because of a bad intention of Kashag and the government of Tibet. 11 was good
intentions that they wanred me to return because things are now very bad in
this area. Nothing else. I was very angry and told them t o tell Kashag to go to
hell. I'm in China to study. I'm a qttrdent. I have nothing to d o with the politics. Why does Kashag sllspect me? Kashag should d o something that is good
for Tibet and f o r the country and for tlie intercst of Tihet and for- the welfare
of the people of Tihet. And don't fight among themselves and clon't suspect
me in (;hina. I'm doing studying in (:liinese. 1 have nothing to d o with tlie pol. .
I t l c F . . . . YOLIknow that cable is still with niysclf.n"
(:yalo Tliondrrp flatly rehlsed to leave C;hin;l a n d instead insisted t h a t his
])I-other-ill-law,Phiintso f i s h j , rt.trirn t o assist his m o t h e l - in Lhasa. Phiintso
rnshi agrerd a n d r e t r ~ r n r dt o Lliasa in i 947.
(;yalo T h o n d u p , hc,wcver, was n o t a b l r t o remain f o r l o n g in C h i n a because
o f t h e i ~ n p c n d i virtol-y
n~
of t h e (:hinrsr (;oninir~nistParty in t h e civil war. He

left mainland China for Hong Kong in 1949 and then went to India with his
wife. In India, h e found himself extremely short of cash and wrote to his family (to Takla [Phiintso Tashi]) in Lhasa asking for money." At this time, the
Yabshi family had two Tibetan government-appointed "guardians" who oversaw their finances," and Gyalo soon found that the Tibetan government was
still trying to force him to return, because they still considered him (and his
Chinese wife) a potential danger o r embarrassment. Consequently, after sending n o response to his request for money for a month o r so, the Yabshi
guardians finally said they did not have any money to send and told him to
return to Lhasa. If h e needed money for the return trip, they told him, he
should borrow some in India and come quickly. Moreover, they told him that
if h e continued to stay in India, it would be difficult for them to send him
money in the future from Lhasa.") Gyalo was furious and again refused to listen to the Tibetan government. Instead, h e borrowed money from Reting
Labrang's (the ex-regent's) business office in Kalimpong, where he was staying, and went to New Delhi o n 29July 1949,accepting an invitation from Prime
Minister Nehru. From Delhi h e went to Calcutta, where he again tried to get
money, this time from two important aristocratic officials who happened to
be in Calcutta, Shakabpa and Pandatsang. They also refused. Lhamo Tsering,
Gyalo's secretary, says that this was the saddest period in Gyalo's life, since he
had to borrow to live.'"' From Gyalo's point of view, this was the Tibetan government again trying to control and manipulate him. As the titular head of
the Yabshi family, Gyalo was entitled to decide how to use its money, not the
Tibetan government's appointed guardians. This manipulation further fueled
the suspicion and animosity Gyalo and the Yabshi family already felt because
of the whole Reting conflict and the death of the Dalai Lama's father.
Gyalo T h o n d u p then decided to go again to Hong Kong, where his wife's
relatives were living, and from their go to the United States for flirther education. Gyalo also thought that from Hong Kong h e would directly contact
C:ommunist leaders in China."' However, h e was unable to secure a visa for
Hong Kong, so he again changed his plan and now went to the Philippines,
hoping from there to be able to get to Hong Kong. H e left for Manila on 2 1
April 1950. C;yalo, however, once more changed his mind and from Manila
went to Taipei instead of Hong Kong. There, h e found himself trapped when
the Guomindang government refused to grant him an exit visa to visit his
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brother Taktse in the United States-or anywhere else." Like the Tibetan
government, the Guomindang government preferred him o n its own territory. There he had to stay for over a year until the fall of 195 1 , when, under
pressure from the U.S. government, Taiwan finally issued him an exit permit to go to America.
While Gyalo was in the United States, h e met with State Department
officials several times, although it is clear that his older brother, Taktse Rimpoche, remained the United States' main source of information a n d liaison.
On 2 6 September 1951 , Gyalo had a meeting with William 0 . Anderson of
the State Department's Office of Chinese Affairs, at which the United States
frankly conveyed to Gyalo the parameters of U.S. support for Tibet, saying,
"The United States recognized both the claim of the Republic of China to
suzerainty over Tibet and Tibet's claim to d e facto autonomy." In the same
conversation, Gyalo T h o n d u p was also told that American consideration of
events in Tibet would be qualified by the consequences of the continued U.S.
recognition of the Chinese National governmentag3
Despite such caveats, as we have seen, the United States was still very interested in Tibet and continued to hold some hope that the Dalai Lama
wanted to flee into exile. New discussions arose concerning sending yet another message to the Dalai Lama, again raising the ante slightly. T h e new
one was to be similar to the letter shown to Yuthok in Calcutta in September 195 1 but would have an added comment that the United States had recently learned from the Indian government that it was willing to grant asylum or transit privilege if the Dalai Lama requested it." T h e embassy in New
Delhi thought this additional enticement was so important that it didn't
feel the United States should wait for final confirmation from the Government of India before informing the Dalai Lama. Interestingly, the embassy
telegraphed Washington on g November urging officials there to take action
and advising them to discount the Dalai Lama's telegram to Mao accepting
the Seventeen-Point Agreement: "In Emb view, it is unnecessary await further word from Rajpai before sending contemplated msg to Dalai Lama.
Tihetans probably ratified Sino-Tibetan agreement under pressure. If that
shld he case, then wld provide valuable info to ti bet an^."'^
On 4 November, the Consulate in Calcutta similarly urged action, arguIng that, since Yuthok had still not left for Lhasa, "this delay unfortunate a n d
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re-emphasizes advisability that favorable GO1 attitude re asylum be delivered
DL s o o n e ~ t . " ~ ~
At the same time, in Washington, Gyalo T h o n d u p again met with Anderson of the State Department o n 2 November i 95 1 a n d further confused
the United States' understanding of what was going o n in Tibet by giving
officials a wildly incorrect assessment of recent events there. The American
report of this conversation reads as follows:
Having called at his own request, he and his wife discussed with me today ( 1 )
recent information which they have received from Tibet, and ( 2 ) the possibility of [his] receiving educational assistance from the US Government.
Gyalo said that he received, approximately the middle of October [ig51],
a letter from Lhasa reporting that opposition among Tibetans to the Chinese
communists is increasing very rapidly and may break out into open fighting at
any time. H e said that the monks at the leading monasteries possess arms and
know how to use them. These monks have refused to surrender the arms to the
Chinese. I inquired whether Gyalo had translated for him recent news reports
alleging that the Dalai Lama has accepted the May 23 agreement. Gyalo replied
that both he and Taktse agree that their p v a t e letters from Tibet led them to belitwe that
the Peipin.g 7qm-t is a fabncation of propaganda. Their relatives advise that the wave of
qbposition to Chinew aggression is comparable to that which existed in Tibet in Z ~ Z Z At
.
that tirlw the Tibetans successfully drove the Chinese from the country. Under those circumrtanc~.rq a l o nnrl Taktse hpliqo~that acceptance would be impossibb. Gyalo repeated
his previous opinion that there are not more than 500 or 600 troops in ~ h a s a , ~ '
that the Dalai Lama can still escape although with some difficulty, and that he
will probably escape before the passes are closed by inter."^

Such misinformation about events in Tibet was to become a constant component of the history of the iggos. At this time, it should be noted that the
CIA had n o officers who spoke Tibetan and had n o agents in Tibet, so the)'
had n o independent sources of information. In fact, as late as 1957 when
the CIA began air-dropping Tibetans into Tibet, the coded messages the)'
sent back were translated by a Mongolian monk (Geshe Wangye) who knew
Tibetan because h r had lived in Lhasa in a monastery. This monk operated
a dharma renter in NewJersey and would travel to Washington, D.C., by train
to read and translate the messages.""
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The extent of America's confusion about what was going on in Lhasa can
be seen in a proposal made by Wilson in Calcutta two weeks later, on 14 November. Sent to the secretary of state, this plan included the possibility of
the United States sending planes to the vicinity of Lhasa to fly the Dalai Lama
to exile. As bizarre as all this now seems, the Calcutta Consulate strongly supported it as "probably the last chance to get DL out."
[Names redacted] plan to proceed Lhasa in about 2 weeks with msg and will
attempt persuade DL leave Tib. Both seem confident DL'S willingness come
but foresee great difficulties and while realizing this is primarily DL'S problem
feel he may be unable escape without assistance. They asked if US could send
one or more planes to vicinity Lhasa. They believe exit by horse impossible in
view length ofjourney and presence Chi Commie troops along route in some
strength. However, if plane operation not feasible (and ConGen aware of serious difficulties involved) they believe possibly DL can enlist support of
monks who, if armed, could perhaps overcome Chi in Lhasa (reported numbering 3,000) and permit DL withdraw to point where planes could evacuate
him and retinue. Latter alternative would require arms, supplies and possibly
leadership from USA. [Names redacted] hope that before departing to receive
from ConGen some detailed info re possibility our assistance in flight from
Lhasa as well as more info our plans for assisting DL after leaving Tibet. . . .
Gibson emphasized implementation any plans would require assurance DL'S
intention leave Tibet denounce Sino-Tib agreement and continue fight against
Commies and would also require precise communications, planning and timing. ConGen believes if DL is persuaded leave Tibet considerable US advice
and aid will be I-equired.
Would appreciate indication Dept's and Enib's views. We realize foregoing
raises great many problems but this is probably last chance to get DL out. Today's press states Chi troops have reached Gyantse. Dept may however wish at
least take advantage this opportunity get Itr from Taktser to Dalai Lama. . . .
Wilson

The ncw ambassadol-in Delhi, Chester Bowles, also believed the Dalai Lama
wanted t o flee Tibet, but Bowles was far more realistic about the overall situation and especially felt Wilson's suggestions went too far. He suggested
sending photographic eqllip~nentand color film instead of'a plane, as the
f(jll()wingtrlegrani to thr scrretary of state illustrates:
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mind in either respect and interpret both developments, particularly latter, as
indicating DL and his govt are n o longer free agents a n d are gradually succumbing pressure created by presence Chi Commie troops in Lhasa and elsewhere in Tib. Under such circumstance it is understandable [names redacted]
who have . . . fears for his safety wld dream of ways in which h e cld achieve freedom.
Ernb believes, however, their suggestions for overt US provision of planes,
arms, supplies and leadership are practically impossible and politically undesirable at this time. Overt US aid wld be considered by Commie Chi as US intervention in Tib affairs; it wld provide Commie Chi with ready-made excuses
for further extension their control Tib; and it wld also subject US to renewed
propaganda charges imperialism in Asia. Furthermore, provision US aid wld
require full coop on part India because of Tib geographic position. It is highly
unlikely GO1 wld be willing permit US aid to transit Ind o r itself to supply Tib
for fear effect on Ind relations with Commie Chi. It is also likely Ind wld resent any US effort provide covert assistance to Tib at this time.
Although . . . US assistance felt practically and politically undesirable at this
time Emb believes US shld make at least o n e final effort by letter or oral message to encourage DL to resist in ways best known to Tib Govmt. Emb believes
new letter from Taktse who carries document from DL as latter's authorized
rep wld be best means.''' It might reiterate previous US statements in simple
terms and include practical suggestions by Taktse whose knowledge sit [situation] in Lhasa shld assist him in recommending steps to be taken in immediate
future. Although it may not be feasible, DL might for example make pilgrimage to Buddhist shrines in Tib from o n e of which he might escape southward
to India.
Dept might also . . . send DL small gifts such as newest photographic equipment and colored film in which DL greatly interested. O n basis previous experience Emb believes latter although small wld rep tangible evidence to DL
of US friendship and wld have effect far out of proportion to their monetary
value. . . .
Bowles""
Based o n s u c h c o m m e n t s f r o m U.S. diplomats i n India, eventually a new message was s e n t in t h e f o r m o f a letter in T i b e t a n f r o m Taktse t h a t affirmed
"our original position-full
aid a n d assistance w h e n you c o m e out." It also
stated t h a t while it was n o t possible t o fly i n t o I,hasa t o g e t t h e Dalai Lama,
s h o u l d h e n e e d h e l p in his flight f r o m T i b e t , t h e U n i t e d States would give

1 0 1 . Actually. the United States shoultl have known from its own documents that the Dalai
Lama had instructed Taktse in July I 95 I t o retllrn from (:alclltta t o Yadong: thlls, h e was clear'!,
not an authorized representative. U.S. National Archives. 793R.oo/7-g5 I , telegram no. 131
from the U.S. consul general in Calcutta tr) the U.S. secretary of state, riatrd :$.JirlyIO5I.
102. U.S. Department of'State I C J H ~ : 1 848-49, ~ ~ ? B . o I o1 - /1 55 I , telegram from Amhassador Bowles. in India, to the secretary o f statc, 1 r, November I gy, I .

aid if it was feasible. O n 26 November 195 1, the letter from Taktse was forwarded to the Consulate in Calcutta and from there to Tibet.Io3T h e U.S.
government, accepting as accurate what it was hearing from Taktse and Gyalo
in the United States and from Western sources in India such as Harrer and
Patterson, believed that the Dalai Lama still really wanted to flee to exile and
hoped this new message would tilt the scales in U.S. favor. It now would wait
for an answer.
In the meantime, the Chinese presence in Lhasa had changed significantly, because the main Chinese army force arrived in Lhasa on 26 October 1951. It consisted of roughly six thousand troops from the Eighteenth
Army Corps (ch. shiba jun), under the command of General Zhang Guohua. A little over a month later, o n 1 December, another twelve hundred
troops from the Northwest Bureau's First Field Army, under the command
of Fan Ming,joined them in Lhasa, bringing the total number of PLA troops
and officials in Lhasa and Central Tibet to roughly eight thousand. T h e PLA
now far outnumbered the Tibetan army. However, while the presence of this
large influx of troops provided military security for the Chinese side, it further strained relations with the sitsab and, as will be examined in the next
chapter, placed the Chinese in a precarious situation with regard to food.

103. U.S. Department of State 1983: 1849, fbotnote to telegram from Ambassador Bowles,
in India, to the secretary o f state, I 5 November I 95 I .

Chapter g

The Food Crisis

Lhasa's population at the end of 1951 was small-approximately thirty thousand peoplei-so the influx of over eight thousand Chinese troops and
officials in the three months from September to December represented a
dramatic increase of roughly 27 percent. In regard to housing, this created
n o major problems, because the Tibetan government gave the Chinese several large park areas in the south of the city beside the Lhasa (Kyichu) River,
where they could set u p tent camps.'
Housing for the officials and offices also posed n o great problem. As was
mentioned, when Zhang Jingwu first arrived in Lhasa, the Tibetan government gave him the old Trimon house (which i t owned), and this was more
than adequate. When Wang Qimei and Zhang Guohua arrived in succeeding months, the Chinese rented and purchased houses to meet their new
space needs, as Phiinwang explained.
With the influx of all these officials, we realized we had to have more space,
so I was assigned the task of renting one o r more houses. Since all the good
property in the center of Lhasa was ownecl by aristocrats and the monasteries,
it wasn't easy to find quarters that were suitable. Fortrrnately, I was able to
arrange to rent my olci friend Yuthok's house. It was centrally located ant1 large
enough to accommodate Zhang G i ~ o h r ~myself,
a,
and most other newly arrived

1 . I.arsen and Sincling-1,arsen 2 0 0 I : I 5 ; also reportetl in a Xinhua News Agency release
horn 23 Fehrr~arv~c)c)g.
This figure exclutles the roughly fifteen thorrsand monks residing in
Sera and Drepung rnonasleries (respectively, three and five miles oi~tsitlethe city).
2 . T h e Tibetan government gave the (:hinese space in two main areas, "the New ~egimental
Headquarters" (tih. magar sarpa) and I)osengr, which w;ls acljacent t o Yamiin. whrre the Tibetan Ngadang Regiment was stationed.

officials with enough room left over to store some of our grain. Zhang J i n w
remained in the Trimon House.

Not long after this, we decided we needed even more space and concluded
that it would be better for us to buy rather than rent a house, so I again spent
a lot of time visiting and negotiating with the families who owned suitable buildings. I didn't have to search long before I was able to purchase a handsome
house that was owned by Sandutsang, the big Khamba trading family. . . . It became the formal office building for the Tibet Work Committee. (Since the
building was a private house, we did not need to get the Tibetan government's
permission to buy it. We simply paid the owner the selling price and he gave
us a certificate of ownership.) In all our dealings we paid in Chinese silver dayan
coins since Tibetans did not accept Chinese paper currency."
Securing food for the now thousands of Chinese soldiers, however?was a problem of a different magnitude a n d did n o t go well.

F I N D I N G FOOD

The PLA calculated each soldier's food requirements at n jin (2.2 pounds) of
grain per day, so for the roughly 8,000 troops in Lhasa the army needed about
16,ooojin per day, q80,ooo jin per month, arid 5.7 nlillion jin per year. In addition, the Chinese had 1,200 horses and mules, each of which required gjin
of fodder per day, so they also needed an additional 1.3 million jin per year
for this.4In addition, they also needed a variety of goods such as meat, butter,
tea, firewood, and vegetables. And they needed all of these immediately, because the main army arrived in Lhasa with virtually n o surplus stores of food.
Not surprisingly, Beijing had been worried about this from the beginning.
Although the ~1iinese'Communistspossessed overwhelming military superiority, their fundamental political strategy of "peaceful" liberation precluded
them from simply taking whatever they needed by force. They understood,
therefore, that handling this issue could he difficult and were pursuirlg several avenues to deal with it.
Beijing's long-term answer was to develop a secure motor road network
hetween western China and Tibet. Clntil this was completed, Beijing rightly
fc>lt that tlir PIA's stay in Tibet would he insecure, x)the Chinese immediatcly I:~t~nchetl
a crash program to co~npletetwo roads to Lhasa. O n e of these
wo11ltl run r o ~ ~ g hol yn e thousand kilometers from Clianido to Lhasa via Gialnd;l (the so\ithrrn road); the othcr would start in Q~nghaia n d run via
Nagch1lk;i co I.hasa (tlic northern road).

3. (&lotrc) in (;oltlstc.in, Shcl-ap, ;lnd Sichrnsclir~li.rool: I ( i i - ( i H . 1,ha1~1,
howrvel; says that
lhc Kitshag ncgo~ialrtlwitti the. lio~lsc.owners (I.h:i klu [I,halr~] 1 clg:3: 252).
4 . 1.c. I 985: 294-95, C I I 11.v f'ol- 29 O C I O I I ~I !)5
I- I .

Work on the southern route started on 6 May 195 1, when the PLA began
extending the road from Xikang Province toward the Tibet frontier with the
intent of extending it to Chamdo once that area was liberated. More than
thirty-one thousand military personnel from the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth
divisions of the Eighteenth Army Corps, as well as over nine thousand technicians and workers, were allocated to build what the Chinese now call the
Sichuan-Tibet R ~ a d . ~
Initially, the PLA engineers thought this road could be completed by the
end of 1952, but the altitude and rugged terrain made progress much slower
lowest point on the road was 11,500 feet and the highthan expected."he
est was 17,500 feet above sea level, and the road crossed six mountain passes
that were over 16,500 feet high.' Thus, even before Zhang Guohua's army
reached Lhasa, it was obvious the initial completion estimate was completely
unrealistic. This prompted Mao to order a major change in tactics on 13 September 195 1 , when he instructed the Southwest Bureau to make food production an equal priority with road construction.
Comrade Deng Xiaoping: Our advance troops have arrived in Lhasa, and the
troops headed by Zhang Guohua will soon arrive along the route via Kongpo
to Lhasa. Is the main task of these troops in i 95 i [to be] road construction
or grain production?
Zhang Guohua told me when he was in Beijing [in I q.r.j i ] that if we do road
construction, we will not d o production. Zhang thought that the road from
Ganzi to Lhasa corild be completed during the next year. However, according
to the information I received lately, it is impossible to complete the road next
year [in I $1521. It may take two o r three years. If this is the case, our troops will
have serious problems regarding supplies if they obtain no grain from their
own production. It is not good for the Tibetans if we rely on the Tibetan government for supplies or get supplies by purchasing them. Thus, could you
please consider making a change so that the [Eighteenth Army Corps] will engage in production and road construction at the same time? This means giving the orcler to the troops along the route from Ganzi to Lhasa that part of
them will be resporlsible for production and part of them will be responsible
for road constr-ilction. During busy proctuction seasons, use more of them in
production, and during the other seasons, put all your manpower into constrtlcting the road. This arrangement needs to be decided now, so they can
make preparations during this winter.#
5 . Zhilo I !)!)H: ~ , 5 - 5 7 ;Z h o n g g o n g xizang ~ i ~ h i qdangstii
rl
ziliao zhengji wriyr~;rnhui111'.)"*
e n t r y t i n blay I 9 5 I .
6. Jllst t h e arction to (:harndo, for exirmplr, was n o t rornplrtcd (Inti1 latr' Novc~lnhrr
7. Z h a o I!)#: 55-57; Z h o n g g o n g xizang zizhiqrl d a n g s h i zili;l(, zheng,ji wriyr~ar~hlli
19!)"r n t r y for May I qr, I .
8 . Dlli xizang g o n g z u o tle zhongyic-, zhishi (wei chrlhan t l r shorlji), n.tl.; Mao's orders
also mentionr'tl in Z h o n g g o n g xizang zizhiqrl dangshi 7iliao z h r n g ji w e i y ~ l a n l ~ rI ~!)!)T,,
i entry
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CONFRONTATION A N D ADJUSTMENT

Another question is the deployment of the troops. Specifically, during September, some of the troops should be sent to stay in Shigatse as well as places
between Shigatse and Lhasa. They should be engaged in production in these
places so the Panchen can return to Back Tibet [Tsang]. This arrangement
will also help our work in Tibet. The original plan of not stationing them [the
Southwest Bureau's troops] in the above place [Back Tibet] should be changed.
The time of such movement can be after Zhang Guohua's arrival in Lhasa and
after he has set up a relationship with the Tibetan government. It will probably be in three or four months. Please reply.g
Growing their own food, however, would not solve the troops' immediate
problem of securing food in Lhasa for 195 1 a n d 1952. O n e obvious optiontransporting food by yak caravan from inland Chinese areas (tib. nang sa;
ch. neidi), such as Sichuan o r Qinghai'O-was not immediately feasible. Ship
ping a one-month supply of grain from inland China to Lhasa would have
required at least five thousand transport yaks a n d taken about two to three
months round-trip over difficult trails, which often were not passable in winter. T h e Chinese, therefore, understood that in the short term food and fuel
would have to be purchased in Tibet, a n d to this e n d they brought with them
hundreds of yaks laden with boxes of silver dayan coins. However, notwithstanding an almost endless supply of coinage, securing food proved extremely
difficult.
Tibet was a subsistence agricultural economy with n o national network
of commercial trade in foodstuffs. Excess grain was mostly in the hands of a
relatively small number of feudal aristocratic a n d monastic landlords (and
the government), who generally stored their annual surplus for later use,
since grain could be kept for years (even decades) without spoiling in Tibet's dry climate. I>hasa residents who did not have their own manorial estates (i.e.,craftsmen, laborers, traders, small businessmen, and monk officials)
bought grain either directly from these lords or from a small number of shops
that purchased barley from the surrounding village areas and ~rocessedit
into tsamba for sale. These shop5, however, were in n o position to meet the
enormous food nerds created by the thousands of new Chinese troops and
officials.
Conseqorntly, t h r Chinese side initially required the aristance of t h Ti~
betan government and had raised this is5ue many times in Septcmher and
October (before the main army arrived), suggesting the creation of a.~oint
committee t o overwe procurement. T h e Tibetan govcrnrnerit, however,
9. L)rli x i ~ a n ggong'rlo tle zhongyao xhishi (wci chub;in tlc shor!ji), n.tl. This c h a l l ~ chad
unintendrd corlseqilcnces for intraparty conflict, as will hc ex;~rninr,rlin latt-r chaptc.rs.
1 0 . Once Tibet hecanir an integral part of (;llina. c;rlling ,hr )[;in ;lreas of Chir~a"(;hina"
inlplird that Tiher was not part o f (:hin;l, so the term n ~ i d iwhich
,
nornlally Incans "irlland areas,"
came i r ~ t ouse for ill1 of (:hinil hrvontl Tibet.

would not move forward o n this. T h e Chinese were able to secure their food
needs during September and October, because a t this time only six hundred
soldiers and officials were in Lhasa a n d because a few large aristocratic families such as Lhalu, Ngabo, a n d Tsarong stepped forward and sold them grain
from their private granaries." But once the troops of the main Eighteenth
Army Corps reached Lhasa, a crisis quickly emerged, because the sitsab-led
Tibetan government continued to drag its feet in assisting the PLA. This, of
course, is not surprising given the sitsab's attitude. T h e last thing they wanted
to do was to facilitate the stay of the Chinese army in Lhasa.
Using food (and fuel) to pressure a n invader such as the Chinese to keep
only a small number of troops in Tibet was predictable a n d a tactic previously employed in historical eras. T h e Chinese knew this well a n d had
specifically added points 2 a n d 16 to the Seventeen-Point Agreement to preclude this. Point 2 stated, "The local government shall actively assist the
People's Liberation Army to enter Tibet." Point 16 more explicitly stated,
"The local government of Tibet will assist the People's Liberation Army in
the purchase and transport of food, fodder, a n d other daily necessities." Nevertheless, the sitsab were unwilling to make a concerted effort, although they
were careful not to overtly refuse to help o r to order government offices not
to cooperate. However, they repeatedly complained to the Chinese that grain
production in Tibet was not adequate to supply such a large number of troops
and, as mentioned above, stalled o n developing a plan to stabilize a secure
source of grain. O n e Tibetan official recalled, "No o n e openly said you can't
sell to the Chinese, but private people saw the government's policy of not
wanting to sell [grains] a n d followed that lead."" Another Tibetan official
commented, "The big aristocrats . . . had lots of grain, but they sold the Chinese only small amounts at a time."13
For the thousands of PLA troops who arrived on 26 October, the ininiediate consequence was hunger, because the Tibetan governinen t contiiiued
to stall and the Chinese supplies on hand dwindled. Three days after the
main Eighteenth Army Corps arrived in Lhasa, on 29 October, the kashag
told the Chinese that i t had devised a plan in which the richest religious estate holders (such as Drepung, Sera, and Ganden monasteries and the three
Incarnate la~nas,Kundeling, Taktra, and Reting) wo111d soon provide them
grain, but that never mater.ialized.
Two clays later, on 3 1 October, the Chinese went to Ngabb to discuss their
f o O ( 1 emrrgrncy. Ngabii had sonir p o d news. T h e Kasliag, h e said, had just
1 I . Tht. Til,c,~;~n
govc.l-1lmcllr h i ~ dpr.o\~idetlonly ahor~tfivc tl~oi~s,lnd,jin
ol'grain between
t l timt.
~ lhc Advi1nc.c. 1Jnir i11.l-ivrdi111dwhcn thr milin 1'1.A Porcc a1.ri1~c.d(L.c l!)Hy,: 294-95.
c'n1I.vfor 2!) 0c.tOhf.l. 1 !)r,, ),
1 2 . sllillt';~.
il~lrrvicw,I 992, 1 , h ~ s ; l .
13. ( ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ > iIl ~s t( c~ ~I .I\ ~~ i,I c0!)2,
~ v , 1.hasa.

ordered each of the thirteen districts near Lhasa to provide the Chinese with
1 o,ooo khe of grain (about 280,000jin-or
roughly a twenty-one-day supply of grain)."' It is n o t clear whether the Chinese eventually received this,
but Ngabo also told them the government would immediately sell them 5,000
khe (about 140,ooo jin) of grain from a granary below the Potala Palace.
T h e bad news was that this grain had been in storage there for J;Jy years.
Ngabo, however, reassured them that probably half of this grain was still edible. T h e Chinese, desperate, immediately went a n d tested a sample of this
grain and told Ngabo the next day that the grain was totally inedible and
that their own supply of p i n would only lastfor three more days. Ngabo disagreed
a n d responded that while the grain o n the top might be inedible, they should
go back and check the grain underneath, since h e had been informed that
it was usable. Ngabo also said that h e had called in monastic officials and
asked them to lend the Chinese grain until the matter was sorted out, guaran teeing repayment for these loans p e r ~ o n a l l ~ . ' ~
At the same time, the Kashag again said there was not enough grain to
supply a large force in Lhasa, so strongly suggested that the Chinese disperse
their troops to border areas as soon as possible. When told this, Le Yuhong
could not restrain himself from conveying his incredulity at the Tibetan's
"lack of grain" argument, saying, "You have left grain in storage granaries
for fifty years, allowing a lot of it to be wasted through spoilage, and some
of the aristocratic landlords have millions of pounds of grain in storage, so
how can you say there is a scarcity of grain?"I6 However, as indicated above,
Mao had already ordered the PLA to disperse, so o n 2 November, they informed the Kashag they were moving four thousand to five thousand troops
to areas outside L.hasa. T h e Kashag immediately agreed to allow those troops
to buy whatever grain was stored in the government granaries in these places
and now agreed that there would be enough grain to meet the Chinese needs
in Lhasa for o n e year if the number of troops and personnel did not exceed
four thoi~sand."With food extremely short in Lhasa, the Chinese dispersement of troops went quickly, and by i i November, the i 54th Regiment had
already arrived in Gyan tse. '*
In addition to pressuring the Tibetan government, the Chinese took the
14. Khe was the stantlarrl unit of measure used in traditional Tibet. I t was a vol~lmemcasure, s o tliffered in weight for different items, b~rtfor barley o n r khr was eq~livalcnlto abollc
thirtv-one p o ~ ~ n d s .
15. L.e I ~1x3:~!)t;-?oo, rntries for :<I October arid I Novcmhrr I 9 5 I .
16. 1.e I !)Xy,: jr)o-:3('1 I . cntrv for 2 November I 05 I .
17. 1.e 1985: SO(,-301, entry for 2 November II)T, I . Affcr ~ h recleploymcnt,
r
there would
have been about two thousaritl troops in Lhasa, hut when the Northwrst Bureau's arlny COT'tingent arrived. the number in L.hasa would have increaserI l o about fo11r thorlsand.
18. Z h o n ~ g o n gxizang zizhiqu tlangshi ziliao zheng,ji weiyllanhui I y ) o , entry for 1 I N('
vember I j I .

drastic step of restricting their dietary intake to less than o n e jin per day,
that is, half of what they had originally planned. O n e young Tibetan member of the Eighteenth Army Corps's dance troupe recalled how the acute
food shortages impacted common soldiers like himself.
When we PLA soldiers first arrived, we didn't have much grain and n o rice o r
barley to eat. At this time Ngabo . . . and Tsarong sold us black beans (tib.
trema), and that is what we ate. We had n o fuel to roast these and n o mills to
grind them even if we could have roasted the grain, so we ate boiled beans for
half a year [for Tibetans, trema is a very low-quality food]. It was not good, but
surprisingly the voices of the singers in our troupe seemed to improve on this
terrible diet. Because of this we all started to call them "Trema gyaling" ("the
bean clarinetv)-because while eating the boiled trema their voices sounded
like a beautif111 Tibetan clarinet.'"

The dietary intake became so low that some Chinese took to supplementing their diet by eating wild foods.20Yang Yizheng, for example, recalled,
"We were all starving. . . . Once we d u g u p a kind of plant with a round root,
like a potato, and since we were hungry, ate it. But it was poison, so some
people had to be immediately sent to the hospital."" This infuriated the Chinese officials, who, it should be noted, were all battle-hardened PLA army
officers accustomed to using force to solve problems a n d certainly not used
to being insulted by defeated aristocrats and monk officials. But in Tibet,
they, of course, could not use force.
Ihshar, the Tibetan foreign minister a n d o n e of the Tibetan liaison
officers to the Chinese, recalled an example of such Chinese restraint.
Aftel-a while, all of the [Chinese side's] fuel ran out. At that time, there were
very dense trees in Nortolinga uncultivated. If the Chinese had been like other
people, they would have cut the trees right away [for- fr~el].B11t tlie Chinese
soldiers were educated ~>eople,
so they didn't touch even a single tree and remained for two ro r l i ~ e edays without any hot drinks. Ar tlie beginning, they
were like this."

The already had relations between the Chinese and the sitsab quickly WOJ-srned, and it wries of very nasty verbal fights occurred. For example, at o n e
lnrrring 1,ecwcc.n thcrn, 1,ukliangwa responded to Zhang Guohua's request
for llrlp with grain by asking llinl why lie had b r o t ~ g h so
t marly troops to Tih*t whcn i t is a poor country without enough grain t o feed its own people,
1 ~ -alollt.
t
thollsands of Chineso. As the disc~~ssion
heated up. Lukhangwa sar,];rmlwy (;yitso, in1c.1.vic.w.I !)!):I, R e ~ j i n g .
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castically asked at o n e point, "Commander Zhang, is it not harder to go hungry than to be defeated in battle?"23Consequently, despite Mae's commitment to a moderate, gradualist strategy, in the months following the main
army's arrival, relations between the sitsab a n d the Chinese administration
worsened, not improved.
O n e of the most interesting questions about the food crisis was whether
the Chinese food needs were really beyond the capacity of the Tibetan government, as the sitsab argued. T h e Chinese requirement of roughly 500,000
..
]in of grain a month seems enormous, but there appears little doubt that it
could have been met without too much difficulty, at least for the first two or
three years, by requiring aristocratic a n d religious landlords to sell their stored
grain to the Chinese. For example, Shelling, a middle-sized aristocratic family with four estates, had an annual grain yield of about 150,ooojin of barley,
most of which was sold. His family also kept about 42,ooojin in storage in their
g r a n a r ~ .T
' ~h e largest aristocratic families such as Lhalu had annual incomes
from their estates roughly in the range of ~ ~ o , o o o - 8 ~ o , ojino oand proportionately larger private granaries. Lhalu himself privately sold the PLA about
420,000 jin from his stores in late 1951.'5 A number of other aristocrats such
as Ngabij did likewise, but, as Lhalu says, as mentioned before, there was pressure not to d o too much: "Private individuals sold grain to Chinese, but they
didn't dare sell much to the Chinese because of Lukhangwa's attitude."'"
In addition to the aristocracy, some large monasteries and the eight or
nine huge religious corporations (labrang) of incarnate lamas such as Kundeling and Reting had vast grain holdings, and all could have easily sold much
more than L,halu. And this, of course, does not take into account either the
annual yield from the Tibetan government's own estates o r the government's
scattered grain reserves (granaries), which Lhalu estimated at that time to
he about 2.8 million jin but probably contained even more." Consequently.
in Tibet as a whole, the available surplus grain appears to have been s~lfficient
to meet the Chinese short-term needs, and the acute grain shortage that ensued in late I 95 I and into 1952 was clearly artificial. Had the sitsab allowed
creation of a joint procurement office to organize the purchasing and tt-ansporting of grains from other parts of Tibet before the mass of troops arrived,
there wo11lc1have been few, if any, problems.
T h e dire Food problems of the Chinese led Ngab6 to pllsh s~lccessfilll~
for one interesting innovation in Lhasa-the creation of a sr~bcomtnitteeof
the Kashag whose mission was to deal effectively with matters cotlcerrlin~
Zhar~g~r)r(:(:2 I 2 . This cornrnrnt is~vrll-know11
and is also rrportrrl hv7'ihelan ofli('ials,
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the arrangements a n d accommodations of the Chinese, including food for
the PLA. If any new order o r regulation was needed, this office drafted it
and sent it to the Kashag to affix the official seal. It was created soon after
the Dalai Lama formally accepted the Seventeen-Point Agreement in late
October, and it came to be called the Surjong Kashag, because it met separately from the Kashag in the Surjong room in the Tsuglagang." It consisted
of three Kashag ministers-Ngabo, Shasur, a n d Dombor, with Ngabo as its
director. It was also the brainchild of Ngabo, who was frustrated by the inability of the Tibetan government to cooperative effectively with the Chin e ~ e . This
~ " office gave him a mechanism for dealing quickly with Chinese
needs, so long as these were more o r less routine, as with food.")
The Surjong Kashag took a number of steps to find grain for the Chinese
troops and officials, such as launching a n investigation of the status of government granaries in different parts of Tibet as well as the reserves of the
richer monasteries and the upper strata of the aristocracy.
Changkyim, a Tibetan monk official (and the brother of Tsipon Shakabpa), collected grain in 1952 under orders from the Surjong Kashag a n d
recalled his own experience of finding far more grain in the government
granaries than was listed.
In 1951,when I was in Phari, I was told that the Panclien Lama was coming
from China and would be going to Tashilhunpo Monastery . . . and there would
also be some . . . soldiers coming to Shigatse, so we had to supply them with a
large amount of grain for their tsamba and for their horses' fodder.
A t that time, there were fourteen counties and estates under niy authority.
We [he and his co-governor] were told to go to thcse and check how much
grain was stored in their granaries, and we were to use this grain to supply
Idahrang [rcfi.rring here to tlie Panchen L,ama's administration] the amounts
it needed. At that time we snpplied a b o l ~ rI oo,ooo khe of grain (2.8 million
]in) to 1,abrang. We were also told to supply the Chinese as much grain as they
wanted. The (:hinese said that they would pay i b it,
~ and ar that time we took
receipts from the Chinese. I don't know whether they later paid 01- not.
. . . I was told 11i;lt the main oflice [for preparing the grain] s l i o ~ ~be
l d set
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up in Shigatse. At that time, I talked with the Kashag through a wireless set,
for which I was given a secret code. . . . I was told that if the grain [in the government's granaries] was insufficient, I was to buy grain from the local areas
at the going price. But there was a lot of grain in storage, and it was enough
to supply them. In some counties there was grain in storage that was not included on the accounting lists. We checked all of the accounts and found there
was a large amount of grain still remaininga3'

T h e Surjong Kashag, therefore, was able to identify a n d sell the PLA a large
amount of grain over the next year.
Not only was the food crisis a dietary disaster, but it was also a public relations disaster for the Chinese side, because the inflation it created tarnished
the image the Chinese were trying to project a n d angered the residents of
Lhasa. T h e Chinese side had worried from the start that their coming would
create high inflation, but, as seen above, they were unable to persuade the
Tibetan government to take steps to prevent this. So at the same time that
the PLA was telling Tibetans that they had come to help them, it was obvious to all that the PLA's presence was causing the price of grain in Lhasa to
skyrocket and their cost of living to increase. T h e speed a n d extent of this
inflation was dramatic. For example, when the Chinese first arrived in August 195 1 , the price of o n e khe of grain in Lhasa was about fifteen or sixteen ngiisang."' By November 1951, this had more than doubled to thirty
ngiisang. and then it almost doubled again to about sixty ngiisang by April
1952."' T h e impact of this inflation was mentioned in o n e of the monthly
reports the Indian Mission in Lhasa sent to New Delhi in late 195 1 : "The arrival of large numbers of Chinese troops has shaken the local economy. This
inflation affected not just grain but also butter, meat and f i r e ~ o o d . " ' ~
I t also was commented on in two satiric Lhasa street songs that appeared
at this time.
The price of barley is fifty ngiisang,
butter and beef are priceless.
Dear Chairman Mao.
what can we poor men lo?^''

3 1 . (:hangkyim. interview, I 9 9 2 . Dharamsala.
32. Tibetans had their own currencv. which they continued to rlsr until the r~prisingin 1959
33. Lhillrl. interview. I 9g:b T h e March-April I 95.r monthly report from the Indian Mission
in L.h:isa t o Nrw Drlhi said similal.ly that thr price incre;lsed frol-n sixteen to ;IS much as sixty
ngi~sang(per khe) (LT.S.
National ..\rchives 7!):1B.oo/(i-2 752).
34. C1.S. National Archivrs, j<)sB.oo/.r-ti5n. copy o f monthlv report from lndia Mission
in 1-hasa. I ti November t o I 3 Decembrr I 9 5 I .
:j.i. .li Igg:\a: $ 5 . Ji did not pro\ide the original Tibetan words for this song.
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Figtlre 1 2. A meeting of ;r few aristr~cratsto discms al-ain procurement f a r the PLA, left
to right: unknt>w~iC:llinrsr. cadre, Phi.unwang, NgabG (standil~g),unknown, Canglocen.
Ramha Tlieiji, u~lknown.Source: (;;rngIqjen filmily
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At the time, the Kashag did not sell us any grain, and we could not find any
wild vegetables in Lhasa once winter came. We were very hungry. After we arrived in Lhasa, each of us women soldiers received two silver dollars for our
special needs. There was no cash for anything else. We saw that the Tibetans
sold flat breads in the street, so I saved my money in the hope that I could use
it to buy food. Our military discipline, however, was very strict-no one was allowed to purchase any food from the street. However, I could not stand my
hunger, so one day I sneaked out and bought a bag of flat bread. Carrying my
bag of flat bread, 1 ran home to where we were quartered. I could smell the
bread; it smelled so delicious. I wanted to eat the bread right there in the street
but dared not for fear that I would be found out by our leaders. When I got
back, I started to divide the bread among my mates, but just then our political commissar walked in. He asked who bought the bread, and I admitted that
I had. He confiscated all of it. (I heard that he returned it to the seller.) I was
disciplined for this.:jH
T h e Chinese, however, did make a major effort to start producing food for
themselves. And they developed an effective plan to transport as much grain
as they could from outside Tibet, particularly from India.

T H E PLA OPENS NEW FARMLAND

At the same time that Zhang Guohua was dispersing troops from Lhasa to
reduce pressure on food, he secured approval from the Tibetan government
to convert Nortiilinga, a large uncultivated area west of Lhasa that had been
used as a source of fodder for the stables at Norbulingka Palace, into fields
to grow food for themselves. It was already late in the year when the Kashag
agreed to give them this land, but the Chinese side did not want to wait until the following spring, fearing that if they waited they would miss getting a
crop in 1952. SO on 25 November i 95
.. 1 , the PLA launched a crash effort to
prepare that swampland for sowing the following spring. About 70 percent
of all the PL4 troops and cadres worked o n this, despite their own frequent
hunger.:"'
Jarnbey Gyatso, the young Tibetan PLA dance troupe member mentioned
earlier, recalled that work: "At the encl of 195 I , we first had to turn over the
frozen land, take out the thorn blrshes, and bring in fertilirer. We brnllgllt
manure from the bathrooms in Lhasa and also collected bones from the roads
and burned these to make fertilizer. We collected lots of manure.""' However. some of what tile P W did shocked Tibetans, for example, their use of
dog ancl human excrement collected from the streets. T h e smoke from the

bones also led to complaints from Tibetans that this was polluting and offending Lhasa's protector deities4' O n e Tibetan put it this way:
They were doing some things that we normally d o not do. T h e characters [of
Tibetans and Chinese] were incompatible. They were saying that they had come
to serve the Tibetan people, but in the streets and alleys of Lhasa they were
collecting [human] feces and putting the feces on their vegetable gardens and
said they were doing development. So whatever they did we only saw fault with
them and did not see it as education for use4'

These activities of the Chinese prompted much derisive talk and jokes, such
as the following sarcastic street songs:
Having good firewood
we don't need [have time] to burn dog sliit.
Having the Dalai Lama,
There is no need [no time] for l i b e r a t i ~ n . ~ ?
When there are yellow mushrooms on the meadows
There is no one who picks u p white mushrooms.
When we have the Dalai Lama,
There is no need [ n o time] for l i b e r a t i ~ n . ~ "

Within a period of seventeen days the Chinese troops and cadres opened
over 2,300 mu (157 hectares) of new fields, often working three shifts, day
and night, to do thk4"he following March, most of the troops again worked
to open further fields as well as to plant those opened the previous year, and
as a result they were able to plant grain and vegetables on over 3,000 mu
( 2 0 0 hectares) of land in i 952.46One Chinese source says that in 1952 Chinese troops planted 14,000 mu of land (934 hectares) and harvested
380,000 kilograms of barley and about 1 million kilograms of vegetables over
all of
This was estimated to have provided all of their vegetable needs
and 3" percent of their grain needs4'
At the same time, the Chinese took steps to import food. Since the traditional east-west animal trails from Sichuan and Qinghai were long and
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difficult, the ilrnount the Chinese could ship to Lhasa in the short term,
for example, 1 0 5 2 , would h e limited. T h e Chinese, therefore, decided to
try to ship food t o Tibet from (:hina via India, which n o t only was nearer
to Lhasa than Sichuan o r Qinghai hut also had a well-establishecl mulebased caravan tracle, sirlce most Tibetan wool was exported to Kalimpong,
in Itldi;~.

In late I 95 I , the (:hinest: rrqrlested permission froni the Government of
India t o transship rice through India t o Tibet. T h e ( :hinese initially proposed
shipping twenty-eight million p o r ~ n d sof rice from (;rlangdong Province
in southeilst (:hina to N ' ~ s tRengal ant1 then f ~ - o t thel.e
n
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T h e Indian government itself cleal-ly did not want lal-ge numbers of (:hinese troops in Tibet
but did
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for Tibet came already specially bagged in roughly one-maund bags to facilitate its loading onto mules.52It was dispatched by rail from Calcutta to
Siliguri, near Kalimpong, and from there by animal to Tibet.
T h e Chinese understood the political importance of this rice, that is, that
it would significantly lessen their dependence o n Tibetan grains and thus
stabilize their position in Tibet, but it would be most effective if it could reach
Lhasa quickly. Beginning in April 1952, they worked out a system for transporting this rice, making the town of Phari, in southern Tibet, the transfer
point for the rice coming from Kalimp~ng.~"rom India to Phari the rice
was shipped o n mules (or in some parts, porters), from Phari to Gyantse it
was shipped o n horse carts (using a crude road the PLA had quickly built),
from Gyantse it went to Nanggartse on yak, and from there to Chushul, and
finally on to L h a ~ a At
. ~the
~ request of the Chinese, the Kashag agreed to
help the Chinese to secure transportation (i.e., animals).55
In-June 1952, the Chinese sent two officials to India to receive the shipments. O n e of those, Li Jue, recalled this work.
The [Tibet] Work Committee and [Tibet] Military Area Headquarters dispatched me to carry out this mission. On I 8 June 1952, Comrade Luo Jiagao
and I started from Lhasa, passed through Gangtok, the capital of Sikkim, and
finally arrived at Calcutta, in India. Together with the comrades from the embassy and with the cooperation of the friendly Indian government, we spent
over fortv davs there on this task. In addition, we purchased quantities of fat,
cloth, ~nedicine,shoes, etc. Plus, we bought stud oxen, stud pigs, stud chickens,
and breeding stock For apple trees. We began to open the horcler trade between
China and India.''

Shipping one thousand to thirty-five hundred tons of rice over the Himalayas
to Lhasa was an enormous challenge. O n e Indian official estimated that, since
each mule could carry about 166 pounds, 150 mules could carry 24,700
pounds of rice a day northward from Gangtok. But the trip took roughly sixteen days one way to L.hasa,'? so using the traditional system, the turn-around
time for each team of I r;o mules was about o n e month. TO move the rice in
the fastest way, therefore, would require a constant stream of' mules-30
teams of' 150 mules (6,000 mules), staggered, so that each day new goods

.-).r. Onr, niarlnd was I - O I I ~ ~ equivaleril
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were sent off until the shipment was completed. Normally, transport on the
Cangtok-Yadong trail was done in winter, because the area is plagued by heavy
rains and malaria in summer. However, because the Chinese needed the rice
to be shipped at once, they had to pay higher wages for labor a n d freight. A
U.S. report says the laborers were "practically fed quinine.'15'
Since shipments from Gangtok had not even started at the end ofJuly 1952,
the earliest this rice could have reached Lhasa was in the early fall of that year.
A British report written in 1953 says that two thousand tons had been moved
into Tibet by February 1953, with the remainder shipped in the summer of
1953." Zhang Jingwu commented o n the incredible cost of this: "The cost
of the food plus the transportation fee . . . is extremely expensive. O n e jin of
food is more expensive than o n e jin of silver. We are eating 'silver' to l i ~ e ! " " ~
The Chinese also organized a large land transportation program from
Sichuan in 1952. According to statistics compiled by the Tibet Work Committee in Lhasa, from 1952 to May 1954, twenty-eight million pounds of
goods and materials were transported by animals from Chamdo. Statistics
from the Chamdo area indicate that seventy-one million pounds of goods
were transported from 19 5 1 to 1954. More than 66,900 animals and over
lg,Goo laborers were used in this effort."'
Goods were also transported from Qinghai. In the winter of 1952, the Central Committee ordered the Northwest Bureau to organize a transportation
company to ship food to Lhasa. It bought more than twenty-six thousand
camels from Inner Mongolia, Ningxia, and Qinghai provinces in the summer of 1953 and transported millions ofjin of food from Golmud (in Qinghai Province) to Lhasa. More than half of the camels died o r were injured
on the way to 1,hasa."'
However, despite all these efforts, the Chinese troops initially in Tibet
tlllring the winter of i 95
. . i and the spring a n d slimmer of i 952 were almost
totally dependent on Tibetan grain. They had n o choice but to tighten their
belts as much as they could and wait until more grain could be brought in
from outside Tibet.

TIBETAN TRADERS

In addition t o this massivr undertaking afgrain shipment, the Chinese made
a concertccl elfort t o enroll Tibctan traders to purchase and transport other
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needed equipment a n d materials. A Tibetan official, Drakten, recalled this
activity.
The Chinese needed a lot of construction materials from India, such as steel,
hammers, shovels, pick axes and other steel products, and metal basins that
were like wash basins, the one the coolies carry on their heads.
The Chinese ordered things, and the traders took the money from the Calcutta Bank and brought the items back. So there was a section of those traders
who probably did quite well. Then for the students, they needed things like
pens and books. Anyway, all the necessary items that the Chinese needed were
ordered through traders, and they brought it [to Lhasa] .6"

To facilitate this, the Chinese set u p a procurement bureau, and then a Lhasa
branch of the Bank of China was opened in January 1952.Contracts worth
millions of dayan were awarded to aristocrats a n d Khamba trading families,
and the entire operation was made simple because the Tibetans were able
to get drafts from the Bank of China in Lhasa and then cash these in India
for rupees, either in Kalimpong o r at the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank
in Calcutta."' Many Khambas, such as Alo Chondze, ironically would later
become part of the anti-Chinese resistance force, but at this time profits were
huge and fortunes were made.
An Indian Mission report also commented o n this trade: "Large profits
were being made off of the Chinese who paid for everything in sliver d01lars. . . . T h e Kutras [aristocrats] are doing well through the services which
they provide for the Chinese. T h e Chinese officials have been incredibly over
generous. . . in order to obtain lodgings, food, etc. [and] in a short time
they have spent prodigal s i ~ r n s . " ~ ~
A Chinese source commented o n the trade a n d its political implications
in Communist Party jargon, saying, "Through such trade relations, we not
only purchased part of the materials we needed but also helped link the emnomic benefits of the upper-strata personages with the interests of the motherland, and this helped the upper-strata personages realize the great strength
of the motherland and expand their trade relationships with those trade organizations [of the CCP] ."h6
Two Lhasa street songs from that time criticized the alacrity with which
Tibetan traders, labrang, and aristocrats took to helping the Chinese:
611. Drakten, interview. I 9 g 2 .
64. Dangtlai thonggilo congshu bian.jibri I <)!)I : 2 lo. If a check was urjtler twenty thouwnd
rupees. i t could he cashrd in Kalimpong by a Mr. Wang (Shingsar 1,obsang Gclek, interview
~cy):{,Toronto).
65. British Foreign Office Records. FOg j I /c)gtir;q, monthly report of' the Indian Mission
in 1,hasa for the period ending I 5 December I 95 I .
66. Dangdai zhongguo congshri hianjibti I ~g I : 2 i 0 - 1 I .

When the Chinese came from China,
They were called "communists, communists."
When the Chinese gave out dayan coins,
They were called "honorable lord, honorable 10rd.''~'
The Chinese Communists are our parents to whom we are grateful.
They throw dayan coins like stones and earth
(or, dayan coins are coming down like rain)."
On the negative side, Tibet's incorporation into China devastated its massive wool export trade by inadvertently closing its main export destinationthe United States. The size of this Tibet-U.S. wool trade was surprisingly large.
In 1950, for example, Tibet exported 4,333,612 pounds of wool to the
United States, which were worth 8,050,2 18 Indian rupees ($1,690,545 U.S.
dollars). Another 553,937 pounds of wool were exported to other countries,
such as Britain, Italy, a n d Japan, worth $1 16,000 U.S. dollars.6gIn 195 1 , this
trade was terminated because the U.S. Treasury Department had regulations
prohibiting trade with Communist China, and Tibet had now become part
of China. Liushar, the Tibetan foreign minister, raised this issue with the
Americans in Kalimpong in mid-May 195 1 but to n o avail." Despite Liushar's
protests and pleas, one week after the Seventeen-Point Agreement was signed,
the U.S. Treasury Department banned the import of Tibetan wool unless it
was accompanied by an affidavit that the wool did not come from an area
under Chinese Communist c ~ n t r o l . When
~'
Liushar was told that the embassy could not help them o n this matter, the U.S. consular official commented, "They feel embittered with India, the US and the UK/" Within two
weeks of this announcement, the absence of demand from America resulted
in a drop in the price of Tibetan wool by Go percent a n d the suspension of

67. gyami gyane yongdii / kungdren kirngdren sigi / gyami dayan d r e d i l / hombola bombola sigi.
68. gya kungdren drinjen p h a m a r r / ngii dayan sayu rdoyu rc. This initially was composed
in Kharn, where the Chinese spent hilgc n u m b e r s o f dayan o n transportation a n d road constrtlction, h t ~ tit also came to be 11sed in Ldhasa in I y ~1-52.
,
tig. 11.S.National Archivc.~,HggB.24.r22/2-1(5~,I , American consirl, Calci~tta,t o U.S. State
Department, I (i
February 1 q ~1 ., ( t shollld he noted, howevel; that Tibet did n o t receive these
dollars. India refrlsed to allow Tibetans t o receive payment in dollars, which they kept a n d paid
the Tibetans in Indian rl1pec.s (U.S. National Archives. 89~B.242'12/F,-17r,l,Embassy, New
Delhi, to secretary of state, I 7 May I 9 5 I ).
.
7 0 . U.S. National Archives, Hq58.24222/5-I 7 5 1 , Embassy, Nrw Delhi, to U.S. State DeParlmrnt, I 7 May I I .
71. 11.S. National Archives, H q ~ R . 2 4 ~ 2 2 / ~ , - 2 2(:luhb,
~ , 1 , <:hina Desk to McDiarmid, Monetary Affairs, 2 2 MA).I
72. [-'.S.
National Archivrs, H y 3 R , 2 4 2 ~ 2 / r ) - 2 2 ~ )Embassy,
1,
New Delhi, to U.S. State DePartmcnt. I 7 May I 9 5 1 .

Tibetan wool transactions in Kalimpong.73Interestingly, this was used by antiChinese activists in Lhasa, who blamed the Chinese rather than the United
States for the harm to Tibet's wool trade, and the Chinese actually stepped
in and purchased the Tibetan traders' wool at a high price. O n e Chinese
source says that by 1953 China had bought four million dayan worth of Tibetan w00l.~''

In sum, the PLA's first few months were made extremely difficult by the shortage of food. T h e combination of the Tibetan government's unwillingness to
iise its authority to secure supplies for the PLA and the unwillingness of the
Chinese to use their real power to force compliance hindered a steady flow
of foodstuffs. T h e Chinese were forced to buy as much grain as they could
from the "sympathetic" large estate holders and from the Lhasa market,
which, as everyone on both sides initially predicted, created sky-high inflation
and partly undermined the Chinese side's hope of moving quickly to create
a good impression as "new Chinese" among the people of Lhasa.
Another thorny problem still outstanding in these early months was the
return of the Panchen Lama. It will be discussed in the next chapter.

7:3. C1.S. National Archivrs, 89gB.24m2/.5-285 I , c ~ n s i i lCalcutta,
,
to U.S. State Departmrnt. 2 H June I 9 5 I .
7.1. Lhndai 7hongguo congshu bian.jibu I 9 9 1 : 2 I o.

Chapter l o

The Panchen Lama and the
People's Liberation Army

In addition to the lack of a unified strategy within the Tibetan government,
there was also a long-term divisive conflict between Tibet's two greatest
lamas, the Panchen Lama a n d the Dalai Lama. Throughout the 1 CJ~OS,
this
conflict was like a dangerous riptide pulling all sorts of issues into its midst,
not only on the Tibetan side, but also o n the Chinese side, where it created
a deep split between the leaders of the Northwest a n d Southwest Bureaus
in Tibet.

T H E 9 T H A N D IOTH P A N C H E N LAMAS I N C H I N A

The Panchen Lama was based at Tashilhunpo Monastery, in Shigatse, a n d
owned vast territories with thousands of agricultural and pastoral serfs. TO
administer his people and resources, h e maintained a government-like administration called Labrang gyentsen thombo, o r in common parlance simply "Labrang."' Like the Tibetan government in Lhasa, it included both aristocratic and monk officials and was headed by an administrative council,
1 . l , n h v has
~ ~ two
~ ~ nieanings. T h c general refkrent o f the t r r m is the pr.opr~-t)r-owningIeentity o f a sr~ccc.ssivc.line orlan1;ls. In a rnanncr a ~ ~ a l o g o tuos ;I M'es~cl-ncorporalion, s11c-11
lahrang hat1 ,>rol>el-ty,internal Icatl(-l-sIiip, ant1 an idrntity that continrlrd across g r n r r a t i o n s .
They rlif'lcl-rd. h o w r v ~ ~in. , tIial 1 1 1 ~llcad or t h labrang
~
was a lama srlr-ctcd ;IS a young child
I h r o r ~ ~inral-n;ttion.
h
T l l r sc.cond
of lnhrong in (:rntr;ll Tibet rcfcrs specifically the
\ahrang of t h r Pallchen I;an,a. In (>[herwords, il a peasant belonging t o t h r Parlchen I ~ m was
a
askrtl. "M'lio is yorlr lord?" hc. wollld nc)l-nlally answer, "labrang," a n d everyone worlld underslancl that that rc-Pcl-s not 10
laln;l's ]ahrang hrrt I-ather to 11ie P a n c h r n I.ama's. Similarly,
~ 1 1 ~Tihrtans
11
talk al>c,rl\\;\\>rang a n d S h t ~ n g01-, l a s h u n g , lhcy arc. rrfcl-ring t o Panchen I ~ m a ' s
ROvprnlnrnl and the Tihc1;ln (1,hasa) govcrnlnenl (which was officially called shung gantlcn
~ l l o d r - a tnhoIc\.
~
namgyc).
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called Nangmagang' which was usually composed of two o r more officials
called dzasa. At the apex of the government was the Panchen Lama.
T h e modern conflict between the Panchen Lama a n d Dalai Lama can be
traced back at least to 1879, when the Tibetan government executed the
Panchen Lama's head minister (Kyabying Sengchen Trulku) and severely
punished others associated with him for helping what turned out to be a spy
sent by the colonial Government of India.%imosity
toward the Panchen
Lama increased in the early 1900s when the Dalai Lama was in exile and Tibetan officials in Lhasa felt that the Panchen Lama was consorting with their
enemies (the British and the Chinese) to enhance his status. Their perceptions were not wrong, for the Panchen Lama a n d his officials were, in fact,
trying to operate autonomously from Lhasa.
For example, in 1906, the Qing court sent Zhang Yintang to Lhasa as the
new Imperial amban to restore Qing stature in Tibet following the British
invasion and capture of Lhasa in 1 9 0 4 . ~
When h e arrived in Gyantse, a town
near Shigatse, the head of the Panchen Lama's council went to greet and
lobby him about the Panchen Lama's conflict with Lhasa. According to
Zhang, the Panchen's official "hinted that the Panchen might challenge the
Dalai's position.""
Not long after this, the Panchen Lama sent Zhang a letter asking him to
separate Tibet into "Back" and "Front" Tibet (ch. hou zang and qian zang),
the former incorporating the area of Tsang, which the Panchen would rule,
and the latter the area of U, to be ruled by the Dalai Lama.
Use of these terms began in the early eighteenth century during the reign
of Emperor Shizong ( 1 72 2-55) as part of a policy aimed at reducing the size
(and thus the power) of the Lhasa government. At this time the Qing offered the 5th Panchen Lama control over a vast territory that comprised all
the districts west and south of Shigatse, that is, virtually all of Tsang. The
Panchen L a n a refused this enormous offer, but when the Qing government
again offered him six districts in Tsang (L,hatse, Ngamring, ~hiintsoling,
Jedrung, Tsongkha, and Ngari), this time h e accepted three of them (Lhatse,
Ngamring, and Phiintsoling)."rom
then o n , the Qing dynasty tised the
terms Front and Back Tihpt on their maps.
Zhang, however, was not favorably inclined toward the Panchen Lama and
berated him both for seeking such a division and for his machinations with
the British, saying bluntly to him,

2.

Chinese-language sorlrces usrlallv ref'er to this as the Kanting or Kampo (:nuncil.

:+.Zhwa sgah pa (Shakabpa) I 976: 2:65.
4. This is thr same %hangthat 1,ukhangwa rekrred to in chapter 7.
5 . Ya I y J I : 2 3 8 .
6. Ya 1 9 9 1: 52.

You should know that u and Tsang can not be split into two independent regions as the one can not exist without the other. . . . Foreigners now keep coming to Tsang to collect inforrnation as part of their schemes to swallow up Tsang
so that they may have easy access to Afghanistan and Kashmir. The threat to
Tsang comes from these scheming, crafty foreigners, not from U. At a time
like this when even the concerted effort of all Tibetans would not be enough
to ward off foreign aggression, quarrels between brothers, which would gladden only the foreigners, must by all means be avoided. . . . I now reiterate the
previous instructions that the matter will be discussed peacefully with the Dalai
Lama when he returns to ~ i b e t . ~
The Dalai Lama at this time was in self-imposed exile in Outer Mongolia.
Relations further deteriorated after the 13th Dalai Lama returned to Lhasa
from a second stint of exile in India in 1913. When the Dalai Lama imposed
a new military tax o n all estate holders including the Panchen Lama, the
Panchen refused to pay, insisting that since his estates and territories had
been given by the Qing emperors of China, the Lhasa government had n o
authority to levy new taxes o n him. In essence, h e was contending that h e
and his officials were not subordinate to Lhasa.
In Lhasa, the idea of a separate Front and Back Tibet had never been accepted, and, in fact, the separation was never a reality, even at the height of
the Qing hegemony over Tibet. In Lhasa's view, the Panchen Lama had authority over his estates and districts in a manner n o different from all the other
feudal manorial lords. H e did not rule the estates and subjects of other lords
in the Tsang area, and, in fact, even in the Panchen Lama's home town of
Shigatse, the head of the district was appointed by the Kashag from among
its Lhasa officials. Lhasa, therefore, was adamant that it could unilaterally
change rules and levy additional taxes that were binding for all feudal lords
and their entities in Tibet, bar none. And since the Dalai Lama had an army
and the Panchen Lama did not, once the Chinese were expelled from Tibet
In 19 13, there was n o question whose view would prevail. Relations continued to deteriorate in the early 192os, until finally the Panchen Laina decided
to flee into exile in China in November i q ~ gT.h~e Dalai Lama's government tried to capture him before h e reached the Chinese border, but when
that failed, it assumed total control of his estates and subjects, appointing
of ils own officials as its adniinistratol-s. Consequently, at the start of 1924,
the 9th Panclien Lama and his officials found themselves in exile in China.
They would remain there until I 952.
Thr 13th Dalai L.arna's government was intent on compelling the 9th
Panchen I.ama's governnlent t o concede its subordination, and the Panchen
7. h 1 9 9 1 :2:37-:3H.
H. SCV(;olclstrill
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Lama was equally intent o n never again placing himself in such a weak and
vulnerable position vis-a-vis Lhasa. With all the property and wealth of the
Panchen and his officials controlled by Lhasa, it was obvious that their best
hope for returning o n their own terms was to secure the support of the Chinese government, and in the years following 1924, the Panchen Lama's
officials worked energetically to develop close ties, first, with the new republican government and, then after 1928, with the Guomindang government of Chiang Kai-shek. As early as 1929, the Panchen Lama set up a bureau office in Nanjing, the capital of China, a n d the Guomindang, for its
part, supported the Panchen Lama, covering most of his and his officials'
expenses."
T h e Guomindang Chinese, not surprisingly, were interested in reestablishing their own political hegemony in Tibet a n d saw the Panchen Lama as
a valuable vehicle to help achieve that. Attempts to forge an agreement between the two great lamas almost succeeded in the mid-iggos, but in the
end the Panchen Lama's insistence o n bringing a Chinese military force with
him derailed the tentative agreement, a n d the 9th Panchen Lama never returned to Tibet. In 1937, h e fell ill and died in Qinghai ~rovince."
The death of the 9th Panchen Lama began the traditional discovery
process for his reincarnation. That process parallels the process utilized for
a Dalai Lama and in 194 1 culminated in the late Panchen Lama's officials'
discovery of a four-year-old boy in Xunhua County, Qinghai, by the name of
Tseden Gompo." H e was recognized by the Panchen Lama's officials and
followers as the new panchen lama and taken to Kumbum Monastery (ch.
Ta'er), in Qinghai, for training. However, while this was ensuing, the Lhasa
government had launched its own search process for the new panchen lama
and had identified two other "candidates" in Tibet. I t refused to recognize
Tseclen Gompo and instructed the Panchen Lama's officials to send Tseden
Gompo to Lhasa for a final comparative evaluation with its two candidates.
Given the animosity and distrust, it is not surprising that the Panchen Lama's
administration refused. They believed they had already correctly identified
the late Panchen's true incarnation and undoubtedly feared that Lhasa would
choose one of the other "incorrect" boys for political reasons. The end res ~ l of
t this was that the Panchen Lama's government recognized Tseden
Gornpo as the loth Panchen Lama, hut the I.hasa government kept that decision in abeyance and recognized n o onc.
While these events were playing out, the Panchen i,amals officials asked
the Chine5e Nationalist government to recognilc their sclection as the true
Jianghii~nJiac11o ( Jarnhev (;v;~tso)I <)HI): I I .
1 0 . This prriotl is tlisctlssed i l l t l r t ; ~ i lin (;oltlstrin I
252-99.
I I . X11nh11a
was an a r r a inhiihitetl by a n u m h r r ofdit'fi.rrnt ethrlic grollps, S I I C as
~
Hrli. Tihrtiln. klan. I)ongxii~~lg.
R;IO;III.mongo liar^. 'TII. a n d M a n c h ~ l .
I).

loth Panchen Lama. Since 1798, the Qing dynasty had claimed that it had
the final right to select the panchen a n d dalai lamas by means of a golden
urn lottery, so asking this was congruent with Chinese views of Tibetan history. However, the Chinese government did not immediately agree. Despite
its close relations with the Panchen's officials, it stalled, seeing this as a possible bargaining chip in its separate dealings with the Tibetan government,
a chip it did not want to give up-at least just then.'' Consequently, when
the Second World War ended, relations between the Tibetan government
and the Panchen Lama in China were completely estranged with regard to
political and economic issues as well as the very identity of the Panchen Lama.
This standoff with Lhasa continued until the Chinese civil war was winding down and the issue of the Panchen Lama's recognition became entangled in China's internal politics.'" At this juncture, the Panchen Lama's administration was headed by two dzasa: Trendong (CheJigme) a n d Lhamon
(Yeshe Tsultrim).I4Che Jigme, the dominant political decision maker, had
lived in inland China for years a n d was fluent in Chinese language a n d politics.'%e earlier served as head of the Panchen's Bureau Office in Nanjing
and was once a representative to the Guomindang Party Assembly. H e also
had been a member of the Guomindang Party's constitution committee.'"
In April 1949, when the PLA forces crossed the Yangtze River and were about
to capture Nanjing, h e moved the Panchen's Bureau Office south to Guangzhou Province together with the fleeing Guomindang government and then
moved, together with it, to Chongqing, in Sichuan ~ r o v i n c e . "
However, as i t became obviol~sthat the Chinese civil war was drawing to a
close and the Guomindang was on the brink of defeat, the issue for CheJigme
and the Panchen Lama quickly changed to whether they sho~lldthrow in their
lot with the Chinese C;ot~inl~~nist
Party or remain loyal to the G~iomindang.

T H E IOTH PAN(:HEN I.AMA AI.I.IL.:S HIMSE1,F MIITH T H E (:C:P

Once (:hiang Kai-shek and his government decirled to flt3e to Taiwan, ostensibly to rcgroup to retakc the mainland, they sought t o p e r s ~ ~ a dimpore
tant Tibetans t o accompany them. At the top of their list was the I nth
panrhcll l a m a . Prrst~ildinghim to iler with them would have been a major
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symbolic victory, and Chiang Kai-shek instructed Gao Changzhu, the head
of the Nationalist government's Mongolian a n d Tibetan Affairs Commission,
to use all means to persuade the Panchen Lama to move with them. Gao, in
turn, sent Lobsang Tashi, a Tibetan intelligence officer in the Nationalist
government, to urge the officials in the Panchen Lama's Bureau Office in
Chongqing to shift to Taiwan as soon as possible.18
With the Guomindang exerting pressure o n the Panchen Lama to flee,
Che Jigme flew to Qinghai in roughly April o r May 1949 to discuss this with
the Panchen Lama's parents and tutor, who were then in Kumbum Monastery
near Xining. H e left Senge Palden, the only college graduate among his staff,
as the acting director of their Chongqing Office a n d instructed him to find
out as much as possible from his Chinese college friends about the views and
policies of the Chinese Communist Party, especially regarding nationality
rights and Buddhism. H e instructed Senge to stall the Guomindang and wire
him anything Senge learned, using a secret code they had d e ~ e l o p e d . ' ~
At the same time, Gao Changzhu pressured Senge Palden, telling him that
Chiang Kai-shek had always been very concerned about the future of the
Panchen Lama a n d assuring him that Chiang Kai-shek genuinely wanted to
help restore the Panchen's power a n d prestige in Tibet. Gao told Senge that
the Guomindang was prepared to build a small airstrip in Qinghai to take
the Panchen and his main officials directly from there to ~aiwan.?'Gao also
tried to persuade Senge himself to go to Taiwan to make advance preparations for the Panchen's arrival, promising him that h e would be appointed
as the head of the Tibetan Affairs Department within the Mongolian and
Tibetan Affairs Commission.
To try to influence the thinking of the Panchen Lama's officials, Chiang
Kai-shek's Nationalist government now agreed to recognize Tseden Gompo
formally. Skipping the casting process of the formal golden urn lottery, ereated by the Qing dynasty, Li Zongreb, the acting president of the Chinese
Nationalist government, formally recognized Tseden Gornpo as the 10th
Panchen Lama on ?;June 1949. (His new name as Panchen Lama was Coki
Gyentsen.) A few months later, on l o August, Gao Changzhu attended the
Lama's formal enthronement ceremony that was held in Kumburn Monastery
as the representative of the Guomindang Nationalist government."
I H.
10.

20.
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nnd l h ~ D r n m((;oldstein 1997: 104). 1 incorrectly wrote that no oficials
from the Tibetan government were at the enthronement. I n fact, ;llthot~ghnone was sent from
Lhasa. the Panchen's retinue had invited the head of the Dalai 1,ama.s Rurcal~Office in Nan.ling to attend. and he did (and was photographer1 at the ceremony). Fan Ming (interview. 19939
Xi'an) said that (:heJigme provided the C<:P the official C;MD documents and
from the ceremonies at the time of the Seventeen-Point Agreement talks.

Despite this, because the Panchen Lama's officials were still not ready to
agree to Taiwan, pressure from both the Guomindang and the governor of
Qinghai Province (Ma Bufang) intensified to the extent that Che Jigme worried about what they might d o unilaterally, so he moved the Panchen Lama
out of Kumbum Monastery to Xiangride, a more remote monastery in central Qinghai Province.
The Guomindang, however, were not the only Chinese interested in the
Panchen Lama. As we have seen, the Chinese Communist Party also was seeking to win the allegiance of influential Tibetans outside Tibet, and the
Panchen Lama was at the top of their list also. Fan Ming, the PLA officer in
charge of ethnic issues in Qinghai and Gansu for the Northwest Bureau, recalled this period from the perspective of the CCP.
In 1949, at the start of August, just before Lanzhou was liberated, I was the director of the Liaison Office (ch. lianluo bu) of the Political Department of the
Northwest's Field Army. We were based in Gansu, in a village in Yuzhong
County. Around 1g August 1949, Igot an order from Peng Dehuai, the commander in chief of the First Field Army, instructing me to come for a meeting
at our military headquarters. When I got there, I found a number of important officials had already arrived. . . .
Peng Dehuai showed us a telegram Mao Zedong had recently sent him discussing the strategy we should employ in the liberation of the Northwest area
[of which Gansu and Qinghai were part]. Mao's telegram emphasized that
when we fought to liberate Lanzhou from the Nationalist government, great
care must be taken with Tibetans, especially the Panchen Lama, because it
would have implications for settling the Tibet issue ~ o r r e c t l y . 'Peng
~
Dehuai
said that this was the number one directive of Chairman Mao regarding the
resolution of the Tibetan issue.2"

After Lanzhou was liberated on 26 August 1949, Peng Dehuai again instructed Fan Ming about urgent tasks he had to complete. Reiterating Mao's
guidelines, he said,
First, we should establish good relations with the Panchen Lama . . . and win
hirn over. Second, we should also work closely with Huang Zhengqing [Aba
A h ] , the commander of the Tibetan military forces in the south of Gansu [in
the area of the monastery town called Labrang]. Third, we must d o nationality work well thror~ghoutthe area. Fourth we should establish good relations
and win over and educate the Tibetan intelligentsia as well as select and nurture good minority officials, for example, he suggested we should establish a

2 2 . M;lo's tclrgraln was dated (5 Allgrlst I gqg and said: "Thc Banchan is in 1,anzhou [he acIllally\~;lsin Qingliai] now. Whrn yorl attack L,anzhoil, please pay close attention to Panchen and
Tihrtans in ( ; ~ ~ I I S I and
I
Qinghai PI-ovinccs.Protect and rrsprci them so as to lay the groundwork for solvilla the Tibet pl-oblenl" (Zhonggong zhongyang wenxian yan.jii~shi 2 0 0 1 : I ).
23. Fan Ming I < ) H7: 4; Fan Ming, interview. 1993.

training class [for Tibetans]. At this meeting, [Peng] took o u t the telegram of
Chairman Mao a n d asked us to discuss it.24

Fan Ming immediately began to implement this policy, sending several
officials from Gansu to work with the new Qinghai provincial government
and the Panchen Lama's officials residing in Kumbum Monaste~-y.25
However, long before the telegram to Peng Dehuai was sent, Mao had instructed
the CCP's underground party organization in Chongqing to watch the
Panchen's Bureau Office and look for opportunities to influence it. The organization arranged for a party member, Liu Tongzuo, to work in this office,
and he was able to develop a close association with Senge Palden. Through
his efforts, Senge Palden became impressed with the Communists and reported favorably about them to Che Jigme.2"
Meanwhile, in Qinghai, Che Jigme met often with the Panchen Lama's
parents and senior tutor (Gyaya Rimpoche) to discuss what to do. Meeting
secretly in the parents' bedroom, they were careful not to allow anyone to
enter the room during their talks, which sometimes went on until late at
night. They did not even let servants in, so when they wanted to drink tea
they went out themselves to get it. The Panchen Lama, then only twelve years
old, noticed this and grew curious about these mysterious meetings.Jambey
Gyatso writes that he was mature for his age, strong-willed, and never liked
to be controlled by anyone. Unlike the Dalai Lama (who was then fourteen
years old), he wanted to exert his authority, which the following incident
about these meetings illustrates.Jambey Gyatso says that one day the Panchen
Lama's curiosity overwhelmed him, and he suddenly burst into the room
during one of these discussions.
Che Jigme and the others dared not say anything a n d remained silent. The
Panchen's father, however, felt the child had interrupted their serious discussions a n d waved to tell himi to leave. But the Panchen did n o t go. H e sat clown
beside his father a n d asked Che.Jigme, "What are you discussing?" Che Jigme
did not lie and said, "[;hairman Chiang [Kai-shek], Acting President Li, and
Chairman Ma [R~lfang]asked us to g o to Taiwan with (;hairman Ma. We are
discussing if we should go o r not."
T h e Panchen Lama then responded, asking, "Who d o they want to go with
Chairman Ma?" "Us, mainly you," Che.]igme replied casr~ally,raising his silver
tea c r ~ pto drink tea. T h e Panchen 1,ama srlddenly stood r ~ pfrom his seat,
pointed directly at (:he Jigrne's nose, and said, "Then why don't you discrlss
this with m e when it is my hr~siness?What right d o you have to rnakc decisions
for me?"
(:he Jigme was so shocked h e spillcd some tea on his clothes and the car24. Fan Ming I!)%.;:
5.
25. Fan Ming I 987: 5 .
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pet. For a moment, he did not know how to answer. He was loyal to the Panchen
Lama but felt the Panchen was too young to understand such government affairs. He had always acted as the boy's guardian and never thought of discussing
important things with this child.
The Panchen Lama continued, "In the future, when it comes to my business, you must discuss things with me; otherwise I will not listen to you!" The
Panchen Lama was getting angrier as he spoke. He had a little stammer, so
when he got angry, it became even more difficult for him to express himself.
He stammered and threatened the adults in the room: "If you decide to go
with Chairman Ma without [first] discussing it with me, I will remain in the
monastery; and if you decide to stay here, I will leave with Chairman Ma."
The Panchen Lama's father then criticized him. "Tseden, sit down. Don't
be rude to the director." And he pulled the Panchen down to sit beside him."
After this, they included the Panchen Lama but worried about him and repeatedly urged him not to say a word to anyone about what was being
discussed.2H
Their decision was not long in coming. Having languished in exile in China
for twenty-seven years, the leaders of the Panchen's administration had the
overriding goal of returning to Tibet and reassuming control of their territory according to what they considered their historical rights. However, their
hatred and distrust of the Tibetan government motivated them never to place
themselves at Lhasa's mercy again. Rapprochement with the Tibetan government, therefore, was remote at best, because Lhasa would not even recognize Tseden G o ~ n p oas the true Panchen Lama, let alone compromise o n
other issues. And while the Guomindang Chinese said they would assist the
Panchen's administration, they had not done so over the past twenty years
and were no longer in any position to help vis-A-vis Lhasa. T h e new power in
China was the CCP, so joining forceswith them made the most sense, because
they alone had the military power to help the Panchen a n d his administrators realize their goal of returning. to Tibet. However; members of the CCP
were known to be atheists, and many felt they would destroy Buddhism. Nevertheless, the (:(:P's unequivocal and repeated assertions that i t wo~lldrespect
Tibetan rcligion and allow autonomy in minority areas, as well as the posit ] reports
~
from Chongqing and Xining, helpcd to convince the Panchen
Lama's side that i t collld work with the Comm~lniststo achieve its ends.
(:(~nscquently,in late A U ~ I I oSrI carly September I 949, the Panchen Lama
sent (:hc.Jigmc. t o meet wit11 the PIA. H e found its officers reasonable and
linked his :ind t11c P~IICIICII
1,ama's f ~ ~ t r l lwith
- e them. Soon after, a group
hradrd by %lion Rrnslian, chief o l the Unitrd Front N7ork Department in
(lillgllai, wrnt t o Xiangride to assist the P a n r h e ~ iLama with financial and
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other problems that needed immediate attention." T h e Panchen Lama had
now come under the wing of the Northwest Bureau of the CCP. Winning
hirn over was one of Northwest Bureau's important achievements in the CCP's
liberation of Tibet.
T h e Panchen Lama himself recalled this difficult period.
In April 1949 the People's Liberation Army broke through the natural barl-iel-of the Changjiang (Yangtze) River and took Nanjing, the seat of the KMT
[GMD] government. By autumn, the KMT [GMD] army was losing ground in
the Northwest. Rumors circulated describing the Communists and the People's
Liberation Army as demons with blue faces and protruding teeth. O n the eve
of the liberation of Qinghai province, I and my Kampo [Administrative] Council withdrew from Xining to Xiangride in central Qinghai province.
In Xiangride there was a monastery which was given to the 6th Panchen
Lama by Emperor Qian Long of the Qing dynasty in 1780. We gathered there
to discuss our future and that of Tibet. We couldn't reach an agreement. Xinjiang had not yet been liberated, and some suggested we go there and then to
Taiwan by KMT [GMD] plane. Some wanted to go back to Tibet, while others
proposed that we contact the Communists.
T h e decision was finally made to reject the first two proposals, but we hesitated about the third. The Kashag (the Tibetan local government in Lhasa)
had not recognized me as Panchen, so I couldn't go to Tibet. There were many
rumors about the Communists and I had not seen them for myself. I decided
to send someone to contact the People's Liberation Army and find out what
they were really like.
When the messenger came back, he told us that the Communist Party and
the People'3 Liberation Army stood for the unification of the country and
the unity of different nationalities. Although I was only 1 2 , I knew that the
9th Panchen had gone to Qinghai from Tibet to try and achieve the same
end. I was his successor and should follow in his footsteps. Therefore on October I , I 949, the founding day of the People's Republic, I sent the telegram
to Beijing.'"'

T h e Panchrn Lama's telegrams to Mao, Zhu De, and Peng Dehuai reveal the
extent to which Che Jigme and the others had decided to link their fate with
the CCP, including their goal of liberating Tibet. T h e telegram to Mao said,
Chairman Mao of Central People's Government and ~ommander-in-ChiefChu
[Zhu] of Chinese People's 1,iheration Army, Peking:
With superior wisdom and courage Your Excellencies have completed the
grand salvation of the country and the people. T h e success of your army has
brought joy t o the whole country. For generations in the past 1 have received
kindness and favor from the country. During the past twenty years and more
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I have ceaselessly struggled for the territorial and sovereign integrity of Tibet
[in China]. It is to be deeply regretted that I have had n o success. I am now
lingering in Chinghai [Qinghai] waiting for an order to return to Tibet. Fortunately, under the leadership of Your Excellencies, the Northwest has now
been liberated and the Central People's Government has been established. All
those who are conscientious applaud with one accord. From now o n , the realization of the democratic happiness of the people and revival of the country
are only questions of time and it will not be long before Tibet is liberated. I
sincerely present to Your Excellencies on behalf of all the people in Tibet [our]
respects and our heartfelt support.
Panchen '0-erh-te-ni' [Erdini]
i st October 1 94g3'

Eager to establish a strong relationship with the leaders of the Northwest
Bureau, the Panchen Lama also sent a congratulatory telegram to General
Peng Dehuai, expressing even more strongly his support for the liberation
of Tibet.
Fortunately under the leadership of Your Excellency, the Northwest has been
liberated and all the people on the border are united in their joy. From now
on the realization of the happiness of the people and revival of the country
are only questions of time. Even the people in Tibet who have for a long time
been neglected are holding out great hopes and anticipate a quick opportuh you will kod your nglileous troops to
nity of resurrection. WPsincerfly b ~ s e ~ ctho1
lib?)-nt~
Tzb~t,~mdicotpthe traitorous PGrnfnts, and rt.sruP the ppoph of T ~ I P ~ . ' ~

Tibet's two greatest lamas, therefore, had now adopted very different agendas regarding how to respond to the victory of the CCP in China. As we shall
soon see, at the same time key CCP officials also had very different agendas
regarding how to respond to the two lamas.
The rapid development of close ties between the Panchen Lama a n d the
Northwest Bureau was an enormous s ~ ~ c c efor
s s the CCP, but it also raised a
sensitive new issue regarding how the CCP should position itself in the
conflict between the Panchen Lama and the Dalai Lama. T h e Panchen
Lama's agenda placed the CCP in clear opposirion to the Tibetan government in Lhasa, and since the liberatior1 of Tibet was yet to come, how the
comm~uiistParty managed the conflict could affect the relations of the CCP
with the Dalai Lama and the Tibetan government.
The Chinese government took a first step toward developing such a strat:I I . Rritish Foreign OfIicc. Rccol-ds, FO37 i /U:33.~5,riiclosr~l-ein Nanjing dispatch to the
British Forrign Office, tlared 27 1)ecrimhet- 1949. Thr rnclostirc was taken FI-on1the N p l ~Clizna
')flilv N ~ ~ N
J iX\ ~. ~ k i n25
g , Novei~lbrrI !)41).
32. Rri~ishForeign O f l i ~ rRecords. F 0 3 7 1 /U:3:325. quoted from Nplo China Daily N m ~ s ,
Nanking. 25 Novemhet- 1049 (emphasis added).

egy in October 1949, when Li Weihan (then the minister of the United Front
Work Department) instructed the Intelligence Department of central government to send Yuan Xinhu a n d Yu Kai to set u p the Qinghai Liaison Office
in Xining with a mandate to investigate the history of the conflict between
the Panchen Lama and the Dalai Lama a n d report their findings directly to
the central government." While they were investigating this issue, the first
direct communication from Mao Zedong to the Panchen Lama occurred on
23 November 1949. O n that day, Mao a n d Zhu jointly responded to the
Panchen Lama's telegram:
We were very happy to receive your telegram of October 1 . T h e Tibetan people
are patriotic and [are] opposed to foreign aggression. They are dissatisfied with
the policies of the GMD reactionary government and wish to become a member of the big family of a united, strong and new China where all races cooperate on the basis of equality. T h e Central People's Government and the
Chinese People's Liberation Army will undoubtedly satisfy this desire of the
Tibetan people. We hope that the Master (ch. xian sheng) [the Panchen Lama]
and other patriotic Tibetans all over Tibet will work together and strive for the
liberation of Tibet and for the unity of the Han and Tibetan people. It is hoped
that you and all patriots in Tibet will in unity exert all your efforts in the struggle for the liberation of Tibet and [the] unity between the Chinese and Tibetan p e ~ p l e s . " ~

Two months later, o n 31 January 1950, the Panchen Lama sent another
telegram to Mao calling for the prompt liberation of Tibet by the PLA and
expressing his opposition to the Lhasa government's plan to send missions
to Britain, the United States, and other countries to request assistance. The
telegram leFt n o doubts about the commitment of the Panchen Lama.
It is recognized by the whole world that Tibet is the territory of China, and a11
the Tibetans think that they are one of the nationalities of China. The act of
the Lhasi~authorities today undermines the integrity of the national territory
and sovereignty and runs against the will of the Tibetan people. We, on behalf
of the Tibetan people. beseech you to rapidly send righteous troops to liberate Tibet, cleanw the reactionary dements, drive out the imperialist forces in
Tibet. solitlify the national defense in the Southwest, and liberate the Tihetan
people. "

:<:$. Fan Ming

I gH 7: 5; Fan Ming, interview. I y):~.
34. British Foreign Off ce rrcorils, FO:\y I /H3:325, quoted From Nm11 ( : h t r i ~r)flil\l Nml'SNanking. 25 Novcniher I <)4!);.lianghianJiac110(,l;lmhe)r ( ;)ratso) I CJH!): 11-1 o; ~Iionggongzhongvang wenxian vanjirl shi 2 0 0 I : I .
3.5. Fan Ming I $37: H-I I). At the same time othcr pro-Chinese Tihrtans, ~ c ash SanRVe
Yeglie (Tiiln Bao), who was ;I meniher of the N;ltic,nal People\ Politici~l(;onsultative (:onferenre. Sherup (;vatso. who was vic-r chairman c)f the People's (;ovrrnnlrnt of Qinghai Pl'ovinccs
Huang Zhrngqing and Yang Fuxing. who were members of the Prople'a (;overnmcnt of (;ans''*

By early 1950, therefore, the Panchen Lama a n d his officials had bet their
future on the CCP liberating Tibet. T h e CCP, they believed, could and would
return them to Tibet. However, what their status would be vis-i-vis the Dalai
Lama's government was still n o t clear. Having spent decades in exile, they
now sought nothing less than equal political status with Lhasa, but attaining
this would require them to secure the backing of the leaders of the Northwest Bureau and, through them, the Beijing leadership. Consequently, in
the spring of 1950, Che Jigme asked the Communist officials with whom h e
was dealing in Xining (in Qinghai) to arrange a direct meeting between himself and Fan Ming, who was then in Lanzhou.
Fan Ming was receptive to CheJigme's views, since his own study of Tibetan
history (from Chinese sources) had convinced him of the historical correctness of Che Jigme's position. H e quickly became the Panchen's leading supporter within the party, advocating strongly the Front and Back approach:
In history, there was Front and Back Tibet. T h e Dalai's government was called
Kashag, and the Panchen's government was called Kanting. Those two did not
have a relationship in which one belonged to the other. They were parallel structures. When Tibetans met they would say just as the sun and the moon are in
the sky, the Dalai and Panchen are on earth. . . . They were people under different rulers. . . .
In the maps oi China at the time [Qi~igDynasty], you will see Front and
Back Tibet; Tibet was not called Xizang [then]. T h e term Xiznngwas used afterliberation. In the past, FI-ontTibet belonged to tlie Dalai, and Back Tibet belonged to the Panchen."'

Fan Ming also was c o n v i ~ ~ c ethat,
d unlike the Dalai Lama's line, the line of
panchen lamas historically were friends of China and strong supporters of
the view that Tibet is part of China. H e explained: "The Panchen's group
always endorsed tlie unification of China. In history, the 5th Panchen Lama
[Lobsang Ycshe, 1667-1 7371 endorsed the idea. . . . T h e i 0th Panclien
[ 1938-891 also insisled on the unification of the motherland. I J n d e r any
rircrlmstances, the Panclien's group always insisted on unification and OPposed the separation of Tibet from C h i ~ i a . " ' ~
Similarly, on the modern political relationship betweeti the Panchen and
Dalai la~nas,Fan Ming said,
After llie 1)al;ii's grorlp drove rhc c)rh Panchen away [in I < ) 2 ~ of
] , course, they
~ontl-ollt-d
both Front and Rack Tibcr. Rr~rIcgall)*and o n the maps [Chinese]

K(.ting's siipiin. Yc*sllc.'I'sllltl.im,m;1tlc sl,c.c.cllrs c;~Ilingtill- liljrration and attacking the atIClnl)l 0 1 ' 1 1 1 ~ 'l'il,c.t;~ngovc.l.nmc.lll 10"split" the n ~ o t l ~ c . ~ - l a(Fan
n d Ming 1987: I:)).
:\(i.
Fan M i n ~intrl.vic.w,
,
I o!):<.
37 Fan Milig, ir~tcl.\,irw,I !)!):I.
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of the times, the central government [Chinese] did not acknowledge it. At this
time, Chinese maps designated a Front and Back Tibet. . . . The Panchen's
group, of course, when they were trying to restore their power in Tibet, were
thinking of controlling Back Tibet. At that time, without question, the Panchen's
group was thinking of controlling Back Tibet.:"

Che Jigme met with Fan Ming o n 26 April 1950 a n d told him, among other
things, that h e would like to go o n behalf of the Panchen Lama to pay his
respects to leaders of the Northwest Bureau in Xi'an. Fan Ming arranged
that, and in mid-May, Che went and met top Northwest Bureau officials there.
Then, with Fan Ming's help, h e asked Peng Dehuai for his support in forwarding a written proposal o n the future of Tibet to Mao Z e d ~ n g . ~ ~
T h e proposal was titled "A Plan concerning the Liberation of Tibet and
the Organization of the Government." It began by recommending that the
PLA forces simultaneously enter Tibet from four provinces-Yunnan,
Xikang, Qinghai, and Xinjiang, but then it focused o n the essential concern
of the Panchen and his officials by requesting that the Chinese government
support the position that the Panchen Lama had always been autonomous
from Lhasa and called for the CCP to divide Tibet into Back and Front sections. It said, "Because Tibet is territorially large with only one minority [living there]. it has the conditions that make it suitable for regional autonomy.
[Thus, it will be appropriate to] Organize one administrative region and then
separate it into Front Tibet and Back Tibet."4"
In addition, the proposal also put forward a number of concrete, but farreaching, requests that will be discussed below. Peng Dehuai agreed to it, and
consequently, by May i 950, the Northwest Bureau, especially Fan Ming, had
become the supporter and advocate of the Panchen Lama's claims and plans.
The next step in this relationship took place in early September 1950,
when Mao met with Che Jigme in Beijing and accepted the rcquests made
in his proposal. O n 23 September, two weeks before the PLA forces attacked
Chamdo, Mao sent instructions to all units involved in the liberation of Tibet. setting out the Central Committee's support for the Panchen Lama. I t
was titlcd, "Ci~idanceregarding the Issues and Requests Put Forward by the
Panchen's Delegation." I t said,
The [Panchen L,;lma's] opinions ahout the political and religio~~s
or,ganization
of Tibet are very good. They are in the spirit of'patriotism ant1 ~ ~ n cation
ifi
(~11.
suo ti zheng.jiao mzhi hng'an tle yijian heng hao, shi hehu aiguo y11ttlanjif:tic
jinsheng). It's very good and very import;tnt that the Panc.hen's grol~pis will-

:<H.F.in Ming. intcrvicw. I !)!):<.
:<o. Fan Ming I gH7: (i.
40. Q~lorcdin Fan hling I !)Hi:ti. Thr (:tiinese is: Xilarig vc,,~zhrllgkr~aide tudi, lon~l;iric
minlu. shihr qrlvrl /hi/hi tlr tiaojian. ltllhi ~i xinglhrngrlr~r.1.ji;lng qian h011zang frnbic /hizhi.

ing to cooperate with us. No matter what form the liberation of Tibet will take
and how the Dalai's group will change, we must actively win over the Panchen's
group and win over people who are influenced by them to cooperate with us.'"

At the same time, Mao made clear responses to the Panchen Lama's specific

questions and requests (which are n o t available but can be inferred from
Mao's answers):
(1)

Determine the timing about the title [recognition] of the Panchen and
make the decision according to the circumstances after the Tibetan delegation comes to Beijing and negotiates.

(2)

It is determined that the Panchen will return to Tibet. T h e timing of his
return to Tibet will be determined later according to the circumstances.

(3) It is agreed that the Panchen can organize an ethnic [Tibetan] army unit
of from three thousand to five thousand people, including in that a bodyguard unit for the Panchen. T h e PLA will send people who are capable
and can build good relations between nationalities to help them with organizing and training.

(4) In order to help them train personnel and cadres, it is agreed to establish a subinstitute of the institute for nationalities o r an independent
training class near Kumbum Monastery.

(5) It is agreed to establish a propaganda team.
(6) It is agreed to provide a medical clinic.

( 7 ) The central governnient will help them establish an official consumers'
cooperative.

(8) I t is agreed to give thein a transmitter-receiver unit and provide a telegraph operator and decoder.

(9) I t is agree to give them a truck.
(10)

It is agreed to establish four bureau offices [of the Panchen Lama] in
Beijing, Cliongqing, Xi'an, and Xiiiing.

(I

I)

Allocate fifteen hundred silver dollal-s per month for the personal expenses of the Panchen. T h c Palichen has 4 1 2 personnel and relatives,
and they will be given a total of 2,468 bags of wheat flour per month
(each hag holds 44 jin).

(1 2)

Return thc Xiangride pastureland [in Qinghai] to him. If, in the future,
land I-cformsare instituted, deal with the pastureland in accordance with
the government laws and regulations.

( 13) I t is agreed t h a ~thc government will send liaison officers to,join the field

headqr~artersof Panchcn."
I. 1 . Q~~otc.rl
i n Fan hling 1987: 4.
Q~lolrdin Fan Ming I ! ) H ~ :6-8.
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T h e Chinese central government, therefore, gave the Panchen Lama much
of what h e wanted, including its assent to his return to Tibet, the establishment of his own military force to protect himself against the Dalai Lama,
a n d permission for him to operate his own bureau offices in key cities in inland China. It also implied that it agreed with his proposal for a new Front
and Back Tibet. However, at the same time, the response did not publicly
comment o n his status o r recognition, instructing that this should wait until representative~of the Dalai Lama reached Beijing. It also did not specify
when h e should return to Tibet, again saying this would be determined in
accordance with conditions.
T h e reason for this is clear. As mentioned above, Mao had to walk a fine
line between supporting the "progressive" Panchen Lama and having this
support negatively impact the larger political goal of persuading the Dalai
Lama to accept the peaceful liberation of Tibet. In particular, he did not
want to d o anything that might prompt the Dalai Lama and his officials to
think that China's real plan was to use the Panchen Lama against him. Zhang
Guohua, the commander of the Eighteenth Army Corps, later expressed this
clearly: "We have to postpone the Panchen Lama's reentry into Tibet for a
while. If we don't delay it, the reactionaries will have an excuse to criticize
us. So we will have discussions with the Dalai Lama regarding when the
Panchen LAamashould ret111-n."43
At about this time, Li Weihan's investigatory team in Qinghai finished its
research and reported favorably for the Panchen Lama, concluding that
Front and Back Tibet were historically valid categories that were equivalent
to the political entities of the Dalai and Panchen lamas. And significantly, it
also recommended that the Eighteenth Army Corps (of the Southwest Bureau) should manage Front Tibet (the Dalai Lama's realm) and the Northwest Bureau army should take care of Back Tibet. If necessary, it suggested,
two military regions (ch.junju) coulcl be established in Tibet.44
Consequently, by the time Chamdo was invaded in October 1950, China
was strategically making plans for a Front and Back Tibet with the Panchen's
supporters, the Northwest Bureau taking control of Back Tibet. Fan Ming
recalled the strange way he was ordered to take the lead in this.
Peng Dehuai.<JiaTr~ofr~.
anel X ~1,iqing
I
retr~rneclto I,anr.hor~from Xin-jiang in
late September 1<)5o,dncl I went r o meet them at the airport. Jia Trloft~told
m e , "(:ommander-in-<:hie1Peng has deciclc.tl that yor~will be the secretary and
mavor o f trrumuqi [capital of Xinjiang]. Yo11 should get there within a week."
SO 1 irnmetliatelv niacle plans t o leilve for Urrlrnuqi. R11t after. a fcw days, P e l l ~
told m e . "Don't g o to Xinjiang. Re prepared t o g o t o Tibet." He pointed at a

map of Tibet and said, "Go to Tsang via Xining a n d Nagchu and take control
of the Garnpala Pass.?' Cut the traffic between u and Tsang, and then go straight
to Shigatse and liberate Tsang." H e told me to speak with the deputy commander of the Northwest Military Command, Zhang Zongxun, for details.
So I prepared to go to Tibet. Then in late October 1950, the director of
the Northwest Bureau's Political Department, Gan Siqi, told me, "You are not
going to Tibet. Go with Commander-in-Chief Peng to 'Resist America a n d Aid
Korea."' So I began to prepare to d o this. A few days later, Deputy Commander Zhang Zongxun told me, "You won't be going to 'Resist America and Aid
Korea.' Instead you will be in charge of leading the army into Tibet." They were
sending me there, because earlier I had done some nationality work."'
The Central C o m m i t t e e of t h e C o m m u n i s t Party o f C h i n a issued a n i m p o r tant directive a b o u t Back T i b e t on 9 N o v e m b e r 1 9 5 0 .
Because the Northwest People's Liberation Army will undertake the task of
entering Back Tibet and the Ali area [far Western Tibet] during the entire battle to liberate Tibet, [and because] the Panchen's group has the deepest historical relationships in Back Tibet and still has great influence there, and [because] the work related to the Panchen belongs to the Northwest Bureau, Liu
Bocheng [of the Southwest Bureau] suggested that the Northwest undertake
the political task of taking over Back Tibet and the Ali area simultaneously.
Therefore, the Northwest Bureau should immediately start the preparatory
work.';

As a result of this, t h e Northwest B u r e a u m a d e preparations t o s e n d a cavalry
division to Back T i b e t wit11 S u n G o n g as its c o m m a n d e r . Fan M i n g would be
the secretary of t h e Northwest Bureau's T i b e t Work C o m m i t t e e (ch. xizarig
gnngwei), a n d his Liaison Office would b e i n c h a r g e of t h e preparatory w 0 1 - k . ~ ~
T h e strategic plan of t h e P a n c h e n Lama's administration, t h e r e f o r e , h a d
worked brilliantly. A year after its decision t o link its f u t u r e with t h a t o f t h e
Chinese C o m m u n i s t Party, it h a d won t h e s t r o n g s u p p o r t of t h e powerful
Northwest Bureau a n d , t h r o u g h t h a t , M a o Z e d o n g . Beijing h a d recognized
the validity of t h e P a n c h e n L a m a a n d a g r e e d t o r e t u r n h i m t o his realm.

4s. This is ~ l i c1no11n1;lin
p:~ssloc.;rtcd jtlst s o ~ ~ ioI'11itli
Tsangpo River that 11-adition;~lly
sep
i1riltc.d rhc Tilwr;~npr-o\'inccs ol'i'l i~ntl?'s;lng (FI-ont; ~ n dR;~rkT i l ~ r t ) .
,$
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4 7 (:iced in F;un Ming I 987: 24. Ser
Zhonggong xizang zizhiq~ldxngshi ziliao zheng,ji
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And significantly, they also accepted the Panchen's view that there would be
two autonomous political entities, o n e under the Dalai Lama and one under the Panchen Lama, with each occupied by troops from a different bureau a n d army, the first under the Southwest Bureau a n d the other under
the Northwest Bureau. As Fan Ming recalled, "At first, [the task of liberating Tibet] was divided. Everything was divided into Front and Back Tibet.
[It was] After the two troops joined forces [that] confrontation started."49
But as Fan Ming alluded to above, not everyone in the PLA agreed with
this. When the g November telegram was sent to the Southwest Bureau,
Zhang Guohua and Tan Guansan, the two leaders of the Eighteenth Army
Corps, disagreed with its thrust, and by 14 December 1950, the Southwest
Bureau's own Tibet Work Committee held a joint meeting with the Eighteenth Army Corps's Party Committee in Ganzi (in Xikang/Kham), at
which, among other topics, the issue of dividing Tibet into Front and Back
Tibet was discussed. This meeting concluded that the division would be a
bad idea. T h e following are some of the reasons they put forward:
1.

The [Tibetan] people will not like this, and the reactionaries will use this s e p
arating into two units as a pretext to stir up trouble. The reason for this s e p
aration in the past was the different political power of the Dalai and Panchen
lamas, but the religion is the same, so it is not good to separate the two.

2.

The current economic dependency between Front and Back Tibet is great.
Front Tibet depends on Shigatse for its grain supply, and the nomads in
the North export their goods though Yadong [via Back Tibet], so there will
be great problems if we separate Tibet into two parts.

3. From the standpoint of having diplomatic relations with India, Nepal, and
Bhutan, it is also not feasible to have two parts."'

T h e Southwest Bureau had done its own research on the relationship between the two Tibetan lamas and also had the firsthand knowledge of Phiinwang, their high-level Tibetari cadre, who had lived in Lhasa twice in the
1 ~ ~ 4 0 s .This
" revealed to them that Tibet had never really been divided into
distinct front and hack parts. T h e Dalai Lama's government ruled all of%bet including Back Tibet, and any attempt to separate the two would be unprecedented and thus would create tremendous anger and hostility in the
Tibetan government and likely would compromise the entire gradualist approach. Consequently, when this merting dispersed on n q December ( 1950)~
it concluded that the front and back parts of Tibet should remain as one.

4'). Fan Ming, interview. I!)CJ:{.
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The conclusions and criticisms from the meeting were sent as a report to
the Southwest Bureau a n d the Central C ~ m m i t t e e . ~ *
Nevertheless, Beijing continued to move toward dividing Tibet into two
political entities. In December 1950, the central government sent a telegram
to the Northwest Bureau inquiring about its preparatory work, a n d in midDecember, Fan Ming was sent to Xi'an to make a report. Xi Zhongxun,
deputy chairman of the Northwest Bureau, then sent a group of officials, including Fan Ming, to Beijing to make a report to the central government.
They arrived in Beijing o n 3 1 December 1950. Li Weihan met them o n 3
January 195 1 at the Beijing Hotel, where they were staying, a n d told Fan
Ming to prepare an outline to report to the central government. This was
done, and on go January 195 1 , Li Weihan met with Fan Ming, Wang Zheng,
and Ya Hanzhang and reaffirmed the Front and Back Tibet policy: "The
Northwest's military task will be to cooperate with the Southwest, which will
be the main force. It should be prepared to take over Back Tibet (Wang
Zheng will send people into Ali from Xinjiang.)."5'3
In addition, on 13 February 195 1 , the Central Military Commission in
Beijing sent the Northwest Bureau instructions on its work in liberating Tibet.
I.

All of Tibet must be liberated this year. T h e Northwest must complete all
the preparatory work for the entrance into Tibet before the end of March.
No delay is allowed.

2.

It is decided that fifteen hundred people (including the guard troops) for
the Northwest's Work Committee, one thousand relatives (who will go to
Tibet next year), and fifteen hundred people from the Panclien's group (including his guards), totaling four thousand people and eight thousand
mules and horses, will enter Tibet in batches within two years.

All the conditions that the central government has PI-omiscd the Panchen's
group must he rapidly and completely realized. The Northwest Military <:omtni~ndis put in chiirge of equippi~igthc Panchen's bodyguard troops with
cadr-cs,a hospit;~l,and a radio broadcast tati ion."^

S o at this point in btr Janllary and early Fel~ruary,the central government
clearly was still proceeding wit11 the plan for the Northwest Bureau to take
control ol' Rack Tibet.
Fan Ming retr~rncdto Xi'an fronl Brijing in mid-February ( 1 9 5I ) and reported to the Northwest Bl~reall.I t was decided that the Tibet Work Commiltre of the N o ~ ~ h w eBureau
st
would consist of Fan Ming. Ya Hanzhang.
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T H E PANCHEN LAMA I N BEIJING

For Fan Ming, everything h a d gone so well that h e decided the time was
right to further solidify the situation by having the Panchen Lama travel
to Beijing to meet Mao a n d the other leaders of China in person. O n 27
March 1951, the Panchen Lama (through Fan Ming) sent a telegram to
Mao, asking for a meeting, a n d two weeks later, o n 7 April, Lin Poqu, the
general secretary of the Central Committee, replied affirmatively. Two days
later Fan Ming went to Kumbum Monastery to discuss the details for this
trip with the Panchen Lama's top officials. They were, h e found, extremely
concerned about the protocol for the meeting. They feared that that if the
current panchen lama was treated less respectfully than his predecessors,
it would send the wrong message to the Dalai Lama's people a n d have negative consequences for the future. Consequently, o n 1 2 April, Fan Ming
sent a telegram to the Northwest Bureau a n d the Central Committee raising this concern. T h e Central Committee quickly agreed that everything
would be done the same as it was d o n e for the previous (9th) Panchen
Lama.
A week later, o n 19 April, Fan Mirig, the Panchen Lama, a n d the Panchen's entourage left Kumbum Monastery for Lanzhou. From there they flew
to Xi'an and then Beijing. As h e had promised, Fan Ming organized the
journey precisely according to the etiquette d o n e for previous pailchen
lamas.""
While these events were unfolding, tlie deadlock over negotiations with
the Tibetan government broke, a n d as discussed earlier, at the e n d of January 1951, Tibetan government representatives met with Ambassador Yuan
in New Delhi and agreed to send a delegation to Beijing for negotiations.
This delegation left Yadong in late March." Beijing now had in its grasp the
peaceful liberation agreement it had so vigorously sought, and it turned to
a serious assessment of how to maximile tlie likelihood of success in the upcoming negotiations. As a result of this, the Panchen-Dalai conflict was reassessed, and at some point in March 01- April, Mao and his main adviser o n
Tibet, Li Weihan, moved closer to tlie Southwest Bureau's view: that creating a distinct Front and Bark Tibet was not liistorically accurate and l l ~ a it
t
would be a strategic mistake for the (:CP to create that division now. Mao
helievrd that tlie Dalai Lama was thc most important figure in Tibet and was
[he kc)' incorporating Tibet succcssfi~lly,so he decided to be careful not
i n a ~ l ~ c r t r nlrt
tl~
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Fan Ming wrote that h e learned of this only when the Panchen Lama met
Mao in Beijing.
O n e thing planned at the time was to get the Panchen to present a Tibetan
ceremonial scarf (tib. khata) to Chairman Mao at Tiananmen on 1 May, Labor Day, so that the whole world could see that the Panchen Lama was the first
Tibetan to present such a scarf to Chairman Mao. It was very meaningful. The
person who accepted the scarf for Chairman Mao was Li Weihan, and I was
right beside Chairman Mao. . . . I escorted the Panchen when he met with
Chairman Mao. . . . After Mao inspected the troops at Tiananmen, he had his
first conversation with the Panchen. Premier Zhou, Li Weihan, myself, Che
Jigme, and the Panchen Lama were present. During the conversation, Chairman Mao praised the Panchen's group. At the same time . . . he made a key
point that all nationalities in China should be united and all nationalities should
b~ un,ited internally. We were unlike the GMD, who tried to win over one group
and in the meantime tried to hit another group. So at that time we asked the
Panchtv to coopmte with the Central Committee in winning over the Dalai Lama. . . .
This was when the Central Committee decided that Tibet should be a unified
Tibet, not an entity divided into Front and Back Tibet. This was the first time
such a decision was made. Tibetans should unite together internally and the
Dalai and Panchen should unite together. T h e Central Committee would provide unified leadership to the whole Tibet.5H

Consequently, by the time negotiations began in Beijing, Mao and the Central Committee had shifted to a strategy in which the interests of Dalai Lama
were more important than those of the Panchen Lama. Mao and the Chinese central government, to be sure, were still committed to the Panchen
Lama. Mao had personally accepted the Qinghai boy as the authentic
Panchen Lama and was committed to assist him to return to Tibet and resume his territories and authority, although now there was n o policy for what
a settlement of the conflict should look like-only that a settlement should
occur and the two lamas should cooperate in a unified Tibet.
The Chinese side got its first glimpse of how difficult this would be when
the Tibetan negotiators refused to participate in a welcoming ceremony for
the Panchen Lama, saying they did not recognile Tseden Gompo as the genuine incarnation of the previous Panchen Lama. Takla, the Chinese-language
translator for Tibetan delegation (and the Dalai Lama's brother-in-law), recalled what happened when the Panchen Rinpoche arrived in Beijing on
27 April.
The day after we arrived at Beijing, we were told that the Panchcn 1,ama wollld
arrive the next day and that all of 11shad to go to welcome him at the railway
station.

$4.

Fan Ming I gH7: :$ti (emphasis adrlerl).

At that time, Ngabo a n d all of us discussed this, saying, "We [the Tibetan
government] haven't recognized the Panchen Lama. According to the policy
of the Tibetan government, there are three candidates-two in Tibet and one
in Amdo, and this candidate [the Amdo one] cannot be recognized until he
goes to Tibet [for examination] ."
But, the Chinese insisted, saying that we had to go to welcome him. So Nagbo
and we discussed this and decided that Ngabo and Kheme, the [chief] representatives, would not go to welcome the Panchen Lama, but the three of us,
Sambo, Sandutsang (Rinchen), and I [one junior official and the two translators], would go to welcome him. This was to show that we did not accept the
Panchen Lama.5"

Sambo also recalled t h a t day.
The Chinese told us to go and receive him at the railway station, but at that
time we had yet to accept and recognize him as the real reincarnation of the
Panchen Rinpoche. We discussed this among ourselves, and we decided that
only I should go to receive him.""
Q. Did Ngabo give you instructions about how to receive him and how to
behave toward him?
There were no instructions, but I acted as if I were meeting an old friend.
1 did not offer him a scarf. We also did not shake hands. T h e Chinese actually
wanted me to go in full official dress, but Ngabo didn't say anything about doing this, so I went wearing an ordinary gown. Most probably the Panchen Lama
thought that I was just an ordinary Tibetan."
With the negotiations a b o u t t o b e g i n , t h e C h i n e s e felt this situation was impossible a n d set o u t t o pressure t h e T i b e t a n g o v e r n m e n t t o recognize t h e
legitimacy of this P a n c h e n L a m a . S a m b o recalled,
A few days later, when the talks began on 2 May, the Chinese side raised this issue when Li Weilian asked Ngabii what special instructions he had received regarding the Pancheri Lama. When Ngabii told him that he had none, Li said,
"How is that possible, because it is one of the most irnport-nnt concerns and events
for Tibetans?" Ngabii agreed bur told hitn again that he didn't have any instrnctions. Then 1.i asked him: " W o ~ ~you
l d accept him as the real Panchen h n poche?" Ngabii said that he could not accept anyone as the reincarnatiw of
111~Piinchen Litma and explained how at present there were two or three candidates f o ~[lie position ofP;~nchcnI,am;i in Lhasa. He went on to explain that
llltilnately il divitiation (tih. thukdatn) would he done to select the correct person. To this 1.i replied tllar thc central governmcnl had already accepted this
ns thc t r Ile inca nation, nic;aning that Ngahii had to support them in this.

5 0 . 'Tiikla (I'hii~ltso'Tilshi), in~c.r-vicw,I ! ) ! ) I ,1.ondo11.Also see Stag Iha (Takla) 1995: 2:40.
ti(). tic. ~nc-ansthat hr was the- only l'tlll mc~nher.of'thr nr:gotiating tram to go; the other
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'L~shi]ant] Silntlulsang [Rinchcn]) wrl-r the delegation's translators.
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Ngabo then told them, "If you have accepted him that is good, but we have
not accepted him." T h e Chinese were polite and diplomatic, and discussions
on this went on for about six or seven days. T h e Chinese would put forward
new arguments, trying to convince the Tibetans to accept the Qinghai boy
Tseden Compo as the Panchen Rinpoche, but the Tibetan side absolutely refused."' Finally the Chinese asked Ngabo to please accept him to save the "face"
of Mao and the central government. T h e Chinese side simply would not go on
with the negotiations, and ultimately the Tibetan team sent a telegram to the
Dalai Lama in Yadong, asking for instructions. Ngabo said in the telegram, "If
yo11 don't recognize the Qinghai boy as the Panchen Lama, it will harm the
negotiations." A response came quickly from the Dalai Lama, saying, "After
doing divination it has been determined that the Panchen Lama in Beijing is
the true incarnation of the 9th Panchen Lama."6"

This response was welcomed by the Tibetan delegation, since it was beginning to look as if the negotiations would end before they started. In accordance with Tibetan customs, the next day the delegation went to visit the
Panchen Lama and showed him the proper respect, prostrating three times
and giving him the mendredensum offering.64
For the Chinese and the Panchen Lama, of course, recognition was only
one issue to be resolved. Equally critical was the Tibetan government's acceptance of the return of the Panchen Lama to Tibet and the restoration of
his control over his territories. In turn, that acceptance and restoration required the resolution of the dispute over the relative authority between the
two. This provoked a terrible argument, as Ngabo recalled.
After it was tlecicled to sign the Seventeen-Point Agreement and the seven-point
[secret] codicil to the agreement, a new matter was put forward. They said,
"Although the matter between the Central Committee and the local Tibetan
government has been settled, now we have to settle an internal matter in Tibet. T h e 9th Panchen Lama and the I :3th Dalai 1,ama didn't get along well, 9 0
the 9th Panchen Lama had to go to China. He passed away in Jyekundo, and
the present loth Panchen Lama was recognized. If we clo not settle the important issues between the Panchen's Administrative Council and the local [Tibetan] government, it will not be okay, even if the matter between the central
government and the local Tibetan government would bt. settled."
We were not given orclers t o settle this matter, ant1 the contradiction between the local Tibetan government ant1 the Panchen's Administrative C01lncil is not $0small nn issue, so we were not in n position [ t o be involvcd in this
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matter.] Therefore, we insisted that we could not accept this. We were ordered
to negotiate with the central government for a peaceful agreement; we were
not given the order to settle the matter between the local government and the
Panchen's Administrative Council. Please d o not talk to us about this matter.
You can talk about this separately later on. All of us insisted on saying that.
The delegation of the Central Committee, however, kept insisting, saying,
"That will not be okay. You people have to settle this matter." So we told them,
"We will definitely not accept this, because we d o not have orders concerning
this; and we are not in a position to interfere in this matter."
At that moment, the head of the central government's delegation, Li Weihan, said, "If you d o not settle this internal matter, we will not be able to sign
the agreement between the central government and the local government."
We responded, "If this is the case, it does not make any difference to us (tib.
khyebar mindu). We can leave the agreement. We d o not need to sign the agreement. We are not going to meddle in this matter. If the [central] government
insists on saying that we have to settle the matter between the local government and the Panchen's Administrative Council, we cannot d o that, because
we were not ordered to deal with it. If you continue to insist on that, we don't
need to sign the agreement; we can tear it up."
[Ngabo then added,] "The central government should take responsibility
for Kheme, Sambo, and the other delegates and send them back to Tibet safely.
I have been appointed as a leader in the Chamdo Liberation Committee, so 1
kind of belong to Chamdo, and I can stay in Chamdo. I don't need to go back
to Tibet. I can stay in Beijing temporarily if you say so." I told the four delegation members, "You people should go back to Tibet. I will stay in Beijing o r in
Chamdo. You were sent purposely [to negotiate] so the central govel-nment
will take the responsibility to send you safely to Tibet." So the agreement, . . .
on which we had been negotiating for days, was [figuratively] torn up.
After two or three days. Song Zhiyuan, a member of the central government's delegation, said that he wanted to see me. I told him okay. At that time,
the interpreter was Phiinwang. We were staying in the Beijing Hotel, so we met
in the hotel at about 0 A . M . T h e other delegates were not present; only the two
of 11snegotiated.
At that time, the Panchen L;~niawas about twelve o r thirteen years old, so
probably thi$ was a I-equestmade by Iiis attendants or the Panchen Lama's Administrative (:or~ncil,or pcrhaps i t wiis the idea of the central government. But
anYw;ly, they were talking about sepiu-ating (J and Tsang, saying the territories
beyond [soulh of] thc (;amhala Pass should belong to the Panchen Lama's
Administrative ( : o ~ ~ n c and
i l , the te1-ritories beyond it [north], to the local [Tihetan] governrncnt.
I told thcm, "Thar will not he okay. N o matter how many times you tell me
;'h()ut i t , I will not arccpt it. This is a crlstorn confirmed from ancient times, so
I t will I l ~ be
t
okay f o r yo11 t o p l ~ fol-will-d
t
some kind of new policies and new
(onditiolls."
Wt' wt'lc, ~alkingl o each other like this ,Inti1 noon, when we had our lunch
allc\ look a rest. We sti~rrcdtalking ;lgain at 2-:3 P . M . At that time, we did not
accel't their views, and t h y illso did not accept orlrs. So we had a disagree-
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CONFRONTATION A N D ADJUSTMENT

ment, and we were supposed to meet the next day. However, at about 7 P.M.,
Song Zhiyuan said, "I have an idea about how to write this in the agreement.
[We should write] that we will not interfere with the rank and power held respectively when the 1 gth Dalai Lama and the 9th Panchen Lama were getting
along well." I told him " . . . It is proper to say that, . . . so I will accept this. But,
if you put forward some new policies that say more than that, I will not accept
it." Then he [Song Zhiyuan] said, "That will be okay. I [Song] was sent by the
delegation of the Central Committee as their representative." Now, the two of
us had agreed on this, so we could continue the negotiation^.^^

So in the end, the Chinese side was able to induce the Tibetan government
to recognize the l o t h Panchen Lama, accept his return, and agree to vague
language in the Seven teen-Point Agreement that specified that the Panchen
Lama and his followers could assume his previous rights and powers. The
two points dealing with this in the agreement said,
Point 5: The established status, functions and powers of the Panchen Erdini shall be maintained.
Point 6: By established status, functions, and powers of the Dalai Lama and
of the Panchen Erdini are meant the status, functions and powers of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and the Ninth Panchen Erdini when they were in friendly
and amicable relations with each other.ti6

Fan Ming, who was there advising the Chinese delegation, did not get everything he had sought, but i t was still a major victory for the Panchen Lama's
side. T h e new Panchen Lama was now recognized by the Dalai Lama and
would be able to return on what, to him and his officials, seemed like their
own terms, since they would be returning for the first time with their own
troops, the Bodyguard Regiment.
However, the negotiations were unable to clarify any of the issues that had
caused the 9th Panchen Lama to flee, and both sides had to accept putting
off discussions on these issues until a future time. It would be years before
all the details of those rights would be mutually accepted.

MERGING T H E TWO ARMIES I N 1,HASA

Mao's decision to create a "~~nified"
Tihet meant that no longer woulrl two work
committees administer different parts of Tibet, one from the Northwest Bureau and one from the Southwest Bureau. Insteatl, Mao instructed the Northwrst's Tihet Work Committee to mrrge with the Southwrst's, and the Southwest's now became the major part of thr new unified Tibet Work (:ommittre."'
tir,. N ~ a h i iigHg.
66. See chapter 4.
6j. Ji 1qy3;1:45.

Chinese records reveal that the Southwest Bureau a n d the Central Committee were already discussing this at the e n d of March, when the Southwest
Bureau sent a plan to the Central Committee regarding how to create such
a new unified work committee.
The Tibet Work Committee [of the Southwest Bureau] was previously under
the leadership of Zhang Guohua and included seven others such as Tan
Guansan, Wang Qimei, Chang Pingjia, Chen Mengyi, Li Zhai, and Liu Zhengguo (are all military cadres), and Phiinwang. Zhang is the secretary, and Tan is
deputy secretary. For the purpose of [creating] collective leadership, the Northwest Bureau's Tibet Work Committee members deserve to be included in the
new committee organization. There are two alternative plans for doing this:
The first one is that the members of the Northwest Party's [Tibet] Work
Committee can all take part in being added to the cadres of the Eighteenth
Army Corps. However, this plan involves a few too many people, and it would
be difficult for all these people to work together.
The second plan is that in addition to the previously mentioned eight people
[from the Southwest Bureau], some of the Northwest's [Tibet] Work Committee members, such as Fan Ming, Mu Shengzhong, and Ya Hanzhang, could
take part.
We have concluded that this plan is better than the first one. It would be
easier for fewer-people to get together and discuss problems. However, before
the two organizations become one, the two party organizations will be left
un~hanged."~

Two months later, after the signing of the Seventeen-Point Agreement in late
May, Fan Ming was ordered to meet with the Southwest Bureau's Zhang Guohria and Deng Xiaoping in Chongqing to discuss the integration of the two
army forces. They agreed that the Northwest Cavalry, which was entering Tibet and accompanying the Panchen Lama, was to be classified as an "independent detachment" (ch. douzi) of the Eighteenth Army Corps but would
march into Tibet s~porot~ly
under the force's existing structure and remain
under the leadel-ship of the Northwest Bureau and Northwest Military Headqllarters until i t actually n r r i ~ in
~ ~1,hasa.
d
Only then would that cavalry force
hc unified into the single Tibet Military Area Headquarters. This decision
madc on 25 May I 05 I .'i'' O n I I June i q5 i , the Central Committee accepted the Southwest Bureau's second alternative and sent reply telegrams
indicating this acccplanrc to both t h e Southwest and Northwest bureaus.70
As both armies were prrparing to march into Tibet, the issue of the
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Panchen Lama again arose, for it was still to be decided when h e and his entourage (and troops) should return. Originally they were scheduled to return with Fan Ming a n d the Northwest Bureau's troops, but in late June the
Central Committee decided that it would be better if the Panchen Lama left
later than Fan Ming a n d the troops so that h e would be arriving after the
Dalai Lama arrived in Lhasa from Yadong.
The telegram also gave information about the Panchen's departure and
wanted him to postpone leaving until the Dalai Lama arrived. Once this occurred, the Panchen's arrival will be all the more fruitful. After Fan Ming's departure, Ya Hanzhang should continue to work at the Panchen's base. The
Panchen's party can send a few people to accompany Fan Ming to Tibet [in
advance of the Panchen] ."
Fan Ming and his force left for Tibet o n 2 2 August 195 1. O n 4 November
they reached Nagchuka, where they stayed for ten days. They arrived in Lhasa
on 1 December.

DISCORD W I T H I N T H E PI,A

The Central Committee's decision to have a unified administration in Tibet
sounded reasonable on paper, but serious problems lurked beneath the surface. Tensions involving the Northwest and Southwest armies arose even hefore Fan Ming reached Lhasa. These differences went beyond the divergent
positions regarding the Panchen Lama a n d the issue of Front and Back Tibet;
they also included the victorious Chamdo military campaign of 1950, for which
the Northwest army people believed they had not received proper credit.
T h e main attack force in the Chamdo campaign was the Southwest's Eighteenth Army Corps, but troops from the Northwest were involved through
their cavalry unit of five hundred troops, under the immediate command
of Sun Gong and, above him, Fan Ming. They were well equipped with new
bren guns and given the critical task of defeating the defending Tibetan
forces o n Chamdo's northwest border (at Riwoche) and then rushing south
to the key crossroads juncture at Enda to cut the single road to L.hasa. This
w o ~ ~then
l d trap the entire Tibetan army, which by then wo~ildbe retreating
from Chamdo, where the main attack would occur. Sun's troops marched
without ctop for the last four days and nights and arrived at Enda only shortly
before the retreating force of Ngabii. AS mentioned earlier, when Ngahfi
learned of the preyence of Sun's troops, he retreated rather than attempt to
fight his way through and camped at a nearby monastery, waiting to sur7 1 . Zhonggong xi7ang 7izhiq11dangshi
I!)!=,'.
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render. Thus, the troops who actually captured Ngabo and the rest of the
top Tibetan officials with him were the Northwest's cavalry onit. This was
one of the campaign's most critical engagements, since the entire Chinese
battle plan was predicated o n cutting off the escape route of the Tibetan
army and disabling it as a fighting force.
The Northwest Cavalry took Ngabo a n d the others back to Chamdo, where
the main force of the Eighteenth Army Corps was now headquartered. At
this juncture, friction arose between the Northwest a n d Southwest troops,
the crux of which was that the Northwest troops felt they had played a crucial role in the campaign a n d this warranted recognition a n d honor that the
Southwest leaders were not affording them. Gyentsen Phiintso, o n e of
Ngabo's officials, recalled this clearly.
Then Ngabo and . . . the rest were returned to Chamdo. T h e troops that captured them were cavalry from Qinghai. They were Fan Ming's troops and came
from Riwoche. T h e ones who took Chamdo were the Eighteenth Army Corps.
Then there was a meeting right after this of the two forces, and there was a
big argument. The Eighteenth Army Corps said, "We liberated Chamdo," and
Fan Ming's army said, "We captured Ngabo." This argument went on for half
a day."

Fan Ming also commented o n this.
The Northwest troops, my cavalry detachment, moved from Xiangride to
Dingqing [Dengchen] to move around behind Ngabo and Lhalu. It was the
cavalry detachment of the First Field Army [of the Northwest Btlreau], and I
was its division commancler. . . . Ngabii was captured by my troops.
After we captured Ngabii, there were some disputes among our troops [the
PIA]. From [his point on, we had some problems with the Southwest. When
we captllrcd Ngabo, his horse had a gold saddle, and there were other things
of his, weapons, ~ h awe
t captured. T h e other side came [the Eighteenth Arrny
(:orps] and asked for these things. So they took the captives and all his things,
including the gold saddle."' Thc troops of Pcng Dehilai always gave consideration to tlic whole situation. So we gave them these things. They [the southwest force] (lid not get such ordcrs from a higher level, jrrst the division level
officer, Wlr Zhong. We handcd over all tlic cilprives and their stuff to thc Eigliteenth Army (;orps.
[IfNgaho h;itl cscaped from this route and we had not orrtflanked him] we
corllcl 11otli;~vcwon the oppol tr~nityl o liberi~teTibet peacef~lly.Ngabii's srlr~-cntlcrto us rc;illy hclped thc peacefill liberation of Tibet. . . . Ngabo was captllrcd hy us, i~ntltliroi~gliorlr work hc changed his attitude toward 11s. . . . From

i'. (;)'c.llrscn Phiititso, in~ct.vic.w.I !)92, 1,hasa.
73. Phiinwz.;tt~g
(intct-vicw, 2 0 0 0 , Heijing) claims ~ h r r was
e n o g o l d s;lddle hut a g r e e d there
\\'AS
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this point of view, without the battles [of his troops] at this time, there would
be n o peaceful liberation of Tibet.74

In fact, to this day, according to Fan Ming a n d others, the former leaders
of the Southwest Bureau d o not adequately acknowledge the crucial role
played by the Northwest troops. Consequently, the Northwest Cavalry
troops felt slighted a n d returned to Qinghai somewhat bitter.'"his
resentment remained below the surface but was real a n d was an added factor complicating the relations between the two armies after they reached
Tibet.
T h e lingering bad feelings between the two armies came to the surface
as soon as Fan Ming's troops reached Nagchuka near Tibet's northeastern
border. Le Yuhong recalled this in his diary.
Zhang Jingwu and I went to the army headquarters to talk with Zhang Guohua and Tan Guansan [on 27 November 195 11. I said that I heard from the
troops that Fan Ming's force has arrived at Nagchuka. We have an army station there, and Fan Ming's troops asked them for a lot of grain and fodder and
food. They [the Southwest army station] thought they were asking for too much
so gave them less. Fan Ming's troops were angry. The troops stationed in
Nagchuka say that Fan Ming's troops were asking for too much, and later when
Fan's troops reach Lhasa, if they demand lots of grain, etc., things will not work
out well. [I said that ] If there are not good and friendly relations between the
two lorces, it will be bad, and I am worried about this. Zhang Guohua said since
this [news] came from the troops [i.e., was an unofficial rumor], we don't know
if this is true or not. However, we have to be big-hearted and establish friendly
relations [not be angry about small things]. . . .
Three days later when Fan Ming reached the outskirts of Lhasa, he raised
four points with the Southwest generals. O n the basis of this, Le Yuhong
wrote in his diary, "Because the demands he put forward for his troops when
they arrived in Lhasa were too high, I think Comrade Fan Ming will have
diffic~rlties.""

Fan Ming, in an interview, conveys how differently he saw the two army units
and how superior he felt his soldiers and officials were.
When we first got to Tibet, the Tibetans viewed us as two military units. They
called me Commander Pan [they pronounced Fan as Pan], and called Zhang
C;uohrra, Commander Zhang [i.e., Fan was equal in status with Zhangl. MY
troops all wore khaki uniforms and were equipped with s~tbmarhineguns. Ollr
troops also had carbines from the Korean War. The troops of the Southwest
were not equipped with good weapons. They knew our troops were Peng De74. Fan Ming, interview. 1qg:3.
7.5 Fan Ming, intervirw, I ggg.
76. 1.e I 985: :joH-g, entry for 27 November I gr, I to :%oDrcernher.
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huai's troops.77. . . My troops all supported the Panchen. T h e Southwest's
troops all supported the Dalai ~ a m a . ~ ~

Phiinwang, the only Tibetan cadre in the Southwest Bureau's Tibet Work
Committee, was present at Fan Ming's arrival in Lhasa on 1 December 1952.
His recollections parallel those of Le Yuhong.
Some tension arose between the two Bureau's forces even before the Northwest's troops arrived in Lhasa. As Fan Ming neared Lhasa, h e sent one of his
officials, Bai Yufeng, ahead to meet with Zhang J i n p and Zhang Guohua regarding arrangements. Fan Ming had definite ideas about his arrival; he wanted
his troops to march in a grand procession around the Barkor street. When Bai
told us this, Zhang Guohua immediately said tliat this would be a bad idea.
"On the one hand," he said, "your animals and soldiers will be tired after their
longjourney and therefore they will not make a good impression. O n the other
hand, when our main force entered Lhasa, there was an elaborate ceremony in
which the Council Ministers and the Tibetan army participated, so it is really
not appropriate to d o this again." Then Zhang introduced me to him, saying,
"This is Phiinwang. H e is the top official among Tibetans and a committee
member of the Southwest Bureau. We should ask his opinion."
I was put on the spot, but I expressed my feelings honestly. "I agree with
Comrade Zhang's reservations," I said. "Atid in addition to his concerns, I think
that if you bring your troops into the city, it will be difficult to find enough
grass to feed the hundreds of horses and camels you have." I also added that
having another grand procession of troops would be an unnecessary flaunting of Chinese military power. "We are trying hard," I said, "to give Tibetans
the impression that we are friends, not conquerors." So Zhang told Bai Yufeng
to tell Fan Ming not to risk offending the Tibetans by marching around the
Barkor. Fan Ming, however, ignored Zhang Guoliua's instructions and did exactly what he wanted. Looking back, this kind of incident was a precursor to a
serious conflict of views that emerged in Tibet within the party leadership
throughout the i 950s.
Fan Ming's arrival in Lhasa also created problems with the Tibetan government hecause Fan was angry about his reception by the Tibetan government. We had told tlie Council of Ministers [Kashag] tliat they should send
officials to receive Fan outside of the citv in accordance with Tibetan custom.
The)' agreed. However, they sent a delegation headed by only a middle-level
follrth rank official. From o w sidr olro, our top Irodns, Zhnng Jingn)u a n d Zhnng
c~lohllo,dtd no! nftrnd. R o l h ~TOP
t srn! lorun offic~nls-Alo Putrang [Lr Yuhong], Xu
nonlll, ( ; h ~ lingl~o
n
ond nzysclJ.
None of ~ h e s edecisions was lost on Fan Ming. He was so furious with the
Tll'etans that when the head of tlie Tibetan welcoming delegation stepped to-

7 7 . A1 this titnr Pcng DeIlrlai was a major f'orrc in China, For h e was the commander-in('hirfor the, PI.A's army fighting in Korca.
i g . Fan Ming, intrl-vicw. I < j y { .
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ward him to present him with a ceremonial scarf, h e angrily pushed it away,
treating the gesture with contempt. We were all shocked by his behavior. I overheard the Tibetan officials expressing disbelief at what they were seeing, and
I had to admit that I agreed with them. I could not imagine what Fan was thinking. H e should have been treating the representatives of the Tibetan government with respect, not disdain. His behavior made a powerful negative impression on me, and certainly on the Tibetan official^.'^

Fan Ming's anger at his reception outside Lhasa was matched by that of the
Panchen Lama's chief official, CheJigme. H e had come with Fan Ming's force
to meet with the Tibetan government a n d work o u t the arrangements for
the Panchen Lama's return to Tibet. Like Fan, h e was insulted by the Tibetan government's relatively junior delegation. Le Yuhong recorded in his
diary his meeting with Che Jigme just after h e arrived in Lhasa.
Then I went to Che Jigme to talk with him. . . . [He] was wearing Chinese
clothes rather than Tibetan dress and said that h e had n o plans to wear Tibetan clothes. He said that we [the PLA] should be more assertive with the
Council of Ministers [Kashag]. He also said that it isn't possible to say whether
the Dalai Lama and Panchen Lama are higher o r lower. There are reasons on
both sides. No one but the Buddha can say who is higher.
I thought that having harmonious relations between the two lamas was not
a small thing and that this is rather a big issue."

From the start, therefore, Fan Ming thought the Southwest Bureau's officials
were not compelling the Dalai Lama's government to show respect to him
and to Che Jigme, the Panchen Lama's top official. Bad relations between
the Southwest and Northwest bureaus' officials would continue and actually
worsen in the coming years, because Fan Ming also did not agree with Mae's
gradualist policy and favored quickly implementing reforms.

T H E NEW TIBET WORK (;OMMITTEE

The first task for the two armies was to disband each separate Tibet Work
Committee and establish the new integrated Tibet Work Committee. As
Phiinwang put i t ,
Although incidents like this [with Fan Ming at the welcome ceremony] were
regrettable, our mandate from Beijing was to forge a good working relationship between the Southwest and Northwest Bureau units. Since each had [heir

.i!).Q~lotedin (;oldstein. Sherap, iind Siehvnschrrh 2004: I 67 (rmpliasis adtlc.tl).
Ho. 1.e 1 <)H5::$()!)-I o. entry f i x 20 November I gy, I . %hang( ; u o h ~ ~wa o ~ ~ later.
l d (in 10.54)
make a self-confession in which h e said that it was his rniRtAkrant1 shortcoming not l o ;lppb'
more pressure o n Ngahii to have a council. or Kashag, minister g o to welromc* ( : h e , l i g m (zhil('
~
I 9gH: Hfi)
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Figure i 6. Joint celebration of the arrival of the Northwest army's troops in
Lhasa, December I 95 1 , left to right: Mu Shengzhong, Fan Ming, Zhang Jingwu,
Zhang Cuohua, Tan Guansan, i December- I 95 1. Source: Fan Ming

own Tibet Work Committee, we set out to merge the two sets of officials into
a new unified Tiher Work Committee which wo111dbe the group of our people
who discussed and decided on all important issues on Tibetan affairs for the
Chinese side.H1
In keeping with previous plans, the new Tibet Work Committee was to inclrtde officials from both armies, with the first secretary a n d the majority
of members coming from the Southwest Bureau. It would be like a party
committee in a province of inland China. O n r, December 1 CJ~, 1 , Zhang Guollua reported the formation of the new unified Tibet Work Committee to
the Sot~thwestBureau, which forwal-ded his report to the Central Comniittee
on I 2 December. A week laler-, 011 1 q L)ecember, Beijing gave its approval.
A frw weeks latrr, on i oJanuary 1952, a f o r ~ n amreting
l
marking the establishment of the new uniiied Tihet Work Committee was held in Lhasa, at
wllirh %I~:ing.]ingwt~
announced the appointments approved by the Central (;omnlittre. T h r first party sect-etal-y was Zliang Guohua (SWB); the
'Irl"lty srcrrtiit-irs WCI-cb T.111 ( : ~ ~ i ~ n s a(SWB)
n
and Fan Ming (NWB). T h e
O t I l ~ mrlii1)cl-s
l
wet-c Y.1 H a n ~ l l a n g(NWB), Mu Shengrliong (NWB),Chang
Rillgglli (SWB). Wang Qimri (SWR), (:heng Mingyi (SWB). 1.i J u r (SWB),

Liu Zhengguo (SWB), and Phiinwang (SWB).82Zhang Jingwu was not included in the new Tibet Work Committee, since h e had come as the representative of the Central Committee a n d was scheduled to return to his
position in Beijing.
From the outside, therefore, all seemed well. T h e Tibetan side had no
idea about the tensions between the two forces, but they were there and
quickly made themselves felt, because not only did Fan Ming and Zhang Guohua differ in opinion about the Panchen Lama and how to deal with the two
hostile sitsab, but also Fan Ming had issues concerning his own status vis-2vis Zhang Guohua. Fan thought of himself as the "representative" (ch. diabiao) to the Panchen Lama in a manner analogous to that of Zhang Jingwu,
even though he was the representative from only the Northwest Bureau, while
Zhang Jingwu was the representative to the Dalai Lama from the Central
Committee. Nevertheless, he took this issue seriously and considered that it
gave him a status more equivalent to Zhang Jingwu and more elevated than
that of Zhang Guohua and Tan Guansan, who were just military commanders. In his own words,
Zhang Jingwu was the representative to Lhasa in Front Tibet, and I was the
representative to the Panchen's administration. These two representatives were
both under the direct leadership of the Central Committee, just like Dalai and
Panchen were parallel and both under the leadership of Beijing. As the representative to the Panchen's administration, I was also under the leadership
of the Central Committee. Zhang Jingwu, the representative to Dalai's government (Kashag), was the same as I was. T h e Central Committee had direct
leadership of the Dalai's group and the Panchen's group as well. It wasjust like
this. It was not like a small representative being under the leadership of a big
representative. Many people d o not understand this. . . . So as the representative to the Panchen's administration, I was appointed by the Central C O ~ I mittee and was under the leadership of the Central ~ o m r n i t t e e . ~ : '

A Tibetan scholar who was in the Eighteenth Army Corps at that time explains further.
Zhang Guohua was a general and was not very verbal. He just answered things
directly. Fan Ming was educated and literate and was very verbal. Zhang (;uohua acted like a military officer in his demeanor, whereas Fan Ming had a lot
of elegance, like a C;uornindang official. For example, when he gave lectrrres
he wotlld be very casi~aland would keep o n e hand in his pocket. Fan Ming
was previously a Guomindang soldier but was also a secret spy for the C(T. So
at this time everyone called Fan Ming "Da zhang wei" (Great Political (:om-

H;! Zhonggong xi7ang ~ i 7 h i q udangghi liliao 7heng ji weiyrlanhrli I !)go, rntry For
cember 1 gy, I ; J i I 9 9 3 a
83. Fan Ming. interview, I 9 9 5 .
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missar). In the regiment, when Fan Ming spoke, the solders didn't like it, but
the intellectuals liked him. He would speak in a way that highlighted his knowl-

edge and learning. And his calligraphy was the best in Tibet. Over the past
forty years, Fan Ming was the best in Chinese writing and poetics. [In addition, Fan Ming] had strong backing from Peng Dehuai and Xi Zhongxun [the
leaders of the First Field Army and Northwest Bureau] .'"
Fan Ming thought that h e should have the lead role in the Tibet Work Committee, while Zhang Guohua should focus his work o n being head of the
Military Headquarters, that is, o n army matters, not c i d a n d political affairs.
This would have meant that Fan Ming would have had all the ~ower.*''
The internal discord between Fan and the Southwest Bureau that quickly
bubbled to the surface became so significant that Mao was alerted (probably by Zhang Jingwu), a n d two months later, o n 7 March, the Central Committee reversed itself a n d instructed Zhang Jingwu to remain in Tibet a n d
serve as first party secretary (while also retaining his position in Beijing as
director of the General Office of the Central Military Commission). Zhang
Guohua now became first deputy secretary, and Tan Guansan a n d Fan Ming
became second and third deputy secretaries. This, of course, meant that now
it was a central government official rather that a Southwest Bureau official
who was the head secretary in Tibet. Zhang Guohua remained head of the
PLA forces in Tibet. In addition to this, a deliberate attempt was made to
placate Fan Ming and the Northwest by giving them important positions. As
Phiinwang recalled, "The Northwest Bureau officials were given important
posts and ended u p having substantial power in the day-to-day work activities. Fan Ming, for example, was appointed director of the United Front Work
Department, a critical office because it was responsible for managing relations with Tibetans. Mu Shengzhong and Ya Hanzhang, the other two senior Northwest officers, were given important positions as well."R"Fan Ming
. . I was in charge of the work in Tibet. Zhang
confirmed this: "Before 1958,
Guohua was in charge of the army in Tibet. . . . Zhang Jingwu was the party
secretary, but I was in the Tibet Work Committee, which had the political
Power. In fact, I was like a deputy secretary for day-to-day work."H7As will be
discussed in a later chapter, Fan Ming subsequently pursued a more hardline leftist, pro-Panchen Lama agenda than Zhang J i n p l and Zhang Guohua, creating bitter conflict within the party in Tibet.
.];lnlbey Gyatso commented o n the extraordinary nature of this reversal.

H4. ,lan~hcy(;y-ntso, i1itrrvic.w. i !)g:\.
H.5. .la~nhc.y(;vatso, intcrvic.~,1 c y y 3 .
86. ( ; ~ l d s t r i n Shcrap,
.
and Siehrnschrlh u o o q : l ( i 7 Ya Hanzhang was general secretary of
~ h TW(:.
r
Hs. Fan Ming. interview, I g!):$.
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So Zhang Guohua and Fan Ming were opposed on the way of looking at all
things such as democratic reforms, people, and seating arrangements. Basically on everything. . . . T h e way of seeing things was different. This different
way of seeing things is also (present) now.
And because these two were not friendly, Mao told Zhang Jingwu to stay in
Tibet. H e became the senior secretary, and Zhang Guohua and Fan Ming were
deputy secretaries, as was Tan Guansan. This was the only place where there
was one secretary and three deputy secretaries. At the time I didn't realize there
were these fights, but later I read it in documents. There are twenty-odd
provinces in China, and in all of these there is only one senior secretary and
one deputy. Tibet's having four secretaries is unique. . . . So Zhang Jingwu was
told to stay in L h a ~ a . ~ ~

Unique though this solution was, it was a shrewd move on the part of Beijing,
diffusing one aspect of the discord within the party in Tibet. But serious
strategic and tactical differences remained, and Fan Ming had no intention
of deferring to the views of the Southwest Bureau personnel.

88. jambey Gyatso, interview, 1993.

Chapter

1I

First Steps toward Implementing
the Seventeen-Point Agreement

By the end of October 1grj 1 , the Dalai Lama had formally accepted the
Seventeen-Point Agreement, and the main PLA force had arrived. This set
the stage for the Tibet Work Committee to initiate serious discussions on
starting to implement the agreement. T h e committee's problem, however,
was deciding which items to push a n d how hard. T h e Chinese leaders in
Lhasa clearly understood they should avoid volatile issues such as land reforms and class struggle campaigns, but beyond that, things were murkier.
In November and December I grj 1 , the Tibetan and Chinese sides still had
completely separate administrative structures, so o n e of the first issues the
Chinese raised was setting u p two new joint administrative structures that
would be directly under the central government and would include Chinese
and Tibetan government officials working side by side.

T H E T I B E T MII.ITAKY AREA HEAI)QIJARTEKS

One of these "new" offices was a Tibet Military Area Headquarters, which
worild ultimately overscc both Tibetan and Chinese troops. It had been
specifically mentioned in point 1 5 of the Seventeen-Point Agreement.
In ordcr to cnsrrrc the iniple~~ientation
of this agreement. the Central People's
(;ovcrnlncnl sli;rll set 11p ;I military and aclministr.ative committee' and a milil:~r)larea headquarters in Tibct.

In adrlition, point 8 of the agreement called for the gradual integration of
fhr Tihrtan army into the I'IA and the Tibet Military Area Headquarters.
1 . 7'llis Ilarne is sornr1imc.s transla~rdas "committee" and someti~nes
as "hureai~."
I will use
"('olnr~iillrc."
in this I,ook rxcrpt i l l q~rotatiorlst h ; ~I I S~C " h ~ ~ ~ . r ; l u . "
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Tibetan troops shall be gradually reorganized by stages into the People's Lib
eration Army, and become a part of the national defense forces of the People's
Republic of China.'

As mentioned in earlier chapters, the Tibetan army was a sensitive issue for
the sitsab and many other Tibetan officials who saw the continuation of a
separate army as an important symbol of Tibet's unique political status. At
this time, the Tibetan government had its own military headquarters, which
was located in the Shol area below the Potala Palace. It oversaw-recruited,
paid, disciplined-its own troops without consultation or interference from
the Chinese side. When the Chinese raised this issue, the sitsab totally o p
posed all steps that would in any way begin mmgzngthe Tibetan army into the
PLA. Even discussions about changing the Tibetan army's uniforms and its
flag, therefore, precipitated heated arguments, not only between the Tibetan
and Chinese, but also within the Chinese side, with Fan Ming and the Northwest cadre taking a much tougher line on this than did Zhang Guohua and
the Southwest Bureau cadre. The Tibetan cadre Phiinwang recalled this.
We noticed that the Tibetan army carried a "snow lion" flag in its drills and
ceremonial appearances and did not carry the national flag of China. (They
also continued to wear their own uniforms.) Some of our leaders, especially
Fan Ming, believed this was not appropriate; it made it seem that Tibet was still
not part of China. This led to heated arguments at the time the Tibet Military
Area Headquarters was established in February 1952.
T h e Tibet Military Area Headquarters was the new office that would be in
charge of all PLA troops in Tibet, including, in the future, the Tibetan troops.
The Tibetan army was slated for eventual integration into the PLA, but in 195 1
and 1952 i t continued to function independently under its traditional leadership. Many of our cadre, like Fan Ming, disapproved, but this had been agreed
upon in the Beijing negotiations. However, the Central Government also
thought it was important symbolically to show that the new Military Headquarters was for both Chinese and Tibetan troops and hacl stipulated (in the secret
codicil) that two senior Tibetan officials would serve as its vice-Commanders.
The Tibetan government complied and selected Ragasha and Ngabii for this.
Both wore PIA uniforms at the inauguration ceremony, as did the commanderin-chief of the Tibetan army. However, the Tibetan army troops who participated in the ceremony contintled to carry their own "snow lion" flag. This infuriatetl Fan Ming and others in the PLA who insisted that since Tibet was not
a country it could not have its own national flag. Fan felt that we shol~ltlforce
the Tibetan government to stop what he considered blatantly reactionary and
"separatist" activities.
Serious arguments occurred over the use of this flag,but Acting Prime Minister [Sitsab] Lukhangwa refused to yield. His position was that this was not a
"national" flag at all but rather the flag of the Tibetan military. As evidence for
2.

See chapter 4.
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this, he stated that this flag had never been flown on any Tibetan government
buildings, and technically he was correct. I wasn't involved in this issue so I don't
have a clear recollection of the whole chain of events and the many arguments,
but to be honest, I could understand how seeing the Tibetan army carrying their
snow lion flag made many PLA troops and commanders unhappy.
Zhang Guohua and Zhang Jingwu opposed Fan Ming on this issue. T h e 18th
Army Corps' basic instructions from Chairman Mao and the Central Government clearly said we must go slowly and make every effort to win over the Dalai
Lama and the elite. Holding this as the prime directive, Zhang Jingwu and
Zhang Guohua believed that forcing the Tibetans to stop using their "military"
flag would be counterproductive. They felt it was a minor symbolic issue that
was not worth an acrimonious fight. I supported their view at the Tibet Work
Committee leaders' meetings since I knew better than the others that i t was
essential for our side to advance cautiously and focus on our long-term goals.
We needed to convince the Tibetan elite that we were not their- lords o r enemies if we were to eventually persuade them to begin making changes themselves. Of course, Fan Ming strongly disagreed. For him, I thought, the flag was
not the real issue. He wanted to end the independence of the Tibetan army and
government altogether, regardless of the consequences for Tibetan-Chinese
relations. So he insisted that we should not let such behavior go unpunished.
I used to joke with some of my Tibetan colleagues that Fan Ming's personality was like that of a brash Khampa who was aggressive and always ready to fight,
whereas the Southwest Bureau's officials were more like the cautious arid calculating Lhasans.
Fortunately, the views of Zhang J i n p and
~ Zhang Guohua carried the day
and the Tibet Work Committee did not push on this issue. Actually, as late as
1958, when I last left Lhasa, the Tibetan army was still carrying their military
flag, although by then they were carrying the national flag as well. This flag issue was the first big difference of opinion that occurred within the Tibet Work
Committee. It would not be the last."

The emotions this issue provoked are illustrated by one wild meeting at which
Fan Ming told the sitsab, "If you don't d o fly national flags, we [the Chinese side] will put it u p on your Military Area Headquarters," a n d so o n .
L u k h a n p a ~ r s p o n d e dangrily, "Even if you put u p flags o n e hundred times,
we will tear them down o n e hundred times." Fan Ming in turn yelled back
that Lukhangwa and 1,obsang Tashi were creating problems between the Chinese and Tibetans and that h e (Fan Ming) was going to tell the Dalai Lama
that he should dimliss them. Lmkhangwa. however, did not bark down, telling
Fan Ming, "If you Chinese ordrr us to resign we will not obey, but if the Dalai
Idama tells us tqjrllnp into the fire, we will kill ourselves by doing that, a n d
if hr s a y s ~ j l ~into
r n ~ the water, we w i l l j ~ m p . ~

3. Qllolcd in (;oldstr.in. Sherap, and Sirbcnschilh 2004: I 7 4 - 7 6
4. Shan kha Ixi (Shasr~r)1999:361-62.
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Figur-e I 7. Tibet,ln a r n y troops with regirnentnl flag, I r)r,os.
Source: Phii1lw;tng (:ollection

T h e Chinese side, however, knew from their Inany cliscussions with Kashag
ministers that opposition to this went f a r beyond the sitsah ant1 was deep and
widespreatl. C:onseqr~entlv,they backed off, a n d Tibetan t~.oopswere not
~nergetl,n o r were r~niformschangecl, n o r the Tibetan flag discontinut:cl.
Howt.ver, the Tibetan side gave the (:hillese a srnall victory by appointing
the two Kashag ministers as vice corn~nanclersof'thc Tibet Military Arca H~aclquarters, which openecl o n I o F c b r - t ~ ; ~I~~.-.~y ~ 2This
. ; ' was a stcp forward for
the (:hincsr hut ;I tiny a n d inainly synibolic step, since thc two rnit1istt.r.s rlicl
n o work in the Militi~ryArea Headqual-ter-s; ~ n t tilt.
l heaclc~r~;~l-tt.rs
had n o illlthority otrrr-any Tihetan ti-oopci;.Mc~reover-,tile (:hirlt.se
;I price. for this
s l l c c t . ~hecaust.
~,
the bittcr ;ir-gllrnents i t prrcipiralvd cxac.c.rl>atetl ~c-nsioll"
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and anger in Lhasa. This was not how Mao Zedong had envisioned the implementation of his gradualist strategy.

T I B E T MILITARY-ADMINISTRATIVE C O M M I T T E E

The other new administrative entity was the Tibet Military-Administrative
Committee. It also had been clearly mentioned in the agreement, and, as
explained earlier, in other parts of China the Military-Administrative Committee was an interim administration operated by the military until "people's
governments" could be organized. In Tibet, however, the Military-Administrative Committee would have a slightly different role, since it would not
replace the traditional government but would coexist with it, at least for
some unspecified period of time. The Military-Administrative Committee
in Tibet was also very different because the Tibet Work Committee was unwilling to create it unilaterally without the approval of the Dalai Lama and
his government.
The idea of creating a military-administrative committee in Tibet had been
strongly opposed by Tibetans right from the start at the negotiations in Beijing and, like the Panchen Lama issue, almost resulted in the breakup of the
negotiations in Beijing, as Phiinwang recalled.
Before raising the issue [of a military and administrative committee] at the
formal meetings, Li Weihan invited Ngabo and me to his quarters. Li Weihan's
thinking was that it would be useful to give Ngabii some time to think about
and discuss the issue of the bureau with his delegation. That night, Li Weihan
began very smoothly. "Things are going well," he said. "We have been working very hard. Although we have had some disagreemenls, for tlie most part
tlie problems have been solved and agreement reached. However, there is one
last item we need to discuss." He paused. "There is a need for us to establish
a Military and Administi.ative Bureau in Tibet. It will be an administrative office
of tlie Central Government, hut the Dalai Lama will serve as its head and a
(:hincsc rep-csentative and the Panclien Lama will serve as vice directors."
When lie finished explaining this, Ngabii, who had listened in silence, politely
excllscd himself. I-Ie and I walked back to or11hotel. He did not say anything
at all abor~tL,i'5 proposal, and so what happened next sui-prised 11sall.
7'111ec day9 later, leeling he h i ~ dgiven tlie Tibetan delegation plenty of time
cligcsr the news, 1.i Weihan ci~llcda meeting. Hc began by discussing the
Propo~alto ~sti~blisll
a Milital-yiind Adniinistl-ative Bureau in Tibet. When the
Til>et,ln dc1cg;rtion 1iea1.d the deiiiils, they erriptcd in siu-prise and angel-.
Tllc Tihcrnn dclegalio~ihad liked the h c t that the agreement as they und~mtoodi r ;~llowcdrhe traditional govel nmenr of tlie Dalai Lama to continue
to hlnc tion illtcl-ni~llyin Tiber. When they heard ahout the new condition, they
"('lc nngi y hct nrlsc tlic idei~01 n Miliral-y and Adminisrrative R ~ I - e aoperatu
1% i l l Til)el %ce~ncd
to u n d c ~ m i n cthe tl-adirional government's supremacy. It
secmcd to 1 I l c m ns if what the Chinese side was giving them with one hand
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they were taking away with another. While Li was explaining the details, I could
hear Kheme whispering things like, "That's bizarre. These talks are never
finished. This is not good."
It was obvious that it was the first time he o r any of the others had heard
about the idea. And things went from bad to worse. I think Li was about to say
something like, "I'm sure Ngabo and you all have discussed this," but he was
interrupted by Lhautara, a monk official, who was livid. H e rolled up his sleeves
and shook his fist in anger. "What is the matter with you people? Every day
there is something new coming down from the Central Government. For
months we have been arguing about a variety of topics, and now, when we
thought things were just about finished, you propose something new like this!"
Ngabo didn't say anything. H e sat there, silent. T h e other Tibetans were
shocked by Li's proposal. After more angry comments from the Tibetan side,
Li Weihan got angry and said, "If that's the way you feel, then you can all pack
u p your bedding and go home." T h e implication, of course, was that the PLA
would liberate Tibet militarily.
Things seemed to be spinning out of control and I decided to try to calm
the situation. I rose and said, "Today at the meeting everyone has gotten angry. There have been lot of comments made and many misunderstandings. Li
U'eihan has said let us all return to the Beijing Hotel. So let's stop here for today. Later we can think and discuss the matter more calmly." I said this on my
own to soften Li's ultimatum, making it sound as though he had meant for
them to return to the holel, not Tibet.
T h e Chinese delegation was caught off guard. It had not thought this was
going to be a difficult issue, not only because it was presumed that Ngabo had
already prepared the way but also because there were Military and Administrative Bureaus like this all over China. It was not something special we were
going to impose in Tibet. . . .
Since we had heard nothing from the Tibetans about this after Li Weihan
told Ngabo, we thought they had agreed. When we got back to the hotel, I went
directly to the Tibetan delegation and tried to explain to them what the Chinese proposal actually meant. Kheme said to me, "Phiinwang-la, this Bureau
makes n o sense. I t is just like adding a rider on the neck of a rider already on
horseback.'' He was very upset and angry. I tried to provide a different interpretation. The first thing I emphasized was that the Military and Administrative Bureau was standard Chinese policy; it wasn't something invented just for
Tibet. I explained that the Central Government had set up such committees
in four or five large areas in the new People's Reprrblic of China. In every case,
they were intended to be temporary administrative structures that would r e p
resent the Central Government until more representative permanent strllctures cot~ldbe established. T h e committee in Tibet worllcl be just one of these
temporary administrative structures ancl would not be above the Tibetan government. And. 1 reminded them, the Dalai I,ama was to be the rider of the
horse, i.e., he would be the head of this committee and would therefore be in
charge. So they didn't have to fear this.
I also indirectly told Kheme and L,hautara that this issue didn't come ollt
of the blue, but that Li Weihan had raised i t with their side earlier. 1 didn't
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mention Ngabo specifically, though, as I thought that this would have been obvious to them. After we talked awhile like this, Kheme a n d the monk official,
Lhautara, said, "Oh, 1 see. Now we understand." Then I asked Kheme if h e
thought it would be acceptable to continue the meeting on this subject the
next day. He said, "Yes. If it is like this, there is n o problem."
While I was working hard to calm the fears of the Tibetan delegation, the
Chinese government representatives were preparing for the worst. They genuinely believed that the Tibetan delegation would probably go home because
of this issue, which would have been an enormous embarrassment. It would
have meant war.
I immediately called Li Weihan and said I needed to meet him. T h e first
thing he asked was, "Are your people going to pack u p their things and go back
to Tibet?" I was glad to be able to tell him that they weren't. "Things are back
on track," I said, "because I explained what the Military and Administrative
Bureau really represented, and I convinced them that it would be temporary
and would not negate the authority of the Dalai Lama's government." Li Weihan was surprised and a bit incredulous at first. "Really?" he asked. "Are you
sure?" I told him it was true, and the next thing I knew he picked up the phone,
called Mao, and said, "Phiinwang has just told me that the problem has been
solved. We can talk with the Tibetan delegation tomorrow." It was quiet in the
room and I could hear Mao's voice clearly. He was extremely pleased and so,
obviously, was Li Weihan, who began to shake my hand enthusiastically. T h e
next morning, with tempers cooled, both sides continued the discussion.
I never found out for sure why Ngabo did not tell the Tibetan delegation about
the proposal ahead of time. I never discussed it with him, but I told Li Weihan
my thinking when Li asked why they had been so startled when I raised this
issue. I said I thought Ngabo kept the information to himself because he had
been captured and there were many rumors that he had been bought off by the
Chinese. So he may have felt that if lie indicated he was meeting separately
with the Chinese side about an issue as volatile as this, i t could add further fuel
to these suspicions. After this last crisis, the talks were quickly c o n c l ~ d e d . ~
Now, hack in Lhasa, t h e i d e a f o r s u c h a n office was, if anything, even m o r e
unpopular, especially with t h e sitsab, w h o asked repeatedly a b o u t it i n t h e
discussions leading u p t o t h e Dalai Lama's approval of t h e a g r e e m e n t . Now
the Chinese side patiently tried t o p e r s u a d e t h e T i b e t a n g o v e r n m e n t t o accept i t hy explaining that t h e Military-Administrative C o m m i t t e e ' s s p h e r e of
activities would h e limited only t o "new activities" involving t h e i m p l e m e n tation process of t h e a g r r c m r n t o r t o o t h e r m o d e r n i z a t i o n efforts, f o r example. schools, roads, a n d s o f o r t h . Tibetan g o v e r n m e n t a l administrative
lasks would, t h r r e f o r e , hr divided i n t o a traditional s p h e r e of activities o p crated by t h e Dalai Lama's g o v e r n m e n t a n d t h e new s p h e r e administrated
hy the Military-Ad~ninistrativrC o m m i t t e e , o f which t h e Dalai L a m a w o ~ l d

6 . Quotrd in (;oldstein, Shrrap, and Siehenschuh 2004: 1 4H-F, 1 .

also be the head-the chairman. In addition, the Chinese also offered to return administrative control over the Chamdo region to the new MilitaryAdministrative Committee (but not to the Tibet local government).
But the sitsab strongly opposed this, as did virtually the entire governmental elite. T h e use of the term military linked to political administration
conjured u p the image of the Chinese military running civil affairs, including ultimately Buddhism. And this raised the fear that the Dalai Lama would
lose his power and authority, and the Tibetan government would then become superfluous.' T h e Tibetans, therefore, argued using point 4 of the
agreement, which stated, "The central authorities will make n o change with
regards to the existing political system in Tibet. T h e central authorities also
will not alter the established status, functions, a n d powers of the Dalai Lama.
Officials of various ranks shall hold office as u ~ u a l . " ~
T h e Chinese, however, continued pushing, arguing that since the Military-Administrative Committee was specifically agreed to in the SeventeenPoint Agreement, it should be implemented. And at first they began to make
inroads. O n 2 0 November 1950, the three Kashag ministers in charge of the
Surjong Kashag came to visit Zhang Jingwu a n d were told by him to think
about providing him with a list of candidates from the Tibetan government
for the Military-Administrative Committee. Three days later, Le Yuhong
recorded in his diary that h e had been called to the Kashag, where they had
talked about nominees for the Military-Administrative ~ornmittee.%utthere
was n o way the Kashag could move forward in the face of such widespread
opposition, including that of the sitsab, so o n 25-26 November the Kashag
opted to shift responsibility by bringing this issue to the Assembly for discussion. Not ~inexpectedly,the Assembly recommended that the Dalai IAama
should not agree to become chairman of the Military-Administrative cornrnittee.I0 In December, January, and February, the Chinese side continued
to pressure the Tibetan government to agree, but the Tibetans stalled, refusing to take any steps to move forward.
At the same time that these issues were being pushed without much suecess, the Chinese side proposed the creation o f new schools. Point g of the
Seventern-Point Agreement had saicl, "The spoken and written language and
school education of the Tibetan nationality shall be developecl step by step
in accordance with the actual conditions in Tibet.""

hc7. C:hahtsom, intcrviaw. I 992, I,h;lsa. H c w;ls ;l k;lrlrllng rlntil thr rnd of I <)r,1 , whrrl
came thr county head in Yhigatsr.
H. Sec. chaptt-r 4.
g. I,r I tjH5: :jofi-7, entries for 2 0 anrl 2:) Novrmhcr I 95 I .
10. British Foreign O f i c e Records, report oftt~c.Inrlian Mission in I .hasa for I ti Novcmhrl'I :5 Drcemher, contailierl in U.S. National Archives, i ~ ; + B . o o / ~ - f i r , ~
I I . C;oltlstcin I ?)H!): 767.
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THE LHASA PRIMARY SCHOOL AND THE PLA CADRE SCHOOL.

In 1923 and again in 1944, the Tibetan government had hired a British headmaster and set out to open a modern school in Tibet. These attempts failed
because of opposition from the monks and conservatives, so in 1951 there
were no modern schools anywhere in the Tibet, although a small number of
private schools existed in Lhasa a n d other towns. These private schools basically taught students only how to read and write the different scripts of the
written Tibetan language.I2 Members of the elite who wanted their children
to obtain a modern education sent them to Darjeeling and Kalimpong, in India.
The Chinese were committed to changing this by creating a new education
system for Tibetans. This was considered politically important, since giving
Tibetans an opportunity to obtain a modern education would, they hoped,
create a group of educated youth who would be favorably inclined toward
modernization, socialism, a n d the Chinese.
Similarly, Zhang Jingwu and Tan Guansan felt education for their own
cadres in the Tibetan language was also important for successfully implementing Mao's gradualist policy, a n d o n e of the first things they did was to
set up a Tibetan-language school for the PLA. There was some opposition
to this within the Tibet Work Committee, because some of the Chinese cadres,
especially those from the Northwest Bureau, felt studying Tibetan was a waste
of time, arguing that Tibetan as a language wasn't as complete as Chinese
or English, but the majority criticized this as a kind of Ha11 nationality chauvinism.'' In the end, the Tibet Work Committee opened a Tibetan-language
scllool for its younger men and women soldiers and cadres, especially Tibetan members of the PLA, since they were seen as a potential backbone for
the future development of socialism in Tibet.I4
The school, headed by Tan Guansan, secured permission from the
Kashag to use Trungjilingka, a large park adjacent to the Chinese military
base along the L,hasa's Kyichn River. More than forty teachers were selected
from the Tibetans who had come with the army a n d fi-on1 Lhasa intellectrials, monk officials, and aristocrats." T h e Cadre School started classes o n
12.January 1952 with over eight hundred students."' Mrs. T. L). Taring, an

I 2 . POI. ;I disc~lssion01' rlirsc ;icccmpcs co st;trl modc1.n schools. see (;olds~cin 1 !)89: 1 2 I ,
I!)--p(i.No~c.shotrl(l I,c ti1kr.n thitr in chc. I 940s tlic (;tlornindang oprrarrd a small "model-n"
s(Il001 l l l a ~ci111gl11
( :l~illcs(*
;ltld S ( S I - , , ~I , ~~ ~ O S I I ;Iiil~csc
~~(
M~islinlsin I,liitsi~.I t closed in I 94<)!%flic,n
(;ll~ll~indatlg
p e l - S O I I I~I (c~r~cxlwllcd
c
ft.om Tibcc.
13. 1.c 1 !)H(i: 30:3-5, cntl-y f01-I 2 .];itit~ii~~y
i~152.
1 , I . .]iat~gI~i;~n
,]iit(.tlo ( , J a ~ l i l >(;y;t~so)
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2 0 0 1 : I I 6.
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Figu1.e I 8. Teaching PI,A troops T i h r t a n before going to Tibet. T h e sentences say:
"Wt. iirc tilt. army of rhr people." "Aftrr arriving in Tihrt, we will h e l l the people.''
S t ~ r l r r r(:her1
:
Zonglie

ari5toc rat w l ~ was
o o n e of ttlose Tihetar1 teachers, tlisc~~ssccl
h e r involvement

i~nclfeelings.
T h c (;hint.se 1eadc.r-swanted all thcir- solrliers to know Tihetan, so in 1!)52 a"
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The Chinese organized the classesvery efficiently. Teaching began at 8 A.M.
and ended at 5 P.M.,five days a week, with an hour's break at midday. All classes
were held in the open air and during early spring it was cold, yet the students
had to sit on the bare ground. Most of them picked u p Tibetan fast, learning
a hundred words a day and at the e n d of every month they had to d o a test,
reading and writing a hundred sentences. As soon as the students knew
enough to make themselves understood, they were replaced by others, but those
who were very clever were kept on to study fully and many of them became
official interpreters in place of the men from Ba [Batang] who did not have a
good Tibetan education.
. . . During the ten-minute breaks between classes they brought me a mug
of hot water, to which I added little packets of coffee, sugar and milk powder.
My students were girls of sixteen to eighteen who used to say, "You look like
my mother." Some of them had not seen their parents for three or four years
and the first batch, especially, had a lonely time as the motorable roads from
Chamdo to Lhasa and from Sining [Xining] to Lhasa were only made within
the next two years.
I taught my students sincerely, patiently repeating the sentences many times,
which the girls appreciated. It gave me a funny feeling to be always amongst
the Chinese; we were so frightened of them, yet now we were teaching them.
But I carefully remembered that they were human beings and should not be
hated. Poor little things, what could they do? They also were very frightened. . . . I taught about 700 male and female students who were soldiers in
the ~ c h o o l . ~ "
Even m o r e i n l p o r t a n t t h a n this C a d r e School, however, was t h e plan t o start
Tibet's first primary school f o r Tibetans.

T H E 1,HASA PRIMARY S(;HC)OL>

Phiinwang, o n e of t h e officials c h a r g e d with organizing t h e new p r i m a r y
school, recalled his a n d t h e T i b e t Work C o m m i t t e e ' s thinking: " O n e o f t h e
things that I felt strollgly a h o u t was t h e n e e d f o r m o d e r n e d u c a t i o n i n
Lhasa. . . . From early on we in t h e Tibet Work C o m m i t t e e discussed t h e n e e d
to start providing ptlblic edrlcation. . , . I believed t h e school would b e t h e
foundation for e d u c a t i n g progressive y o u n g Tibetans. T h i s was t h e h r s t s t e p
cow:~rdcreating a ncw a n d ~ n o d e r - nTibet.""
T h e emphasis in t h e new school was t o h e o n t h e T i b e t a n l a n g u a g e , b u t
teaching woltld also illclude m o d e r n subjects s u c h a s m a t h a n d geography.
Clrir~rsrwould not b e formally taught but would b e i n t r o d u c e d i n f o r ~ n a l l y
thr.ough songs."2

7'wing I !)H(i:no(;-8.
2 1 . (211o1r(l
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and Siehcnscli~~li
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Operationally, the Chinese side thought it was important to make this not
just the Tibetan Work Committee's school but a joint Chinese-Tibetan
school, so they involved important Tibetans at all levels.23T h e first thing they
did was to convene a large meeting with about fifty important Tibetans, such
as Ngabo, Tsarong, KapshGba, Sambo, Surkhang Khenjung, Takla (Phiintso
Tashi), Tsadrii Rimpoche, Kheme Dzasa, a n d Janglocen to discuss this idea.
Everyone at the meeting was enthusiastic, so at the e n d of this meeting Le
Yuhong and Ngabo put together a list of people to compose a preparatory
After these were agreed to, real work began imcommittee for the
mediately." Tasks were divided up; for example, Tsarong and Kapshoba were
responsible for buying the notebooks, a n d others for making desks and
chairs. There was talk of actually opening the school that April ( i g 5 ~ ) . ~ ~
In February 1952, a perfect house in the heart of the city was found when
the Dalai Lama's family agreed to sell their Seshin house for eight thousand dotse." Work also started on preparing the teaching materials, which
was a more sensitive task, since a basic rule for the Tibet Work Committee
was that their content must be compatible with the party's political line.
Textbooks, in fact, could not be altered without permission from the central g o ~ e r n m e n t . ~ ~
However, the issue of curriculum content raised second thoughts, and
quickly the whole idea of a school ran into problems in the Kashag. Ngaba
informally explained to the Chinese that while all the Kashag ministers were
giving indications that they were in favor of having a primary school, some
were saying that the teaching should be controlled by the Tibetan government and that it was necessarv to include some supplemental religious teachings in the curriculum. NgabA was opposed to this and thought that it would
create serious problems. so h e advised the Chinese that they should not discuss this again with the Kashag, in other words, they should go ahead on
their own.
In the next weeks, the Chinese side worked on the political education content of the textbooks and did not push for Kashag approval. The Chinese
also settled the question of funding bv having the central government PaY
for the school's expenses. However, as knowledge of the ~ l a n n e dschool became more widely known. opposition in I.hasa grew markedly. O n 2 7 March.
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Le Yuhong recorded in his diary that the Chinese side had heard that people
in Lhasa were signing a petition against the primary school and that
Surkhang, one of the more senior of the Kashag ministers who had just recently returned from India, was among them.'%ile
this is unlikely since
Surkhang was very much in favor of modern education and all of his children were in school in India, there was growing opposition from monk
officials as well as from a new political group that called itself the People's
Association. Coming on top of the anger caused by the arguments over the
army, the Military-Administrative Committee, and the high inflation, the
push to start a primary school further enflamed Tibetan anger at Chinese
attempts to change Tibetan society, and it created an extremely dangerous
and unstable situation in Lhasa. The story of this tide of unrest and how the
Chinese dealt with it is the subject of the next chapter.

29. l,e 19H(i:339, entl-yfol-27 March 1952.Gydlo Thondup, the Dalai Lama's older brother,
corntnented in an interview with me ( 1 9 9 5 ,H o n g Kong) that the Chinese told him at this time
that Surkhang was helping them b y coming at night and [elling them what was going o n in the
Kashag. Many top officials visitrd the <;hinese, hut it seems clear from Le's diary that C;yalo was
mistaken and that the Chinese side considel-ed Sill-khang one of their key enemies. A numberof other Chinese telegrams that are presented in chapter I 2 also reveal t h r same opinion of
S~~rkliang.
In reality, what is surprising is the extent to which Ngabii was privately informing
the (:hinese about what was being argued in the Kashag.

Chapter

12

The Tibetan People's Association

Tibetan politics traditionally was the prerogative of a tiny elite of lay (aristocratic) and monk officials.' There was n o notion of popular democracyn o political parties and n o freedom of political expression. Public opposition to the government o r its policies was not permitted. Tibet's traditional
political ideology was simple and straightforward: the work of governing was
not the concern of its subjects. However, the signing of the Seventeen-Point
Agreement a n d the arrival of thousands of Chinese officials and troops
led to the emergence-for the first time in Tibetan history-of an organization of nonelite Lhasa residents whose airn was to influence political affairs
independently of the government. Called the Mimang Tsondu (People's
Association/Assembly),' not only was it anti-Chinese a n d anti-communist,
but also it was critical of the Tibetan government, which it felt was weak and
ineffectual in dealing with the Chinese. T h e association's activities ahnost
precipitated an outbreak of Sino-Tibetan fighting in the spring of 1952.
The idea of the common people becoming active in Tibetan politics, however, hacl been in the air for some years and derived in part from a seed sown
decades earlier by the 13th Dalai Lama, who, in ,932,
.
the year before he
died. wrote an essay usually called his "political statement" or 'last testament."
L

1. O n major issues. the ahhots (ant1 ex-ahhots) o f ' t h e three great monasteries around I,hasil
in thr meet(Drepilng, Sera. a n d (;anden) were also involvetl by virtue of their
ings that were convened r)c-casionallv to tleliherate o n tlifficrllt 01- seriorls iss~les(see the incrtr
duction for a discussion of the Assernhly).
2 . 11 has heen called a nrlrnher of relateti narncs in Tibetan, sr1c.h as "nlin~angts~ntlll."
"minlang tsogpa," "rnirnang thriitsog," o r "C:hundru mimang thriitso." All of these hasirally mea''
Prople's Association o r Assernhly, o r in the
o f the last n a m e , the people's ~ssociationOf
the Water-Dragon vear ( I 9.52).

In it he warned of a future communist threat to Tibet a n d called o n all Tibetans to work together for the common good, as the following section
illustrates:
This present era is rampant with the five forms of degeneration, in particular
the red ideology. In Outer Mongolia, the search for a reincarnation ofJetsun
Dampa (the Grand Lama of Urga [later renamed Ulan Bator]) was banned;
the monastic properties and endowments were confiscated; the lamas and the
monks were forced into the army; and the Buddhist religion destroyed, leaving no trace of identity. . . .
In the future, this system will certainly be forced either from within o r without on this land that cherishes the joint spiritual and temporal [political] system. If, in such an event, we fail to defend our land, the holy lamas, including
"the triumphant father and son" [the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama] will
be eliminated without a trace of their names remaining; the properties of the
incarnate lamas and of the monasteries along with the endowments for religious services will all be seized. Moreover, our political system, originated by
the three ancient kings, will be reduced to an empty name; my officials, deprived of their patrimony and property, will be subjected to fear and miseries,
will be unable to endure day or night. Such an era will certainly come! . . .
It is the . . . duty and responsibility of all my subjects, the religious and lay
members of the various orders, to think and work unerringly in unity and cooperation for the promotion of the common welfare and of peace. . . .
It is evident that if you d o not devote yourselves to the service of the state
but consistently indulge in seeking to benefit yourselves and act with prejudice
and nepotism, the long-term common objectives will not be realized, and then
nothing will help and regrets will be t~seless.:~

The previous Dalai Lama, therefore, warned not only about external threats
but also about the dangerous consequences of self-serving behavior o n the
part of the elite. In Lhasa in I 950-5
.. . 1 , many felt his warning had come to
pass.
The period following the death o f t h e I 3th Dalai Lama in 1933 had been
marked by precisely the kind of internal degeneration that the 13th Dalai
h r n a had alluded to. As mentioned previously, graft, corl-uption, and immorality under the regent Reting (1933-4:3) were rampant, and internal
disunity reached crisis proportions w h m a major conflict over power erupted
a f i r ~Krting had I-migned but then tried to regain the regency. When the
new regent, Taktr-a ( I c14:3-50), also an incarnate lama, resisted, the monks
of the (:he C01lr.g~of Lhasa's Sera Monastery rebelled in support of Reting
in 1 ! ) 4 i .The K;lsliag, led hy SUI-kliangand L.lialn, arrested Reting Rimpoche
" f t ~i l ~.ccc~ivcrl
information tllat h r was seeking help from C;uomindang
(:him ((:hi;lng Kai-shek) and ordered the Tibetan army to attack his rebel3. ,410 (:hi)ntl/c. I !)r,H. I3;tsrd o 1 1 thr tt-anslation hs 1.ohsang I,halr~ngpawith slight chilnges.
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lious monk followers in Sera. The army easily defeated the monks and ended
the uprising, but when Reting Rimpoche mysteriously died in prison in the
Potala Palace, his supporters and many other Tibetans believed that he had
events of this sordid affair-one high incarnate lama
been murdered."he
(Taktra) fighting another high incarnate lama (Reting),the monks of a great
monastery fighting against the Tibetan government, and the current lama
regent probably assassinating the ex-regent-deeply troubled many Tibetans.
The 13th Dalai Lama's political testament, in saying that it was the duty
of all Tibetans to think and work on behalf of the nation, also provided an
opening for nonelite Tibetans to partake in politics. Alo Chondze, a prominent people's leader in Lhasa in the mid-iq5os, in fact, said he had this in
mind when during the Reting incident he and some other lay Tibetans intervened and tried to persuade both sides to reach a peaceful settlement.
I was a trader and had nothing to d o with politics, but in 1947, at the time of
the civil war with Sera Monastery, the masses were very sad so we . . . started a
traders group to act as mediators. . . . T h e monks had taken possession of the
hill on top of'Sera, and the government made all kinds of preparations. The government had a plan to destroy the monastery, and the Sera monks had the
idea to fight against the government, so we requested that the abbot of Ganden Monastery (the Ganden tripa) ask the government not to go to war. At
the same time, we summoned some monk leaders [from Sera's Che College]
to the sand dunes below Sera Monastery for talks. We advised them not to fight
against the government, because it has many troops and they would lose. We
told them to please listen to us, "the people," . . . but the monks refused. . . .
[They said] that Tsenya triik~ihad consulted Nyare gyejen, their protector deity, and he had told them not to be timicl and they would definitely win."
So we left and went to the Tibetan army garrison at Trapchi and rnet with
Kapshiiba, the Kashag minister in charge of the army there. We told him that
if lie had to go t o war (against the monks), please not t o destroy the monastic
college [the edifice] ."

Mediation in disputes was a time-honored tradition in Tibet, but for political conflicts like this, not by "common folk." So even though these Tibetans
had no political ideology or identity and by even loose standards certainly
were not mn organization, their initiative brought the prophecy of the 13th
Dalai L.arna into the public arena through their explicit use of i t as justification for their efforts.
The fnilr~reo f the Rrting coup and the Sera revolt, howrvcr, did not bring
stability or unity to T i k t . The supporters of Rcring w r l r incensed at what
4 . Ser (ioldstrin I 9th):+H(i-!) I f'or a rletailrtl discrlssion of'this.
5 . Dc.itic.s in Tihrt wrrr c.onsrlltetl though rnctlil~ms(orac.lrs),who went into a trancr ant'
were possessed bv thc rtritv. who worlld then answer clrlestions posc~clto hini
t i . Alo ( ; h C n d ~ einterview.
,
I O O : ~ ,(:lcveland, ( ) H .

01.

t1c.r.
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they considered his murder, and as the Taktra regime became increasingly
debased by bribery and corruption, it became very unpopular. Moreover, it
was unable to prevent the Chinese Communists from entering Tibet by either diplomatic or military means. As Alo Chondze put it, "The Tibetan government was very aggressive against their own people [then], but [later]
against the Chinese they were useless."' A second precursor people's activity occurred in August 195 1, when, as we saw in chapter 2 , Alo Chondze felt
the people needed to express their feelings by organizing a welcome committee for the Dalai Lama when he returned to Lhasa from Yadong.
These beginnings coalesced in November-December i 9 5 I , when an organized association of common people was created and explicitly chose to
use the term t h people
~
in its name and for its identity. The Tibetan term for
"the people," mimang; is actually a neologism that had been coined by the
Chinese Communists to translate the Chinese term ren min. Like the Chinese term, mimangjoined two traditional Tibetan terms-"mang," meaning
"ordinary" or "common" with regard to people,8 and "mi," meaning "person" or "people." Such a term was needed, because Tibetan had no exact
term for "the people" as a collectivity. Once coined, it became widely known
in Lhasa, because i t was prominently mentioned in the Seventeen-Poin t
Agreement and was part of the name of the People's Liberation Army and
the People's Republic of China. A member of this association explained the
thinking behind the choice of this term for their organization. Although his
comments on Chinese excesses are highly exaggerated, they reflect what
many Tibetans at that time felt.
The Chinese a r m y . . . came, a n d n o matter what they said [in their propaganda], they had already shown their true character at Chamdo. So the Chinese came from everywhere, a n d a month o r so after they came they acted worse
and worse. . . . They started saying such things as they wanted to put a flag o n
the Potala and a flag o n tlie Tsuglagang. T h e n they said, . . . o n e cormtry can't
have two military camps, so the Tibetan milita~y regiments have to join with
the (;liinesc ones a n d weal- Chinese ~iniforms."So like this, [the people
t h o ~ g h t ]that even the powel- of the Dalai 1,ama [was now in doubt], even
tl1o11glli t m;iy have been written in tlie agreement [that h e wotrld remain in
powel-I. . . . So the vel-v fact that even now [at thc beginning] they were doing
sllch things [made us ~Iiinkthat] later o n the country would have nothing. So
wllilc i t i q tr11c ~ l i a tthe [Tihctan] govrrnment had discussed this with thern,
tI1t-y Ithe (:liincsc] did nll kinds of things that wcl-cn't really in the agreement,
and lhis \vol~ld1101 1)c good in t l ~ efut~ll-cfor [ h e country i ~ n dthe people. So
ill(' p(%oplc
fclt that ~Iicy\Iior~lcld o something, since they [ t h c C:hinese] were
"

7.

C ~ I ~ ~ I I C I I (i *~, ~ ~ c r \ , iI c!)!);{,
~v.

8 . FOI.c.x;itnl>lc..~ h lc.l-n,
r
Kp:rn/lijrr mn,l,pmrans
~)osc'tll o t)](. "l(.;,t~(.l.s."

111c"rorntnon monks" in a monastery AS op-
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not listening to what the government was saying. At that time the two sitsab
were there, and they were advising them [the Chinese] a lot, but the Chinese
were not l i ~ t e n i n g . ~
A n o t h e r T i b e t a n w h o was p a r t o f this m o v e m e n t reflected similarly o n the
t h i n k i n g in t h o s e days.
A few [Tibetans] were acting very close to the Chinese . . . [but] from the perspective of the people, if one were to think in terms of an enemy, then the Chinese were it. T h e people had great fears that the Chinese would destroy Buddhism and that, from whichever angle one looked, the power of His Holiness
would be wrecked and the Chinese would forcefully rule Tibet. So because of
this, the people never looked to the Chinese, nor did they ever like the Chinese at all. So from this perspective the people were criticizing the [Tibetan]
government officials and saying, "If you [officials] don't work properly, then
it will be like oil absorbed by paper." They also said that when the Chinese first
came, the government did not take proper steps, so now we have landed in
such a situation, and . . . they said that even now the Tibetan government is
listening to what the Chinese are saying and that if this continues it is not right
and so on. So this kind of talk was present everywhere. . . .
[On the other hand the government felt that it] had to be extremely careful. Likewise, the Dalai Lama was very careful and doing his best to work within
the terms of Seventeen-Point Agreement. But the Chinese made the SeventeenPoint Agreement a tool to trick us. When they first came they showed themselves to be well-disciplined and good. Then gradually they got worse and worse
and more and more powerful, and finally things became unworkable. So in
~ l broke relations,
such a situation, if our government became very f o r c e f ~and
then the Chinese were already here with a lot of soldiers. So fearing suppression, our government tried their best to be very diplomatic. . . . Anyway, this
was the opinion of the government, but the people did not agree with that.
The people wanted to see the Chinese practice what they were preaching.
They said that they came to help and improve Tibet, and they said that the
Seventeen-Point Agreement said that if' the people d o not agree with things
that were being done, the Chinese will stop doing them. So the people thought
that the Chinese wor~ldadhere to this and <lowhat they preached. Therefore,
although the Tibetan government and the people did not disagree on basic
issues, there was a great difference in how they approached the problem. The
government always wantecl to make gootl relations with the Chinese, but the
people felt that something hacl to be done arlcl that they couldn't .just $it
around doing nothing while time moved o n and the C:hinese got strongel-ant1
stronger.'"

A forrner T i b e t a n aristocratic official recalled t h e situation m o r e incisively.

9. Ihatsiin Labrang (:hanrlzii, intrrvicw, I 992. Dhararnsala.
I 0. Namgyr Wangtlii, interview, I ~)yz.
Dharamsalii.
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It had come to the point where one had n o choice but to think politically. As
I look [back] at it . . . if the Chinese did not give any lectures [on political ideas],
then that's it, right? [People would not be so conscious of the term ~hepec$~Le.]
But whenever they gave a lecture, they always had the word "the people" on
the tip of their tongues. It was almost a case where if the people said, "Jump
into the river," then the Communist Party mightjump. That's how much they
thought of the people. . . . So when we needed to challenge the Chinese, if we
didn't use this word, then n o other word would do. It is definite that this is
how the name "the people" was used. That's for sure. T h e Chinese considered
the people a most precious thing, saying that they have come to serve the
people, and this and that about the people, so if the people revolted against
them, then [laughs]-if the thing that they considered so precious revolted
against them, then what's going to happen? What are they going to say?
If, on the other hand, the upper classes did it [criticized them], there are
many labels they [the Chinese] could give them. Likewise, if religious figures
and monks revolted, there are many labels they could give. But since they always had "the people" on the tip of their tongues, when the very thing that
they said was so good revolted against them, then the thinking was that maybe
this is the best strategy. It was definitely something thought about and put into
action and was not something that just arose by itself. It is exactly . . . because
the Chinese used the word p~ople,not because of a conception [to start] democratic processes."
Chinese sources d a t e t h e start of this organization t o late N o v e m b e r 1952,"
precisely t h e p e r i o d w h e n h i g h inflation a n d t h e sitsab's e m o t i o n a l opposition to the Chinese a t t e m p t s t o c h a n g e t h e T i b e t a n a r m y a n d c r e a t e t h e n e w
Military-Administration C o m m i t t e e was c r e a t i n g a climate o f widespread
anger against t h e Chinese.
However, despite t h e p r o m i n e n t use of t h e n a m e "People's" f o r this association, its f o u n d e r s a n d leaders w e r e n o t really c o m m o n folk. T h e y were, t o
be sure, of the people in t h e sense t h a t they d i d n o t b e l o n g to t h e aristocratic
and monk official g o v e r n n i e n t elite, b u t they were also n o t proletarian folk
in the c o t n m ~ i n i s sense.
t
T i b e t in I OF,
. I h a d n o well-defined hierarchy o f socia1 strata. At t h e a p e x o f t h e social hierarchy was a n elite u p p e r s t r a t u m
consisting of several h u n d r e d aristocratic g o v e r n m e n t officials ( a n d t h e i r
panrilies) a n d an e q u a l n u m b e r of m o n k g o v e r n m e n t officials ( a n d t h e i r
horischolds). T h e r e were also a Sew-less t h a n a score-major
incarnate
lamas with vast p r o p e r t y a n d their own monasteries in Lhasa, f o r e x a m p l e ,

.

May;). intc'l-view, I !)!) I , I ) I i ; ~ ~ ~ ; ~ m s a l a .
l);~lig(I;li, t i o t i g g ~ ~c-otigsli~~
o
l>i;~ti.jibtlI
I : (5 I . Tlic Tit)c.t;iti ~ i ; t ~ i of'
i c the pal-ty c o t ~ i manly inc-ltrrlcs " W ; I I C ~ - - ~ ) IYc;lt."
- ~ ~ Oit1
I I i t , ;uid t l i ; ~ t year began in I;ue Febi-1iar.y 1952. This
rlis('l'~l);~~ic.y
1.r1;itc.sto 11ic.r;lt.Iic.r.cl;ltc.'s l-cfi'renre lo the time when the idea i l ~ l dprelitriinilt-y
tlisr~lssiot~s
fiw i~l.osc.:;lnd ,Il(. Iar1c.l- tl;ltc, t o wlicn actrlal mrrnl,crship was solicited and its pelilion w ; ticli\c.l.c.tl.
~
I 1.
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Kundeling, Tshecoling, a n d Tshomoling. Together, this elite category prob
ably numbered n o more than a few thousand people.
As explained in the introduction, beneath them almost all of the remainder of the population hereditarily belonged to estates owned by aristocratic a n d monastic lords o r by the government itself. And while there
were significant differences within this vast social category-for example,
some had land a n d others did not-they all shared the characteristic that
they were hereditarily bound to their lord a n d could not change that status unilaterally.
Between the elite and the "masses" was a numerically small category sometimes referred to in Tibetan as "those in the middle" (tib. badzalaga). This
middle stratum was primarily made u p of administrators and managers who
worked privately for the elite-for monasteries, for the labrang of incarnate
lamas, for aristocratic families,13and even sometimes for government offices.
T h e vast majority of these administrators a n d managers were worldly monks
o r ex-monks who had learned writing a n d managing skills while living as
monks. T h e great monasteries in Tibet were major economic enterprises with
vast landholdings a n d extensive grain and money-lending operations, so at
any given time they required hundreds of monks to administer their resources. T h e simpler of these monastic "economic" jobs rotated among
monks as a kind of "new monk tax" obligation that all young monks were required to perform for some period of time. The higher-level managerial tasks,
however, were typically carried out by monks who were interested in such
work and who had special aptitude, in particular, monks who were bright
and knew how to write well and keep accounts. A number of such monks became, in essence, literate, "worldly" monks. They were still monks in the sense
of having vows of celibacy, but they n o longer lived in a monastery or participated in the cycle of monastic prayer sessions and so on. Some, along the
way, actually lost their celibacy and married, but all of them held great affection for and loyalty to their monasteries and the traditional institutions
of Tihetan Buddhism in general.
The,joh market for such manager-administrators was excellent, because
the elite government officials disliked leaving 1,hasa to collect taxes or loans
or to conduct other trading activities and because there was n o general education system to p r o d i ~ c elarge n ~ ~ m h eorfsother lay people with equivalent
skills. Many of these manager types, therefore, came to work for the elite
and were well-connected with powerft~lfigllrrs in the society, particlllarl~
among the monk official segment. (i)n.iecl~~rntly,
among thc nonrlitt in
1 :I. Most larger aristocratic, estate-tiolrling hlmilirs conscripted s o m c yoltths From their
rutate serfs. bringing them to I.hasa anrl c . t l ~ ~ c a t them
i ~ g for 1atr.r llse as estate managers.
of the earlier Kashag minister5 in c-xile. W;lngflor, was such ;I serv;lt~t-managefrom the
Sr~rkhangfamily.

Lhasa, there was a small stratum of individuals who were especially conscious
of government activities and personages and had important personal relationships with the elite."
The founders of the People's Association were from this segment of society. They knew well the tough anti-chinese attitude of the two sitsab, whose
verbal rebuffs to the Chinese generals had spread widely by word of mouth,
and about the importance of the people to the Communists. In their eyes,
someone in the government was finally standing u p for Tibetans and their
religion and was confronting the Chinese. Thus, at the end of 195 1, a few
of these types decided that the time had come for the Tibetan people to help
support the sitsab by conveying the people's feelings to the Chinese.I5 In doing so, they created the first large-scale involvement of a heretofore unpoliticized segment of Lhasa society. And although political dissidence was
not traditionally permitted in Tibet, the sitsab's open opposition to the Chinese had provided an ideological green light for this kind of political protest.
The acknowledged leader of this group was Thamjo Sonam, a literate exmonk who, while still a monk, had served as one of the managers of Sera
Monastery's Mey College. The other top leaders included Jayan Dawa from
Drepung's Loseling College, Tsha Trunyila, a monk who had served as the
secretary of Tshawa Khamtsen in Sera's Mey College, Karnika Chondze, and
Drubthola from Gomang College.'Wl were from the monk/ex-monk managerial segment. Their specific goal was to present a formal petition to the
Chinese authorities in the name of the people, a petition that, on the one
hand, would tell the Chinese clearly that the Tibetan people did not want
thousands of Chinese troops and officials residing in Lhasa and, on the other
hand, would offer an alternative less than independence, namely, a return
to the relationship between Tibet and China that resembled the one existing under the Qing dynasty. This, of course, was also the general view of the
sitsab.
Since this petition was to represent the voice of the Tibetan people, not
the Ravel-nmcnt, the organirers needed to recruit large numbers of corn-

11. I r l i~tlrlitiont o t h c s r l ~ ; ~ d z ; ~ml oan~k;s~;lnd t.x-monks, in t h e u r b i ~ ns r t t i n g t h e mitldle
slI.iltl~rnillso inc.lt~ilrda small catcgol-y of I;t);tnrr\ w h o h;rd le;lI-~wdwriting in o n e o f t h e thvee
0 1 f0111.s1n;tll
pt-i\:;~tcscl100ls in [,hi~s;l.
T l ~ t - s cintlivid~l;~ls
I V ~ I - Ctypicidly t h e childr.cn o l ' t h e a b o w rnrntionrd c-u-monk llli111;lgcl-s,01-t h e ~.t-l;~tivcs
o f ' g o v e l . n m r n t m o n k ol'ficials, 01-thC s o n s of'
crssft~li~-;il'lsmc~l
;ind (.lel.ks in I ,\l;ls;i. Some* were e \ r n t h e s o n s of'vich srlhrl~-b;~n
\lill;~gef ' i ~ ~ n ilic.This stt.;lttlln ;IISO itlcltlrlcd ;I sln;~llg1.0~11of'c.lcI-ksworking in go\rel.nlnent offices, smilll
sllOl)kc(.l)~r" I ; I I ~ ( ' ;lntl smiill ( t - ; ~ d r r si111d
, n o n c o m n ~ i s s i o t ~ cof'licc~-s
rl
in t h e T i b r t a n ;tt-mv a n d
polic t,.
15. Nilrngyc. Wilngdii, in tcrvit~w.I !)I):$.
16. 'fsha T~-rrnyil;twits ; ~ l s oknow11 as <;llagdrrlng I .odrii Phiintso. Kalnika <:hiindze g o t his
n i ~ k l l i l mI~ c ; i ~ r s cIlr
- w i ~ sS;l~rlyck;~r.mr.that is. t l ~ cmorlk in chal-ge of' t h e collection of t h e
hllltcl- tilx 101- 1)rrtrc.l- I;i~nf,s;I( S;~n,ye. was ; ~ l s oknown as Kar-gang Phiintso T ~ s h i .
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mon people as members of their association. Their idea was to have an inner circle of about twenty to thirty top members, who would d o the planning and make the decisions, a n d then another much larger outer organization, which would meet less frequently to discuss the proposals created by
the inner circle. By spring of 1952, sixty to o n e hundred Lhasa residents had
formally signed u p as members a n d were attending the People's Association
meetings in I,hasa, which, it should be noted, were not secret, because
Thamjo Sonam and the other leaders were intent o n representing these gatherings as meetings to assess a n d convey the views of the Tibetan people to
the Chinese and Tibetan governments, not to organize an anti-Chinese
insurgency.
A former member explained how the sweet tea shops in Lhasa served as
recruitment vehicles. l7
Normally there was a lot of conversation in the sweet tea shops. For example,
if four or five people were there, they would [talk about the Chinese situation
and] suggest various ways to deal with the situation, but they were unanimous
in wanting to challenge the Chinese. And so in the sweet tea shops one might
say to someone you could trust, "Come to my house when you're free sometime, please come." So one person meets and then two, then three, et cetera.
We would gather at Thamj6 Sonam's place or at Jayang Dawa's place. The house
of'our teacher, Chagdrung L.odrii Phiintso, was another place we met, as was
Kamika Chanclzii's house."

O n e person who was askecl to join was Setrong Wangye, a Tibetan from a
rich family in an area adjacent to Lhasa. H e and his family were actually serfs
of the government (tih. shungyupa), hut they had large landholdings and
s e r k of their own. He ancl his brothers had been educated in a private school
in Lhasa and were serving as government-appointed tax collectors for the
upper part of their district. Because of this, Wnngye lived in Lhasa for much
of the year. He recalled the attempt to recruit him there.
1 dicln't like the old society, becar~sewe weren't aristocrats ancl the government
officials tlicln't enforce the law honestly. Many people Felt this way. But 1 also
didn't believe in the new society that the (:hinese were talking about, so 1 clicln't
inin up with them. However, when the People's Association started, one of its
members, 1,obsang Trinley, an ex-manager from Sera Monastery who was an
old friend trorn childhood, triecl to get me to join.
I asked him what kind of pcople were in the association, a r d he answered.
"People like vou." that is, peoplc who knew how to read and writc ilnd who had

17. AS a resl~ltof.Hritish I~itlianinflurncr, [,hasans h;ttl hrcamc fi)ntl of'tlritiking black Ica
rnixrd with milk and srlgar. I t was sel-vrd prrmixerl in gl;lss~s;lntl was called chi1 tigarno ( s ~ t ' ~ ' l
tea). Manv tea shops sprciali7.rrl in srrving this kinti ot.tra (;tntl they still d o in today' I,h;lsa'.
I H. (:handzi) Ngawang Temha, in~rrvirw,I y):~,
I>h;~ranis:~la.

good relations with the people of lower status and yet also knew the high government officials. That was the kind of people they were after. When I asked
him who was in the group, he named people who were well known in society,
such as Thamjo Sonam. . . . Lobsang Trinley urged me to join, saying, "We want
people like you who are experienced and capable and can tell the difference
between good and bad."
I asked him quietly who is providing the expenses for this initiative, and h e
when I asked him the
said it was the Lower Tantric College in Lhasa.'"hen
main reason for starting this organization, he told me a lot of things about how
the Chinese were doing terrible things in Tibet and how the 13th Dalai Lama's
last testament had said the communists are bad and should be stopped. So
the main reason he gave me was to expel the Chinese from Tibet. We leaders,
he said, are going to stir u p and mobilize the people, and then together with
them we will be able to expel the Chinese. . . .
That night I went home and discussed this with my two brothers, . . . and
kidding around, I told them I planned to join. My older brother immediately
got agitated and said that was impossible. H e said that later all kinds of trouble would come from that. He also said that I should know this, because I had
had some direct experience with the Communists [really Chinese] and knew
their strength.
He was referring to a trading trip I had taken to Sadam in Yunnan just before liberation [of China in i 9491. There was a district there called Lijiang,
where the Guomindang had headquarters. And I happened to be there at the
time of a Guomindang holiday, so all the soldiers were out marching on parade. I was deeply impressed by this spectacle and thought at the time thatjust
those Guornindang soldiers from that one area were stronger than all of Tibet's army. They carried weapons and cannons, all of which were American.
Their rifles werc (;errman, but all the bullers were American. I bought some
gruns . . . from them, but I thought there was no comparing the strength of Tibet's army with just that one Gr~omindangunit. So if the Communists could
destroy the Guomindang, how could Tibet cope? After that, my brothers always used to tell nie tliat the (:(;Pwas too power-Pul, and n o one could handle
tlicm. So my oldel- br-otlie~.
was adamant that there would be n o advantage to
,joining a gl-01111likc this [the Pcol~le'sAssociation]. I n I 949, he said, we easily tI1rc.w o l ~ thc
t (:hincsc, b11t now tlierc is n o way. He also didn't think the associ;~tionc.or~ldmobilize the masscs, since most of the corntiion pcoplc were
vc1-y poor, and tlic C:(:l'w;~s telling them that they would make their livelihood
f V ) ( ) ~ lSo
. if the (:liincsc did t I i ; ~ r ,the- org;lnization wot~ldnor I>eable ro inobilizc 1llcln.2"
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T h e People's Association also included members from the Tibetan army. One
soldier from the Gyantse Regiment (which was stationed in Lhasa as the police force) explained his involvement.
Since the association was opposed to having close relations between Tibet and
China, the military did not come out openly in support of it. However, secretly,
various regiments gave their support and were involved in the organization.
My joining was a case in point. I had not specifically heard that the people
were organizing. Rather, my regiment's officers seem to have been secretly in
touch with the People's Association's leaders and decided to send a representative from the regiment. Since it would be too conspicuous to send one of
the [higher officers such as] captains (rupon) or lieutenants (gyagpon),a sergeant (sheyngo) called Wangden Lhakpa Gojey was sent. I was ordered to accompany and assist him. I was quite young [about eighteen years old], so that's
how I got there. So I went to Shide [where the association's headquarters were]
and stayed there for over a month [until the petition was handed in]. In the
morning I did things like copy letters, and I also took messages and put up
posters throughout L h a ~ a . ~ '

Another soldier also explained his involvement.
In the military it was thought that the "people" had done so much, so we also
must try to d o something. However, we couldn't openly come out and do it,
but it was thought that unless we supported them [the association] we would
not be satisfied. So with this thinking they [the military representatives] went
there [to the meeting] and told them, "We support you in every way.". . .
I did not go to the meetings, but they came back to the military camp and
brought letters saying that we were taking pledges [to,join the association]. So
we said. "We agree with you and we support you." . . . Each person came out
i ~ n dsaid now we had to d o something; now we just couldn't stay like this."

Since the raison d'etre of the association leaders was to present a strong statement from the people to the Chinese, the leaders decided to have members
nut.]ust from Lhasa but from all over Tibet. Consequently, they wrote to
friends and sent members to other districts in Tibet where they had connections, in order to compile a long list of members supporting the petition.
T h e local district officials would be told that a petition is being made to the
Tibetan ancl Chinese authorities and that all the people of the district mllst
support this. In this manner they were able to collect thousands of names
relatively q ~ i c k l y . O
~ 'n e Tibetan explained,
Arorlnrl this time I hacl been working as a n official in far Western Tibet (rib.
ngzlri). . . . so I had many connections there. Conseqrlently, 1 sent pe()ple
. Namgye U'angdii, interview, i !)r):z.
2 2 . (;v;~gpijn Kedr;~rn.in~ervirw,I 9 9 2 , Dha~,arnsala.
2:3. 1V;lmgye Wingtlii, inrr~.view,I !)<):I.
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to this area to collect names for the association. . . . People in these areas were
[traditionally] organized into groups (tib. shoga), each with its own leader, so
the people we sent worked through these leaders, who in turn sent out people
with a letter asking how many households and household members there were
in each area. They returned with the household names and seals.'"

Using this technique to expedite recruitment, the People's Association was
able to rapidly expand their membership list to thousands, although most
of these people were neither active members n o r had they even seen the petition. They were mainly names taken from district records. At most they knew
only that a people's association was forming that wanted to preserve religion
and oppose the Chinese Communists.
Interestingly, the monastery leadership was missing from the membership.
Although the manager-type monks and ex-monks dominated the association,
and although many regular monks were involved, there were n o official representatives from the Three Monastic Seats: Sera, Drepung, and Ganden. In
fact, these monasteries had decided not to support the association's plan to
present a petition to the Chinese. From their perspective, the Chinese were
not interfering either in monastic life o r in the n~onastery'sestates and loan
operations. Furthermore, the Chinese had assured monastic leaders that they
were not hostile to Buddhism and had concretely demonstrated this by giving alms to all the monks. So the monasteries declined to associate themselves with the association; for example, Drepung Monastery would not even
accept the petition and returned it.25
By the time the leaders had finished drafting their petition, it was the e n d
of the Tibetan lunar year (late February 1952), and the important annual
Great Prayer Festival (Monlani Chemmo) was due to start, so the association
leaders postponed submitting their petition until the festival was finished.
However, they let everyone in Lhasa know their intentions by putting u p traditional "wall-posters" (tib. yiggyur) in the city that said,
We Tibetans have concerns to express regarding the welfi~reof Tibet."' However, this matter cannot be expressed now, since the twelfth nionth is almost
over, and the New Ycar is on us with the Great Prayer Festival of the first month
about ro hcgin. I t wor~ldnot he app~-op~*iate
for us to engage in political action
that wo\lld conflict with the Prayer Fcstiv;~l.Therefore, we will sr~bmitour petition between the cncl of'the Miinlitln P r a y c ~Festivi~land the start of the
T S O Ij Ii i~Pr;lyer Fcstival [in mid-April] ."
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The Chinese claimed then (and they d o now) that this organization was really the work of the two sitsab rather than the spontaneous and genuine
voice of the people and therefore always referred to it as the "fake" people's
party. While it is difficult to prove that the sitsab organized this, the idea
that "the people" should play a role in pressuring the Chinese not to station
a large army in Tibet clearly seems part of their thinking. The Dalai Lama
explained this.
T h e two sitsab were thinking and saying that the final agreement should be
done at Lhasa. They did not at all wish to have the agreement signed at Beijing. They were saying, "One can't finalize an agreement in Beijing,"which was
an enemy's territory. "The final agreement should be done at Lhasa." So this
was in their petition, but the agreement was already done. They said that it was
a big mistake to have the agreement made in Beijing. It should have been done
at Lhasa. 'At Lhasa, while the negotiations are in process, the Tibetan people, the old
folks, not with. e n s but with prayer 7uheel.s in hand, should say that ours is a small
counlry and that i / a lot of Chinese come up, then there would be famine and stuff:"So
I remember this so vividly, what Lukhangwa and Lobsang Tashi said. So, beneath the Dalai Lama, the two of them were there, right? So they never wished
the agreement to be done at Beijing.2A

Many Tibetans also believe there was a connection between the People's Association and the sitsab. For example, Setrong Wangye said,
T h e leaders like Thamjij Sonam . . . all had good relations with government officials. Their main supporters were the two sitsab. . . . If the sitsab
hadn't backed the People's Association, it wouldn't have continued. The
sitsab's idea was to keep the old customs and oppose the new. This was the
same view as that of the People's Association, so that is why Lukhangwa didn't
eliminate it.
Actually, L u k h a n p a was the "guardian" of the Lower Tantric College in
Lhasa, so whatever economic activities that monastery did, they consulted him
first."' After Lukhangwa became sityab, [or example, the Lower Tantric (;ollege became rich. All eighteen of their estates built new manor houses. SOthey
listened to whatever he aclvised. O n e day he told the Lower Tantric College
that the Communists are people who will eliminate religion, so if you, who are
the foundation of religion in Tibet, worlld help the People's Association a lit-

"In 1 g5.r.,just before the Great Prayer- Festival. a protest postel- was pr~rup on the ~ s r ~ g l a g a n g ' ~
main door (tib. Shingra shunggo). T h e l.hasa Nyerts;lng offire tore it down anrl gavr it to the
Kashag. The message said: 'When the Monlam
Tsong ,ti ;Ire finished we have some news
to say"' (1,ha klu [I,halr~]
I : gy, I ).
28. Dalai Lama, interview, 1 9 1 ) ~Dharamsala
.
(emphasis aclderl).
29. In the role of guardian (tib. gtso 'dzin), 1 , u k h a n p a wor~ldhave helped thr monastrry
whenever something important arose, such as a dispi~te.

tle financially, that would be good. As a result of this, the Lower Tantric College covertly gave the People's Association the money equivalent of two thousand khe of barley. If they had given actual grain, it would have been too conspicuous, and people would have known, so instead they gave money-it was
all very secret. . . . I was told this by Lobsang Trinley."'
Lhatsun Labrang Chandzo similarly believed there was a linkage between
the People's Association a n d the sitsab. H e said, "Later it was said that the
two sitsab were inciting the people, a n d the Chinese insisted that they resign. At that time we had a head and a tail, and whatever the top people (the
"lama-pombo") said to d o , we did. So speaking frankly, there was something
[a connection] ."?I
Maya, the Tibetan aristocratic official whose steward was a member of the
People's Association, expressed a similar opinion.
The statement that the people did it on their own and that the two sitsab were
not involved was a statement made for politics. There was no choice but to say
that. . . . However, unless there was someone to show the road and give the orders to the people, it would not have been possible for the people to gather.
This is my opinion. Even if they all did gather together, some would say east
and some west-it would be disunified [without guidance from 011 top]. . . .
There was definitely someone to show the way.:'2
The sitsab, therefore, were almost certainly the ideological stimulus for this
association, although there is n o concrete evidence that they directly told
these manager types to organize it. But much in Tibet happened informally
through friendships and patron networks, and this may be the case here. A
word to a monk official from the monk sitsab saying that something should
be done by the Tibetan people and then another word to Thamjo Sonam
about the need for the people to get involved could easily have set this in
motion and then quietly nurtured it along. But whether this is what transpired or whether Tha~iijoSonam and the others decided this on their own,
the end result closely conformed t o the s i t s a l ~idea
' ~ that the voice of the Tibetan people should be used to pressllre the Chinese to make concessions
ahout the size and nature of their presence in Tibet.
The leaders of the new association also appear to have been encouraged
to pllrsue their ideas and assisted by important Tibetan officials such as Namseling. one of the leaders of :I secret group of antiChinese Tibetan government officials that we can loosely call the Namseling clique.

THE NAMSELING CLIQUE

Just as the manager types distrusted the Chinese a n d felt compelled to do
something about the increasing presence a n d power of Chinese officials and
troops, so did many government officials see the Chinese as an army of occi~pationwho, despite their current gentle talk, were really intent on destroying Tibet. A few of these officials started talking informally about this
and gradually decided to make a life-or-death commitment to d o something
about the situation.
O n 1 2 November i 95 1, seventeen days after the main Eighteenth Army
Corps's troops arrived in Lhasa, a small group of lay a n d monk government
officials formally took an oath to oppose the Chinese occupation however
they could. There was n o immediate aim other than to seize or create o p
portunities to oppose the Chinese in peaceful o r militant means, whichever
was more appropriate." In the simplest sense, their goal was to motivate the
populace to oppose the Chinese and prevent Tibetans at all levels from being taken in, o r won over, by what they considered the deceptive rhetoric
and financial enticements of the Chinese. They dedicated themselves to trying to make a difference, because they understood that if the government
itself (the Kashag) tried to d o something like this, the relations between it
and the Chinese would be destroyed, a n d the losers would be ~ i b e t a n s . ~ '
This group initially was composed of a monk official, Khenjung Lobsallg
Gyentsen, and two lay aristocratic officials, Tashi Bera (commander of the
Trapchi Regiment in Lhasa) and Namseling ( o n e of the four members of
the Revenue Office), with Namseling acting as the leader for the day-to-day
activities. '\5 An important political figure who was closely associated with them
was the Dalai Lama's lord chamberlain, Phala. H e was from an important
aristocratic family that is related to Namseling a n d had been strongly in favor of the Dalai Lama going into exile, since he, too, did not trust the intentions of the C o m r n ~ n i s t s . 'Drakten,
~
a former monk official, explained the
motives of these officials o n the basis of what Phala had told him after they
all were in exile.
SO what the): had decicled was to be united and to sacrifice even their lives if
need hc. They wanted to come up with an aIter.native way of' thinking. They
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would let the Kashag continue to work with the Chinese, for to have the government itself openly fight the Chinese would lead to the destruction of Tibet. But they took an oath to operate in secret, independent of the Kashag.
Their thinking was that if this did not work, then later, although they might
lose their lives, it would be just them, and the government would not be
implicated.
This group was extremely secret. Namseling's wife told me that Namseling
and Phala had good relations, and it seemed as if these two were handling the
inner matters of the group. She recalled that later when the guerrilla leader
Andrutsang consulted Phala and Namseling [in the period 1956-581, she always stood guard near the door [to the room where they were meeting in her
house], and no one was allowed in. She would serve the tea and herself go
back and forth to get things. The servants were not confided in. No one knew.
That is how secretive it was."
This group was involved behind the scenes with the 1952 People's Association and probably played an important role in the association's strategy a n d
in the preparation of its petition. Namseling's wife explained, "Yes, it seems
that my husband was also in that group. Thamjo Sonam used to come often
to our house, and my husband often went to see the sitsab, as well as to see
Phala."" Setrong Wangye similarly recalled contacts between them: "One day
[in 19521 when I was standing in front of my house [in Lhasa] giving my
horse fodder, Lobsang Trinley came by. I asked him where h e was coming
from, and he said h e had gone to see Namseling, who was one of the supporters of the People's Association. T h e n h e pulled out a document from
his pocket and said, 'I went to show this to ~ a r n s e l i ~ l g . " ' ~ ~
The emergellce of the People's Association helped further to fan the flames
of the anti-Chinese resentment in Lhasa and led to increasing incidentsposters, street songs, pushing and shoving Chinese, and spreading negative
rumors about the Chinese during the months of November 195 1 through
IMarch 1952. An entry in the history of the Chinese Communist Party in Tibet from late November I q5 i commented on this. "After the entrance [of
the PLA] into 1.hasa. the upper-strata reactionaries wele centered around
I,llkhanpa. The masses were instructed to create troubles and shouted slogans slrcl~as, 'PIA, don't just go home, starve first and then leave h ~ n g r y . ' " ~ "
Solme of thr rumors bring spread in 1,llasa according to Chinese soul-ceswele
hi7m-r and fancifi~l,for example, that Mao Zedong and Zho De had been
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captured by the Americans in the Korean War, a n d that the Communist Party
was going to fall soon, a n d that American troops had already landed in India in preparation for invading Tibet to expel the C o m r n u n i s t ~ . ~ '
However, the increasing frequency and severity of these anti-Chinese activities led the Chinese to visit the Dalai Lama in person to try to persuade
him to put an e n d to them. T h e Dalai Lama recalled this in his autobiography.
T h e eventual result was an extremely amusing incident with General Zhang.
O n e day he came to see me and demanded that I issue a proclamation banning any criticism of the Chinese, whether in songs or on posters, since these
were "reactionary" activities. However, despite new laws prohibiting opposition
to China, notices began to appear in the streets denouncing the presence of
the Chinese forces. A popular resistance movement was f ~ r r n e d . ~

T h e Tibetan government, however, made n o attempt to rein in the People's
Association and the protests they sponsored. By mid-March, the Chinese were
angry and nervous and began fortifying their positions in Lhasa. The 1 1
March 1952 entry in the history of the Chinese Communist Party in Tibet
reports the following:
Under the guise of a people's meeting, an anti-revolutionary organization
aroused riots in Lhasa. Upper-strata reactionary elements including two representatives of the Tibet local government of the Dalai Lama-Lukhangwa and
Lobsang Tashi-took advantage of our military, as they were not on very solid
ground yet. On the one hand they boycotted grain in an attempt to starve us,
and on the other hand they picked u p all kinds of social dirt and formed an
anti-revolutionary organization with the intent of inciting riots and disturbances. This organization was headed by some merchants and hooligans, and
the first of the fake people's meetings was held in November 1 gr, 1 . On I 1 March
I 9 5 2 , this anti-revolutionary organization drafted a petition calling for the withdrawal of the PLA and the cancellation of the peace agreement [the SeventeenPoint agreement]. At the same time there were demonstrations, and many
shops were closed, as order. was disturbed. There was chaos in the

Another account from a Chinese official who was in Lhasa at that time describes the situation similarly.
I.ukhanpa, Lobsang Tashi, and the People's Association incited people to cut
the Lhasa phone lines, shoot at PLA quarters at night, to hit PIA soldiers going outside, to yell at and hit the PIA guards [standing outside their buildings], t o tease the PLA in the market and push, spit, and block their way for
no reason. They also teased the PIA female troops and stole things from the
4 I . Ji I cyjja: 400.
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PLA. Such things were done every day. During March and April, there were
over a hundred such incidents.44

ATibetan soldier from the Gyantse Regiment who was also a member of the
People's Association had a similar recollection of those times.
So when this People's Association was organized, there was a great surge from
the Big Three monasteries and everywhere. Monks put on laymen's clothes
and trickled into Lhasa carrying guns and knives. So at that time there were
many groups of people gathered here and there. It was even said that we had
to go to Zhang J i n p i ' s residence.
Since so many people were arriving, the Chinese were very suspicious and
alarmed, and wherever they were living, they set up bunkers as if any day a war
might break out. So when this happened, the various Tibetan army regiments
could not just stay still; they also had to make preparations. For a few days in
Lhasa it was as if there were n o shopkeepers in the city [as the stores closed],
and since so many people had come, the feeling was that war might break out
any day.4"

The situation became so dangerous that the Chinese felt compelled to close
their Tibetan cadre school temporarily, as o n e of its students recalled.
The [Tibetan] teachers in the Cadre School were people loyal to the state, so
they were sent letters to scare them. These letters said that you teachers are
devils (tib. dii), and we will kill you one day. Moreover, when these teachers
went to the market, some people threw stones and spit at them and told them
to stop teaching at the school immediately. I recall seeing one of our teachers
crying under a tree. He told the students that from today on I cannot come
to teach you, because my safety is at risk and there is a danger to my life. So
FOI- the time being 1 can't come. . . . Because of this we had to stop the school for
awhile. I was a student, and I returned to the . . . Tibet Military H e a d q ~ a r t e r s . ~ ~

A young Tibetan in the PLA also said that when they closed the school h e
returned to the Chinese military base and worked at preparing fortifications.
He said that he and his colleagues slept in their clothing so they would be
ready in case of an attack.4i
Both sides also made military adjustments. O n the Tibetan side, the government ordered its Artillery Regiment in Shigatse to recall its troops, who
had all heen sent to their hotncs the prrvious year.4"he
Chinese mistinderstood this and thought that the sitsab had ordered the Artillery Regiment
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to come to Lhasa from S h i g a t ~ eThey
. ~ ~ took this as extremely threatening
and responded by recalling the First Battalion of the 155th Regiment from
Lhuntse, in southern Tibet, ordering them to travel day and night to reach
Lhasa quickly. At the same time, the Chinese not only fortified their positions but also built underground tunnels between the commander-in-chief's
offices, the political headquarters, and the payroll office and forbade its
troops to leave their bases, in order to minimize the risk of fights and incidents occurring."" In addition to this, the continuing shortage of food and
firewood weighed heavy on the Chinese side. As one Chinese source put it,
"Between February and March 1952, the troops in Lhasa really had only
enough grain to last about three days, and at best it could last only about
seven or eight days. Sometimes they had to ration the supply of firewood,
and sometimes the firewood was just enough to boil water to drink but not
to wash their faces and use for other purposes.''51
Then, on 30 March 1952, after the Great Prayer Festival had ended, the
leaders of the People's Association finally took the step of presenting their
petition to the Tibetan government, choosing a day when the Kashag was
having disc~issionswith the sitsab, since the association hoped to meet with
them both."' The association delegates addressed the petition to both the
Tibetan and the Chinese governments, because they did not want the Tibetan government to think it was deliberately being bypassed and because
they felt this would increase the likelihood that the Chinese would take it seriously."' Their delegation was made up of about twenty people, including
the main leaders.
When this delegation arrived at the Kashag's office, the ministers were
immediately given the document. l,halu recalled the event and the Kashag's
fear of dealing with them.
[When] the Kashng was meeting in the Potala, we received a petition written
in Tibetan scroll format that was calletl the "Tibetan people's petition." Its main
point was that the P I A troops in Lhasa should follow the custom of the Qng
emperor's troops [i.e., not stay long in Tibet and leave only a token garrison].
We were a little afriiicl about the petition. We had lost the liberation war in
Chamdo i ~ n tdisturbances
l
a n d trouble cotlld break o u t here in Lhwa. Recause
of this, we c o n c l ~ ~ c l ethat
d if we accepted the letter [From the representative~l
s e r i o ~dificulties
~s
would occur. We wantecl to maintain good relations with the
Chinme, so we gave the petition hack to t h r people's representatives ant! told
them we cannot accept it.
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50. b n g I O H j : jfi.
.5 I . Dangdiii zhongguo congshr~hi;~njihr~
I !)o I : I <j!).
5 2 . Namgyr Wangtli'~.interview, 199:3.
5:3. I .hatsiin L.;~hrang(:hanrlzii, intt-rview. I 992.

.I!).

When we did this, they surprised us by saying, "We have already shown
the petition to the two sitsab, a n d they said to ask the Kashag to take it." We
told them that we did not know whether the sitsab had really seen this, so we
would look into the matter a n d give them an answer after reporting this to
the sitsab.
We then looked at the petition and took it to the two sitsab, who did not
say whether they had seen the petition before. Lukhangwa simply informed
us that this petition is genuinely the opinion of the Tibetan people, so the
Kashag should accept il and give it to Zhang J i n p . Actually the Dalai Lama
should have been consulted, but he wasn't. Lukhangwa settled it on the spot,
telling us to accept the petition.54

The Kashag ministers then returned and accepted the petition. T h e representatives of the People's Association, n o t surprisingly, felt their idea to meet
first with the sitsab had bee11 correct.
When they [the representatives] went to the Potala Palace, it seems that the
Kashag ministers and the sitsab said that the petition was very good. Lukhangwa
especially said, "It is very good that yo11 are doing these things," and told them
that they must pursue the matter to completion. Besides this, there were others
who said that this was very good, and the monks of the Namgye Tratsang [the
Dalai Lama's monastery housed in the Potala] served them a meal of rice and
sweet potatoes. . . . So when they returned they were very pleased, saying that
the higher-ups are of the same mind as we are.'"

On the next day, the Kashag sent Zhang Jingwu a copy of the petition and
arranged to meet with the People's Association representatives at the Chinese ~ i b e Work
t
Committee headquarters in the old Sandutsang house
(which also served as Zhang Jingvu's residence). T h e Chinese reported that
there was a mob of armed people outside shouting at the Chinese: "Fully
armed Tibetans were everywhere in the street. They shouted in front of
Zhang Jingwu's gate, demanding that Zhang 'iinmediately withdraw the PLA
from Tibct,' that the Tibetan governing systeni should n o t change, 'that the
agreement should be revised.' They demanded an immediate response from
Zhang.""l'
Kashag minister Lhalu co~ltinuedhis narration of the event.
The next clay we [the Kashag ministers] wvnt to %liang.Jingw~~'s
residence. The
rc.pl-c.scnt;~tivc.s
of tlic Peoplc's Association had already arrived. . . .
When the petition was giwn t o % h a n g . ] i n p u , the People's Party representatives $;lid only, "O(II-c-ontcnr is in the document, so look at it." Zhang
.~~~F
Ilitntl(~tl
, w I I i t to ~ n ;111d
c asked m e to 1-c;id it. So in the presence of Zhang
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and the other Kashag ministers, I read it once. At this point Zhang called the
"fake" people's representatives u p a n d photographed them, and they left.57

One of the association members also recalled this meeting.
So we went there at around 4 P.M. For a while, when the Kashag ministers and
the Chinese discussed this, no one paid any attention to us. We were about sixteen people. [Then they looked] to see what identifying marks we had, such
as scars on the face, or whether we had gold teeth or not or any wounds. All
these were written down. Then they took photos from the front and from the
side and from a distance when we moved about. By the time we had delivered
the petition, i t was already

The people's representatives apparently were quite pleased with themselves
and, when the photographs were being taken, lined up posing stylishly with
their rosaries hanging down from their hands.5g
The Chinese side presents this historic meeting as follows:
T h e People's Association elected three representatives headed by Jayan Dawa
to enter Zhang Jingwu's residence to petition to him. Zhang asked them to sit
down first. He immediately sent someone to invite the Kashag ministers over
to meet with the three representatives of the People's Association together with
him. In front of the Kashag ministers, Zhang seriously pointed out that this
riot was encouraged by someone behind the scenes. T h e masses who participated in the riot were being used by others. They were not responsible for it.
Zhang Jingwu demanded that the Kashag should handle the incident at once
in an appropriate way or would be responsible for any severe consequences.
Afterwi~rds,Zhang patiently explainecl the seventeen points of the agreement
one by one [to the representatives]. He explained the religious and ethnic policies of the Communist Party to them and then he asked them to leave their
petition to him and wait for a reply.
Though the representatives bringing the petition did not want to hear anything Zhang tried to explain, they all pretended they understood Zhang's cornments, since they did not want to make the Kashag ministers and the Tibetan
local government look awkward. They asked the masses that surrounded
Zhang's residence to leave in the afternoon, but they still kept a few armed
people to watch the residence closely.""

The petition itself is an impressive document that consisted of six points. It
was diplomatically crafted so as not to convey either hostility o r hatred toward the Chinese. Using a heading typical of the Qing dynasty period, i t tried
57. L.hal11.interview, I 9 9 2 .
5 8 . 1,hatsun 1,abrang (;hantl7t3, interview. I < ) c J ~ .
59. Shingsar Lobsang Gelek, interview, 199:b Toronto. He recallrtl seeing the photos of
them. since he was o n the,ludicial Investigation C:ammittee that later intrrrogated them.
6 0 . J i I g y p : 401-2.

to convey to the Chinese that the new relationship between Chinese and Tibetans could be successful if both sides went back to the Qing model, and it
actually thanked the Chinese for many things. Interestingly, it also chose to
show social "progressiveness" by criticizing the Tibetan government and the
abuses of the traditional feudal system and stating that the association would
submit a plan on how to fix it. And critically, it did not demand anything.
Rather it "asked" the Chinese to please help "the people," and it asked this using an honorific term, gyamju, which is normally used by persons of lower
status to officials, lamas, and others from whom they want a favor or loan.
This petition was so well-crafted that i t seems probable that the leaders had
help from more knowledgeable and sophisticated government officials, for
example, perhaps from Namseling and other officials in his clique.
The actual petition begins with an introductory heading composed in the
style of that used during the days of the Q ~ n g
dynasty:"' "From the lay and
religious people of Tibet with a single voice, to the feet of both the emperor,
priest and patron, and the lamas and lords of Tibet and China.""' It then
goes on to make six points.
Point O ~ P
Buddhism is the source of all benefit and happiness. In the past, the Buddha prophesized the Dalai Lama would be the holder of Buddhism and especially assigned him as the deity of Tibet. H e became the precious stone placed
on the heads of all sentient beings. He is the pillar on which the present and
the future lives of the monks and laymen of Tibet depend. As for the essence
of the friendship between C:liinese and Tibetans, i t is what was said [in the
agreement], namely that "our customs will not be changed." In order to serve
the Tibetan government so that the activities of the government will flourish
like a rising moon, all matters, regardless of whether they are civil o r military,
are decided through submitting a plan to His Holiness the Dalai Lama and
seeking his approval. We are definitely following this.
Furthermore, the PR(: has thought about creating friendship and sent
officials and soldiers to Tibet. I t was written [in the Seventeen-Point Agreement] that the title and power of the Dalai Lama will not be changed. So it is
independent as before. Therefore,we, the Tibetan people, monks and laymen,
are very satisfied and glad, and we say "thank you" for this.
Porn/ T700
The foundation of Tibetan Ruddhism is mainly the three great monasteries [arorlnd I,hasa] and the otliel- major and minor monastic institutions. These
arc the places where a11 sentient beings a c c u m ~ ~ l atheir
t e merit. (:onsequently,
In order to develop and restore these monasteries, patrons have donated es-

61. Tilt, I ; i n g ~ ~ a in
g ( ~111rprtition was flowcry. and thr translation that follows has been kept
li'f'ral s o IlliI): SC(*III srilred i f , places.
(52. In Til~rtan,g o t ~ gIn;, rnchod yon gyi mnga' bdag rgya bod l h ; ~
dpon lhan rgyas ~ n c l i o g
gi 711a1)~pad ningon m ~ l l o 'dl-lrng
i
(111 glts 'hangs hod ljongs ~ n dmangs
i
srr skya spyi mgrin nas.
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tates, animals, fields, houses, and people to them. And money and barley were
also donated as religious trust funds to continue the timely religious offerings
of rituals. T h e Central Committee (ch. Zhongyang) has said that it will protect the monasteries and that their income will not be changed. Therefore, we
request that this continue forever.
Point Three
There is n o denying that, like the source of water, the management of the
Tibetan government is important to both religion and politics. Because of the
lack of merit of sentient beings, the Great 13th Dalai Lama, to whom we have
incomparable gratitude, passed away at the age of fifty-eight in the Water-Bird
year [ i 9331. His subjects were left like a blind man in the middle of a plain.
His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama came into existence as the savior of sentient
beings in Tibet. But h e was unable to take the religious and temporal power
until the Iron-Tiger year [ I 9501. During these nineteen years, the work to improve the political system of the Tibetan government was not carried out well.
Therefore, the government and the subjects have had a very hard time. The
government officials and the subjects know the cause of this situation, which
resulted in the people being left like a doctor abandoning a patient.
The Central Committee has made it clear that in the future it will not change
the political system ofTibet, so there is n o other choice but to heal the disease
[in the Tibetan political system] by ourselves. There is n o need for us to find
a good medicine from somewhere else to heal it. Therefore, all people should
think about developing the political system of the Tibetan government so that
it would be beneficial for the subjects. In order for the Tibetan government
to become well-organized and flourish as soon as possible, we are [later] going to submit a petition with a plan.
Point Four
Regarding the overall good livelihoocl under the leadership of the Tibetan
government, Tibetans have been happy and peaceful through the kindness of
all the dalai lamas who have reigned. For instance, even beggars have had full
freedom and no worries. They enjoyed absolute freedom until the Chinese
came. Now, probably because of the negative merit [karma] of the people in
general, there have been crop failures, war, lawlessness between the Chinese
,
has
and the Tibetans and the arrival of quite n large number of ~ e o p l ewhich
caused the price of foocl ancl clothing to increase clay by day. Some of the rich
subjects placed their own clesires [first] and stirred up discord, which caused
the fundamental welfare of sirl?jects in general to be completely destroyed, so
they could not manage their livelihood and faced unbearable hartlships. Rrll
nobodv was investigating the matter, and they were able to do whatever bad practices they wanted. Therefore, i t is out of the question f o r the Tibetan government to make any progress. The people's living conclitions are getting w o r ~ ~
dav bv d;lv. This is hec,\rrse the (:entraI (:ommittee [pcrmittetl] evil pcoplc to
escape throrrgh the upper (tib. to) and lower parts (tib. m e ) [of Tibet] and gang
rlp and kill and rob [the people] continrro~lsly.[This last sentenc c. is ~lncleal.1
When the people s,iid [to the C:hinc.sc] that y o ~ should
i
tor rec-t these p r ( j l ~
lemx thev said that thev will consult with the leaders of Tibet anti makc a de-
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cision to take action. If you cannot put into practice actions that make the
people free from the suffering of poverty, the disgrace between the Chinese
and the Tibetan will spread all over the world.. Therefore, we request that you
please help us (tib. gyamju).
We have no choice but to agree to pay the major and minor government
taxes according to the land that we have. However, we request [that the Tibetan
government] exempt payments in kind and corvie labor for civil and military
taxes like the horse and pack animal corvie tax and the human corvie labor,
which have exceeded o r are disproportionate to the amount of land that we
have. There are also high-interest loans for which the interest has been added
on top of interest, and those [lenders] who are pursuing the loans have done
so in an unbearably harsh manner, taking away by force the lands, houses, and
possessions, as well as the things that were left as collateral, according to their
own wishes. Therefore, the poor and humble people have n o basis for subsisting, so they have had to run away abroad. The people were unable to serve
those who own the people and land, and they have had to go through unbearable torture and suffering. Regarding this matter, in order to advance the
good and prevent the bad, we are going to submit petitions from the people
living in the upper and the lower parts [of Tibet]. We request (tib. gyamju)
that you settle the matters appropriately according to the customs of the country.
Point Five

Concerning the defense forces in Tibet, in the past, at the time of the priest
and patron relationship between the Chinese and the Tibetans [during the
Qlng dynasty], there was a small military force. During the 1 s t h Dalai Lama's
reign, we started training an army to protect our territories in the upper and
lowel-areas and had just enough weapons to protect our own land. We bought
some rifles according to our own economic condition. Our aim was never to
fight with outsiders. Our country, Tibet, is known as a place of religion. Tibetans think of'nothing but religion and religious offerings. We Tibetans didn't
have any power, teclinology, wealth, o r knowledge like other countries. We are
simple people who are very fi-iendly with everybody. We got along like this.
Brit now, if you are planning to reform the rules of the Tibetan military as
well as their army i~nifornisand the conduct [of the soldiers], this would cause
sevcrc disappointment among tlie people. T h e Central Committee has said
that the [Tibetans] shall have tlie powel- to preserve or reform the local cusfaith. We reqlrcst perniission that tlie local customs retoms and thc rvligio~~s
main iIS 1wfol.e.
We h;kvc. n o c.hoicc I I ~ I Ito protect olrr own territories in the upper and lower
arcas. Thc clrstorns of a hig country d o not suit ;i small country. They will cause
harm instcacl ofl>cinghcncficial. So in order for thc people to live happily, nccording lo Ihr j)rm)io16.sc~r.slom~,
roifh Ihp rjccr/)lion o. f 0 .fimr (;h,in,r.sroflic7c~l.cand troop.^
'l'iI)ptl, Ihr r ~ .\hoirld
~ l roi/hd?-nro."Wcrequest you to think abolrt this and re-

(i:\.In 'l'il>cl;in, stigiu- I;lni tlpon dmag ~ ) l i ~ - I3r1
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pa.

quest to [your] superiors in order to make a clear response and help us with
our request.

Point Six
After using our natural resources [for ourselves], everyone knows that Tibet's surplus products such as wool, yak's tail, musk, deer horns, and medicinal herbs were exported in exchange for iron, gold, and silver from foreign
countries such as India, Britain, and America. This kind of trade was done according to the religious faith and trust and loyalty. Actually. . . several trade
agreements have been signed to transport the goods by land, sea, and air, and
the Chinese and Tibetans have respectively collected custom taxes.
But this year, on the pretext of the friendship between China and Tibet, the
wool trade was stopped. If we have to remain like this, the wool that has been
transported to India will be mixed with earth and stone [will rot], and the wool
we have in Tibet will also become scattered, and the traders will not be able to
recover from having fallen down. We request as a favor to us to continue to do
the wool trade as before. Otherwise, the money of the Tibetan government,
the three great monasteries, the religious funds for doing offerings, and the
welfare of the rich and the subjects/serfs (tib. miser) will be damaged. So we
request you to please help us. T h e Central Committee said that they would develop agriculture, animal husbandry, handicrafts, and trade according to the
situation in Tibet to improve the livelihood of the people. Actually, the ban
on the wool trade has really affected the welfare of the Tibetan government,
the religious offerings in the monasteries, and the people. Everybody can see
this clearly. So therefore the Chinese should lift the trade ban.'j4
T h e petition, therefore, tried t o situate t h e Seventeen-Point Agreement
within t h e priest-patron ideology that was associated with t h e Q i n g dynasty
( a n d before that with t h e Mongol e m p e r o r s ) a n d tried t o give t h e impression
that u n d e r t h e right conditions-the Qing dynasty arrangement-Tibetans
c o u l d have cordial relations with C h i n a . T h e petition was polite, in thanking
t h e Chinese for leaving t h e Dalai L a m a in power a n d f o r promising to protect t h e monasteries a n d their sources of i n c o m e a n d in indicating that the
association was in favor of r e f o r m i n g aspects o f t h e traditional feudal estate
system. But it asked t h e Chinese t o c h a n g e their strategy in Tibet by leaving
t h e Tibetan military as it t h e n was, by retaining only a small force of Chinese
officials a n d soldiers in Lhasa, by allowing Tibetans to reform their social and
tax systems, a n d by resuming t h e wool e x p o r t trade. I n t h e e n d , if the Chinese side h a d accepted these requests, a "protectorate" relationship somewhat
analogous t o T i b e t before i g I 3 would have b e e n created. Tibet would have
h e e n part of C h i n a , b u t it would have f i ~ n c t i o n e dwith its own
system a n d institutions, with only a h a n d f ~ l ol f Chinear soldiers arid officials
overseeing things in L.hasa. This was precisely what t h e sitsab had in mind.
64. people's Association petition I !)r,.r (emphasis adderl). ThC ban on wool was actual'"a
L1.S. ban o n buying goods from comrnr~nistcountries.

The Kashag ministers took the petition from the representatives a n d told
them that they would be contacted later a n d should not cause trouble while
they waited for a reply. T h e Chinese, in the meantime, had placed all their
troops on alert and fortified their positions with sandbags a n d the like. O n e
Tibetan recalled, "So at this time, the Chinese bought everything the
Nepalese and others who were selling cotton cloth had. They made an astounding number of bags and filled them with sand a n d barricaded their
doors and windows a n d rooftops. So the Nepalese a n d the Muslims had a
prosperous b u s i n e ~ s . "However,
~~
at the same time, the Chinese troops were
strictly instructed absolutely not to fire the first shot. T h e Chinese had plans
for a powerful counterattack, not a preemptive strike.66
The leaders in the People's Association were not sure what to expect when
they sent their representatives to see Zhang Jingwu so had taken the precaution of devising a plan to free them should the Chinese have placed them
under arrest. T h e rescue plan would have involved an attack o n the Chinese
building, so individual members had been given arms and told to congregate outside the main Chinese headquarters." Chinese accounts of that day
confirm that a large number of Tibetans milled around in front of Zhang's
residence and other places: "At this time more than two thousand [armed]
reactionary elements encircled the residence of Zhang Jingwu, the People's
Bank, and the Foreign Affairs Bureau. Lukhan'gwa and Lobsang Tashi directed the Tibetan army and monks of the three great monasteries to create uprisings against
It was already past sunset when the people's representatives left Zhang's
residence. The Kashag ministers and the Chinese officials then discllssed the
situation for a while. To the Chinese, the reports they were getting made it
sound as if the situation might turn violent at any moment, so when the
Kashag ministers illso said they were going home, Zhang Jingwu expressed
great concern over the large number of demonstrators still milling around
outside his residence and said h e suspected that they were planning to start
trouble later that evening."" Phiinwang recalled that Zhang Guohua warned
the Kashag ~rrinistcrs,saying, "We will not fire the first shot, but when we fire
the second shot, we will not let them easily get away." The ministers responded

( i s . I.h;llsii~lI ,;thr;tng (:h;tntlzii, inlervicw, 1 9 9 2 .
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(i;. Amdo S a l n d r l ~ intc.rvicw,
~,
1 9'14, Dhara~~isala:
(:handzii Ngawang Temha, interview,
!I!):\.
W. Zhonggong xi1;rng zizhiclrl darlgslii ziliao 7heng.ji weiyr~anhrli ~ g g o entry
,
for g l
Ma1.cl1-1 April I !152.
(;!I. Fan Ming (intcrvic.~,I ~ ~ ~Xi'an)
) : ~ ,said that the Chinese side hat1 received information
;lh()rllpl;rt~sf o ~+; tlis111rh;tnc.r:"Ngahii gave ,IS somc information we needed; we also had our
inlcl1igenc.r svstc.ln."
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simply that the situation would not become that bad.70Nevertheless, Zhang
Jingwu asked the Kashag ministers to remain in his headquarters overnight
to calm the situation in case trouble flared up, and they agreed.71Lhalu recalled the evening: "It was Ngabo and I who stayed. Zhang Jingwu said we
two should stay. I thought there might be trouble, and we didn't sleep all
night. We just sat there all night. If the people came, we were going to go
out and tell them to disperse and go home. But nothing happened, and the
next day we left."7' Phiinwang, who also was there, remembered that they
played majong to pass the time but also recalled that Surkhang was there
too?"
But while nothing happened at Zhang's house, there was trouble elsewhere; for example, the Chinese believed that shots were fired at Ngabo's
house. So with tension at a heightened level, the Chinese, as we shall see in
the next chapter, now decided to bypass the sitsab and turn directly to the
Dalai Lama for assistance in restoring order.

70. P h i ~ n w a n g interview,
,
2 0 0 0 , Beijing.
7 I . Lhalr~,interview, I 992;Lhn k l i ~(Lhalu) 198 I : 3.53;Ji 1993": 401.
72.

I,h,~lu, interview, I 9 9 2

73. Phi'lnwang, interview, n o o o , Beijing. Zhao ( 1995: 7 1-72) andJi ( 1993a: 4 0 1 ) "SO 5tate
thnt Sr~rkhiing waq prewnt too.

Chapter 13

Turning to the Dalai Lama
and Removing the Sitsab

Upset by what they saw as a deteriorating situation, orchestrated, in their
view, by the sitsab, the Chinese turned directly to the Dalai Lama, hoping he
would intervene. Between 3 1 March and 4 April (ig52), Zhang Jingwu sent
three letters to the Dalai Lama (via the Kashag) about this. The first, sent
on 31 March, made two points.
1.

For the past one or two days we witnessed that there are a lot of impropelmonks in Lhasa from Sera and Drepung monaster-ies who have disguised
themselves as common people and have come bringing weapons. They organized some officers and soldiers from the Tibetan army and other
scor~ndl-elsand held meetings at which they took an oath and carried out
reactionary activities airried at creating disturbances against the PIA, robbing the crowd (ch. qunzhong) and creating a disturbance in the city of
1,hil~a.

2.

Today the Kasliag's secretary (tib. kadrung) I~roughta formal note f r o ~ n
the Kashag saying that the so-called People's Representatives will give a petition to both the PI,A and to the Tibet local government and [they] asked
mc to attend. O u r investigation showed that those false people's representatives who pretenrl to represent thc people's will are supported by some
people behind thcx scenes. They are trying to use the method of making a
petition and rioting (ch. sao h r ~ a n )to accomplish a conspiracy of sabotaging the ;~g~-cv~nc-nt
Ihr the l~eacefiilliberation of Tibet and the unity betwc.cn n;~tion;llitics.[Thcl-eforc]Yo11 (( l l . nin: respectfill term) should immt*cliacclygive an 01-dcl-co efrc.cci\,ely stop this [tllcir actions].'
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That same evening, the Dalai Lama's brother, Lobsang Samden, came to the
Tibet Work Committee and told them that the Dalai Lama would meet with
the two sitsab the following day to discuss the s i t ~ a t i o n . ~
On the next day, Zhang Jingwu sent a second, much more specific, letter,
asking the Dalai Lama to abolish the People's Association and quell the disturbances. It said,
To all the Kashag ministers, and, via them, pass it on to the honorable Dalai
Lama:

. . . Regarding the reactionary organization and its actions in Lhasa, after investigations and discussions with the leaders in Lhasa, including the head of
the Nangtsesha Office,'' we learned that among today's reactionaries were
monks disguised as laymen and Lhasa hooligans, as well as Tibetan soldiers
and officers with their weapons. They organized the reactionary so-called Lhasa
liberation force, and they secretly went to our residence at the Sandutsang
house and massed on the left and right sides, planning to launch an armed rebellion. At this time, our PLA troops followed our excellent political policy
and showed great restraint using only a defensive military strategy. With the
help of the Kashag ministers, we avoided bloodshed. This is very good.
However, I have something I must say. T h e reactionary group and their activities were not a sudden (spontaneous) affair. Important people from behind
the scenes secretly supported them in accordance with a plan. These secret
had activities are in conflict with the Dalai Lama's thoughts. They are also opposed to nationality harmony and to the ideology of developing Tibet. And
they are destroying the peaceful agreement and are committing the crime of
opposing the unity of the motherland. If they d o not cease showing their
strength, the Tibetan people will definitely experience a very bad result. Consequently, as explained below, use your power and give orders as soon as passible to solve the issue.
I . Imniediately send an order to all Tibetan troops (including the Bodyguard Regiment) that from today on they should return to their- regimental
barracks. You should exercise strict discipline over them and not allow them
to go or~tsidea n y h e r e and d o any illegill acts. You should put into practice
the Seventeen-Point Agreement immediately ant1 should educate people on
nationality harmony and prohibit instigation. And you should decree that the
Tibetan people cannot consider the PI,A as an enemy and cannot orltwardly
show il friendly attitude hut inwardly cause trouble.
2. Ini~necliatelysend an order t o the Three Monastic Seats (and other monasteries) stating that from today all the monks should return lo their rnonastt-ries. The ;tbhots, moreover, should exercise strict discipline over the monks and
prevent rhern from going outside the monastery and committing had acts. Yell
shoi~ldorder the monasteries ro give grlarantees that they accept this.

2.

Zhao I !)95: 7 I .

:\. 'Thi5 was the office of the 1,hasa city government.
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3. Immediately issue an order abolishing the Fake People's Association. All
those who were members will not be investigated in the future if they return
to their respective homes (and areas). However, the representatives of the association may stay in the Kashag and wait for the meeting. We plan to meet
with the Kashag ministers to listen to all their opinions and then discuss them.
Then we will answer [the representatives] formally.
4. Order the Kashag at once to have discussionswith the Tibet Military Area
Headquarters and immediately issue a joint announcement that all those who
are destroying nationality harmony and the Seventeen-Point Agreement must
stop their activities completely. All illegal acts should be forcefully stopped. Together with this, you should guarantee the security of Lhasa. T h e shopkeepers and so forth should continue to work as usual, and you should protect them.
If you do this the people will feel at ease.4

Xu Danlu, the Chinese head of security, went with two guards to take this
letter to the Kashag, which was meeting in the Potala. A Chinese report o n
this said.
Xu sat down in front of the Kashag ministers, took out Zhang Jincgwu's letter, and gave it to Surkhang, asking him to give it to the Dalai. Then h e told
the ministers that the destr-uctive activities of the "people's association" were
still going on and that without a powerful force behind them, they would not
be so daring. He insinuated that if the ministers did not con~pletelystop having relations with those doing reckless things, the consequences would be
unimaginable.
The senior Kashag minister, Ramba, expressed doubts about the accuracy
of the C:ommunists' information. He said that he believed that things were not
as had as they claimed and that the best thing to d o was to take the whole thing
less seriously. Ramba acted as if this was not very serious. Xu then seriously and
easily listed a series o f facts and lirmly asked the Kashag to take immediate measures 01-they would be responsible for all the consequences. The Kashag mini s ( ~k~greecl
- ~ a n d said they would investigate and report back t o ZliangJinP~."

On the salnc day, 1 April, the (:entral Committee sent the Tibet Work Committre a re\fe;~lingtelcgra~n,telling its members to be alert to dangers but
also giving them a lectllrr on the realities of nationality loyalty and how they
sllollld he conducting the~nselves.The telegra~nI-epresmts the beginning
of M m ' s loss of confidence in the illdrpendent jl~dgmentof the leaders of
Ihc Tibet Work (:ornmittee. It said.
Yollr Iclcgl ;ims of :{ Miircli iind I H March [ I clr,2] were received. In the past,
for a long lirnc., the Tiheran local govet-nment t o o k a position that opposed

4. lhli xi7;lng gong7llo dc. rhongy;lo zhishi (wt-i r h r ~ b ; ~dre~shouji), n.d.. 14-1 (i.
Src also J i
,#(),I.
;i.]I
,1 !J):~;I:
,+(I.$,

1 !)!):\;I:
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CONFRONTATION A N D ADJUSTMENT

the motherland. T h e relationship between Tibetans and Han has just begun
to improve. However, the imperialists have not yet given u p [plans of] invasion and the conspiracy to stir up a war in Tibet. T h e conspiracy may have a
new development recently with Gyalo Thondup, Surkhang, and the Dalai's
mother returning to Tibet.6 You need to pay very close attention and be alert
all the time.
O n the other hand, even though the Tibetan people are not satisfied with
the Tibetan local government, it is still the contemporary local government
of the Tibetan nationality. And because it is the administrator in Tibet, it still
holds nationality feelings together. So the Tibetan people will have negative
feelings if we fail to treat the Kashag properly, even though there is the Agreement for the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet and they recognize that Tibet is a
part of the People's Republic of China.
Your work in the Tibet area not only should insist on implementing the
agreed-upon agreement but also should involve collecting all kinds of information in order to work on a case-by-case basis. You may experience many twists
and turns in order to achieve the goal of carrying out the agreement. You need
to clo so in a scientific and systematic way so that you support those who are
inclined to be close to the Central Committee (such as Ngabo, etc.), win over
those in the middle, and isolate those stubborn ones (such the two sitsab).
You have paid attention to the above policies, but the Central Committee
hopes that every step you take you will be still more consciously aware of them,
especially because we currently still d o not have complete control over the Tibetan area either politically or militarily. The prices in Lhasa are rising fast,
the road from Kham cannot be completed in a short time, the troops cannot
support themselves this year, and we cannot improve the material lives and we]fare of the Tibetan people for a while. All in all, our standing in Tibet will not
be stable for the next couple of years. Hence, we have to take an extremely
cautious attitude on politics and progress steadily. Do not d o any relatively drastic reforms until the road is completed, we are self-sufficient in production,
and the material interests of the Tibetan people are improved.
Currently, if you need anything to be done by the Tibetan local government,
you may ask-Jingwuto propose to the Kashag that it handle it. However, yell
should negotiate things with the Kashag ministers in advance and f11llyexplain
the issues in order to get support from the majority. Also yo11 should negotiate it with the sitsab. If i t is necessary and beneficial, you could let.Jinp11 (as
the representative of the Central C;overnment) and Guohua (as the cornrnander of the Tibetan Military Area) attcntl informal meetings (rh. ir.uo ran
hui, "sit and ch;ltW).But it is not appropriate f o r . J i n p 1and Guohl~ato attend
meetings of the Kashag clirectly. It wotrlcl be especially awkward if at sllch a meeting both sides get stuck in a cleadlock. J i n p ~as, the representative of the (;entral Committee, shoulrl he well prepared when makirlg contacts with all kinds
of people. If you want to make a proposal at a meeting such as a "chat and talk"
meeting, vou have to anticipate that it will get the S I I P P ofthe
~ ~ ~ majority. I'll-

ti. Thry harl r e t t ~ r n r dt o t.hasa in mid-Fehrt~arv.
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der those circumstances, the minority will not openly oppose or confront your
proposal. Otherwise, it would be better to talk with individuals, explaining and
convincing them before you make a formal proposal. In addition, it is necessary to maintain direct contact with the Dalai.
Hope you will pay attention to collecting information and report to the
Southwest Bureau and the Central Committee consistently.
Central Committee
1 April ig5z7

The next day, a number of Kashag ministers, including Surkhang and
Ramba, went to the Chinese side to discuss security issues a n d jointly agreed
to placing a curfew in Lhasa. T h e Lhasa "mayor" (the Nangtsesha mipon)
immediately issued orders imposing a curfew from 8 P.M. un ti1 5 A.M. People
were also prohibited from spreading rumors o r instigating others to d o bad
things, and all secret meetings and other illegal activities were b a n n e d R
However, the Dalai Lama again did not take action regarding the bigger
issues raised by Zhang Jingwu, and o n the streets nothing changed. In the
view of the Chinese, members of the People's Association, together with some
monks and soldiers, continued actively to harass them. And o n 2 April, the
Chinese reported that they held a public meeting in front of the Shol
Parkhang (in front of the Potala Palace), which over a hundred people attended. At the meeting they decided to continue their activities until their
goals were met, and they organized some people to continue to hang
around Zhang Jingwu's r e ~ i d e n c e . ~
Then, on 4 April, ZhangJingwu sent yet another letter to the Dalai Lama,
this time requesting that h e convene a meeting with the sitsab and Kashag
ministers to discuss measures to prevent further disturbances. This meeting
was held but went badly, because the sitsab supported the People's Association, as the following account relates:
The two sits;~bsaid, "011r gavel-nmt=nt has its own organizational rules. The
petition of'the people concerning their own situation was done according to
tratlition. Thcy ;Ire rn;~king;I petition humbly [literally, with scarves in their11;intl and tht'ir cheeks tot~cliingthe gl-oli~ld,i.e., prostrating]. 0111- siikjects
~ 1 -staling
c
the tliffjc~iltiesi l l rhei1- lives and saying that they are having srich
;lntl ~ i ~ ctlif'fic~iil~ies.
li
So they are saying, "Please d o siich arid s~iclithings regarding ~ h c s cdifficulties." So when 1Iie people arc speaking like tliis, we have
1 0 1islc.n to ;ill of' i ~ Then
.
aftel- lisrcning, if there arc genuine g r i e ~ i n c e sand
if tl1c.l.c. i s room 1'01- govcl-nnlcnt;tl considcr;~tion,then wc will say to them, "You
ll;~\.(~pc,ritionctl rcg;+r-diligtliis ant1 that ni;-lttc~;a ~ i drhc. government will do

7 I h l i xizang go~~g~,rro
tle ~l~or~gy;ro
7liishi (wri rhrrh;un dr sho~!ji),1l.d.
H. Yang I !)H7: 72-7:\;,li 1 !)<):+;i: ,404. (:Iiinc*ses o ~ ~ l - cs;ry
c ~ s11i;it rile c.rr~-l.wwas n o t ohcyed.
0. l k n g I !)Hi: 7 ~ 7 : j .

such and such things. And regarding this matter, it is all right, but regarding
that matter, although you have asked for such and such things, because of our
government policy, they are not possible." So in this way we have to give replies.
Just giving orders and saying to arrest people who have come to petition humbly
is not at all acceptable.
When Lukhangwa said this, [the Chinese] did not reply directly but rather
said, "Behind the curtain there are people hiding, behind the curtain there
are people hiding."" Then they suddenly got up and said there is no use talking and left the meeting. . . . [Their saying.] "Behind the curtain there are
people hiding," meant that behind those people are the sitsab."

In the meantime, with the Tibetan government doing next to nothing to address the Chinese demands for action against the People's Association, Beijing responded o n 6 April 1952 with important new instructions to the Tibet Work Committee, which showed even more caution and restraint than
the 1 April telegram. Beijing now instructed them to stop pushing to reform
the army and start the Military-Administrative Committee. In essence, it instructed them to back off implementing the agreement in these sensitive areas.
We basically agree with the instructions that the Southwest Bureau and the
Southwest Military Region Headquarters telegraphed to the Tibet Work Com~I.'
mittee and the Tibetan Military Area Headquarters on 2 April [ ~ C J ~ With
the exception of reorganizing the Tibetan army, we believe the basic policy
and a lot of the specific steps mentioned in this telegram are correct. You should
keep moving in this direction so that we will never be defeated in Tibet.
T h e situation in Tibet is different from that in Xinjiang. Politically and economically, Tibet is a lot more backward. Wang Zeng's troops [in Xinjiang] can
supply themselves now. They worked hard to calculate carefully and became
self-sufficient in procluction. Now they have a firm standing and receive good
support from the nationality groups. Currently they have clone work reducing
the rents ancl interest rates. They will start land reforms this winter and then
people will support us more. There is also convenient truck transportation between Xinjiang ancl the inland areas, and [Xinjiang also has] close economic
ties with the USSR. We have helped the ethnic nationalities a lot with respect
to material things and welfare.
[In Tibet for] A t least a couple of years [two or three], there should be no
reductions [in rents and interest] ant1 n o withdrawals [in tenancies]. There
ilre hunrlrecls o l thousands of Hans in Xinjiang, hilt thcre are no Han in Tibet at all. Our army now is residing in a totally different ethnic rcgion, mclwe
rely on two basic policies to win over people and not to bc dcfeatetl.

~

In Tibetan, yiila gyabl;~mi r l r ~ .
(-lose int)raktan, intarview, I q!).r, Dhar;l1nsala. He s;lirl his soL1rc.c was Shatsela.
timi~teof thc sits;~hL.obsang Tiishi. Shatsrla harl tc-)ltl him that I.obsarig Tashi hilnsalfhatl
latatl this to tiinl.
I 2 . This talegr:\m was not ;~vailahlet o m e .
10.

I I.
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First-to calculate carefully and become self-reliant in production in order
to influence people through this. This is the most basic thing. Even after the
road is completed, we cannot depend on it to transport large quantities of food
supplies. India may agree to transport food into Tibet through bartering, but
our standpoint should be that our troops can still survive in case India stops
supplying food someday in the future.
Our troops should make all efforts and appropriate approaches to win over
the Dalai and the majority of his upper-class group, to isolate the minority bad
ones, and to achieve the goal of gradually rejorming Tibet politically and economicall)
overapoiod of many years without shedding blood. However, we should also be ready
to deal with a situation in which the bad ones may lead the Tibetan troops to
rebel and attack us. Even under such circumstances, our troops should still be
able to survive in Tibet and not fall down. All the above things must depend
on careful calculation [of our resources] and self-sufficiency in production,
which is the primary policy to be accomplished.
Second-what may be done and what must be done now is to open trading relationships between India and the inland [the rest of China], to balance
the exports and imports of Tibet, to prevent the living standards of Tibetans
from being slightly lowered because our army came into Tibet, and to strive
to improve their living standards. If we fail to solve the two issues of production and trade, we will lose our material foundation, and the bad ones will have
an excuse to stir u p the backward people and Tibetan troops [to oppose us].
Our policy of unifying the majority and isolating the minority will be weakened and cannot be realized.
Of all the Southwest Bureau's opinions on 2 April, only one is worth reconsideration-that is the issue of the possibility and appropriateness of reorganizing the Tibetan local army and establishing a milital-y-administrative
committee within a short period of time. Our opinion is thnt 70o .should not reorgflniz~thr 7i'hrtan nrmll nt prrsa?~t,nnd roc. (nlso) should not ~.stnbli.slia [un[fifrpd]militnrv nrm, and lor should n,ot o?gon,izrn militn7g1-ndntinistrntir~~
romrnittee. Keep everything as usl~al.Delay and wait for one or two years until our troops can support
themselves and our army has won the support of the masses. Then we will raise
thew things again.
During tlie next one 01-two years rliere are h v o possible situations. O n e is
that our united fi-ont policy with the upper cl;lss to unify the majority and isolate thc minority will work. The Tihetan pcople will gradually come close to
us. so thc had ones and Tibetan troops will not dare to revolt.
Th(' ~ t h c lwill
- bc that the bad ones will think we are weak and easily bullied, ancl this will lead the Tihctan army to launch an uprising. We will defend
oursclvcs and fight hiick. Eithel- of the above situations will benefit us.
Fronl the, Tibetans' point of view, currently there are not enough reasons
t()cal-l'yol~t
ill1 ~ l i tc-I-rns
c
of thc agl-cement and to I-~OI-ganize
the Tibetan army.
I t will I)(. d i f f a - c nin
~ a fcw years. [Then] they may tc-el they have to agree to
111ll)l~lnclit11ic;I~I-cclncnt
completely and reorganize the Tibetan army. If tlie
Tihclan army starts ;\I\ llprisi~igoncc or even sever-al rimes, they all will be defral('d b!: lls, and wc will thcn have more reasons to reorganize the Tibetan
ilrm),.It sccms that cr~r.~-cntlv
not only thc two liinchcn [sitsab] I x l t also tlie

Dalai and his group feel reluctant to accept the agreement and d o not want it
to be carried out.
For the time being we don't have the material foundation to implement
the agreement completely, nor d o we have the foundation in people to implement the agreement completely, nor d o we have the upper-class foundation to implement the agreement completely. More harm than gain will begotten from pushing the implemen,tation. It is okay ifthey are not willing to carry it out.
We will not carry it out now and will delay it. The longer we delay, the more reasons
rue will have and the fmer reasons they will have. It will not do much harm to us if
roe delay, bz~tperhaps it will do much good. Let them d o all the bad and unreasonable things to people. We will d o only good things for people, such as production, trading, road construction, building buildings, united front [unifying the majority, patient education] to win over people. We will wait until
conditions are ready and raise the question of carrying out all those terms again. I f
lhvy think it is inappropriate to estnblish elementary schools, we will stop founding elementary schools. We shouldn't take this as a n expression of only the two sitsab and
bad ones, etc. [who are doing this], but also as the opinion of the majority of the Tibetan g o v m m e n t . The content of their petition is tactically very skillful. They did not
say t h y will just break with us but asked us only to back u p [co.mpromise]a little bit.
T h y did not actually mean it when they implied we should return to the ways of the
Ming-Qing ura regarding not stationing the PI,A [in Tibet]. T h y obviously know this
is impossibl~.T h q intended to use this issuefor bargainingfor other things. They criticized the 14th Dalai in their petition [this refers to the comments on corvke
taxes and loans] in order to let him escape political responsibility for the
demonstrations. They represent themselves as protecting the interests of the
Tibetan people, because they know they are weaker than we are in military
capability but stronger- in the social situation [power]. WP. F ~ O I A
~ubslantially
M
ncc~plthe Petition [n,ot formally] an,d mpanwhile delay t h overall
~
im,~)bmen~talion
oJ
!he agreemen/.
They have consitlered and chosen a time before the Panchen's arrival for
this demonstration. When the Panchen arrives in l,hasa, they may make all
sorts of efforts to persuade the Panchen to join them. If we can d o a good.job
and the Panchen isn't deceived by them and arrives in Shigatse safely, the sltuation will become more advantageoirs to us at that time.
However, for a short time, our tleficiency in material founclation cannot be
changed. So the Dalai's group is not willing to carry out the agreement flllly*
;and this will not change soon either. .Yo a/ /~re.sent,in (~p/)~arnnce,
11)P .rhollld lakt
an attnrkirrg nttitt~ri~
toroard the d~monslrntion,.rand P~tition,.saying thfll th,q !Inre.rrsona/~lvclnd t h q (ire dp,stroying the ~~grppmen/,
/,jc/
in, rm/ity roe sholrld hr prqlar~d
lo rotnpromir~.Wait urtlil ~ondition.yare rmdy nn,d prppar~for thejii,lrrre attnrk. What
are your opinions about this? I hope yo^; will think ahoot this.
Central Committee
(5 April I !152''3
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Notwithstanding this amazing telegram, the Tibet Work Committee in Lhasa
feared that the situation was spinning o u t of control a n d felt they had to d o
something to quell the unrest a n d keep the situation in Lhasa under control, so after lengthy discussions, they concluded that nothing could be d o n e
to relieve the tension in Lhasa so long as the two sitsab were in power. This
required more than an "attacking attitude" in appearance; it required the
removal of the sitsab. To achieve this, the Chinese set out to persuade o r pressure the Dalai Lama to dismiss Lukhangwa a n d Lobsang Tashi. This was the
kind of intrusive tactic that they had heretofore tried to avoid, but now they
decided that the time had come to force a change.
First, however, the Tibet Work Committee sent a telegram on 7 April to
the Central Committee in which they laid out their plan to ask the Dalai Lama
to dismiss the sitsab a n d asked for instructions. T h e Central Committee responded the next day, but not to the telegram of the 7th, which they had
not received. Instead they sent another amazing telegram that criticized the
Tibet Work Committee for acting precipitously and made a major break with
the existing chain of command by taking direct control of all decisions regarding Tibetans. Mao, still totally committed to his gradualist strategy, had
concluded that the situation in Lhasa was so complicated and sensitive that
he had to exercise more direct control over the actions of the cadres in the
Tibet Work Committee. Lhasa now had to seek permission for everything,
not from the Southwest Bureau as before, but directly from Beijing. This
telegram from Mao was sent on 8 April 1952.
[To the] Soutliwest Bureau together with [lie Tibet Work Committee:
U'e have received a telegl-am fi-om the Southwest Bureau at I 1 P . M . o n 7 April.
We agree with the suggesiions of the Sorithwest Bul-eau that the incident of
the upl-ising in 1,hasa will he directly handled by the Central Chnlmittee. Thr
(,'rnt,nl (;onirnilt~rhas nlso d ~ r i d ~/hut
d in thrflfirtuwthe C,'rntrnlCo?nniitlrfwill direrttv
s ~ t t oil
k d(~nlir~,g~,
disc~r.~.sioris,
cr,ld nrgotintion,~1)rtroc.c.nits nnd tilw Tibeinn szd(~rcxnrding
politirnl, militnry,
. /i))-ri~ry)
nffnir:~,~rncio,religion, nnd rirltlrrnl isslrrs. 7'11,~Tibrt Work
(btnrnittrr roil/ diwctk rrport to t h (:~nf.t.n,l
~
( ; o r n n ~ i t ai ~n~d ,ar the same time it shotrld
inform the Sourl~wcstR r i ~ - ~ T
a rh~e .Southwest Bureau will provide its opinions
lo the (I;cnt~.;rl(:ornmittt-e r e g a r d i ~ ~
~ gh o s cissues.
Thc Sori~liwestI311rt.a~and the Southcvest Military Area will still take charge
~f'inlei-nal
issr~eso l ' t l ~ c .Tihc1;ln Party and Military Area, including organizatiol1;3l S ~ I - I I C ~ I I I;tl.rangc.mc.W
-~.
training. production, constr-uction, mutual supPOrI. ('I('. I'hc 'Til,c~Work (:omn~ittceshor~ldnot handle ; m y issties involving
I l l ( . .ril~crsitlc and fol-cign :~f'l.airswith Inclia, Nepal, ctc., until i t reports each
of'rhern [ l o 1is1 ;mtl asks t'ol- ins~ructions.
It is not r~glilthnt ~ r r v , .i t.you
l ~ did not t~j)ortcznd .srrk i?rslrtrr./ion.orrg(~rdin,gc.slnl)lisljit/g ( 1 ) ) ~Irtn~n/n,.y
.srlrool in 1,hnsn. In oddition, it .sPrm.s thtw nrr .some 0 t h things
! l o l l nidrl 't w1,ort
nh)otirr (rnd .srrk instnrrtion.\. 7 . 1 7i'b~t
~
Work (,'ornmill~rmi~.slPay
,

serious attention to this point. The extreme seriousness of the issues involving the Tibetan
nationality must be realized and must be dealt with properly. It cannot be treated like ordinary r~lationships.
T h e Central Committee
9:oo P.M. 8 April
Printed according to the handwriting of Mao Zedong14

Not receiving any instructions o n the sitsab issue, o n l o April,15 the Tibet
Work Committee sent another telegram to Beijing, proposing a specific
course of action for securing the two sitsab's dismissal.
Tibet Work Committee to the Central Committee and the Southwest Bureau
about the plan on how to deal with the Lhasa reactionaries [ l o April, g P.M.]
Regarding the specific arrangements about how to deal with the Lhasa riots,
it is decided it should take the form of a political struggle [rather than a military struggle], and we should openly propose to the Dalai that he dismiss the
two sitsab. We will insist on realizing the four points proposed by us on 1 April
[see above]. If we d o this, we anticipate three possible outcomes.
First, the Dalai and the Kashag may agree to dismiss them easily.
Second, the two sitsab may stake everything on a single throw and do whatever they can to fight militarily. [If this occurs] we absolutely will fight back
militarily and contend for victory in both the military and the political sphere
according to the principle "reasonable, moderate, and beneficial to us" (ch.
youli youli yo~ljie).'"
Third, the two sitsab may hide in the Potala and manipulate the Dalai, delaying to try to bargain with us o r maybe plotting to continue to organize a
force to fight back. If so, we will insist that the Kashag ask the Dalai to resolve
this quickly and dismiss them and deal with this.
Specific work:
First, on the I I th, we will call a meeting of the abbots of the Big Three Monastic Seats. We will use the chaos in Lhasa as an excuse to insist that they cancel
the I 4 April Tsongjo Prayer Festival [in Lhasa's Tsuglagang Temple] and
change it so that it is done in each of their monasteries. Then we will go to
each of the monasteries to give alms and d o propaganda work properly. We
will inform the Kashag to record this [alms].
Second, on the I 3th, Z h a n g . J i n p u , as representative of Central (:ommlttee, will ask [the Dalai Lama] to dismiss those two ~ e o p l eHe
. will give this decision in written Form to the Dalai. He will request (ch. yao qiu) that t h Dalai
~
I 4. In Chinese: genju mao ~ e t l o n gshougao kanying. Zhonggong ~.horigy;ing
wt'nxiarl Yan, j i shi;
~ zhonggorig xizang zizhi(111wriyt~anh~li;
zhnngqllo zangxur yal,jir~ ~horigxinn ( ) O l : (j5
(emphitsis added).
15. Dangdai zhonggun rongshu hianjihr~I g!) I : I 96 says that on 8 April, Z h ; ~ n g . l i n P l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
a talk with the Dalai 1.ami1 and req~lestedthat he isstlr an annollncrmrnl that h~ dismissrtl tht'
People's Association, hut this seems incorrrct.
16. This is Zhotl Enlai's fitmotls axiom.

issue this order before noon on the 14th. Also he should make an announcement about this.
Third, we will call a meeting with the Kashag and explain the Central Cornmittee's policies and attitudes. Also we will separately try to win over the rnonks
and lay nobles and the Tibetan representatives to the negotiations. O n the same
day, we will call a meeting with the aristocratic military officers to explain the
policies.
Fourth, (our) military preparations should be ready before the 1 2th.15

On

April, t h e C e n t r a l C o m m i t t e e r e s p o n d e d t o an earlier telegram s e n t
April, which was received late.

11

on 7

[To the] Tibet Work Committee together with the Southwest Bureau:
After we received and replied to the t o April, 9 P.M., telegraph from you, we
received the telegraph you sent on 7 April that described Comrade Zhang
Jingwu's participation in a meeting with the Kashag. From these reports, we
can clearly see that not only d o the middle factions, such as Dalai's faction, but
also the reactionary factions, such as two sitsab's faction, dare not admit that
the rebellion and the so-called people's conference are legal.
Hence, the policy in the telegraph yo11 sent at 9 P . M . on l o April, in which
you mentioiled the plan to dismiss the two sitsab, dismiss tlie "People's Association," and punish tlie chief instigators (those instigators are the so-called
a,
Taslii, arid Surkimperialist invasion elements, namely, L u k l ~ a n ~ pLobsang
hang, etc.) is absolutely correct and necessary. At the Kasliag's meeting,
.Jingyl pointed out the three reasons why tlie "people's conference" was illegal (it was instigating rebellion, sabotaging unity, and opposing the Dalai). He
also pointecl out that in order to settle down [calm] the majority, we will punish only thosc imperialist invasionist elements and C;uomindang spies wlio instigated this incident, not tlie other-s. All these measures are correct. T h e numbel-of so-called imperialistic invasionisr elements s~lclias Lrlkliangwa, Lobsang
Tilshi, and SUI-kliang,wlio ate the chief figures in tlie I-eactionary faction and
w h o were cliicf elernents of tlie Taktra reactional ies in tlie past, should be detcr mined aftcr tlie matter is g~adu;~llymade clear. Don't rest1 ain youl-self.
Tht, (:cntraI (:ommittee
I I April
PI intcd accol ding to the handwriting of Mao ZedongtX
T h e very next day, t h e (:entraI C o m m i t t e e clarified its p r i o r advice o n t h e
S r v r n t r m - P o i n t A g r e e m e n t , o r d e r i n g the Tibet Work C o m m i t t e e n o t t o
17. Q12rlolc.din lil. 2 to thc I I April tclr.gl.;im Frorn (:rntr;ll (:onirnittce lo W C ; , in %!longR()IIK / h o l l ~ ) ; ; ~ nWg( - I I X ~ ; I Iy;il,jill
~
shi; 1 1 l o 1 1 ~ ~ 0xizilllg
1ig
zizhiqu w~iy~lallhili:
~110ngqi10zilngxue
!';injil~~ h o n g x i l2~0 0 1 : (i7-68.
18. 7i-lcgr;1111
FI-oln(:c.n11.;11
( : o m m i t ~ e c1 0TW(: and Sor~tliwcstR ~ I I - C011
~ I I II I April 1952,
in ZIlor~ggongxhongy;t~~g
wrl~xian);;~l,jitl shi; z h o n g g o ~ l gxizang zi~hiq11
wriyilanhrri; zhongqilo
/*llKXIl(*? ; I I ? ~/ l~l IoI~ ~ g x 2i ~0 0i I : (h)-70.

men tion compromise un ti1 after this crisis was resolved, since Tibetans might
mistake that for weakness. It now instructed,
[To the] Tibet Work Committee together with the Southwest Bureau:
We received the telegraph on 1 1 April. At present, d o not mention the compromise policy that was mentioned in the telegraph from the Central Committee on 6 April. We should decide these after we ensure the victory of the
current political struggle. Right now you should carry out political struggle
only. Do not mention [compromising on] matters such as reorganization of
Tibetan army, establishment of military subarea, o r establishment of MilitaryAdministrative Committee. Otherwise, the reactionaries will think that we are
showing weakness.
Central Committee
g:oo P.M. on I 2 April
Printed according to the handwriting of Mao Zedong'"

O n the same day, the Tibet Work Committee sent Beijing a draft of a letter
it planned to send to the Dalai Lama, stating that Lukhangwa and Lobsang
Tashi were sabotaging the Seventeen-Point Agreement and should be dism i s ~ e d . At
~ " the same time, the Chinese in Lhasa were making military plans
to respond to an attack a n d issued precombat orders to its troops, which presented the situation as follows:
Tibetan Military Area Headquarters' precombat order (Lhasa, 1 1 April

1952):

A. Situation
I . Since 3 I March, imperialist invaders, Guominclang spies, and a minority
of the Tibetan ripper hierarchy, together with Tibetan army soldiers, hoodlums,
traclers, and a monk-organizecl reactionary "people's association," [formed a1
"1,hasa liberation team." They petitioned i~nclattempted to tlestroy the agreement through riots. Such a scheme is still being carried out.
2. There are altogether 2 , I 5 0 Tibetan soldiers in Lhasa. A specific deployment plan can be founcl in Bulletin No. g.
B. S i t ~ ~ a t i o n
In order to tlefentl ourselves ant1 t o hit strongly at the unrest organized by
the imprrialists ant1 Grlomindang spies and to guarantee the realization ofthe
peaceful agreement, o111-opcri~tionalpolicy is: /ir.sl. /PI I h ~ mnltnrk 7c.r;lcl t h ~ m f i ~
lhcfirsl rho/. O u r troop.s rhortM not ./ire .fint. 7 1 u r , r;lry iwro~nppolitir~lLyirnrerr,ronfl,~)Lpt
a n d 71JP n r ~ ) ) o / i l i ~ ( ~r~n.ronnhk.
lLy
When enemies come and attack us, our defense

April I ! ) 5 n q
in Zhonggorig 7honyy;1ngwrnxi;rn y;lri,jirlshi: ~ h o n g g o n gxilanp; ~.i,,hiclr~
w ~ i ~ t l a l l h l lzhO1lRC1l10
i;
lilngxuc v;~ti,jir~
zhongxin 2 0 0 I : 7 1 .
2 0 . Footnotr to trlrgrarn horn (:entral (:c)nlmirtcr to7rW(: ;inti Sollrhwtst Rr~rcau.19 A P ~ . ~ '
19.52. in Zhonggong zhonyynny wrnxian yanjill shi; zhonggollg xi~allp;~ilhiqrrw r i ~ l l ~ l ~ l l ~ ;
~ h o n ~ q ulangxue
o
vati.jir~rllongxin 2 0 0 I : 7:3.
I

!). Tclrgr:~nifrom (:entr;~l(:omrnittrc. t o 71TV(: ;inil Soll,hwrst Hr~rc.ar~
on
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troops must hold on to their places and must not take o n e step backward. They
must cause casualties among the enemy. Then our attack troops should launch
severe counterattacks against the enemy.
First, quickly eliminate the enemies' organized armed forces, then occupy
their ammunition warehouse and grain warehouse, their communication
equipment, and the Jagpori Hill and other key points. Make sure to protect the
Dalai Lama and strictly observe our discipline and policies in the city. Observe ourpolicies of protecting monasteries and our policies of how to treat captured encmy soldiers.
Troops are forbidden to take any property of merchants or people, to destroy monasteries,
to hill any captured enemies or civilians. Anyone zoho break those r u b will be srrverely
punished.
Order from
Commander Zhang Guohua
Political Commissar Tan Guansan
Vice Political Commissar Fan Ming
Second Vice Political Commissar WTangQimei
Chief of Staff Li Jue2'

On 13 April, Zhang Jingwu met with the Kashag ministers, the trungtsigye
and abbots, and representatives of the Three Monastic Seats. Zhang Jingwu
reviewed the situation of the past four to five months, and then h e explicitly said for the first time that the Tibet Work Committee would be asking
the Dalai Lama to dismiss the two sitsab. However, by then it was getting late,
so it was agreed that the Kashag ministers would respond to this a n d convey
their thinking to Zhang Jingwu the following day.
On the same day ( 1 3 April), the Central Committee sent Zhang Jingwu
a set of interesting instructions, toning down his proposed draft letter to the
Dalai Lama and explaining how to criticize the sitsab in a way that would indlcalp n ~oilli?ip~,$.r
to comj~l-0rni.r~.
[To the] Tibet Work C:ommittee together with [lie Soutliwest Bureau:
April about the notice to
the Dalai from the Central Committee's I-epresentative [ZhangJ i n p l ] . This
notice is basic;illy right. It' it has already been sent out,,just let it be. If i t has
not yet [been sent], please correct it a little bit.
Among the three cntl-ies desc~.ibiligthe criminal ilcts of the two sitsab, the
~ecolidcnrry, which said that the two sitsab p~otested against forming the milital y i i I e : ~oflicc and I col-g;11ii7ingthe Tibetan army and spoke about the PLA
1)cating the Tihctitn arniy ;\lid making i t bloody, etc., this s l i o ~ l dhe deleted
;~ntlc h,~ngcdto "not irnplr~nicntthe ;tgreelnent. Thcy took the opposing attil1ltlc toward S~'VC~;II imp01 tant stipl~lationsin the agreement srlcli a5 I-corgani~illgIll(. Tihf*t;~n
;Irlnv, ctc. Thcy did not ; ~ all
t 11nderst;ind that all the terms
(1)

We have receivetl the telegram at c) P . M . o n I

2
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in the agreement are beneficial to the prosperity and happiness of both the
Tibetan nationality and the Tibetan people. Also, thqr did not give constructive
comrnmts on steps and appoaches for implementing certain terms [in the agreement],
but protested against implementing the agreement completely." This way of
writing it can win over the majority and also gzve a hint that we might accept reaso.nnblP suggestions about the steps and approaches of implementing the agreement.
( 2 ) When comrade Zhang Jingwu meets with the Dalai or when you talk
with Ngabo o r other people, for the time being d o not mention the compromise policy. At present, only carry out the political struggle [struggle politically, not militarily] and prepare a military counterattack. In the future, whether
or not we should mention the compromise policy, when we should propose it
and how we should propose it should wait until the results of this political struggle are seen clearly. Then you should report to the Central Committee about
making specific decisions. However, at present, d o not stress that either the army
or the Military-Administrative Committee will be established immediately. I f
t h o ask rirhnt are "constructive opinions on the steps and methods of implementation,"
you may tell the people that all opinions that are beneficinl to the unity of Han a,nd Tibetans and to the proper implementation of the agreement are constructive opinions. I f
[thq] have these s07t of opinions, we would like to listen and also ruould like to negotiate. Horiwv~r,you .should not gzve out your speczfic opinions easily [impetuouslyl SO that
you ruill not be trapped in n passive position [without options in negotiating].
( 3 ) Regarding the Tibetan army in Lhasa, we definitely have to reform them
step by step. T h e Tibetan army in other places may be reorganized slowly, step
by step, not all at the same time. As to how the reforms should be carried outafter the patriots such as Ngabii take over power, you should gradually remove
some of the most reactionary officers and arrange for the rest of the military
officers to get training by batches in order to gradually have some officers in
the Tibetan army be close to us. Using this approach, we can achieve the goal
of reorganizing the Tibetan army gradi~ally.
Central (hmmittee,
I :I April
Printecl according to the handwriting of Mao ZedongZ2
T h e n e x t day, t h e C e n t r a l C o m m i t t e e r e s p o n d e d t o t h e Kashag's comments
o n t h e 1 s t h , s e n d i n g t h e T i b e t Work C o m m i t t e e instructions that clearlyemphasized t h a t t h e sitsab's removal h a d to be d o n e in a m a n n e r that wollln
m a k e this a p p e a r a T i b e t a n g o v e r n m e n t decision, not n forr~dimpmition the
O'hin~.ses i d ~ .

[TOthe] Tibet Work (hnrnittee together with thc Southwest Rtlrearl:
We received the telegraph

yo11

sent at

12:00 P.M.

on 1 4 April

2 2 . Telegram frnrn (:rntr;ll (:ommittcc to TW(: ;lr,rl Sollthwcsl R,~rc;lr~.
1 :{ April I!).',',
Zhnnggong 7hongvang wenxian yanjill shi; 7honggong xizang ~ i z h i q uwciyr~anhrli:zhonRq1I0
z a n p u r yanjir~zhongxin 2 0 0 I : 72-7:3 ( r ~ n p h ; ~ satlrlrd).
is
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It is very appropriate that you still have not submitted the written letter from the representative of the Central Committee to the Dalai but rather
have let Jingwu notify the Dalai a n d Kashag orally in advance, elaborating
the reasons for dismissing and investigating the two sitsab and about our
intentions.
( 2 ) The Dalai is still hesitating about this. H e has not yet made u p his mind
to dismiss the two sitsab, and the Kashag will hold a meeting about this matter. Therefore, we should wait for the results of that meeting and then decide
whether we should send the official [written] notice to the Dalai. If they [the
Kashag] decide to take the path of letting the two sitsab resign, we should not
send out the notice requesting their dismissal. T h e public edict for dismissing
the two sitsab becomes unnecessary too.
(3) It is very necessary to make the Kashag, the other civilian and military
officials, and the monks in the Big Three Monastic Seats understand completely
that the sitsab are heinous criminals and also that the armed rebellion and the
illegal "People's Association" are not allowed. We should influence the Dalai
via the Kashag ministers in order that the Dalai can make his own determination to dismiss the two sitsab, [but] if the two sitsab will not resign, we will dismiss them. All this is very necessary. We need [to wait] several days o r longer.
Anyway we have concentrated our army forces, so n o matter how the reactionaries may struggle against us, whether by civil or military methods, we will
defeat them. Therefore, the two docun~ents,the written notice and the edict,
temporarily should not be presented.
If, in the future, the edict is to be niade public, it would be better to let the
Dalai himself d o it. If we let the Kashag ministers make the draft, and then we
revise i t and persuade the Dalai to give his permission, and then if we send i t
out, i t will be relatively normal. [Doing i t this way] l'heDnln? clnd those ehments
of
jnzddl~faction i n thp Tiheton loc nl gouor,cl-ntnrnt roil1 not feel humilzntion. This p o ~ n l
zr 11er)l zmj)o?-tn??t.PIeaw pa? att~ntzonto tt.
(I)

The Central (:ommittee
4:00 A . M . I 5 April
Printed according to the handwriting o f Mao ~ e d o n ~ "

At the same tinic, in I,hasa, t h e Kasliag r n r t with t h e C h i n e s e on t h e 1 5 t h
and agrccd t o b a n t h e People's Association b u t also a r g u e d t h a t t h e C h i n e s e
side s h o ~ ~ withdraw
ld
its j-eqtlest t o dismiss t h e sitsal) because of t h e widesprcatl support for t h e s i t s i ~in
l ~society. T h e Kashag assru-ed t h e C h i n e s e that
tlw sits;il~were n o t b c l ~ i l l d(lie g r o u p . T h e y may hitve m a d e s o m e m i s ~ a k e s
i l l what they said, hut thcil- style o f s p r a k i n g wits t h e s a m e with T i b e t a n s arid
(:llinrsc. In otliri- words, t h r y p n q ~ o s e da c o m p n ) m i s e : dismiss t h e People's
Association I,ut rc'tiiin t l ~ csitsall. Their- c o n i n ~ e n t sderivc SI-om t h e m i n u t e s
of t h r mcbrtingkrpt hv t h e T i b e t a n side.

T h e People's Association has previously given a letter to both the Chinese and
Tibetans. You recall the series of detailed discussions between the Chinese
and Tibetans that occurred in between. However, concerning this, the Kashag
and the trungtsi now will discuss this in detail.
T h e People's Association is the cause of unneeded disturbances between
Chinese and Tibetans. It is a small cause that has produced a large harm. At
the same time, under the pretext of a people's association, a few evil people
have spread many rumors with the hope of making a commotion and deceiving others. Because of this, the people have not been able to live in a happy
and relaxed manner. This is a bad thing, so in the future we will not allow the
People's Association to meet.
To leave n o doubt in the minds of all people, and to give them strict and
accurate instructions, and to answer their petition, in which they have gone
on the wrong path and made mistakes, we have decided to issue an official government edict (tib. bugdam dzatsig). We will give you a copy to look at after
we make a copy of it. Then we will tell the representatives [of the People's Association] that we are issuing the edict. We think this is a good thing. We will
also explain our views in detail to the [people's] representatives, persuade them
of the benefits and the dangers, and forcefully tell them that we have decided
that in the future they cannot meet. So regarding this, would you please give
us your suggestions from the Chinese side.
I n accordance ulith our detailed discussion about eliminating the People's Association,, which is t h causp
~
of u n n e p d d suspicion between Chinese and Tibetans, and
roe have u/yrooted the People's As.sociation like the roots of a tree, you noru do not have to
hmw suspicion.s concernin,g their supporten, ruh,omrr they a,re. I n particular, the truo sitsab
are not hacking the Peoplplr A.rsociation. W Phave collectively a n d pn'vately assured you,
that thq, nrp not behind it. When the sit.sah and the Kashag ministmr haup met togeth~r,
the .ritsab hnue made it clear about that. ThmP/ore, you i o n 1 need to have any s ~ p i rions, hut zj'yoz~rdoubt.r arp n,ot charpd u p , (111 of u s will par ante^ that [this is true,
I. P., p a r a n t e e their good h e h a ~ ~ i ionr t h future].
~
Similarly, you m~ntion.edJinez~iol(ition.sof the ap-eem,pn,t made ITJ the sitsab 7uh~n
l h q mel nrith Chinpse (@rials formally or prir~ately.Regarding thi.s, [rue ruant lo
that1 t h Iroo
~ .sits(tb h(l~lpheen vmy conrmnpd ahout spttling all kinds of gou~rnment
f a i n [not just th~.reulibh YOIC],
and, regar(1le.s.r of m h ~ t h mto inlmnal P P @ Or
~ 10 outsirlns, thq, h n v ~b ~ and
~ nthq, still do say Querything .stmightforruardl~,s~ thne might
hnrw hem .rotn~kind oJ.tlight/y innf~prr@ial~ 7IIfLJ of t n l k i n ~ R
. i ~ tTOP O'h,in~,se
rind 7.ibvtnnr hmrr .siynpd a n r~grpmsnt,so, or ir,ifb rplati7;p,y, il ir ~ o r r i h ~ f rmnN
o r mi.stflkrq
to hnppen. 7'hmPJmP, [rrrh~n~Ai.rhaf$pn.r] you should p11e 1r.s yoicr in.rlr11ction.sintflnnlly. So roe (111 ask yoii to ca.rt ~.ri(Iu
-yo~irliiry
.
, and not hp i n t ~ n . sangry.
~ l ~ In thp,futllrPg
i n nrrvrdnnc~with bhp agrpernpnt, th,mp is no WnSon for thmp to hr rriolation~sa g ~ i n . fhp
ff
fri~ndshiphptroppn C:hin~,rpand Tih~tczn.r,a n d l l l f .shot~kdroork hm-moniwt~.slyfind hnvp
di.~cti.r.rion.ron this. . . .
Minutes (tib. nyeljang shogle) [from the Tibetan side of the Kashag rnlnisters' comments at the meeting]'"

2 4 . (:HM(: I <)H(ih:.rH.r-H4 (emphasis addcd).
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Thus began a very interesting a n d illustrative give-and-take over how to deal
with the sitsab, with Mao himself directing Chinese tactics from Beijing. T h e
next step occurred at 5 P.M. o n the 15th, when the Tibet Work Committee
sent a telegram to Beijing, explaining how it wanted to deal with the members of the People's Association a n d the others the committee members believed were behind them. T h e Tibet Work Committee adopted a very moderate position and recommended that, with the exception of the two sitsab,
who were to be eliminated from the political scene, n o punishments would
be meted out.
According to the situation in Tibet, we decided to deal with the so-called
People's Association using "the policy of supporting the progressive power of
the patriots, uniting and winning over the middle elements (including stabilizing those wavering elements), and totally isolating the reactionary elements." In this political struggle we will firmly attack the two reactionary sitsab
and drive them from the political stage, Regarding the other chief separatists,
such as Surkhang, etc., we will temporarily paralyze/blunt them.
As to the so-called people's representatives, in general, we should be lenient.
We should totally settle accounts regarding all tlie reactionary speeches and
actions of those pro-imperialist separatists who made armed rebellion and opposed the agreement and the unity behveen the Han and Tibetan peoples. Also,
we will take advantage of this to let them register with the Tibet local government and the PLA and write letters of repentance [tliat indicate they are] turning over a new leaf. If they repent, we will not punish them.
Regarding the important leaders and representatives like the ~ x ~ j i g y a b
khembo, the government will keep close watch on them so that we can settle
issues whenever they occur and so that \ye can find out clues about imperialist spies and the inside story of the reactionary organizations. We will treat it
[the People's Association, etc.] as an important reactionary case. We will announce that we will not investigate all the other people who were hoodwinked
to bcconie i n v o l ~ e d . ~ ~

Meallwhile, o n the same day, senior Tibetan government officials rnet to
discuss the dccision t o abolish the People's Association. A telegram from the
Tibet Work C:ommittee to the Central Committee o n 1 5 April discussed
thc Tibetan side's decisio~iat tliat meeting to go c n masse to Z h a n g J i n p ~
to try to perstladc I~irnto allow thc sitsab to remain in office.
Totlay, all t l ~ Tibetan
e
senior officials gatIie~.edto hold an emergency meeting
in tllc Pot;~l;~
Pali~ce.The Kagliag niinisters first met tlie two sitsab and told them
~ l l etwo fi~lalopinions f1.0111 the Kashag ministers' niceting o n the 14th [sic.,
15th. \r,c. , ~ h o \ ~
[rlamcly]
]
"llint thc Han and Tihetan people should be

2 5 . (:ilt.rl i l l 111. 2 10 thr I ( ; A111-il~!)r,.r~clegr-am
Irom thc (:rnlr;ll (:ommittre to the Tibet
Work (:onl~nitcccanrl lhc. Sorlthwrst R111.rau.i l l Ztionggong zhongy;~ngwenxian yanjiu shi;
' t l ( ) l l g ~xili~ng
( ~ ~ ~ zi7liiq11~ e - i ~ t ~ a z~ lii ho ~ ~~gi q; zt i~~ol i g x ~yanjirl
~ c xhongxi~i2 0 0 1 : 76-77.

unified; the agreement should be implemented; and the 'people's association
is illegal and should be dismissed." T h e Kashag decided to issue a proclamation in the name of the Dalai to dismiss the people's conference. In the report
it was also mentioned, "all the officials unanimously agreed on this, and tomorrow morning all the officials will come to our residence to say that the
'people's association may be dismissed and to intercede [on their behalf] (ch.
jiang qing) asking [us] not to dismiss the two sitsab.""j

Since the Tibetan side was still trying to avoid dismissing the sitsab, on 15
April Zhang Jingwu finally sent the letter to the Dalai Lama requesting that
h e immediately give the order to dismiss Lukhangwa and Lobsang Tashi. In
this letter, Zhang Jingwu escalated the pressure o n the Dalai Lama by stating that from that day forward h e would n o longer recognize the position
of Lukhangwa and Lobsang Tashi a n d therefore would n o longer discuss any
issues with them. Zhang requested that the Dalai Lama give the Kashag an
order that henceforth the Kashag would be immediately under the Dalai
Lama (rather than under the sitsab) a n d should deal with Zhang directly.
T h e letter listed the faults, with much hyperbole, of the sitsab:
1.

They adhered to the position of splitting for the purpose of securing the
independence of Tibet.

2.

They opposed and did not carry out the regulations and stipulations of the
agreement with regard to some important stipulations in the agreement,
such as the adaptation of the Tibetan army.

3. They falsely represented the will of the people and presided over the unlawful people's congress.
4. These two sitsab recalled the general who was originally stationed in Shigatse, a very important place of national defense, without the approval of
the military headquarters of the military area of Tibet. They did this in order to plot a military armecl rebellion.
-5. They did not respect the power of the Dalai Lama, who had already come
to power, ancl on several occasions disobeyed the orders of the Dalai Lama
and sabotaged the prrlitical and religious prestige of the Dalai ~ a m a . "

T h e next day ( 1 6 April), at 6 A . M . , Mao telegraphed his agreement with the
Tibet Work C:ommittee's proposed action against the members of the
People's Association and, interestingly, once again reminded the committee members that they had to clear all important decisions with Rei.jing.
26. Cited in fn. 2 o f thr 16 April 1qr,2 telegram to ttlr 'I'M'(: and thc Sor~thwrstBl1rca"
from the (:entral <:ommittee. in Zhonggong ~ h o ~ g ~ wenxian
ang
y a n j i ~shi:
~ 7honggonK xizallg
zizhiqil weiyuanhui: zhongqi~ozarlgxue yanjiu zhongxin 2 0 0 I : 70.
27. Dangdai zhnnggilo rongshrl hian-jihll, I ~ C ) :I 1 g5-08; %t~onggnng
ximng zilhirlu
gahi ziliao zheng,ji weiyuanhui I g g o , entry for I F , April I 952.
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[To the] Tibet Work Committee together with the Southwest Bureau:
( 1 ) We received the telegraph sent 5:oo P . M . on 15 April. We think your measures for dealing with the so-called people's congress are correct.
( 2 ) In dealing with the "people's congress," there will definitely be many
new situations. Please report to us any time you take a specific step. When dealing with important issues like this, you must get permission from the Central
Committee before carrying them out. Since you already have the confirmed
general policy, when you take specific measures you have to be both determined
and cautious so that you can strike the vital part of the enemy accurately to win
over the broad masses. Thus, it is better to spend more time exchanging ideas
with the Central Committee and then take action.
Central Committee
6:oo A . M . , I 6 April
Printed according to the handwriting of Mao ~ e d o n g ' "

Two hours later, Mao sent a second telegram, in which h e conveyed a major

tactical decision h e had just made, instructing the Tibet Work Committee
to consider reciprocating the concessions of the Tibetan government by
agreeing to let the sitsab resign rather than be dismissed.
[To the]: Tibet Work Committee together with the Southwest Bureau:
We received the telegraph sent at midnight on 15 April
( I ) On the I 5th, the meeting at the Potala decided to disband the "People's
Congress" and to have the Dalai issue an edict about this. If this comes true, i t
will be a great victory. Before the Dalai issues the edict, you and the Kashag
should expose the reactionary crimes conducted by the two sitsab and the imperialist spies to the majority of the "people's representatives" and to all civil
and military and monk and lay officials in order that you can win over the majority when the edict is issued rather than [waiting] and doing it all of a sudden. The edict should be signed by the Dalai himself. Do not put Zhang Jingwu's
name on it.
( 2 ) When the Kashag officials come to your residence to ask to let the sitsab
1-esigninstead of bcing dismissed, we agree with your opinion "to patiently expose tlie crimes conduc~edby the two sitsal, and persuade them to agree unanimously to rcqllesl the Dalai to give the order to dismiss them." This is because
the written letter by the representative of the Central Committee [Zhang
.lin@vulhas jl~stbeen sent out [ o n the I fith], and we cannot change i t immediately; i t is also because dismissal is a more serious punishment than resignation. I t is more powerful to pl~nislireactionaries and influence the masses.
ilowcver, you should pay attention to the attitudes of the Dalai and tlie malol-ity of thc Kasliag ministers. I//hry ork ogoin ond ngain to IPt the sitrob rcstcp

2 8 . Zhollggong zhongyang wrnxian yan,jirl shi; zhonggnng xizang z i z h i q ~weiyuanhrli;
~
t h o l l ~ q ~t;ingx,lc,
~n
yanjirl zhongxin. 2 0 0 1 : 76-77 (cmpliasis addcd).

and cannot accept dismissal, you should be prepared to accept resignation. That is because regarding the issue of the "People's Congress," thqr have agreed with our opinion
and have ma& a big concession. If we insist on dismissing the two sitsab, it may cause
the Dalai and the middle faction to feel dissatisfied and feel that we are making the two
sitsab suffPr too much (ch. zheng ren).
Regarding this, please have detailed discussions with Ngabo, CheJigme, and
Phiintso Wangye [Phiinwang] to see which way is more appropriate. We are
looking forward to your notifying us of your decisions.

Central Committee
8:00 A.M. 16 April
Printed according to the handwriting of Mao ZedongZg

As predicted, on 16 April, a group of twenty senior Tibetan officials came
to Zhang Jingwu to intercede on behalf of the sitsab, asking that they be allowed to continue in office. The meeting lasted until 1o:oo in the evening,
but the Chinese side did not yield and continued to insist that the Dalai Lama
should dismiss the sitsab." This visit was reported in a telegram sent that
same evening to the Central Committee, and Mao responded the next day
( 1 7 April) with very clear instructions, reiterating his previous instructions
that they could not agree to let the two sitsab remain, but they could accept
their resignation if the Tibetans insisted on this rather than dismissal.
[To the] Tibet Work Committee together with the Southwest Bureau:
We received the telegram sent at midnight of 16 April. Those people who came
to intercede did not say that the two sitsab would resign. They still talked about
retaining the two sitsab. They meant to exchange dismissing the "People's Congress" with the sitsab not [having to] resign their position. You should not relent for a couple of days and should insist, first, on dismissing the People's Congress and, second, the two sitsab. When the Dalai's edict has been issued and
the People's Congress dismissed, then you should see whether these interceding
people are still proposing to exchange/trade resignation for dismissal. If they
d o not ask for resignation, you should insist on dismissal. If they propose resignation, you will accgt rerignation accnrding to the .situation. The Tibetan nri.rtocral,r
arr vflv goo(/ at political strug&, and you should barn from, them. Mavbp thqr rl)ill issue the rdirt n / ~ rt h q ronjrm thr exrhange renditions (keep thr two .sillah m k t lhpm
re.sign). You should in.si.rt on di.rbnndin,g[the P~O/)L:F
(=OnnRPP$.~]
and di.srni.rsin.~:
lth~
.sit.rahl at thr same tirnr. Oryou can ~z~ggr,rt
dishanding thp PpopkIr C:on~r~c.r,first
t h ~ ndi.rmirsing the tziro .ril.rah. I. f t h q- insis1 on, rxrhanfing nisf)nnding th,r I ' P @ ~ :(:on$
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30. Discl~sserlin fn. :3 to the I 7 April tc.lcgram from (;cnrral (:ornmittc.r ro rhr Tihc.1 Work
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ing disbanding the People's Congress with the two sitsab resigning, you can make some
compromise and agree to let the sitsab resign. I hope you will act according to the
situation.
Central Committee
12:oo P.M. 17 April
Printed according to the handwriting of Mao Zedong"'

However, to the consternation of the Chinese, nothing concrete from the Tibetan side happened on 17 and 18 April with respect to either the People's
Association or the sitsab. In fact, o n the l a t h , Le Yuhong recalled hearing
about talk that a disturbance would occur that evening and was so nervous
that he was unable to sleep and stayed u p reading a book until midnight."
The Tibet Work Committee, therefore, concluded that Zhang Jingwu, as
the representative of the Central Committee, should try to cut through the
impasse by meeting the Dalai Lama in person. Many in the Tibet Work Committee were dubious about doing this, because they feared that the Tibetans
would kill him, but Zhang Jingwu thought this was unlikely and decided to
go. The Tibet Work Committee concluded that one of three outcomes was
likely and developed plans for how to respond.
1.

Lukliangwa and Lobsang Tashi would kill Zhang Jingwu. If this occurred,
the PLA would use this opportunity to destroy the power of the upper-level
reactionary Tibetan group and the illegal activists in tlie People's Association in one fell swoop."

2.

L~tkhangwaand Lobsang Tashi would detain Zhang J i n g n t in tlie Potala
Palace and, in conjunction with the People's Association, launch an attack
on the PLA stationed in Lhasa. If this happened, tlie PLA could attack in
self-defense and achieve thc same final goal listed under situation 1 . . . .

3. Dalai Lama will follow Zliang's request and demote Lukliangva and Lobsang
Tashi, thus peaccfi~llycnding [lie distttrbance of tlie People's Associatio~i.'~

One Chinese official who was inw-,lved recalled the morning Zhang left for
the Potala Palace.
31. Zhonggong 7,hotrgv;lng wcllxii~n!.;rli,jirl shi; zlionggong xizalig rizhiqrl weiyu;lnhui;
rllongqllo ; ~ ; ~ n ~yati,jir~
x ~ t czhongxin 2 0 0 I : 8 0 (c1nph;rsis a d d c d ) .
32. 1.c 1 $6: 355-56.
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ZhangJingwu went to the Potala on 19 April 1 9 5 2 . .~. ~. Commander-in-Chief
Zhang Guohua and others, such as Commissars Tan Guansan, Wang Qimei,
and Li Jue, were staying in the newly built bunkers in the Military Area Headquarters waiting. At this time they suddenly received a phone call saying that
Zhang Jingwu, together with a translator, two security officials, and one squad
of ten bodyguard troops, had left [his quarters] for the Potala Palace.
Then Li Jue called me and said, "Zhang Jingwu has left for the Potala, so I
am giving you an important task. Take a pair of binoculars and a flare gun and
stay by the south side of the Military Area Headquarters beside the river. From
there secretly observe what is going on in the Potala. We have discussed with
Zhang Jingwu in advance, and he will either wave a flag from a window on the
south side of the Potala or fire three shots from there if he is in trouble. If this
happens, you should at once fire three flares into the air. As soon as we see this,
we will attack. So this is important work and d o it carefully." So I stayed watching the Potala without any break. When Zhang Jingwu appeared at the east edge
of the mountain, he left the army squad at the bottom of the Potala Hill, and
he and the translator and two security officers went u p [to the palace] .3"

There is n o definitive description of Zhang's meeting with the Dalai Lama,
but Chinese sources all say h e eventually was persuaded to remove the sitsab.
T h e Chinese cadre told to watch the Potala recalled his feelings when Zhang
left.
[At 2 P . M . ] from the east door, first one person came out, then three people,
and then I knew it was Zhang and the other three, and I was very happy. So 1
ran and yelled to those in the bunker that Zhang Jingwu has left the Potala
safely. Everyone was very happy about this. . . . Zhang Guohua said, "It is great
that Zhang is coming, but we don't know yet what was settled about the problem in Lhasa, so we should continue the military alert." After one hour, Zhang
Jingwu called the Tibet Military Area Headquarters from Sandutsang house
and said, "The Dalai Lama and I had a verbal struggle, but in the end the Dalai
Lama agreed to demote the two."'37

T h e Dalai Lama's accounts of the incident do not mention the face-to-face
meeting with Zhang Jingrvl~at all (which certainly occurred). He wrote only.
Soon afterwards, I received a written report from the Chinese stating that it
was clear that 1,ukhanpva was an imperialist reactionary who did not want to
improve relations between China and Tibet and asking that he be removed
from office. I also received a verbal suggestion from the Council [Kashagl say-

35. Shakya I 1199: 110,mistakenly gives the date o f .rr, April ant1 says erronrollsl~that i t was
Zhang Grlohua rather than %hangJinRvrl who went to the rotala. Some (:hinrse sourcrssllrh
as Zhao 1995 give a date of H April for this historic meeting, hut this is certainly incorrect,
36. Ji I g93a: 409; see also Y ~ n gI 987: $ 4 .
57. .li 1 gg:{a: 409; see also Dangdai 7honggrlo congshrl hianjihr~I g!) 1 : W ~ f f .
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ing that it would probably be for the best if I asked both Prime Ministers [sitsab]
to resign. This saddened me greatly. They had both shown such loyalty and
conviction, such honesty and sincerity, such love for the people they served.:"

And in an interview h e said,
Finally, the Chinese wanted [their dismissal], and the Kashag also recommended to me that maybe it was best if the two sitsab resigned, since we could
not have good relations with the Chinese with them [in place]. So I told the
two sitsab, "As far as we are concerned we have no complaints from our side,
but such a situation exists." Poor them. It was difficult for them to speak. They
said that what is important is that the Dalai Lama is not put in "embarrassing
situations" and that they have n o regrets whatsoever. Poor fellow^.^"

The Dalai Lama explained further in the interview how the Kashag came to
him and recommended h e dismiss the sitsab.
The entire Kashag came. I think mainly, I can't remember clearly, but logically
I think the main speaker was Ngabo. Then perhaps Shasur also commented
that it would n o longer be useft11to have them, although they appreciated their
determination and loyalty.
Q. Did they give any specific reasons?
They were clashing with the Chinese. And if we d o that we can't handle the
Chine~e.~~'

Lhalu recalled attending the same meeting.
All the Kashag ministers had an audience with the Dalai Lama and reported in
detail the situation [about Zhang Jingwu asking that the Dalai Lama dismiss the
sitsab]. The Dalai Lama replied, "Concerning the disagreement between the Chinese PIA officer-s and the sitsab, it is like a crack on a porcelain cup. [Once it
has appeared] I t is dificult to fix.Consequently, the sitsab have to give up their
work responsibilities, but their title and salary should be continued as before."
The Dalai Lama then ordered us to go together and tell this to the Sitsab,
so wc all went, and Minister Surkhang, speaking in a respectful way, told them
the [Dalai I~lnia's]order in detail. Sitsab 1,obsang Tashi said in I-esponse,"Okay,
okay" (rib. la les la les). And then L,ukhangwa said, "The PLA have surrounded
us, haven't they? For example, they have pitched their tents and are staylng in
the cmpty areas o n the mountains in Trib. In the future we will talk about this
with yell, hut now we two, in accordance with the ordcr, will give up our revponsihiliries. However, as for 0111 scal [of office], we two will give it back to
the 1)alai I.arna [in person] ."I

:\H.
:\!I.
40.
41.

1):1Iai 1,:trna I <)<)o:7:3rf'.
1)aIili I ,;Inla, ititt*rvicw, I 995, l ~ I ~ ; i r ; ~ ~ ~ i s i i l a
h l a i I n m a , in trrvirw, I I)!)T,.
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However, it is clear that the Dalai Lama, in fact, already knew that the sitsab
were too hard-line a n d were creating bad relations with the Chinese.
Ngabo told me on a few occasions that the two sitsab were slightly too hardheaded (tib. trag tra). Finally, the Chinese formally asked me and then the
whole Kashag collectively advised me that it was better if the two sitsab resign.
Anyway, that's true. . . . I trusted and depended on the sitsab l o o percent. Occasionally I also noticed that they were a bit too hard-headed, but I didn't tell
them that. I didn't have the motivation to tell them. I trusted them so much,
and they respected and loved me so much. So that's how it went.42
Poor fellows [the sitsab] . They were 1o o percent reliable people. Amazing; they
had totally sacrificed themselves. They were sort of a bit too hard-headed and
too uncompromising (tib. gyongdrag).
Ngabo and Shasur . . . did not necessarily disagree inherently with the
sitsab, but the circumstances were such that they felt this way. They may have
had sympathy with the sitsab, but they realized that the position of the sitsah
would lead nowhere-that it had n o future. T h e Chinese were already therethis just confrontation, it was n o use. So now they, even Shasur, said the position of the two sitsab was too extreme and would not benefit us. We had to
make closer relations with the Chinese. Ngabo also felt this, but this was not
necessarily some kind of sympathy with the Chinese at that time.4"
By then the situation was such that we were already in their hands. So now all
there was to d o was to be diplomatic and friendly. There was no possibility to
be obstinate. At that time the two sitsab were being very stubborn. That I remember clearly. At times the two sitsab, the Kashag, and the Chinese met together. At times only the Kashag [met with the Chinese]. When the two sitsab,
the Kashag, and the Chinese met, they almost always sort of ended LIPin a
fight. So in this manner, in I 952, Zhang Jingwu said that the two sitsah must
resign.

'"

T h e Dalai Lama's refusal to intervene with the sitsah earlier, even though
h e knew their shortcomings firsthand and had heard about them from
Ngabii, reflects again his lack of involvement in the critical political events
going o n around him. H e was the ruler hut chose to play a passive role, leaving the affairs of state to the government. In o n e intervirw with me, he. in
part, explained his role then.
When the two sitsab were thcre, now 1 was also brand new, right? Isn't it? The
sitsab took the main responsibility until lc)r,.r. . . . So whcn thc two sitsab wcrc
there, I totally relied on them.
Regarding relations with the C;hinese as well as other matters, the Kash%

4 2 . Dalai I,ama, ~ntervivw,I gc) 1, Ann Ar her, MI.

4:3. Dalai l,ania, interview. I <)<)r,.
44. Dalai 1,nnia. intel-v~ew,1cj!):4, Dharamsala.

makes the plan, which is handed to the sitsab and then to me. If they can decide on a matter, then they will d o it. Important matters that they cannot decide, they will discuss with me. They would advise me, saying, "We think it is
best to do it this way." And so I decide on that.4"

However, following Zhang Jingwu's meeting with the Dalai Lama o n i q April
and the visit of the Kashag, the Tibetan side still did not act immediately. It
wasn't until a week later, on the afternoon of 25 April, that the Kashag ministers went to Zhang Jingwu's office to discuss the terms of the sitsab's dismissal. They informed Zhang that the Dalai Lama was willing to dismiss the
two sitsab with several provisos: ( 1 ) that there should be n o punishment, ( 2 )
that they should still receive a salary from the Tibetan government, and (3)
that they would retain their ceremonial position. For the Tibetans, this was
equivalent to their resigning o r retiring. Zhang Jingwu, in accordance with
Mao's previous instructions, now agreed.46Consequently, o n 27 April, the
Dalai Lama issued the order ending Lukhangwa and Lobsang Tashi's active
positions as si tsab.
Lukhan'gwa's daughter-in-law confirmed that Lukhangwa, though n o
longer sitsab, still retained his ceremonial status and seat position.
Ever since he was relieved of his work, he just stayed at home and said his
prayers. He never went anywhere, and he I-eallystayed at home. He never went
anywhere, like picnics et cetera. During important ceremonies, he attended
and wore whatever dress his rank entitled him to. After he was relieved of his
work, he continued to receive his salary, because as hl- as the Tibetan government was concerned, he did not deserve any p ~ ~ n i s h r n e n t . ~ '

With the sitsab gone, the Kashag and Chinese now turned to deal with the
leaders of the People's Association. Three days before the Tsongjo Prayer
Festival was to end, o n the 27th of the second Tibetan month (the end of
April), a joint investigation committee met." T h e heads of the investigation
committee from the Tibetan side were Sambo Dzasa and Trendong Khen.jllllg. Undrr them were two secretaries, one lay and o n e monk-Tsiigo
Sey
and Shingsar (Lobsang Gelek). O n the Chinese side, the main official was
I,in h i . Shingsar recalled thc hearings.
The i~ivcstig;t~ion
was hclrl on thc casl side of the Tsuglagang Telnple, above
R(-vcnl~c
Of'ficc. . . . When we met arld discussed whc-)should be asked to
appeal., the (:l~iticse hart a list. We then c;~lledthose peoplc to appear. . . . I1

was easy. In Lhasa, the government sends a messenger saying come to such
and such a place, and they will come. T h e first person was Jayan Dawa.
H e was a calm person and made a satisfactory reply. We did not interrogate in our Tibetan fashion. T h e Chinese had written some questions such
as, Who first brought you (into the association)? Who was there when you
went? Did you affix your seal? Who was the o n e who wrote the petition? And
who put their seals on the document? et cetera. So Jayan Dawa gave an appropriate reply. He said that nobody told him to join, that they all joined voluntarily. He also said that famine was coming to our country, and everybody
was facing difficulties, so "I joined on my own. . . . There was talk like this,
ancl I heard that some 'people' were meeting, and I went to look for this meeting and found it."
The Chinese sort of accepted his reply, and at the end of the first round of
questioning, Lin gave Jayan Dawa some advice, saying that this kind of activity
was illegal and unprecedented. However, he said this in a very mild way, so the
Tibetan side immediately understood that this was not going to be difficult,
and the Chinese were not going to demand harsh punishments-which the
Tibetans would have strongly opposed.
AfterJayan Dawa, the rest of the members were brought in one by one. However; the investigation was not done strictly according to Tibetan judicial norms,
because the defendants were allowed to stand just outside the door, so they
could hear what was asked and answered by the previous defendants. Normally,
Tibetan investigations function by means of detailed comparisons of the different testimonies [of people who have been interrogated separately]. In this
case, however, everyone followed Jayan Dawa's testimony, and all the answers
were very similar.
. . . [They] saicl things like, "After the Chinese came, commodities became
scarce, and the people suffered. . . . In our country we have to express our concerns so we don't die from starvation. Even in the Seventeen-Point Agreement,
i t seems there is a place for the people to have a voice, so I said it."4"
After several days of i n t e r r o g a t i o n s a n d discussions, t h e Kashag a n d Tibet
Work C o m m i t t e e m e t o n 1 May 1952 t o issue sentences. All t h e "defendants"
a p p e a r e d , as d i d t h e t o p C h i n e s e officials a n d t h e Kashag ministers. The
Kashag instructed t h e d e f e n d a n t s t h a t t h e i r organization went against all e*
tablished customs a n d traditions and henceforth was b a n n e d . It decreed that
t h e leaders would b e f r e e d if they e a c h gave a written pledge
t h a t h e wotlld n o t e n g a g e in s u c h activities in t h e f i l t ~ ~ rTeh. e y all did this.
SO t h e i n c i d e n t was over. Neither t h e T i b e t a n g o v e r n m e n t n o r the Chinese
wanted t o inflame passions f u r t h e r by leveling harsh punishments, so i t was
sllfficient simply t o abolish t h e "association" a n d secure the defendants'
p l e d g e n o t to organize again.'"

49. Shingsar Lobsang Gelek. interview, I 993.
50. Shingsar L.ohsang Gelek, interview, i g g : ~ .
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On that same day, 1 May 1 9 5 2 , the Kashag sent an official edict to counties all over Tibet abolishing the People's Association.
Order to the counties (tib. dzong) regarding abolishing the Fake Peopb's Assoriation
Last year in Beijing the People's Government of China and the representatives
specially sent by the Tibetan local government signed the Seventeen-Point
Agreement for the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet and announced to the world
that in the future both will maintain this policy. After that, the representative
of China, Zhang J i n p , came [to Tibet] via India, while the PLA officers and
soldiers and military and civil officials came to Lhasa via the overland route.
They met the Dalai Lama and gave him gifts from the Chinese government
and so forth and made good relations with the Tibetan people. All the Tibetan
people know and praise this.
All the PLA soldiers from the lowest and both the civil and military officials
respected and adhered to the Seventeen-Point Agreement. Consequently, neither the poor classes nor the bourgeois class nor the high and low people ever
saw any instance of the PLA doing acts in violation of the agreement. Although
all the terms of the agreement have to be put into practice, the central government followed a policy of not doing things by force or urgently and instead
did them in accordance with the local conditions and in accordance with the
thoughts of the local people.
However, some people in Lhasa who are possessed by ghosts acted as leaders, inciting traders who had gone bankrupt, people who weren't able to repay their debts, people who ate and dressed well but didn't work diligently,
and those who didn't pay taxes and didn't abide by the law [i.e., riff-raff]. In
sum, wherever there were such kinds of people, they called them together and
said to them that [they had to work] on behalf of Buddhism and the [Tibetan]
political system and for the happiness of the people. Wearing such a mask, their
external policy was to compose a letter with six points. Their inner strategy was
to look and see whether peaceful or military means were best, and they took
an oath to this effect. They also expanded the size o f the organization, moving into the various villages of the L.liasa [municipality] [to recruit members].
So via untrue rumors, they created the foundation for-destroying the harmony
hetween Chinese and Tibetans.
Recdllse of this situation, the honest and law-abiding people of Lhasa worried a lot and couldn't sleep nt night or get good nutrition from their food.
And bccar~sethe price of grain in L,hasa suddenly increased, the aristocrats
and srlbjccts were not happy. The sitsab were unable to implement the Dalai
I,arna's thinking, w1iic.h was to quickly eliminate the People's Association, which
Was doing illcgnl acts, and to stop all illegal activities and make things safe and
secure for I.hasa. And in particr~lar,they were working in opposition to the
agrcenient at all times. So great harm was caused to the friendly relations betWccn Chinese and Tibetans. Because of this, the Dalai Lama was placed in a
sitrlation in which there was n o choice, and it was absolutely necessary and important lo withdraw their responsibilities.
.The heads of this illegal organilation were investigated. There has never been

an illegal association such as this, so they should be punished harshly. However,
if in the future such bad actions d o not recur, we will treat this as a one time occurrence. Those people in the association who were tricked by the people who
were involved with foreign imperialists and those who were ignorant of what
was going on will receive only light punishment. T h e ones who were the r e p
resentatives of the People's Association will be given education about their mistakes, from both the Tibetan government and the central government. Together
with this, all their agreements will be burned and torn up, and they will be made
to agree that they will not partake in such activities in the future.
We have sent out a Kashag edict (tib. gadam dzadzi) with our seal to the
people of Lhasa and Shol, and moreover, before this, the Dalai Lama himself
issued an edict (tib. bugdam dzadzi rimpoche) to Lhasa and ShoL5' By the kinaness of the Dalai Lama, it is not possible for such a bad association to occur
again; however, it is not certain whether some of the bad people in this association may go to village areas and say they were defending religion. The Dalai
I,arna is thinkin,g and doing this for Buddhism and the welfnre of the subjects who are
like his two qres, and together with this, he is also thinking and talking clearly about the
terms of t h agrpement.
~
He is planning to put it into pfnctice slowly. So all the people,
regardless of whether they are monks or laymen, have complete trust that all the religzous
and seculnr deeds zuill comp out well by the kindness of the Dalai Lama. It is unnecessary to mention that they are enjoying the happy result.
However, a few people d o not understand the external and internal policies and are unable to handle their own livelihood from the beginning to the
end. It is absolutely inappropriate for these people to meddle in the affairs of
the state and the government. All the people can see that the harm of these
actions is more than the benefit. It is unlikely that they will follow them, like
jumping into a chasm even though they have eyes. However, if ~ e o p l e j o i na
bad association like this, they will be given a very harsh punishment by the national law.
SOyou [the county heads] should give effective orders and instructions to
the subjects so that they make a correct choice between right and wrong and
between benefit and harm. And you should consistently investigate and supervise using all means-internally, outwardly, and secretly.
Later, in case there are any irresponsible actions against the benefit of religion ancl politics that may cause the recurrence of the evil gatherings, not
only the persons who d o that hut also y o u , the heads of the counties and the
landlords, will be severely punished.
This decision is not just words but will be implemented. So all people should
keep i t in their minds ant1 he careful not t o violate this edict. This edict should
be kept with the recorcls of the county.
The date, month of the Water-Dragon year 1 1 < ) 5 .5'~ ]

5 1 . "catlam tl7atlzi" is name o f the seal the Kashag llsrrl o n its rrlicts. "Bugtlarn dzar17il.ilnpoche" is the n a m e of the seal the Dalai L,ania uscd o n his rdicls.
52. Translatccl from the T'ihrtan in (;HM(; I qr((jh:.LH~-H!)
(rmphasis adtlrd).
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And so a difficult interlude ended quietly without even a slap on the wrist of
the demonstrators and leaders. However, the incident a n d petition had impacts. O n the o n e hand, they heightened anger a n d hostility toward the
Chinese and put them o n the defensive for seven months. O n the other hand,
they persuaded the Chinese to stop pushing to implement reforms regarding the army and the Military-Administrative Committee.
This incident also illustrates the extent to which Mao was personally overseeing the situation in Tibet and was committed to his pragmatic, gradualist
Tibet policy. Mao believed strongly that major reforms should not be d o n e
without first building consensus among the Tibetans, so as this incident unfolded he came to realize that his officials in Lhasa could not be trusted to
make correct judgments o n how to proceed. H e then intervened and ordered that all decisions regarding Tibet first be cleared with him and the
Central Committee. H e also directly intervened a n d instructed his officials
in Lhasa to compromise o n the sitsab's "resignation," not to punish o r jail
any of the People's Association leaders, and, of course, to drop, for the time
being, the military reform issues. T h e Chinese, under Mao Zedong's guidance, played their hand with finesse and restraint and managed to e n d the
disturbance without inflaming the feelings ofTibetans any further than they
already had.
The disbandment of the People's Association and the resignation of the
sitsab were effective moves, and calm was quickly restored to Lliasa. A new
iteration of the People's Association would emerge in 1955-56 under new
leadership, but for the time being n o attempt was made by its members to
continue to oppose the Chinese. Its leaders seemed to be satisfied with having succeeded in giving the Chinese their petition.
On tlie Tibetan side, the resignation of the sitsab restored control of the
government to the Kashag and eliminated tlie internal disjunction within
Tibet's top leadership. From then o n , the more moderate and realistic views
of the Icashag would set a tone of' cooperation and cordiality in Sitlo-Tibetan
interactions, allowing the process of implementing the Seventeen-Point
Agreement lo move forward slowly. This, of course, was made easier because the petition and demonstrations had led Mao, unbeknown.\t to the
Tibetan side, to take tlie contcntiot~sissues of' the army and the Militar-yAdministri~tive(:onimittee off the table.
The incident, liowt~ve~;
also reinfol-ced Fan Ming's more hard-line and
conf'i-olltationalvicws I-egal-dingthe Tibctan government and the Dalai Lama.
And d(-spilc M;ro's nlodc~.ation,Fan would soon launch an initiative to
change lht>(:(:P's Til>ct policy.
I 952, ~I~crcfol.e,
tlic threat oi'fighting and bloodshed had passed,
RY
1l;ld Ijccrl reslorcd. T i l ~ r had
t gained anot1ie1-chance to try to fash(onlfi)~-table
place l i itself
~
within the PRC.
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T H E DAL,AI LAMA, T H E U N I T E D STATES,
A N D T H E DALAI LAMA'S BROTHERS

As this process was unfolding in Lhasa, another page in U.S.-Tibetan relations occurred, again raising questions about whether those closest to the
Dalai Lama, especially his older brothers, were dealing with the United States
in his name but without his knowledge o r approval.
In February 1952, Taktse Rimpoche, then living in the United States, told
the State Department that h e just received a letter for the U.S. government
from the Dalai Lama. This was presumably in response to the various messages the United States had sent to the Dalai Lama in late 1951, imploring
him to flee. A copy of this letter, which the State Department said was undated
and unsigned, is not available, but a portion of it was quoted in a State Department memorandum of 1 2 February 1952,which began by stating, "With
reference to [the] most recent secret letter from Dalai Lama to Tak T~er."~"
This letter painted a relatively sanguine picture of the situation in Lhasa,
presi~mablyas an explanation of why the Dalai Lama did not flee to exile.
"The Chinese," it said, "had given n o open indication that they wanted to
suddenly change matters in Tibet o r injure the Tibetans. Under the circumstances, since the Chinese were being correct and careful, it seemed best
to treat them in the same way."54
However, the letter was also carefully crafted to try to sustain U.S. interest
in Tibet, saying that Tibet's "official friends" in the United States should not
feel "vexed" because of this, since Tibet's policy remained and would remain
the same, presumably meaning anti-communist. T h e lerter also was said to
have instructed Taktse to maintain contact with the Americans and not to allow misunderstanding o r lack of confidence to develop between the United
States and Tibet.'The implication was that the Chinese "correctness" would
not continue, and Tibet would need its friend America again in the future.
John Allison, assistant secretary of state for Far Eastern Affairs, must have
been surprised by this positive assessment of the Chinese, given the m~ore
negative inforniation the United States was being told, hut he responded to
Taktse sympathetically, saying,
The US flrlly understands difficlrlt situation in which Dalai Lama finds himself, is not vexed at Dalai 1,arna's decision to adjust temporarily to superior force
and wishes to reassure Dalai 1 . a that
~ us sympathy will continue. He said that
US has not changed the position which was stated by his prdecrssor, Mr. Rllsk.

5 ~ Thr
. lrtter is disrussrd in I1.S. Dcpartrnrnt of' State I 985:9, in a f001n"tc a)
rtlrry I '152 rnemoranrlu~nof'convrrs;ltion by Andrru,n (Oflicr of'(:hina Affairs) that
Files. l o t 59 D 22H.folder 7p.
5.4. Ir.S. Dep;lrtrnrnt of Statr I $45:9.
55. L1.S. I)epartmrrir of State I 985:9.
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Mr. Allison stressed necessity for approaching present difficulties with courage
and patience. He pointed out US sincerely sympathetic with Tibetan people
for their loss of traditional religious and political freedom. Mr. Allison asked
Tak Tser convey these thoughts to his brother, the Dalai Lama. . . . [Mr. Allison] Assured Tak Tser that US friendship and sympathy will continue. H e explained his hope that fall of Tibet to Communists will resemble tactics ofJapanese judo experts who fall in order to rise and gain the final ~ i c t o r ~ . ~ "

At the end of this meeting, when Allison asked Taktse for suggestions on
how the United States could be helpful to Tibet, Taktse replied that the
United States should continue contacts with the Dalai Lama through him
and should not d o anything to "invite undue attention to Tibet at this time
through public statements." H e also assured Allison that the Tibetan people
were clinging to the hope that something could be done later and that the
continued friendship of the United States was critical in continuing that
hoPea5'
Although we d o not know what the entire letter said, from the few excerpts
cited, it seems a reasonable response. However, there is another less reasonable dimension to this event, namely, the real source of the letter. T h e
Dalai Lama emphatically denies sending Taktse the February letter." To be
sure, his memory could be incorrect, o r h e could be worried about the impact of admitting this for his current political dealings with China, but if the
Dalai Lama is correct, someone (or more than o n e ) was clearly using the
Dalai Lama's name to pursue relations with the United States independent
of him and the Tibetan government. As we shall see later in this chapter,
this was not an isolated incident.
At the exact same time that this letter arrived, another strange event concerning Taktse occurred. Taktse, for some time, had been working closely
with the CIA to have the U.S. government launch a major publicity campaign
on behalf of Tibet that would have included a statement by either the president or the secretary of state. However, Taktse now suddenly had a change
of heart and told the tlnited States to scrap the campaign. An excerpt of a
State Ikpartmrnt internal memorandum explained his puzzling overnight
shift as follows:
This somewhat embal-I-assingsitrlation arose because Tak Tser reversed his poof Feb. I 2.
sition hctwcc~lihc aftel-no011of' Fcb. I i and the af'te~.l~oon
Firs1 Ilc ;i11d CIA [had] strongly I-equested a double harreled approach to
news fol. Tihet;lns: 1 . ;I pri\l;~testaterncnt for Tak Tser- fro111Allison 2. a public

I,(L I1.S. Drpa~.tn~rnt
of State I 9x5:I), fn. to I :<February I 9 5 2 memorandtun of converw i o n I)c'lwrc%~l
Anrlr~.son( O f f i c r of (:hina Art'airs) and Taktsel- ( 6 1I .g:$B/2-1:<52).
5 7 L1.S. I)rpa~Imrnt of State I 9x5:{I.
I,H. 1)aI;1i 1 A I T I ~il~tcrvicw,
~
I OC,~.

statement from either the Secretary [of State] or the President. Since CA
[Office of China Affairs] has long since agreed that both would be necessary,
we found no objection to meeting the original request. Apparently Connors
reversed his prior opinion afier learning that Allison's views were reinforced
by Tak Tser's reversal. Tak Tser, in turn, was well pleased by Allison's private
talk and increasingly apprehensive about the possibility that a public statement would
inrr~asethe risk lo his mother who returns to Lhasa soon. To me it makes no great
difference."!'
This sudden decision is surprising, to say the least, given that until then Taktse's main effort in the United States had specifically been to muster U.S.
support for Tibet against China. After h e had finally succeeded in securing
this support at the highest levels of the U.S. government, canceling it suddenly like that is difficult to fathom. T h e reason Taktse gave, fear that such
a campaign would increase the risk to his mother, is not credible. First, if
this was important for Tibet, she could have delayed her return for several
months. And if h e was really worried about the impact o n his family, what
about his brother Lobsang Samden a n d the Dalai Lama, who were in Lhasa.
Why would the U.S. campaign be more of a risk to his mother than to them?
Moreover, the Dalai Lama's mother a n d h e r other children had been living
in Kalimpong/Darjeeling since 195 1 , not in the United States, so there is
n o reason that she would be implicated by anything the United States did.
And since the Chinese had been urging her to return to Lhasa, it seems obvious that they would have been overjoyed if she came, regardless of what
the Unitecl States said o r did. Thus, what the risk to his mother would have
been from such a campaign is not at all clear, even if Taktse himself played
a role in interviews ancl speeches. However, it may have been a risk to someo n e and something else.
T h e Dalai Lama's mother was returning to Lhasa in mid-February, together with her other children, including her twenty-four-year-old son.
Gyalo Thondup."' Gyalo had been in the United States for the past five
months a n d was planning to go to college when he too suddenly changed
his mind and abruptly left the country in early February 1952
. . to retllt-n to
Tibet with his mother. This was a dramatic reversal, since, at his specific request, the l J n i ted States had just arranged for him to start collegr at Stanford."' His actions appear to have stemmed from his decision to get involved
in politics in Tibet and try to influenre the course of Tibetan history at this

:)!I. CJ.S.Nationill Archives. FH I O O O I - I HH5, n o title. norl;~te(proh;rt)ly Frhrtlarv 1952) ('"'plia5is ;~tlrlrd).
t i c ) Her rlallghter, Tsrriny Dolma, and yotlngrst son, Nysri Rirnpochr. wrrr als0 Par'
this y r n ~ ~ p .
fi1 . C1.S Dcpartrnrnt ol State I $)n3: I Hqg, la. 10telrgr;~mfron, Arnhassrrl~)rBOwlcs, in India, to the secretarv of st;lte. I 5 November ,515I .
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sensitive time. A major U.S. government pro-Tibet campaign beginning immediately after he left the United States could well have negatively impacted
his credibility and his stature with the Chinese Communists, since it would
be natural for them to assume that he had had a hand in it. Thus, an alternative explanation is that he and Taktse decided it was better to stop the U.S.
publicity campaign in order to give Gyalo a better chance to influence affairs in Tibet."' Whatever the real reason for Taktse's reversal, an opportunity for a major U.S. government campaign on behalf of Tibet was lost.
Though young, Gyalo felt he understood the situation better than the less
worldly leaders of the Tibetan government and had strong opinions about
how Tibet should respond to the Chinese. From when he was studying in
Nanjing in the late 1 g4os, he believed that Tibet needed political and social
change. He was, for example, convinced Tibet must immediately end the
feudal system in order to improve the lives of the peasants and win their loyalty. He feared that if Tibet was not proactive in reforming itself, the Chinese would win the loyalty of the peasants by themselves implementing reforms."' In Lhasa he met the important political figures on both sides. He
recalled explaining to the sitsab.
On the basis of my experience abroad, the situation in China, [and] the way
the Communists thoirght, I told them [the sitsab] that we, Lhe Tibetan government, under the leadership of the Dalai Lama, the two sitsab, and the
Kashag, nlust take the initiative for land reforms. Our land system in Tibet was
very ancient, and notl~inghad really changed. Not only for the betterment of'
the living conditions of the Tibetans, but I saw a great danger that the C:hinese
would use the land I-eformissue to meddle in our affairs if we didn't take the
initiative. If land reforms and land redistribution were done [by us], the C l i i nese wol~ldnot have much of an excuse to interfere in 0111- affairs. I told the
two sitsab that lhey must reform the land system. They said that what I had said
waq vcry irnporiant and that they \vould gi1.e i t due considel-ation."'

The ultraconser\lative sitsab, Iiowevel; were not interested in reforms, let
alone major land reforms, and, since the (:hinese were pursuing their gradrlalisc policy, werc not r ~ n d e presslire
r
to do so. From their point of view, the
rnasses werc alreatly I->ehindthem in the li)rtii of the People's Association,
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statement from either the Secretary [of State] or the President. Since CA
[Office of China Affairs] has long since agreed that both would be necessary,
we found no objection to meeting the original request. Apparently Connors
reversed his prior opinion after learning that Allison's views were reinforced
by Tak Tser's reversal. Tak Tser, in turn, was well pleased by Allison's private
talk and increasingly apprehensive about the possibility that a public statement would
increase the n'sk to his mother who returns to Lhasa soon. To me it makes no great
difference.:'"
This sudden decision is surprising, to say the least, given that until then Taktse's main effort in the United States had specifically been to muster U.S.
support for Tibet against China. After h e had finally succeeded in securing
this support at the highest levels of the U.S. government, canceling it suddenly like that is difficult to fathom. T h e reason Taktse gave, fear that such
a campaign would increase the risk to his mother, is not credible. First, if
this was important for Tibet, she could have delayed her return for several
months. And if h e was really worried about the impact on his family, what
about his brother Lobsang Samden a n d the Dalai Lama, who were in Lhasa.
Why would the U.S. campaign be more of a risk to his mother than to them?
Moreover, the Dalai Lama's mother a n d her other children had been living
in Kalirnpong/Darjeeling since 195 1 , not in the United States, so there is
n o reason that she would be implicated by anything the United States did.
And since the Chinese had been urging her to return to Lhasa, it seems obvious that they would have been overjoyed if she came, regardless of what
the United States said o r did. Thus, what the risk to his mother would have
been from such a campaign is not at all clear, even if Taktse himself played
a role in interviews and speeches. However, it may have been a risk to someo n e and something else.
T h e Dalai L,ama's mother was returning to Lhasa in mid-February, together with her other children, including her twenty-four-year-01~1son,
Gyalo T h ~ n c l u p . ' ~Gyalo
"
had been in the United States for the past five
months and was planning to go to college when he too suddenly changed
his mind and abruptly left the country in early Fehrt~aryI 952 to return to
Tibet with his mother. This was a dramatic revcrsal, since, at his specific request, the United States had just arranged for him to start college at Stan~OI-d."His actions appear to have stemmed from his decision to get involvd
in politics in Tibet and try to influence thc rorlrse of Tibetan history at this

59. L1.S. Niltionill Archives, FH I O O O I - I HHy,. r l o title. n o (late (proh;~hlyFrhruar)' 1 ! ) 5 2 ) ("'Iphasis atlrlctl).
6 0 . Her d a ( ~ ~ h t cTsrriny
r,
Dolnia,
yollngcst .;on9 Ngari Kinlpoch~,wrrr all() Part
this grollp.
fiI . L1.S Department o f State I qH:j: I H.10, f'n, 10 tcIcgranl [+om ~\rnhasssrlorRowlrs. i n India, to 11lcsecretary o f state, I r, Novrnlhel- I gy, I .
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sensitive time. A major U.S. government pro-Tibet campaign beginning immediately after he left the United States could well have negatively impacted
his credibility and his stature with the Chinese Communists, since it would
be natural for them to assume that he had had a hand in it. Thus, an alternative explanation is that he and Taktse decided it was better to stop the U.S.
publicity campaign in order to give Gyalo a better chance to influence affairs in Tibet."' Whatever the real reason for Taktse's reversal, an opportunity for a major U.S. government campaign o n behalf of Tibet was lost.
Though young, Gyalo felt he understood the situation better than the less
worldly leaders of the Tibetan government and had strong opinions about
how Tibet should respond to the Chinese. From when he was studying in
Nanjing in the late 1 g4os, he believed that Tibet needed political and social
change. He was, for example, convinced Tibet must immediately end the
feudal system in order to improve the lives of the peasants and win their loyalty. He feared that if Tibet was not proactive in reforming itself, the Chinese would win the loyalty of the peasants by themselves implementing reforms." In Lhasa he met the important political figures on both sides. H e
recalled explaining to the sitsab.
On the basis of my experience abroad, the situation in China, [and] tlie way
the Comnir~niststliot~glit,I told them [the sitsab] that we, the Tibetan government, under the leadership of the Dalai Lama, tlie two sitsab, and the
Kashag, must take the initiative for land I-eforms.Our land system in Tibet was
very ancient, and nothing had really changed. Not only for the betterment of
the living conditions of tlie Tibetans, but I saw a great danger that tlie Chinese
wollld use tlie land refol-m issue to meddle in our affairs if we didn't take tlie
initiative. If land I-efol-nisand land redistribution were done [by us], tlie (;hinese would not have much of an excuse t o interfere in 0111- affairs. I told tlie
two sitsah that hey m\rst rcforni the land system. They si\id that what I had said
was very irnpol-cant and that they would give it due consideration."'

The ultraconservative sitsab, however, were not interested in reforms, let
alorie tnajol- land reforms, and, since tlie (;hinescr were pt~rsuingtheir graduidist policy, were not under pi-cssui-eto do so. From their point of view, the
masses were- ;tlready behind them in thc form of' thc People's Association,
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so they did not take Gyalo's suggestions seriously. It must have seemed impossible to them that the Tibetan people would turn against religion and
the Dalai Lama for communism. And they were right. Mao and the sitsab at
least agreed on that. The sitsab, therefore, ignored Gyalo's urgings.
Gyalo also met with the Dalai Lama, passing on the notes that Yuthok had
taken in Calcutta the previous year from Ambassador Henderson's letter to
the Dalai Lama. He says he tried to persuade the Dalai Lama to go into exile on the basis of the U.S. offer, but here, too, he was rebuffed. In a letter
he sent later that year from India, he explained the situation to the U.S. secretary of state.
I explained and discussed with His Holiness about the important issues you
[the secretarv of state] and I examined in the United States, and informed
him that he should once more plan to leave and go abroad. I did my best to
persuade him, but under the prevailing situation it is most dangerous, and he
cannot take hurried and careless steps, because there is a large Communist
force in Lhasa and they are very cautious and alert. If any signs of such a plan
leaked out, there would be great danger to His Holiness's life and great sufferings would fall on the people. So if we want to accomplish this objective [having the Dalai Lama leave for exile], we should think of a way wherein we will
definitely win entirely and not suffer even a small loss. Consequently, i t will be
very difficult to plan such an action.65

Gyalo also quickly found that the Chinese were ignoring his advice on the
sitsab and the People's Association. C:onsequently, after a few months' stay
in Lhasa, Gyalo was frustrated and unhappy with both the Chinese and the
Tibetan leaders, neither of whom were paying attention to his opinions and
plans. In an interview, he explained (in uncorrected English), albeit with
considerable hyperbole, his thinking about the Chinese and the Tibetan
governments.
My purpose coming out fr-om Lhasa in I 952 to India was mainly because I was
very much disappointetl with the behavior and the policies of the (:hinese leadership in Lhasa. T h e general Zhang Jinpvrl ant1 the Zhang C;l~ohuil.. . it was
shocking . . . 1 r.etr~rnetlfrom the United States anticip;lting maybe t.hat the (:ommunist government wol~ldhe treating the Tihetans in a reasonable manner. Rut
dilring mv stay in those months I was really shocked and disappoinred. . . . The
Chinese troops were treating the Tihetiins like their enemies. . . .
All the Tibetan government officials except the Dalai I a n a ant1 mayhcone
or ~ W Oregenrs, I mean regencies, they rlidn't accept (:hinesc
And the
rest. everyone. in ' 5 2 w;rs under the payroll. Even my sister anrl my sistcr's busband were on the payr-oll. Tibetan government officials were verv brlsy collecting the silver do1l;rrs. Marly of them were getring one hr~ndrcdo r two bun-

(i5. Trilnslatccl from the Tibetan, in [.ha
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dred or three hundred or six hundred each month. So the Chinese were more
or less bribing. So that was a terrible situation, and I never anticipated that the
Chinese government would d o such things, particularly the Communist government. And so they had a big gap between the nobility. T h e government
officialswere collaborating, completely drowned with money, with the Chinese
silver dollars. And the parties going o n like that. And then the people were
shouting and cornplai~iing.'~

Reciprocally, Gyalo was not well received in Lhasa, where many Tibetans were
suspicious of his motives and loyalties. His long-time secretary-aide, Lhamo
Tsering, has written about that: "There were some [Tibetan] government
officials who were deeply suspicious of Gyalo Thondup because he had studied in China, and although justice was on his side and he had enthusiasm,
there were only a few people supporting him. And leave alone his efforts
having any result, some people were saying that Gyalo Thondup was more
red than the Red Chinese themselves.""'
Frustrated by being ignored by both sides, the twenty-four-year-old Gyalo
quickly decided to return secretly to India and try to impact the situation in
Tibet by pursuing anti-Chinese activities from there. He explained his thinking (in uncorrected English) in the same interview.
I discussed this with my other brother Lobsang Samden. He was the jigyab
khemho in tlie [Tibetan] government. So my mother, myself, and IdohsangSamden discussed this and decided it was very vital for us to have some kind of contact with the outside world so they would know what the Chinese are doing
and how the Tibetnns are suffering. So my main purpose in going to India was
to orga1ii7e some kind of Tibet group and try to mobilize international opinion. . . . I thought that maybe through the Indian government 1 could persuade
the (:liinese ro slow down some of their activities and behavior. So without info~-ming
anybody else except my mo111e1-and my brotlie~,I ~ n a d ea plan to
leave. . . .
I mnde rlp nly mind that i t was useless f o ~mc to stay in Til~cl.I can'l help
the Tihetan govcl-nment, I can't help my brother, I can't help the Tibetan
people. o n the one side. 11 I hclp and I speak the truth. I speak tlie correct
things, the (:liincsc. won't li\ten. The Cliincsc will s ~ ~ s p c me."'
cr

In a n o t h e r interview h e said (in uncorrected English),
In 1952 when I was in I.lii~sii,sonlc of my fii~nil),
rne~iiher-sdecidetl 1 shor~ldgo
l o Illdi;~scrr-ctly lo ti-y t o cstablisli somc kind ol' contact with the India go\'erllrnvnt. . . . Thc m;~inI-cirson;I[ that time was that the sirt~a~ion
in Tibet wits
VCI')' S C I - ~ C ) I I SI>c(-;IIIs('
,
rhe rii;ljo~-ityoi'11it~
f ~ o p t ~ l i l are
t i ~very
~ l much against the

Chinese occupation forces. You know the mimang [people's] movement. By
that time the government of Tibet and the Tibetan people are completely cut
off, isolated. No contact with the outside world and, particularly, nobody knows
what is going on with Tibet. So we realized that it was very important that one
of us should g o to India and establish contact with the Indian government to
try to promote some kind of understanding and try to inform the Government
of India and other countries what is going o n in Tibet. What the Chinese are
doing. So my main purpose was to go and d o that kind of a

Gyalo's mother (the Dalai Lama's mother) has also commented on this.
When Gyalo Thondup returned with us to Lhasa [in 19521, he had already
decided that Tibet was n o longer a safe place and was making plans to leave
again. No one knew of this at this time except me. H e did not see eye to eye
with the Communists, and in some anger, some Chinese said he had to be reeducated. This was an indirect threat, and my son told me that the time would
come when the Chinese communists would try to "persuade" him to reform
his'ideas. He pleaded with me to let him go back to India. I reluctantly
agreed. . . . Three months after h e had come [he left for India]. The only
people who knew of his departure were my son Lobsang Samten and me. We
did not inform His Holiness; Lobsang Snmten said that i f the Chinese asked His Holiness i f he k n m the zohereabouts of his brother, hp zuould reveal hzmselfby a guilty flush
on his face becnuse he was yet tender in a,y."

As with the February letter to Taktse, the Dalai Lama has said that at this
time he knew nothing about Gyalo's plan to leave Tibet secretly.
Later only after 1956, did Samden tell me that Gyalo T h o n d i ~ phad a discussion with him that Gyalo Thondup can n o longer remain in Lhasa and will go
to Intlia on pretext of visiting Jayill [in southern Tibet]. And in their disrllssions they mentioned that this shoultl not he said to Dalai Lama because if Dalai
Lama knows, when the Chinese ask directly, Dalai Lama may not protect [the
secret], so they cleliherately kept it a secret to me."
Lohsang Samden kept secrets from me on some matters. Later, he told me7
.At that time, such and S I I C ~things happened, hilt I didn't dare to tell y~ll."''

Thus, the Dalai Lama's family made a c o n s c i o ~ choice
~s
to exclude him from
this decision as a result of their assessment that h e might not be able to keep
Cyalo's Flight a secret in face-to-face interaction with the Chinese. Interestingly. in an interview given to me in 2004, the Dalai 1,arna himself said that
tic). (;y;~lo Thondup, telephonr interview, I 994.
jo. T u r i n g r o o o : i :(,r,-:<R
(emphasis;~drlerl).I t i* important 10 notr that [he intcrr.icws
the Dalai I.anla's mother were clone in 1 c) j!)-Ho. when the cllrrcnt political pr.rssllrc.swerc
prerent.
j 1 . Dalai I.ama. interview. I !y)5. L)haramsala (in English. uncorrcctrtl).
7 2 . Dalai Lama. interview. 1 9 9 4 (in English. uncorrrrtetl).
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by nature he was more spontaneous than calculating a n d controlled, so perhaps his family understood this aspect of his personality.7' But, in troth, the
fear that the Chinese would read the Dalai Lama's facial expression is farfetched, since the Dalai Lama rarely ever met with Tibetan officials, let alone
Chinese officials. And even more surprising is why there was a need for such
extreme secrecy.
Gyalo gives the impression that the Chinese would not let him leave Tibet, but that seems improbable. T h e Chinese were not restricting the travel
of Tibetans to a n d from India, a n d since Gyalo's wife was in Darjeeling, it
would have been easy for him to say she was sick a n d h e had to return to assist her. Given Mao's gradualist policy, the Chinese could not have refused
him. So why the need to lie to the Dalai Lama in the name of secrecy?
The real answer, I believe, is that Gyalo T h o n d u p and Lobsang Samden
were plotting to start a secret anti-Chinese organization in exile without the
knowledge of the Tibetan government o r the Dalai Lama. A key to the success of this organization was for Gyalo to secure the cooperation of Shakabpa,
the most prominent anti-Chinese government official in India. As mentioned
earlier, Shakabpa had adamantly opposed the Dalai Lama's returning from
Yadong to Lhasa in 1951 , a n d when h e did return, Shakabpa remained in
Kalimpong.
Gyalo, however, did not know Shakabpa well, so Lobsang Samden wrote
an extremely dangerous letter to Shakabpa, telling him to rertiain in India
and work with Gyalo to make relations secretly witli the U.S. and Indian
governments. It also asks the Shakabpa and Gyalo to send their advice secretly on how to oppose the Chinese and on what to d o with the Tibetan
government'sgold; For example, should it be moved into an American bank?
Since Gyalo would be carrying this letter, the decision to flee secretly was apparently made lo avoid even the remote possibility that h e might be stopped
at the normal border checkpoints and searched. Gyalo and Lobsang were
playing a dangerous game, for if this letter had ever fallen into the hands of
the <:hinese, i t ro11lt1well have bror~glitdown the Dalai Lama and the traditional government a n d eritled the Chinese policy of moderation. T h e translation of the haritlwritten letlet- (cited in the original Tibetan in appendix
A) follows:
To tht*vellcl.;lhlc golclen c;u- of'tlic gods,

I iirn ~-c.p)r-~ing
to ~ O I It1i;lt Iny hro11ie1-(;yalo Tliondup 1i;ls p111-pose1v
left [Tih(.tl tvmpol-al-ily. H c ~ v i l ltliscr~ssthis witli yo11 in dctail, s o i t wor~ldh e better
[yo111Kungo 'Tsipii~i[Shakabpa] to stay there [Inclia] ternpol-arily.
Now. I swc;tr hy 11ic 'Tlil-cc.]cwels that the R c d (:hincsc arc r~singtactful
mtaans t o srlpprc1ss thc. TiheIan government, tlic Ilalai I.ama, and the monk
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and lay Tibetan people. For the present, the Tibetan government has no
choice but to be friendly with the Chinese, a n d the government indeed will
d o it.
T h e Tibetan people are showing their severe dislike of the Chinese officials
and the Chinese soldiers. In the future, ifthe Red Chinese remain in Tibet as now,
the Buddhism of the relipous country Tibet, the Dalai Lama, and the monk and lay
Pe@k will have to suffer so smmly that they will not be able to pass the days and nights.
Therpfoe, I think it would be good if my brother Gyalo La and you would think carefully and then rep& on time [not late] your opinions secretly through telegrams (if that
is convenient) regarding what would be best to do. Anyway, you have to havegood unity
over there, and please think about what should be done in the future.
Regarding the gold and the silver that was transported from Tibet last year,74
please send your opinion regarding whether it would be good to leave it as it
is, or to transport it back to Tibet, o r to deposit it secretly in the American
bank, if there is an American bank in India.
For the frresmt you must secretly make internal friendly relations with the American
You should show great concern in servgovernment and the Indian govr?-nrn~nt.~"
ing the [Tibetan] government. I will inform you more through telegrams.
With auspicious flowers, from Lhasa, from me,
the personal attendant [of the Dalai Lama] acting jigyab khembo
(Khen tsah) Lobsam [abbreviation of Lobsang Samden] .
O n the 5th day of the fourth [Tibetan] month of the Water-Dragon year
[mid-June I 9521 .7"

This letter was not an official letter from the Kashag, but because it came on
behalf of a brother of the Dalai Lama and from o n e of the highest officials
in Tibet, the jigyab khembo, who was also the brother closest to the Dalai
Lama. and was signed with Lobsang's official title, Shakabpa would have assumecl it was sent with the Dalai Lama's knowledge. H e would never have
taken this asjust a personal letter from the nineteen-year-old Lobsang Samden. Had this fallen into Chinese hands, they would also have assumed this.
or, even if they collld have been convinced that the Dalai Lama knew 110thing of i t , they would have known that the Dalai Lama's own family was secretly plotting from India to oppose them. Fan Ming, of colirse, wollld h a v ~
jumped o n this as validation of his views that trying to win over the Dalai
Lama ancl his elite was a futile strategy.

74. T h e gold and silver came from both the Tihctan governmcntk trcas~~rirs
and thC[laiai
I.ilm;lqspersonal trrasury and were left with the Maharaja of Sikkim. .The Chinese knew fhcsc
metals had beer1 taken out of Tibet and were trying to pcrsuarlr thc Tibetan government
bring them back t o Lhasi~.
75. In Tibetan: snga 'phros a I-i gzhung clang rgya gar gzhllng so sor gsang ba'i [hog
nang don nithun lam chen po 7hig ngcs par- t r l thugs ah t h o g
~ f ' f ~(cll1pha~ls
76. Translation is o f the c,riginal Tibetan lpltpr
Shlkat)pa9s
sis added).
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For Gyalo Thondup a n d Lobsang Samden, however, giving the impression
this had the approval of the Dalai Lama, directly o r indirectly, was critical, since,
without it, few would have taken seriously the views of a nineteen- and a twentyfour-year-old on grave matters such as this. We see this clearly when Gyalo
Thondup went to see the head of the Indian Mission in Lhasa seeking India's
permission for him to stay in India. H e explained to me what transpired.
[First] I approached the Indian government through the Indian Consulare
General in Lhasa and asked whether it was possible for me to come and stay
in India, because it was impossible for me to remain in Tibet. . . . So Sinha [the
head of the mission] sent a secret cable in code to Mr. Nehru. After a few days,
a reply arrived by cable saying that I would be welcomed. . . . After that I began actively planning to leave. I discussed this with my mother and my brother,

Lobsang Samden. No one e1se.j'
However, in his official Monthly Report for June 1952,Mr. Sinha gives a
significantly different account, reporting to Delhi that Gyalo had said that
the Dalai Lama had approved his departure.
He [Gyalo] felt that it would be advisable for him to escape. He fully realizes
the risks involved but has carefulljl laid his plans roith the actzue help and sufiport a/
the Dalai Lama. . . . Ifnnd when the Clz~nesegetto knou) of h z ~
escafie, the Llalai Lama
would express suqnsr and say that hts broth~rCgalo Dondup has alroayc been an imetponsihk nomad.jH

After the Government of India agreed to this request, Gyalo got to India without arousing suspicion by telling the Chinese that h e had to visit his family's
six estates on business. Since two of these estates were in remote areas in
southern Tibet near the Indian border; once there, it was sirnple to cross
over into India in Aruiiachal Pradesli (east of B h ~ t a n ) . ' ~
Whcn I askcd the Dalai Lama about this, as wit11 previous issues, lie categorically denied any knowledge ~vliatsoeverof tlie letter to Shakabpa until I
read it to liirn. He was very convincirig.*" If we assume this is true, and I do,
is i t conceivable that these two young men did this entirely o n their own?
Would they, o n their own, Iiiive dared risk bringing tlie wrath of the PLA
down o n thc Tibetan government and the Dalai Lain21 by carrying a letter
signed hv thc hrother closest t o tlie 1)alai 1,atna (using his full government
titlt') that instructed it scniot- anti-Chinese Tibcriin ol5ci;ll in India to work
with ~ h Dalai
c
1,ama's orher brothel- t o start anti-<:hincse activities in India?
'77. (;v;tIo . T ' ~ ~ o I ~ ( ! I I i~ ~, l l t * ~ . \ ~ Ii 9~ 9\ 5v .~
78. 131i~isllFo~.('igl,()f'tirc ~ c c - ~ ) l - tFl so .: \ ~ I / < ) ! ) ( i ~ , gtiiontlily
,
rrl301.1for tlie prriod r n d i n g
15.1~111(*
I 95 I . Tl-orn oflic-c.~.
in (.\l;u.gr of.lnrlian Mission in l,li;~s;i,lo the ~ ~ o l i t i c . offircr
;~l
in Sikkim
( ~ l ~ ~ p \ iaclc\(%c\),
;l~is
7!). 1.1l;l nio 'Tsllc, ring ( I . l i ; l r n Tscxring)
~
I !)!)2: I 23: <;yalo l'liondrll~,intervirw, 1 9 9 5 .
80. 1):tIai 1 ,;IIT~;I, irit(-l-vic-w,2 0 0 4 .

Lobsang Samden was known for being fun loving and was not someone
interested in political issues, so h e could easily have been influenced by his
older brother Gyalo, who was, as we have seen, deeply committed to being
a player in Sino-Tibetan politics. T h e exuberance ofyouth and the arrogance
of being the Dalai Lama's family could have made them think they had the
right to d o whatever they thought best for the good of Tibet. I asked Gyalo
T h o n d u p about this. After expressing surprise that I knew about the heretofore secret letter to Shakabpa, h e declined to answer clearly whether others
were involved. When I pressed him, h e cryptically said that it would be best
for m e just to write in my history what it looks like at face value, that is, that
Lobsang Samden and h e were involved. In the future, h e said, when he writes
his own book, h e will explain what happened in detail.''
However, if there were others involved, who might they be? Since Gyalo
did not trust the Kashag, h e certainly did not discuss this plan with it. And
the sitsab were already dismissed. And since h e did not discuss it with the
Dalai Lama, that eliminated the other major source of official authority. The
only parties left to consider are those whom we can think of as the officials
and attendants immediately around the Dalai Lama, what one official called
the simjung gi thakor ("those around the Dalai Lama's living quarters"). Of
these, the most likely figure is Phala, the lord chamberlain, or Trijang Rimpoche, the Dalai Lama's junior tutor, o r both. I d o not know if Lobsang Samden and Gyalo discussed this with them o r with any others around the Dalai
Lama, but in fact, in the summer of 1952, the Dalai Lama's brothers were
planning to start an anti-Chinese opposition movement in India independently of the Tibetan government and the Dalai Lama.
In early May 1952, at about the same time that the sitsab-people's Association affair was ending and Gyalo T h o n d u p was ~ l a n n i n gto flee to India,
in Washington, the eldest brother of the Dalai Lama, Taktse, again met with
the State Department and the CIA, filling them in on recent communications he said h e hacljust received. Unlike the February information, this time
lie painted a bizarre anti-Chinese portrait, explicitly telling the Americans
not only that the Dalai Lama himself' was pi~rsuinga secret anti-Chinese resistance strategy but also that the Pancherl Lama, a major Chinese sllpp*rrCr?
was about t o defect from the (;ornml1nist3s side and srcrrtly.join hannslvith
the Dalai Lnma in resisting them. T h e C1.S. mernr)randum of this meeting
states the following:
T h e r.rpol-t, received May I :3, convcyctl t h e Followi~lginforniation, hast%(lO n
cornnii~nicationsI-ecently received hy Tak Tscr.

8 1 . ( ; ~ ~Tliondrup,
lo
inlrrvirw (phonr), 8 i)rc(-lnh(sr 2005. [ I shot~lclalso hr mcrlti"""('
that nt-ither (iyalo nor Lobsang Sarndrn was skillrtl in the govcrntncnt style of writing,

would havr harl to rccrivr help in c-o~nposing;lntl writing the Irtrcr.

'h'!
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1 . Tak Tser has n o doubt that the Dalai Lama is developing the long-range
plan allegedly agreed on prior to Tak TserS departure from Tibet; i.e., the Dnlai Lama
is quietly organizing resistance to the Chinese Communists while appearing to coopmte
with them.
2 . Tibetans in Lhasa, encouraged by the monks, recently have sworn secret
new oaths of allegiance to the Dalai Lama and to the three leading monasteries and, simultaneously, have renounced their allegiance to the present lay Cabinet [Kashag] and affirmed undying opposition to the Chinese.
3. The Panchen Lama secretly has indicated his intention to defect from
the Communists while appearing to serve as their puppet, and to make common cause with the Dalai Lama in organizing a resistance movement."

The source of Taktse's information is not indicated; however, point 1 appears
to come from Taktse's own firsthand knowledge. It unambiguously says that
the Dalai Lama had a strategy of overtly trying to maintain friendly and cooperative relations with the Chinese while h e was secretly working to organize resistance to them. Given what we know of the Dalai Lama's lack of direct involvement in political affairs at this time and his own family's decision
to lie to him about something as trivial as Gyalo's return to India, it does not
seem credible to suggest h e was really organizing a secret resistance movement in Tibet.
The United States explicitly realized that it had n o way to evaluate Taktse's
new information independently but decided nevertheless to take it to mean
that Tibet, under the leadership of the Dalai Lama, was starting to organize
a resistance movement.
While evaluation of available information is extremely difficult, CA [Office
of China Affairs] perceives n o reason why Tak Tser's report should not be accepted as "probably true." Since CA believes that ( I ) the Chinese Communists
in Tibet are doing an excellent job of' creating their own troubles, ( 2 ) developments in Tibet are prodr~cingthe desired effect on the Government of India, and (3) Tak Tser is on firm ground in believing that a public expression
of US interest in Tibet would, at this time, have an undesirable effect on both
the Government of India and on the incipient Tibetan resistance movement,
('A recommends that the Department continue to avoid public statements concerning Tibet and l-efi-itin from any attempts at this time to conimunicate with
persons in Tibet who are believed to be taking their first step toward 01-ganizing a n i~nti-C;omnir~nist
resistance m o ~ e r n e n t . ~ '

Amonth later, on nq Jtlnc I 052, the 1J.S. consul general at Calcutta received
i~norhercomrnt~nication,plll-portedly from the Dalai Lama. This message
Hn. C1.S. I)rp;~t.ltncnto{.Slatr I I I H ~ , :r, 1-52, mrrnot-andrim by thc artingdirectot-of the Office
(:hit~c.srAflait-s (Pcrkins) to tllr assistant srcrc't;lr" rot- Far Eastcal-n Affairs (Allison), I 4 May
I052 ((il 1 .!):jI3/r1-~,452) ( ( ~ ~ ~ i p l i aadrled),
sis
H : I . (-1,s.
I~c.1xrrtriic1it SI;II(*I 9 ~ 55: 1-52.

was oral and came through the Dalai Lama's brother-in-law, Takla (Phiintso
Tashi), who passed it on to Princess Coocoola, of Sikkim (probably while
Gyalo Thondup was still in Lhasa). She, in turn, passed it on to the consul
general in Calcutta, who reported it as follows:
a) T h e Dalai Lama appreciates greatly the U.S. Government's feelings and attitudes toward him personally and toward his Tibetan subjects.
b) H e sincerely hopes that when the time is propitious for the real liberation
of Tibet from the Chinese, the United States will find it feasible and possible to lend moterial aid and .moral support to the Tibetan Government.
C)

T h e Tibetan people have not changed; they are not pro-Chinese; they are
Tibetans first and last.

d ) He hopes to be able to get a written message "down" soon.A4

This message again suggests that the Dalai Lama was secretly biding his time
to try to throw out the Chinese. No longer was the Dalai Lama talking about
the Chinese being correct and proper, as in the February letter; now he was
looking to America to help in 1iberatingTibet from the Chinese.
T h e Dalai Lama, however, again emphatically denied that he ever instructed Phiin tso Tashi to convey those points to the United s t a t e ~When
.~~
I asked Phiintso Tashi about this message, h e carefully avoided saying
whether the Dalai Lama knew but did say explicitly say that the Dalai Lama's
lord chamberlain, Phala, knew about it.
Q. I am interested in learning about the answer [you passed on to the United
States]. Did the Dalai Lama himself say, "Say it like this"? O r did he tell i t via
the Kitshag?
I t was not given through the Kashag.
Q. Did Phala know about that?
Probably he knew about that. [pa~ises]He knew. If it would have been given
through the Kilshag, i t is not known what would have happened. [This implies
the Kashag ministers were not reliable.]"'
M h s I.ohang Sanidrn or Lord Chamherlain Phala or both the source of this

mrssage in the Dalai I.arn;~'sname? I d o not know. Rut the Dalai Lama's lam-

8 4 . I1.S.National Arrhivcs. from (:;llc(ltt;~,dispatch n o . 5 . 2 .Jr~ly1 : ) : ; ~t,nclosure
.
1 (('"'phasis ;rtltlrd).
8 5 . Dnlai [,anla. interview, 2 0 0 4 .
Hli. Takl;~(Phiintso T.~shi),intt,rview. 1 997, I.ondon. (In Tihct;~n:
Q. !id hlhin nol'hll ral'g
gis "o'o 'di 'dl-;, gst111grogs g ~ i a ~ i Sg ~"I 'cIi
.
'dl-;, I),() 'dri1 cig 1.cc1~ a l i glnin I,;, hkn' stlag b ~ ~ " " ' ~
nas ~ k a dcha hshad pa red? A . hka' shag hrgyllrl nas I.IS;I ha nas yog Inn rrd. Q. tlprr na. phi'
Ihil s ~ k h w ng\i n,d red pas? A . pha l h ; ~shes kvi rod kri rrrl,' ph.1 ]ha shes kvi i d / bka' s l l r ~'Ir
tshos h\.;ls pa'i sg;lng 1;1 gnas tshul ga 'dr;~vin rnin shes kvi ma red).

ily, perhaps with others close to the Dalai Lama, were clearly using his name
to try to keep the United States interested in the Tibetan cause a n d to organize opposition to China in exile. And they were doing this apparently independently of the Dalai Lama and certainly independently of the Kashag. More will
be said of this in later chapters.

The sitsab's pattern of dealing with the Chinese was poorly conceived. If their
goal was simply to vent their anger at the Chinese invasion and occupation
of Tibet, they certainly succeeded, but if they had any inkling of inducing
the Chinese to send home most of their troops and officials, then their behavior was counterproductive. T h e sitsab's outbursts made many in Lhasa
feel good by opposing and resisting the Chinese, but they failed to compel
the Chinese to renegotiate key aspects of the agreement. In fact, were it not
for Mao's determined adherence to his gradualist strategy, the sitsab's actions might have led cadres such as Fan Ming to succeed in dismantling the
old system quickly.
The Dalai Lama's late brother-in-law, Takla (Phiintso Tashi), astutely analyzed the sitsab's brief reign: "The two sitsab were good, honest, and
straightforward, and as far as the [Tibetan] government and the people were
concerned, the two of them were heroes (tib. pawo). My personal opinion
is that there is n o question as to their bravery, but it did riot fit in with the
reality of the situation. They were forcing their way with sornething that could
not be done."H7
The sitsab-People's Association incident revealed the lack of cohesion
within the Tibetan government. The two most important offices, the sitsab
and the Kashag, were pursuing different strategies and tactics, and the paramount rule, the Dalai Lama, was playing a very passive role, letting this situation continue without imposing order from the top. So while the sitsab
chose to show the Chinese an angry and confrontational face, the Kashag
tried to show them a friendly and cooperative face. N o attempt was made to
develop a unified goIrernment policy, so decisions were made ad hoc in response to issues that arose. And within the Kashag, while Ngabii and Shasur
were more progressive a n d were trying t o adhere to the agreement and assist the (:hincsc. side, other ministers were less forthcoming for change. Thus,
when something serious arose, such as the Proplc's Association, the dif'ferviews extant paralyzed tht. government until the Dalai Lama was forced
lo pay attention and act.
Howrvrr, thr Peoplc's Association's activities did have an important imPiict. UThile thc (;hincse were unwilling to go hack to the Qing model, the
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association's petition pushed the Chinese to compromise on several issues
that Tibetans opposed, namely, incorporating the Tibetan army into the PLA
and starting the Military-Administrative Committee.
T h e period of the sitsab and the People's Association also reveals how
difficult it was for the Chinese officials in Lhasa to operationalize and implement Mao's gradualist policy effectively. In the end, as we saw, in April
I 952 Mao and the Central Committee took immediate oversight away from
the Southwest Bureau and henceforth took direct administrative control over
Tibet. Frorn then on, the Tibet Work Committee in Lhasa was required to
get approval from the Central Committee (Mao) before it made decisions
that affected Tibetan society and culture. Control of change in Tibet was
now directly in Beijing's hands. It has remained there up to the present.

Chapter 14

The Return of the Panchen Lama

With the Dalai Lama back in Lhasa, a key issue for the Chinese was ensuring that the Panchen Lama returned to Tibet with his rights and powers restored. As we have seen, it was at their insistence that this issue had been included as part of the Seventeen-Point Agreement. Despite this inclusion, Mao
and the Central Committee had decided to treat Tibet as a unified entity,
with the Dalai Lama as the head. In keeping with this, Mao had rejected the
Back and Front Tibet model advocated by the Panchen Lama and Fan Ming
and was concerned lest the Panchen-Dalai conflict inadvertently interfere
with his gradualist strategy, which was focused o n winning over the Dalai
Lama. Mao, therefore, from the start, saw the promotion of unity between
the Panchen Lama and the Dalai Lama as being in China's interests.
One dimension of this was Mao Zedong's decision that it would be best
if the Panchen Lania returned to Tibet only after the Dalai Lama was there
and could extend a formal welcome to the Panchen. This, he believed, would
preclude any chance that the Dalai Lama's side would mistakenly think the
Chinese were trying to replace the Dalai Lama with the Panchen Lama. It
would also send all Tibetans a clear message that the Dalai Lama welcomed
the Panchen 1,ama back to Tibet.' Consequently, the Panchen Lama did not
leave Qinghai Province until mid-December i qy, 1 , four months after the
1)alai I.ama had arrived in Tibet.
Direct contact between the Panchen and Dalai lamas actually first occllrred inirnediatclv after the signing of the Seventeen-Point Agreement,
when the Panclicn I,arna sent the Dalai Lama the following cordial telegram
from Bci-jing on :lo May I 95 I .

1.

Fati Ming I 9x7: ,+5

When you assumed temporal power . . . you sent representatives to negotiate
with the Central People's Government and achieved the Agreement on Measures for the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet. This was a great victory of the Tibetan people, lay and monk. I will d o my part for our unity and, under the
wise leadership of the Central People's Government and Chairman Mao, will
help you and the local government of Tibet to carry out the Agreement for
the cause of the peaceful liberation of Tibet. I tender my congratulations and
best wishes to yom2

A few weeks later, the Dalai Lama responded by telegram, clearly conveying
his recognition of the Panchen Lama's legitimacy and welcoming his return
to Tibet.
I was very glad to receive your telegram of May 30. . . . According to the favorable omens of the divine oracles that I have consulted, you are indeed the
true reincarnation of the previous Panchen. I have informed Tashilhunpo
Monastery and Kashag Minister Ngabo, the Tibetan delegate in Beijing, about
this. I am looking forward to your early return to Tashilhunpo Monastery. Please
inform 11sby wire which route yo11 will take."

O n the 5th of the ninth Tibetan month (early November 195I ) , the Dalai
Lama informed the Panchen Lama by telegram that h e was sending two government officials with representatives of the Three Monastic Seats to meet
him in Qinghai and welcome him back to Tibet.' He also ordered an armed
escort of o n e hundred Tibetan troops to meet the Panchen Lama in
Nagchuka a n d instructed Tibetans along the return route to provide the
Panchen Lama corvee animals and labor.
T h e Panchen Lama immediately responded with a telegram expressing
his thanks and informing the Dalai Lama that h e was leaving Qinghai on the
17th of the tenth month ( i I) December) to return.' The Panchen Lama said
in this telegram,
Your telegram was receivetl. For the cc)nstr~lctionof a new Tibet, you 11rg~d
me to return to Tibet early ancl are preparing everything for me, including ordering the Fifth [Regiment's] general to provirle protection for me. I ilm very
gratefrll for all these things that yo11have clone. . . . I sincerely g ~ ~ a r a n t that
ee
after I return to Tibet we will, under the leatlership of Chairman Mao, the
munist Party, and the central government, further strengthen the rlnityamon8
Tibetenr. closely ccxjper;lte with other bt-othyr nationalities within Chinit, work
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together very hard to carry out quickly and thoroughly the Agreement for the
Peaceful Liberation of Tibet and build a prosperous and happy new Tibet."

On 18 December, the day before the Panchen Lama and his group left for
Tibet, Xi Zhongxun (vice chairman of the Northwest Military-Administrative Bureau), went to see off the Panchen Lama and convey the best wishes
of Chairman Mao a n d the Central Committee. H e was accompanied by Ya
Hanzhang, who, in Fan Ming's absence, was accompanying the Panchen
Lama on his journey to Tibet as vice "representative" of the Northwest Bureau.' The Panchen Lama held a big welcome meeting for Xi Zhongxun, at
which he made a speech that reflected his close dependence o n the CCP.
Without the correct leadership of the Chinese Communist Party and Chairman Mao and without the truthful help of different brother nationalities in
China, the peaceful liberation of Tibet would be impossible, and our return to
Tzbet would also be impossibl~.Thus, we say the Chinese Communist Party and
Chairman Mao are tlie big emancipators of Tibetans, and they are our big benefactors. We Tibetans can become thoroughly liberated only if we follow the
Communist Party arid (:hail-man Mao and only if we closely unite with different brother nationalities. There is n o other road.H

In accordance with Mao's strategy, Xi Zhongxun advised the Pancheii Lama,
"When you get back to Tibet, d o not hurry to push various things. Please
take account of the whole picture in Tibet. T h e priority is unity among Tibetans. Only when Tibetans unite can o u r work in Tibet really make
progress." Xi especially emphasized that "everything in Tibet should follow
the principle of cautious and steady progress. If conditions are not ripe for
something, d o not d o it; if the upper-hierarchy patriotic public and leadership figures d o not agree with i t , d o not d o it. Work in Tibet should concentrate 0 1 1 the united front of patriotism and anti-imperialism.""
The Panchen Lama arrived in Nagchuka in March 1952, at the height of
thr Pcoplr's Association incident. Zliang lingwu was concerned that the
P:lncIien1s arrival in 1,lias;l might S ~ ~ r t l i enflame
er
tlie disturbances as well
as pose a risk fi)r his saf'cty, so Zliang asked him to stay in Nagchuka until the
siltlation was rcsolvcd. IJnder tlie prrtrxt of taking a rest, tlie Panclicn Lama
i~fldhis grorlp stayed in N;~gchr~ka
for more than a month. While there, tlie
Pancllc~i1.;1ma sent a tr1cg1-:imt o tlir Dalai 1.ariia in which lie strongly critir-i~rdthr actions of the People's Association and advisrd the Dalai Laliia.

saying, "In the spirit of bravery and with the Buddha's light of boundless
benevolence, get rid of these acts and disturbances and treat this event properly and stabilize the feelings of the people."'0 The Dalai Lama didn't reply.
By mid-April, the danger of the sitsab and the People's Association had
dissipated, and life in Lhasa was returning to normal, so Zhang Jingwu sent
a telegram telling the Panchen Lama and his group to continue their journey. They arrived in Lhasa on 28 April 1952 and were welcomed at a large
ceremony in the eastern suburbs, which was attended by a large number of
government officials headed by the Kashag ministers and all the main
officials from the Chinese side. After the ceremony, the Panchen Lama went
to the Tsuglagang Temple, where he traditionally stayed while in Lhasa."

RESPITE IN LHASA

For the Tibetan government, the return of the Panchen Lama after an a b
sence of twenty-nine years was an extremely sensitive event. Not onlywas there
the deep-seated animosity between the two lamas' retinues, but since the
Panchen Lama's side was pro-Chinese, politically progressive, in support of
f d l y implementing the agreement, and committed to a view of Tibetan history in which Back Tibet was not under the Tibetan government, there was
a danger that the Panchen's retinue would try to manipulate the Chinese to
gain advantages vis-a-vis the Dalai Lama. It was, therefore, obvious to the Dalai
Lama and the Kashag that starting off the new relationship on a positive note
of trust and solidarity was clearly in their and Tibet's interests. The Dalai
Lama recalled his thinking then.
When the young Panchen Lama was coming, we were saying that it would be
good to have a fresh start in relations. We were fellow Amdowas [ethnic
Tibetans from Amdo/Qinghai], a n d so we said that we must d o our hest to
have good relations. All the elders were saying this, a n d so were many officials.
Many were telling m e this, a n d from my own perspective, this is also what I
thought. . . .
When the Panchen Lama first came to I,hasa, h e was very innocent, very
good. I told him, "The old days are gone, a n d now we are at a critical time, so
we must have good relations." So it was very good. . . .
[First.] the Parichen 1,ama was young, a n d secontl, we wcre fellow Amdowas.
In this way we all hoped that relations woi~ldbe p o d . Everyone hoped there
w ~ u l dbe good relations between the Da1.i a n d Panchen lamas. Whatever ill
feelings there were at the time of the previol~sPanchen 1,ama was regretterl
by everyone. Nobody was saylng that i t was good.'2
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However, getting off to a new positive relationship did not turn out to be easy.
Not only did substantive issues concerning taxes and authority have to be reconciled, but also different perceptions of the two lamas' relative status made
such a reconciliation difficult. This quickly came to a head over how to organize the formal ceremonial meeting between the two great lamas. This would
set the tone for future relations, and for weeks there were discussions and arguments about how it should be done. Not surprisingly, this ended poorly.
Fan Ming felt the Tibetan government was trying to use this ceremony to
diminish the status and authority of the Panchen Lama. His version of the
events surrounding the meeting, though obviously biased against the Tibetan
government, conveys the thinking of the Northwest Bureau's officials in Lhasa.
When the Panchen arrived in Tibet, there was a disagreement regarding the
ceremony at which the Panchen would meet the Dalai. It turned into an irnportant political issue. The disagreements involved the matter of prostrating,
the height of their thrones, and the giving of gifts.
In truth, this disagreement was about whether we [the Chinese side, should]
support the Panchen's original status or damage and decrease his original position. The Dalai's side was trying to find any pretext to decrease the Panchen's
status and his influence. They proposed that the Panchen should prostl-ate before the Dalai, that the Panchen's seat should be lower than the Dalai's seat by
two-cushions' height, the Panchen should present tribute to the Dalai, and the
Panchen sliol~ldnot reside in the Jokang [Tsuglagang] temple.
When these suggestions were sent to the Panchen, his officials were very
angry and said they would rather return straight to Shigatse than enter Lhasa
,
sides could not come to an agreement.
under such conditions. T h i ~ sboth
At this time, the Tibet Work Committee convened a meeting to discuss the
impasse, but there were also disagreements there. One opinion [ZhangJingwu
and Zhang Guohua] thought that hecai~sethe Panchen L,ania was under the
Kashag's leadership in tlie past and because our purpose was to win over the Dalai
Lama, tlie Panchen 1,ama shol~ldprostrate before the Dalai Lama. The other
opinion [Fan Ming] consitlered that historically both the Dalai and Panchen
lamas wcre under rlle direct leadership of the [Cliinese] central government.
They both were, thcrefoi-e, in the same position, so there was n o I-elationship
~llc11tliiit one cont~r)lledthe o~lict-.
. . . In religion, one was considered the sltn,
and tlie other (lie m o o n . They had a senior and j~rnioi-apprentice relationship
only when they liad a teacher and student relationship. If the Dalai Lama had
heen thr Panc-hen Li~ma'steac11e1-or the Panchen Ii~riialiad been tlic Dalai
1,anl;l's tr;~cher;then tlierc would have been prostration at tlie ceremony. When
there was n o tcachc~.
and str~tlentI-clarionship,they greeted each other by toucliing thcir fi~rchcads
together, b l ~did
t not do prostration.':'Therefore,in tlie meetlng this time, ~lcitlieronc shor~ldbc I'avoi-ed at the expense of tlie other.

1 :(. Torlching li)~.c.hcatls
( t i t ) . 11dr1)was a crlstom hrtwren lamas of'l-or~ghlv
equal stattls and
rvplac.c*rl~ h nec%tl
c
f'ol- onc. to pr.ostratc. I>di)~-c.
thr other-.

In the end, the Tibet Work Committee decided that it was not appropriate
for us to interfere in so big an issue, so we thought that both the Dalai and
Panchen Lamas' sides should send representatives to negotiate with each other.
At the same time, the two different opinions within the Tibet Work Committee were reported to the Central Committee.
T h e Central Committee replied that the officials of the Dalai Lama and
Panchen Lama should have direct negotiations but added that the Tibet Work
Committee should be careful to keep this situation well in hand. On the one
hand, the Tibet Work Committee should convince the Panchen to make some
concessions. O n the other hand, the Tibet Work Committee should safeguard
the Panchen's original status and should not unify the Panchen under the
Dalai's side.'"
According to the spirit of the Central Committee's instructions, the Tibet
Work Committee convinced both sides to have direct negotiations. The Kashag
sent Ngabo and Liushar as representatives, and the Panchen's office sent Che
Jigme and others as its representatives. Both sides went through several negotiation sessions, but still they could not reach an agreement. The negotiations
were deadlocked.
The Tibet Work Committee again had meetings to discuss this issue and
proposed a compromise. Since the Panchen Lama was younger than the Dalai
Laamaby several years, even though they did not have the teacher and student
relationship, the Panchen Lama should prostrate to the Dalai Lama during
their first meeting. From then on, they would both have equal status in etiquette and greet by only touching each other's forehead. . . . Regarding the
seating arrangements, in history, when the Dalai L,ama was the teacher, hisseat
would be one cushion higher than the Panchen's. This time i t would be appropriate if both had equal seats at their meeting. T h e term presenting triblltf'
to the Dalai would he changed to exchanging gzpr between them.
After several discussions, the Tibet Work Committee made preliminary resolutions: the Dalai Lama woulcl stand in front of his throne; the Panchen Lama
would prostrate to the Dalai Lama; the Panchen I,ama and the Dalai Lama
w o ~ l dexchange ceremonial scarves; the Panchen and the Dalai larnas would
touch each other's fr)reheacl; their thrones would he the same height.
The Tibet Work Committee then sent Zhang Guohua t o persuade Ngabo
to accept these terms, and I went to persilatle the Panchen Lama and his staff.
After a whole night o f persuasion, the Panchen I.ama9sside rell~ctantlyagreed
to the resoli~tion,but they a s k d 11s to gllarantee that no changes wo1lld he
made. I gave them my firm wort1 ant1 guarantee. Then 1 fountl %hangGllohrla
and told him the opinions of the Panchen 1.ama.s office.Zhang said that NIPhh
also agreed to guarantee that no changes would be made.'"
However, t h e r e a r e a n u m b e r of variants o n what was agreed o n . The Dalai
L a m a recalled these events:

I
I
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Probably from the Tashilhunpo side they were saying that the seats should be
of equal height. It was said from our side that this was not possible. Then another possibility was raised, namely, that the Dalai Lama should stand on his
throne [on the platform on which the throne sits]. For example, when the Sakya
Dakchen [the head of Sakya Sect] comes to Lhasa, the Dalai Lama stands on
his throne, because the Sakya Dakchen is considered very high in stature. So
it was said at this time . . . when Panchen Lama comes, maybe I should stand
on my throne. This I remember very clearly.
At the Potala Palace there is a meeting room in the east side and another
in the west. The one on the west had a low ceiling, so if I stood on my throne
I would have to bend over. It was said that if I stood on my throne bending
down when Panchen Lama comes it would not look nice. So instead of this,
because the ceiling in the East Room is high, it was said that the meeting should
take place there. This I remember clearly.
Now regarding the arrangement of the seats, the usual place for the Dalai
Lama's throne is on a platform (tib. dingja). Since this was the usual place for
the throne, i t was situated there. Below [the platform] the Panchen Lama's
throne was set u p in the place where tlie regents' throne is placed. So above
was the platform, and below, on the right side, was the throne for the regents.
So this was the place where tlie Panchen Lama's throne was placed.
When the Panclien Lama actually came, I did not sit on my throne, but I
got down and stood in front of it. The Panchen Lama came, and later there
was talk of whether he did or did not prostrate. But he did. So I stood in front
of the throne, and the Panchen Lama came and prostrated. Then when the
scarves were exchanged, each of us took 0111- seat. This is what I remember."'

Fan Ming, however, recalled a very different set of circumstances.
On the after-noon of 2 8 April, the Dalai met the Panclien in the Potala Palace.
However, when the Panclien prostrated to the Dalai, the Dalai did not stand.
al
became the
What should have been the exchanging of ~ e r ~ n i o n i scarves
Panchen presenting the khata scarf and the Dalai receiving i t . The Panchen's
throne was not only set very low and was small but also was situated 011 the side.
Thus, tlie I'anclien's side was very angry. Ngawang Jinipa almost raised his iron
staff, and the Panclien's bodyguards were so angry that they almost fired their
guns. Fortl~narcly,comrade Liu Xiuchu was there and averted a possible
d , Panclien's side wept bitterly and said
tragedy from happening. A i t c r ~ ~ a rthe
th;ll we [tlic (lhinese side] had duped them."

11 is not possihlr to definitively assess what happened at the ceremony, but
some aspects arc clcar. The (:hinese filmed the initial ceremony and a subseqllent movie shows parts of i t . That film shows the Panchen Lama approaching a platform, roughly four feet tall, on which the Dalai Lama's

throne was situated. T h e Dalai Lama was standing at the front edge of this
platform as the Panchen Lama approached, so the Panchen Lama was dramatically lower than the Dalai Lama when h e reached the throne platform.
Consequently, h e had to reach u p to present his symbolic gift (e.g., the
mendredensum) to the Dalai Lama a n d to touch foreheads, and the Dalai
Lama had to bend over almost double at the waist so that his forehead would
reach that of the Panchen Lama. This part of the interaction was clearly as
Fan Ming described above-the Panchen Lama was giving the things to
the Dalai Lama, who was accepting them; there was n o mutual exchange
(see figure 20). T h e placement of the Panchen Lama's throne is not shown,
a n d it is not clear whether h e ever sat o n it, o r for that matter whether the
Dalai Lama first sat o n his throne a n d then stood u p o r whether he was
standing when the Panchen Lama entered the room. Other accounts indicate that the Panchen Lama prostrated when h e entered the hall, but the
film only shows him approaching the Dalai Lama's throne. Nevertheless,
it is clear that the "plan" was n o t precisely followed, and the Dalai Lama's
standing o n this very high platform made the Panchen Lama appear vastly
inferior. It is easy to understand why the Panchen Lama's people were
furious.
T h e Dalai Lama also recalled that there was disagreement over the seating arrangements but clarified the role of the Ecclesiastic Office, saying:
"The Ecclesiastic Office has n o business in this. T h e lord chamberlain and
the jigyab khembo are concerned with these matters. They and Ngabo and
others discussed this. It was Ngabo who had relations with the Panchen
Lama's C:ouncil, not the lord chamberlain and jigyab khembo. Ngabo [then]
discussed this with the lord chamberlain and Jigyab khembo. The fact that
there were problems-that I remember clearly."'HSo either the lord chamberlain and jigyab khembo deceived NgabG, o r Ngabo knew and did not
want to warn the Panchen Lama's people beforehand and take the risk of
their canceling the historic meeting. But whatever the reason for what transpired, it is clear that the Panchen Lama's officials felt they had heen duped,
and an important opportunity to start the new relationship on a positive
note was lost.

N E G O T I A T I O N S IN I.HASA

While the Panchen Lama was in Lhasa, nrgotiation between the officialsof
the two lamas took place to resolve the many knotty issues regarding land
and taxes that were outstanding From the era of the previous Panchen Lama.

IH. Dalai Lama, interview, I y y 3 .

RKTUKN OF T H E PAN(:HEN LAMA

Figure 19. Panchen Lama at his first
ceremonial meeting with the Dalai Lama.
Above, Dalai Lama bending down from
his thl-one's platfol-m; below, Panclien
Lania about to reach up, in 1952. Soul-cc
unknown.
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CONFRONTATION AND ADJUSTMENT

and of the Panchen Erdini are meant the status, functions and powers of the
Thirteenth Dalai Lama and of the Ninth Panchen Erdini when they were in
friendly and amicable relations with each other.
T h e first issue discussed in Lhasa was the point in history that should be used
as the baseline year for when the two lamas were friendly. Fan Ming described
these meetings between the Kashag and the Panchen's officials.
The Tibet Work Committee . . . asked them to respect and compromise with
each other and told them they should look into the archives and find evidence
to make sure of the year when the 13th Dalai and 9th Panchen had peaceful
relations. After doing this research, both sides took 1897 as the year of good
relation^.'^ After establishing this date, both sides examined the archives to
determine the power and authority of the Panchen at that time.*'
O n the basis of the customs in place in 1897, the negotiations resolved some
of the outstanding issues that involved human corvee taxes (tib. ula), the
horse corvee taxes (tib. t a w ) , and judicial authority fines. It was decided
that all of the Tibetan government's edicts that subsequently made changes
to the taxes and rules in place in 1897 would n o longer have to be honored
by the subjects of the Panchen Lama, thus dismissing them from the taxes
specified by those edicts."
However, the crucial military grain tax was a different story. Although it
was a new tax imposed by the Tibe tan government after the 13 th Dalai Lama's
return from exile in I 9 i g, the Tibetan government insisted it had to be paid
by everyone, contending that these costs were incurred in Tibet's protection
against foreigners (specifically during the Anglo-Tibetan wars of 1888 and
1 903-4 a n d the Chinese war of 19 I 2-1 3),so the Panchen Lama had to pay
,
his share.l2 T h e Panchen's side simply refused, using the same arguments
. before he fled to China. The
that the 9th Panchen Lama had made in 1923
negotiations again reached a total impasse, but this time the Chinese side
intervened. Sensing that failure to reach an agreement was imminent and
that this would be a terrible defeat, the Tibet Work Committee persuaded
the Chinese central government to pay these "military" costs itselfY1A major hurdle was passed, and though many other issues still remained these
<
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were left for later negotiations. T h e two sides signed a n initial memorandum
on i6June 1952.
In the meantime, the i 0th Panchen Lama ended his stay in Lhasa o n g
June and set off for Shigatse, where his monastic seat, Tashilhunpo, was located. He arrived there o n 2 3 June, accompanied by Ya Hanzhang, a company of PLA troops, a n d Ramba, the monk Kashag minister representing
the Tibetan government. Twenty-nine years after the 9th Panchen Lama had
secretly fled to China, the 10th Panchen Lama now publicly arrived, receiving
a tremendous welcome by many thousands of ti bet an^.'^ As Ya Hanzhang
described, the atmosphere in Shigatse, the heart of Back Tibet, was markedly
different from that of Lhasa.
[The Panchen Lama] arrived at the Tashilhunpo [Monastery] on June 23 to
the enthusiastic welcome of tens of thousands of lay and monastic Tibetans.
In Shigatse, people sang and danced and performed the waist-drum dance,
ruhik thejve-star redjagsjluttered on top of all buildings in the city an.d portraits of
Mao Zedong were hu,ng i n almost all the rooms in Tashilhunpo Monastery-this being the way that the lay and monastic residents of the city expressed their love
of and gratitude to the People's Republic of China, the Chinese Communist
Party and Chairman Mao [for returning the Panchen Lama] .'5

The Panchen Lama's return to Lhasa, therefore, was a fiasco for the Tibetan
government. Just what the Dalai Lama said they wanted to avoid occurred.
Once again, the Tibetan government was unable to agree o n and implement
a single strategy. The meeting arrangement it used was not historically unreasonable, but it was strategically short-sighted if their aim was, as the Dalai
Lama said, to start relations with the Panchen Lama on a positive note. Whoever suggested and approved this arrangement was more concerned with traditional issues of symbolically demonstrating the inferiority of the Panchen
Lama than with taking a new step toward creating a cordial atmosphere in
which the two great lamas might cooperate. Having opened relations with
the Chinese on a confrontational note, the Lhasa officials now replicated that
with the Panchen Lama's top officials, exacerbating the existing enmity and
hatred and fixing them as implacable foes o f t h e Lhasa government. There
would he no chance of Tibet's two greatest lamas developing a common front
to deal with future threats from the Chinese side. It was the second major
strategic error in less than a ycilr and another major occasion when the young
Dalai 1,arna dirl not take an active role in molding tactical decisions.
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The events surrounding the Panchen Lama's arrival also greatly exacerbated the split within the Tibet Work Committee. Fan Ming and his Northwest Bureau colleagues disagreed strongly with Zhang Guohua and Zhang
Jingwu over this issue and within a few months would launch a strategy to
try to split Tibet in half. The initial problems encountered when merging
the two sets of Communist officials into a new unified Tibet Work Committee were now significantly worsened.

PART THREE

Cooperation and Change

Chapter 15

Winds of Change

With the Kashag now in charge o n the Tibetan side and Mao directly controlling and moderating operational decisions in Tibet o n the Chinese side,
a new era of cordiality and cooperation began. T h e dire predictions of the
Chinese destroying religious a n d social institutions had not transpired, and
with the exception of the inflation fiasco, by and large life was continuing
just as it had before the PLA arrived. T h e Chinese were respectful ofTibetan
customs and institutions and were not trying to incite class hatred among
the masses. And critically, Mao Zedong had ordered the Tibet Work Committee not to pursue the contentious issues of creating a military-administrative committee and of merging the Tibetan army into the PLA. T h e future for Tibet, therefore, looked somewhat more promising than i t had just
a few months before, although many Tibetans still considered the PLA an
army of occupation and opposed reforms. But for many of the elite, there
was a feeling of cautious optimism; a feeling that perhaps their way of life
indeed could continue without drastic upheaval. And for those in the elite
who had for years wanted Tibet to be a modern country, these were exciting times when new ideas and activities abounded. For them, the coming of
the Chinese had created an opportunity to break the old mold. With the
sitsah gone, hotli sides now moved cautiously forward to create new institutlons and organizations in Tibet. O n e of the first of these new ventures was
the olwning of Tibet's first modern primary school in Lhasa.

T H E "SESHIN S ( : H O O l , "

The plan t o I~egina priniary school was one of the issues that the Tibetan
P('oplr7s Association and many others had objected to and was specifically
m ~ n t i o n r dby Mao Zrdong when he criticizeh ihc Tibet Work Committee

for acting too hastily in implementing changes. Nevertheless, in the new improved atmosphere, the Tibet Work Committee-with the cooperation of
the Kashag-quickly moved ahead with the plan, and the school actually
opened its doors on 15 August 1952.'
The school was organized as a joint Tibetan government-Tibet Work
Committee enterprise, although the curriculum was controlled by the Chinese. It had a twenty-eight-member Board of Directors, most ofwhom were
from the Tibetan upper classes, and was nominally headed by Zhang Guohua. Dorje Tseden, a Tibetan cadre from Qinghai, was involved in organizing
the opening of the school (and was then also a teacher). He recalled his
involvement.
I arrived back in Lhasa on the 4th o r 5th of May 1952 [from a stint at giving
out interest-free loans to farmers around Lhasa] and met Zhang Guohua the
next day. He told me he was starting a primary school in Lhasa and asked
whether he could borrow me for o n e year to work on this, as he had heard
that I had experience in the teacher's college [in Qinghai]. I said, "If you are
starting a Tibetan school, as a Tibetan, I think that is great. So if it is all right
with my superiors, I will stay." I then asked the State Nationalities Commission,
and they sent a letter saying I could stay a year and a half working for the school,
so on 1 June, I went to Seshin and started making preparations. . . .
After the school was approved, we settled on a plan for who would be the
heads of the school. There were three senior leaders-the first was Trijang Rimpoche, the second was the Kashag minister Ragasha, and the third Lhautara.
I was a deputy leader. . . . We secured seven or eight Tibetan teachers from the
Tibetan government's monk official segment, and from the lay officials' side,
we got Maya and Kharna Depiin. . . .
The main subject was written Tibetan, but for some ~ o u t hwho
s had returned
from India . . . we created a special class. T h e next most important subject we
taught was arithmetic, ant1 then natural sciences and geography.
T h e three Tibetan heads said that i t is customary in Tibet to start school
each day with a prayer, so we tlid the "C;yamdroWprayer for twenty minute5 at
the start of each day.
Q. Ditl you teach about communism in the school?
We taught a brief introrll~ctic,n to the itleas of Mao and Zhu Dr. If we tried
to teach too much politics, the young kids wouldn't understand.
Q. Did the school teach Chinese?
NO, hut for some of the students who had gone to the Kyitiipa School [the
Guomindang ~ c h o oin
l L,hasa] and knew gome C:hinesc, we had a special class
in Chinese, otherwise not. . . .
Q. At first, how many students were there?
About 340. And there were about ten orphans. We gave the orphans
h o ~ ~ s i nclothing,
g,
and everything. After the school was startetl, we sent
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Chinese teachers to each student's house to find out about their situation [economic, etc.]. . . . O n this basis, we decided what kind of financial support to
give. Some students got seven o r eight dayan per month, some got twelve o r
thirteen, some got eighteen to twenty per month.
Q. How many of the three hundred o r so students got money?
About a third. [Because of this] at this time the dobdo monks and Tibetan
soldiers used to call the school the "dayan scho01."~. . .
Q. How many grades or classes were there?
There were seven classes (years). The first was just for learning the alphabet
(tib. ka kha). . . . We put kids in classes in accordance to their level of Tibetan.
Q. How did you teach Tibetan?
We used the jangshing (wooden slate board), as in the old society. From the
fourth grade, we also taught Tibetan grammar (tib. sumtag). Traditional Tibetan [private] schools didn't teach this. In the seventh grade, poetics (lib.
nyengag) was also taught.
Q. What about poorest kids? Were you successf~~l
in recruiting them?
If their parents brought them to us, we admitted them, but we didn't try to
recruit them specially. . . . At this time many kids switched from the Tibetan
private schools to the Chinese school.
Q. Why?
The Tibetan schools didn't teach grammar and math, and they beat kids a
lot. So many students switched to the Chinese school. There were also music
and singing in our Sesliin School. At first we heard that people were saying
there would be conlpetition between the new gavel-nment school (Seshin) and
the private ones, and later we increased in numbers and tlie private ones decreased. If you look now among the higher officials, those with good Tibetan
and Chinese are mostly from tlie Seshin School.'

The Seshin School was a great success. Its students liked the modern format,
and it became a vivid sylnbol of modernization in action. It was the first step
toward creating a group of youth knowledgeable about and, f o r many, sympathetic with the ideology of socialism. Not long after this, toward the e n d
of 1052, a second school for youths and adults was started; this one was called
the Society School (tib. jitso lapdra), its name conveying chat it was started for
the society at large, not just young children. It began in the Trung jilingka
Park, where Tibet 1Jnivet-sityis located today, and taught various topics, including beginning (:liincse language. I t , like the Seshin School, opened new
hori7ons for somc yorlng Tibetans.
One such Tibetan youth was then a student in the Tibetan government's
school !'or prospective monk officials (tih. the Tselabdra). H e later went to
Beijing, wherc. he continued his studies and became a well-known professor
of Tibetan Iangl~age.His recollection of' that tinie follows:
2 . 11 waq ; ~ l s o
rlcrogalorily called the "dolry lapdra," o r school of the greedy.
:\. I)ol-jv 7'sc.tlrn. intr~.view.I 91)J , Rcijing.
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I was one of the first three who joined the Society School in 1952. At first the
school wasn't called the Society School, and it met for only two hours in a tent,
in a spot next to the Tibet Cadre School. There was a good Chinese teacher
who taught us the Chinese language. Later, when there were many people, it
was called the Society School. . . . We thought that now things were changing,
and the Chinese were going to be in power, and there would be a change in
society, so I thought it would be good to [learn Chinese and] go to China. . . .
Q. Did the Tibetan government's Ecclesiastic Office send you to the school?
No. If you went to the Chinese school it was considered terrible. They would
never send you. I did it on my own. When I went to China, I did it secretly. At
this time I had n o home. My parents had died, and I was living with a relative.
I joined the Youth Association and, through this, secretly went to China. I sent
a letter from Medrogonggar [a county seat northeast of Lhasa] to my uncle [in
Lhasa] saying I had gone to China. My uncle didn't treat me well. If my parents
had been alive and we had been okay in income, I doubt I would have gone. . . .
Q. How did you know about the school?
I had a friend from the Lhalung Surje family called Lodola. He said, "There
is a Chinese teacher who speaks good Tibetan and is teaching Chinese. I'm
going, so if you want to learn Chinese, why don't you also go?" So I went with
him. No one told us to go there, nor did the Chinese intite people to go. I
went quietly on my own.
Q. Was there salary?
Not when I was going. Later there must have been. I had no thought of being a monk official and getting a high post and staying with the old government. I thought it was best tojoin the "revolution" (tib. sarje), so1 did this right
from the start. So I went to China through the Youth Association tour. . . . [At
the end of this trip] they said if I wanted to return I may go, or if I want to go
to school [in China] I could stay.4
T h e success o f these two schools quickly led t o t h e start of a middle school
in Lhasa.
,411 of these schools were b e g u n with t h e a g r e e m e n t of t h e Kashag and
were successful because they m e t a n e e d t h a t t h e traditional government had
failed t o address. T h e y gave n o t only t h e elite b u t also t h e middle class and
s o m e of t h e lower class new ideas a n d new opportunities.

YOUTH A N D W O M E N ' S OR(;ANI%ATIONS

A similar activity a i m e d at broadening- t h e horizons of t h e elite a n d the midd l e class a n d e n g e n d e r i n g sympathy a n d s u p p o r t f o r t h r CCP was the ereation o f two "mass organirations" in Lhasa: t h e Youth Assoriation and the
W o m e n ' s F e d e r a t i ~ n I. n~ C h i n a , these f u n c t i o n e d to foster patriotism and

4. Thr~hdenWangpo, interview, I ! ) g 2 , 1,hasa.
5 . Respertivrly, shiinu tshogpa ant1 piimr tshogpa

to enlist broad popular support and involvement and were affiliated directly
and indirectly with the Communist Party. In Tibet, however, both of these
groups were organized mainly as places where Tibetans could socialize and
have fun in a new way, not as a vehicle for transmitting socialist teachings.
The Youth Association brought elite and middle-class youths, both male and
female, together for evening mixers, at which there was singing and dancing (both the Western-style foxtrot and Tibetan-style dancing). This was the
first time they had been able to interact in a social setting like this, and they
enjoyed it.
The experience of T. N. Shelling, then a young aristocratic male, illustrates
the complex and often contradictory feelings that elite Tibetans had about
these changes. On the one hand, the mixers were new and exciting and fun,
and on the other, they went against tradition, supported the Chinese, and
were frowned on by many.
Probably, in 1951-52, the Chinese established the Tibetan Youth Association. . . . I remember the main leaders were Sholkang Jedrung and a Chinese
Muslim called Ma Boje. At that time, I was about fifteen years old, and I liked
to go there just because they were teaching new songs and singing them, and
sometimes there was also dancing.
I wasn't interested in the communist system, because I didn't have any clear
idea about that. And the Chinese also didn't make much propaganda regarding politics. They were just trying to gather people in the Youth Association
using the method of teaching songs with new words, such as "The sky is blue
and clear; the white clouds look beautifi~l;[and] the Tibetan people have gotten liberated.""
1 probi~blywent there several evenings for a few weeks. O n e night, I was
there very late, 11ntilmidnight. At that time, my older brother, Sonam Tobgye,
was at home. After my mother passed away, he had become the head of the
family [he was thirty-four years of age at the time]. That night he got very angrywith me and said things that I will never forget. "We [our family] have been
living by the kindness o f the Tibetan government for generation after generation, so it is very I~aclfor- you to go against the Tibetan government and join
the (:omrnlinist Yolrth Association." So aftel- that I stopped going there. Later,
when the Socicty School was set up, my brothel- was not in Lhasa [he had left
fol- Western Tibet], so I went there for a fcw weeks, but then I remembered
his advicc and also stopped going t o that school.'

Thc great succrss of thr new "social life" caused problems even within the
(:omml~nistParty. Tibetan cadre Phiinwang recalled an incident in which
Tan Gtlansan hecame infil~iatedberatire the Tibetans attending the Cadre

(i.In Tih(.c;ln.was n;lm rrlkh~'sngo la dwangs shing/ sprin dkar lang long kha d o g rndzas /
I)orl Ijong mi tlmitng hring hkrol choh.
7 Sht*lling('Tsc,w;~ngNanlgyc), intcl-virw. 2004. <:lc\~clantl.O H .
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School, which h e headed, were cutting classes so that they could attend the
popular f ~ ~ n c t i o nr usn by the Youth Association a n d Women's Federation.
Sports was another very popular activity the Communists developed, and
a mini-soccer craze occurred in Lhasa. Traditionally, n o Western sports were
played in Tibet, with the exception of soccer, which was introduced by the
British at the time of their conquest of Lhasa in 1904. Soccer was popular
in 1923 at the short-lived Gyantse English School a n d again after 1936,when
the British Mission (popularly called Dekyilingka) was started in Lhasa. In
1936, the British Mission started soccer matches between its staff and Lhasa
residents, several of whom were Tibetan government officials. The Lhasans
were called the Lhasa United (and had their own jerseys), and the British
staff were called the Mission Marmots. Ultimately, this grew to include fourteen teams, which continued competition u n ti1 the religious establishment
induced the regent to ban soccer in 1944 o n the grounds that kicking a football was as bad as kicking the head of the Lord Buddha.'
In 1952, soccer again became popular. It started when Tan Guansan
wanted to make the Cadre School more exciting to young soldiers so decided
to add sports to the curriculum. Tan's biography explains his thinking.
In Lhasa, some aristocratic youth liked playing soccer, and this inspired Tan
Guansan. . . . However, there were also n o soccer balls available. All the soccer
balls [in Lhasa] had been brought from India by the aristocrats' children themselves. Tan Guansan heard that ShiilkangJedrung loved to play football, so Tan
persuaded him to get a soccer ball for the Cadre School.
At that time, there was n o soccer field in I,hasa, and few people had ever
played soccer, so Tan Guansan invited Shiilkang to coach and teach the students to play soccer. Later, they selected some students and formed a school
team. Shiilkang proudly claimed, "We are the absolute champions, having no
match on the plateauw-because there were no other competitors. Tan Guansan
also asked ShGlkang to organize the aristocratic youth to form a 1,hasa team
so that they could have friendly matches with the Cadre School team."

T h e Tibetan Lhasa team included both aristocratic and monk officials, most
of whom were also in the Youth Association. T h e sons of the aristocratic families, such as Ragasha and Shelling, played with their official hair knots (rib.
pachog), and monk officials such as Ngawang Senge ant1 Yeshe Yiind~na140
were on the team. T h e L.hasa youth met to practice at least once or twice a
month a n d played matches roughly once a month. They thought a lot about
what name to call themselves and finally agreed on the name All Kinsmen
(tib. gilnche), to convey that they were all like brothers. T h r matches they

H. See Harris and Shakya 2003: 5H-59 fi)r photos of'the [,hasa [initrd and Mis,qionMarmot5, and McK;iv .roo1 fibr a rlesrription of soccer in Tibet befhrr I !)5o.
9. .liangbian ,Jiacuo ( ,lambey Gyatso) 2 0 0 i : I I 7.

played drew as many as one hundred to two hundred spectators, who
watched and cheered the players on." For many young elite Tibetans in
Lhasa, these were exciting times.
At about the same time that the Youth Association began, the preparatory Women's Federation was started in Lhasa. Mrs. Taring, who would soon
become one of its top officers, recalled the events surrounding its creation.
Then the policy began to change and the Women's Federation was established.
All of the wives of high-ranking officials, such as the elder sister of His Holiness and the wives of Tsarong, Sambo, Ngabo, Surkhang, and Shasur, together
with their daughters, were invited to a huge dinner at which we were encouraged to establish a women's Federation. . . . We responded that such an organization had not existed before, so we needed to get permission from the Dalai
Lama and the [Tibetan] government. "If they agree," we said, "we will establish one, but right now we really cannot agree to establish it." At that time, Zhang
Jingwu's wife [Yang Kang] and some other wives of their [the Chinese] leaders were at the meeting. They said it was a good idea to ask the Dalai Lama,
and we could meet another time about this.
Some of the women who were wives of Kashag ministers [Ngabo and Shasur] then visited the Kashag and reported this. T h e Kashag said it was okay, so
we had another meeting at Tsipon Shakabpa's summer house. . . . The elder
sister of the Dalai Lama [Tsering Dolma] was appointed as the chairman, and
about fivewives were appointed as vice chairmen, including the wives of Sambo,
Ngabii, Ragasha, and so on. . . . At that time I was appointed as a vice chairman. In addition, Tangme and I were appointed as secretaries of the association. From then on, the Tibetan Women's Federation was established, and I
worked for it."

Mrs. Taring, who later was a famous figure in exile in India, spoke again about
the new organization.
The Chinese treated people so cleverly. They gave dinners and parties, and
many people thought i t might be possible for us to keep things the way they
were litid out in the Seventeen-Point Agreement. I guess many people thought
the (;hinc*sewould continue to treat us well. The Women's Federation and the
Youth Associiltion were pretty similar. . . . [Initially] Everybody did not trust
thc C:hinesc, but that changed slowly. . . . 111 our Women's Federation, some
women really hoped that if wc set aside our old customs, the Chinese would
trcat 11swell. Sonic menlbc~.sliked the Chinese ways a lot. For example, Mrs.
T ~ n g ~ iwas
i e that kind ofwoman. 1,ater they completely changed tlieil- attitude
towa~dthc (;Iiinesc . . . bccause the Chinese had changed rheir policy. Of

1 0 . Shelling ('Tsrwang Nilmgyr), intrrview, 2 0 0 4 . Slirlling rrcalled t h a ~after ~!)r,cjwhen
h(*w;ls in pl-ison. tllr (;Iiinrsc wc1.c vcr.y intcrcstetl in leal-ning whrther this organization had
takrrl o n ;I politic-ill agrnrla. T'hcl-r is n o rvidenre all that i r had.
I I . Tal-ing (Rinc.llrn I)olma), inrr~.vicw,I 0 0 1 . Kajprll-.

course, some women in the Women's Federation, such as Samling, did not
change their attitudes toward the Chinese, and they kept a good attitude toward the Chinese."

Mrs. Taring's comments reflect what was, among a segment of the younger
elite in these early years, a surge of enthusiasm for modern changes. New
things were happening, but these were not threatening the existing way of
life. Phiinwang's recollections parallel this: "Most aristocratic wives were very
progressive. They gave parties and danced and put on makeup. They were
very lively."'3
Another member of the group, Mrs. Surkhang, the wife of Kashag minister Surkhang, also recalled the politically progressive attitudes of some of the
aristocratic wives who were enthusiastic about the social changes going on.
[Mrs.] Samling and Tsogo and their type were very much against our old society. They said it was all rotten. . . . They would say that today we women have a
lot to be appreciative about. T h e Communist Party has given women equality,
and it is just great that we can meet in an office. . . . They were talking like this.
They wanted women to be respected. Equal rights for women; they called meetings and did things in the meetings. They were bold. . . . They said that in the
old days we Tibetan women were hopeless. Even regarding school, it was felt
women didn't need education. They were just kept at home. So today women
are on par with the men and can be educated. So they showed off a lot.I4

But these views, while popular among a sizable segment of the aristocratic
elite, were the exception, and most Tibetans resented and opposed these
changes, considering the "progressive" Tibetans as communists and Chinese
sympathizers. One Tibetan soldier explained,
T h e women's organization and the like-I don't know whether they actually
liked the Chinese or not, but most of the "people" saw them as the running
dogs of the Chinese. Since that was the case, the monks caught some of them
and beat them up.
Q: Did the monks also say anything to the students and members of the
Women's Federation ancl Youth Association?
Yes. O n c e at the Trung jilingka, there was a meeting at which i t seems Mrs.
Thangme said a lot of things, so the monks waitecl in "arnbr~sh"and beat her
with ;I stick quite a lot. Ancl likewise, there were people likc ~hiilkang.Jedrtln%
He did not fall into their hands,
if he )Iacl, they harl t h o ~ ~ g hof
t src;llly laking care of him. T h o r ~ ~one
h can't say th;lt these peoplr sincerely likerl the
(:hinese, but from thrir behavior, we, "the people," did not like tllrm at all."

Taring (Rinchen T)ollna), inter-vivw, I 0%)
I.
P h i ~ n w a n ginlerview.
,
z o o o , Beijing.
I .+. Mrs. Surkhang. in~cr\:iew,I 9 9 2 , Dh;ir;~rns;lla.
I 5 . (iyagpiin Kedran~la,intervirw. I y ) 2 , Dharamsal;~.
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However, despite such attitudes, for a sizable segment of the younger elite,
the new organizations were exciting and popular and were a great success
for the Chinese side. T h e strategy of gradually winning over the elite was
finally having success among a key element of the Tibetan elite.

T H E GRAIN P R O C U R E M E N T B U R E A U

Grain was still a major problem in mid-1 952, and, as discussed in earlier chapters, the Chinese pursued several tactics to stabilize it. O n e new step taken
after the fall of the sitsab was to raise again the idea of starting a formal joint
grain procurement bureau (tib. drurig dagnyer legung).'"he
newly empowered Kashag quickly agreed to this, and during the fall of 1952 this new
office took over from the Surjong Kashag. Phiinwang was active in setting
up this new office and recalled,
One of the most important of these [new initiati\res] was an initiative to stabilize the supply and price of grain and end the spiraling inflation. We decided
that the key was to create a system in which grain stored in other parts of Tibet could be systematically obtained. To acconlplish this we proposed to the
Tibet government that we establish a new joint grain authority. The head of
the board of directors for the grain authority was my old friend Surkhang, the
most powerful of the Kashag ministers. Ngabii, Langdiin and I were the vice
directors."
We held many meetings to work out the details. I knew the customs of the
Tibetan upper class, so I made sure that during the meetings we served sweet
tea and biscuits. Our meetings became popular, and no st of government
officials associated with the enterprise actr~allyattended them. People i11 L,liasa
started.joking that now the Tibetan go\lernment's ofices were empty since most
meetings.
officials wei-e attending the grain al~thol-ity's
We bought grain from distant estates ofaristocrats and monasteries and then
used the Tibetan gavel-nment's cor\:ee transportation net~rorkto move it to
h i s i i to be stored and sold. The C:entral Government PI-ovidedI oo,ooo dayan
to us as capital fi)i- this. I was glad to be given this imporranr ~.esponsibilityfrom
our side, and wirli [lie Tiberan go\~e~-ii~iient's
help, we were able to quickly accomplish orll- g o i ~ l . ' ~

However, Phiinw;ing's assessmcnt is too rosy. In h c t , shortages continued to
occur, althotlgh they wrrc not ;IS great as earlier, and inflation continued to
Ilarm the c.corioniir situation of tlir poor arid tlie middle class. This sitr~a-

t('l

16. Alttior~gli~ l r i sIIIII.(>;III was i l l i t i ; ~ l l yc.;lllctl "sli~~~igclrr~jidriiklii~~ig,"
;is indic.ated in chap!). i t w;ts ~ ~ l t i l n ; r t r kl y~ r o w n;IS "dl.r~vigtlagn~c.~Icgr~ng."
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tion would n o t be controlled until after the two motor roads from China
proper were opened at the e n d of 1954.

VISITING DELEGATIONS TO INLAND CHINA

T h e Chinese were also keen to invite Tibetans to see China, either to attend
meetings in Beijing o r simply to take tours of eastern China. This was, in a
sense, another side of the strategy of trying to influence Tibetans through
education. T h e Chinese felt that letting Tibetans see with their own eyes the
disparity in development a n d modernization between Tibet and inland
China would create a positive impression a n d enthusiasm for beginning to
implement modernization in Tibet.
From 1952 to 1954, the Tibet Work Committee organized hundreds of
people from various social circles for meetings and tours, and a string of delegations were organized a n d sent. Some were official government delegations, going to participate in a special event, while others were tours ofyouth,
Buddhist monks and lamas, and so forth. Altogether, nearly a thousand
people visited China this way during this period.'%ne progressive Tibetan
who participated in the second such tour commented succinctly, "The point
was to show how good things were in China so the youth would go back and
tell others how great China was."20
O n e of the most important of these groups was the official Tibetan government delegation headed by Liushar, the co-head of the Tibetan government's Foreign Affairs Bureau. It was sent in 1952 to participate in the ( 1
October) National Day celebration and to present a ceremonial scarf to Ma0
Z e d ~ n g .This
~ ' delegation included members from the Tibetan government,
the Panchen Lama's administration, and the Chamdo government, and it
stayed in inland China for almost a year.
T h e visit this delegation made was important, because Liushar had a meeting with Mao Zedong a n d was genuinely very impressed by what he saw
a n d heard. H e gave a radio speech at the end of the visit (which was beadcast in L.hasa and reprinted as a pamphlet), in which he talked about his trip
and Mao's comments o n religion, land reform, economic assistance, and the
Military-Administrative Committee. Ma" took this opportunity to reiterate
that, while the Seventeen-Point Agreement had to he completely
mented, how and when this wollld occur d r p r n d e d on Tibetans. I.ioshar reported that Mao said to him:

1 9 . Dangdai z h o n g g ~ l orcmgshrr hianjibu I I)!) I .
Thr~btlenWangpo, interview, I 9!)2.
2 I . Recar~seof this i t was called the "gift offering grorrp" (tih. tlenh~lltshogp'l).

20.

1.

"The CCP adopts the policy of protecting religion. Protection is given to
all, whether one believes in religion o r not, whether one believes in this religion or that religion; one's belief is respected; the policy of protecting religion is adopted today as it will be in the future."

2.

"The problem of the division of land is different from that of religion. Land
has been divided in the Han nationality areas, but religion is still given protection. Whether land should be divided in minority nationality districts is
a matter for the minority nationalities to decide. In the Tibet region, the
problem of the division of the land doesn't exist now. Whether o r not land
should be redistributed in the f~iturethe Tibetans will have to decide themselves; we cannot d o it for you."

3. "The establishment of a military and administrative [political] committee
and the reorganization of the Tibetan army have been stipulated in the
Agreement. But since you are afraid, I have notified those comrades working in Tibet telling them to go slowly. However, the Agreement must be implemented, although it will be postponed because you are afraid. We can
push it back to next year if you are afraid this year; we can put it back until the year after next, if you are still afraid the next year."

4. "Tibet covers a large area but is thinly populated. Its population should be
increased from the present two or three million to five o r six million, and
then to over ten million. Then economy arid culture should also be developed. Culture embraces schools, newspaper, cinemas, and also religion. In
the past, the reactionary rulers, from the emperors of the Qing Dynasty to
Chiang Kai-shek have oppressed and exploited you. Imperialism has done
the same to you. As a result, you are weak economically, backward culturally, and your population is small. The Chinese (;ommunists, standing for
national equality, d o not want to oppress and exploit you. We want to help
you achieve development in population, economy, and culture. The entry
of the PLA into Tibet is aimed at giving you such assistance. Not much assistance can be expected in the beginning, but in three years, much help
can be given to you; isnot, the Chinese Communist Party will be of no
Shingsar (Lobsang Gelek), a n o t h e r Tibetan official w h o was a m e m b e r of
that first delegation, recalled,
Therc were ahout eighteen or nineteen ofici a 1..
9 Our leader was Liushac . . . If
I trll yo11 in bricf, we just toured all over, to schools and factories and all over.
Ewry day wc had to go quite a fewtimes [to different places]. and it was not
m y . Whc.11we got to a factory, the leader worild give a lecturc about how bad

2 2 . l.il~sh;lt.'s
spc(*cIias (111o1cdi l l J l p r ~ r n j nribno, .ru Novrtnbcr 1952, as ritcd in IJnion Resc;lrc.Ii I n s l i l ~ ~ tI c!)(jH:42-4(j,
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things were during the time of the Guomindang, and now after the Communist revolution how things have improved and production has increased and
such and such. Things like that. So it seems that they wanted us to say when
we returned (to Tibet) that under the Guomindang things were bad and now
they are good. So if 1 were to tell you in short, that was it. They say they have
such and such, and we don't know what they had o r did not have, right? So, it
seems that they wanted us to disseminate information when we returned to Tibet. . . . The Chinese told us all the good things, and when the visit ended, they
asked us what we thought. We basically repeated what they had told us, since
we did not know what the situation was like in the past and what the present
development projects were and what the production figures were. What we said
ended up in a report.2"

But this tactic was effective a n d impressed the Tibetans, as Shingsar also recalled: "So there was the feeling that all this was good. That the Chinese were
doing something good. Even Liushar told o n e of our members one evening,
'There is freeclom of religion, e t cetera, a n d so isn't that g ~ o d ? " " ~
However, these visits also sometimes raised doubts. O n e of the members
of the second government tour in 1953 recalled how he discovered that their
visits to a religious site had been staged just for their benefit.
Generally, as far as the development of the country [China] was concerned . . .
there was a feeling that later in Tibet this also would be possible. It's hard to
say what others thought, but my own thought was that i t could later develop
with factories, et cetera.
However, on the question of religious freedom, it was nothing but a mask.
There was n o way this could happen. . . . Let me give you an example. In Shanghai, I was sick with intestinal problems, and they hacl to operate on me. Because of this, I wasn't able to go on with the tour t o Guangdong, so I went to
Hamru before the other5 did. LJp to that point, when I saw monasteries, I
thought that they were good. At Hamru, the tour had not yet arrived, and I
had some Chinese companions appointed to look after me. They said, "l.et's
go for a walk." So I said, "Sure." . . . We reached a big temple with an image of
the Diisu~nSnnggye [the Buddha of the past, present, and futllre], hut, oh*it
was in a terrible state, with bird clroppingp "11 it. Olllside there were remains
of a fireplace ~lseclby a n anirnal herder. Some kid5 wrrc plilying in front, and
i t dicl not resemble a temple at all.
Later. when the whole tour group '11 rived, they took us . . . t o the 9;imc ternpie. T h e temple had been made 50 beautifill. T h c stitturs were s~ clean and
rhining. All the walls had brocade hangings. In front, candles were l i t lrld Offerings were in place. There were f o r ~ rnonks,
r
and they wrre holding inccnsr
I thought i t was a very hearitiflll temple, However, going an,und 3 hit farther.
I got thr feeling that 1 harl been there heforc. Then I r c r n e r n h ~ ~that
t l helow

n : S~ h i n g w (I.ohs.tng (;elck), interview, I ~ g : )Toronto.
,
24. Shir\gsnr (I,ohr,~ng( k l e k ) , inter cicw. I !)!):+.

the temple were two stone lions, where we had previously stopped and eaten
fruit. I had put the peels of my fruit in between the lion statues, so I looked
and found that they were still there. So then it dawned on me that this is a tour
created just for when we were taken there. . . . So I began to wonder if all the
places were like this, and it really seemed that that is how it was. So these things
[religious freedom] I thought could never be.25
In addition to tours, t h e C h i n e s e also e n d e a v o r e d t o b r i n g T i b e t a n s t o Beijing to study a t t h e Nationalities Institute, since in t h e l o n g r u n e d u c a t e d
people like this would likely b e c o m e t h e leaders o f a new socialist Tibet. The
first g r o u p of s t u d e n t s w h o arrived i n 1952 i n c l u d e d a n u m b e r o f y o u n g
monk a n d aristocratic officials, several o f w h o m h a d b e e n p a r t o f t h e small
group influenced by G e n d i i n C h o m p e l t h a t was m e n t i o n e d in c h a p t e r 7.
In the beginning, Gendun Chompel's plan for us was to go to India [and see
what was going on], but before it [the plan] was confirmed, the Chinese came
to Tibet, and Gendun Chompel told me to go to China and learn the Chinese
language. He said, "You shouldn't stay in your own house; you should know
the situation of the enemy."
On tlie other hand, Chinese propaganda was also saying that they would
develop [Tibet], which we also wanted, and they were also saying that they had
no thoughts of "eating" Tibet and were going to return to China.
So in the beginning, when the Chinese came, they looked really good. They
were just living in the New Regiment area . . . and didn't come to the Barkor
Market street and act reckless. So I also had a kind of hope, and several others
and 1 volunteered to go to China to study.
Among us was Sursur Jigme. His father, Surkhang Dzasa, knew Gendiin
C:hompel. He also told rls to go to China and said that we slioi~ldmake changes
[in Tibet] ."I
There were also three monk officials, [one of whom was] Ngawang Senge. . . .
We had been sclioolniates, and I knew him from way back. . . . At that time,
the Surjong Kashag had been set up for talking witli tlie Chinest. . . . so we told
the Dalai I a n a tlilougli chis office that we want to volunteet- to go to China
1,ecause nobody was going. . . . His Holiness told them to send 11s to China,
nntl he g;tvc twency-fivc- dotse L o each of us."
Tlrr (:liinrse side was c o n c r r n r d witli creating a positive impression, s o t h e
Tihpt students h a d ;I n r ~ t n h r ofspecial
r
privileges. Fot- e x a m p l r , t h e T i b e t a n s
did n o t 1i;ivr 1 0s l r r p o n hllnk beds, b ~ c a l ~ as cec o r d i n g to T i b e t a n costoni

dirty things should not be put o n top of the talismans they wore on their
bodies; therefore, they didn't want anyone sleeping above them. Also, they
also had a special Tibetan canteen where the Tibetan students ate separately." In the ensuing years, the Chinese recruited Tibetans from Shigatse
a n d from nonelite backgrounds also to study in Beijing and then at a special minority institute for Tibetans that they opened in Xianyang, near Xi'an.

MERGING O F FOREIGN AFFAIRS

O n e important structural change that now went forward was the merging
of the Tibetan government's Foreign Affairs Bureau into the Chinese Foreign Affairs Office in Lhasa. T h e new "joint" Chinese-Tibetan office was
called the Tibet Foreign Affairs Department (ch. xizang waishichu). Unlike
the Tibet Military Area Headquarters, the Tibetans assigned to it actually
did work, although they remained officials of the Tibetan government. The
Tibetan Foreign Affairs minister, Liushar, explained:
It was written in the Seventeen-Point Agreement that the Foreign Office of the
Tibetan government shall be merged with the Chinese Foreign Office. When
I went to China [in 19521,the Kashag had already decided to merge the two
foreign offices. After I came back from China, the Kashag told me, "We have
merged our Foreign Office with the Chinese Foreign Office. There is a Chinese official c;llled Yang Congsi, so the two of you should make the decision
about how to set up the [new] Foreign Office.
When 1 consulted with Yang, he said thev had already prepared to locate the
office in the Sombii house, and we were kind of ready to start work. After that,
the Kashag and all thc Chinese officials came and celebrated the opening of
the office. We didn't have much work to do. In 1,hasa there was an Indian Consulate and a Nepalese C:onsr~late.When they had to talk about border issues,
sometimes they came to 11sand sometimes they invited 11sto their offices.2q

Another Tibetan official who worked there added the following:
Once they were joinecl togethcr . . . the (:hinese made thr-ee units: first. setand, and third. In each unit there was one Chinese and one Tibetan. Under
t h m i t11~1.e
were mostly (;hinese workers hiit some Tibetans also. The first unit
dealt with rel,~tionswith Indii~.. . . T h e second unit dealt with Nepiilese relations, and the thircl unit looked d t e r the internal i~ffairs,for-example, procllrirlg a ~ l dlooking after things, docr~ments.et cetera. . . .
These illeas ;ire concertled with Tibet, and $0the docrlments are in Tibetiin
l n d had to be t~-iinsl;~terl.
For example, I was in ttle first onit, drilling with In-

dia, so whatever documents were needed, we Tibetans looked for them, examined them, and then they were translated into Chinese. Regarding relations
with the Indian Mission, Tibetans knew how it had been done previously, so
they would say, "That's how it was and how it should be handled

Nevertheless, the merging of the Foreign Affairs Bureau was not without its
problems, as the case of Sandutsang (Rinchen) reveals. He was one of the
handful of Tibetan officials who had been educated in India and spoke perfect English. His family originally were Khamba traders who had been "ennobled," and he was allowed to serve as an aristocratic government official,
although his family did not have manorial estates like traditional aristocrats.
He was the English translator for the negotiating team in Beijing in 195 1
and worked in the Tibet Foreign Affairs Bureau. His narration of the troubles he encountered after the new joint Tibet Foreign Affairs Department
was established illustrates the suspicions the Chinese had about these Indianeducated Tibetans.
[At the Tibet Foreign Affairs Department] At first, the Chinese were very nice,
but then they started to show a negative attitude toward me. I was educated
abroad and knew [English], and it's obvious that we [people like me] were going to have some relations with Dekyilingka [the Indian Consulate] and the
Nepalese, isn't i t ? Especially at Dekyilingka, where there were Sikkimese and
Indians. Sonietinies contacts were made, because they had the facilities to send
telegrams, riqht? Then there were people we knew earlier from India. So when
we had contact witli them, t11e Chinese did not like this at all. So they were always telling 11stheir opinion about this. Sometimes they used to call the workers together and start giving advice about how to make relations with foreign
countries and what the procedures were. Actually what they were pointing out
was tliat it is not pel-missible to have contacts witli the Nepalese and Dekyilingka.
They were saying this. So things went on like that, and then one day they criticized me. They did not tell me directly, but they told Liusliar, "Sandutsang
(Rinchen) is having contacts with Dekyilingka and the Nepalese, and this is not
ill1 right. If lie does tliat, lie cannot wor-k in tlie Foreign Affairs Depal-tment."
So one day 1,iusIiar told me to come to his Ilouse, and I did. He said, "Now
lhc (:hinest=are saying si~clithings, and so i t seems tliat so~netliingis not quite
right." I said, "I am not having contacts witli them regarding government matt e ~ .That
~ . is done by tlie of'ficc itsclC. I liavc friends and acquaintances there
from a long time ago, and I liavc the frcedom to continue those relationships.
11 is my wish. Tlicre is n o reason for them to prevent m e from doing so. . . . If
the (:liincsc are saying sr~cli(Iiings, then I don't wan( to work there anymore.
Resides. regarding 111y work at tlic Foreign AfSai~.sDepartment, I am a person
:illpointcd Iy tlie Tiheran governnient. 1
not paid and ordered by the Chi~r
I am not such an appointee, and so I don't
nese to he ;I stafT m e n i l ~ there.
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want to work there at all. . . . So you, Sir, please put my case before the Kashag,
saying that such a situation has developed. . . . I have been appointed a government servant, so I will serve the Tibetan government in whatever office I
am appointed, and if there are no appointments, then so be it. I will just stay
home and do trading, but I never want to do this Chinese work again." So he
(Liushar) requested this of the Kashag, and they appointed me to a new office
in charge of communications.3'
T h e Chinese had n o say in this, since Sandutsang ( k n c h e n ) was an employee
of the Tibetan government, a n d it still had the authority to d o as it pleased
with its own officials. For most internal issues, this would remain true right

'959-

UP

ROAD BUILDING

As we saw in chapter 9, building motor capable roads from inland China
to Lhasa was a priority from the start, a n d work o n the 445-kilometer stretch
of the road from Ganzi to Chamdo began o n 6 May 195 1. It was completed
o n 20 November 1952, a year after the PLA had captured ~ h a r n d o . ~ ~
Chamdo, however, was still over a thousand kilometers from Lhasa, over
difficult mountainous terrain. That phase of the road was approved by Ma0
o n 1 January 1953 with a target date of 1954 for ~ o m ~ l e t i o n . ~is" tknown
as the southern road o r the Kang-Tibet Road, because a second northern
route was also approved that would r u n from Xining, in Qinghai Province,
to Lhasa. As soon as Zhang Guohua a n d Zhang Jingwu received this approval, they immediately divided the work o n the southern road into east
and west sections a n d started construction from both ends. This was coordinated on the eastern side with the Eighteenth Army Corps's rear construction troops, which were based in Chamdo. Zhang Ciiohua and Zhanl3
Jingwu conferred with the Tibetan government and set up a joint construction committee that would assume responsibility for the construction
of'the roacl starting from the western side (from Lhasa). Tan Guansan was
named its director.
O n I 5 February ( lygg), work began from the Chamda side. This sector
used sixteen thousand civilian workers and technicians and about thirty-one
thousand s o l d i ~ r s . Almost
'~
all workers were (:hinew. Tibetans were enrolled

Sandutsang (Rinchcn), intcrvicw. I gH!), Kalirnpong, India.
3 2 . Zhc~nggongxizang zizhiqr~dangshi riliao z h e n ~ j iwciyrlallh~~
I !)<)o,cnlry f01' z0 Nor r ~ n h e r1 9 5 2 . At this point, the rear hr;alqllartcl-sof'thr ~ i g ~ l t r ~ Al-niy
n ~ l l r n c n d (() (;l1amrl0,
33. Zhonggong xizang z i z h i q ~dangshi
~
ziliao zheligji w c ~ i ~ ~ r a r ~I hy)o.
r ~ i cntr)' li)l- I .l;lnr'31.
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mainly to provide carrying animals, as a result of which the elite who owned
the large herds of yaks made enormous sums of money.
The western sector began work from Lhasa, two months later, on 2 0 April.
In addition to the thousands of PLA troops, Chinese records state that, up to
1954, 8,061 Tibetans from forty-eight counties were hired and engaged in
mainly manual labor (e.g., breaking stones and digging earth ).'"
This road work and construction jobs in Lhasa and other towns led to the
creation of the first generation of a new Tibetan working class from among
the poorer segments of society. Tibetan society still functioned on the basis
of corvke tax labor, and the Tibetan government ordered areas to send laborers, but the Chinese were committed to not levying any new taxes on the
people, so paid the workers good salaries in dayan coins." Gao, one of the
Chinese officials involved, said that on average each Tibetan worker could
earn about eighty dayan a month." For most of these poor peasants, this
was the first time in their lives they actually had substantial cash.
The story of one young orphan girl from the Chamdo area illustrates one
of the ways that poor Tibetans, independently of political or class ideology
notions, were drawn into the orbit of the Chinese on material grounds. At
age fourteen she ran away from her aunt and started to walk to Lhasa, which
she had heard was a wondrous place.
When I came from Kham [in 191;11, I was just an orphan. . . . I came alone,
begging for tsamba o n the way.
Q. Where did you first see the PLA?
I saw the PLA at Bayi, in Nyingtri [in Kongpo]. T h e r e was all office of a big
PLA brigade (ch. da dui bu) who were working o n timber a n d cutting planks.
There was an Bapa [a Khanlba from Batang] interpreter who asked me what
I was doing. I told him 1 had rtln away from Kham and was going to Lhasa. H e
asked me if I had any relatives in Lhasa. When I told him I didn't, he told me
that I should go [work for] his regiment. 1 couldn't d o any manual work, so
thcy let me stay in the kitchen. They told me. "If you can clean the tables a n d
wash the dishes, the soldiers will treat you well."
The next day. 11ie politicid commissar (ch. zhi dao yuan) came a n d interviewed me. I rold him my history a n d that I was an orphan. H e asked me if I
hat1 any re1;itives in I,li;~s;t,and I told him I didn't have any I-elatives,but I had

35. (LiO 2 0 0 1 : 126.
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( . o l l \ . ~ l . t ~ IIICSC
cl
i l l t o Tiht>t;tl~
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with
lhiz (I'hiil~~so
I)ol:jc. in~rl-\~icw,
2 0 0 0 , 1,h;lsit).
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so011fb1111d
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r
tllen switrhrd and eithel- paid
Illc.ln i l l kind ( r l o t h i l ~IC;,,
~ , ( % I ( . . ) 01- ,,;lid tI1t.m in d;ty;~nI , ~ I I had a trading store right thew so
lh(, wo~-k(.rsc.orllcl I,rly ~ h i l l g sin~lnrrlia~rly

heard people saying that Lhasa was a very happy place; therefore, I was going
there. H e asked me if I would be willing to stay with the regiment. When I said
yes, h e said, "We won't let you d o kinds of work that you cannot do. You should
get some knowledge." I think h e meant to say that I should learn Chinese. Then,
they gave me towels and soap, garments, trousers, and bedding. I was told to
live in o n e bedroom with a woman from Kongpo, whose work was feeding pigs.
They asked that woman to take care of me. I was told that whenever the soldiers had meals, I could eat with them.
Later, the years passed one by one. At that time, the soldiers got three dayan
per month. I was also given the same. Being a child, I had never handled money;
therefore, I was extremely glad.
Q. What did you d o with that three dayan?
I just kept it. I didn't need to buy anything. I was given whatever I needed,
such as washing utensils and food and so on.
Later, the political commissar and the interpreter told me, "We are going
to Lhasa. If you want to go to Lhasa, we can take you. If you want to go to school,
we will get you into a school. If you want to join the PLA there, you can join it.
If you want to remain like this, you can remain like this. These are all your
choices." I told them I wanted to go to Lhasa, so they told me that I could go
with them. . . .
I didn't go to school; I am an unlucky person. I stayed in the military headquarters . . . and was assigned as a caretaker in the reception office. There were
two or three Chinese and Tibetans working with me. I remained like that for
a couple of years. I didn't get much salary. Actually, the [Chinese] government
raised me.
Later, I met some colleagues and friends, who told me, "You shouldn't remain in the regiment like this. Although the regiment feeds you, if you go to
cut planks in the wood-manufacturing place (ch.jia gong chang) located near
the People's H<~spital,
they pay ten yuan for one cubic meter (ch. gong fang).
You can earn twenty yuan (per clay), so let's go to that place."
I asked for leave from the regiment. At that time the political commissar
was not there, so I told the interpreter, "I am going to cut planks. People say
that I can earn good money if I cut planks." He said that this was my choice.
"We d o not want you to go. T h e political commissar introduced yo11 to this
place, and he said a lot about you [to the leaclers]. Rut if you want to go*we
can't stop you. However. if you don't succeed over there, you can Just come
back."
Then I went to cut planks. My partners were fellow Khambas. At that time.
being voung and strong, I could cut a coi~pleo f cubic mrters a davl $o cO'll(l
!I4
make a lot of dayan. Later, I stayed working in that manufactill-ing place.
It was f r o m t h e m a n y T i b e t a n s like this, w h o h a d worked fi,r the (;hinese On
roads, i n a r m y bases. a n d o n construction projects, that t h c t h o l l s a n ~ s o f l 0 T i b e t a n c a d r e s were recruited immediately after t h e 1 9.59 u p r i s i n ~ .

$4.

Pelna Dikvi, intervirw,

200I ,

l .hasa.

To help organize the labor and arrange the compensation for land lost
to the road itself, the Tibetan government sent officials to work with the Chi-

nese. One of these, Maya, worked in Medrogonggar, a county immediately
northeast of Lhasa. He explained in detail how this worked.
At this time Thonpa Khenjung and I were sent [by the Kashag] to begin the road
construction. The plan involved all the various land areas under Medrogonggar district-the monastic, aristocratic, and government estates. So the various people who were appointed went to Medrogonggar and met with the
county and estate heads. . . . So one day everyone met. . . . T h e Chinese soldiers and the two of us were there. Our main job was to collect the people [for
work on the road]. . . .
Q Whatever they required for road construction, for example, workers, et
cetera, would the Chinese make the request to you two?
Yes, they informed us how many people they required, and we discussed
with the village leaders the number of people to be sent from the various areas.
Second, we discussed the salary to be paid and the compensation, either in
cash [from the Chinese] or in new land [by the Tibetan government], to be
paid for the loss of fields to the road.
At that time wages were paid in accordance with the going rates. . . . Workers were organized in groups of ten and were paid by the number of meters of
road they completed. Payment, when possible, was every two weeks, or monthly,
if not. . . .
All we had to d o was to summon the people, because we didn't know how
to do the measurements, and we didn't have the money to pay the wages. So
there wasn't much to be done. But if we didn't talk to the Tibetans, then they
were not going to listen, right? They really didn't listen to the Chinese. Even
the poor serfs didn't listen to the Chinese. . . . Actually it was very strange. So
they really needed 11s [Tibetan government officials], and they would assign
guards and d o many things for us.
. . . I had a large area to oversee including six or- seven counties in Kongpo
and Dakpo. The as hag told us the number of workers to be recruited from
each and had also sent orders to each of these areas about this. . . . If the people
did not arrive [to work] by the instructed time, I had to go all the way to the
area to get them. In some areas, such as Po, tlie population was low and workers were scarce, so thcy were very rellictant to send people. I had to tell them
that they would he paid money so they would gain, not lose, by doing this. I
idso said that the road would be in their own area, so later this wolild benefit
thcrn, sincc i t woulcl rnakc tlie animal transportation corvee tax unnecessary
[since thc~x-would bc motor roads]. So I liacl to go to the various places and
a lot o f ' p c ~ - s ~ ~ a d.i n
. .pThis
.
work began in I 953 and continued all through
195.4. . . . In I <)54wht-n the Dalili L,a~n;lwent down to China, we were still work111g 011 thv I-oi~d.
...
Q. And d l ~ r i n gthesc times, did they talk about politics and things like
socialism?
At fi~.stthcy didn'l. Tlicy concentrated just on building the road. They continrl;)lly said that wlicn thc road was completed, clothing and food items were

going to come from Beijing. Now, they had to fool the people right? They said
this with the masses in mind. That they would get good clothing and an abundance of food. So at that time they spoke just about the work and nothing
else. . . .
Q: Since the Tibetan workers were being paid by the meter, did they work
diligently?
Yes. Since it was paid according to the work done, it was very easy to organize. You don't have to say things like, "Oh, you are not doing enough work"
o r "You are just sitting around." It was a situation where they may have even
worked more than they had to! And then the Chinese encouraged competition and gave performance awards (tib. paysang). They generally chose women
as exemplary workers. . . . So on a particular day there would be a meeting,
and snacks would be handed out and tea and tables set with chairs, and they
would say, "This girl named Yangki is so good and works so industriously.". . .
So when they showered praise on women, the men became ashamed, and so
they were compelled to work harder. T h e men would say, "Oh my, using women
as examples like this is too much." So the Chinese were very skilled in getting
work done. On the o n e hand they gave praise and made people compete with
each other, and on the other they paid them on a ~iece-workbasis. It was absolutely different from the way we organized work [laughs]. You do not have
to say, "Do this!" o r "You guys, stop sleeping." . . . So there was none of this.
All the work was competition. Poor fellows-it takes its toll on the people. But
they were experts at getting people to work.""
N o t l o n g after c o n s t r u c t i o n o n t h e s o u t h e r n r o a d b e g a n , Beijing authorized
work t o start also o n a n o r t h e r n r o u t e f r o m Qinghai Province. An office for
t h e construction o f t h e Qinghai-Tibet Road was set u p in the summer of 1953,
a n d i n N o v e m b e r 1953 t h a t office s e n t siirveyors i n horse carts over the Kul u n Mountains a n d t h e Tangola Pass t o survey t h e route. O n 23January 19541
t h a t survey t e a m r e a c h e d Nagchuka, a n d o n 1 1 May 1954, construction heg a n f r o m Golmud.""
Ultimately, b o t h r o a d s w e r e o p e n e d f o r vehicle transport on 25 Dec e m b e r 1$)54.T h e total n u m b e r o f military a n d civilian laborers used forthe
constrilction o f t h e s e two r o a d projects was I I 1,ooo. In t h e four years of
t h e project, over g,ooo p e o p l e d i e d . ' I T h e X i k a n g T i b e t Road involved construction of m o r e t h a n 597 large a n d small bridges a n d crossed 2,860 culverts.." However, in t h e r u s h t o finish by Mao7sstipulated date of 19547 the
qilality of s o m e of t h e work was below even t h e lowest grade for rc)"ds
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munist Party. H e was in a strong position, because h e had the trust of the
Dalai Lama, who liked his frankness, his desire for change and modernization, a n d his optimism that Tibet could have a good future as part of China.44
And, of course, h e had the complete support of the Chinese, who considered him their key ally in the Tibetan government. They constantly discussed
matters with him, as we saw earlier with the plans to open a primary school.
Ngabo quickly moved to initiate a Tibetan government reform program. This
will be the subject of a later chapter. Closely associated with Ngabo was the
acting Kashag minister Shasur a n d a number of progressive aristocratic families, such as Samling, Tsogo, Sambo, Horkhang, Sholkang, Trendong,Janglocen, Thangpon, Thangme, Nedo, Muja, Changoba, and Maya.
Kashag minister Surkhang's viewpoint, in o n e sense, was similar to
Ngabo's, but in another sense very different. As mentioned earlier, he had
reluctantly re turned to Lhasa in mid-February i 95 2 , just as the People's Association activities were unfolding. Like Ngabo, Surkhang was in favor of
change a n d development for Tibet. However, unlike Ngabo, Surkhang did
not believe the Communists would really leave Tibet as it was or that there
was a long-term future for Tibet's elite way of life. Sooner or later, he felt
they would destroy the religious a n d lay elites a n d the institutions that SUStained them. But h e was also deeply pragmatic and very diplomatic in his interpersonal relations. H e was well-known for never revealing what he really
thought in face-to-face interactions a n d for using the stylized honorific
speech mode to deflect his real views. Having decided to return, he considered it important for the Kashag to maintain good relations with the Chinese and was willing to play the game a n d see what transpired over time.
Consequently, like Ngabo, he was always friendly with the Chinese side in
his personal a n d professional interactions and was in favor of modernization. Those o n the Chinese side, however, understood that his sympathies
did not lie with them and, as we saw, considered him a major stlpporterof
the People's Association and their main enemy in the as hag.^^
T h e other K a s h a ~ministers were ideologically closer to Surkhang than to
Ngabii, in that they distrusted the Chinese and were deeply apprehensive of
their motives. However, they r e a l i ~ e dthat confrontation was cot1nterProductive and that change had to come, but they wanted it to come as slowly as
possiblr. They hoped to maintain good relations with the Chinese side b'lt
and social institllfions
tried to manage change so that the core
mained intact. A substantial portion of the government elite sharrd thisvirw
However, it should be rernembererl that almost all o f the elite considrrrd
Tibet as having been ronqiiered, not "librrated," and initially percei~'~d
'I"
44. Dalai Lama, interview. I 99.4. I)har.amsala.
.#5. I cor~ldfind n o r o ~ . r o h n r ~ ,(tata
i ~ g lo s,lppOrr ,he ( : W s c . ;rssc~t.rionatj(~cllSt"khanR'
and doubt that he pli~verlany significant role with the Peoplc's Association.

PLA as an army of occupation. Despite this, by the end of 1952, many in the
elite were surprised and perhaps even impressed by the respect and moderation shown by the PLA and were willing to cooperate and see whether
this could be sustained in the future. However, there were also many who
were implacably opposed to the Chinese in every way. They considered Ngabo
pro-Chinese and distrusted him and therefore also distrusted the Kashag.
They wanted the Chinese out of Tibet and were eager to find ways to oppose
them.
The Dalai Lama, of course, was the ruler and could have implemented
new policies if he had made it his priority. Instead, throughout this period,
he continued to play a passive role in politics, responding to crises such as
that of the sitsab only after enormous pressure. And although he was personally inclined toward reform and modernization and became a bit more
involved in political affairs as Tibet moved into the post-sitsab era in i 952-53,
he was still not motivated to play an active hands-on role.
Meanwhile, unbeknownst to the Tibetan government, the conflict between Fan Ming and the Southwest Bureau officials in Lhasa erupted openly
in the second half of 1g52.~"t is the subject of the next chapter.

46. Dalai Latna, interview, 1994.

Chapter 16

Conflict within the
Communist Party in Tibet

As the Chinese side's relationship with the Tibetan government and local
Tibetans was improving, party unity was deteriorating within the Tibet Work
Committee when fundamental differences between Northwest and Southwest bureau officials exploded over the status of the Panchen Lama and the
overall strategy for reforming Tibet.
T h e debacle at the Panchen Lama's ceremony in Lhasa reinforced the
decades of animus that the Panchen Lama's officials had held toward the Lhza
government. It also exacerbated the split between the Northwest and Southwest bureau officials within the Tibet Work Committee. Fan Ming and his
Northwest colleagues felt the party should have insisted that the Dalai
treat the Panchen Lama as an equal, while Zhang Guohua, Tan Guansan, and
Zhang Jingwu disagreed with this, interpreting the Central ~ornmittee's
instructions to mean they should treat the Dalai Lama (and his government)
as superior to the Panchen Lama. T h e Southwest's view prevailed, but Fan
Ming and the Northwest officials thought this approach was ill conceived.
As we shall see, the issue was not only about the Panchen L.ama but also ahout
how best to accelerate the start of democratic reforms in Tibet and the re'ative prestige ancl power of the key officials.
Fan Ming explained what happened after that from the perspective ofthe
Northwest Bureau. In his comments, he scathingly criticizes the pro-Dalai
Lama policy of the Southwest Bureau and blames it for the negative way that
the situation in Tibet turned out.' H e said:

I!)?)
Ha believe5 that if hi? strategy had heen implenlenterl, thrre would havr hrrn
l l ~ r i s i n g n, o flight of the Dalai L.arna t o India, n o reintrrnationali7ation of the Tibetan ""lation. and n o ethnic conflict in the present.
1.
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At that time, the Panchen had already arrived back in Tibet [Shigabe]. In I 952,
the Tibetan army and the Panchen's Bodyguard Regiment had a competition
of arrow shooting from horseback2 . . . and they had confrontations. Soon afterward, troops of the Eighteenth Army Corps that were stationed in Shigatse
also had a confrontation with the Panchen's troops. This was due to different
ideas about the position of the Panchen and Dalai within our party. O n e group
tried to put down the Panchen. They tried to put the Panchen under the
Kashag. There was a big policy problem in this. They put the Panchen's Bodyguard Regiment under the military command of Zhang Guohua's Eighteenth
.~
Army Corps and withdrew all the guards for the Panchen and he ~ i g m eThis
was an internal problem-I don't have to hide this-it was a problem between
the Northwest and Southwest. The problem of unity within the party affected
the troops; the Eighteenth Army Corps supported the Dalai, and the Northwest troops supported the Panchen.
The masses' problem was our problem, and we made a big mistake in Tibet. Because of this, the situation later has turned out like it has in Tibet, and
it serves us right. From the very beginning, different opinions existed within
the party. Later on they called i t "factions," or opinions of a certain groupopinions of the Northwest and the Southwest, the Dalai and the Panchen. When
the question of the Dalai and Panchen occurred within the party, the party
was divided into Northwest and Southwest [factions]. At the time, I was still
the representative to the Panclien's administration. When the same problem
occurred among the masses [non-party members], the Northwest troops protected and supported the Panchen, and the Eighteenth Army Corps supported
the Dalai. The divisions were like this among ourselves. 1 need to tell you this,
because maybe you d o not know where the real problem was.
The mistakes started from this time. The crucial factor in our internal problem was, in truth, a big mistake in the policy of the party. This was very typical. The policy of the Central Committee was very clear: to liave a united front
of patriotism and anti-iniperialism and liave the main task be to win over the
Dalai's group and firmly unite with the Panclien's patriotic group. The policy
of the Central Committee was very correct. The Central Committee insisted
that we unify Tibet tlirougli peaceful means. These were the basic policies for
Tibet.
The Central Committee was very clear-in its Tibetan policy. It held that the
Pawhen was not under thc leadership of the Kashag. He was still unt1r.i the
leadership of tlie Ccntral (:ommittec. The Central Committee treated the Dalai
and Panclien in tlic samc way. This was all decided by the Central Committee.
When the Panchen wrote reports or other things, lie did not go through the
Tibet WOIk ( h n m i t t e e or tlie Dalai; lie passed his writings directly to the Cen11-,11(:omrnittee. Hc was a small religiol~slCadel-,and the Dalai was a big I-eli-

I t was P;H-I of ;tn importiirir kstival in Sliigiilsr.
:<. Initi;~lly,cl-ool,s {,.om ~ l i rN~rtliwcstBrll-r;irl wrre slated to Ijc starioncd in Shigarse, but
Ihc f'oodshor.t;~~cs
forced t l ~ c -(:hincsr to dispersr their troops bcforr Fan Ming's troops arrived
In I.has;l. so i t was chr. So~lthwcstR~II-car1
troops rhar ended up sta~ionedthere.
2.
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gious leader. That was it [the difference between them]. At the time, big dis
putes and differences in opinions occurred within the party regarding the
peaceful unification of Tibet. They [the party] later said there were mistakes
in Tibet, and the mistakes started from here.
One group, the Northwest group, was headed by me. We had more experience in doing work with ethnic populations, many years of experience, but
they [the Southwest Bureau] had no experience in this area. Regarding the
policy of the peaceful unification of Tibet, we believed we should use the two ~ L

F

gressive and patriotic regzons of Shigatse and Chamdo to injluence the Dalai's group, to
urge them lo be progressive and patriotic and to help the DalaiS group become a patriotic group instead of a pro-independence group that would go against our country.
Through the leadership of the Central Committee and the influence of the two pfogressive regzons [Shigatse/Tsang and Chamdo], we thought we could change the Dalai's
group and change the Kashag into a Patriotic group. In this way, we could unify therepons of Shigatse and Chamdo ruith the region of Lhasa and unvy Tibet as a whole,
[making] a n m Tibet. This was our idea.
The p u p headed by Zhang Guohua, hozuevq listened to the opinions of Ngabiiand
others and believed that i n order to build a unzjied Tibet through peaceful mans we had
to put the Panchen's group and the repon of Chamdo under the Kashag, the Dalai's
group. That meant unifying the Panchen's group and Chamdo under the unpatriotic,
Po-independence Kashag, and sacrificing [the Panchen's group] in exchange f~ a
unzfied Tibet under the Dalai. This was the root of all the problems. Disputes occurred
within the party, and there was no solution for a while.'

Fan Ming's view of unity, however, did not involve simply supporting the
Panchen Lama. It represented a different Tibet policy. Fan Ming thought the
Dalai Lama and his officials were hopelessly reactionary and would never agree
to implement socialist reforms. Since the Seventeen-Poin t Agreement said
there had to be consent and agreement from both the ma.sses and the E p n b s to
start reforms, placing the Dalai Lama at the head of the unified Tibet meant
that nothing woold change. O n the other hand, the Panchen Lama and his
officials were "progressives," who h e knew would favor quickly implementink!
socialist reforms and overturning the old system. Fan Ming's strategy, therefore, was to work with the Panchen Lama's officials to implement reforms
in their territory. When the peasants under the Tibetan government of the
Dalai Lama saw the end of the feudal system in the Panchen Lama's area, they
would demand the same from the Dalai Lama's government, and it wollld
have n o choice but to agree. Fan Ming, therefore, saw the issue of ~lnityIre
tween the Dalai and Panchen lamas as really a conflict between two models
of how to integrate Tibet. In his model, China wot~lduse the Panchen Lama
to institute socialist reforms qllickly within the g u i d e l i n r ol'the SrventeenPoint Agreement and create real unity. He framed this as directly opposia

4. Fan Ming. interview, I gqg, Xi'an (emphasis added).

to the policy of the Southwest Bureau, which was arguing for slowly trying
to win over the Dalai Lama to persuade him to agree to reform^.^
Fan Ming continued his narration of that period.
Just at this time, in December 1952 [actually it was in late August and September], the Dalai's Tibetan army had confrontations with the Panchen's bodyguards, and the PLA's Eighteenth Army Corps was also involved. Under such
an emergency situation, the Central Committee and Chairman Mao sent me
a telegram asking me to rush to Shigatse as soon as possible. It took me and a
squad of soldiers six days to get to Shigatse. I resolved the confrontations, and
things returned to normal. It was peaceful and quiet again. However, while I
was in Shigatse, they-Zhang Guohua and Zhang Jingwu-using the name of
the Tibet Work Committee, sent me a telegram. In the telegram, they asked
me and the deputy representative, Ya Hanzhang [who had accompanied the
Panchen Lama from Qlnghai to Shigatse], to persuade the Panchen to surrender to the Kashag unconditionally. . . .
When we got to Shigatse, we had gathered the officials of the Panchen and
talked with them about patriotism, unity [within China], internal unity among
Tibetans, mutual respect with tlie Dalai's group, etcetera. We had resolved the
confrontations, and everything was fine again. Then they sent me this telegram
urging Ya Hanzhang and me to persuade the Panchen to surrender to the
Kashag unconditionally in order to complete the unification of Tibet. There
was this written document. We believed that the Panchen couid unify only urith npatriotic Kashng, not a pro-independence Knshag. I f we sent the two progwssi71e repons
[Chnmdo and the Pnnchen Lama's territories] to this pro-spparation Knshng, rue ruew
actually he1pin.g them [the separatists]. We would /LILT-t
ourfriends and h.elp our enemies.
We did not agree with the telegram. We sent a telegram to the Central Committee with their telegram attached."

The telegram they sent to Lhasa conveys their views well.
Telegram from the Shigatse Branch Work Committee to the Tibet Work
Committee. Please send it to tlie Southwest Bureau:
C)n I o September, we received the Tiber Work (:ommitree's telegram [addressed] to Ya [Hanzhang], the Shigatse Branch Work Committee, and the
Central (:ornmittee's Southwest Burearl regarding "making clarif cations about
the Panchcn's ideas for I-educingcorvPe taxes and separate rule." We have the
following rcplics to each iss~le.

[The telegram first summarized two relatively trivial issucs mentioned in the
Tibet Work (;onlmittee's tclegr;~mand then raised a volatile third issue about
m i t y and separate r~ilc.]
. . . :3. Tlic lelcgl-am sc.111 by the Tibcr Work (:ommittce said thal "the
f'itnr11c.n'~ g i - o ~ ~
h;~s
p retr~r-nc-dlo Rack Tibet ;lnd holds deeply rooted ideas
5. Fan Ming, i n ~ c ~ l - v i cI.!~) ,~ ) J .
(i.
Fan Ming, incct-vicw, i!)q:$ ( c ~ n p l i a s i saddcrl)
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about restoring their former status and authority and demanding separate rule,
and that these ideas are totally in contravention of the Central Committee's
policy of a unified administration in Tibet (either the current Tibetan local
government o r the future Tibetan Autonomous Region government). Before
the establishment of the Tibetan Military-Administrative Committee, which is
an organ that represents the Central Committee, we hope you will pay more
attention to the issue of unified politics and administration in Tibet. At the a p
propriate moment and when specific questions occur, you should give the
cadres affiliated with the Panchen much more ideological education about
strengthening unity to gradually overcome their ideas of separate rule. (This
is, in fact, about separation [ch. fenlie] .) "7

Charging the Panchen's group of trying to split the unity of Tibet was a serious accusation that infuriated Fan Ming and his associates in the Shigatse
Branch Work Committee (which was controlled by cadres from the Northwest Bureau). T h e branch committee in its response, therefore, set out to
rebut these charges and present its own version of the issue. This telegram,
orchestrated by Fan Ming, questions the instructions about unity in Tibet
by making the somewhat ingenious argument that since the Panchen Lama
already had separate rule, h e should not relinquish it until a new government, the Military-Administrative Committee, was created. In fact, it argues,
if the CCP were to support the Panchen's autonomy now, it would actually
facilitate overall unity when the Military-Administrative Committee started.
We d o not clearly understand the meaning of the above instructions:
1 . Referring to the specific issue of organizing a visiting delegation to Beijing,R we believe that there are questions about the Panchen's group becoming "unified" with "the current Tibetan local government" in terms of administration. It is currently impossible. Before the Panchen's visiting delegation
started their trip, we talked individually with Che Jigme and Lhamon [the two
heads of the Panchen Lama's Administrative Council], etcetera. Later, we held
a meeting with all the delegation members. We suggested to them, "When You
get to Lhasa, perhaps you will form one unified visiting delegation with the
Dalai's group." They immediately replied they corrld not possibly agree to lnerge
into the delegation of the Tibetan local government. They had no objection
to forming a joint Tibetan visiting delegation [without using the name of the
Tibetan local government]. However, they said that i t would he the hest if the
delegation could have two leaders (one from Dalai's side, another from
Panchen's side). If this could not he done, they said, at least one from t h e
Panchen's qide qhoold be a deputy leader of the delegation. We deliverrd their
reqrlesl to the Tibet Work Committee (please check in thc former t e l e ~ r a ~ ) .
7. Dui xizang gongzllo d e zhongyao zhishi (wei chuban rle shouji), n.d.
Reijing in I 952 and sperifi~alhiOwhrt"rr
8 . This referred t o the first Tibetan drlcgation
the Panrhen Lama's people s h o ~ l l dbe sllbalmcd as parl'of'the ~ i l a L.arnals
i
delegation Or ''la'tion as a Separate delegation o n a par with tha Dalai [.ama's.
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2. If what was said [in the Tibet Work Committee's telegram to us] about
"a unified Tibetan administration" conveys a more general meaning [than simply about this delegation], it deserves even more consideration.
Not only does the Panchen's group hold deeply rooted ideas of separate
rule, but also they havepracticed separate rubas a consequence of the reactionary
policy of divide and control that the Qing ruling class employed on the Tibetan
classes. In the fifty-second year of [Emperor] Kangxi, the "emperor's representative (ch. qinchai) went to Tibet to present the golden and silk [scroll].
Inside it specified that all monasteries and places under Tashilhunpo Monastery
should be under the Panchen's management, and n o one else should intrude."
(General History of Wei Zang [Protect Tibet], vol. 5)
During the more than two hundred years from the fifty-second year of
Kangxi until the twelfth year of the Republic of China, when the Panchen escaped to inland [China], the Dalai's group and the Panchen's group managed
their own land and people respectively, and "separate rule" was established.
During the nearly thirty years from the time when the Panchen escaped to inland [China], in the twelfth year of the republic until I 9 5 1, when the Agreement for the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet was signed, on the surface, the Dalai's
group unified the whole of Tibet and got rid of the "separate rule" situation.
However, in reality, the Panchen's group still existed. People who used to belong to the Panchen still preferred the Panchen. The gap between the Dalai's
and Panchen's groups did not disappear but instead became stronger.
During the peaceful negotiations in Beijing, the Panchen's group raised the
issue of restoring their former status and authority. Both the Central Committee
and the Tibetan local government agreed to their request and made specific
rules in points r, and 6 [of the agreement]. The so-called I-estoration of the
status and authority of the I :3th Dalai and the 9th Panchen at the time when
they had friendly relationships actually meant n retu,rn to th.a "srpamte ru,L" situation during the Qin.g dyn,asty.
This dors not mrnn that our Party also corri~dout thr poliq of "srj~nmtrruG" as in
thf Qing rlynn.s/y, since [h,rrr]it is for the puv~osrofjir,st .solving the pro6k.m of unity
withi.n thr Tih~tnnnationality. In ordo /hr t h ,Llnlai
~
nnd Pnnch,en to nchimr r~ron,cilinlion,, wr had to t n k ~this path to create good ron,dition.rfor thr intpmn,al unzjirntion oj
thr nd~n,inistrationof Tihrt in the f i ~ t ~ ~ r ~ .
After the question of the restoration of the prestige of the Panchen's group
was basically solved at the negotiations in L,hasa, the Panchen's group 1,aised
the question of leadership last year. At that time, they said that if they were
asked to he undel- the Tihctirn local government, they could not accept this.
I.ater on, the Central (:onirnirtee approved [a policy that said] that before
the cstahlishrncnt of the Tibetan Military-Administrative Committee, the
Pilnrhen's group wor~ldbe clirectly under the leadership of Representative
%hang [.lingwlr] o r the (kntral People's C;overnment. At that time, the Central (:omrnittce did not give any instrlrctions "to rrnify" the Panchen's group
with "the clrr-rent Tibetan local govcrnmcnt" in "administration."
Tihct hils been rrnilied in its internal administration and ought to be unified
(lncaning true r~nifcation).However, achieving that unification will require a
long process (since the situation of separate rulc has had a history of over three

hundred years). [Also we need] to create some favorable conditions for the
unification. Specifically, we have to wait until after the establishment of the Tibetan Military-Administrative Committee, when the officials from both the
Dalai's and Panchen's sides can participate in it [the committee]. Only then
can they achieve unification in policy, in laws, in decrees, and in local administration. We think that it is too early to raise the question of "unified administration" now, especially with the requirement of asking the Panchen's group
to "unify" with "the current Tibetan local government in administration." Not
only is it too early, it may cause trouble. T h e Panchen's group is not going to
accept it. They will think that we are showing favoritism toward the Dalai'sgroup
and are oppressing them to yield to the Dalai's group. As a consequence, it
will destroy our relationship with the Panchen's group, and it will also deepen
the gap between the Dalai's and Panchen's groups.
Thus, we implore the Tibet Work Committee and the Southwest Bureau of
the Central Committee to provide a reasonable explanation of the Central Committee's policy regarding administrative unification in Tibet, [either regarding] the current Tibetan local government o r the future Tibetan Autonomous
[Region] government. In this way it will be easier for we subordinates to work.
Otherwise, a whole series of mistakes in principle will be committed. Please
instruct if this is appropriate.
Shigatse Branch Working Committee
15 September ig52.<'
Fan M i n g also s e n t a telegram in his n a m e f r o m Shigatse (on 27 Septemb e r ) , asking t o establish a s e p a r a t e a u t o n o m o u s region i n Tsang under the
P a n c h e n L a m a . A copy o f this d o e s n o t exist, b u t Phiinwang, a Southwest
Bureau c a d r e , recalled t h e i n c i d e n t a n d Fan's telegram. H e also explained
Fan Ming's larger motives i n p u s h i n g t h e P a n c h e n Lama's agenda. The h a tile t o n e o f his c o m m e n t s a r e a s revealing as t h e details.
[The pc)sition that the Panchen had been politically separate from the Lhasa
government] was not the view of Mao Zedong o r Zhou Enlai or the cadres from
the Southwest Bureau in 1,hasa like Zhang Guohua. They considered Tibet had
been ruled by the Dalai Lama and his government and agreed with the (:entral committee's policy of giving priority to him. I agreed with Zhang Glloh~la
and the Southwest Bureau. I knew that politically all of Tihet was (and had
been) under the Tibetan government in 1.hasa. There were many dist~irtsin
Tsang (the so called "Back Tibet") that were rrnder the 1,hasa governmrnt*
many others alvl had to pay taxes to Lhaya, and the entire area was onder thr
a~lthorityof a governor appointed from L.has;l. T h r Manchu lying dynast~"]
notion of a "Front" ancl "Back" Tibet was simply a myth. . . .
m i l e Fan Ming was still in Shigatse (with thr Panchrn 1.arna). the
Work Committee in L,hasa received a telegram from him, out of the hl1let grlg-

gesting that we establish an autonomous administration in the Tsang area under the Panchen Lama. Zhang Jingwu and Zhang Guohua were shocked by
this proposal and immediately convened meetings of the Tibet Work Committee (in Lhasa) to discuss the telegram in detail. Most totally opposed the
suggestion. The feeling was that it would exacerbate the existing conflict between the Dalai and Panchen Lamas, alienate the Tibetan government, and
produce intense hatred of us among Tibetans in Lhasa. Most importantly, it
would totally undermine Mao's gradualist strategy and make the long-term goal
of winning over the Tibetan elite impossible.
As the only Tibetan cadre in the leadership group, I, of course, was asked
my view. I felt strongly that giving the Panchen Lama a separate autonomous
region was not only politically a terrible idea, but also was based 011 bad history. Historically, the Panchen Lama's government was clearly subordinate
to the Dalai Lama. Moreover, creating two autonomous regions violated the
Seventeen Point Agreement which stated that in the future we would establish
oneautonomous administration in Tibet. The Agreement did not say anything
about two autonomous administrations in Tibet. The Tibet Work Committee
in Lhasa, therefore, totally rejected Fan Ming's proposal."'

By this time, the issue of the Visiting Delegation to Beijing had been decided,
with the Tibet Work Committee supporting the Tibetan government. There
was to be one Tibetan delegation that included all of Tibet (excluding the
Chamdo Liberation Committee's area), and it was to be headed by the Tibetan foreign minister Liushar. T h e best that the Panchen's side obtained was
that the vice head would be from the Panchen Lama's administration.
But the dispute concerning the underlying issue of autonomy (and tactics to start reforms) could not be ignored, and the Tibet Work Committee,
in Lhasa, next sent a second telegram to the Shigatse Branch Work Committee on 8 October i 952,clarifying its position.
About the issue of the Policy of LJnification in Tibet
We received the Shigatse Branch Work C;ommittee's telegram of ly, SepremI ~ e r;is well as Comrade Fan Ming's telegram of 27 September. Since the policy of unification in Tibet is an important question of principle, we must form
a clear notion so that when we carry out the agreement we can smoothly resolve the unity [problem] between the Dalai's and the Panchen's groups and
solvc many specific issr~cswe encounter in work and s o that we will not lose
d i cction.
~
We think the policy of the Central (:omrnittec is a policy of peaceful
llnification in Tibet. T l ~ eagreemrnt signed bcrween the Central Committee
and the Tihetan local govc~nmcnt includes the Panchen's group and has the
goal of (,nabling the Dalai and Panchen [lamas] to move from separation (ch.
fenlie) to 1111ity ((11. tl~anjie),
from "separate rulc" to unification, and from hack-

I

().

(;olclstc.ill, Shcrill,, ;tnrl

Sic*hrn~cht~h
2004: I 8 1-82 (elnphasis added)
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wardness to progressiveness. It is not a policy of separation, separate rule, and
conservatism. T h e goal of the peaceful liberation of Tibet has been realized.
We must strengthen it and must realize that the core and key central issue in
the peaceful unification of Tibet is to win over the Dalai's group and [create]
internal unity between the Dalai's and Panchen's groups. Otherwise, the Tibet issue cannot be resolved well.
In principle, the Central Committee has agreed to put Chamdo under the
administration of the Tibetan local government. This was for the purpose of
winning over the Dalai's group, and it was also the Central Committee's recognition of the [facts of] history a n d nationality relationships [in which] the Tibetan local government had ruled the Chamdo area for nearly thirty years. It
was for the goal of solving the problem of unification in Tibet when the conditions are ripe.
As to the issue of restoring the Panchen's former status and authority according to the agreement, we ought to guarantee to see that it is realized. However, that doesn't mean that we recognize the past regulations of the Qing dynasty so that the areas under Tashilhunpo Monastery in Back Tibet should enjoy
high autonomy and that we will, therefore, treat the situation [now] as one in
which the Panchen has a separate ruling government. That is incorrect.
According to the history of Tibet, areas under Tashilhunpo Monastery must
still be responsible to the Kashag, and Tibet is still unified politically and administratively in form. Tibet became more unified during the 13th Dalai's
reign. This is the objective truth.
As to the Panchen, after he returned to Tibet, he should get his inherent
status and authority based on the old regulations, but he may not take the name
of Back Tibet in order to rule the entire Back Tibet area. We must draw a clear
line regarding this point. According to the guidelines of carrying out autonomous rule in ethnic regions, there is no reasonJor Rack Tibet to implement reponal autonomv. AOo, looking nt the current situation oJthe Dnlai's g r o ~ ~we
p , cannd
concY111eof carryin,g out regtonal awtonom~in the area.$under the Pnnrhenfir.vt in 01dm to popel the 1)alniTs group to make progress.
I t is correct that under the Tibetan Military-Administrative Committee
(which will be the Central Committee's representative organ), the unification
of Tibet will be realized; they [the Panchen 1,ama's people] will be unified to
carry out the agreement and ilnified to make progress. (It is also correct) that
the current direct management by the Central Committee's repre"ntative
[Zhang J i n p ~ of
] the stitus and authority of the Panchen's groop accorcling
to the old regulations is for the purpose of future unification.
However, you did not realize the importance of l1nityand unificationwithln
the Tibetan nationality (and go11 did not realirp that) in the f l l t ~ r ethere
should be a Tibetan local government o r a people's government ()faTibetan
autonomous region. And to achieve this goal, we have tcr solve the problem
of unity between the Dalai's grollp and the Panchen's group first. Right now
the Dalai's group have doubts and are worried that the Central (;ommittrr
will elevate the Panchen's position while lowering the I)alai's positi(jn.
have concerns about whether the Central (;ommittre is carrying out a p''liry
of breaking up the ethnic groups. Though there are pro-imperialists with'n
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Dalai's group who could waver about carrying out the agreement, we must
make sure to continue winning them over politically with greater effort. We
should not act like the Panchen's group and arbitrarily believe that the Dalai's group
cannot be won ouer and that they cannot make progress. We must recognize that after the Panchen's group returned to Back Tibet, they are patriotic and they
support the Central Committee, which is their progressive aspect. They have
returned to Tashilhunpo Monastery successfully. They are resuming unity
with the Dalai's group, and we must strengthen these things and develop them
further.
However, we must understand that the Panchen's group also belongs to the
feudal aristocratic class. Though the); support the Central Committee today,
they still have their bad side of being selfish and backward. Especially, we need
to prevent them from using the power of the Central Committee for their own
purposes of grabbing more power for themselves and other things that are
against the Central Committee's policy of peacefully achieving unity and
unification in Tibet.
This means there is some distance between the Panchen's group and the
Central Committee's policies. We can only require "largely identical with minor differences" (ch. da tong xiao yl). O n major principles and issues they will
follow the same stand, and on trivial things they can be different. We could
make mistakes in our work if we evaluate the progress of the Panchen's group
either too high or too low. For example, the Central Committee asked the Dalai
to be the chairman of the Military-Administrative Committee, and the Panclien
to be the vice chairman, but CheJigme was not satisfied. He thought it would
be better if the Central Committee could send someone [else] to be the chairman [above the two lamas]. Essentially, h e wanted to treat the Dalai and Panchen equally. Even more, he said the Panchen should have a higher position
because o f t h e [Panchen's] thirty years of patriotic and revolutionary experience. They did not understand that the Central Committee was going to send
someone to be the second vice chairman for the purpose of winning over the
Dalai to solve the question of unification of the Tibetan nationality. When the
Tibet Military Area Headquarters was established, Che Jigme asked to have
someone from tlie Panchen's group for the position of deputy commander
(ch. fu siling).
Regarding the issue of purchasing wool, ClieJignie wanted to send representatives under the name of Back Tibet. According to the reports of Luo Jiagno,
when he discl~ssedthe above issue with the Panchen, he had already got permission from tlie Branch Working Committee. So Luo said yes to tlie Panchen,
hut the Kashag did not agree. This incident made us lose the initiative.
IThc Panclicn's group] was not willing to form a unified visiting delegation; they insisted o n having the title of delegation leader and were riot willing to have the title of only the deputy director. According to the religious and
political reliltionship [between the Dalai and Panchen], the Panchen ought
to have prow-ated before the l)alai when he returned to Lhasa. After Che.Jigme
got tllv notice, he did not make any proposal [about the ceremony] to tlie
K~qllaglor a long titnc, but suddenly lie asked the representative from the Central (:ommittcc to act on their [the Panchen's gl-oup's] behalf. In the end, he
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still said that the representative of the Central Committee seemed to have oppressed them because of the difference in power [between the Dalai's and
Panchen's sides].
In addition, they verbally agreed that the Panchen's Bodyguard Regiment
(ch. jingwei ying) would be reorganized into the Tibet Military Area Headquarters and that they would report to the representative of Central Committee for approval when they appointed officers above the fourth level (ch. si
pin). However, when it came to carrying this out, changes occurred.
This conservative and deeply held "separate rule" idea must be overcome
gradually. If the Panchen's group insists o n ruling separately and does not recognize the leading position of the Dalai, there will not be good unity between
the Dalai and Panchen, and without such unity, Tibet cannot be truly unified.
[Thus] we must give appropriate education and criticism to [the Panchen's
group's] conservatism and backwardness and their idea of "separate rule" and
their other bad sides that are against the policies of the Central Committee.
So the Tibet Work Committee reminded the Shigatse Branch Work Committee in the telegram of i o September to pay attention and seize appropriate o p
portunities to give the cadres of the Panchen's group more ideological education on unification and gradually overcome their idea of "separate rule."This,
in our opinion, was correct.
Regarding the strategies and steps on how to strengthen and develop the
unity between the Central Committee and the Panchen's group and about how
to achieve good unity between the Dalai and Panchen in order to unify Tibet
[we think] :
First, restore the Panchen's inherent status and authority honestly in accordance with the facts (ch. shi shi qiu shi). However, this issue is very complicated, because it involves a long history (for example, people in Back Tibet
under the rule of the Panchen paid 30 percent of the tax, while people under
the Dalai's and Sakya's rule had a heavier responsibility). In addition, many
changes occurred during the thirty years while the Panchen was away from Tibet. [For instance] the Kashag added the wool and leather taxes, which did
not exist before. Also, those Qing dynasty rules are not completely reasonable
and need to be changed to apply to the current situation and to meet things
in the future as well. For all the above reasons, the Central Committee did not
make any strict rules and regulations toward either side but instead agreed to
let both sicles send small groups to negotiate the issues. If they have disp1ltes*
yo11 should collect the detailed information and then report to the Centra'
Committee for decisions, and the representative from the Central (:ommittee
will then mediate.
Second, you should unify and win over the Panchen's group to work with
us in winning over the Dalai's group. You should understand the importance
ofwinning over the Dalai. (Do not say that the Dalai is higher than the Panchm;
only say that the two leaderr of the Tibetan people ought to havtX#)()dunity).
YOUshould recognize in your mind the leadership roles of'the Ddai and
Panchen in unifying the Tibetan nationality. You should strengthen and "velop the Panchenls patriotic and progressive side, patiently educating and ap
propriately criticizing to overcome his conservative and backward side.
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should influence and promote the Dalai's side to make progress with methods
of unity and progress. Don't use the method of "separate rule" to [try to] stimulate the Dalai's group to make progress. This means that you must pay attention to the whole situation in Tibet with regard to all progressive and reform
measures of the Panchen.
Recently, the Kashag decided to hold a meeting next year to discuss the reduction of debts and the reduction of corvke labor (tib. ula), and they decided
to invite representatives from the Panchen's side to discuss questions about
jointly doing the reforms, and [also] representatives from all counties (the
Panchen's four counties will also send representatives to the meeting). We will
provide you with detailed information of these things after the Kashag formally
submits a written report to the representative of the Central Committee. We
hope that the Panchen will send representatives to tlie meeting and that they
will push forward progress in the whole of Tibet at the meeting."
Regarding the unsettled questions for restoring the Panchen's inherent status and authority fairly and reasonably, we hope that after Comrade Fan Ming
finishes his work inspection, h e will invite Che Jigme, et cetera, to Lhasa together [with him] to continue discussions with the Kashag to seek further and
better solutions to tlie question of unity between the Dalai and Panchen.
Whether the above opinions are correct or not, [we request that] the Southwest Bureau and Central Committee please instruct us so that we can obey and
carry them out.
Tibet Work Committee
8 October 19r32'*
It is n o t clear if Fan Ming r e s p o n d e d t o this t h r o u g h t h e Shigatse B r a n c h
Work Committee o r directly, b u t t h r e e weeks later, Mao a n d t h e Central C o m mittee stepped in a n d d e c i d e d in favor of t h e supremacy o f t h e Dalai Lama.
O n 27 October, they s e n t t h e following telegram t o Lhasa:
We agree with the Tibet Work Committee that Tibet should he united.
We received the telegram from the Tibet Work Committee on 8 October
and the trdnsniitted telegram from the Sliigatse Branch on I y, September. Thr
(i~nlrtrl(:ommrtt~rtAln1z.s llrtlt thr por~tlonof thr Ti/)rt Work (;ommtllfr i~ corrpcl. Wr
hojw lioir mtll rr~orknrcordrng to thl r j ~ n n c r p k .
The unity of the entire a1 ca under tlie united leadership of the Central
Peoplc'~(iovel-nnient (tliis refers t o Front Tibet, Back Tiller, and the Ali ar-ea,
and even incll~desthe (;hamdo area when conditions are I-cady),will help the
develop~ncnro f l'ibcr. I t will also be of henefir for tlie harmony of the entire
Tibetan nationalily. Thcrc will hc difficrllties in getting unified, so conseqt~ently
wc ~ l l o r ~ndvnricc
ld
stably ;ind carltior~slyt o reali7c this. You sliould not d o things
i m p c r t ~ o ~ It~ \isl good
~.
that rhe Sliigatsc BI-anchnoticed this point [that there
I I . 7'1jis is ;I r.c.1i.1-cncct o ~ h Kefi)~-ni
c
Assrml~lyand Reform OTfice. Tliesc~will he disrl~ssed
in (h;jptc-r 17.
12. Dlti xi/;lllggotlgz~~o
dc zliongy;lo ~ l i i s h i(wci chuban d e shor!ji), n.d. (eniphasis aclded).
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will be difficulties], but you should never take the step offirst divide and latm unify
(ch. xian fenzhi, hou tongyi). Ifsuch a step is taken, it will do harm in the present and
future. Consequently, the position of a unzjied Tibet autonomow regzon will be the unshakable policy.
T h e unity of Tibetans within Tibet will depend on the unity of the Dalai
Lama and the Panchen Lama. This is not only a point of view but is proved by
the actual experiences of the past two years. However, when we unify the Dalai
and the Panchen we mean that we are trying to create unity inside Tibet peacefully. O n the one hand, to some extent we have to consider the progressiveness of the Panchen's side and take advantage of this progressiveness, but on
the other hand, we must fully understand and consider the fact that the Dalai's
status and influence is higher than the Panchen's not only in the region ofTibet but also among all ethnic Tibetans.
So for all policies concerning peacefully liberating Tibet and peacefully unifying Tibet and for all kinds of work after peacefully liberating Tibet, the chief
task above all must be to win over the Dnlai's group. We have to do absolutely everything
thal helps to accomplish that task (in this there are two sides, unifying and struggling, in which the struggling is for unifying, taking the principle of youli youli
youjie [reasonable, beneficial, and stable], for example, the struggle against
the People's Association). Anything that is not beneficial to realizing this task should
be delayed m avoided ( f m example, temporarily not starting the Military-Administrative Committee and reorganizing the Tibetnn army). O u r work on the Panchen's side
also must be concerned with and obey this main task. So on the Panchen's side,
we shouldn't only d o the unifying thing and not d o the necessary criticism and
struggle.
Winning over the Dalai's group is a long-term and complicated job. However, after winning over and educating and doing the necessary struggling and
dividing internally, we must be certain to accomplish that goal [winning over
the Dalai Lama]. Therpfme, thf principle of ruinn,ingover tht Dnlnilr ~ O U mill
P hp the
un.chnnngenblemain task.
According to all kinds of specific issues such as the argument between the
Panchen and the Dalai, et cetera, you may report to the Central C:ommittee
any time and ask for instructions on dealing with them.
Central Committee
27 October 1 9 5 2 ' J
Althollgh this decision s e e m e d crystal clear, Fan Ming did not let the matter
d r o p , a n d t h e conflict within t h e T i b e t Work c o m m i t t e e rontinlled to deteriorate. After his r e t u r n t o Lhasa, Fan c o n t i n u e d t o push for treating the
P a n c h e n Lama's g r o u p a s t h e e q u a l o f t h e Dalai L a m a , now arguing that
t h e c e n t r a l C o m m i t t e e ' s call f o r a unified Tibet a n d emphasis on winning
over t h e Dalai L a m a d i d n o t p r e c l u d e treating t h e P a n c h e n a n d Dalai lamas
equally. Since b o t h were u n d e r t h e llnified rrlle of t h e central governmcntt
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it did not explicitly mean that the Panchen Lama was subordinate to the Dalai
Lama's government. H e also chose to focus less o n the above instructions
than on Mao's criticism of some of Zhang Guohua's actions that were hostile to the Panchen Lama. As h e explained in an interview,
Chairman Mao seriously criticized Zhang Guohua for dismissing the Panchen's
Bodyguard Regiment without the permission of Chairman Mao. The Panchen's
Bodyguard Regiment was set up by the Central Committee, so how could Zhang
simply dismiss them and absorb them into his own troops? It was wrong to d o
things like this in an undisciplined way. Chairman Mao criticized Zhang Guohua very severely, and from then on, they [the Southwest ofJicials]truly hated us. Each
time when it came to things like distributing weapons or recreational things,
they would treat the Panchen's group as a part of Dalai's group, not a parallel
group under the direct leadership of the Central Committee. The problem
became more and more serious.I4

T H E T I B E T W O R K C O N F E R E N C E I N BEIJING

The continuing conflict in Lhasa led the Central Committee to instruct the
Tibet Work Committee in November 1952 to convene a meeting to resolve
the internal disorder. When this failed, the Central Committee went o n e step
further and, at the e n d of October 1953, summoned the main players to a
major meeting in Beijing to be headed by Li Weihan, the director of the
party's United Front Work Department. T h e participants summoned were
Zhang Guohua and Wang Qimei from the Southwest Bureau and Fan Ming
and Ya Hanzhang from the Northwest Bureau." They met fifty-nine times
over a period of more than three months.I6 From the beginning, the discussions were vitriolic, both sides expressing wildly divergent views about the
problem of the relationship between the Dalai a n d Panchen lamas aild how
to treat their respective positions.
An important factor at the work conference was the view ofYa Hanzhang.
He had been instructed by Li Weihan to investigate thoroughly the historical basis of the Panchen and Dalai lamas in Tibet, especially the relative authority of the Dalai Lama vis-A-vis the Panchen L,ania." Although from the
Northwest, Ya ended u p supporting the contention of the Dalai Lama's govermrnent and the So~~tliwcst
Bureau. Ya reported that there is n o difference
in thcir status in the religious realm. However, with regard to political power,

I

I

4 . F ; I ~Ming. inlc-l-vicw. I <)I):$ ((-niphasis added).
5. Zlii~oI!)!)H:8 4 4 5 . MII S h r n g ~ h o n g(Northwest Bureau) initially attended but then

Icft Reijil~g;iftcsv only cigllt sessions.
1 6 . Z l ~ o l ~ g g o nxizilng
g
~ i z l i i c dilngshi
,~~
ziliao zhnig.ji weiyllanhui 1<)$)5,m t r v for
l ~ l l i l l 'I ~!)5,4.

17. ,litnil>cv(;vatso.

~~~~~~~~~~~w. I <)<):I, Rcjjing.
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h e said that the Dalai Lama had more of it, a n d China's repeated mention
of a front a n d back Tibet was not historically correct. All the soldiers in Tibet a n d along the border were from the Tibetan government &shag). The
Panchen Lama's Administrative Council had n o ~oldiers.'"a'~ report undercut Fan's arguments o n history a n d incensed Fan, who referred to Ya as
a nei jian, "a hidden traitor in one's ranks," a n d sarcastically called him Ya
Hanjian ("Ya Han traitor") instead of Ya Hanzhang.I9
T h e meetings of this small group became infamous in nationality circles
in Beijing because of their acrimony a n d bitterness a n d because of the rigidity of the positions. O n e day Deng Xiaoping criticized the participants and
then sarcastically compared their discussions to the vitriolic negotiations that
ended the Korean War, saying, "You are making this meeting into the Panmunjom of Beijing."20
Ultimately, this dispute was settled as a result of pressures stemmingfrom
a larger conflict within the national CCP, the famous purge of Gao Gang
in February 1954. Gao Gang was a powerful senior cadre who was then a
member of the Politburo a n d chairman of the State Planning Commission.
H e was a leftist a n d a power player who was opposed to Liu Shaoqi's and
Zhou Enlai's more moderate economic policies. After Gao Gang targeted
Bo Yibo as a proxy for Liu Shaoqi at an economics conference held in Beijing in J u n e 1953,Ma0 concluded that h e was creating dangerous divisions
within the party and, at a December Politburo meeting, wrote instructions
about the need to strengthen unity within the party and about the dangers
of individualism a n d pride that create disunity among comrades. These
instructions were aimed at Cao Gang, although h e was not specificallynamed.
These instr~ictionswere then promulgated as a resolution called the "re+
olution o n strengthening the unity of the Party" (ch. guanyu zengjiang
dang d e tuanjie d e jueyi) at the Fourth Plenary Session of the Seventh Party
Central Committee, which met in February 1954.
.. Without mentioning
names, it indicated that high-ranking cadres had violated party unity and
were trying to seize control o f the party. This was followed by an informa'
Central Committee merting targeting Gao, who tried to commit suicide
o n its third day. H e failed but tried again on 17 August 1954. this time
succeeding."
T h e Tibetan Work Conferencr delegates were aware of this, because Deng
Xiaoping brought a draft of the resolution on unity to thrir meeting and

18. Zhao Fan, 1 . i Wrihan's st.c.rrt;lry, altenrletl the meetings an(i took llotes. Hc l a ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~
pcrmi'lcd'

a hook i h ~ ~this
l t merting, whose prlhlirntion the (;hinrse p)vrrnrnent has rlc)t
I < ) . Phiinwang, intr~.view,~ o o oReijirlg.
,

20.
I g!)H: 8 4 - 8 5 , At that timr, Deng Xiaoping (Southwest Rt~rrau)had heen Iran'
f ~ l ' r e tto
l B e ~ j i n gto serve ;IS thr sc~c.rctar~-grnrr;II
of the C:entr;ll (:ol~lrnittee
r 1 . See Teiwes I g!):lh: I 30-65.
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told them to study it thoroughly and carefully grasp the views of the Central
C ~ m m i t t e e .T
* ~h e issue of individualism and disunity within the party had
now become a highly dangerous one, which had a special impact on Fan
Ming, since Gao was politically linked to Peng Dehuai and the Northwest
Bureau. Fan now reassessed his intransigence a n d reluctantly accepted the
policy that the Dalai Lama is superior and the Panchen Lama is subordinate.
The Tibet "Panmunjom" conference in Beijing issued a long report that
summarized the dispute and its conclusions and clearly rejected the Panchen
Lama's and Fan Ming's strategies and views. Phiinwang recalled this.
After several months of heated debate and argument (I was not present), Mao
Zedong himself settled the issue by deciding that in Tibet the Dalai Lama was
the superior and the Panchen Lama the subordinate. Mao demonstrated this
visually by holding his forefinger and middle finger extended horizontally (with
the remaining fingers in a fist) and saying the Dalai and Panchen are not like
this. Then he turned the two fingers vertically and said, they are like this [one
higher than the other]. In other words, the Dalai Lama is on top of the Panchen
Lama. So Chairman Mao settled that there would be a unified Tibet, with the
Dalai Lama at the head.23

The summary report also sharply criticized the Tibet Work Committee
officials for personal failures and arrogance and for letting self-interest override the common good. It is a major, albeit l o ~ i gstatement
,
of the conflict
and what the policy should be moving forward. It provides a unique window
into the extent of the discord that plagued the party in Tibet during its first
two and a half years so warrants quotation in full.
Tlzr Concluding &port cf thp Ili'brtnu Mhrk 11isnw.rion Conf~rrncr
to thr Crnlml Committrr
After signing the "Peace Agreement" and after tlie P1.A and tlie party and administrative workers entered Tibet, a lot ofwork has been done under the leadership of tlie Tibet Work (I;onirnittee in the strange and tough minority region
during (lie past two years. Our troops and staff members in Tibet have carried
otlt the (:entr;~l(;ommittee's policy and principles for the Tibetan region. They
have acliievcd good succcss in road const~.uction,PI-oduction,transportr~tion,
~lniterltronl work, finilnce, trading, sanit;~ryhygiene, c ~ ~ l t r ~and
r a leducational
work, diplomatic work, pr~hlicscclrrity, inli,~-mittiong;~rlicring,and gaining tlie
sllpporl of 1 1 1 Tibetans.
~
Tlicse sllc-cesses arc the main part [of what has oc-
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curred]. These achievements are attributed first to the correct leadership of
the Central Committee and Chairman Mao. They also cannot be separated
from the correct leadership of the Southwest Bureau, the Northwest Bureau,
and the Southwest and Northwest Military Area Headquarters.
T h e facts of the past two years prove that the instructions of the Central
Committee about o u r work in Tibet are completely correct and timely.
Horumer, there are mistakes and shortcomings in the work in Tibet. The mistakes
maindy origznatefrom the incompbtmess of the party leadership and the collectivized leadership of the Tibet Work Cwmmittee and from a lack of unity zuithin the Tibet Work Committee. There werefundamentally different opinions within the Tibet Work Committee regarding the analysis of the basic situation i n Tibet, regarding what steps to take to unify
Tibet and how to do united front work there, and regarding the reorganization of the Tibetan army. These different opinions were not resolved for a long time and affected the
internal relationships zuithin the Tibet Work Committee.
In. November 1952, the Central Committee noticed the abovepoblems and instructed
the Tibet Work Cwmmitlee to hold a conference of the [Tibet Work] committee members [in
Lhasal r~ndput the problems on the table so they could work toward agreement and impro~)ementof relationships among the comrades. The Tibet Work Committee meeting
~lchimedagreement in certain issues but failed to resolve the major difermces of opinion.
The Cmtrtll Committee con,sidmd the sma'ty of the above internal situation and
desipated the United Front Work DePartment to organize a c o n . n c e [in Beijingl of
the main comrades who are i n charge of the Tibet Work Committee to discuss the work in
Tibet. These included Comrades Zhang Guohua, Fun Ming, M u Shengzhong, Wang
Qimei, and Y ~Hr~n,zhang,
L
el cetm. (Commde M u Shengzhong left Beijingfor some reason and nttendud only eight di.rcu.r.sion meetings.)
The r1i.rcussion.rstarted by analyzing the basic sitz~ationand doing selJ-criticismsrpgarding our po1icie.r nnd pinciphs in Tibet. t;urthu~now,the participants did seltcilicism.r on thu qzle.rtion of unity within o~trpnrtyin order 10 make char he rig111 and l h ~
n m n g and to know orre another bettpr and to achieve an a ~ e c m z n lThe
. ronffl~n,fp
had
n total ofjifiy-nine meetingr.
Regarding the basic situation in Tibet an,d our party sI romjn+ehmsivework in TibptJ
thqr cnm'ed out heated dehntes/arpm~n.t.r,and t h q also critirized one nnotkq which 7 ~ 5
nnwsary. Howmpr, the .situation of commde,r rrrithin the fibut Wmk (l'ommittephark
ing nbnrrrmnl re1ntionship.sfm cr long timf 7ufL,Falso r@eclpd at thi.r ma~tin,,q.(Also dljnn~
the &hate.s romelimrr pec$C rrrerc nr~nyedhy /wrronal,j?e/in,,qsan,d l i l w no1 nb@krf'j
Ihq lacbd the spirit oj'autunl llelp. T h i ,i,s
~ a rhmicmnin,gthat urns reflected in mt'tin.)
The conference made great progress when it started to hisc~~ss
the qllcstion
ofunitywithin the party. The instructions on strengtliming party unity proposed
by the Politburo to the Fourth Plenary Session of the Seventh party~entral(;ornrnittee (draft) alerted the comrades so that thcy cpickly ovcrcarne the clcrnen's
oftheir personal feelings ancl the argpnlents ahout their rlilPr.t=ntopinions
reached basic agrecrnent. The relalionships among comrdrlrs also impr()vedsa'isfartorily after wlf~criticisrn.Regarcling the entire conference. the linal reslll'
is relatively satisfactory, althoi~ghthe process was full of' twists and turns.
We have fundamentally reached agreement regarding the assessment
current basic situation in Tibet as well as the anti-imperialist and
front work. the relations between the Dalai's and Panchen's grollpsl fiscal-eco-
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nomic work, and unity within the party. Now we will present the report below
and request that the Central Committee examine it and instruct us.
( 1 ) Assessment of the current basic situation in Tibet and our fundamental policy and tasks
Tibet and the motherland have had a close, inseparable relationship since
a long time ago. Tibet is one part of the territory of our great motherland.
However, after the Republican Revolution ( 1g 1 1), Tibet's rulers were controlled and manipulated by imperialists and abandoned the motherland, relying on the imperialists. To a great extent, imperialists controlled Tibet, signed
unfair treaties, and gained great privilege in the spheres of politics, economics, and military. Also they took numerous pieces of territory from the border
areas of Tibet. Because of the development of the anti-imperialist struggle of
the entire Chinese people and the existence of an anti-imperialist force within
the Tibetan nationality (among them, a part of the upper-class lamas and aristocrats), they failed to conquer the whole of Tibet. During this period of time,
Tibet was semicolonial and mainly took an independent attitude toward us.
After the peace agreement was signed and the Communist Party and the
People's Liberation Army entered Tibet, the situation in Tibet underwent an
epic change. The semicolonial status ended (but the remnant power and
influence of the imperialists still exist and should not be neglected). The Tibetan nationality returned to the embrace of the big family of our motherland, which realized the unification ofTibet with the motherland. The Tibetan
local government became a local government under the leadership of the central government. Though the relationship between the Tibetan local government and the central government is not normal at present, it is in the process
of gradual improvement.
Tibet has become part of the great motherland. For the past two years, the
patriotic forces among Tibetans have been increasing under the nurturance
of our party's organizations and the entering troops. These forces are gradually playing an important, or even a decisive, role in Tibetan politics. However,
the roads are not completed, we are not self-sufficient in our production, the
Tibetan upper class still has many worries and concerns about us, and the gap
between Tibetans and Han is still very deep. So we still have not gained a solid
standing in Tibet. We have not I-eaclicdan unconquerable s t ; ~ t ~At
~ sthe
. same
time, the imperialists and the Go~~niinditng
have I-erained their concealed
fi-)wesand considerable inllr~encein Tibet. We ci1nnot relax 0111- alertness tow;ird thcir ;~ttcrnptsto undermine and descl.oy us. However. if the Tibet Work
(:olnrnittec can II~I-emittingly
cart-y o r ~ tthe (:cntral Cornmitree's policy and
111-inciplestoward Tibet and 111ilken o major misti~kes,we still will gradually assist thc Tihctiins in cleansing the inflr~encco f the concealcd for-ces of the iml)('r.ialists anrl thc (;r~omindang,grirdr~i~lly
reinforce the p;ltriotic forces, arid
achievt. ir 1c;iding i~nrldcrisivc position.
When taking a I)I-oi~d
vicw of'or~r
wol-k in Tibet, sev~t.i~l
import;lnt issues rcg ; i r d i ~ the
i ~ Tibetan n;~tion;llitvdescrvc sl>ccialattention:
(;I) A sc~.ioiis
gitp cxists 11~1wt:cnthc Tibetan and Han ~ii~tionalities.
Pll~s,
the in11)c.r-ialistsAI-csowing discol-d,so they [the Tihe(;ins] still h;~vcdoubts and
wo1.r-i(~s;1bo111thc policy of today's ntw (:hina and the (:entral <;o~nmittee.
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(b) Tibetan Buddhism (Lamaism) has caused severe damage to the Tibetan
nationality, yet it encompasses deeply rooted beliefs among all Tibetans. The
Central Committee pointed out very clearly in their 26 October 1952 telegram
to the Tibet Work Committee, "You must fully consider the long history and
profound influence of Buddhism among Tibetans and the religious faith that
the Dalai and Panchen enjoy among Tibetans at all levels of society. Also you
must fully understand the long-term international relations and the political
significance of how to treat Buddhism in Tibet (the religious question will take
a long time for us to deal with)."
(c) Tibetans today are still living in a feudal serf system. Though our s~
cialist economic forces have entered Tibet, the serf system is basically untouched today. T h e theocracy of the monks and aristocrats forms the superstructure of the serf system, and not only d o they rule, but also they are the
representatives of the Tibetan nationality.
"The opinion o n whether we should propagandize our party's fundamental policy in the transition period in the ethnic minority regions and how we
should d o it" was proposed by the Central Committee's United Front Work
Department and the Central Committee's Nationalities Affairs Commission
and was approved by the Central Committee.
This document points out that the party's fundamental task in dealing with
ethnic questions during the transitional period is to "strengthen the unification
of our motherland and the unity between all nationalities, build up our great
motherland together, guarantee the equal rights of every ethnic group within
our big family of the motherland, and implement nationality regional autonomy. During the development of the common goals of our motherland, we
should develop the politics, economy, and culture of all ethnic groups. . . so
as to get rid of the actual remaining historical inequality between ethnic groups
and enable the backward ethnic groups to catch up with the advanced nationalities and together be transformed into a socialist society. This fundamental task of our party's nationality policy is part of the party's general policy during the transitional periotl." T h e above general ~ o l i c yand general tasks
are absolutely applicable to the nationality work in Tibet.
In order to accomplish the historical task of graclually changing the Tibetan
nationality into a socialist nationality, we must take the following steps according to conditions in Tibet:
From [the time o f ] peacefill liberation to some years still in the flltoret the
chief task is to carry out the peace agreement. The seventeen-point Agreement contains the chief principles under which our arty works to achieve the
support of Tibetans in the Tibetan region. Th,e hnric inrb of the ~~fl~enlfm~-Po'nl
A p ~ m e n include
t
increasing patrioti.rm a n d anti-imjmiali.c,n. lrying lo p i n s'~@orl
ofthe f)(dai's group, workinion, the I)alni and P(lnchm., n f ~ r l r h n g p a t n o t iidpoH
c
"I'
/wce.r among T i t t a n r , a n d r~(lliringthe autonmnoln r u b of the r e p n , .
/In( . y l f @ . W t e n the lime is ready, 7LW e,ill (ahp/hp second .s/ei, 7uhirh in(:hldp,$fond"f~i n y land rpfwm, getting rid o/thefeadal ex/~x/,loilntion
r y r t ~ mand
.
m()1~ing~ih~~./~~~~
r e r - ~ . s t ~tomthat of n peoplp:r dpAorrory. Thp land rp/mm i n Tihe1 m ~ n l m m e d '"I
7ibetnn.r and hnr to take "itinding, not ,rtmight, ,rLt),r and modflak mfnrvrn.''. ' '
Whm lnn,d rqormr a n mmfileted, th.e Tibetanr will mter a p ~ d
(?/
b'lilding '

planned economy, culture, and socialist rejin-m and will gradually t r a n s f o m them.~elves
into a socialist society. We must point out that the key points in this period are educating Tibetans, raising their class consciousness, and making communist cadres among
Tibetans.
Anti-imperialism, patriotism, and the united front
Maintaining and expanding our united front of anti-imperialism and patriotism are among the chief tasks we have in Tibet at present. The Central
Committee pointed out in the telegram to the Tibet Work Committee on 1 8
August 1952,"Your work for a long period of time in the future centers around
gaining the support of the upper hierarchy, first the Dalai and the Panchen
and the majority of their groups. In doing this, we will gain time to solve our
problems i f production, self-sufficiency, and transportation. Any other work
should follow this chief task." The united front of anti-imperialism and patriotism in Tibet for a certain period of time is a united front with the upper hierarchy. The principles of this united front for a certain period of time are the
Seventeen-Point Agreement. T h e leading forces of this united front are made
up of our party's organizations and the Liberation Army in Tibet. We cannot
require high standards for participants of the united front among Tibetans.
Except for the running dogs of imperialists and Guomindang spies, everyone
else will be acceptable. We should try to win over anyone to join the united
front-anyone who is against imperialism and loves our motherland, who accepts the seventeen points to some degree, and who is willing to cooperate with
us to a certain degree.
Within the united front, the participants can be divided into three categories
according to their attitudes toward anti-imperialism and patriotism: left, middle, right. The left are firm in anti-imperialism and patriotism. The middle have
doubts and may change their attitudes on these issues. The right have feelings
of resistance toward the agreement, and they even have pro-imperialist icleas or
ideas of separation from the motherland. Among them, some have not clea~.ly
expressed their political ideas. However, i t is not appropriate to divide the antiimperialist united front into "the faction of patriots," "the faction of the midclle," and "the faction of the stubhorn." (The faction of the stubborn was divideel into pro-imperi;~lists,separatists, and symbols [ch. qizi?].) It is certain
[hat within ttte united ii-ont. there ;ire concealed running dogs of the iniperialists and (;rromindang spies. We must remain alert all the time.
Within the anti-imperii~listand patriotic united front, it is unquestio~lable
th;~twe s h o ~ ~ support
ld
the lef't. However, at the same time, we must try our
hest lo win over the rnicldlc, ht-cause otherwise we and the left will be isolated.
Ifwe can win over the ~iiiddle,we (.a11exp;~ndthe left faction (so the left will
hiive t1iei1-i~lliance[with the middle], and illso p;tl.r of the middle may till-n to
the left). Then we can underrninc and win over the right (the right are isolaled). Wtx s l i o ~ ~;~lso
l d parienrly cdr~catethe right. Regarding those who have
;I great infll~c-nce
among 'l'ilxtans, we riil~slcspeci;tlly try everything possible
to help them. As t o the concealed running dogs of the i~npcrialistsand Cueminrl;ing spies, wlicn wc deal with them we must provicle very concrete proof
; ~ f l t lalso st-e it' this is the proper time. If they dicln't commit too much of a
cl-inlc and are not very d;ingcr-ous, and if' they have certain influence among
(2)
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the upper-class Tibetans, we should not make haste to attack them. Regarding
those elements who have escaped to a foreign country, we should not give up
trying to win them over. No matter what their political attitudes were in the
past, we should still welcome them back if they are willing to leave the imperialists and the Guomindang and return to o u r motherland.
In both the Dalai and Panchen groups, there are the left, the middle, the
right factions. (Also both groups have concealed running dogs of imperialists
and Guomindang spies.) It is not appropriate to see them as homogeneous.
T h e Dalai and Panchen have n o differences in terms of their class nature. According to their present political attitudes, the Dalai belongs to the middle but
may possibly turn to the left, and the Panchen belongs to the left. It is not a p
propriate for us to consider that the Dalai belongs to "the stubborn group"
within the left. [Also] it will not benefit us in terms of strategy. The Dalai belongs to the middle; the Panchen belongs to the left. This is the principle difference in their current political attitudes. It is also not right to deny such a
difference.
T h e Dalai and Panchen are the two symbols of the Tibetan nationality, but
they are both young now and are influenced and controlled by the power of
certain factions. We must try all possible means to win them over, since this
has significant meaning for the work of our party in Tibet.
(3) T h e issue of the relationship between the Dalai's and Panchen's groups
Regarding the issue of how to correctly handle the relationship between the Dalaik
and Pnnchen :i groups, earlie on 2 7 October 1952, the Central Committee gave clear
instruclions in a telegram to the Tibet Work Committee [stating], "We must fully understand nnd consider the fact that the Dalai's status and influence are higher than the
Panchen 4, not only i n the region of Y'ibet, but also among all ethnic Tibetans. Sofm all
po1icie.s concerning our contending for peacefully liberating Tibet ancl peacefully unyying Tibet and f m all kinds of work after peacefully liberating Tibet, the chief task about
all must br to ruin over the Dalai's group. We have to do absolutely werything that helps
to accomplish Ihat task ( i n this there are trvo side.$, unifying and .struggling, in which
the struggling is f w unifying, taking the princi/,le o i youii ~ o u l youjie
i
[renronabk
benclficial, and stable],,for example, the . s t r z ~ g kagainst the People5 A.r.socinlion).Anything that is not beneficial to realizing this task should be delayed or avoikd C/m exn m p k tempmnn'ly no&stnrtzng the Mzlilnry-Admin~lrntzr~e
Commitlee and rf?mganlzing the T i t t r m army). Our rumk on the Pnnchrn iridr nLio must C conconed with and
obqr this main task."
fbr the prrst two years, the Tibet Work (;omnrittpphay b n r i r ~ l l ~ ~ o l ~thf?/,infipb,'
07i~~d
contninud in the above inrtruction,r. H O U I P V.some
~ ; imprtrority lrm brrn prcffnlt 7°hM
i.s .shorun 19 the Tibut Work C;ommitlep:se(Lgprnp,s,yto .set ILP the ~ i b i l a r y - i ~ d m i n i . c t m ~ ' ~ ~
Cornmiltee and thr imnch, of1h.e Military Rpeon and to rrwrpn,izr the 7'ib~tflnOrmy.
7'hrl)alai~i
and ~ ' n n c h rigror~p.s
i
arr thrramr in n,ntrrrr i n tom-s ?/thhrrlnn. 7'h?
nre both mndr up o/'[irr,dioiduakof tihe] ~ipj)pr
cla.5.5 of l h e / r ~ d ai
t flndln,"'ar'
an or din^ to rrlipon, ttre 7iI)utan pr(++lrbelinwRrntly i n the 1)nlai on(! Pflnchm, On'
Tibetans m~taphvricall~
rufcr to thrm. n.r "the .run and thr moon." Ho711n1fl1 f r o p On*IJZP this according to h,jstonml, p0li.t jcnl,
rpal poruq thr t r ~ ~po~ i / , arf
c rJPri ('lf
fprrnl. The Dalai nnd h i s p z ~ hrrvc
p
rlc/)&mrtntrr,s in, 71brl compnrrd ri$th tbpi'anmm
ond his group. Tlrr nrm nikd hy tire L)alni i , 1,pry
~ big and has rnfrrely,.lfltion On'
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strongerpower. They occupy the political and relzpous center of Tibet. 7hey play a decisive role in resolving the entire Tibetan problem. Therefore, the Dalai's group and the Tibetan local government represent the whole of Tibet. Thus, now we have to make it our
chiqtask to win over the Dalai's group so that they are close to the Central Committee.
This is the decisive and the key factor of our party's current work i n Tibet. Howevq the
Dalai cannot represent the Panchen. And the Panchen's Labrang is also not subject to
the Kashag. In order to consider the unity between the Dalai's and Panchen's groups
and to avoid the quarrels, we should try our best to use the names of both the Dalai and
Pancken when we deal with the issue of the entire Tibet.
Facts from the past tzuo years prove that the Dalai's group is getting closer to us instead of further away from us, ruhich is a development in a good direction, not a bad direction. For the sake of stabilizing and winning over the Dalai and the majority of his
group, the consideration of the establishment of a military-admin,istrative com,mittee an,d
the reorganization of the Tibetan army should zunit until the completion ofthe roads and
transportation to Lhasa. This is good for us. Also you should utilize peaceful methods
to reorgan,izethe Tibetan army (except when a revolt of the Tibetan army 0ccur.r) instead
of taking militant (forcing) measures.
In the Lamaist relipon an,d within the Tibetan n.ation,ality, thr Panchen enjoys nlmost the same prestige as the Dalni. Thus, historically, the Qing governmen,t, the Guom i n d n n , and the British imperialists all inten,ded to use th,e Panchrn to counter the
Dalai, to soru discord and divide the unity u~ithinthe Tibetan. nationality. As n consrqurncr, the Dalni and Panchen split, and the Pan.chrn j e d . H o w a ~ qthe Pan.chen 's
group turn.ed not to the imppn'alists but to tl1.r rub of the old China. Thus, th,q maintainrd the relntion,ship with the motherland. Afier thr pracc.fu1 liberation of Tibrt, il is
rue 711hosen.t th.e Panrhm back to Tibrt and supported him bnsicnlly to resume his prmiou,s status and authority. All of t h abo71~
~
shn$r?d thefnendly o.ttitudc!of t h Pan.chrn's
~
grouj) toroar! th.r Crn,trnl C;om,mittrr nn,d thpir nctirlr nttitl~drof anti-imnpm~alism.Our
pnrty:s poliry to u,nify thr J'nn,chen's group is unshakablf. On thr oth,pr hand, the
Panck~n:vpoup is not .sati.rfirdzoith thrirrupak situation, nnd t h ~ want
y
to expand thrir
poro~r.(For~ x a m j ~ l[thqr]
r , firn~ioirslynskrd to expond their Adm,ini.~h-ntivr
(,'ouncil[1ib.
Nan,cp,agang]to right burrous [rh.jii.] and hnvr thrrr chirfminislm:~[tib.jigynb], dc.)
7hqr ronnted lo hr rq1cnl71)iththr Dnlni's polrp. In ordm-to grl suj~po??fromthr C;rnlml
Commillo~,IAql hn71rto .rhoru a j~ro,grr.~sj~~r
attiludr nnd act 71rrv~ r ~ ~ g r r . ~All
~ i ~thr.sr
~rly.
arr 71n:ynnt~rrnl.
711,~
1)nlni's grolcfl .still has mnny nnxirtias nnd do~tblsrrgnrding /ha Crntrnl CdVommiltrr. Hi.stol.lrally, ~ h im~j)niali.rts
t
nnrf thr domr.s/ic rrnctionnry r~rlin,gclass trird to
11.w thf I'flncI~~n
in j)l~crofthr Dnloi, so nwn today thr 1)cilnilr grolrj) frnrs thal ror ruill
ndopl ihp policy. ofns.ris/in,g
.
and strrngthrning thr~Panchrn Ir pnuj) to rrplnrr th,r
I)dni. klrncrforth, rirr mlc.st hr 71m.yrnrtfirl rrrhrn wr closr ronks n~ilhnnd assist thr
I'~~cr.)lrhrn
1s po71j)(ind takt ndvnntngr of ~ h ~ j ) r ~ r . s s i v m rruithia
. r . s thr l'aneh~n1r ~ I L ~ I .
Wr .sh.ollhij)m.slrnd~/ha I'onchrn to PIC ~ r thosr
p things lhol nrp no1 1~rlj)fi~Ifor
. . rilinnin,g
0 7 ) /II,P
~ ~1)nlnI 17 polcj) nnd fiw tlrr fit tlr rr icnificniion o f T i h ~ /For
. exnrnjh, thr Pnnchrn 's
p 1 1 . j ) ~~.skrd
'no 5rt I I ~ tlrrrr
)
rhirf rninisl(r.s nnd rxjmnd thr Adm,inistmtirw (:ouneil into
~ j ) $ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ) . PWP
o I .s/io111d
I . P . j)rr:vl~ndrblirm to p71r ul) t h i . ~
kind of thing.
7'ljr j)olic7)
. ofo~rr
.
j)orty in 7i'hrt i.v to irnifv
. . Tihrt pndunlk ond srt up n 11nijird Tihft(~71n111ononio1c.s
rr~ionrnthpr tkon jint (sttting I ) @ ) srj)nm/r rrponnl aictonomous
/llnit.c.lnnd n~.x/going
inlo ~rnifrcntion.I1 i.r not aj)proj)n'nlrto think thnl "mr m.ny ron-
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sider carrying out regional autonomy for the Panchen S area in the future in order to
stimulate the early walization of unzjied regional autonomy." This is not @-ofitable
eitherfor winning over the Dalai's group or in taking steps toward the unification of Tibet in the future. Horumq it is also not appropriate to criticize such an opinion and
some other opinions as "an ideafor (creating)separate rule (ch. dung neifen zhi) within
the Paay" and "a matter of standpoint" (ch. lichang wenti). [This refers to the criticism
of Fan Ming. ]
More progressive wlethods are allowed i n the Panchen's area; however, it is not ap
propnate to be too obvious so that this influences [negatively] winning over the Dalai.
You should pay attention and d o more work with the Panchen's group. You
should gradually persuade them to recognize the actual leading position of
the Dalai's group in Tibet and should ask them to be good at compromising
and waiting for the Dalai's group and, together with us, to win over the Dalai's
group. At the same time you also should d o more work on the Dalai's group
to persuade them to respect the position of the Panchen.
Regarding the current situation, the Dalai's and Panchen's groups are two
[entities]. They d o not enjoy unity, and the gap between them is quite deep.
Thus, it is correct that the Tibet Work Committee apologized (ch.jian tao) in
the r; February 1953 concluding report for [trying to] persuade the Panchen's
group to be unified under the present Tibetan local government. The groups
of the Dalai and Panchen lamas should wait until conditions are ready in the
future and then unify under the Military-Administrative Committee and, after that, develop into a unified Tibet autonomous region. It is not appropriate that you criticized the approach of persuading the Panchen's group to be
unified under the present Tibetan local government and other shortcomings
as "winning the Dalai at the expense of the Panchen."
&garding the Panchen 's inherited stalus and authon'ty, according to the i n f ~ m a tion IUP ha7le, t h q hnue been basically resumed. Vsorne of these rights have still not hpm
rf'sumfd, it is okay to 1Pa7~ethem. It roil1 harm the unity between the 1)nlai and Pnnchm
q r l l fmcf'
~
l h m to be rc~umed,.so rue may not rerump them. Ijthe two sikr still h,nw hpuff's 0 7 ) n something, 7tIe shoulrl take the attitude of mediation nnd P P T S I ~both
(L&
sib
to respect each othm and cowlpromise to s o l v ~the prohlcm by negolintion.
(4) T h e issue of finance and economics
The Central Committee has already given ~ x p l i c i tinstructions on the
financial and economic issues in Tibet in the telegram of 6 April 19.52: "The
first thing is to try to influence the Tibetan people by planning and mlrulaling carefully and achieving s e l f - s ~ l f f ithrough
~ i ~ ~ ~prorll~ction.
~
That is
damental issue. Even after completion of the roads, i t will be impossible
port grain in large quantities via them. India may agree to exchange F a i n
Tibet. but our basic standpoint sholllcl be lhat ollr army can still sllrvive even
if some day in the future India stops the grain. . . . Seconrl, yo11 may and you
must set i ~ trading
p
relations between inland China (ch. neidi) and IndiaI n
order to achieve a balance in the impo1.t~and exports of Tibet and improv'
the living standards rather than lower the living standard of Tihetans as "sult of 011r troops entering Tibet.'' In the past two years, the Tibet Work
mittre has basically carried out the &(we inst,rlations, b11t there Were
comings. T ~ main
P thing i , ~rho! during [he fi~rrcharin~
and tron.spdotion ~ o f p . " "

"
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you didn't adjust the prices in time, and [also] a large numbers of y a h died during
transportation. These harmed the cument interests of the common Tibetan people. [Also]
the problem of the prices has not been solved well so far. These two issues aflect quite a
large number of people.
Tibet has a vast land, a small population, n o good transportation., and backward
production, and there is miserable and heavy exploitation, a n d so the people live a very
tough life. So we would rather underevaluate the overall assets of Tibet a n d try hard not
to take anything from it. Chairman Mao instructed in the past, "March into Tibet a n d
take no supplies from it."
The spirit of'the Central Committee's instruction of 6 April 1952 also asked
us to gain self-sufficiency through production. In the last two years, however,
because self-sufficiency is not yet achieved, and the grain from the inland transportation didn't meet our needs, we had to purchase part of the grain and yaks
and sheep in the Tibetan areas, and this unavoidably affected inflation. [Also],
because we have to purchase and transport our supplies through the upper
class, in addition to our other weaknesses in work, we hurt the interest of ordinary Tibetans, which has caused widespread discontent (later we checked
and compensated [for this], and [the bad] influence has been changed). However, we should not merely treat our shortcomings as a "simple financial and
economic issue."
In order to change the above situation fundamentally, we can make efforts
only in the following four ways: First, complete the roads to Lhasa quickly. Second, actively d o production and try to achieve self-sufficiency. Third, build u p
new trade and transportation routes with inland China and foreign countries.
Besides the Tibetan route, last winter we set up the northwest transportation
route. At the same time we sliould strengthen our efforts to sell local products
structure.
to India. Fourth, wu n.red to rrducr rxj)en..su.snnd .sim+lzf~lO I / , ~burrc~~unntic
WPhn7)r d0n.e th,r,sr i n thr past, blrt still not u n o ~ ~ gExcrfit
h.
for th.r n r m ~ fdo r m and stnfl
m m b m mho nrr npcrssory, the rest of t h . propl~
~
shollld rrt11rn to inlnnd C'hinn tempomn'ly to .study or to gut othpl- position,,^. In nll nsj)uc/s 7or shou,ld cling in,trnsivrly to onr
princij11~-krrj~i n mind thr mord tight [frll,gal] i n all our rood, nnd . s u f l i this ti@nrss Jor t7i)o 01 three vuar,s.
The basic principle of the party's own finances and economy in Tibet is to
guarantee supplies to the troolls and at the same time take care of civilian needs.
Thus, we sliould rry our best not to take any grain and other supplies from the
Tibctan peoplc but d o some good things li>r them and bring t h a n some material Iwnef ts. Regarding [ h e price of pul-chasing things and transportation,
the Tilm Work (:ommittec- shor~ldnegotiate wit11 the Tibetan local government
to solve i t propc~-ly.
Kcgal-ding the issue ofsetting up our own farms and ranches
in Tihetan are;Is, wc. ;11so nced to negotiate with the Tihetan upper and lower
classcs. It .vlioirlri hr tlonr lrndrr thr piincij)lr o f h n r ~ i n gno ronflict ri~iththr intir.sts r?f'
IIir 7'iho/n,nj)ropI~.
The. rn;irk(-~sin Til~ctare srn;~ll,and the resorll-ces are scarce, so i t was necessary to adopt the "tight" policy ;~l>our
cxpenses in lin;~ncesand economics.
This shor~ldbt. c.ontinr~ctlin the l i ~ t l ~ rWe
e . had some sliortcomings on Tibetan
linanccs and c.conotnic work. However, i t is not "consel-vative sI1o1-tcomings"
o n lin;tnc.e.
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The issue of Tibetan currency is r e h a n t to the issue of the relationship betweenthe
Tibetan local government and the Central Committee. It also is related to the immediate
interests of the Tibetan. people. From our past experience, it is aPproF'ate to follow the
policy of "neglect and care less" [don't ask, don't tell]. [Howme7;] It will bepof;tabL in
the future if we can gain the agreement of the Tibetan local government and t h a me
this to issue and p i n t currency by adopting the method of subsidizing the administration of the Tibetan local government.
(5) The issue of unity within the party
The phenomenon of very severe internal disunity within the Tibet Work Committee
existed. It was mainly illustrated by the imperfect pady committee institution and the
[fact that the] collective leadership was not well-formed. The disagreements on policies
and opinions within the Tibet W d Committee were not resolved for a long time, and
the relationships between the leading comrades were not normal. The existence of the
above phenomenon had a bad effect on ourpady 5 work. Also, because the leadingcomrades in the Tibet Work Committee did not set a good example of unity, cadres working
belozu were influenced negatively, and even non-party members had a lot of negative
influences.
The major reasons for the unity problem within the Tibet Work Committee are the
following:
First-It comes from [the fact that] comrades in the Tibet Work Committee did n,ot
fully realize the importance of unity i n ourpady, the impmtnnce of collective leadership,
and the very serious political responsibility that was on their shoulders. [Youl should
know that the Tibet area is a n ethnic minority repon where the working conditions are
extremely complex and tough. The Tibet Work Committee had serious political responsibilities and the high expectations of the Central Committee and peopk in the who& of
Chinn. WPhave to admit that the political undeutanding and the d@th olthinking 01
the Tibet Wwk Committee members are not high. Also, thty do not have a pfoSoun,d mastery of Marxism. So [the Tibet Work Committee] ruill be competent fi~r this task only
t h q are un,ited and work ron,rrientiously under the ipndership o/tbe'~ol,tralCommitt~
Horumer, t h contrary
~
happened, and within the Tibet Work Committee the disunity phc
nomrnon came out. The Tibet Work Committee comrarlPs spent part of their mmRY on
thrir in&rnal p7obkm.r and rxhausted their o7i)n strength and caused n certain unnecPssary loss ofthr party's zoo&. T h i . is
~ a very painfill mattpl; nn,d we sko11M barn a kc.sonfivm this mistake.
Secon,d- Commde.r on the Tihd Work (.'ommittw have ideal$ ofindi7)idllfllismjlark
.rrl/-rdirirm, takr sel/-interr,vt7~m-y
,5m'o~~,$1y,
and a n arrogant. 7 % lack
~ re.$pf@fmndn
rntnmdr,~,and thprr is not rn,ough m,l,tflal hplp. Thrir rmpbarir is on thf r ~ ~ ~ ~ofd i o n
thr indi~~idual
and the .rrl~r.rtrrmo/ the in,&,idr,,nl. Thpy nrr too impnti~nt Ircw
diflprmt opinion.$ and r ntici.tm.5. Wtpn t h m 70a.r a dphntr, t h m rum in,di7)idflnlistir
emolionnl r l ~ m m t sand nn pmphnais on, rh.oruing the mnrrtnrrs of onf'r 0711nopini'nr'
.Yo rvith th,i.s r~lnlionshiphrtroren thr individual and thr p u p , !hinay
7mmng. Sinrr thr individual 7uar p l n ~ dohmir th,r organization, hrfnilpd to /l,lfill
rr.~ponribililyrrlithin thp organization 5 rp.rpon.ribjli/y.78r.r~nrr the idmlopml **'.'for
thr i n m m p l ~ t m r nof UPrndwtivp ,Ppar(nrhip
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within the Tibet Work Committee who are responsible for these problem. The [initial]
meeting of the [two PLA] troops entering Tibet was not pleasant, and this aflected party
unity. The leading institutions of the Eighteenth Army Corps should take more responsibility [for this], because the entering troops from the Eighteenth Army Corps were the
main force, enjoyed the lead position, and entered Tibet 3 r d .
According to the problems examined and revealed at this conference and the individual self-criticisms, we sense mo.re deeply that the unity within the Party in the Tibetan
area is the key point for our success i n Tibet. This is just as the "Resolution of Strengthening the Party's Unity,"from the Fourth Plenary Session of the Seventh Party Central
Committee, pointed out: "The unity of the party is the lzfe of the party." In the future,
party organizations i n the Tibetan area, especially the party Is leading institutions, must
make all efforts to consolidate and strengthen the unity of the party under the leadership
of the Central Committee and Chairman Mao and according to the Central Committee's
instructions and self-expoience. Mak,e sure thefollowing important lessons are learned
and remembered:
First, o n e should keep in mind that party unity is above everything. One's
standards of speech a n d actions are based o n the principle of party unity. If it
is good for the unity of the party, say it, o r d o it; otherwise, d o not say it, d o
not d o it. "Our party's unity must a n d can be only the kind of unity that is
based on Marxism a n d Leninism a n d based o n correct political principles a n d
organizational principles." (This is the point of the Resolution of Strengthening the Party's Unity from the Fourth Plenary Session of the Seventh Party Central Committee.) T h e Tibet Work Committee in the future should carry o u t
the above resolution from the Central Committee absolutely to strengthen the
party's unity.
Second, o n e should protest absolutely against individualism a n d decentralism. In the future, when handling any questions a n d issues in the party, we
have to have the right motivation, which means to have the right standpoint.
Ifwe consider everything o n the basis of the collective interests of the whole
party without any element of individualism, unity can be achieved absolutely.
The resoll~tionof tlie Fourth Plenary Session of the Seventh Party Central Committee poinls out, "[We should] protest against things that treat a region a n d
a department as if' they were under o n e individual's leadership, like his own
inrlependent kingdom, a n d t1i;it consider oneself above the organization, a n d
that empliasize the role of an individual inappropl-iately, and [that emphasize]
arrogance and the worship of an i~idividual."Thesc words have special significance for the organization of our party in Tibet.
Tliil-cl,strictly ohcy the rule of denlocl-atic ce11traliz;xtion a n d the principle
of rollectivc leadership. "Tlicsc are basic 111-inciplesto guarantee tlie unity o f
o1lr p;ll-tyV(fi-omt l ~ cRcsolr~tiono f Strengthening the Party's IJriity, i.e., from
the F ~ I I I - tPlcnat-y
h
Scssion of' the Seventh Party Central c:ornmittee). In orto ;~cconil~lisli
this, o n c nir~stput oneself in a right position within a group
and li~lfillth(. reql~iredresponsibilities to the group. If o n e can d o this, o n e
will not ernph;~si/cone's own I-ole.; ~ n d;I~I-ogance
will not occr~r-.
F o I I I - ~~.c.garding
I~,
tlie dil'l'c~-entopinions a n d arguments within the Party
(:ommittcc,, o n e Inlist scc,k t r ~ ~ tf'ro~n
l i facts (cli. shi slii qiu shi), obey the truth,
a(10pt an honest ; ~ t flank
~ d and open ; ~ t t i ~ r ~adned, p r ~ tone's proh1r.m~on the
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table for mutual exchange a n d then try to resolve these problems. Truth can
be discovered only with the strength a n d wisdom of the group. That is whywe
have to carry out the rule of democratic centralization and collective leadership. If this has been d o n e and problems still cannot be resolved, we need to
rely on the Central Committee, trust in the Central Committee, and ask for
instructions from the Central Committee. Then the truth can be obtained. Debates about work are permissible within the Party Committee. However, regarding these kinds of debates, the Tibet Work Committee in the past did not
take appropriate methods in time to get things resolved, and neither did it report to the Central Committee in time [about the problems]. Consequently,
the unity within the Party was affected, and this caused certain harm to the
work. This is very bad, a n d we must take this as a lesson to be remembered.
Without the permission of the Tibet Work Committee, debates within Tibet
Work Committee should not be spread to the lower cadres. If there are different opinions about the Central Committee's instructions, one should especially report these to the Central Committee in a timely fashion.
Fifth, developing democracy within the party and practicing criticism and
self-criticism are good measures to strengthen unity within the party. Whenever there is a problem in a comrade's relationships, one should critique oneself. First examine oneself, and next try to help another comrade. One can
help another well only when o n e has abandoned one's own mistakes.
For the unity within the Tibet Work Committee and the party's organizations in Tibet, an important issue also is how to pass down the message of this
conference in the right way. T h e following methods should be adopted: First,
within the Tibet Work Committee, you should pass i t down according to the
"Resolution of Strengthening the Party's Unity" from the Fourth plenary Session of the Seventh Party Central Committee and the approval statement of
the Central Committee regarding the conclusion report of the Tibetan Work
Discussion Conference. Let the members of the Tibet Work Committee first
grasp the spirit of the conference and achieve agreement in their understanding of the conference. Then call a meeting of senior cadres and pasythe
information on the conference to them. Leader3 of Tibet Work Committee
need to examine their mistakes and set good examples in working toward
unity. People below will follow, and the unity of our party in Tibet will be
guaranteed.
Comrades who attended this conference all worked for the benefit of the
party. Everyone 3hould study hard, correct one's miqtakrs and weakneqses.work
hard ancl well, and accomplish the tasks the party gives 115.
I o February 1 9 . ~ 5 ~ ~ "

A m o n t h after this r e m a r k a b l e c o n f e r e n r e r e p o r t , t h e Central (:ommittee
distributed it widely. T h e displeasure o f t h e (;entral (;ommittec was expressed
this distribl~tion:
clearly in t h e scathingly critical telegram t h a t
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Approval Statement from the Central Committee on the Conclusion Report
of the Tibetan Work Discussion Confmence
March 1954.Distributed to the Tibet Work Committee, the Southwest Bureau, the Northwest Bureau, together with other bureaus of the Central Committee and the party committees in all military headquarters.
The conclusion report of the Tibetan Work Discussion Conference has been
discussed by the Politburo of the Central Committee, and the Central Committee has approved this report.
During the last few years, the Tibet Work Committee basically has carried
out the Central Committee's principles and policies regarding work in Tibet.
In a strange and difficult environment, our party members, soldiers, and our
other staff members who entered Tibet have done a great deal of work and
gained great success for the party's mission, the unity of all ethnic groups in
our motherland, and the liberation and development of the Tibetan nationality.
However, there are mistakes and shortcomings in the work in Tibet. The
most serious one is the nonunity phenomenon of several leading comrades in
the Tibet Work Committee due to the growth of their individualism. It was absolutely necessary that such problems were exposed and criticized at this Tibetan Work Discussion Conference.
However, we must point out that in the past, the phenomenon of disunity
among the main leaders of the Tibet Work Committee had developed to a very
serious degree. They disputed for a long time over the unity issue within the
Tibet Work Committee and had different opinions relative to the principle
Tibetan issues. Also, they showed that they were not capable of solving these
problems. The more serious thing is that they still have disputes over policies
regarding Tibetan work issues, although the Central Committee gave them
explicit instructions a long time ago. The Tibet Work Committee, however,
could not itself eliminate the disagreements.
Disputes and different opinions are allowed within our party, but certain
leading comrades within the Tibet Work C;ommittee were prorid and arrogant,
calculating for their self-interest, and were swayed by personal feelings. This
caused the debates and differences to remain unresolved for a long period.
This is not right. The issue they kept debating in appearance looks like an issue
of'principle, but in essence they were arguing for personal interests and disguising this with the interests of our party. To insist 011 defending personal feelings, which at-e actu;~llyfor one's self-interest, they destroyed another fundsmcntill pri~lcipleof Mal-xisrn-the PI-i~lciple
of unity within our pilrty. This is
the main inislake oi'several of' thc leading comr;~clesof'the Tibet Work Committcc. This niadc it irnpossihlc fi)r tlleni not to commit the big mistake of
nonllnity and not to d o damage to the party. This is a very painful lesson that
sllould hc rc~ncrnbcrerlfol-cvel-and taken se~.iously.
Tllc Tihct I-cgionis thr-c;lteneddi1-ectlyhy irnperiiilism. Also, the iu1de1-ground
f()r-(.csof impel-ii~lismand rcac~ionariesin Tibet have still not been totally destrovctl. Ifor~rparty is not unified, ant1 individtlalisrn is developed, not only we
will not I>ei~hlet o iniprovc thc situation i r i Tibet, defeat internal and external
enclnics, ilncl l i ~ r t h ccompletely
~change the look ofTibet, but also our enemies
11
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will take advantage of our internal disunity and use it to desvoy us. They will
look for their agents among us, try to dissolve us, and our Tibetan work will end
in failure. Regarding all of this, the Central Committee requires our comrades
of the Tibet Work Committee to pay serious attention and be alert to all of this.
T h e Tibetan Work Discussion Conference was held at a time when the
Fourth Plenary Session of the Seventh Party Central Committee was held. On
the basis of Comrade Mao Zedong's proposal, the Fourth Plenary Session of
the Seventh Party Central Committee passed a resolution regarding "Strengthening the Unity of the Party" and directly educated and warned the comrades
of the Tibet Work Committee who attended the Tibetan Work Discussion Conference. T h e report to the Central Committee, which was agreed to unanimously by the discussion conference, was achieved after the criticism of individualism a n d the improvement in the consciousness of party unity. It shows
that by relying o n unity within the party and o n the leadership of the Central
Committee, we can correct any mistakes and overcome any difficulties. Those
comrades of the Tibet Work Committee who attended the discussion conference, such as Zhang Guohua, Fan Ming, Ya Hanzhang, Wang Qimei, etcetera,
have all guaranteed to the party that after going back to Tibet they will correct their mistakes and shortcomings, strengthen the unity of the party, and
d o a good job. They will absolutely carry out the party conference's resolution
and the summary report of the Tibetan Work Discussion Conference. This is
good. T h e Central Committee is anticipating they will realize their own guarantee. T h e Central Committee thought that all comrades of the Tibet Work
Committee should make the decision to d o so.
T h e Tibet Work Committee members and the senior leading comrades in
the army should all act according to the spirit of the resolution from the Fourth
Plenary Session of the Seventh Party Central Committee, help in passing the
message of the Tibetan Work Discussion Conference, and be responsible for
educating our party members about strengthening the unity of the party so as
to ensure carrying out the resolution of the party's conference and ensure carrying out the decisions made in the report of the Tibetan Work Discussion Conference in order to unify all our party members ancl our soldiers in Tibet to
d o a good job there. Thus, we can we achieve unity with the Tihetan nationality, defeat any possible corlspiracies by our internal and external enemies.
and get ready to build a new Tibet in the long term. I.et 11scontend to
~olidateand develop the unity of the big family of the motherland and the
great mission of building socialism."
a n enlarged meeting
Back in I.hasa, t h e T i b e t Work C o m m i t t e e
o f t h e T i b e t Work ( i ~ r n m i t t e ef r o m 7 t o 17 luly 1954. Zhang G t ~ h u aConveyed t h e c o n t e n t s of t h r c o n f e r e n c e ' s "sllAmary rCportwa n d the ()pinion
of t h e Central C ~ m r n i t t r e . He,
' ~ of course, expressed his sllpport for thecen-

2 5 . [)rli xizang g o n g z u o rle zhongyao zhishi (wei chuban d e shor~ji),n.d.
i n [.h;lsa, r h c y h;al lrfi with ihr b l r i Iilrna
26. Zhany,lingwtl arid Fan Ming wrrp

his trip to Beijing.

On

tral Committee's decision and pledged to implement it carefully in the fut ~ r e , but
' ~ interestingly, in keeping with the spirit of the Central Committee's decision, he made an illuminating self-criticism on l o July in front of
a large meeting. The self-criticism had three parts: the first part discussed
the shortcomings and mistakes he made in his work, the second was his selfcriticism about the dissension that had arisen within the party, and the third
conveyed his criticism about his own personal thoughts and attitudes (ch.
sixiang zoufeng). Although this comes from a report of his speech rather
than the direct transcript, it is important for understanding the conflict between Zhang Guohua and Fan Ming.
On the issue of unity within the party, he said, "Concerning the lack of unity
within the Work Committee and the fact that the Northwest and Southwest
troops did not get along well, in general, 1 should take the main responsibility, because the Eighteenth Army Corps was the main body entering Tibet, and
it took the leading position. Also, at the time that the two troops met and after that, when I dealt with many specific tasks, 1 had shortcomings and I was
not very considerate wlien distributing material things, plus I was not patient
or democratic enough in my personal style, [all ofwliich] undoubtedly harmed
the normal running of the party committee and tlie unity within the party."
And he said, "Regarding the issue that the meeting of the two armies was
not good, I had sliortcornings as follows: wlien welcoming tlie 'Independent
Detachment' to Lliasa (which was tlie Independent Detachment of Eighteenth
Army Corps, entering Tibet from the nortli\vest [Fan Ming's troops]), although
I asked Comrade Wang Qimei to visit Ngabii many times to try to persuade
him that the Kashag ministers should to go to welcome Che Jigme for the sake
of unity, the work was not done adequately, so it caused a ~nisund~rstanding
between us and tlie comrades from tlie Independent Detachment. Therefore,
we did not fulfill the responsibility that we had. . . . Concerning tlie distribution of sl~pplies/materials,the organs of the Eighteenth Army that distl-ibuted
supplies were not very considel-ate and did not take good care of every aspect
or this work."
[And] "Rcgarding the isslle of unifi ed prirchasing, I implemented tlie policy of 'llnificd purchasing' and centralized tlie financial and economic mate~-i;~ls
rigidly (mcchiinically)."Ifwc examine this I'ro~ntoday's point of view, wlien
we irnplcmented r~nifiedprii-chasing, i r \vould have bevn f$asible to allow rhe
1ntlcl)etidcnt I)ctach~nentto li;~vep111.cIiasedthings sepa~.atelyin order to take
care of tlie dinicr~lriesthey conf'ronted ;II the beginning. [Si~nilarly]If we ex;llninc rlii~igsli-om 1oda);'s poilit oi'\,ic.w,when we ci~t-riedout tlie unified dis1ril)ution oi'fin;~~lciiil
ilncl ccononiic rliings, i t worlld have been feasil~ler o carry
;I ~mlic-y
that worllcl I~;I\T ;rllowcd thc Indcpcnclcnr 13etachriient to be in
(,lial.gc [of some mat(.ri;tls] and tlicn he responsil~leto the Work Committee.
~ ~ o w c ~ v1 cIiandlcd
r,
things I*CI-J!I-igidlyand distributed rliings in a unified fash-

ion so that most of the troubles happened [in this sphere], especially regarding the three billion in old money (ch.j i ~ b i ) . ~ ' T h idid
s more harm to the unity
within the party, so I should take more responsibility for it, since I was especially in charge of financial a n d economic work and was the main person in
charge."
"The issue that the Party Committee of Tibet Work Committee was not cornplete and that there was disunity within it is illustrated mainly by the disunity
between me and Comrade Fan Ming. We two had the most disagreements.
Though many disagreements were about our different opinions on principles,
there were still some disputes caused by personal feelings/prejudice (ch. geren
yiqi). I thought Comrade Fan Ming was biased, and his standpoint was prob
lematic with regard to issues that were relevant to the Panchen's group. Since
sometimes I had some personal feelings like this, when I looked at the prob
lems, it was certain that I did not have the patience to help comrades and did
not have the attitude to humbly learn [from others], so the problems could not
be solved. And the longer the time passed, the more the problems accumulated."
According to the self-confession about his personal thought and attitudes,
h e said, "More o r less, mentally I have the conceited attitude of individualistic
heroism (ch. geren ylngxiong zhuyi) [meaning he is somebody unique and
can d o things all by himself and doesn't need to cooperate with other comrades], which was usually manifested by my often thinking that my own opinion
was correct, by my not listening humbly and patiently to the opposite opinions, and by not knowing how to absorb the right things from the different
opinions, so 1 obstructed the complete and true harmony of opinions inside
the party, obstructed the normal running of democratic life inside the party!
obstructed the carrying out of criticism and self-criticism within the party, and
finally obstructed the unity of part^."'^
T h e a t t e m p t of Fan Ming a n d t h e P a n c h e n Lama's officials to create an ailton@
m o m region f o r t h e P a n c h e n L a m a , t h e r e f o r e , failed. Mao a n d the Central
C o m m i t t e e u n a m b i g u o u s l y a f f i r m e d t h a t t h e g u i d i n g principle must be that
t h e Dalai L a m a a n d his g o v e r n m e n t a r e t h e p r i m a r y entity in Tibet, and the
P a n c h e n L a m a is secondary. As we shall s e e in a s u b s e q u e n t chapter, thisws
finally m a d e public later in i qrjq
. . with respect t o t h e arrangements made for
t h e Dalai Lama's visit t o Beijing.
T h e Central G o v e r n m e n t also disparaged Fan Mingls arRuments about the
P a n c h e n L a m a by subtly qrlestioning t h e "progressivenrss" of the l'anchen
a n d his officials a n d suggesting t h a t they a r e really p a r t of the same fellda'

zH. Tllr term jirthi rrfrrs to ttir (;hinese cilrrrnry ~ l s ~ rlntil
c l I 955. TCIItll~llsan'lo f t h r'Id
o n e hilli(,n o f tllr o l c l crllrencv lvJ5 ('cj1la'
mOne)' Was rqllal t o o n e o f the new cllrrency,
whilt lhis rrfrs t o in Z t l a ~ l g ' s r ~ ~ ~ ) " '
thrre l n ~ n d r c dthnr~sandin thr new cllrrmry: 11 is n ~ l t
29. Dui xiznng g o n g z n o dc z h o ~ l rhishi
g ~ ~ (wei
~ chllt-,an rle shor!ji), n d . , r ~ [ j O rthrw'f.
~ ~ .) , ~
C'~)nfersiOno f Zhang (hlob(l;l in the rnlargcd mrcting r)f'thf.Tihrl Work (:on~mittrr( , f l h r ('("
on 1 o , j i ~ l yI 954.
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elite as the Lhasa elite but were acting progressively to secure their own political gains vis-2-vis Lhasa. However, while the bitter argument over policy and
principles had been settled by Chairman Mao and were not raised again, the
underlying difference in viewpoint concerning the tempo of reforms in Tibet continued, and less than two year later, Fan Ming would take the initiative and launch a major effort to begin socialist land reforms in Tibet.
This incident is also revealing, because, although Mao was already moving toward the left in China proper, his Tibet policy remained moderate and
"rightist," in that h e continued to pursue a strategy of winning over the Dalai
Lama and the elite in Tibet, rather than pushing for speedy socialist reforms
and change.
At the same time that the Chinese were trying to rectify their internal leadership problems in Tibet, the Tibetan government itself, independently of
this, began to look inward and moved to start to reform some of the most
oppressive aspects of its traditional feudal system. This will be discussed in
the next chapter.

Chapter

17

Tibet's First Steps toward
Socioeconomic Reform

T h e removal of the sitsab placed Ngabo in a powerful position, and he set
out to use this to reform Tibet from the inside. As mentioned earlier, Ngabo
believed that in the long r u n Tibet could n o t retain estates and serfs as a
part of Communist China. But h e was also convinced that it would be best
for Tibet if Tibetans themselves took the lead in reforming the current system. O n e Tibetan official recalled hearing Ngabo express his views on this
at a meeting called to discuss reforms after the fall of the sitsab.
It ~ o u l be
d very good if some reforms are done [by us]. If one has a hat that
is custom made, it will fit well and be very comfortable. However, ifyou [don't
d o that and] have to take a hat that has been made for someone else, then i t
is too late to talk about whether i t is comfortable o r not. So i t is better if we
d o some reforms. T h e conditions of o u r miser (serfs) are really difficult,so
it is very important for us to look into the affairs of the miser. . . . And although
i t is mentioned in the Seventeen-Point Agreement [that reforms need the
agreement of the elite and people], they [the Chinese] will never leave this
issue alone. They will definitely d o i t [enact reforms]. So if we let others cut
the pattern [for the hat], then later there will be nothing left for 11s to say
[about the fit] .'

Ngabo, therefore, argued that regardless of what individual Tibetan officials
really felt about the ethical need to reform the serf system and improw the
life of the peasantry, change was inevitable, and it was far better if Tihetans
crafted their own reforms in a manner maximally compatible with Tihetan
values and interests rather than wait for those on the Chinese side to impose
their own version of reforms. Doing this, h e felt, would also show the Chi-

I.

Drakten, interview, I 992, Dharanisala.
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nese that the Tibetan government was a good partner for bringing Tibet and
Tibetans into the mainstream of the People's Republic of China.
Ngabo was able push these views forward after the fall of the sitsab, in part
because of the more politically realistic views of his fellow Kashag ministers,
but also because his views fit well with those of the Dalai Lama, who himself
was favorably inclined toward reforming and modernizing Tibet. In his first
autobiography, the Dalai Lama observed that Tibetans didn't think critically
about their social system, because they believed that it had come about naturally (by itself without the hand of humans). Thus, in Tibet there was no
tradition of comparing Tibet with systems and standards in the rest of the
world. However, the Dalai Lama indicates that, despite this, he had understood since his youth that there were, as he put it, "mistakes" in the Tibetan
system, such as the great disparities in wealth.' In an interview (in English,
uncorrected), he expressed in more detail his early thinking:.
The need for reforms, probably I remember when I was young. For example,
perhaps on the one hand it probably had to d o with the fact that since I was
young I loved mechanical things. I used to look at a lot of Western books, like
war albums. There were books from the time of the 13th [Dalai Lama] on
the First World War. Later I took special interest and I ordered a whole set
of Second World War books. There were about eight o r nine books. So in this
way I was very attuned to the West's progress and development. Ever since I
was young, I thought about cars and better communications, although Western books like the French Revolution and things like that I did not take any
notice.
On the other hand, when I was young, my playmates were the sweepers [in
the palace], and they used to tell me all sorts of things about what was being
said in the city, et cetel-a. At that time the regent was there. When 1 was young
it was Reting Rimpoche, and then it was Takt1.a Rimpoche. So at that time they
used to say that the ruler was not fair, and the Kashag did dishonest things, as
did the Ecclesiastic Office also. That so-and-so took bribes, took wealth and
money, gold. They used to continuously tell me things like that.
At times, the Sliijl Office [below the Potala] used to sort of give beatings.
And in the fi-onr of Shiil, the prisoners were kept, pool- fellows. During winter
when I was living at the Potala, I used to take binoculars and look at them. So
they wor~ldlook rrp and recognize me and prostrate. We did not meet at close
quarters, I>utI rccogni7ed a fcw of the prisoners thl-ough the binoculars, poor
f~llows.I,ikewise, I l~scdto hear quite a lot of things about taxes and corvee
label- and loans. Pool- fcllows, ~ h e s esweepers were all from the villages, and so

2 . Ta Ia'i Ida Ina (1)alai 1;;lm;l) I qtjy: r,H. In Tihetan: np? lo na son lntshams chos kho na'i
(hog nits Ita d t ~ s11or 'khrrll ,ji 'dra yod spyi 1,tang 1,od ~ n i ' ibsam pal-/ hod kyi spyi tshogs 'gro
t a n g dc ni r;rng I,,hin gyi hyr~ngI,a zhig yin par ngos 'dzin hyed pa las/ gzhung gzhan dag gi
'gro Ir~gsla hsam gzhigs gang yang mi hycrl p ; ~rnanis mrhong gi 'dug/ I - ~ ~ nor
I I
dhul p h y ~ ~ g
snyonls p ; ~chrn po dc ni sangs rgyas kyi c-hos dang mi mthun pa zhig yin.
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during my young days I used to hear these things. So on the one hand, I took
interest in modern technology and machines.
As far as machines are concerned, during the time of the 1gth Dalai Lama,
Tsarong had begun an electrical gold mint, and so things like that I used to
hear. The same with Trapchi. And when my predecessor was living at the Norbi~lingka[summer] Palace, elecuicitywas used in a number of rooms, and there
were quite a few batteries. So I used to take interest in these things. So, the culmination of these two [sets of] reasons resulted in my wish to modernize since
I was very young."
As mentioned earlier, the Dalai Lama also respected and trusted Ngabo and
regularly met with him, seeking his advice o n a wide range of issues. On one
such occasion, the Dalai Lama recalled that Ngabo had urged the creation
of a modern school system: "As soon as h e [Ngabo] returned from Beijing
[in 19511 we started to discuss making some improvements mainly in the
education field. I also had a strong feeling about this. O n e day in theJokhang,
the Tsuglagang, after some official briefing, we spent some more time just
talking. [ H e said] That we need a more modern program of modernization
a n d the first thing we need are modern school^."^
In the Kashag, Ngabo's views o n reforms were supported by Surkhang, another more forward-thinlung Kashag minister, who also believed that social
and economic reforms were inevitable and favored starting them. Surkhang's
father had been o n e of the pro-reform clique working with Tsarong in the
1920s during the reign of the 13th Dalai Lama,%nd his own children were
all in English medium schools in Kalimpong and Darjeeling. Shasur and Ragasha were also in favor of modernization so also supported Ngabo's ideas on
reforms. T h e other Kashag ministers were more neutral but realized that
change o n some level was necessary so, in the new atmosphere after the fall
of the sitsab, agreed to Ngabo's plan for Tibet to start its own reform progmm.
Consequently, in September 1952, the Kashag, with the Dalai ~arna'sapprov~l,
announced that a large Assembly meeting of government officialsand Inonastic leaders would be convened early the following year to discuss the issue of
reforms. It came to be known as the Reform il\sembly (tib. IArgjfi~s('ndl~)*l'

T H E KEFOKM ASSEMB1.Y

NgabG considered this initiative so important that he participated dircctl?'
in the meeting as the representative of the Kashag, despite the tradition of
3. Dalai L,ama, interview, I gcj:3, Dharamsal;~.
4. Dalai 1,arna. interview, I 993.
5 . See Golclstein I cjHq: chs. 3-6.
6. Kun hdr gling (Kundeling) ( 2 0 0 ~ vcll.
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Kashag ministers not attending Assembly meetings. Initially, around sixty to
seventy representatives met in a kind of plenary session, but after a few days,
a smaller group of about forty-five delegates began to meet regularly once
or twice a week. In the following year, 1954, a "standing committee" headed
by one monk and lay official from the Ecclesiastic and Revenue offices was
created and met daily.' It was commonly called the Reform Office (tib. Legjo
Leygung) and consisted of about thirty people (including staff), whose main
duty was to draw u p practical reform plans and deliver these to the larger
Reform Assembly for approval and submission to the Kashag and the Dalai
Lama.H
Although some Tibetans and Westerners have claimed that the Chinese
side prevented the Tibetan government from making reforms in the 1950s,
the evidence does not support this. T h e Chinese side was in favor of this reform process, and, as we saw in the last chapter, the Tibet Work Committee
sent a telegram to its Shigatse Branch office o n 7 October 1952 asking them
to encourage the Panchen Lama's officials to send delegates to the coming
Reform Assembly a n d support the Kashag's initiative.
The Reform Assembly started meeting in 1953 and had mixed success.
Merely the ability to convene an Assembly to discuss reforms was a victory
for Ngabo and those who favored change, but securing consensus to actually undertake major reforms did not come easy, given the conservative views
of most of the elite, especially the abbots and monk officials.
As indicated in the introduction, aristocrats, lamas, and monasteries derived their income overwhelmingly from estates on which hereditarily bound
peasants worked their fields without pay, as corvee tax obligations. Much like
medieval Europe, this system provided the estate-owning class a permanent,
always present, no-cost labor force, who worked their land, shepherded their
animals, collec~edtheit- firewood, and produced their- wealth. Even most of
the government monk officials who theniselves did not own estates were
slrong supporters of' the estate system, because they considered it essential
for thc economic foundation of the monastic system and thus for the very
~nstitl~tion
that Tibetans believed made tl~eitcountry great and tunique. So
when the issue of land reforms was raised, i t met strong opposition.
Sambo and f i k l a (I'hiintso Ti~slii),
aristoct-atic officials who attended the
Assembly, I-cc;~lledthat thc iihl~otsprotested vigorously whenever land and
tax rcfor Ins wcre proposed, saying that these changes couldn't be done becallsc thcy would 1111r-c rcligion and would be actively opposed by the mass
7. 'l'h(%scIWO, R~lmtlang ((:liiiml>r Thr~l,rlrn) and Tsipiin N;lrnseling, wrl-r called thc
t~'lt~~,gtsitiyi.
H. K I I I I,dc.
~
gling (Kr~titlrling)2 0 0 0 : I : I zH-:47 K~lndrlingsays t l i ; ~ t the Keforrri Of'hce
slarl(*riin I !)5.1,11111 0i;11sc.rms 1 0Ilc jrlsl ~ h eel-cnioni;~l
c
ollcning. F1c l i s ~ sall m t ~ n i h c ~in
. s his
1)ook ( I ;$1-;{5).

of common monks."isu,
recalled,

a member of the People's Association, similarly

T h e reform office wasn't very effective. There were a lot of objections and arguments. Even though the aristocrats had estates, they were more in favor of
change than the monk officials, who actually didn't have any estates. The monk
officials made the most obstructions to change and reform. The monk officials
and the representatives of the Big Three Monastic Seats would say, "We a b
solutely cannot have such a r e f ~ r m . " ' ~

It became obvious early on, therefore, that there was too little support to reform the feudal estate system itself, so attention turned to less radical reforms.
After a great deal of discussion, agreement was finally reached for starting
modestly with a n issue that was important for the well-being of the peasants:
the enormous debt load that rural households were carrying. Kundeling, an
Assembly member, recalled,
For many in rural Tibet, loans were a recurring necessity. In addition to special one-time occasions such as deaths o r weddings, bad harvests . . . frequently
left farming households short of grain for food and seed for planting. . . . And
as there were n o banks in Tibet, peasant families borrowed grain from the lords
of estates and particularly from monasteries and labrang, which functioned informally as Tibet's main lenders. Moneylending, moreover, was lucrative, since
interest rates were not regulated in Tibet, and most lenders, including the
monasteries, charged high interest-from 25 percent at the top to a minimum
of l o percent.''

But it was notjust the high interest rates that were the problem. More devastating was the widespread presence of ancient loans, that is to say, loans
that had been inherited by ho~iseholdsfrom past generations through a
process called "putting interest o n top of interest" (tih. gyela gye gya).
Loans taken in spring came d u e the following fall when the new crop was
harvested. Throughout roral Tibet, therefore, monasteries and other lenders
sent loan collectors to the villages in the fall to collect their loans. Farmers
who were unable to repay their loans would sometimes he allowed to Pay
just the interest, a n d sometimes the lender simply took an animal or a piece
of land to plant for a period in lieu of payment, but irequently the farmer
was allowed to add the interest on to the principal. Brcause this happened
repeatedly over generations, the principal o n many loans became so huge

,

~haramsala.
Samho. interview, 1 9 8I , Dhararnsala; Takla (Phiintso Tashi), irltrrvirw. qjS2,
.
10. Bisii, interview, 1991, L.hasa. Bisu also listed some of'the main monastic r e ~ r e s e n t a the.: t h r Sera's Toha Khemho, the Drepllng's Ngagpa, [r)seliny, and (;yeha Khcmhn*and
representatives horn C a n d e n , o n e named Il,hmng Dawa a n d o n e nicknamed A h a (hamster"
Kun hde gling (Kundeling) ( 2 0 0 0 : I ) discusses this in detail.
I 1 . Kilntieling. interview. I 992, Dehradun, India.
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that the households could at best hope only to pay the interest due each year.
Not surprisingly, once when I asked a loan-collector monk how villagers responded to his arrival, h e laughed and said they ran away like mice running
into mice holes.
Consequently, many families had enormous debts carried down from previous generations, sometimes from several sources and often so distant that
they no longer knew who had originally taken the loan. And no matter how
hard they worked, there was no way for them to get out from under this debt
burden-the interest payments kept them perpetually poor. Such ancient loans
were clearly one of the most impoverishing aspects of rural Tibetan life, so if
the livelihood of the peasantry was to be improved, reforming this problem
was clearly a priority. It was the first issue the Reform Assembly addressed.'"

T H E REFORM DECREE ON L O A N S

The first edict promulgated by the Kashag in 1953 was a far-reaching law
that reformed the system of loans and interest for middle-level and poor families, especially those who belonged to estates owned by the government. The
Kashag at this time was still in control of internal affairs in Tibet so did not
have to secure formal permission from the Chinese side to d o this, but the
Tibet Work Committee was apprised of this initiative and did not object. The
introduction to the new edict set out in a straightforward fashion the Kashag's
logic for the reform.
According to the plan submitted previously by the Reform Assembly, loans were
among the various kinds of reforms that should be put into practice. As a result of the obligation to send both taxes a n d soldiers [as a col-vCe tax] and, on
top of that, failures in both their crops a n d animal husbandry, the poor serfs
(tib. miser) had to take loans from the govel-nment, the aristocrats, a n d the
monastic estates Tor their food a n d seed. They were [often] unable to repay
the loans in autumn, which caused the interest to be added o n t o the interest
for many years.
O n e debtor had t o pay loans to many lenders, so the loans a n d the borrowel- becarne imbalanced like the proverb "The sickle a n d mountain are inibalanced" [a sickle is too small to cut all the grass on a mountain] .'"o even
if they paid [the interest] from generation to generation, it was impossible for
them t o rcpay the loans [the PI-incipal] and therefore they became extinct
[ceased to cxist as a household]. So the poor taxpayer households had a very
hard timc physically and mentally during their entire lifetime.

I 2 . Actl~allv,loan I-rti)r-rn(til,. biinshib) had hren tl-icd pr-eviorrslyor) a smallel- scale by the
R"\crnlnrnt and
intlivid~~al
lords for- thcir si~bjects (Tsarong Rirnshi, interview, 1 9 9 1 ,
K;tliniI>ong).
I :\. In Titwtan, ri zor- R;I 'drol.
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Consequently, H.H. the Dalai Lama gave profound instructions that we
should not let this continue and must implement a reform that gives relief to
these poor people. So we don't have any choice but to adhere to these profound instructions and implement reforms as soon as p~ssible.'~
T h e edict dealt separately with the loans from monastic, aristocratic, and go"e r n m e n t sources a n d took into account the age and type of the loan, as well
as the current economic status of the debtor. Two aspects of loans, the principal a n d the interest, were considered. As a n example, let us look at the
regulations for loans borrowed from the government, that is, from one or
another government office o r county government.
Within the category of middle-class peasant debtors, those who were better off and who had taken government loans before 1949 received a lo percent reduction in the principal. T h e middle segment of the middle-class debtor
category received a 1 2 . 1 percent reduction in principal, and the lowest of the
middle-class debtor category obtained a 2 0 percent reduction in their principal. T h e remainder of the principal of these loans was to be paid at a rate
of i o percent interest per year.
T h e category of poor debtors were given a much better deal. They received
a 5 0 percent reduction in principal a n d were required to pay interest on the
remainder at rates ranging from only 1 to l o percent, depending on the
amount remaining o n the principal. Relief was also given to holders of other
types of loans in a series of complicated adjustments.'" This edict goes on to
discuss many different types of debtors a n d loans in detail but actually left
much unoperationalized a n d vague, for example, how to determine the various economic categories. Nevertheless, it represented a major step forward.
A second difficult burden for the peasantry was the onerous "horse and
transportation tax" known as tawu khema. Tibet had an extensive network
of transportation stations (tib. satsig), among which goods were moved by
peasants as a corvPe obligation. Households responsible for this obligation
were required, without payment, to move goods on demand from their area's
transportation station to the next o n e in either direction. There. allother
group of serfs wolild he waiting to move the goods to the next station. However, because holders of government permits could arrive at any time, the
villagers had to maintain transport a n i m a l always ready to work on demand.
The Reform Assembly recognized that this was a heavy burden o n the Pearants. but it was unable to abolish the burden completely, since thedele~ates
feared that if this was made voluntary (market basecl). most ofthe peasants

'I"'
4 Bk.' shag 105;{, lransl;~terlfrom ihc original Tihrti1n \vr,orlhlock rdirl hOllsrd
12ihrary f o r - Tihctan Works and Archives, Dharams;lla, Intliil. The decrce is cited in itsrntirctv
in appendix R.
15. Rka' shag I 9513.Sce ;~ppendixB.

would simply choose not to participate, causing the transportation system
to crash. Nevertheless, the Reform Assembly took a small step forward by
requiring payment of a transportation fee to the villagers and by reducing
the number of the horses and transport animals required. It also tightened
up rules for who was eligible to obtain such permits, thereby presumably reducing the number of people who would be demanding transport.lh
Putting both these reforms into practice had mixed results, but they clearly
benefited some poor villagers, as the following example from Panam County
illustrates.
[In 19551 . . . they made a loan investigation. I am not sure whether that was
because of the [Chinese] revolution or it was done by the old government. At
that time, they investigated the old loans [we had]. . . . Before that, these loans
had interest rates of 20 percent and 14 percent They reduced the interest rates
and rearranged the payment of the principal to the aristocrats and the monasteries. The elders were saying that the loan investigation was very good, because it lessened the burden on our children. Our loans were supposed to be
paid off in four years, but before the loan was cleared up, the [ icj59] revolution
took place."

However, despite some successes like this, the Tibetan government wasn't
able to implement this reform widely, because n o mechanisms were set u p
to enforce the changes, particularly with respect to the serfs under monastic and aristocratic lords. It was a start but a modest one.
The Reform Assembly also crafted a third important reform that dealt
with the administration of counties (tib. dzong). Tibet was divided into roughly two hundred contiguous counties, each normally headed jointly by a lay
and monk official appointed by the government for three-year terms. These
county heads collected taxes in their county from both the government's
own estates and those of other lords who had tax obligations, as well as ad.jtldicated disputes and collected payments on loans.
Counties generally provided lucrative incorne for their heads, since they
were required t o transmit only a specified amount of grain and other taxes
to Ihasa. Anything they collected over the required amount they kept for
thetnselves. This income was particularly important for monk officials, sirice
they had no estates and were paid poor salaries. T h e situation gave them real
incentive to sql1err.e pcasants for extra payments and to try to force peasants to sell goods at submarket rates so that they, the monk officials, could
rcscll rhrsc at higher prices, pocketing the profit. Excesses sllch as these were
partic~~larly
egregious in cases in which the Tibetan government leased out
t h :itllninistr-ation
~
of a colrnty to private individrlals, that is, to nongovern~ (Ki~.~ t i c i c I i 1biisi1,
t~g
ititc~-\,i(*w~
I <)<)2, I > c l i ~ - ~ d ~ ~ t i .
17. I)o~c>,intct.\,ic.w, 2 0 0 2 . P;itiatli. 'T'il~ctA i ~ t o ~ i o n i oRegion.
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m e n t officials, since these lessee county heads had to recoup their lease fee
before they started making profit. T h e Reform Office, therefore, set about
to e n d this form of exploitation by developing a new law that ( 1 ) required
the government to "nationalize" (repossess) all leased counties and send its
own officials to administer them (this nationalization was called "shungdzin"
o r "shungzin phumpa silu"); a n d ( 2 ) required county heads to pass on to
the government in Lhasa everything they collected from the peasants.
To compensate the county heads, the government now paid them better
salaries a n d gave them adequate allowances for the servants who would accompany them. Drakten, a government official, explained,
So . . . the two [county] officials . . . got a permanent salary. If the district was
at quite a distance, they were entitled to take more servants, and for each servant they got [an allowance o f ] around seventy khe [of grain]. The officials
themselves got anywhere from one hundred to two hundred khe [a year]. For
distant districts, more servants were needed. Without that [allowance], one
could not really manage. If one had to travel long distances on the Changdang
[Northern Plain], you had to be armed and have companions with you. Even
among the peasants, one person could not manage, since there are very dangerous persons there.'"

Under this new system, much more grain now arrived in Lhasa than previously, so the Reform Office ended u p with huge quantities of excess grain
after it sent the amounts required to the various offices. It had made no provisions for this so was free to use the grain, butter, and so on, however it
wanted.'!' Horkhang, another member of the Reform Office, recalled that
the office began to use this new income to fund a number of the regular
official picnics in Lhasa: "There were parties/picnics like the trunggo lings.
the tsidrung gi yarkyi, the kashag gi thawdro, the tseja gi druchen, and the
Lajen gi drochen. It used to be that two officials from [each of] these ofices
were required to provide the expenses for each of these celebrations each
year [from their own income], but then the Reform Office funded them from
its general funds."20
These achievements of the Reform Assembly were all genuinely aimed at
improving the life of rural peasants and reducing corruption and rxploitation, a n d they were an important beginning. However, as mentioned above,
it readily became apparent that a consensus was lacking in regard to more
major reforms to the hereditary estate system itself, because the monaaeries
and many aristocrao were unwilling to have their estates repossessed by the
government in return for salaries. Moreover, the very success of the u)llnty

1 8 . Drakten, interview, 1992.Dharamsala.
19. Drakten, interview, I 9 9 2 .
2 0 . Horkhang, interview, I 992, L,hasa.

reform created problems for it. As a result of the tremendous flow of excess
grain to the Reform Office, its officials began to spend more and more time
managing this grain and less time thinking of new reforms. By 1955, Ngabo
had become so disillusioned with this turn of events that h e became less active, feeling that the Reform Office was wasting its time.2' T h e early momentum, therefore, was lost, and in the e n d the larger, more fundamental issues of serfdom, corvke taxes, and the rights of the peasantry were not
addressed. As one Tibetan explained, using a Tibetan saying, "A wooden saw
can't cut wood. Later, it [the Reform Office] was virtually useless.""

2I.
22.

Dalai Lama, interview, i 994.
In Tibetan, shing gi sog le shing la 'gro gi ma red. Bisil, interview, 1 9 9 1 ,Lhasa.

Chapter 18

Events in India

T H E D E V E L O P M E N T OF A TIBETAN RESISTANCE C R O U P IN EXILE

T h e Dalai Lama's m e n ty-four-year- old brother Gyalo Thondup arrived in
India in late June 1952,rejoining his wife in Darjeeling, where she had stayed
while h e had gone to Lhasa. Ignored a n d frustrated in Tibet, as mentioned
earlier, he had gone to India to publicize what he considered the "plightVof
Tibet and, even more, to develop relations with India, the United States, and
perhaps Taiwan to assist the cause of Tibet. At the same time he hoped to
make contact with Shakabpa and other active figures outside Tibet, such as
Coocoola. T h a n d o h m p o c h e , Lhalungpa, Dadang, and Phiinkang Sey, and
to organize a group to oppose Chinese activities in Tibet from exile.
This, however, was not going to be easy, since the Government of India did
not allow exiles to engage in politics and kept close surveillance on the Tibetans in Kalimpong a n d Darjeeling. Gyalo actually knew that before he left
Tibet, because h e had had to promise the Indian Mission in Lhasa not to engage in anti-Chinese political activities and not to live in either Kalimpongor
Darjeeling. Gyalo immediately broke that agreement by living in ~arjeeling
and also by writing letters to President Eisenhower, Chiang Kai-shek, and
U.S. secretary of state (see helow).' T h e Government of India took notice of
this and a few months later, in January iqgq,
. . . discreetly warned him that sillce
h e was a guest in India, h e should refrain from engaging in anti-Chinese ac2
tivitie and having relations with foreign courltries such as the UnitcdStarrs.
For Gyalo and the other Tibetan exiles living in Kalimpnng or D a r l ~ e l i n ~ *
therefore, organizing opposition to China from India, even at the level of pub

1.
2.

(;yalo menlioncd the letter$ in a11interview ((;ylloTl~onclup. tclrphonr
l ~ h a Tshe ring (Lharno Tsering), I 9 9 2 : I 50-60.
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licity,was risky, since the threat of expulsion from India hung over their heads.
Shakabpa, in fact, commented specifically o n this situation in a memo h e wrote
some years later, saying: "Because the Indian government had good relations
with the Chinese government, we suspected that if we made even a small political move, all of us might get expelled from India. Therefore, we didn't have
any plans to d o any kind of [political] work."'
This policy is not surprising, since India was trying to maintain good relations with China and was in the process of negotiating a major treaty with
that country. Nehru, therefore, opposed anything that might create friction
with China or transform the two-thousand-mile frontier with China from a
quiet one into a hostile one. Allowing anti-Chinese activities by Tibetan exiles from India was, therefore, seen as unwanted provocation.
However, at the same time, Nehru and his intelligence leaders also worried
that the presence of the Chinese army in Tibet represented a potential threat
to India. India held many areas o n the Tibet border that China/Tibet claimed,
and it was not unlikely that China might cause trouble along the border once
its position in Tibet was solidified. Consequently, in March 1952, Nehru authorized Indian intelligence to begin to develop plans to collect intelligence
from Tibet/Chir~a.~
As this initiative developed, Indian intelligence would gradually work more actively with the Tibetan exiles, but this was still two years away.
Gyalo's initial attempts to connect with the United States also did not go
well. His first face-to-face contact with a U.S. official in India occurred o n
6 September 1q52,
. when h e met Gary Soulen, the Calcutta consul general.
Soulen had been returning to Calcutta through Darjeeling from a visit to
Sikkim, where h e had gone to meet Princess Coocoola (who had been a
source of information on Tibet for the United States).Soulen's report of
this meeting, however, is surprising in revealing that Gyalo had little of substance to report, given that he had just returned from Tibet a few months
earlier. And much that he did say was inaccurate, for example, his comment
on land reforms: "He . . . claims Dalai Lama's power [and] influence over
people [is] increasing but many officials unreliable. Tib food situation poor,
govt has distributed to people two-thirds its grain reserves a n d DL has redrlcrd taxes and plans despite nobles resistance [to] distribute landlords large
holdings to people beating Corn~nicsat own game.""
L
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By this time, the United States was n o longer interested in actively pursuing a Tibet program, but it was still interested in accurate information on
what was going on in Tibet, and Gyalo seemed a potentially useful source
for this. Soulen's meeting with him, therefore, generated a discussion within
the U.S. government about the utility of working with him as a source of
such information. Ultimately, however, nothing came of this discussion, because the consensus was that it would be almost impossible to communicate
with Gyalo regularly in India without arousing the attention of the Indian
government.7
Receiving no follow-up from this meeting, Gyalo bypassed the U.S. officials
in India and contacted the U.S. secretary of state directly, sending him a
letter dated 1 2 November 1952, in which, among other things, he raised the
idea of creating a guerrilla-type resistance group from Tibetans in exile. It
gives a good idea of what Gyalo was thinking at the time.
In the seven months since I left the States, I have hoped you are in good health
and always remember you in my prayers. When I was in the States I always approached you for your advice, and you showed great interest and took great
care of me, especially when you saw the danger to the Tibetan people. I always
remember these, and the Tibetan people would like to thank you for your
friendly love and sympathy. I regret that I lost the opportunity to study in the
States, but it was because of my way of thinking and because of the changes in
the status of the Tibetan people and my urgent responsibilities.
I remained in India, meeting my family members for a short period of three
o r four- weeks, after which I returned to Tibet. During my three-month stay in
I>hasa,1 met His Holiness after a long separation as well as my other family
members and had f d l and leisurely discussions. I reported to His Holiness what
you and the American government had said, and he said, "I would like to express my thanks to the U.S. government for taking great concern about the Tibetan people and extending friendly greetings. I understand that when 1 was
in Yadong the U.S. government offered sllpport and did as much as it collld
to help me leave and go abroad, but d u e to the situation, the difficulti~s,and
the wrong course of action, etc., [we] could not make appropriate decision.
Therefore, it [the U.S. help] became
If I tell you something else ahout
that time, it was very necessary fc,r His Holiness to return to Lhasa to look after
his people's hopes. He did not return to 1.hasa because he agreed with the
communist system.
During the one year of Communist rille since his return, the Dalai IAma
and, under his leadership, the Tibetan people have fi~llyondcrstood the PO'icy of the Cornmilnist governmrnt and their aggression and trrrori7aion Of

7. U.S. Departmrnt o f State I gH5: 96 fn, g, from cons,ll genrral at (:alnltta (soulrn)
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the people. They understood ill11well about their taking away the people's freedom by trickery and force. At present, His Holiness has taken the religious
and political power because the people were under an extremely difficult situation, so h e had n o choice but to respond to this situation.
I explained about and discussed with His Holiness the important issues you
[the secretary of state] and I examined in the United States and informed him
that he should once more plan to leave and go abroad. I did my best to persuade him, but under the prevailing situation it is most dangerous, and he cannot take hurried and careless steps, because there is a large Communist force
in Lhasa, and they are very cautious and alert. If any signs of such a plan leaked
out, there would be great danger to His Holiness's life, and great sufferings
would fall on the people. So if we want to accomplish this objective [having
the Dalai Lama leave for exile], we should think of a way wherein we will
definitelywin entirely and not suffer even a small loss. Consequently, it will be
very difficult to plan such an action.
At present, people are under the correct leadership of the Dalai Lama and
are united firmly and love and respect him more than ever. We are confident
enough to stop the Communists' invasion, but I think the reason why we didn't
openly protest is that our policy was based on the situation at that time. Under
the slogan of mobilizing our people to endeavor to d o the liberation ourselves,
we will try to improve the livelihood of the people and enhance the people's
trust in the [Tibetan] government and their cooperation with it. We will establish a stable relationship between the Dalai Lama and the Tibetan people,
and on this foundation r c w hnvr a plan to organize tile proplP and launch an overall
protest [all over Tibet]. . . . From the time when the Communist Chinese invaded
Tibet until now, they were unable to spread their doctrine among the people,
and at the same time they were unable to dominate the Tibetan people forcef ~ l l y And
.
they could not sow seeds of dissent and hatred among the people.
These were the reasons that they could not establish their power ti rmly.
But even though thc Red Chinese met such a strong opposition, they were
still deterrnincd to carrying out their plans in Tibet. Their evil hope of corrupting the people has advanced. The C;hinese are using the Tibetan people,
but becnuse of the people's enthusiasm, the Chinese were working hard for
committee
their own collapse. They plan to establish a mililal-y-admi~~istrative
office nt iln early date. The Red Chinese ;Ire facing great difficulties in controlling affairs (in Tibet), which so fa]- havc heen firmly organized u n d e ~the
Ic;ide~ship of the Dalai lam;^.
My view is that, after the cstahlishment o f the Milital-y-Administrative Committee, there is n o dor~htthat the committee will rob the political power of the
Tihetan govc~nmcnt and the rights of the Tibetan people. This office is under the dirccl c o ~ n ~ n i i nofd the (lentral People's C;overnment of China. The
hc;\tl of this office will be the Dill~ilaanla,and the committee's members will
1~ fifty-fiftyf 1 . o the
~ (:hinese and Tibetan government. The office will carry
ollt whatevcr orders are directed to it. l l n d e ~these circr~mstances,the Govcrnmcnt of Tibet will be taken over. Ilndcr this office, ref01ms will be forcef l l l l y c n~ ried out to convcr t Tihct to communism. The Dalai 1,alna will be only
a f i g ~ ~ r e h e aand
d , the country's futl~rewill end completely and be in darkness.

This is the evil plan of the Red Chinese toward the Tibetan government and
its people.
My personal inspiration is that I hope to request that the US. government establish
a special research ofice to study the Tibetan case. Since there is a very strong will tofight
the Red Chinese agp-ession i n both Outer and Inner Tibet [Tibet proper and the Tibetan
areas of Qinghai, Gansu, and Xikang], it would be appropriate to establish an organization that would fight from the border areas from all sides. Tibetans would be selected
fiom those who are outside Tibet and gzuen training i n secret service activities so that
thqr could then go into Tibet to let the people know about the opposition and encourage
them to support it. I f our effmt progresses well, then we could organize a pfoper military
commcln,d center. These are my hopes. I f there is any chance of your governmentfavoring this, I will then present my plans i n detail and discuss them with you and will then
put them into action. As mentioned above, such action would not only greatly help the
Tibetan people but also help to prevent the Chinesefrom secretly infiltrating India, Nepal,
and Bhutan. 1would like to request your uiews on t h k g

This gave Washington a n excellent opening, but the United States did not
pursue this, a n d there is n o mention of any response from the State Department. Gyalo Thondup's failure to get the attention of the United States
would soon change, but during his first years in India, Washington had no
interest in Gyalo o r Tibet.
Gyalo received a more positive response from Taiwan. He said that Chiang Kai-shek was willing to give him serious assistance, but the Guomindang
insisted that this be framed as part of the Guomindang's effort to regain the
mainland (with Tibet part of Guomindang China). Gyalo said that he would
not accept their aid under those conditions.
General Chiang Kai-shek is very sympathetic and sending many emissaries to
come and see me, ancl they are always offering whatever assistance, training,
and help. They are willing to extend whatever possible. But then our argment
is always based on requesting them to change their publicity, and they must
recognize it is a spontaneous movement of the Tihetan
1t has nothing to do with the Gr~omindang'sleadership o r instigation for the Tibetans to
fight the Chinese Communists [or] becatfie the expectations of the retllrn of
the Chinese Nationalists to China. So the5e things we argued all these years.
Since that is not agreed, this is more or less all delayetl and not reaching an!'
agreement with the Chinese Nationalists. I think that is the main argllment
between them and 11s.So that i5 why we never accepted any assistance from the
Chinese Nationalists.lo

T h e possibilities in India, however, soon began to improve. G p l o ~ h ( ) ~ ~ ~ ' p
had heen trying for some time to arrange a meeting with Mllllik, the head
9. ( : i ~ c din Tihetan in 1,ha mo Tshe ring (I,hamoFTspring)I y j r : 1 ',:(-59((p"1~ha'saddrd'
I.hamo T5ering was GyaIo's a i ~ l e - s e c r e t a r ~ .
1 0 . C;yalo Thonclup, interview, I !)gy,, Hang Kong (in English, rlncorrected).

of Indian intelligence, so when Mullik was making a trip to Darjeeling in
1953, he asked Nehru whether h e should meet with Gyalo. Nehru agreed,
instructing Mullik "to keep in touch with the Dalai Lama's brother a n d all
the other Tibetan refugees a n d help them in every way possible."" This help,
however, did not include assisting them in organizing resistance to the Chinese, as Nehru further explained, "Such contacts would also indirectly help
us to preuent any machinations by themfrom the Indian soil against the Chinese.""
Nevertheless, this approval set in motion direct relations among Indian intelligence, Gyalo Thondup, a n d Shakabpa.
On the Tibetan exile side, however, it was not until 1954 that real progress
was made in creating a resistance organization in India. An important catalyst for this was the announcement of a new Chinese-India agreement at the
end of April in that year.

THE SINO-INDIAN TREATY O N TRADE A N D TRANSPORTATION
BETWEEN TIBET A N D INDIA

At the time of the Seventeen-Point Agreement, India still maintained the
special privileges in Tibet that it had inherited from the British, who had obtained them as a result of their invasion of Tibet in 1903-4. These included
trade offices in several towns, such as Gyantse and Yadong, the right to maintain escort troops at the specified trade marts, trade advantages, and extraterritoriality. In addition, in 1937, the British opened a mission office in
Lhasa, which the Indians inherited. In 195 1 , after the Seventeen-Point Agreement, these immediately became anachronisms, and in late 1952, negotiations between the Indian and Chinese governments began with the aim of
restructuring India's long-established trade, pilgrimage, and diplomatic relations with Tibet in line with the new realities. T h e result of these talks was
an important agreement on trade and communications between India and
the Tibet Region of China thar was signed on 29 April i 954. It was followed
on the next day by an exchange o f a formal note spelling out issues India
and Chinil did not want placed in the agreement.
Politic-ally, thc new agreement's language reinforced India's acceptance
of Chinese sovereignty over Tibet. The agreement talked about the "Tibet
Rcgion oF(:hi~lii,"and i t st;~tcdthat i t was based o n "Five Principles of Peaceful (:oexistencc," namely, ~nrttualrespect for territorial integrity and sovereigtlty, rnutual nonaggl-cssion, noninterference in each other's internal

I I . M ~ ~ l l iIk
I : I H o . (;r;~ig( I 997: I 72) ( ~ U O I C (iyalo
~S
as saying that this occ~rrredin Oc1ol)c.l 1052 and ~ I I ; I I M~rllikhad lold him, "[I was] li-ec to d o wliatevc~.I wanted. So f'roni Oc~ o ~ ) c ~I I952
o~iwarclsI W;IS i l l ~ O I ~ S I ; IcI. Io ~~ i ~ i l with
(.t
111di;1ni ~ i t e l l i ~ c t islid
c ~ , Nelil-11sitnply ~ u r n c d
;I I ) l i ~ i t lrye.." l l o w c ~ c r1, think hr is incot-rcc-t ; ~ l , o ~
tlic
~ rrl;ite.
I 2 . Mirllik I 07 I : I Ho-H I (rrnl>li;~sis
;~tltlc~l).
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affairs, equality and mutual benefits, a n d peaceful coexistence. ~ l ssince
~ ,
Tibet was now an internal and integral part of China, all relations concerning Tibet would be handled by the Chinese government. India, therefore,
agreed to engage n o longer in direct relations with Tibet. In keeping with
this, n o Tibetan government officials were involved in the negotiations, and
none were signatories to the agreement. A half-century of Indo-Tibetan direct relations was over.
T h e agreement (and note) abolished all the unequal benefits India held
in Tibet. T h e Indian government was allowed to continue "trade agent"
offices in three areas, but, reciprocally, China for the first time would set up
equivalent trade offices in Delhi, Calcutta, and Kalimpong. At the same time,
India agreed to transfer to China all of the Indian government's rest houses
as well as all its postal, telegram, and telephone offices and equipment in Tibet (with the understanding that China would compensate India "at a reasonable price"). In Lhasa, the Indian government's Mission Office was
changed to the Consulate General of the Indian Government and would deal
only with the Chinese government's new Foreign Affairs Office, not the Tibetan (local) government. Reciprocally, China would establish a consulate
in Bombay.I3
Gyalo Thondup was shocked by the news of the treaty and India's formal
renouncement of its direct relationship with Tibet. On 30 April 1954, the
day the treaty was announced publicly, h e immediately took a taxi to
Kalimpong and met with Shakabpa and Kherljung Lobsang Gyentsen, anew
Tibetan monk official who had recently arrived in India, so that they could
discuss what to do.
Lobsang Gyentsen had been sent by the Tibetan government to assume
the position of trade agent in Kalimpong." He had been one of the original members of the antiChinese Namseling clique (discussed in chapter
12).'%0 soon after reaching India he went to see Gyalo Thondup and Shakabpa to urge them to iise their experience in dealing with foreign collntries
to help publicize the Chinese takeover ofTibet and try to organize resistance.
T h e three men agreed that the new treaty was terrible for Tibet and decided to try to improve their relations with the Indian government in Orde'
to influence Indian policy. T h e next month, therefore, on 1: May. Gyaloinvited the political officer in Sikkim to tea at his house together with Sh:
kabpa and idohsangGymtsen, and the threr conveyed thrir vicwson thrT'bet situation. Following this, under the pretext of having picnics. the ihrc'
For the l i l l l agreement ;111rlnole. sec' Llrlion Rc.searrh Insrit~~tr
I @is:(i3-7:j.
I OH:< hr. ~ h l.iht-;lr~
c
of Iihctar'
[.ohsang C;,entsen airl. in ;in i r l r ~ r - ~ reCortlctl
i~w
;lnd .\rrhivrr, in Dh;ir;trnsal;i. that hr calne a ) [lldia in 1
This wnt~ldprohahlv ha\r.
at the vrrv e n d OF that yc.;tr.
1.5. Rnam gling (Narnscling) I gHr(: 7 0 .
1 :3.
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started meeting discreetly to develop a strategy for organizing opposition to
the Chinese from Indian soil.16 These three came to be known by the
acronym: Jenkhentsisum (meaning the three: the older brother, the khenjung, and the tsipon).
Interestingly, the Dalai Lama's reaction to the treaty was very different.
He recalled that h e didn't think it was very significant given the reality of
what had already happened to Tibet over the past four years. "We had already finished the Seventeen-Point Agreement, and we couldn't say that we
signed in duress and had to abide by it [we had to say we accepted it]. So
the agreement between India and China was not so big a deal."" Nevertheless, in international legal terms, the new treaty was, in fact, very significant,
in that the only country that had special treaty relations with Tibet now
agreed to relinquish these and did so without consulting the Dalai Lama o r
the Tibetan government.
The new treaty obviously had serious implications for the Tibetans living
in Kalimpong and Darjeeling, particularly with regard to whether the Indian
government would now want to expel all Tibetans. The Government of India
understood the sensitivity of the treaty and sent Mullik to Kalimpong-Darjeeling in 1954 to assess local reactions to it. Mullik recalled his trip as follows:
In May, I 954, I again visited the Darjeeling-Kalimpong-Gangtokarea to assess
the reactions amongst the local Indians a n d Sikkimese a n d refugee Tibetans
to the Sino-Indian Agreement of 1954. I fo~iridthe Tibetans shocked a n d anguished. They felt that they had been let down badly by India though they had
reposed their trust in her. . . . Tho11gh bitter, tlie Tibetans saw India's difficulty
also and sought for some assurances fi-om India which could help to keep u p
their morale. They desired that the Tibetan refugees should be allowed to
enter India freely and would not be surrendered to the Chinese on the latter's
demand. Secondly, that the Tibetans should be allowed to transfer their money
and valuable property to India for- safe deposit a n d that these should be excniptetl fi-om the provisions of currency, customs and income tax rules. Thirdly,
that responsible Indian leaders sliol~ldissue sratenients stressing that the cultr~ralrelations and ties bctween India and Tibet were eternal and would not
change d n e to tlie Chinese occl~pationof thc country. T h e f o r ~ r t hpoint was
that India s l i o ~ ~ lopcnly
tl
criticise the (;Iiinese viol;~tiono f Ole I 7-Point Agreement with Tihct. T h e fifth point was t1i;tt rlic Ihlai 1,ania's purchasing mission
[trade ot'ficc.] in Kalinipong should exist as a separate entit), a n d should he
given i1 status equal t o that or the (:hinest, Agent. T h e Tibetans were also
i~nxio~rs
to rn;~intaintlicir opposition to tlic (:liinese. They knew that thcy colrld
not get ;111y ~n;~tcr-i;ll
help frorn India h r ~rlicy
t
felt that even moi-al support would
sllslilin the111 in their- fight. . . .
O n l i l y rclllrll t o 1)cllii. 1 reported tlicsc reactions t o the (iovernment. T h c
(i.
l .ha 1 1 1 0 1-stir ring ( I . h ; ~ m Tscring)
o
I 9 9 2 : I (i5-(i6.
17. l ) ; ~ l i ~I i.;IIII:I,
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v, I>l~a~-a~ns:~li~.
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Prime Minister sent for me a few days later. . . . The Prime Minister then said
that the Tibetans hated the Chinese and would never submit to them. The very
nature of the country rendered the inhabitants tough and hardy, and it would
be impossible for the Chinese to colonise that country. But i t would be unwise
for the Tibetans to carry on any armed resistance which the Chinese would be
able to put down swiftly, effectively and ruthlessly. The Prime Minister then instructed that the Tibetan refugees of all classes should be given an assurance
that they would not be handed over to the Chinese even if the latter demanded
their surrender. As regards the property of the refugees, the Prime Minster
held the view that these could be exempted from the customs, currency and
income tax rules and they should be allowed to bring in gold, silver and money
freely just as many moneyed people of Nepal were doing. Regarding the spirit of
resistance in Tibet, the Prime Minister was of the v i m that men ifthese refugees helped
thkr brethren inslde Tibet, the Government of India would not take any notice and, unless thqr compromised themselves too openly, no Chineseprotest would be entertained.He,
hozum~r,suggested that the best form of resistance would be through nonviohce and
struggle f w the protection of Tibetan culture and regzonal autonomy and not by taking
arms which would gzue the Chinese a n excuse to use their military might to suppress the
poor Tibetans. He referred to our military weakness due to which i t was not passible to give any military assistance to Tibet."
In the e n d , therefore, the new Sino-Indian Agreement did not produce
any negative changes for the Tibetans in India, a n d , in fact, it was from this
time in 1954 that N e h r u agreed to turn a blind eye to anti-Chinese activities so long as the Tibetans were discreet. C:onsequently, relations between
Jenkhen tsisum a n d Indian intelligence now actually began to expand into
active cooperation a n d funding.
In the midst of all this, o n i 7 July r 954,
.. o n e of the worst floods in Tibetan
history occurrecl in Gyantse, a rich agricultural area (and town) in Tsang.
south of Lhasa. More than 170 villages were submerged, over I 6,000 people
were injured, and over fjgo people drowned. T h e Tibet Work Committee,
the Tibetan government, and the Panchrn's Administrative Council estab
lishecl an aid office to carry out reliefeffclrts, and the State Council in BeiJing initially allocated over 18o,ooo dayan to the flood victims and Chinese
personnel stationed in the area. Other offices gave relief grain and ricrand
cloth, and various military personnel donated more than one hundredthousand yuan. O n 13 October I 954,
. . the Central (hmmittee agreed to allorat'
an aclclitional three million dayan to construct roads from Cyantse toYadong
and from Gyantse to Shigatse, a n d more than b u r thousand Tihetans
tainecl income by participating in the constrtirtion work.'"
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In India, Jenkhentsisum learned of this only o n 29July, because the Chinese government initially did not release the news. They immediately started
to organize Tibetans in India to provide relief to the flood victims but also
saw this as a perfect opportunity to launch the political organization they
had been planning. O n 5 August, they met in Kalimpong and openly started
the Tibet Relief Committee (tib. pogyob tshogpa), whose aim was to raise
relief funds for the flood victims. At the same time, they covertly started the
Association for the Welfare of Tibet (tib. p o dedon tshogpa), a political organization that was to work for Tibetan independence.20
The members of the political organization took an oath in front of various protector deities, swearing to serve the cause of the organization for as
long as it might take. That document began with a long historical introduction, listing all sorts of Chinese oppressions, but its most important points
are the following:
1.

Till we accomplish our independence, we would sacrifice our lives and our
wealth without ever retreating from difficulty and loss of moral. We would
continue our effort year by year, even it takes a lifetime.

2.

Effort should be made for the speedy return of His Holiness to the capital of Tibet. [The Dalai Lama was then en route to China.]

4. All discussions should be kept secret, and they should not be permitted
to reveal to outsiders. Shall undertake to bear all penalties should anyone
be seen, heard and proofed.
I o.

Our main political aim is that His Holiness would retain his leadership of
the duel Government, all people in U, Tsang, Dokham, Arndo and Golok
will have equal power in thk administration of the country which consists
of education, health, improvement of people's living condition, freedom
of speech, defense, freedom of val-ious sects of religion. Whatever tlie best
shor~ldbe taken up. Strch activities that hampers the progress should
avoided so [liar the people may not he disappointed. We must ban all the
i~ctiviticso r (:ommunists and the atl~eists.~'

The manifesto is interesting in that i t specifically calls n o t just for Tibetan
indcpmdcnce i~nclertile old Tibrt;ln political system but fix an independent Tiher thilr wor~ldinclude (h-catel- Tibet, that is, all the ethnic Tibetan
:Irc;ls in Sichrlan, Qiingliai, Gansu, alld Y L I I I I I ~ with
I ~ , (111 having ~ q ~ rfi0711m.
nl

1 . l i i ~lno l'sh(. ring (I . h a m o T s r r i l ~ ~I y) l n : I 713.
M i ~ l i t . o g;11)Ii
~ (.opy i l l E~iglisli.( c l l ~ ocr i g i t ~ i ~Tiheti111
l
t1c~c~11tiic~ti~
is 1101 availat)le.) N o n c
of Ill(. 1iiis1;lkt.sin K I - ; I I ~ I T I ; I I - i ~ n t ls o l 0 1 . l I i li;~\.cIwcn ;tl~rrrrl.T h i s c l o c u l n c n ~was given by tlie
S h ; ~ k i l h l ~I;~lnily
;~
t o Palior 'Ts;irong l i ~ rthis 1iisto1-yprc?icc.~.
I t is citctl in fiill in a p p e n d i x (:. T l i e
I-nglish riiirnc~ogl.aldit - o l , says
~ 111ro ; ~ t I iw;is t;)kcn two a n d a I~all'wcckst-;il-lirl.o n I 4.111lyI 954,
hill I think 11i;lt I.h;~liio'T'st,r-ing'st l ; l ~ i n gis proh;~l,lyc.or.r.cc.t.
20.
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It is also interesting to consider that, although Gyalo Thondup was the
Dalai Lama's brother, this organization was started without the Dalai Lamays
knowledge a n d was n o t in accordance with his views. As we have seen, at this
time in Lhasa, relations between the Chinese a n d the Tibetan governments
were cordial, a n d it looked as if Tibet was moving forward to carve itself
a niche within the People's Republic of China. T h e resistance movement
in India, modest though it was at this time, was interested in precisely the
opposite-in
driving the Chinese o u t of Tibet, not compromising and
adapting to Chinese communism.
Shakabpa took this opportunity to contact the U.S. Consulate in Calcutta,
urging them to provide flood relief for Tibet. H e thought a U.S. offer of assistance would be good propaganda against the Communists, for Chinese
acceptance of the aid would indicate they did not have the means to handle
the disaster, a n d their refusal of it would show their i n t r a n ~ i ~ e n c e . ' ~ Tconhe
sul general recommended that the United States not respond to the Tibet
Relief Committee's appeal, as did the U.S. Embassy in Delhi. The State Department ultimately agreed, arguing internally that the Chinese had twice
rejected the International Red Cross's offer o n the grounds that they were
able to handle the situation themselves. T h e Chinese government also refused to accept any aid from the Tibet Relief Committee.
T h e new freedom to operate in India led to a big demonstration in Kalimpong a few months later, o n 4 October 1954,when the Association for
the Welfare of Tibet organized a ceremony to offer prayers for the safe return of the Dalai Lama from China. Over four thousand Tibetans met and,
for the first time in India, publicly carried Tibetan flags.''
ForJenkhentsisurn, however, it was the ~ o v e r n m e n of
~ t India, not h e r ica, that was the main focus of its activities at this time. Jenkhentsisum'sconnec tions with the Indian government had developed substan tially in 19.541
which is illustrated in the following excerpt from a letter Shakabpa sent to
the Government of India in late 1954 o r early 1955:
In short, the Chinese are torturing the Tihetan people like hell on earth. Thereh r e , all the monasteries led by the three great monasteries, Sera, DrrpllnR, md
Ganclen, the thoughtfill lay and monk government officials, and the peoplr place
their hope in us rrom the bottom of their hearts. And they are sending messages
and letters r e q ~ ~ e s t i nus
g to request the Indian government, and so on. to
11s through whatever means are appropriate, military or peacefill, so that we can
stand lip rrom where we have fallen t l o w r l . However, if the Indiiln governnlcnt
Cloes not c(.)nsiclcrthis, i t [our w(,rk] will beconlr like clapping with a ~i"gl' harrn*
;lncl we will not be able to tlo anything and will have t o remain cl~liet.

22.
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Recently, the officials of the Indian Intelligence Bureau, such as Mr. Bose
and B. Mullik, told us several times that Tibet should try to regain its freedom
through peaceful means, and the Indian government also will support whatever is appropriate, whether military or peaceful.
Because the Indian government has good relations with the Chinese government, we were suspicious that if we made even a slight political move, all
of us might get expelled from Indian territory, so therefore we didn't have any
plan to do any kind of work. However, because Mr. Bose and Deputy Director
Mr. Majumdar said this to us frequently, and furthermore, because we were
told through the director in Delhi that the recent work that was done was in
accordance with the ideas of Prime Minister Nehru, all of us have deep trust
[for the Government of India] from the bottom of our hearts.
Since Tibet and China are completely incompatible in nationality, language, culture,
religaon, and ideology, rue set u p communication.s through w s s e n g m i n order to make
friendly relations ruith important people i n Tibet. T h q go b a d and forth. smen or eight
times a month. . . . And we are trying our best through in.ternal and external wthods
lo gather all the Tibetans into one association,. Ch-adually, roe will make a big Tibetan
association and try to help Tibet.
In order to mentally win over Tibetans to us, we will ask for donations for
the victims of the flood damage in Gyantse and help Tibet with food and clothing. We have condemned the Chinese, and we will try to distribute a Tibetanlanguage newspaper to advise the Tibetan people. In order to revive Tibetan
Buddhism if it comes to be damaged, we will set up a library on religion and
history and a school for teaching Tibetan. All Tibetans, regardless of whether
they are monks or laymen, will send telegrams and appeals to the Dalai Lama
telling him to return to Tibet [from his trip to China] as soon as possible.
In order to know the news in Tibet quickly, we have set up a training program for the secret wireless equipment [tib. sangwe luiigdrin] [from the Gov~~,
ernment of India]. [Jntil now, we have done many activities. In t h ~ f i l t ?711e
mzll try our bp~tto rpgnin 7'ih~t'r
frepdom through pencej~lmeans, but ull?motcly [qthis
tw't t ? ~ ~ r r t ~TOP
f irilill
/ ] try to gain TtIwt'~
fre~domthro~rghmzl~tnrympnns. WPhnrw no
othpr C ~ O ~ Chut
P to try cpo~rGrtlynnd r~glitto ihp rnd t o g ( ~ compl~te
~n
indep~ndenrp( t ~ b .

This was followed by the heart of the letter, a list of'specific requests for niilitary and peaceful iiid, which reveals just how far Jenklientsisu~n's
relationship with the Indian government's intelligence I~ranchhad developed over
the past year.
We seek your supporr hi-tlle fc)llowiiig points:
I . 11 the policy in Tibet changes, and if they [the Chincse] make changes
c.oiic-crni~lg
the power ;\lid work of'thc Dalai I;~nla,and if matters are decided
by th(- pcoplc in I,ctwcen, ;ind if they obstr-11ctBuddhism, and if'all of these
OC(.III. c-itl~e~.
di~-c~clly
01-indircc-rly,the pcoplc inside Tibet will consider tliis as
their ow11cause ancl milkc a move [to d o something]. At that time, we request
l l l ; ~ t the Inrlia11govcl-nment p~ll~lic.izc
tliis all ovc.r the world and report it to
the I1.N.

Tashilhunpo Labrang [the Panchen Lama's government] and the Chinese are the same, like the proverb "Dogs and wolves have the same faceYZ4
So
if they incite people such as Pomda Tobgye and Derge sey to make U, Tsang,
and Kham separate and create civil war, how much help would the Indian go"ernmen t give
3. As mentioned above, Kalimpong is a very important border area between India and Tibet, so we are trying to take action among the people and
the monasteries in order to avoid any communist influence in this area.
Therefore, we request the Indian officials, spies, and police officers to be
unified a n d hold inner talks with us a n d consider methods to improve the
situation.
4. We have already recruited people to study how to use wireless machines,
and still there are some students who will gradually come from Tibet [for this].
So please sell us fifteen to twenty sets of simple and good-quality wireless equip
ment that is easy to operate and can use batteries.
5 . We thank you for telling us that the Indian government will pay the wages
of the wireless teachers a n d the rent [of the training place]. Please lend us
monthly expenses of four thousand rupees on time. In the future, when Tibet
again has its freedom, we will pay you the principal with interest.
6. As we requested before, please arrange training in the use of explosives,
and for the time being sell us the equipment to blow up the Chinese weapons,
and the places where they keep their supplies, and their roads and bridges.
7. So we will be reassured, please make an agreement in advance to help us
with the expenses we will need when our work gets enlarged and, in the fluture, when we need military support. As mentioned above, we will pay the
money back when Tibet gains its independence.
8. AS we requested before, if the Red Chinese try forcibly to take the Tibetan government's golcl and silver that is in C;angtok [Sikkim], we will never
hand i t over to the Chinese. We will transfer i t to an appropriate Indian hank.
SOwe request that you help us internally to get the gold and silver transferred.
9. We request that the Indian government agree not to stop private individuals when they bring their gold and silver, coins and valuable thiniV1 and
relics to India i ~ n dnot to impose taxes o n thern.
1 0 . Recai~sethe price of [Tibetan] food is high, many Tibetans are coming
to India. We request that the Indian police and the passport office not stop
them o r cause them hindrances. When they come to India for road bllildingl
many of thern get sick and die during the hot weatht-r season. We can'[ hear
this respontihility, so we request that the Indian government give them appmpriatr land. where they can farm and stay legally. We also rrqllesl $ l l ~ ~
by provicling teed and money [for them].
I I . AS for the Tibeti~nschools and the lihrar-y set I I in
~ KalilnponBl We I p
2.

24. I n Tibetan, khijang khal.is-jiggytlr,
25. Pm-ndn T ~ h g and
y tlrrgc spy wrrr
ing with the (:hirlese.
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quest that the Indian government give us annual support so that these can develop and not decline.'"

Indian intelligence agreed to most of these items but not to the training in
explosives.
On 18 August 1955,Jenkhentsisum met and took the next step, deciding that it was time to establish a base in Tibet. Khenjung Lobsang Gyentsen
was delegated to send secret agents to Lhasa and generally to be in charge
of relations with Tibet.27By late 1955, India was regularly providing funds
to Jenkhentsisum and working with them to create a secret identity card so
that their people coming from Tibet would not be stopped at the border."
At the same time that this anti-Chinese resistance organization was developing in India, a major political event occurred within Tibet-an invitation from the Central Committee for the Dalai Lama to visit China. This is
the subject of the next chapter.

26. Unsigned and undated handwritten note in Tibetan in Shakabpa's handwriting (emphasis added). Given by the Shakabpa family for this project. (Dating was d o n e from events
mentioned in the letter.)
27. Lha rno Tshe ring ( L h a ~ n oTsering) I 992: 184.
28. Shakabpa's diary (Tibetan ins.), book 1. (This document was given to Paljol- Tsarong
by the Shakahpa family for this histoi-y project.)

Chapter 19

The Dalai Lama Goes to Beijing

A N INVITATION

In the spring of 1954, the Central Committee set September as the date for
the inaugural meeting of the National People's Congress. This was a milestone event in the history of the PRC, because the new National People's
Congress would be adopting the PRC's first constitution and electing (he
k w h - s of the nation. T h e central government, therefore, decided to invite
the Dalai a n d Panchen lamas to Beijing to participate, setting the stage for
o n e of the most dramatic moments of the iqtjos. With things going well in
Tibet, this was to be China's first chance to gain direct access to the Dalai
Lama and influence his attitudes a n d thinking.
At the start of June. a telegram signed by Deng Xiaoping informed (he
Tibet Work Committee about this decision and urged them to "strive
cure the attendance of the Dalai Lama a n d Panchen ~ a m a . "In
' Lhasa, it was
decided that Zhang Jingwu would ronsr~ltwith the Dalai Lama and the Tit
betan government, while L.iang X i a n p i a n , the head of the ~ i h eWorkcornmittee's branch office in Shigatse, would inform the Panrhen Lama-' The
Panchen Lama quickly accepted the invitation, but the issl~eof whether
Dalai 1.ama should go p ~ c i p i t a t r da heated debate among his officialsover
the potential advantages and clangers.
The Kashag anrl the Dal;li Lama's influential junior tutor, Trjjan~Rimporhe, felt that it was better for him (0 go, brlt m;;ny in the Tihetan elitr '('
jected. including the Ecclesiastic Office (Yigtsang), the ahhots Of linsq
Drepung, and (;anclen monasterirs, a n d the Dalai I.arna7ssrnior tLJtol'9IjinR
c
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Rimpoche. Lobsang Samden, the Dalai Lama's brother a n d jigyab khembo,
was also not enthusiastic. In the face of this lack of consensus, the Kashag
convened the Assembly to discuss the invitation. Kundeling Dzasa, a participant, recalled the positions of the two sides at the meeting.
Some were saying that it is possible that His Holiness might not be able to return, that they [the Chinese] might give him a grand title and insist that he
stay there. . . . Yes, and if it should happen like that, then we will not be able
to accept this. Others were saying that if His Holiness went down and met face
to face with them [Chinese leaders] and if they made harsh statements, His
Holiness would have to be meek, and then we would be at a loss. So instead of
that, it is better for him to stay and talk from here. Then there were comments
that if His Holiness went to attend the "National People's Congress,"just by attending a Chinese national meeting as a people's representative, the status of
the Dalai Lama would be degraded. So there was a lot of talk like that.:'

Another important concern that Kundeling did not mention was the fear
that a long visit with exposure to new things in Beijing might influence the
Dalai Lama's attitudes and views in ways conservatives a n d traditionalists
would not favor. As was discussed earlier, controlling what the Dalai Lama
saw and experienced was an implicit part of the Tibetan political system.
However, Kundeling also recalled that others felt strongly that the Dalai
Lama should go.
Then there were those who said that [the Dalai Lama] should go. He s h o ~ ~ l d
attend and participate in the discussions, listen to what they say, and tell them
what we think. And he sliould take a look here and there. I t was not only us,
hut many other leaders who were coming, and so it would be good to meet
and get lo know them and hold discussions with them. They thought that this
is what we should do rather than stay in a c o r n e r ; ~ n dthink that we are so great.
We can't deal with them [the C:hinese] like that.4
In the end, although a stl-ong majority in the Assembly felt that the Dalai

I.;una s h o ~ ~not
l d visit China, the stakes were too high for the Kashag to quictly accept that view as final. Zhang Jin<gwuhad beeti telling the Kashag and
Ngi~biithat this was an cxtraol-dinary event in China's history, and it was extremely impol-tant fol- the I);~laiL,;ima t o attend and meet the top leaders of
(:hin;l. This m;lde so much scnsc that the Kashag sunimoned all the Assclnbly's delegates and tried to persuade them to change their position. When
this fiiilrd. thc Kas11;ig ~.cpol.tedthe impasse to the Dalai I a n a .
Ilnlike the most of the religious establishment, the Dalai Lama was per~oliilllyi l ~favor of going. althor~ghhe understood the fears of those against
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the trip. He explained, in English, "As a young person, of course, [I was] a]ways eager to see new places. [It was] more sort of a modern thing. But then
the Three Monastic Seats at our Assembly [were] veryvery critical about the
possibility of my visit to China, and also I think many senior Tibetan officials
were very very concerned about it. O n one side Ngabo and a few othersfeel
very strongly I should go to China, I should take this opportunity.""
Kundeling also recalled that the Dalai Lama said, "When we first discussed
things with the Chinese, they said that they were going to assist us greatlyin
the development of Tibet; however, at this moment we are just talking with
some of the Chinese leaders in Tibet, and we have not met face to face with
the people who shoulder the main responsibility, like the main leader Mao
Zedong, so I think it's better to go than to stay.""
However, when neither side was willing to change its view and the Dalai
Lama was unwilling to decide himself, the Tibetan government again turned
to the gods for guidance and held a divine lottery (tib. senril) in Norbulingka before the deity Yeshe Gompo. It replied in favor of going to China,
so on i oJune 1954 the Tibetan government informed the Tibet Work (kmmittee that the Dalai Lama would go to Beijing but not without a number of
conditions, meant to assuage the fears of those opposed to the trip. Chinese
sources describe these as follows:
At .5:()() P . M . , many gaily clressed Tibetans came to the front of the Tibet Work
Committee. They included of all the Kashag ministers, the trunyichemmo, the
tsipan, the present a n d past abbots of the T h r e e Monastic Seats, and the rep
resentatives of all the monk a n d lay government official ranks. They came here
specially to notify %hangJingwu of the Dalai 1,ama's agreement to attend the
National People's (;ongress. . . .
After everyone sat clown, [Minister] Surkhang spoke first. He said he represents all the monk ancl lay officials from the Kashag, the Ecclesiastic Office,and
the Three Monastic Seats arid wants t o convey that they agree to the Dalai Lama's
g o i ~ i gto Beijing and have come to formally notify Representative Zhang of this.
After Surkhang finished speaking, Zhang Jingwi~warmly welcomed the news
of the Dalai 1,ania's going to Beijing anti expressed tiis ;rpprcciation for the
sllpport of all the officials. %hang.Jingwualso askeel them to rrlilx and not worry*
hec;lllse t h central
~
government ha5 prcparecl everything for the lDalai
I.m-na's1 accommoclations, transportation, a n d hciilth, ant1 so forth.
'Then I,hang.linpvr~noticeel that the reprt-sentatives cvcre looking at one
another, a n d i t seernccl as i f they had yr)mrthjng o n their niinds Therefore.
Zhang.Jingwu said. "PIcase tell m e wllatevpr is on y(lor mind. 110 not he shy
ancl think tor) rnl~ch."In accorclance with this. ~ ~ l r k h a n ~ sthat
a i dhe had three
reqlltx"L" t o make t o R e p r e ~ ~ n t a t i vZhang
r
that they drfinitrly want
granted. . . .

"The first request is to ask the Central Committee and Representative Zhang
to guarantee absolutely the safety of the Dalai Lama."
When Zhang Jingwu heard this, h e had n o problem, because both the central government and all the local governments [en route] took the issue of
Dalai Lama's safety as their first priority and had made very careful arrangements. So he said, "You can relax completely about this point. T h e Dalai Lama
and Panchen Erdini are g o i n g . . . as honored guests invited by Chairman
Mao and the Central People's Government. Not only are you concerned about
the safety of'Dalai Lama, but so too is the Central People's Government, which
has paid much attention to it. T h e Central People's Government has sent telegrams to all the local governments and military regions along the trip [route],
arranging preparations for the Dalai Lama's stay in these areas and particularly emphasizing the safety of Dalai Lama and Panchen Erdini. Just relax [about
this] ."
After this explanation, all the representatives were relieved and nodded their
heads. . . . Then Ta Lama [the senior head of the Ecclesiastic Office] made the
second request, namely, that it would be best if the period of the Dalai Lama's
stay in Beijing would be less than ten months; and it must not be longer than
one year.
Zhang Jingwu had n o problem promising that the Dalai Lama would come
back within one year. [However] Zhang Jingwu said, "I may promise that the
Dalai will come back within one year, but as everyone knows, it is such a long
distance from Lhasa to Beijing and transportation is still not that convenient,
so who can predict what might happen during the trip? We cannot control all
the factors such as the weather, transportation, and the health of Dalai Lama.
What can we d o if they are late by a couple of days? What are you going to d o
if they are late by a couple of days?!" . . .
An abbot responded, "Representative Zhang, this is our hope. If Representative Zhang promises this, only then will i t be easy for us to go back and
persuade the others. Certainly the situation will change if they really meet unexpected troubles and difficulties that they cannot overcome. We arejust afraid
that the Dalai Lama will slay in Bei,jing and inland China too long and will not
come bark. That would callse all kinds of doubts and worries among the monks
and the Tiberan people, ancl it would not benefit the work of both Tibet and
the (:entl-aI Committee."
Wilt-n %liang.Jingwulisrcncd to thcir comlnents, he was thinking and calclllating in his mind . . . [that] i t was certain that he Dalai L,ama could return
to I.h;~sawi~hinone year, so he said, "Okay. I promise that Dalai Lama will re1111-nto I,li;~s;~
within o ~ l cyear. As the representative of the Central Commitst ...
tee, my word is good. Yo11 s h o ~ ~ tl rd~ ~me."
" ( ; < ) ~gootl,"
d,
all thc rcprt.~e~lti~tives
said and were ireryhappy and smiled.
"So whilt is yor~rI;ISI I-c.qr~est?"
Zliang.Jingwu askcd.
Sllrkll;~ngthen silicl, "There
ccrtain ct~stonisregarding the food and
drink 01' III(* I)ali~iI.;tm;~.We hope he can still be taken care oS accol-cling to
'ril)(xta~i
C I I S ~ O I I I Swhile i l l i ~ i l a ~ (1Ilin;l."
ld
[%h;~ng
r~eplietl]"This is n o proble~n.Sincc long ago the (:entral CommitIce has p ~ ~ l x ~ Sol~ . crlie
t l I);llai 1,;trna t o livc in itllanrl China in accordance with

his own life habits. T h e Central Committee asked me and other people to accolnpany the Dalai Lama and Panchen Erdini to Beijing so that we could take
special care of them with regard to their life style and so on. Everyone, please
be relaxed."
All the representatives nodded a n d said thanks. However, i t seemed they
still had something on their minds. Zhang Jingwu said, "Just be frank; don't
have any worries."
With this encouragement from Zhang Jingwu, they said, "We request that
the Dalai Lama should not take an airplane to Beijing this time."
"Why is this?"
"The airplane is neither linked to the heavens, nor does it touch the earth.
It is verv dangerous. In case of emergency, we cannot risk it."
. . . Zhang J i n p laughed,
~
"Has anyone taken an airplane before?"
All the representatives looked at o n e another again and shook their heads
at Zhang Jingwu, saying, "No, we have not tried it before."
"How d o you know it is unsafe if you have never taken an airplane?"Zhang
Jingwu said mildly. "The airplane is the fastest, most convenient, and safest modern transportatiorl tool. It takes less than o n e hour [to travel] several hundred
li by airplane. A moment ago every one of you said that the Dalai Lama must
come back within one year, but then you d o not want him to take an airplane.
This request is kind of unreasonable. If the Dalai Lama is going to take an airplane, I will take the same plane, so the safety of Dalai Lama is guaranteed with
my life. You d o not have to have any worries. O n the other hand, after the Dalai
Lama goes to inland China, if he really wants to take an airplane, how could
you and I stop him? Among all of you, who can tell Dalai what to do and what
not to do?"
However, all the representatives still insisted that Zhang Jingwu should pass
on the message to the Central Committee about not letting the Dalai Lama
take an airplane.
T h e two sides had come to a deadlock, so Zhang Jingw~ranswered with flexibility, "Let us come to the solution that at present I promise as YO11 wish.
After Dalai Lama goes to inland China, we will make the decision according
to Dalai's opinion and the specific circumstances. Is this okay?"
What's done cannot be undone. Zhang Jingwu made the promise to the
i
general requests, a) all the representatives were satisfied and thanked h'rn.

The invitation t o t h e Dalai L a m a h a d a n o t h e r i m p o r t a n t r o n s e q o e n c ~it: led
t o a revival of t h e People's Association. ,410 C h n n d r c , o n e of its new leaders.
recalled how h e a n d o t h e r s were deeply o p p o s e d to t h e Dalai l a m a going
t o C h i n a a n d how t h e "people" began t o g e t invoIvcrI in politics again.
We in the People's Association had connections with Phala [the Dalai I A m a ' ~
lord chamberlain], who said to Lls that thr Dalai 1,ama is going to the ~ a t i ~ ) ~ ~ l

People's Congress meeting. He has agreed to this. So you in the People's Association should try to stop this if you can. H e said this [to us] s e c r e t l ~ . ~
Q How did you meet Phala?
I had a personal relationship with him. H e invited me to parties and I played
majong with him.
A few days after this, we in the People's Association took a ceremonial scarf
and went to Phala to request that he ask the Dalai Lama on behalf of all the Tibetan people not to go to China. Several representatives went to the Dalai Lama's
secretariat office (tib. Tse ga) to see Phala. . . . There was n o written letter; it was
oral. We gave a ceremonial scarf and shogja [money wrapped in a traditional
paper-folded sheath]. . . . Phala told us he would give us an answer in a few days.
After a few days had passed, I went to see if there was an answer, and Phala
told me that the Dalai Lama said that his visit to China is finalized and that he
has to go for the benefit of fostering good Sino-Tibetan relations. So we left
and again called a meeting, at which we decided to offer a Long Life Ritual
(tib. denshu shabten) for the Dalai Lama.
Then we went to N g a b ~H. e~ was o n the Communist's side, but we thought
he spoke truthf~llly.So three or four representatives went to him. . . . We told
Ngabii to tell the Chinese not to take the Dalai Lama to China to attend the
meeting. Ngabii responded, "The Dalai Lama's going to China is his own decision, not that of the Chinese, and the trip is already settled, so you, the
People's Association, can have a Long Life Ritual, but the trip is finalized in
accordance with the Dalai Lama's own wish."
The Long Life Ritual was done in Norbulingka. First there were prayers [by
monks], and then we gave scarves [and a niendredenstun] to the Dalai Lama,
then gifts. Many people were there; lamas, monks, aristocrats, and People's Association memhers. The expenses for tliis were all from patrons in the People's
As5ociation. . . .
Before the ritual we had a meeting, and the Khanibas within the People's
Association said that we should prostrate at the Long Life Ibtual and then yell,
"Dalai IJania, please d o not go to China." how eve^-, if'we did this, we would be
doing an illegal petition (till. dongsliu), and that was a very serioils thing to
do. Thc Khanil>asdidn't understand the [Tibetan] government's customs, so
others explained abol~ttliis, and they didn't d o it."'

8 . Th(. 1)alai 1,ama. liowc.\,t-I-,1 - r c ~ l l r dtli;lt l'li;11;1 was i l l Si~\.olol'his going a n d said that lir
(lid not ~llilikI'li;il;~ wor~ldtell him t o g o a n d ~ h r nICII Alo (:hiindi..e 10t1.y to I~lockthis. H e said.
To 1(*1l nir o n e l h i ~ l ganrl th(. miniang (tlic. p r o l ~ l t . )somctlii~lgc.lsc. ~ , ~ ~ o l ~ alit*
l >woiildn't
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~
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,
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d,
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All the members of the People's Association in Lhasa attended the Long
Life Ritual ceremony, at which the Dalai Lama said, "My going to this meeting
in China is very important, because it is very important to have good relations
with China. This was decided by divination. . . . Today the People's Association
has given me a Long Life Ritual, and that is very good. You people are worried
about me, and I can't blame you for that. I am going to China, but I will
definitely return after n o more than o n e year. Up to now you have done things
carefully, a n d while I am gone you should not cause trouble." So he promised
not too stay for more than o n e year (at most)."

T h e Chinese side was not pleased with this emergence of the new People's
Association, which they thought had been permanently disbanded in 1952.
Although it was still in a nascent form, they describe its reappearance as
follows:
T h e Fake People's meeting organized the so-called Long Life Ritual giftpresenting conspiracy activity. After the announcement of the Dalai Lama's
planned trip to Beijing to attend the first National People's Congress, Alo
Chondze and Ananla, and so o n , and elements of the Fake People's meeting
directed the Shigatse a n d Gyantse reactionary organizations and persistently
attacked and slandered us in the name of offering the Dalai Lama a Long Life
Ritual. In Lhasa these people, in the name of offering the Dalai gifts, instigated
lamas [monks] of the three great monasteries to send a petition to the Dalai
to try and stop him from going to Beijing.I2

In the end, though, the Dalai Lama and the Kashag prevailed, and the Dalai
Lama made his first visit to Beijing in the summer of 1954.

T H E DA1,AI LAMA DEPARTS

For the people of Lhasa, the Dalai Lama's departure from Lhasa was an emotional time. O n e Tibetan government official recalled the atmosphere in [he
city that day.
When His Holiness was actually leaving ibr China, he went from the gate of
the Norbrllingka to Shiil, and then to I,hasa, and finally all the way to Kumb1lmthang.l:' where the.journey was ma& in coracles (yak-skin boats) [across
the Kyichu (Lhasa) River]. So the distance was great, from ~orhulingkaall the
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someone corning h r t h while the Dalai IJarnawas i n a pr-ocrssic,n r)r at a ritrlal a n d withor1'prrmission. prostrating brli)re him and making an appeal. This was cmrr wag 1 0 get 3 casr hrrrn hv
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way down [to the river, and people] were just sprawled out along the route,
seeking [a visual] audience with the Dalai Lama. Everyone was prostrating, and
then running farther down the line for a second [visual] audience, and then
[getting up] again and going still farther along. From the gates of Norbulingka,
people were spread out all along the route until finally, when he entered the
boat, the [people] were like a huge forest; a sea of people were on this side of
the river. One could not even see the white earth, since the riverbank was so
full of people. T h e number of people who were crying was limitless.
When His Holiness's procession passed by, it was not like here [in India].
Then there were bodyguards who would whip people, and so there was a lot
of apprehension. The older women were fainting and calling out, "Gyawa Rimpoche [Your Holiness]! Please don't stay for more than a year. Please come
back immediately!" [Gyawa Rimpoche! Lo chik le mashu ro nang. Namgyang
pheronang!] So even though it was dangerous to their lives, they were endlessly shouting their request. . . .
When [the Dalai Lama] reached the other shore, all the people on this side
were in tears. Some elderly women fainted, and it was said that they had to be
carried away. It was said that one even died, but I did not see it. So when His
Holiness went down to China, the people just couldn't restrain themselves. They
thought only that the Chinese would d o something bad. No matter how good
the Chinese said that they were going to act, in the minds of the Tibetan people
there was not an inkling of hope that the Chinese would d o something good.'"
Another Tibetan official recalled similarly,
In the minds of the Lhasa people there was the worry that the Chinese may not
do good things [to the Dalai Lama]. That was everybody's concern. A lot of
people cried. . . . Radii Rimpoche and myself were there. Both the tutors [of the
Dalai l,ama] were there, and so I crossed over to the other side [of the river] to
help the Dalai 1,;una. . . . Some of the older women were shouting, "Please don't
go, its no good," and so forth, and arnong the people there was a lot of sliouting. So everybody was concerned arid thought that His Holiness should really
not go and that "he" [the Cliiiiese] might do something [to the Dalai Lama].';

The Dalai LAamahimself said of that day, " W h e n I was leaving Lhasa s o m a n y
wcre crying. So many. I r e m e m b e r very cleat.ly that at that t i m e t h e r e was n o
bridge o v r r t h e Kyichu River. . . . W h e n we were crossing t h e river in coracles, o n t h e side, o n t h e rocks, thet-e were s o m a n y p e o p l e crying, a n d s o m e
it secrned might have even.jumped i n t o t h e water."'"
T h e fact that b o t h t h e P a n c h e n 1,arna a n d t h e Dalai L a m a were g o i n g t o
br. in (:hina togetlirr brought to t h e SLII-F~CC
all of t h e difficult issr~esregarding
how r a r l i siclr l o o k r d at its relativr status a n d authority. T h i s m e a n t deci-

sions had to be made about their positions a n d then reflected correctly in
the protocol arrangements. For the first part of the trip this would not be
too complicated, since the Panchen Lama a n d his entourage were to travel
separately u p to Xi'an. T h e Dalai Lama (accompanied by Zhang Jingwu) left
Lhasa o n 15 July using the southwest route, while the Panchen Lama set out
for Beijing the next day, accompanied by Fan Ming, using the northwest [the
Qinghai] route." However, for the last leg of the journey, the Central Committee insisted that all parts of the Tibet delegation travel together, so showing relative status was important.
T h e chance to start a new page in Panchen-Dalai relations had been lost
in the fiasco of the 1952 ceremonial meeting in Lhasa, and, as we saw, the
enmity of the Panchen Lama's officials at that time was great. The Dalai Lama
said h e noticed that the demeanor of the Panchen Lama in 1954 had become less friendly a n d more competitive.
At the time [when] we were to go to China, the two of us met at Norbulingka. . . . When the Panchen Lama came to Lhasa, his attitude had changed
somewhat, and now h e had quite a bit of a sense of competition. Some people
noticed that. We met briefly at Lhasa, a n d then he went via the northern route.
We met at Xi'an, and when we first met there, h e shook my hands in the Western style. My lord chamberlain [Phala] and my attendants said, "Oh, that was
very strange" [Dalai Lama laughs]. . . . So such an impression was felt.IR

T h e Central C:ommittee, however, as indicted in a previous chapter, had a]ready decided that the Dalai Lama was superior in status and authority, which
meant h e had to be treated as higher than the Panchen Lama in all aspects
of etiquette o n this trip. Phiinwang, who was then in Beijing, recalled the
importance of this issue.
This would be the Dalai Lama's first visit to China, so the central government
was extremely concerned that it go perfectly and that it would play a great role
in winning over the Dalai Lama. But hecallse the Panchen Lama was also COming, the entire issue of the autonomy of the Panchen Lama and so forth had
to be dealt with. Since the recent decision of the Panmunjom meeting in Reijing [in February 19.541 on this had encletl with the central government'sdecision that the Dalai Lama was to be considered as the main one and the
Panchen as the secondary one, it was decided that this opportunity would be
used to clemonstrate this clearly in action so that all officialsin ~ i b eand
t China
w011ld see for themselves and help resolve the contt-adiction k t w c e ~the
~ Northwest and Southwest bureau officials."'
17. Zhonggong xizang zizhiqu tlangshi ziliao zheng,ji weiylranhlli
I

1 CJ!)~,cntryfor.!lil!'

!)3'#'

H. Dalai Lama, interview, I qy1. Dharamsala.

19. (:raig ( 1997: I j 7- 78) incorrectly wrote that since the Dalai and Panchcn lamawwere
both g o i n g to Reijing, "the Chinese lost n o o p p o r t ~ i n i t yof showing that the two most important Lamas of Tibet were equal irl statt~s."I t was. of c.c)\~rse,,just
the oppositr.

Beijing carefully prepared each aspect of the visit. A document called the
Solution of Reception (ch.jie dai zhang cheng) was drafted by Li Weihan, the
minister of both the Nationalities Affairs Commission and the United Front
Work Department, and approved by Mao. It stated that the Dalai and Panchen's
reception was an important political event, and each component of their reception must follow this "Solution." It was also stated that wherever they went
and whatever activities they participated in, the Dalai should be treated as chief
(ch. zheng), and the Panchen should be treated as deputy chief (ch. ~ U ) . ~ O

In fact, on 2 August, while the two lamas were e n route, the Central Committee sent instructions to all provinces clearly laying out the background
for the different statuses. This telegram urged officials to d o what they could
to improve relations between the two but also specified without qualification
that the Dalai Lama was to be considered number one, and the Panchen
Lama, number two.
Arrangements for Dalai and Panchen's Visit and Related Propaganda Work
The Dalai and Panchen are coming to Beijing to attend the National People's
Congress. This is a sign that Tibet is getting closer to the motherland and the
Central Committee; it has important political meaning. However, the gap
between Han Chinese and Tibetans is very deep, because imperialists and the
Guomindang are still trying to worsen tlie relationship between Tibet and
the central government (one of their measures is to spread rumors that the
central government supports the Panchen and oppresses the Dalai in an attempt to replace the Dalai with the Panchen). T h e Dalai and Panchen groups
do not like each other, and both suspect that tlie central government secretly
supports the other group. We need to be extremely careful when dealing with
questions of the Dalai and Panchen. Try to work out appropriate ways to avoid
irritating either of them or arousing the suspicions of one of them. Try to encourage harmony between them.
The Dalai and Panchen are two religious leaders of Tibetans. They enjoy
very high prestige and populal- influence among Tibetans. In history, they were
teachers of cach other. Br~ttheil- positions are different in Tibet. T h e Dalai's
religious influence is greater than the Pimchen's. The Dalai is number one,
and the Panchen is number two. More impor-rant, in the whole o f Tibet, the
rilnchen controls only il small part in Rack Tibct, about I o percent of the poprllation. Tlw Ihlai contl-ol5 Front Tibet, ill1 of Ali, and most parts of Back TiThe Kashag is under the leadership
bet, aboul !lo percent of the pop~11ilti011.
of Dalai. and for a long time, ic served as the ruling institution of Tibet. In
o t h e ~wolds, it is tlie TibeIan local government. Ir once controlled Tibet's military and diplomatic power and r-eprescnted the whole of Tibet. This means
that the Di~laiand the 13al;li's gr-ol~pOCCIIPY tlic leading position in Tibet.
As a 1-ew1r01 11iesplit bctwcen the I gtli Dalai and 9th Patichen, both sides
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sizes that there can b e only o n e leader in Tibet; the Dalai is the only leader,
and only the Dalai can represent Tibet. The policy of the Central Committee is to
move Tibet to be a unzjied autonomous reg- on under the principle that the Dalai is number one and the Panchen is number two. It is to unite the patriotic forces of the
Dalai's and Panchen's sides, as well as any other patriotic forces in Tibet, to
build a unified Tibetan autonomous region. To realize the goal, we need to go
through many years of complex and difficult work. We have already done something during the past few years, but there are severe difficulties, one of them
being that both sides are suspicious about the central government.
Because of the above situation, while the Dalai and Panchen are in Beijing
attending the National People's Congress, all institutions of the Central Committee, local party committees, and the local governments should follow the
regulations below in arranging welcome meetings, entertainment, meetings
with leaders, and news reporting.
Regulations omitted.
Central Committee
2 August 195421
Phiinwang saw t h e above instructions ( a n d regulations) a n d said of t h e m ,
The two sides' response to the document revealed their different views. Zhang
Jingwu responded that the solution [to treat the Dalai Lama as superior] was
completely correct and in accordance with the situation in Tibet. H e said h e
would fbllow the guidelines one hundred percent. Fan Ming's reply was more
equivocal. His telegram said some comrades like Liang Xiangxian (the head
of the Shigatse branch of the Tibet Work Committee and the secretary to the
Panchen Lama) disagreed with the decision. I got to see these telegrams because I was working in the State Nationalities Affairs Commission in Beijing.
I immediately knew i t was really Fan Ming who disagreed because 1,iang Xiangxian was from the Nol-thwest Bureau and would d o whatever Fan Ming told
him. I told Liu Gcping and other leaders my opinion about Fan's telegram,
and they agreed bur said i t didn't matter because Mao himself had i~l~thorized
these guidelines. So we prepared the I-eceptionexactly according to the reception d ~ c u r n e n t . ' ~
Phiinwang f u r t h e r recalled that everything, even t h e size o f t h e beds, was
made different f o r t h e two lamas.
So impel-tan1 was this visit that every aspect of the arrangements was monitored carcfr~llyby top leaders. For cxarnplc, both Xi Zhongxun and Deng Xiaoping pel-sonally ramc to inspect the arrangements for the two lamas' I-esidences.
Xi W ~ I Ffrom the No~.tliwestR11rca11and was close t o the Panchen Lama's g r o t ~ p .

2 1 . I h ~ xi7iirlg
i
g o n g l ~ dr
~ o~ h o n g y a ohish hi (wri rlil~hiindr shouji), n.d. (c~nphasis
added).
-Hlc ;I( f r ~ arlc - g ~ ~ l a ~ i;lrr
o n sno1 ;~vail;rl,lt..
2 2 . (;oldstrin, Shrl-iip,and Siehcnsc-huh 2004: I H7-HK
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H e shook his head when h e saw the different level of arrangements for the
Panchen Lama but did not say anything. O n the other hand, Deng Xiaopingfrom the Southwest Bureau-praised us and said everything had been arranged
tly.23

As the time approached for the Dalai a n d Panchen lamas to arrive in Bei..
jing, a disagreement arose regarding who should receive them at the train
station, which is illustrative of how carefully all aspects of this trip were
planned. Phiinwang explained,
Within the State Nationalities Affairs Commission, three of us were responsible for handling the reception [of the Tibetans]: Zhao Fan (personal secretary to Li Weihan, the Commission's director), Peng Sika, a Mongol who was
vice director of the General Office of the Nationalities Affairs Commission,
and me. We were informed that the higher authorities had decided that Zhou
Enlai would receive them. I was unhappy with that plan and said in our subcommittee that this was not appropriate. When Ngabii came to Beijing in 195 1
for the Seventeen Point Agreement negotiations, Zhou Enlai went to receive
him, but in Tibetan society, Ngab6 was only a council minister and was s u b
ordinate to the Dalai Lama. So if only Zhou Enlai now came to receive the Dalai
Lama it would appear to Tibetan officials (who were highly attuned to etiquette)
to be showing a lack of proper respect to the Dalai Lama. We all agreed and
Zhao F;ln reported this to o u r superior, Li Weihan. Li responded that Premier
Zhou Enlai was the top leader in the State Council and was also one of the
most senior figures in the party. If Zhou received the lamas, he said, it would
be perfectly acceptable. But, he concluded, since our views differed, "I will tell
Mao and Zhou ancl let them decide."
T h e next morning, Li called us to his office and told us that the Central
Cavernment agreed with us and decided to also send Zhu De to the train station. Zhu De was commander-in-chief of the PLA and member of the Standing Committee of the Politburo. At that time his was one of the two pictures
hanging on the walls of almost all offices-the other one was Mao's. This was
perfect to show the Central Government's special respect for the Dalai and
Panchen Larnas.'j

T h e two lamas, therefore, were welcomed at the railway station in Beijing by
Zho~
Enlai, Zhu De, Li Weihan, a n d various other leaders of the Communist Party. So began a critically important visit that had the potential of changing Sino-Tibetan relations. It is the subject of the next chapter.

Gold~tein,Sherap, and Siebenschr~h2004: I 87-88,
24. Goldstein, Sherap, and Siehenschr~h2004: 188-81)
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Chapter

20

The Dalai Lama in Beijing

The arrival of the Dalai Lama a n d his top officials in Beijing on q September 1954 opened a critical window of opportunity for the Chinese leadership. Winning over the Dalai Lama had been central to Mao's gradualist
strategy, but until then direct access of the Chinese to the Dalai Lama had
been extremely limited. T h e CCP now had a rare opportunity to create a
favorable impression about China, the CCP, a n d socialism. It also afforded
the Chinese an excellent opportunity to revisit a number of outstanding issues that had been left in abeyance in 195 1 a n d 1952, such as the MilitaryAdministrative Committee, the Tibetan army, Tibetan currency, a n d the
Panchen-Dalai lama conflict.

The campaign to win over the Dalai Lama began at once. T h e day after the
Dalai Lama arrived, Zhu De personally hosted a banquet in his and the Panchen Lama's honor.' This was followed on 1 1 September by a meeting with
Mao Zedong at Zhongnanhai, the command conlpound for China's top POlitical officials. Phiinwang, the Tibetan cadre who was designated to accompany and translate for the Dalai Lama, recalled this first conversation of Mao
and the Dalai Lama.
Thrcc or f o l ~clays
r
after the Dalili L,ania arrived, a major meeting was arranged
for thc Dalai 1,ama a n d the Panchcn 1,ama with the top leaders of ChinaMao, 1.i11Shaoqi, Zhou Enlai, %hi1De, a n d Deng Xiaoping. I was to be the translator. I t was thc first time the Dalai Lama had met China's top leaders, a n d they
him. Ir\tcrestingly, only Mao spoke. Mao told the Dalai Idanla that h e a n d the

Central Government were very happy about the Dalai Lama's first visit to Beijing and they welcomed him. T h e relationship between Chinese and Tibetans,
he said, was very important, and in the future the Central Government would
expend great effort to support the development of Tibet.
T h e Dalai Lama in turn told Mao that h e was happy to have come to Beijing. Previously, h e said, he had not known the real situation in China, so he
had gone to Yadong on the Indian border and had thought about seeking asylum abroad. But, he said, after Zhang Jingwu came, he gradually came to learn
more about the overall situation, and now h e was very happy to have an o p
portunity to meet Mao a n d the other leaders.
The Dalai Lama was impressive. H e was only nineteen years old, but he spoke
well without exhibiting any signs of nervousness. Mao was friendly and forthcoming. H e did not act like the great ruler h e was but spoke informally, like a
friend. . . .
T h e conversation lasted about an hour. Mao and the other leaders then accompanied the Dalai Lama out of the house and Mao personally opened the
car door for him. Mao seemed quite happy about the meeting. He shook the
Dalai's hands and told him, "Your coming to Beijing was like coming back to
your own home. Whenever you come to Beijing, you can call me. You can come
to my place whenever you want to. Don't be shy. If you need anything, youjmt
tell me directly." When the Dalai a n d I were seated in our car going back to
our quarters, the Dalai Lama was also very happy. H e was so exited he hugged
me and said, "Phiinwang-la, today things went very well. Mao is a great person
who is unlike others." I was also very pleased that this critical first meeting went
so well. My hopes for Tibet, in a sense, rested on this.'
T h i s first m e e t i n g with M a o was also very well received by t h e Tibetan gove r n m e n t d e l e g a t i o n , m a n y o f w h o m h a d initially f e a r e d t h a t t h e leaders of
C h i n a would show disrespect t o t h e Dalai L a m a o r be dismissive of Tibetan
dress a n d customs. T h e s e fears w e r e n o w p u t t o rest. Zhri De, o n e of China's
greatest l e a d e r s a n d h e r o e s , h a d m e t t h e m a t t h e train station a n d hosted a
g r a n d welcome b a n q u e t , a n d M a o , t h e equivalent of t h e "emperor "of China
i n t h e eyes o f t h e older T i b e t a n officials, h a d n o t only shown friendship and
w a r m t h d u r i n g t h e m e e t i n g b u t hat1 also m a d e a g r a n d gesture of respect
by walking t h e Dalai L a m a t o his c a r a n d o p e n i n g t h e d o o r for him. For Tibetans, t h e g e s t u r e o f a h o s t walking his visitor t o t h e "gate" conveys respect
t o t h e d e p a r t i n g p e r s o n . F r o m t h e b e g i n n i n g , therefore, t h e Dalai ~ a m a a n d
his a t t e n d a n t s w e r e pleasantly surprised a n d favorably impressed by the respect with which they were treated a n d by t h e a t t i t u d e o f Mac, a n d the other
t o p leaders.
T h e first session of t h e National People's Congress began o n I 5 September, a n d f o r t h e n e x t two weeks, t h e Dalai L a m a ( a n d t h e Panchen Llama)

2.
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Chairman Mao Tse-tung,
Fellow Deputies,
T h e first session of the First National People's Congress now being held in
Peking, the capital of o u r motherland, will solemnly enact the Constitution of
the People's Republic of China, an event that conforms with the interests of
all nationalities in the country.
As regards minority nationalities, the Draft Constitution sums up the achievements
and expm'mces in applying Chairman Mao Tse-lung's policy of equality and unity
among the nationalities. It provides, in particular, that all nationalities may draw
up [heir rules governing the exercise of autonomy and separate regulations in accordance with the special features of the development, so that thqr may exercise full
autonomy.
Besides, the Draft Constitution lays down clearly that "in the course of economic and cultural development, the state will take care of the needs of the
different nationalities and, in the matter of socialist transformation, it will
give full attention to the special features in the development of the various
nationalities."
All this is absolutely right, and the whole of the people in Tibet warmly support it.
For a long period in her history, Tibet suffered oppression under domestic
reactionary governments and, in particular, was for sometime more or less
alienated from her motherland as a result of foreign imperialist provocation.
But since the signing of the Agreement on Measures for the Peacef~~l
Lib
eration of Tibet in 195 1 , the delegates of the Central People's Government,
the People's Liberation Army and working personnel have come to Tibet one
after another, ant1 carried out the Central People's Government's policy of
unity among the nationalities, and have followed out and applied the 17
articles of the Agreement on Measures for the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet.
T h e correctness of all these policies and other measures have been visible to
everyone.
At the same time, during the past three years and more, many visiting groups
and delegations carrying good wishes have gone from the Tibet Region to the
interior areas of the motherland and on returning to Tibet have published and
interpreted what they saw. In this way the apprehensions and misgivings of the
Tibetan people had disappeared step by step.
Close unity is growing daily among the fraternal nationalities, in particular, between the Ha11 and Tibetan peoples. T h e return of the Panchen NROerhtehni [Erdini] to Tibet and his meeting with me have further strerlgthened
internal unity in Tibet. In accorclance with Chairman Mao Tse-tung's policy
of unity among the nationalities and within each nationality il new peacefi1'
and friendly atmosphere now prevails in Tibet.
O n the question of religion, one of the main fabrications of the enem?' for
sowing discord is that the Comm~lnistParty and the People's Governmmt
stroy religion. T h e Tibetan people are very earnest in their religious faith and
these rumours causrd apprehension and misgiving among them. But now thew
pernicious rumours that "the Communist Part" and People's Government de-
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stroy religion" have been utterly exploded. T h e Tibetan people have learned
from their own experience that they have freedom of religious belief.
As regards the economic and cultural development of Tibet, it was difficult
formerly for Tibet to engage in economic and cultural development because
of the inconvenience of communication. But with the tremendous assistance
of the Central People's Government, much wasteland has been reclaimed,
people's banks have been established and grant loans for agriculture, stockraising and handicrafts, and wool which hitherto had difficulty in finding an
outlet has been bought at good prices in the past three years and more. All
this had helped forward Tibet's economic development.
Secondly, schools and hospitals have been established and Tibetan cadres
trained to promote education and cultural development.
Worthy of special mention in economic construction is the fact that the Central People's Government has earmarked huge sums for the building of the
Sikang-Tibet Highway. T h e road builders have carried on their diligent labour
in the face of every danger along the steep mountains and across the fastflowing rivers. This highway that is expected to reach Lhasa by the end of this
year not only lays the foundation for the building of a prosperous new Tibet,
but has tremendous significance in national defence.
Recently, part of Shigatze Area, Tibet, suffered flood. O n learning the news,
the Central People's Government immediately allocated eight thousand million yuan for the flood victims. T h e agreement that was signed between the
People's Republic of China and the Republic of India on trade and intercourse
between the Tibet Region of China and India, fully reflects the needs and desires of the people in Tibet Region, and has won their support. All this is a concrete demonstration of the profound concern of the Central People's Government for Tibet and the Tibetan people, and at the same time shows the great
strength of our motherland.
In accordance with the Agreement on Measures for the Peacefd Liberation of Tibet, the Tibetan Local Government and the people, monks and laymen, are now doing their best to help the People's Liberation Army with food
prlrchase and transport and communications. T h e 17 articles of the agreement
are being carried out in order that Tibet may move forward to a richer political and economic development. Somt m ~ n k n e s s hnr~e
~ s shorun thmsrk)es in the work,
hfrnuse of t h rer~due
~
of estmngemtwt b e t w ~ ~the
n nntionnl~tirrcaused
long ymrs of
nflfzonr~lqpresrton 11nder the Jormw r~nrti071nryrulers, and bccnuse of tn w.fjczent underttondmg of the mothwland nmong the Ttbptnn p ~ o p k ,hut t h ~ s pare bhng o v m o w .
Wf Trhutnns nll firlly und~rrtnndthat the drtrntmrted mmsures undn-tnken by the w m hprr oJtIi~P m p k i 1,ihnntion Army and thp r,rork~ngperronnrlzn T t b ~nrt.
t t n d ~ e d7n the
lntmf\t ofthp T ~ k t o jn) ~ o j ) kIn
. romp mmor indlrrtdlrnl rnspc, thrre h n v been
~ some misttnd~rttnt~dlngr,
nintnly hrmlrsc of lanprngc. nnd n lnrk of ~rndnstnndingof r u s t o m
nl7d hoh~t\,hlrt tlipsp 7 i 1 m rmrn~dtntel\l r o r r ~ r t ~ d uxplnnntron.
EIenc efortli we shall un~.esei-vedlytake part in criticism and discrission. With
the hclp of the advanced Han nationality, undei the leadership of Chairman
Ma(). the helovcd and great leader of a11 the nationalities, we are strongly
confident that. hy following thc Constitution and carrying orit the 17 articles
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e 4 At the National People's Clnngrcss mreting, Beijing, 1954; left. to right, frt~llt
I ~ W 1:, i M't.ih,~n,ctnknosv~l,%hang Lan, Song Qingding, P,~nclienLama, Mao Zedon$,
1):llai 1.iuna. I.iu Xiaoqi, 1.i Jieshen, f;uo Moro, unknown; back rojlv: Phiinwartg, Tserill~
T ~ o t n o( t l llalai
~
1;lrn;r's rnothrr ), Ngahii, rtnknown, Fan Ming, Teijar, Zhang.Jinsun,
L.irlg Kirrlpoche, Wang Frng. ~ u ~ k r i t i wRulchctl
n,
I,arnn's h t h e r , C:heJigtnr, rrnknown,
t11r known. So111.c-t':f:lic11 Zonglie
r

i\gr-eemcbnl.Tibet will gl-;itlr~;\ll\f
I,c. built rl1, into ;I pl;~c.co f h;lpl)in('ss
pr.o.sp~r-ity
1)oth in th(. ~ , o l i t i c . ; ~ ;l ~ n t r.t.ligior~s
l
ficlcl.
Fi11;illy.;~llowrnc t o wish (;oocl I~c.altht o all tlcl~r~ties
and l-c.sor~n(lingsrlccrss 10tlic ( :ongr.c.ss.:'
of.tllv
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National Day ( 1 October), but once this was finished, the Chinese turned to
"business"-to revisiting and settling the issues mentioned above. Mao had
actually raised the issue of the Military-Administrative Committee at his first
meeting with the Dalai Lama."e
surprised the Dalai Lama by telling him
both that it was still too early to implement all of the clauses of the SeventeenPoint Agreement and that it was no longer necessary to create a military-administrative committee. These "committees," he said, were meant to be transitional until people's governments could be started and had already been
terminated in all large regions. He proposed, therefore, that Tibet skip this
stage and go directly to creating the Tibet Autonomous Region, with the Dalai
Lama as its chairman and the Panchen Lama as the deputy chairman. An
autonomous region, Mao said, would be better for Tibetans, because it would
be in accord with the new constitution, which specified that minority regions
will exercise autonomous rule.
Actually, the Tibet Autonomous Region with the Dalai Lama as its head
was legally problematic according to China's new constitution, since the head
of an autonomous region should be elected, not appointed. Mao addressed
this problem some months earlier in a speech to the first meeting of the Constitutional Draft Committee in Beijing, at which he clearly explained the strategic need to ignore the problem.
TIIPactual form of t h Tibft
~ autonomous go-onnmrnt should bf dfridfd
by t l z ~rnajoritjl peopk in 7i'D~t.
March 1954
In ordei- to give special consideration to minority nationalities and tlie situation in Tibet, we created the third point of the sixty-first item in tlie draft
nt
[constitution]. I t states, "The actual form of the autonomous g o \ r e r ~ ~ n i ein
the arcas where rninoritv nationalities live should be determined according to
the will of tlie ~najoritypeople of that nationality."
At present, the 13alai managesTihet. If we follow the third point of the sixtyfirst item, we will have to hold a conrei-ence of the People's (:ongress to elect
officials for tlie People's <;ovcrnmeii~.If' that is the case, tlie Dalai probably
won't be happy. He cor~ldraise questions witli 11s regarding the Seventeen-Point
Agreenient lic signed witli us. What shall we do? We should act according to
lhc third point. [Rut] I t is n o t feasible to set 1113a peoplc's government; liowevcl; wc can clioost. otlici foriils. Tlic Dalai is a living Buddha. He is a living
god. He wa5 not electcd by the peoplc. So we sIio111dlet the majority of people
decide wlia~i g rhc fol-m of rlic new power. They believe in tlie Dalai and tusi
Iloc al chicls] mlicli more than they believe in us. I t is impossible to shake his
po5ition. l'lic~clorc,Icr us ;I( t ;iccording to tlie will of majority of tlie people
[who sllpporr 11ieDalai 1,alnn as their leader 1.
28

5 . Zhonggong xir;~ngri7,11iq11dilngslii ziliao zhrng.ji weiyr~anhl~i
I !)95, entry thr Srptenil>f.l.1 {)54.

I once told a group of representatives from Tibet, "We will not force you to
d o anything. You will decide yourselves whether you want land reforms or elections." However, can we discard the Seventeen-Point Agreement? No. We must
realize it. However, if they d o not want to realize o n e of the points in the agreement right now, we could temporarily hold u p doing that, because the agreement did not stipulate that the points must be realized before a certain date.
We have delayed it by three years. I/necessary, we can wait three more years. After
three years, 7flecan wait fm another three years.
We cannot d o things that other people dislike. We should wait for the day
that the people gain the initiative. We believe that the people will understand
this. We once published in an editorial, "The Han cadres should not do things
that the Tibetan people dislike. They should act according to the will of majority people." In the third point of the sixty-first item, should we add the will
of the leaders of minority nationalities besides the will of people? It is okay if
we d o not add this point. In a word, they absolutely support their own leader
and believe that their leader is sacred a n d inviolable. However, in the constitution, if we were to add these words, it would look bad. So we did not.
Printed according to the recording of the speech of Chairman Mao kept
in the Central Archives."

Mao's pragmatic and gradualist strategy also led him to conclude that a n autonomous region could not be done at once. It would require extensive planning and time to recruit and train personnel. T h e first step, therefore, should
be to establish a "Preparatory Committee" for the establishment of the Tibet Autonomous R e g i ~ n . ~
T h e Dalai Lama discussed Mao's recommendation to create the Tibet A"tonomous Region in an interview, translated in part here.
So the main thing was that in the Seventeen-Point Agreement, it was said the
Military-Administrative Committee should be established. So when I was in Beijing, Chairman Mao suggested to me that now the Tibet situation over the past
few years has made much progress, there is n o need to establish that MilitaryAdministrative Committee. So instead of that, the autonomous region should
be established. So for that there should be a preparatory committee.
To us, it seemed that the very name Tibet Autonomous Region [tib. pi5 ranggyongjong, which in Tibetan literally means "Tibet, a region ruled by itself'']
was much nicer than the Military-Administrative Committee, so we apPrec'ated this and promptly agreed. . . .
Q: HOWdid the Chinese explain i t was going to function? The Tibetan government existed, and now there is going to he a Tibet autonomous r e ~ i ~ " .
HOWdid thry explain the difference betwrpn these two in rrrms of work?

6. Zhonggong zhongyang wenxian yanjill shi; zhonggong xizang zizhiqll ~ c i ~
zhongquo zangxue yan,jiu z h o n ~ x i n2 0 0 I : 104-5
7. Hrreafter abbreviated PCTAR. Dui xizang g o n g n ~ od r h ~ n ~ ~ a ~ h(wei
i s chllhrn
h i
"
shoiji), n.d.; Dalai 1,arna I ggo: 89.
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I can't remember clearly anything about how to dissolve the Tibetan government. But for the PCTAR, they said that all the important people should
be Tibetan. They used as an example Ulanfu as the chairman of the Mongolian Autonomous Region and [an important central government official]. . . .
So when that started, I was to be the head, and the Panchen Rimpoche the
dep~ty.~

The Kashag ministers in Beijing convened all the senior officials in Beijing
as a mini-Assembly to discuss it.%s o n e would expect, there were different
views. O n the negative side, there was clearly anxiety about the future of the
Tibetan government. Would the start of a Tibet autonomous region mean
the end of the Tibetan government, o r would both administrative entities
be able to continue to function side by side in some ways, and, if so, what
functions would each control? These kinds of questions were not specifically
addressed by the Chinese, and the Tibetan side did not seek clarification,
but clearly taking this step called into question the future of the Tibetan government as they knew it.
Another negative was the Chinese side's conception of the Tibet Autonomous Region as including three discrete Tibetan components: the Dalai
Lama's government, the Chamdo Liberation Committee, and the Panchen
Lama's government. These, however, had all been integral parts of the Tibetan government in 1950, SO it was difficult now to agree to them being
politically distinct units.
Ultimately, however, the Dalai Lama was eager to cooperate with Mao, and
Ngabo was strongly in favor of change and cooperation, so it was difficult
for the other officials not to agree.'(' Tibet had lost the war and accepted the
Seventeen-Point Agreement, including accepting the creation of the Military-Administrative Committee. It had resisted implementing the MilitaryAdministrative Committee, objecting to the concept of the military being
involved in administering Tibet, but now that Mao had suggested creating
an autonomous region instead, they had n o obvious grounds to object. As
the Dalai Lama said above, the terrn autonomous region made it appear that
Tibetans would rule themselves. Since the Dalai Lama was to be the overall
leader, an autonomous region government run by the Dalai Lama and Tibetans tlid not seem so ominous to the Tibetan way of life. Moreover, since
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there was first to be a preparatory committee, nothing would change sub
stantially for years. Consequently, in the atmosphere of friendship and cordiality, the Dalai Lama and his officials agreed to look to a new future rather
than try to hold o n to the past. But many were apprehensive.
Once this was accepted in principle by the Tibetan government, a subcommittee of representatives from the four constituent groups (the Tibetan
government, the Panchen Lama's government, the Chamdo Liberation Committee, and the CCP) started focused discussions o n how to operationalize
the PCTAR." Beginning in November, this group held many meetings and
private talks and, o n 30 December 1954, unanimously issued a work report
that set out the concrete measures to be taken to form the Preparatory Committee. T h e State Council approved this on g March 1 g 5 ~ . ' *
T h e preparatory committee would consist of fifty-one members, go percent of whom would be Tibetans. Of the fifty-one members, 29 percent
(fifteen) would come from the Tibetan government, 2 0 percent (ten) from
the Panchen Lama's government, 2 0 percent (ten) from the Chamdo Lib
eration Committee, and i o percent (five) from the Chinese cadre in Tibet.
T h e remaining 2 1 percent (eleven) would come from important individual
Tibetans throughout the autonomous region. In terms of leadership, the
Dalai Lama was to be the chairman, the Panchen Lama the first deputy chairman, and Zhang Guohua the second deputy chairman. Ngabo was to be the
secretary general, and the deputy secretary generals were to be from the
Chamdo Liberation Committee and the Panchen's administrative council,"
Administratively, the PCTAR was to be under the leadership of the State
Council, which would also have the final say in its appointments of personnel. T h e PCTAR would consist of a range of offices, including an adminip
trative office, a finance and economy commission, a religious affairs cornmission, a department of civil affairs, a department of health, a department
of culture and education, a department of public security, a department
agric~lltureand forestry, a department of animal husbandry, a department
of industry and commerce, and a department of communications.14Thew
that at
offices were gradually to be expanded in size and function
point they could become the administrative structure of a Tibetan allton*
mous region.
While this plan was being fi nalixed, cliscussions about the Tibetan govern-
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ment's currency and army occurred. As mentioned in earlier chapters, according to the Seventeen-Point Agreement, both of these were to be gradually ended, but the Tibetan government had resisted doing this in 195 1-52.
The Tibetans themselves had anticipated that the army issue would be
raised in Beijing and tried to forestall conflict by telling the Chinese just before the Dalai Lama left that they were planning to reduce their army to
fifteen hundred troops. Ironically, this worried the Tibet Work Committee,
which sent a telegram to the Central Military Committee (on 5 July 1954),
stating their opposition to giving the appearance of reducing the Tibetan
army behind the Dalai Lama's back (i.e., while he was in ~ e i j i n ~ ) . ' % a o
agreed, and in the end, the Kashag was persuaded to postpone taking action until the Dalai Lama's trip was over.
But the military issue did come u p in Beijing. T h e Chinese argued that
since they were taking full responsibility for guarding the borders, there was
no longer any need for a separate Tibetan army. T h e Kashag was already willing to reduce the size of the army, so it readily accepted further reductions,
although it still resisted completely dismantling it or merging it into the PLA.
The Tibetan side prevailed on this issue, and the Chinese settled for an
agreement to decrease the total number of Tibetan troops to only one thousand. Of these, five hundred would constitute the Dalai Lama's Bodyguard
Regiment, and the remaining five hundred would be a Lhasa police force.
No Tibetan troops would be stationed outside Lhasa."' Moreover, the Chinese government agreed to pay the expenses and salaries of these troops as
well as to help the soldiers who would be laid off. However, the Tibetan government would continue to be in charge of these one thousand remaining
troops.
With regard to the issue of currency, the Tibetan officials in Beijing, at
the urging of the Dalai Lama, agreed to a plan to discontinue the use of Tibetan currency. The Chinese central government would buy back all outstanding Tibetan currency and replace i t with Chinese paper notes. Since
the Tibetan government would no longer be printing its own currency, Beiling agl-eed to provide annual funds to the Dalai Lama's government.
Kllndeling, who was in Beijing, recalled that he understood that these "derisiolls" were left to be finali7cd according to the opinion of the Tibetan people
after the officialsreturned from Beijing." The Chinese government's records
are not clcar, but one Central (:oniniitree document appears t o confirm this,
for it llses the word / ~ n / { r / fijr
i v ~ the ar-nly and currency agree~iients.'~
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Most Tibetans were still reluctant to give u p these symbols of their separate political identity, but with Tibet moving to become an autonomous region, more sophisticated leaders such as Ngabo a n d Surkhang felt it o b ~ ous that they were n o longer very meaningful. Times had changed. Whether
the Dalai Lama a n d the monastic system were going to continue to flourish
a n d whether Tibetans were going to exercise real autonomy would depend
o n the strength of Tibet's relationship a n d friendship with China, not on
whether Tibet had o n e thousand o r two thousand of its own troops. In these
leaders' view, Tibet was going to be a n integrated part of the PRC, and it was
now necessary to be active participants in constructing this.
Ironically, the most difficult issue to resolve in Beijing involved not SinoTibetan authority but the bitter dispute between the Tibetan government
a n d the Panchen Lama. T h e Tibetan government was willing to accept
greater subordination to the Central Committee a n d the CCP, but yielding
to the Panchen Lama's view that his administration was equal to the Tibetan
government's was unacceptable, despite urgings by Ngabo, who felt that all
this would become irrelevant when the Tibet Autonomous Region started
to function. At their meetings in Lhasa in 1952, a number of points of conflict
had already been settled, but very significant issues still remained to be
resolved.
As indicated earlier, Mao considered this intra-Tibetan enmity a significant
issue. It had already spilled over to create serious discord within the Tibet
Work Committee, a n d there was a risk that it would impede the smooth implementation (and operation) of the coming PCTAR and the Tibet Autonomous Region. However, Mao also understood that the CCP should not
impose the terms of a settlement, because, whatever i t imposed, the other
side would resent it, a n d the conflict and hatred would continue. Be@%,
therefore, insisted that both sides meet face-to-face and work to f i n a h a
solution themselves.
T h e Chinese looked to Ngabii to finesse a solution. Mao, in fact, conveyed
to Ngabci that i t would be best if he focused on the present and did not dwell
on history. Ngabo agreed and first informally met with Che Jigme to discuss
the outstanding isties. Once these two reached a satisfactory level of under1')
standing, each side selected a team of two officials to negotiate the specifics.
T h e issues they fought over, in o n e sense, seem hard to believr, given that
this was four years after Tibet's incorporation into the PRC. Scrrne involved
the right to collect cr)rvPe labor from serfs, a few involvrd thc control Of
specific estates that had been confiscaterl by the Tibetan government. and
placed
one. amazingly, specif ed that the srrfs of thc P a n c h m 1.ama wllo

themselves under a new lord (such as the Agriculture Bureau o r the Dalai
Lama's treasury) would be returned to the Panchen Lama, their original lord.
Since serfs like these were likely to have married serfs from other lords, the
agreement specifies that the Panchen Lama's estates should try to avoid splitting up such families by giving the runaway serfs "human lease" status o r by
allowing the serf to send another person as his o r her replacement."'
The Dalai Lama and the Central Committee wanted to settle these issues,
so the Tibetan government conceded o n a number of points, a n d a n agreement was crafted and signed o n 19 January 1955.

T H E DALAI LAMA O N TOUR

After the National People's Congress adjourned, the Dalai Lama went o n
tour to other Chinese cities, such as Tianjin. T h e Chinese side sought to use
this time not only to impress him with China's modernization and industrial
development but also to educate him about the Chinese Communist Party
and socialism. In Tibet, Chinese officials had had n o way to secure this kind
of personal access to the Dalai Lama, so two very sophisticated Communist
cadres, Phiinwang and Liu Geping, were assigned to go with him on his visits. Phiinwang explained the Chinese hopes.
Liu Geping a n d 1 accompanied the Dalai Larna. . . . Liu Geping was an important official who was a member of the Hui (Muslim) minority group. H e
also was an activist member of the CCP since the early days. We d i s c ~ ~ s s ethe
d
coming tour and both felt this was a great opportunity to influence the Dalai
Lama about the history of the Chinese Communist Party a n d its policies. Since
Liu Geping was an old party member, we decided h e should talk to the Dalai
1,ama about the party's history. I would explain to him about the Soviet Union's
nationality polices a n d Mai-xism-Leninisn1. T h e Dalai Lama was very eager- to
learn about all aspccts of cornmunisni, a n d I think we had an effect o n his thinking. Even now h e sometimes says that h e is hall Budclhist a n d half Marxist. But
hc was also realistic a n d understood that i11 practice things are sometimes different from theory [in terins of socialism], just as not every Buddhist follows
the B11cldh;l's words in the same way [so too every (:oinrnllnist cadre is not the
same in ~Iiinking]."

The trip and the discussions had a 11-emendousimpact on the Dalai Lama.
Hr has dPscribed his stay in China in ;I n~lrnberof interviews and in his biography," convrying in all thesc the great intellectt~alawakening he expericrlcrtl in (:hina ant1 his excitement with what he was Irarning about so-
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cialism. During these trips, the Dalai Lama came to realize clearly the depths
of Tibet's backwardness and the real need for reform and modernization.
H e said,
In 1954.1 went down to China a n d met M ~ Zedong
O
many times; and when I
went on tours, whichever place I got to it was easy to talk to Communist Party
members. When they gave an opinion it seemed that they really gave meaningful ones. . . . From their mouth they used to say "comrade," and it really
looked like they were really comrades; [it was] kind of strange [in a nice way].
When the non-party members spoke, it seemed like they were too polite and
without substance.
My nature since young had a strong urge to help the poor. So from this perspective, the Marxist philosophy of the proletariat used to seem very attractive
and believable to me.
I also liked their internationalism, which advocated the nonexistence of national boundaries o r race but the equality of all mankind. The poor were to
become a worldwide proletariat in an international movement. So from this
perspective, I liked the ideas and the equality of all ~ e o p l eunder socialism.
When the Commilnists called each other comrades, it seemed like they really
trusted each other a n d were really dedicated persons. So I went down to China
in I 954 and came u p in 1955. At that time I liked [the socialist ways] quite a
lot. I had great hopes that we could make progress in Tibet, sort of with the
help of the Chine~e.':~

T h e impact of all this on the Dalai Lama was so great that he actually asked
to join the Communist Party (the Dalai Lama's English is unedited).

Q YO~I
said a number of times, Your Holiness, that you would like to become
a party member. Who did you say that to?
Yes. Because there was an attraction. Not [for] power. Because [of] Phiintso
Wangye and Liu Ceping, and during, I think, [the] six to seven months' tour
within China, every place I had talk[s] with leaders, so when I met a party memher like the [party] secretary, . . . so those party members' discussions [were]
always very useful; non-party member, too much polite and sometimes there
is nothing to talk about; they are very polite and talking about the weathrL Tibet, in winter it is windy and in summer rainy. Silly. Wasteful.
The party member, h a d work, lead people and change. I remember in
J i a n g the
~ FLIShengzhang [deputy provincial governor], o n r member ofthe
IJong March who had been injured, his voice [was] very weak. I remember his
voice and face very clearly. ~ n we
d just casllaIIy discuswd ;\bout New Year$, and
I mentioned some of the ceremonial in Tibet, in 1,hasa. Long ceremonY. Then
he told me [that] to change old ceremony [at] o n r e [is] impossible. Each time
reduce [it] by one hour. Like that, always their side some c o ~ n r n i t m ~ ~ t ~
to change, how to improve. &I I haye Very
inipression. And thmv of
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course, there was Peng Dehuai. Very straightforward. Not much talk. Lobsang
Samden gives him nickname Dobdo, also called him Guri [shaven head]. Also
Chen Yi, Liu Shaoqi, Zhu De, Deng Xiaoping; all these party leaders, top party
leaders, something, something, Then non-party member . . . all have very high
position but already experienced that they are.just a name, so accordingly they
act like everything [is] very superficial.
So through that, [the] long lecture[s] from Liu Geping translated by
Phiintso Wangye, I got genuine interest on Marxist revolution. So therefore I
still describe myself as half Marxist and half Buddhist. So still I have some admiration, [and] agreement with Marxist theory. . . .
So that is my main motivation. I wanted to join the party. And Liu Geping
told me it is not good. It is better to postpone. Phiintso Wangye and, I think,
Liu Geping both told me you can participate in party meeting with the status
of non-party member but can [still] meet. . . . So Phiintso Wangye [is] one
Khamba revolutionary; I am one Amdo revolutionary, I think.24

The Dalai Lama returned to Beijing in late January 1955, where he celebrated the Tibetan New Year (Losar) by hosting a large banquet, to which
he invited all the top leaders of the central government-Mao Zedong, Zhou
Enlai, Zhu De, and Liu Shaoqi. All came, sending another very visible sign
of respect that all the Tibetans noticed and appreciated.
Mao met with the Dalai and Panchen lamas that day and, interestingly,
emphasized that when they returned to Tibet they should not try to rush reforms prematurely and risk alienating the more conservative elite.
Ch.airm.an Mao :Y ~on,ve;-sationwith llalai and Panwhen
23 February 1955 (Tibetan calendar: First m,onth, First day)
Chairnzan: Happy holiday. We are very happy that you can spend the Tibetan
New Year in Beijing. People of the whole of China are happy for it.
We Chinese have two New Years too. One, the lunar new year, is a

custom that has been kept for a long time throi~glihistory. Up to
now, most people still celebrate this New Year. Another New Year
is the solar New Year.
Onlni: M1c-celebrated three New Years in inland China this year.
I'onrh~lr: We have visitcd thc northeast, and soon we will go to the eastcrn

part of China f o ~;I visic. During orlr visit to the northeast, we saw a
lot o f h e a ~ yindustry constr-r~ction.Wc feel that socialist industriali7ation will soon be achieved, and we are extremely happy about it.
(,'llo?l-mnn: 0 1 1 rcountry is a backw;ird country. Industry is not well developed.
There arc many machines that wc canriot make. We d o not have a
lor of stecl. Rut this docs not matter. Wc can d o our construction.
In fiftec~iycirrs, we will build o r ~ rcountry into good shape. Our

( . O O t ' L R A T I O N A N D C:HANC;L

Figure 2.5. Tihetan New Year's celebration, Beijing, I 0.55, left to right, Zhou Enlai,
P,irlc h e n L,,lmn, M a o Zeclong, Dalai l,ama, Liu Shaoqi. Source: Chen Zonglie

cormtry was often billliec-l by others; the o n e that treated us rnost
high-h;~ritletllywas the American impc.1-ialists.C)~rrcountry hasvast
larltls, I-ic-hI-eso~~r-ces,
a big popul;ttiorl, ancl good natur.al contlitions
ant1 climate. H r ~ in
t the pitst, the 1eaclt.r.swere ljacl ant1 the politics
w~1-t.b;tcl. That is why we are o n e hunclr-etl yei1r.s heliincl the advanccc-l countries i r v;lr-io~~s
~
;~spc.cts.
In O I I I . country, rnany pl;~cesat-e still vet.? t,ackcva~-(I,Tibet is vet.!.
hackwartl. ant1 we slioultl ackrlowlt.(lge it. I t is hcttct- for US to ackll~wlctlgei t . Wc c;ui leal-n trorn the ;~rlvanc.eclcountries, leitrll fi.()m
[he IrSSR. 111 this w;ty, wr itre It.arrlirig fronl ;~tl\fi~r~cerl
ri;~tions
co~lntr-ies,anel the tlif'fcr-c.ntn;ltic)llillities It.;it-n h-om onc arl()tIlcl.
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Panchen: As a result of the past oppression of the GMD reactionaries and imperialists, Tibet is very backward. However, under the leadership
of Chairman Mao, [we] have confidence we will unite the Tibetan
people, develop various kinds of construction, and make progress
in Tibet.
Chairman: I have confidence that under the leadership of you two, things in Tibet will improve. But do not hurry. Do thingsgradually and do things with
the consent of a majority. I n three toJive years, there will still be qpponents
when you do try to do good things. These opponents will not be common people
but the aristocrats, ofJicials,tnbal chiefs, and abbots of m n m k . You should
teach them as ifyou are teachers, and try to unite with them patiently.
Ifyou do not make any progress at all, roe do not aCgrec.We will roelcome
your progress, but you should work together with others on the has13 of the
reali.~ticconditions of Tibet. Afier seeing the dmelopmn,t of construction in
inland places, do not get very impatient. I n the past, afier some Communist members visited the USSR and saw the advanced con,ditions there, thqy
somehow got impatient too. Without carefullj~thinking things out, they
started many things at the same time. Horoeue7; the conditions w m not ripe
for these, an,d their good in.ten.tions led to bad results.
When you do things, you should discuss them widely with eumj)one.For
example, take the question of Tibetan curren,q. At first, the Kashag did not
agree. Then you explained to them an.d asked for their opin.ions. This roas
very good. You are ~erjlgood at getting things done. When roe do things at
the cmtral government, we oftnz get the opinion,^ ofthc local people. We discuss these with you. So pknw relax; we 7uill not force you to do anything.
llnlai: In terms ofTibetan currency and other questions, in the beginning
some people did not understand the whole picture, so they disagreed. After we discussed this with them, many of these people
changed their ideas.
It is the Tibetan New Year today, and we came specially to say
Happy New Year to the chairman. Also, we are just back from our
visits in other places, and we have come to learn things from the
cliail-man.Just now the cliail-man gave us a lot of valuable instruction. We feel educatcd."

On that same day Mao met privately with the Panchen Lama and skillfi~lly
coriveyed that the (kntral Committee was interested and supportive of his
government and at thc same time strongly encouraged him to wc)l-kwith the
Dalai I.ama. He also expressed interest in whether the top Chinese cadres
were learning Tibetan by directly asking ZIiang.Jinpu and Fan Ming, both
of'whom w r l p at thc inecti~ig,about tlieir personal progress in studying Tibrtan. T h r following is a transcript of what he said in that conversation:

25. T h o n g g o n g /tioligy;~rlgwrnxian y;ln,jiu shi I i a n h o n g g o n g xizang zizliiqu weiyrran hui
2005: 1 1 7-20.
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Chairman Mao 's Conversation with Panchen Erdini
February 1955 (Tibetan calendar: First month, First day)

Chairman: How is your health? I heard your health was not very good. How
are you now?
Panch~n:I am pretty good now.
Chairman: Do you plan to visit Shanghai?
Panchen,: I plan to visit Shanghai a n d Hangzhou according to your instructions. I also want to g o to Guangzhou.
Chairman: Very good. You must visit Humeng [in the south of Guangzhou;
the place where the English opium was destroyed] when you visit
Guangzhou. That place has historical meaning. You can ask them.
They will tell you the story.
Panchen: Today, you came here specially to visit us. We feel very happy.
Chairman: You are leaving, so I wanted to come to see you.
Panchen: In the past, we [the Panchen Lama and his officials] could not return to Tibet for dozens of years. This time [i952], we got the o p
portunity to go back to Tibet. We really appreciate your leadership
in achieving this.
Chairman: This is not my own accomplishment. It should be attributed to the
leadership of the Communist Party, the help of the People's L i b
eration Army, and it is also d u e to your efforts and the welcoming
attitude from the Tibetan people. Things need to be done step by
step. There are problems between the Lhasa government and yell.
Have you solved the problems this time?
Panchun: When I went back to Tibet, the Dalai cared about me very much.
Although we have had some trouble between each other, the prob]ems have all been solved during this visit to Beijing.
Chflhtfln: You have important work to do. You support them [Tibetan government]; they will support you. In this way, unity will be strengthened.
h n r h ~ n :Right. We will act according to your instructions.
Chairman: In the past, yo11were not sure. You were afraid that we wo~lldonly
take care of Front Tibet and leave you alone.
Chairman [conlinur.~
commrnlrng to Zhang J i n F l ~ and
u Fan Mtng, ujho l~~flpPffn'
thr rnrrlzng]:You should not only say Ii.ong Live (:hairman Maoin
Tibet. This is not good. Do not only hang portraits of Chairman
Ma(>, but also hang the portl-aits of the nalai and Panchen lamas.
because this is a custom ofTihetans. Every nationality has its own
Ieader. It is very good that Tibetans have leaders like the Dalai and
Panchen. For example, Kim Richeng is thr leader in Korra. When
you try to do things in Korea, you have to respect him.
[ t o the Panchen I.ama]: Your policy is good. It is good that Yo"
can take the initiative to endorse them.
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To compromise, you let the Dalai be the chairman [of
the future Tibet Autonomous Region], and you will be the
deputy chairman.Je Jigme took the initiative to suggest that
Ngabo should be the secretary general. All these are very
good. It is better for you to d o this than to have the CCP put
forward such suggestions. In this way, things will be easier
in the future.
There are many ofJiciaLsand many monasteries i n Lhasa. Some
of them may not fully agree with the Dalai Lama's suggestionr on
some questions. When you handle things, you should take account
of their dzfi~ulties.DOnot hurry. Take time. Wzlh anythingyou do,
it is better to get the peoplp's cons~ntto it gradually.
You are afraid of the Lhasa government; the Lhasa government is afraid of the Han people. It is not strange that
the small is always afraid of the big. In the past, because the
reactionary Han class ruled you and suppressed you, you
have a bad impression of the Han people. Thus, in the future, we should d o a lot of good deeds so that the Tibetan
people will believe that the Han people will help them instead of taking advantage of them.
In the past, I told Zhang Jingwu and Fan Ming to tell our
cadres that we entered Tibet to help Tibetans, not to rule
them. And when we help people, we would like to make sure
that people feel comfortable with our help. I also told them
to use these two standards to test our cadres. You need to
help them [the cadres] too. Tell them your opinions. If they
are wi-ong, they should correct their mistakes; if they don't,
you can tell us so that we will transfer them.
[to Zhang Jingwu and Fan Ming]: In the past, there were
pi.oblems in Shigatse. Did they voice their opinions?
Zhang: [answer redacted]
Chnrrmnn: Did you correct the mistakes?
Zhnng: [answer redacted]
Chairmnn [ t o .Jr .Jigma]: Is a regiment of bodyguards under your
leadership?
I'anrh~n: [answer redacted]
(:hntrmon: How about the officers in the regiment? Are they all theirofficers?
%lmng,Fhn Mtng: [angwer redacred]
(,'Ii~r?mon:Tlic numhcr of Han cadi-cs shol~ldgr-adually decrease. We
slio~rldtrain their [Tibetan] cadres. The uniform of t h e i ~
Rodvgunrd Regiment does not have lo be the uniform of the
Pcople's 1,iberation Army. They can wear theii- o w uniform.
I'nnrhrn: [answcr r cdactcd]

Chairman [to Panchen]: T h e problem of the regiment is one example.
You gave criticism and they listened. They had to correct
their mistake.
Panchen: [answer redacted]
Chairman: That is true. There will still be problems in the future.
Panchen: [answer redacted]
Chairman: Didn't another thing happen?
Zhang, Fan Ming: [answer redacted]
Chairman: Has the problem been solved?
Zhang, Fan: Yes.
Chairman: We cannot only say that the Han helped minority nationalities. Minority nationalities also helped the Han. When you
cooperated with us, you expended a huge amount of capital. Tibet is such a vast place with many resources. Now that
the Tibetans are cooperating with the Han, our national defense line is not the Upper Yangtse (Jinsha) River but the
Himalaya Mountains. That is why you have received welcome
from all people in o u r motherland. Our People's Liberation
Army has not done enough for the Tibetan people since they
entered Tibet. They built two roads, set up two elementary
schools [one in Lhasa and o n e in Shigatse], and inoculated
some Tibetan children. They have helped you only a little.
O n the other hand, they brought three harmful things to
you: rising prices, the death of yaks during transportation,
ancl unfair prices in their purchasing for a ~ e r i o dof time.
Panchun: In the past, there were some problems. The price of goods
increased. However, you helped us a lot. For example, yo11
opened a People's Hospital and granted its all kinds ofloans.
As t o the transportation, you paid its for the itsage of yaks.
And if our yaks died during transportation, you compensated
us. In our economy, our- main prodllct is wool. In the past,
we shippecl the wool from pastoral areas to farm areas and
from there to India. W'e [lid not gt.t reasonable purchase
price%.Even worse, we wcr-e cheated. And we could not
oitr wool. how eve^., after liberation, thc Central Committee
always purchased the wool for a high price. All these Ilelped
LIS a lot.
(,'hfllrmfln: It is just the beginning. This will i,lc-r-east.year by year. There
are a l o t of hiclden natural rcgourccs in Tibet. From an
nomic point o f view. i t is not only that thc tlan help the Tibetans: it is ~ n t t t i ~help,
al
lllst like thc tea yoti drink, yr)ll do
not get it free. Yo11 have paid for i t in wool.
F'anchm: m c r the past several gcars, the whole country helped 11s a 10'.

Chairman: We should help you. This kind of help is the same kind of help the
USSR gives us. O u r development will benefit them; your development will benefit o u r country. For example, there are rare metals
in Xinjiang, and there are forests and iron mines in Mongolia. All
these are good things for our country. Some of these mineral resources d o not exist in the Han regions, but these things exist in
the regions of minority nationalities. T h e Han cannot d o without
the minority nationalities. So you are not talking about the whole
picture when you say only that the Han are helping minority
nationalities.
Panchen: We have heard that there are iron ore and other kinds of ores in
Tibet. However, in many places the land is not cultivated yet. At
present, we have found coal mines near the Tangola Mountains.
We will find more mines in the future.
Chairman: It is promising. You should be confident.
Panchen: We are confident of the development of Tibet. Today, we attended
the meetings in the Central People's Government. Problems such
as the establishment of the Preparatory Committee for the Tibet
Autonomous Region, resolution of the unsolved problems inside
Tibet, and assistance toward construction in Tibet have all been decided o r answered. It is really good for the unity of Tibet and the
development of Tibet in the future.
Chairman: These problems have been solved. These problems, plus what you
said just now, give a summary of our work in Tibet after liberation.
T h e peaceful agreement plays an important role in solving these
problems. In the past, the Dalai was afraid of us. You too. Otherwise you did not have to flee to Xiangride [in 1 ~ ~ 5 0 1 .
Pnnchrn: In the past, we were tricked by the propaganda of the reactionaries.
We worried because we did not know the truth.
c'hainnan: Yes, when I had a conversation with the Dalai yesterday, the Dalai
said his elder brother is living abroad and won't come back, so what
should he do? 1 said, "Do not be 'afraid of'that. You have come back;
you have done the right thing. He is afraid. It is okay for him not
to come back. When he is n o t afraid, he can come back." Some
people d o not understand us. They want to watch 11s for eight or
ten years t o see how we are doing. Consequently, we must d o good
work for a long time. Yo11 will leave Beijing for Tibet on the I 9th.
It will take ;I long time to go back. I aln wondering whether you will
accept gifts or money fronl the masses during your trip?
( ~ I ~ ~ , l lWhen
p r : we ciune, we got some gifts from the masses during the trip.
We returned some of them. We gave others to the temples to let
t h c ~ nd o some good deeds.
(:hflrrmnn: Y o r ~can acc-epr some gifts. O r yo11 can take measures such as getting two yllan and giving back three yuan. Won't that be better? In

the future, the country could compensate some of your expenses. If you d o not collect money, the masses will appreciate
it, because they could see the Buddha without spending money.
[Anonymow]: [in summary] Comrade Wang Feng reported to Chairman Mao
that the Dalai a n d Panchen had written letters to Labrang
Monastery (in Gansu) to stop them [the monastery and people]
from giving gifts and from preparing to welcome the Dalai and
Panchen with big expenses.
Chairman: This problem has been solved; this is very good. You solved the
problem through good discussion with them. (to Panchen) You
two and many members of the delegation came; you attended
the meetings of the National People's Congress and the Political Consultative Congress; you have visited various places. In the
future, maybe you will come every four years. Now the roads are
open, so it takes only three months to make a round trip. You
can attend the meetings without delaying your work. If it is like
this time, when you have had to spend one year on your round
trip, it is difficult to have these meetings.
Panchm: T h e Dalai and I had never come here to attend a conference. It
is good for the unity and many other kinds of work in Tibet. In
the future, we would like to come here often.
Chairman: When there is an airport in Xiangride, it will be really good.
Panch~n:Yes.
Chairman,: Your region was the place where apes changed to human beings.
In order to survive, the apes gradually changed to human beings through physical work. You d o not believe in this, do you?
Panch~n: [answer redacted]
C:hairmon: So your yellow branch of the religion is different from other
branches. Other religions do not believe in this. [Chairman continues]: Is this your second trip here?
Pan,chun: Yes. I came in i g ~1 ,
Chnirmnn: How old were you in i 95 I ?
Pnnrh~n:I was fourteen in i cjr, I
Chairman: You are eighteen this year. Where is your home town?
Pnnrhpn: Xun hua County.
Chnirmnn: Is it in Labrang?
Panrh~n:No. Rut i t is close tc) it.
Chriirmnn: Are YOU going lo L:~hr;lngi Are p)ll going hack
time?

P a n c h ~ n :Yes.

to

Xllnhlla this
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Chairman: It is very good to go back to see your hometown. What is the
language of the textbooks in elementary schools in Tibet?

Panchen: It is completely in Tibetan language. Chinese and English are
electives.

Chairman: This is very good. (to Zhang Jingwu) In the past, I told you
that after you got to Tibet you need to study Tibetan language,
so how is it going?

ZhangJingwu: We are studying right now, but we did not study hard. Only
those people who attended training class learned well.

Chairman (to Fan Ming): Fan Ming, how is your study going? I will test
you today. You should not only study the Tibetan written language but also learn to speak Tibetan.
Lhamijn did not come this time, ask him to please come
when he gets a chance. Please say hello to him for me when
you get back.2"

On another occasion when Mao was meeting with the Dalai Lama, he unexpectedly brought u p an important political matter: the contentious issue
of the Tibetan flag, which had been a source of major contention for the
sitsab. Phiinwang, who was translating that day, recalled his surprise,
One day, Mao unexpectedly came to visit the Dalai at his residence at about 8
P.M. During their conversation, Mao suddenly said, "I heard that you have a national flag, d o you? They d o not want you to carry it, isn't that right?" After I
translated Mao's words, the Dalai Lama asked me, "Who does he mean by
'they'?" Although I knew who he meant, I translated this back to Mao, who responded frankly that "they" meant ZhangJ i n p l , Zhang Guohua, and Fan Ming.
Since Mao asked this with no warning that the topic was to be discussed,
the Dalai L;ama just replied, "We have an army flag." 1 thought that was a shrewd
answer because i t didn't say whether or not Tibet had i1 national flag. Mao pertold
ceived the Daliii Lama was concerned by his q~lestionand i~nmedi;~tely
him, "That is n o problem. You may keep your national flag." Mao definitely
said "national" flag (tib. gyedar). "In the future," he said, "we can also let Xinjiang have ~hcilown flag, and Inner- Mongolia, too. Would it be okay to carry
the national flag of the People's Republic of (:hina in addition to that flag?
Worlld t l i ; ~ the all right?" The Dalai I a m a nodded his head yes. This was tlie
most i m p o ~t;xnt thing that Milo had rold tlie Dalai L,an~a,and I was amazed Lo
heal i t .
My mind was racing. 1 didn't know whether Mao had discussed this with
other leildcrs in thc Polithriro or wliethc~-he mentioned i t on his own. Since
1 had iilwi~yspaid gr-cat attention lo thc Soviel lrnion's na~ionality nod el, I was
excitcd, because 1 took Mae's comment that 'Tibet could use its own flag to

Inf:

'16. I h l i xirang gongr.uo dc zhongyao zhistii (wei cliuban de shouji), n.d.. transcript of meet(('mpli;tsis itdrlc~tl).

mean that China was contemplating adopting the Soviet Union's "republic"
model, at least for these three large minority nationalities. That's why I thought
it was something new and very important.
That night, I went to see ZhangJingwu to tell him about this. ZhangJingwu
listened and then asked me, "When Chairman Mao said 'they,' who he was talking about?" I responded, "He explicitly said you, Zhang Guohua, and Fan Ming."
Then he asked me whether h e had said anything else in addition to mentioning their names. I said h e hadn't. Just the names. It struck me as odd that Zhang
paid more attention to the people mentioned by Mao than the issue.
Some time later I mentioned Mao's comment informally to Liu Geping. He
understood the significance right away and responded the same way I did. He
did not pay attention to who the "they" meant; instead he was interested in the
issue. H e said, "According to this, it is possible that in the future some nationalities like Tibet, Xinjiang, a n d Inner Mongol could get the same system
as that of the Soviet Union, while the other smaller ones would get 'autonomy."'
H e thought that would be wonderful. We both thought that the Central Government must have this idea if Mao said that. In subsequent years, however, 1
searched for written mention of this conversation about the flag in party documents, but I have never seen it mentioned.*'

DEPARTURE FOR LHASA

In early March 1 9 5 5 , it was time for the Dalai Lama to return to Tibet. He
had been receiving messages from Tibetans to return home; for example.
in October 1 9 5 4 , h e received the following appeal from Jenkhentsisum in
the name of the Tibetan community in India:
We beg Your Holiness to consider the concern felt over your long absence
Tibetans in Tibet and India and request Your Holiness to relieve people's amiety by returning homeland quickly. We pray for your speedy and safe return,
preferably via India so that sacred places in India may also he visited. Detailed
petition following.
Tibetan community in India
Signed T. Shakappa [Shakahpa], Shakappa House
Kalimpong

-

C;oldstein. Sherap. and Siehensrhllh 2004: 194-95 A (:hinrsr transcript of Ma"
March 11)55 meeting with the Dalai l a m a (Dui x i n n g gongzuo dc zhongyao zhisi [ w ~ i c ~ ~ l ~ ~
de s h o ~ ~ j in.d.)
l , indicates that the flag issue was raised by Mao, as Phiinwang stat's, hllt ap
parmtly omits key parts of the e x c h a n ~ e :
(;hnirmr,n: . . . ( t o Zhang Jingwu and Wang Fenp) Are they still ming the flag of Tibet'
%hang: Yes. I t is the flag of the army.
(:hairman: Each nation has its own flag; is there a flag of Tihrt?
6

2 1.

t)n)nlni: Yes. it is used only on top of thr barracks of thc Tibclan arlny and when lhe
Tibetan army marches ot~tsitle.There are n o othrr flags.
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[imprint of three seals] [ i is unknown], Tibet Mahayana Monastery in
Buddha Gaya [Bodhgaya], Tibetan A~sociation'~

Jenkhentsisum also sent Mao a n d Prime Minister Nehru (who was about to
visit China) appeals o n the same day. T h e o n e to Mao said,
Maotsetung, Chairman
people's republic of China
Peiping
,

Long absence of His Holiness from homeland is being highly felt by the people;
therefore, we earnestly pray that facilities for His speedy return to homeland
may kindly be provided. Both Dalai Lama and Panchen Lamas return journey
may preferably be arranged via India to avoid tiresome overland journey. Petition following.
Tibetan community in India
Signed T. Shakappa [Shakabpa] , Shakappa House
Kalirnpong
[three seals] [ 1 is unknown], Tibet Mahayana Monastery in Buddha Gaya
[Bodhgaya], Tibetan Association'"

The Dalai Lama, as mentioned, had promised Tibetans before h e left that
he would not stay over a year, and the Chinese had agreed. So plans were
made for him to leave in mid-March after a meeting of the State Council was
held concerning Tibet.
On 8 March, a few days before the Dalai Lama was to leave Beijing, h e
asked to visit Mao to say good-bye personally. When Mao heard this, he decided on the spur of the moment, to instead go to the Dalai La~iiato say goodbye. The official Chinese account of this meeting again reveals Mao's sophistication and moderation and tlie Dalai Lama's enthusiasm with modernization
and with being part of the Chinese nation.

(:hnirmon: You are Icaving, ;tnd I came t o see you. Is everything settled ahor~t
you1 trip Ix~ckIiomc? Is there anything tliitt I can d o 10 help?
1)crlnr: ATtcr wc Icave Rcijing we plan t o go back and visit places in tlie
nor-rhwcst. Now c\r~.ything;thout tlic trip is settled, and the1 e is
you witli. I f the~.cis, 1 will ask fixnothing that wc need t o I~otlic~.
11clp.
(:hnirmtrn: . . . Wc nccd to Ic>;11-11 froin tht. adv;tiired n;~tionsand countries; we

'LH. 1)o( 11111c111
111~o\,iclc(l
from t l ~ clih1-;11-y
olTsipiin W. I). Sh;rk;\hpa,rlated 14 Ottohvl. 1 9 5 4 .
29.

ll>icl.

need to learn things useful for o u r nation. However, it does not
mean that we should learn everything from other nations. We need
to keep the characteristics of o u r own nation. . . . There are reasons
why each nation in the world can develop itself over a long time.
Each nation has its own strong points and characteristics. . . .
O u r country is very backward; it is about one hundred years behind the advanced countries. Imperialists often bully us because
we d o not have large quantities of steel and machinery. We can only
make a few cars, only o n e o r two airplanes for teaching purposes.
However, after three five-year plans, we will have laid the foundation of o u r industry.
I hear that after you have visited the northeast, you are very
pleased with o u r industrial construction as assisted by the USSR?
Dalai: In the past, I heard only that the USSR gave our country a lot of

selfless help, but I did not see what it was like and only tried to imagine it. This time, I have seen with my own eyes that the USSRis help
ing us selflessly. I want to g o to their embassy to express my thanks
to them.
Chairman: I heard this, and I feel you are very broad-minded. You d o see things

not only for Tibet but for the whole country. You are happy about
good things in the whole country. This means that you are not thinking only about Tibet. You are very hopeful. You are younger than I
am and want to take care of things all over the country. We need to
d o things well in China, and we have to be more broad-minded. We
need to d o things well in the world. This is a principle of Buddhism.
T h e founder of Buddhism, Shakyamuni, spoke for the oppressed
people in India. H e believed in saving everyone from his or her own
suffering, and in order to d o it, he gave up being a prince and
founded Buddhism. So you Buddhist followers and we communists
work together to save the masses from their suffering. We have a cornmon point here, [although] certainly we have different points. In
inland China, there is a Guanyin Buddha. Her statue is made very
beautiful, elegant, and kind. People believe in her, and think she is
a goddess of enormous kindness. Is there a Guanyirl in Tibet?
Dalai: There is the goddess Tara in Tibet. Her statue is also beautiflll and

kind, and she looks like a girl of fifteen or sixteen.
ch(~?rmnn:T h e other day, you said that you would treat the Han cadres like
your own cadres. That is right. Those Han cadres are in Tihet to
help, not to replace Tibetans. The alltonorn(,rls region rule sh()lll[l
be real autonomous rule; i t should mainly rely on Tibetan cadres
But in order to get the help of kl;ln cadres, we will scntl a small number of Han caclres into the autonomous region. They will help yo11
with all their hearts and souls. w e have trietl to tell those FIan cad1.e~
who are sent to work in Tibet that tllcy slic~ulclhelp y o ~with
l
ill their
hearts and souls. In order to help, they may nerd to br preparf"l

to sacrifice their lives, but they must d o a good job, not a bad one.
Some of them cannot understand this and d o not like to work there.
They want to come back every day. This means that they are still thinking about Han, not Tibetans. Another example is some of them try
to give as few things as possible to Tibetans. All these are considerations for Hans only. Some of them have severe subjectivism and d o
things in a big hurry. They always think that other people are backward and d o not like them. In fact, they forget that they themselves
are backward too. At present, Han are a little advanced, but we developed from backwardness. In two thousand years, when people at
that time look at us, they will feel we are very backward, just like we
feel Confucius is backward. Confucius never saw cars, airplanes, and
certainly he could not drive cars and planes; he could not hold meetings of people's representatives. In two thousand years, people at that
time will feel we are backward. Society has to make progress.
You have solved a lot of specific problems this time, very good.
How d o you feel?

Dalai: Those of us here are very satisfied. The Kashag still has suspicions,
because they are not clear about certain things.
Chairman: Very good. When you go back, explain things to them clearly. When
the autonomous region is established, they will still have suspicions.
They are mainly afraid that their interests will be hurt.
How are the two sitsab? Can we give them positions in the preparatory committee, o r in the future, can we place them in the national Political Consultative Congress? When there are meetings,
if they want to come, we welcome them; if they don't, it is fine. Anyway, we cannot forget them.
Since you are leaving, I came to see you. I have another thing to
say. Any Han cadres who are sent to Tibet and cannot work with you
or cannot unite with you, you tell me, and I will recall them.
l h l n i : The chairman suddenly came here; I feel like in a dream. Through
several talks with the chairman, 1 have experienced big changes in
my thinking. When I go back, 1 will put these instructions into practice. If anything comes up, I will report directly to the chairman.
In the meantime, please give nle yo111-instructions. Zhang Guohua
and the other people arc working in Tibet, and I will break with
lhc [PI-cviorrs]situi~tiono f merely coping with them. Instead we will
sincerely help each other ilnd work hard together.
(;hntrrnc~?~:
We h;lve big hopes for Tibetans. You can help us a lot in the future;
yo11can he vcl-y hclpfr~llo the whole world. I havc ro make this point
clear: tlic help between dif'fvr-ent nationalities is mutt~alhelp. Tibetiirls havc given 11s big help politically. 'Things will get easy if diffcl-cnr nation;~litiesunite together. This timc when you visited Reiling iintl o t h e ~pl;iccs, the Han people took yo11 very seriously.
Through our entcr~ainrnentant1 welcome, we have shown that we

want to unite with you very well. Take national defense as an example; Tibet has given us big help. If you had chosen to cooperate
with the imperialists and made the Upper Yangtse (Jinsha) River
as the border with us and made us your enemies, things would have
been very difficult for us. Now that we are united together, things
are easier. This is why people of the whole China take you very seriously. People of the whole world also take you very seriously. Thus,
d o not think that you have n o capital. You d o have capital, and you
have big capital. In the future, Tibet may be very helpful to us economically. Tibet used to be a vast sea; this was millions of years ago.
T h e crude oil we use now comes from the little creatures buried in
soil under the sea millions of years ago. So there may be a huge
amount of oil in Tibet; in addition, there are other mining resources
in Tibet. Once they are explored and dug out in the future, they
will be very useful to our country's c o n s t r ~ c t i o n . ~ "
As M a o h a d d o n e f o r h i m i n t h e i r first m e e t i n g , t h e Dalai Lama reciprocated
a n d walked M a o o u t t o his car.3'
The Dalai Lama's recollection o f this m e e t i n g with M a o is similar.
When I returned from China in i g 5 5 , I was in great spirits. . . . Mao Zedong
himself told me . . . , "Since you are poor at this moment, we are helping you,
but after twenty years you will improve and we will withdraw. At that time you
must help us." Mao Zedong himself told me this. He used to tell me such
things, strange things. H e said, "In the old days Tibet was strong country, and
Tibetan soldiers came to China and kicked out the Chinese emperor, and the
emperor had to run away. Now these days you have declined, and so we are
helping you no^."^'
In a later interview, h e a d d e d , "Chairman M a 0 praised Shakyamuni as well
as t h e goddess Tara. Shakyarnuni he considered a great revolutionary."33
On t h e n e x t day, g March, t h e Dalai a n d P a n c h e n lamas attended a special m e e t i n g o f t h e Seventh Plenary Session of t h e State Council to hear rep o r t s o n T i b e t a n d t h e resolutions o n t h e issues settled in ~ e i j i n g . "This
i n c l u d e d t h e resolution o n t h e PCTAR, t o g e t h e r with resolutions on transportation a n d development.
T h e r e a ~ l u t i o no n roads a n d transportation set u p t h e Tibet Traffic Bu-

30. Zhonggong 7.hongyanRwenxian y;mjill slli bian rhonggong xizrng zi7hiqtl ~ e i ~h'll l l ~ ~
2005: I I 7-20.
3 1 . Li 1996: I 9 0 - ~ ) 5Two days later, on 1 0March, Mao also visited the Panchen lama lo
wish him good-bye.
32. Dalai Lama, interview, 1<)94,Ann Arbor, MI.
:33. Dalai Lama, interview, 2004.
34. All the reports m d resoIutions are prcsentecl in Xizang zirtliqa dangshi ba%on~sh'
I 998; and some in Union Research Institutr I 968: 105-25.

reau to maintain a n d manage the Qinghai-Tibet a n d Kham-Tibet highways
and authorized the purchase in 1955 a n d 1956 of 750 trucks a n d the creation of a truck-repair factory in Lhasa. It also stipulated that a spur of the
Qinghai road be completed from Yangbajen (north of Lhasa) to Shigatse as
well as a road from Shigatse to Gyantse." T h e State Council also authorized
forty-two million yuan for road construction in Tibet over the years 1955-57,
in addition to that already stipulated for improvement and maintenance of
the Qinghai-Tibet Road.36
The resolution o n construction approved new funds a n d technical staff
for a series of projects, such as a hydroelectric power plant in Lhasa a n d a
technical team's investigation of the feasibility of building similar plants in
Shigatse after the road there was completed. It also approved a small thermal electric plant to be built there. In addition, a leather factory was authorized to be started in Lhasa, together with a small iron factory to produce things such as agricultural tools. Similarly, dams were authorized o n
the Lhasa a n d Nyanchu rivers to control floods a n d provide some irrigation for fields, a n d the "7-1" (1 July) State Farm in Lhasa was authorized
to be improved through the provision of more equipment a n d technical
staff. Funds were also allocated to the Cadre School in Lhasa to increase
its size, as well as to the school in Shigatse, whose dormitory facilities were
to be increased from two hundred to five hundred students. Finally, macadam roads were authorized for Shigatse and Lhasa; offices, for the Panchen
Lama's Administrative Council in Shigatse; and a hostel for Lhasa, together
with one million yuan, for the purchase of agricultural equipment in
Tibet.77
In addition to these formal resolutions, Zhang Jingwu, Ngabo, and Che
Jigme gave reports summing u p the three years since 195 1. Zhang J i n p ' s
report listed all the successes but clearly pointed out failures in the areas of
Han chauvinism and disrespect for Tibetan religion and culture.
At the same time, the Central Co~nmitteeissued instructions to the Tibet
Work Committee in Lhasa (in March 1955)
.
that emphasized, among other
things, the continuing need for caution. Despite the completion of the two
motor roads to Lhasa and the agreement to start the Preparatory Committee for the Tibet Autonomous Region, Mao told his officials in Lhasa to be
cautious and go slowly, since conditions were still not appropriate to start to
think of rnqjor rrforms. And he told them to be careful not to encourage
the Dalai Lama t o d o things that are too progressive, since there was a danger that he could become isolated from the people.
L

c

:$r,. Thc. I-oadfrorn Sliigalsc t o (:yantse was o p e n e d fat- ti-atbc on 20 Octoher 1955 (Zhongg o n g xirang ziZhiqrl dangslii 7iliao 7,liengji weiy~ianhuiI y ~ oentt-y
,
for 2 0 October 1955).
:I(;. X i ~ i ~ nzi71iiclil
g
dangshi I ~ a n g o n g s l ~I i!)<)H: 4 2 - 4 5
37. Xirang zi71iiq~~
dangslii harigorigshi I < y ) H : 4:3-44.
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COOPERATION A N D C H A N G E

Central Committee's Reply to Various Tibetan Questions
T h e Central Committee discussed Tibetan questions o n 2 0 February 1955; the
following are o u r replies:
( 1 ) We basically agree to the direction of the work of the Tibet Work Committee for 1955 and have made some revisions and additions. We return the
whole document to you a n d hope that you will study and carry it out according to the specific conditions in Tibet. You should also carry out our party's
policies of making n o haste in o u r work in minority regions and preventing
arrogance.
( 2 ) . . . When Dalai and Panchen visited Beijing this time, we reached initial agreements o n the following: to establish the Preparatory Committee for
Tibet Autonomous Region, to stop use of Tibetan currency, and to reorganize the Tibetan army. We have also settled a few historical problems. All these
show that the Dalai and Panchen have made progress and have become closer
to us. They have achieved results, a n d their doubts and suspicions have been
reduced. All these are good. However, we must realize that this is only one step
taken and not a big step. We are still faced with severe difficulties and obstacles and cannot become proud a n d become impatient in work and do risky
things because of this progress. We cannot overestimate the current situation
in Tibet. O u r position in Tibet is still not very firm. In case something hap
pens, we may be faced with big troubles. We cannot overestimate the faction
of the left either. They are the left in their political attitude toward our motherland, but they are the right in the nature of their class. We cannot discuss
questions of land reform and social reforms with them. Neither can we ask them
to join the Communist Party. Do not encourage them to be too proqessive in
speech and action; thq, will isolate t h m e l v e s from the marses that way and mah 11s
look vpry n~okutnrd.
We should have sound undostanding of the political rok ofDalai and P a n r h based
on the S I I ~ religtous
~ P
faith t h q both mjoy among Tibetans. Give t h m the right kind
of m r and
~ mcouragmwnt. Do not arolrrngp t h m to say m to do anything that hurts
thvir relipow customs. Ezten fi t h o would like to ,say it or do it, trv to pfl-made t b not
lo in ordm to anoid any inconvmience or ntm dangpr to ~ h r nProvide
. ~ ~ good sect1rity protection to them when they return to Tibet. Make sure that there is no
slight carelessness and negligence in your work. T h e ~oliticaltask of the Tibet
Work Committee is serious business. . . .

''

As we shall s e e in t h e n e x t c h a p t e r , t h e impact of this trip o n the Dalai Lama

:3H. T h e Dalai Lama and many Tibetans in exile today contend that the Chinese didnd
the Dalai I.ama undertake reforms hecarlse they wanted to d o i t themselves. The evidence- a"
seen here and in other documents cited rarli&, thotlgh, s ~ ~ g g c r that
t s Mao and the ~
~
(hmmittee feared that the young and impressionistic Dalai Ianra wor~ldtry t o impose cha"gF
without f rst creating consensus and in the process alienate the elite and damage hi"tatr1re
This, of'ctrurse,could have negativelv affected Mae's gradualist pr,licv by diminishing lhe P''
sition o f the Dalai 1,ama.
9 9 Dlli xizang gong-zoo d e rhcmgyao zhishi (we1 cht~hand e shouji), n . d (emphasisadddl

~
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was enormous, but there was o n e discordant note. In o n e of their last meetings, Mao shocked the Dalai Lama when h e said that religion was poison.
The Dalai Lama explained,
On the final day that I met Mao Zedong, he was so happy. H e was sitting on a
chair. He came close to me and asked me if there were any Tibetans who knew
how to send telegrams. . . . H e [Mao] talked about continual contact through
telegrams, and h e spoke very well about how to lead the people, how to have
meetings, and how to gather the opinions. He gave me good advice, and I was
happy. Right after that h e said that religion is poison. [At] that I got a little
scared. I thought, O h , here is the real enemy of the religion. I used to keep
notes, and that sent tingles through me. So I sort of kept my face turned away
and wrote things down word for word.40

And in another interview about this, h e said,
In my last meeting, although the formal farewell meeting [was] already done
. . . then he told me I think three things, three categories. O n e category [was
that] after I return to Lhasa how to mobilize these kind of people and [that I
should] listen to their views, but the decision should be in your own hand, and
how to communicate with [the] public. Two, the best way to communicate directly with him [was] through telegraph, and then he said, "You should train
some trusted Tibetans in these technological things." And then, three, he told
me, "Your mind is scientific; that is very good; religion is poison." And [it was]
quite dark when I was leaving and cold with Chairman Mao without his coat.
He came up to my car, and he himself opened it. He himself was not very agile [laughs].41

But, notwithstanding the negative impact of this comment, the Dalai Lama's
visit had surpassed even the Chinese side's wildest hopes. They had succeeded
in what Fan Ming thought was an impossibility: they had succeeded in truly
winning over the Dalai Lama. The Dalai Lama himself commented on this.
When I returned from China I had some confidence that we could work with
them. And with the help of the Chinese Communists, Tibet could be modernipcd. And I had more trust with those C;ornnir~nislParty members than the
non-party members.
Q: When you went back to Tibet you wcr e feeling good, and everyone was
feeling positive. What was [lie best you thought Tibet could get at that time?
...
Moderrii7e Tibet and [have] sort of cqr~alterms. To us, with Chinese help,
Tibet, and l o the C:hinese we did not argue whether Tibet was an into 1>11ild
dependent or scparate nation or not. Pliiintso Wmgye [Phiinwang] also had
that feeling. H e knows that Tibet is a separate nation, but we have to develop

o u r country, so for that the Chinese Communist were not like previous Chinese [i.e. they would help]. That is Phiintso Wangye's belief. H e told me. The
previous Chinese had very strong chauvinism, but the Communists were not
like that, equal. And in fact worldwide revolution of the worker class, so national boundaries are not important. So with that belief there was no inconvenience, and we could work together to build a nation. So that was our aims
and beliefs. So like that, Phiintso Wangye and some other party members became best friends of mine. Really.42

Mao had won a tremendous victory. The Dalai Lama was influenced greatly
by what he had seen and learned in China and, for the first time since he
had come to power in 1950, was beginning to develop a vision of a new Tibet and a commitment to exert influence on his government's policies. He
was now eager to move forward in concert with the Chinese to create a modern Tibet that was part of and loyal to the People's Republic of China.
And so, after an amazing six months in Beijing and inland China, on 1 2
March 1955, the two lamas and their entourages set off for Qinghai Province to start their trip back to Tibet. It is the subject of the next chapter.

4 2 Dalai Lama, interview, 1995.

Chapter 2 1

The Return to Lhasa

The Dalai and Panchen lamas began their return trip to Tibet together, traveling to the Northwest, where they performed a religious teaching at
Labrang, a famous yellow hat monastery in Gansu Province. It is reported
that a crowd of over ten thousand Tibetans attended. O n e eyewitness recalled,
with a touch of hyperbole, "It was so crowded my feet could not reach the
ground."' Following this joint appearance, the two lamas, as they had done
on the outbound trip to Beijing, returned by different routes. T h e Panchen
Lama and his people went via the northwest (Qinghai-Tibet) road, and the
Dalai Lama via the southwest (Sichuan-Tibet) road.
The Dalai Lama's trip took him first to the large city of Chongqing and
then by train to Chengdu, where he arrived o n 2 0 April. T h e plan was to
spend a few days there and then go on to Tartsedo, the capital of Xikang
Province and the beginning of ethnic Tibet. From Tartsedo he would travel
through Chamdo to Lhasa. However, a large earthquake caused substantial
damage to the road and forced the Dalai Lama to remain for several weeks
in Chengdu, where his visit was marred by an unpleasant interaction with Li
.Jingquan, the first party secretary of Sichuan Province.
Whenever the Dalai Lama went to visit Chinese cities, the top officials,
such as the governor and the first party secretary, always personally welcomed
him if they were in town. O n this occasion, however, the Dalai Lama noticed
that the first party secretary of Sichuan was not present and asked about it.
phiinwang recalled, "The Dalai Lama, as I said, was observant and noticed
things, including the Fact that Li Jingquan did not show up. H e asked me
and the Chinese officials who were responsible for the reception where Li

1.

Phiinwa~ig.intcrvicw,

2000.

Reijing.
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was, but we passed it off by saying Li probably was out of town. The Dalai
Lama, however, did not seem to believe what we told him."2
The Dalai Lama had observed correctly, and Phiinwang and Xu Danlu
(the government's liaison officer to the Dalai Lama for the trip) were lying
to him.g They both considered Li's absence an insult that could endanger
the overall success of the Dalai Lama's visit to inland China, and Xu, in fact,
had been working behind the scenes to persuade Li to welcome him. He
had failed, as the following account illustrates:
When XLIDanlu arrived in Chengdu to prepare for the Dalai Lama's visit, he
immediately reported to . . . the relevant departments about the Dalai Lama's
schedule, arrangements, and issues that they should pay attention to.
Xu Danlu noticed [in the course of this] that the name of the first secretary of the province was not on the list of leaders who would welcome the Dalai
Lama, so he suggested that they should arrange for the first secretary to come
also. [ H e then learned that] T h e relevant provincial department hadn't
arranged this, because the first secretary was too busy. Xu Danlu was very worried about this. H e . . . thought that they may not know the situation well and
may not understand that this small thing [welcoming the Dalai Lama] was related to the big issue of united front work and nationality policy, and he was
afraid that this trivial thing could harm the big issue of the unity of nationalities.
While still in Beijing, Chairman Mao, Liu Shaoqi, and especially Premier
Zhou had all gone to see the Dalai Lama themselves, so how could the first secretary of a province have any reason not to welcome the Dalai Lama? Also, Xu
Danlu recalled that before h e left to escort the Dalai Lama back to Tibet, Li
Weihan had especially told him, "The Dalai Lama going back is different from
when h e came. Now he is a national-level leader [deputy director of the People's
National Congress]. You have to arrange everything according to the relevant
regulations of the Central <:ommittee for welcoming ceremonies and parties
in all locations [for a leader of his rank]."
l d be a trivial thing if the first secretary did
So XLIDanlrl knew it w o ~ ~ not
not show u p ant1 decided to try his best to persuatle him to welcome the Dalai
Lama personally. Xi1 went directly to meet the first secretary and state all his
concerns. The first secretary, however, did not listen and said, "The Dalai Lama
is just a kicl. Why am I required to go to welcome him?"
Xu Danlu patiently explained, "Though the Dalai Lama is very young, he
is the deputy clirector of the National People's Congress, so he is one o f t h e
leaders of the nation. Also, he is the religious head of the Tibetan area. I ~ Y O ~ '
can spare the time to meet him, it will benefit the [government's] work."The
first secretary then made ;In excuse, wying, "1 showed up to welcome him when
he passed through o u r province grling to Reijing. It is okay for me to l n ~ ehim
t
just once."
XUD;~nlustill patiently tried to prrrllade him, saying, "Whrn he was in Rei2 . C;oltlsrein, Sherap. ant1 Siebenschr~h2004: .LOO.
3. XIIwas normally in chal-ge oTsec.r~rityfi)r the Tibet Work (:ornlnittee in [)hasa.

jing, Chairman Mao, Director Liu, and Premier Zhou all showed great respect
to the Dalai Lama. They even went to see him personally." The hidden meaning of this was that since even Chairman Mao had gone to visit the Dalai Lama,
how could you as a provincial secretary be so arrogant? However, the first secretary was even more unhappy when he heard this and said, "No matter what
happens, I will not go. Just d o whatever you like; and if you want to report this
to the Central Committee, d o so."
Xu Danlu then realized . . . it was useless to try any more persuasion. So
he had to think of another way to strike a balance to avoid causing any trouble. He then said to the first secretary, "It's fine if you d o not go. However,
you should make an excuse by saying you are sick and during this period not
meet anybody." The first secretary thought a little while and then agreed, "That
is a good idea, so d o it." Xu Danlu, however, reiterated, "You should not appear in public during this period. After a couple of days pass, then you may
show up and say you are recovered. Don't cause the Dalai Lama to have any

doubt^."^
However, the second day after the Dalai Lama arrived, Li Jingquan made a
prominent public appearance that was reported in the newspaper.
The Dalai Lama saw the picture in the newspaper so knew that the first secretary was not really sick. H e was so angry at this that he threw the newspaper
aside and went into his own room.''
Xu Danlu heard about this from the Dalai Lama's entourage and realized
the first secretary had caused a big problem. He went immediately to the relevant department of the Government of Sichuan Province to discuss whether
there was any other way to make u p for this-to reduce the negative influence
and eliminate tlie Dalai L,arna's doubts. Xu Dan111was draid that the Dalai Lama
would think about this too much and perhaps think the warm welcomes he received from the Central Cornmi ttee, Chairman Mao, and the other leaders were
fake. If tlie Dalai Lama thought thatway, all the work done with the Dalai Lama
over the past half year would he totally wasted. This was, therefore, a very serious issl~e.
However, sonic comrades in the C;overnrnent of Sichuan Province [still] did
and thought Xu L3anlu was just making a big fuss,
not take thiy vcl-y serio~~sly
titlking itbol~tthis in it sensi~tionalway. "Is i t reallv so serious that the first secretary clid no1 go to wclcome him pel-sonally?Who does he [Dalai I,ama] t h i ~ ~ k
he is? If he wcre rcally a leadel fro111the Central Committee, we promise we
wor~ldIiilvc gone to wclconic liirn."
Xrl Dan111tried vcry hart1 [to convince them], but i t was still n o use. Xu was
\lc.ry w o ~riccl i ~ n dwas wondering why somt. senior cadres within o111.party neg, I . 1,i I !y)(i: 280-8:3,
5 . Thc r);ll;~i I.;ltn;~docs not I-cc;~ll
Iwing arlgl-v at 1,i's snr~h01.. in h c ~ the
,
incident at all.
I ) r l t ht*rlocs not c l c ~ ~
11 y
co~lltlII;IV(> 11;lppcnc-d.Since 110111 Phii1iw;lng ;ind 1.i Wcihai's hook (which
w;ls I);lsc.cl on doc.r~rnc.llts;lnd intc.rvic.ws) givc almost iclrntical accorlnts, t11c.1-cscems little dor~bt
this o c - c . ~ l l - ~ - ~ . ~ l .

lected the united front and nationality work so much and did not realize its
importance. . . .
[Xu Danlu now] called Beijing a n d reported what happened to Li Weihan.
Li . . . immediately replied, "The first secretary is clearly wrong. The Dalai Lama
now is the deputy director of the National People's Congress. Though he is
not a member of the CCP and without any position in the party, he is one of
the leaders of the nation. T h e first secretary is just someone in charge of the
local organization of the party a n d is a local-level official, so when a leader of
the nation comes, all the local leaders from the party and the political and military spheres should g o to welcome him. T h e first secretary should choose another appropriate time to meet with the Dalai Lama and make up for all the
bad influence."
Xu Danlu then worried a great deal about how to report these instructions
to the first secretary. At that juncture, a call came from Beijing that changed
things dramatically."

Unlike Li Jingquan, the Central Committee took this so seriously that it had
Premier Zhou Enlai make a detour to Chengdu on his return from the famous Bandong Conference in Indonesia. Xu Danlu was told to ask the Dalai
Lama to stay for a few more days in Chengdu to meet the premier, and he
agreed. The Sichuan Party Branch Office was also told to make preparations
for his visit. As soon as they heard this, the Sichuan officials realized they
had made a serious mistake and were in for criticism or worse, and went to
Xu Danlu.
Now the relevant department of the province came to Xu Danlu asking, "How
should we arrange the order of the leading comrades when welcoming Premier Zhou? Who will be the first, the first secretary o r the Dalai Lama?"
Xu Danlu was very relaxed now and kicked the ball back, saying, "You had
better get instructions from the first secretary." H e deliberately said to them,
"Do whatever you want. O n e is the deputy director and the other is the first
secretary. It is okay whatever you want to do."
They [the working staff from the relevant departments] tried to ask for a
compromise from Xu Danlu. They knew that the Dalai Lama was very Upset
that the first secretary had not welcomed him. When Premier Zhou came, the
first secretary would definitely meet the Dalai Lama. If they clid not arrange
everything well, it would be a very embarrassing situation. They got very warried. O n e is a leader of the nation, and the other is the leader in charge of
them directly. What shoulcl they do?
In the end, the first secretary made the clecision. After ron~ideration,he
reluctantly said, "Okay, let the Dalai Lama be the first."
When Premier Zhou came to Chengdu, the Dalai Lama went to the airport
with other leaders, including the first secretary, although they waited separately.
T h e team to welcome Premier Zhou was headed by the Dalai Lama, and On
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the left, a bit back, stood the first secretary. Then stood the governor of the
province, . . . and so on. Premier Zhou appeared at the door of the airplane
full of smiles and disembarked the airplane. . . .
When the first secretary saw Premier Zhou come down, h e stepped out first
and stretched his hand out to shake hands with Premier Zhou. However, Premier Zhou just gave him a glance and did not respond to him. Instead he
reached out his hand to the Dalai Lama and shook the Dalai's hand very heartily
and said very warmly, "Dalai Lama, I am so lucky to come back in time. Otherwise I would have had n o chance to say good-bye to you! I came specially to
say good-bye to you. How have you been recently? How is your health?". . .
At that moment, the first secretary's face flushed. He did not know what he
was supposed to do. Should he leave o r stay? H e knew that Premier Zhou had
known about his attitude toward the Dalai Lama and had specially come to
make up for his slight and prevent a negative impact falling on the party and
government. T h e very warm and caring welcome by Premier Zhou toward the
Dalai Lama was a silent criticism to him. Premier Zhou was giving face to the
Dalai Lama to make up for his actions. . . .
The Dalai Lama said to Premier Zhou, "Premier, you have a rest today, and
I will come to see you tomorrow." Premier Zhou shook his head and said, "How
could that be? I will come to see you. It is a deal."
The next day, when Premier Zhou was going to see the Dalai Lama as promised, all the main leaders of the province heard about this, and all came. The
first secretary was worried and said to Premier Zhou, "Premier, you decide if
1 should go." . . . T h e first secretary held his head down looking embarrassed.
Then Premier Zhou said very seriously, "Why didn't you go to welcome him
when the Dalai Lama came to Chengdu? What kind of a host are you! Now you
want to see him, but it is too late!" Premier Zhou really got mad. He looked
around at the other people and said, "You almost destroyed the work of unity
and the close relationship with the Tibetan upper class, which was so hard for
us to build up." T h e people all looked at Premier Zhou silently, and n o one
dared to say a word.
Premier Zhou tried to keep down his temper and then said to Li, "You need
not go. Let me explain to the Dalai Lama."'
Phiinwang recalled t h e Dalai Lama's meetings with Zhou.
[Zhou] stayed in Chengdr~for three days. O n e day. . . Zhou made a special
visit to the Dalai and talked with him for more than two hours. The Dalai Lama
told Zhou that everything had gone very well on his trip to China and all
c)ficials, especially Mao, had treated him very well. In addition, he said, he was
pleased with the disc~lssionsabout establishing the Preparatory Committee for
the Tibet Autonomous Region instead of'the Militar-y-Administrative Bureau.
And he said that he was inspired by his visits to other cities and by seeing what
was happening in (:hina. Tibct, he said, was backward and its people poor. He

said h e now understood clearly that there was a large gap between Tibet and
China and that Tibet needed to gradually reform. Zhou replied, "Mao and I
clearly know that all Tibetans believe in the Dalai Lama and respect him greatly.
And your thinking is correct. However, when you g o back to Tibet, it would be
better not to d o reforms immediately." I thought that Zhou felt that the Dalai
Lama was young and impressionable, a n d so might act too precipitously and
alienate the conservative religious a n d lay officials in Lhasa. . . .
At their second meeting, Zhou expanded o n what h e had said to the Dalai
Lama. "Regarding implementing reforms in Tibet," h e said, "you need to think
very carefully. T h e Central Committee's policy is that stability is the priority.
Now you have seen firsthand that China has undergone tremendous changes,
and that by comparison, Tibet is backward. However, in Tibet the conditions
for carrying out reforms are not yet sufficient. Therefore, things should be done
carefully. If there is a big gap between the leaders' thought and the masses'
thoughts, the reforms will not be successful. Only after the thoughts of the leaders and the masses are matched can reforms be carried out." Although Zhou
said "masses' thoughts," I understood that h e really meant the upper circles.
T h e real masses would have been happy if the reforms ended the tax and corvCe
labor of the old society, but the aristocrats and monasteries would not be happy
and might oppose reforms a n d create chaos in Tibet.8

T h e Dalai Lama then set off to Tartsedo, in Xikang Province. Xikang was
part of what is called ethnographic Tibet, because it had not been part of
political Tibet in recent times but was almost entirely composed of Khambas.%s the Dalai Lama passed through this Tibetan area, h e gave many religious teachings and met many Tibetan leaders, conveying to them his
thoughts on the future. H e recalled,
From Tartsedo to Lhasa, at the larger towns I stayed for two or three days and
gave teachings. There were gatherings of a several thousand [in the various
places]. At that time what I was constantly saying was that the Chinese people
have come to help us. I was very forceful in saying that with the help of the
Chinese we must put our country in good shape. So for a month or two, at the
important places, I said that. T h e Chinese were very friendly and very happy.
When I used to meet a party member, I was quite glad. I used to ask around if
the person was a party member or not. Then I used to reel quite relaxed and
[found it] easy to speak with that person. Probably 1955 wasthe best ycal- forthat.'"

in his recollecT h e Dalai Lama's frame of mind at this time is also
tion of meeting with Zhang Cuohua in Kongpo, on his way back to ihasa.
"We met at Nyingtri, a sunny day I remember, in my tent. 1 told him, [on]

8 . Quoted in C;oldstc.in, Sherap, anrl Siebrnsch~lh2004: 2 0 1 - 2 .
g. For a discussion o f political and ethnographic Tibet, setx(;olrlsrcin
1 0 . Dalai I.,arna, interview, 2 0 0 4 , 1)hararnsala (English ~ r n e d i ~ e d ) .
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the same route when I [was] coming from Tibet, from Lhasa, to Beijing [I
was] full of suspicion, anxiety. Now I a m coming back same route full of
confidence and hope. I told him. So that is a fact at that time.""
Although some books have mentioned that on the return trip, Khambas
appealed to the Dalai Lama for help against the Chinese, the Dalai Lama
has denied this. H e says the only person who said anything political was the
famous Derge leader named Chago Tomden. "I stayed there [with Chago]
in his room for two o r three nights. [ O n ] O n e occasion h e came a n d h e told
me all Tibetans should b e [in a n ] independent nation. . . . I never responded. Hesitant. I already know that that is [a] quite serious, dangerous
topic."12
So except for this awkward moment, which the Dalai Lama passed off without comment, the final phase of the return trip also went well, a n d the Dalai
Lama arrived in Lhasa o n 23 June 1955, three weeks shy of a year since his
departure.
For Mao, therefore, the trip was a resounding success. His gradualist strategy had set out to win over the Dalai Lama and then work down through
him to transform Tibet a n d Tibetans. T h e visit to Beijing was Mao's chance
to show the Dalai Lama that this was a new China and persuade him to become a genuine part of it. T h e Chinese were pleased to learn that the Dalai
Lama was very intelligent, open to new ideas, a n d progressive in his outlook.
Seeing a modern country made a deep impression o n him and solidified his
own prior feelings t h a ~ T i b ehad
t to modernize. Most important for Mao and
the Central Committee was the Dalai Lama's acceptance of communism as
an ideology and movement aimed at improving the life of common people.
The idea that both Buddhism a n d con~munismsought to help the people
to overcome their suffering was powerful and attractive and made i t easier
for him to see Tibet as part of an otherwise atheist state. The Dalai Lama
also eagerly bought into the idea of nationality equality and the ideals of the
Socialist International and felt comfortable interacting with Chinese Communist officials and leaders. 0 1 1 this trip, h e came to consider himself for
the f rst time as part of the C;hinese nation-and, as we saw, actually asked
to become a (:ommunist Party member.
For thc Dalai I,ama, the trip was also a great success. At age nineteen, he
had mrt thc top leaders of (:hinil, including Mao, had been treated with great
I-espcct, and h ; ~ dsecn and learned many new things. H e now felt that Tibet
collld fit into the nCw China 21s an autonornous region run by Tibetans SO
consequently fclt great optinlisu~and hope for the future. T h e key question
now was no! so much should Tibet modernize and reform itself as part of
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China? but How should he bring about greater consensus in Tibet among
the elite to d o this well?

BACK I N LHASA

After the Dalai Lama's return to Lhasa, an effort was made to communicate
what had transpired in China to the Tibetan government officials who had
stayed in Lhasa. Ngabo took the lead in this and gave a detailed report on
the events and agreements. Shatra, a Tibetan lay official, recalled hearing
this report.
After they arrived, Ngabo gave a briefing for about a week [in the Tsidrunglingka] . . . . H e spoke about what happened from the time they first went down
to China, including the discussions and the results, what was said, and so on.
During the whole thing, Ngabo was the main person. Surkhang was there too,
as was Ragasha, but Ngabo was the main speaker who related everything.13.. .
H e mentioned that they were able to get the Preparatory Committee for the
Tibet Autonomous Region instead of the Military-Administrative Committee
and that this was done by all three [Tibetan] units together, the Tibetan government, the Panchen Lama's entity, a n d the Chamdo Liberation Committee.
So everyone was happy.
Q. Did Ngabo say this was good achievement?
Yes, Yes. It was presented as the accomplishment of His Holiness's visit. Since
the Dalai Lama went and discussed these things, he said, we should work to do
it. So he said that very strongly. H e made everything very clear, saying that on
such and such a month, on this date such and such happened, and so on. He
was so precise that one wondered how could anyone remember so much.14

At about the same time, the Dalai Lama also made some political comments
during a religious ritual, revealing some of his thinking about the future of
Tibet. The Dalai Lama explained how this speech came about.
But still, [I had] full confidence [when] I returned. . . . [I was invited] to do
an Avaloketisvara initiation ritual (tib. cenrezi wangchen) at the Jenselingga
Palace [in Norbulingka]. There, I mentioned some important policy matters.
[I said1 With firll confidence, we are equal. [The] Chinese came to 11sas helpers.
and we must utilize this opportunity [and] b~lildour own country by ourselves.
My statement of this, before I talked to the pl~blic,I discussed [it] with Fan
Ming, and he also agreed. . . . [In the speech] I mentioned exactly Phhtso
Wangye'~point of view. Unity must be built on trust. Trust must come eqllally
[with equality]. So I mentioned that with full confidence. So that was my peak.'5

13. Surkhmg actually explained thr details of the aglcrrnrnt o n the T i b m n army,
will be discussed below.
14. Shatra, interview, 1992, Lhasa.
1.5 Dalai Lama, interview, 2004.

In this speech, which was the first time the Dalai Lama publicly spoke about
Tibet and the Chinese, h e did not comment specifically on political issues
such as the army or the currency, but the speech clearly projected a very positive image of the Chinese government and of the Chinese then living in Tibet. This was a Dalai Lama very differentfrom the one being represented to the U.S.
and Indian governments.
The speech made several points. Tibet was poor in its knowledge of secular affairs, so in order to develop and progress quickly it would be necessary to work closely with the Chinese. However, at the same time, the Dalai
Lama emphasized that the Chinese were sent to Tibet to help Tibetans, and
they were equal to the Chinese. The speech also explained that developing
the secular sphere was important, because to be autonomous meant being
able to do things themselves. And, he spoke positively about the Preparatory Committee for the Tibet Autonomous Region, in essence telling Tibetans not to worry about it. Everything, he said, would be done appropriately,
according to the actual situation, step by step. Nothing would be implemented rashly, and they would learn more details later. The full translation
of this part of his speech is presented here.
Regarding [our] secular matters, they are not well managed, and the methods
we use are weak. Therefore, you must improve these. The main thing is that
we ourselves should strive vigorously and work hard. However, because of our
lack of experience and work in secular matters, it is very difficult to be effective quickly, so i t is important to rely on help from the Chinese [Han] nationality. In general, you should be friendly with [all] the nationalities, and in particular, you should be friendly with the Chinese nationality.
Some people have the concept that the Chinese and the Tibetans are like
lord and servant, but it is not like this. W'e have genuine nationality equality.
For example, if a father had five children, even if there are differences in their
knowledge and capability, they possess equal rights. So the Chinese nationality cadres living here came to help us because we couldn't manage secular matte~-s
well. They didn't come to be 0111- lord. Also putting this help for us into
practice should be done when the conditions are appropriate, according to
the local situation and when all people want it. If' the conditions are not appropriate, we have to be patient.
7'hc central government sent Chinest- cadres here for the benefit of Tibet.
Thcy werc no1 sent t o cause trouble. So if some Chinese cadres have a kind
hcart I ~ l dt o something in;tppr-opriate for the local situation, it won't be
beneficial. Thercfot-c, you shorrld not try to save face [for them] arid s h o ~ ~ l d
rather point out theit- error directly to advance the good and block the bad
and reform them.
As for the fCw (:hinew cadres who have el red because of matters of principle, i f thcr-t, isn't any hope for them to become beneficial for Tibet, we can
jllsl scnd thcm back. As for Tibetan cadres, in the future we shoi~ldbe able to
take our own responsibility; this is called autonomy. For example, in a monk's
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household, if the people in the household could d o all the work of the household [themselves], this is autonomy. If the people could not d o their work and
if it is d o n e by hired people, this is not autonomy. Therefore, it is important
to have Tibetan cadres, including monk a n d lay officials.
Among the current cadres, many think of religion and politics and the welfare of the people and work honestly. Last year, in order to manage the government's income well and address the welfare of the subjects, the government
took back the management of the counties and their estates. I am very glad
from the bottom my heart for the officials who made such a great accomplishment. If you serve religion and politics with sincere loyalty, even if you
can't live in a hermitage a n d practice the dharma, it will be beneficial for both
this life and the future life. In the future, all people should take responsibility
and not think opposite of karmic law in this life and future lives.
Some people are concerned only with their private affairs. This is because
they are too narrow-minded. You people all know that at one time, in order to
achieve goals, some of the political people in charge [of Tibet] did everything
[only] for money and gifts [bribes]. Therefore, government affairs were delayed and subjects were tortured and had to suffer, which caused more harm
than benefit. So people should repent what they did and make a fresh start
and improve themselves.
Some people are using the revolution [the coming of the Chinese] as a pretext to ignore native customs and habits, and they are acting in a disturbed
manner and using crude conduct. This is wrong. That which is called revolution is not disorder (tib. gonju khunglung mepa). These actions [of leftists]
should also be reformed.
If the monk and lay officials and [Communist] cadres have good internal
unity, they can work effectively on government tasks. Among the cadres, you
shoulcl point out the errors directly and promptly. It is important not to instigate and be deceitful. For example, if there is a big stone that one person cannot carry, four or five people can carry it. So if you can be friendly with your
neighbors, you can help and save o n e another.
T h e monks in the monastic colleges (tib. tratsang) and [within these the]
residential units (tib. khamtsen) and subresidential units (tib. mitsen) are also
acting biased in favor of their own unit.
As for the new and old Budclhist sects, if they are not impure, all of the sects
are the same, for they are seeking to achieve enlightenment. So there should
not be any prejudice and unfriendliness among the sects. Similarly, regartlless
of the region, whether it is the center (CJ), the west (Tsang), the east (Kham),
o r the far west (Tn), all of LIS are Tihetans, so you s h o ~ ~ lnot
r l he pryilldiced
and vou shoilld have a strong unity.
I think there might he quite a few people who, becauw they don't know
about the Preparatory Committee for the Tibet Autonomor~sRegion, have
doubts. hut this Preparatory Committee for the Tibet Autonomolls R%ion Is
going to he done only in accordance with the actual sitl~ation,thr0Wh steady
steps; i t is not going to he clone in a rash manner. Yoti will gradually
this in detail.
In short, the main characteristic of Tibet is that we have Buddhism, which
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is the life of all of us. So we should develop, restore, and spread it and try to
preserve it for a long time. This is our principle. According to the combination of the two, the religious and the secular, all people should act in a way so
as to be beneficial for this life and the future life.'"

The Dalai Lama's "advice" was the first time he had actively tried to influence
public opinion and public attitudes. Although the content was mild and
rather general, it portrayed China and the Chinese cadres in Tibet as friends
who had come to help Tibet progress. It also adhered to the advice that Mao
and Zhou had given about not trying to impose change without first preparing the groundwork by bringing the elite along with him. Mao wanted the
Dalai Lama to start to play a more active leadership role in developing a consensus in Tibet for change as well as for friendship with the Chinese, and
this speech suggests that he was prepared to d o that. The question was
whether the Dalai Lama had the political skills and personality to be able to
play such a role and become a key force in molding a new Tibetan outlook.
Mao thought he could and had bet his money on him as China's best hope
for winning over Tibetans, rejecting Fan Ming's alternative strategy. At this
point his bet looked good.
Later, in December i 955, Mao and the Central Committee sent interesting instructions to the Tibet Work Committee in light of the new, more positive circumstances in Tibet. Having stabilized their position materially
through the roads and solidified the left in Tibet, the Comnlunist Party was
now ready to start to try to win over the mass of the elite, which they considered the middle and the right.
Inrtrz~ctionson CCT-lainQu~stionsof Work in Tihd

3 L ) P c P ~I /9~5 5
[To the] Tibet Work Committee:
We have done an overall study of the Tibet Work Committee's telegrams of 1 1
November, I :3 Novembet; and I 7 Noveniber. The following are 0111- instruclions for the Tibet Work (;ommittee:
Things in Tibet have changed a great deal in our favor since the Dalai and
P;~nchencame to Reijing t o attend the Conference o f t h e National People's
c;ongrcss Iwt yc;lr ancl since tlic completion of the southern and northern
ro;lds. CJnclcr the ncw circr~lnstanccs,we s h o ~ ~work
l d in a lnore active way, esp ~ ~ i i l l the
l y 11nircd front work, so that wc can maintain o r ~ progress,
r
frrr-ther
gel I-it1 of' tlic inflrrcncc. 01' il-npcl-ialistsand the (h~omindang,isolate reaction;~~-ics,
;rnd 1;1y a hc,~tc~for~ndationfor our work a m o n g tlie masses for the
cslahlishrncnl o f thc 'Tihrtan Al~tonomor~s
Region.
The cl1ic.f task i l l 0111. rlnitcd front wol-k is still t o incrclase the forces of the
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left [the progressives]. According to the changes during the past year, we can
be sure that the Dalai has changed from the middle to the left. It proves that
the policy of the Central Committee to win over the Dalai several years ago is
correct. It also proves that o u r estimate that the Dalai would turn left wascompletely correct. This is a big victory for o u r party in o u r work in Tibet. To the
Dalai, we should continue to give him o u r protection and help, and we should
also help him to unify with the majority of the upper hierarchy. Do not encourage him to appear too left, too early, because we want him to avoid isolating himself from the masses. If we d o these things, we will enable the Dalai
to play a bigger role in Tibet.
Continue to carry out the same policy of protection of and assistance to
Ngabo. Though h e has certain weaknesses, h e is still a strong force among the
left, and we can rely o n him. Try to educate him to develop a good relationship with those both above and below him, to negotiate more with different
sides in his work, a n d to be cautious not to become isolated from the masses.
It is the same policy in working with other members of the left. We must see
that the forces of the left are increasing as a result of the changing situations.
We need to discover and assist the growth of new forces on the left. In the meantime, we must also make good efforts to strengthen our work with the middle
and the right, especially the work to win the middle, otherwise our forces on
the left will always remain isolated. Change our past practice of dealing only
with the progressive minority of upper hierarchy, and expand our united front
work. Not only should we work to win the middle and the right, we should also
assist the left to work in this area. Not only should we work very hard, we should
also push them and teach them to work in this area.
Explain f~lllyto the Dalai and Ngabo about the necessity and importance
of working with the middle and the right. It is okay to let them know what we
are prepared to tell the middle and the right. T h e goal of our united front
work in Tibet is to strengthen the unity of the Tibetan nation, to oppose imperialists, to lay the foundation for the future social reforms, and to reform
the feudal upper hierarchy. It is the same as our work inland. Not only do we
need to carry out the socialist reforms of capitalist industry and commerce,
we also need to reform the bourgeoisie gradually into members of the working class.
When we gradually carry out clemocratic reforms and socialist rcfor*ls I n
Tibet, we need to reform the upper hierarchy of priests and aristocrats gradt1ally into citizens of a socialist sociply. This has m l ~ t t ~influence
al
with and is an
insrparable part of the discontin~~ation
of the felldal system in Tibet t h r o l l ~ ~
peacefill means. It is extremely tough ;~nclcomplex work to rrfornl hllnlan heings. but i t is our duty. Accorcling to our experience of working with [he horlrgeoisie and the upper hierarchy of minority gn)ltps, this reform of hllman bei n g " ~ not onlyvery important but elso pc)ssihle. In our unitrd front work tOr'a~.
we should pay special attention to this qllestic)n. For example. when we dis('"ss
the question of reforms with the fclltlal ~lpprr-hirr:lrc.hymrnlhers, we sholltd
tell them the policy of the (;entral (:ommittre is that i-efor~~rns
in Tibct sh0llld be
carried o ~by~the
t Tibetan people and tl1or llpper-hirrarchy rnernbrrswh()
contacts with the masses of Tihetan people. T h r (:mtral C;ommittee cannot
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make the determination for them about the reforms. The reforms will benefit
people at different social levels. They will benefit the lives of the upper hierarchy and will not make them worse. We should spread those messages. . . .
Central Committee
3 December 195515

But despite Mao's positive attitude toward the Dalai Lama and the obvious
progress, not all Chinese cadres agreed that h e was a progressive. We have
already seen the attitude of Li Jingquan a n d his officials in Sichuan,'"nd
in Tibet, Fan Ming continued to believe that relying on the Dalai Lama was
futile. Fan, in fact, believed h e was simply duping Beijing.
In Beijing, the Dalai was elected the deputy chairman of the First National
People's Congress, and the Panchen was elected the deputy chairman of the
Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference. The problem of unification
was solved. T h e Dalai was damned happy and tried to show how progressive
he was-he loved the motherland, he was progressive, he even wanted to join
the Communist Party! All these were false. You know all these. However, he
fooled some people. They believed that the Dalai was a statesman, that he loved
the motherland, et cetera. They believed that Dalai was truly a patriotic and
progressive leader. . . .
The Dalai deceived people by behaving in a leftist way. He [said he] believed
in communism, he wanted to join the Communist Party, et cetera. He tricked
the policy makers. The policy makers were tricked. There were rumors in Lhasa
that we were holding the Dalai as a hostage. So we let the Dalai and Panchen
return to Tibet soon. The Dalai was believed to be patriotic and progressive
when he left for Tibet. So he had got himself a pretentious mask.'"

Moreover, notwithstanding the Dalai Lama's support for the idea of secular
change and for a Tibet autonomous region, many Tibetans remained vehemently anti-reform and anti-Chinese. They objected to accepting the Beiling changes, which they considered to have been forced on the Tibetan government. Like the sitsab earlier, they wanted Tibet to stay the way i t was,
without Chinese-socialist values and institutions replacing traditional ones.
In fact, ideally, without Chinese at all. Mao's assessment that it would be
difficult for even the Dalai Lama to reform Tibet without first increasing support for change among a larger portion of the elite and masses, therefore,
was correct, and the Dal;~iLama's enthusiasm for change was quickly balanced by a dose of' conservative and nationalistic reality.

I h ~ xirang
i
gongzllo d e rhongyao zhislii (wri chuban d e shouji). n . d .
18. I . i , in hrc, was ;~houtl o hr~rrirdlyIarlrirh tlir f1111-scaledrtnocratic reforms in the Han
;~n(l'l'ihc~liln;u-t.;lsof Siclir~antliat wot~ldprccipit;~tcthe Ikmorls Kha11ib;i upt-ising at the start
17.

Of

I

!)5(i,

19. Far1 Ming, intt.rvic%w,t !)!):$.

Xi'an.

O n e moderate official, Shatra, recalled his own negative reaction to the
Beijing agreements.
Now there were two matters that [Ngabo explained but] were not so satisfactory. I was not satisfied, and that I must tell you truthfully, right? One concerned
the Tibetan paper currency that the central government was going to exchange
[for Chinese currency] a n d then give a specified amount for the expenses of
the local Tibetan government. T h e second concerned the amalgamation of
the Tibetan army into the PLA and that . . . all the expenses for this would be
borne by the central government.
. . . I was not satisfied. If this took place, then things would be pretty much
gone. If o n e could not use one's own currency and if there were no Tibetan
army, then there would be nothing Tibetan left. It immediately would become
Chinese.'O

Shatra's unhappiness with these two agreements was widespread. The army
reform plan, in particular, immediately came under attack, because much
of the officer corps and rank and file objected vigorously to the planned reductions. This is not surprising, since the head of the Trapchi Regiment was
General Tashi Bera, a founding member of the anti-Chinese secret Namseling clique discussed earlier. Gyagpon Kedram, a noncommissioned officer
in the Trapchi Regiment, recalled what happened when the Kashag tried to
implement the plan agreed o n in Beijing.
After His Holiness returned [from China], there was a meeting for three or
four days at the Tsidr~inglingka[about the trip]. The Kashag minister Surkhang
spoke about the Tibetan military. H e said that because the Chinese central government is now going to guard the borders, there are too many Tibetan soldier-~.
So, he said, we agreed to retain only o n e thousand soldiers. Of this thousand, five hundred are for the Bodyguard Regiment, and the other five
hundred are to be [I,hasa] police. There is n o need to station troops in other
regions.
In the old days, he said, there were three thousand Tibetan soldiers from
the old regiments. T h e thousand soldiers to he retained will be chosen from
this category. For the five hundred Bodyguard troops, member5 of the present
Bodvguard Regiment will be selected. T h e remaining five hondred troops will
come from the three thousand troops of the old regiments.
Regarding the other troops, [he said] I'm sure many soldiers will [ w a n t ~ ) ]
return home, so they should d o so by all means. The officers and noncommissioned officers who don't want to leave [Lhasa] will be given nonmilitary
work. For the regular soldiers, we will form a committee and give them \ome
constrl~cticmwork or something. T h e thousand wldicrs we keep will receive
a salary that is more than what they are getting now. We [the Tibetan V)vernment] will give things such as grain; while the salary and unifc)rms will he given
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by the Central People's Government. Therefore, the talk is over, and gradually this must change.
At that time nobody said anything. But the four regiments in Lhasa, namely,
the Bodyguard Regiment, the Trapchi Regiment, the Ngadang Gyantse Regiment, and the Chadang Regiment, discussed this situation and agreed that for
His Holiness to be without proper bodyguards and soldiers to guard the land
at a time like this [would be terrible], and there was absolutely n o need to make
such changes. At this moment the problem was that we had too few soldiers,
not too many. Therefore, we stood together in unity and would not leave His
Holiness. They decided they would absolutely not accept the changes. So we
then filed numerous petitions through the Tibetan government's military headquarters (tib. magjigang). . . . But we did not get any answer from the Kashag.
So while we were waiting for an answer, we were wondering about the
changes and what was going to happen. Then His Holiness was invited by the
Karmapa Lama to visit his monastery at Tshurpu. At this time, three representatives from the Trapchi Regiment, the Gyantse Regiment, and the Chadang
Regiment were sent to Tshurpu Monastery to present our petition to the Dalai
Lama in person. In the petition, we stated the full content of the petition we
had sent to the Kashag and said that we had received n o answer. We also said
that we were completely unified and stood shoulder to shoulder. And n o matter what, during this difficult period, we could not leave [the army]. Moreover,
if the government was really having difficulty paying us our salary, we would
take no salary and would serve happily and respectfully, but we would not leave
and we would not change. This is what we petitioned.
At Tshurpu Monastery, Lord Chamberlain Phala treated the representatives
well, and while His Holiness was circumambulating, they were able to give him
the petition. Usually, when there is a face-to-face, out of channels (tib. dongS ~ L I petition
)
like this, there is some kind of punishment. [But this time] There
was no pi~nishment,and within one to two months, the order came that there
were not too many Tibetan soldiers but too few, and there was no need to make
changes and things should be left as before. During this period the military
salary had not been paid to us by the Grain Office. However, after the decision, all [that was owed r ~ swas
] given, and so everj~hodywas satisfied and happy.
So that is the way we stayed on (as soldiers)."
What transpired b e h i n d t h e scenes d u r i n g those two rnonths is n o t known,
hut the e n d result was that t h e Kashag a n d L>alai L a m a backed d o w n t o t h e
Tibetan military o n t h e m a i n issue of r e d u c i n g t h e army, a l t h o u g h they clid
makc o n e c h a n g e regarding u n i f o ~ - m sFrom
.
t h e beginning, t h e Chinese h a d
hcen irritated by t h e British-style u n i f o r m s worn in Tibet; t h e Dalai Lama's
cntire Rodygr~ardR e g i m e n t wore that style of u n i f o r m , a n d in o t h e r regimcnts the c o m ~ n a n d e r swore that style, a l t h o u g h t h e t r o o p s wore Tibetan
rlniforrns. 'This now e n d e d with foreign t ~ n i f o r r n bs e i n g set aside. F r o m t h e n

o n , the Bodyguard Regiment switched to wearing PLA garb, as did the commanders of the other regiments. Despite this, the troops in the other Tibetan
units continued to wear Tibetan uniforms until 1 959.22
Similarly, the plan to exchange Tibetan currency for Chinese currency
was never implemented because of the same kind of resistance. In this case,
the monasteries strongly opposed this change, and since they were the main
bankers in Tibet, their strong opposition, in concert with the general views
expressed above by Shatra, scuttled that reform. Tibet continued to print
and use its own money until the uprising of 1959. O n both of these issues
the Tibetan government never openly said it would not enact them but simply stalled and did nothing. There was clearly still a very strong desire to hold
on to these very visible symbols of Tibet's separateness from China.
The plan to start a preparatory committee for the Tibet Autonomous Region also generated anger and opposition and became one of main rallying
cries for the reemergence of the anti-Chinese People's Association. We saw
earlier that when the Dalai Lama was invited to Beijing, ,410 Chondze and
others from "the people" asked that he not go to China and, when that failed,
organized and sponsored a "long-life" ritual for him. Later in early 1955,
when the Tibetan government was organizing its official welcoming-backdelegations to go to Eastern Tibet to greet the Dalai Lama, N o Chondze, as he
had done when the Dalai Lama returned from Yadong, asked permission to
send a People's Association welcoming delegation and was ~ermittedto do
so. Then soon after returning to Lhasa, N o , together with Bumdang Trunyl
and Shigatse Lhabju, started to sign u p members for a new people's assoclation, which would again submit a petition to the Chinese. This will be discussed in the next volume, but it is useful here to cite a part of this petition,
since i t illustrates the strongly anti-Chinese nationalistic attitudes and views
the Dalai Lama was facing with respect to reforming Tibet. This segment of
society hated the Chinese and was implacably opposed to changing Tibetan
traditional institutions.
We Tibetan people make the following appeal because we oppose the Chinese
C:ommunists who are destroying all our customs and systems, and also becallse
of their complete breach of the Seventeen-Point Sino-Tibetan Agreement
signed by them. . . .
But speaking about the prewnt situation in Tibet we declare that ollr rdiion is facing a very grave cricis which has thrown ,IS into tht=verv deepvallev
of darkness and destruction. The Dalai L,ama has been robbed of his political
and religious powers. T h e Tibetan nation is facing as grave a danger as a candle light in a storm. The root cause o f this crisis is the oppression of the Chi-
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nese Communists who have been forcing Communist ideas upon the Tibetan
people, the most deplorable policy of violence practiced by the Chinese Communists, and the failure of the Chinese Communists to implement any of the
promises made by them to the Tibetan people. In order to save o u r country
from this dangerous future we have already, on a previous occasion, made a
formal protest to the Chinese Government and the Dalai Lama.
Formerly, under the Dalai Lama, there were Regents, Kashag and the various other Government organizations which carried out the administration of
the whole of Tibet. But since the occupation of Tibet by the Chinese Communists all the former organizations of the Government have ceased to fiinction and the Chinese Communists have established a large number of illegal
organizations in their place to carry out the administration. . . . Communists
have not only increased administrative organizations but they have also established organizations such as the "Patriotic Youth League" and the "Chinese
Schools", with the sole object of forcibly indoctrinating the youth of Tibet in
Communism, and thus to destroy the culture and civilization of the nation.
Moreover, in opposition to the will of the people, the Chinese Communists
have destroyed the social system of Tibet in which political and religious life
are joined together, and have also destroyed the religion of the Tibetan
people. Therefore we, in the name of the people of Tibet, have come forward
to appeal to the Dalai Lama.
We request that the Dnlni L a m a stop the organzzntzon of the "Pntnotzc Youth
I2enLpe",clov the "Chznese Schools" nnd prment the zndoctnnatzon of the Tzbetnn people
In Communzsm by the Chznese Communists. 1Ve are norcr resolwd not to arcej~tthe ertnbbshment of the proj~oredReg~onnlA utononlous Chwr nment i n Tibet as roe already
have tile Govmnment of the Dalai Lnmn. At the same ttme roc also reqt~estthr Chinew
Comrn?rn~stMilrtn7y Representativ~i n Tibet to nllorcr ur to go to Pekzng to lodge thts
force, opj)res/)rotest. If the O'hine~eCommunzsts dzrregard the P e o p l ~ '~~O I S I I P S and
,
clon and niokncc szcpj~~ess
the en7 nest apj~eolof the people, roe, i n t h name
~
of all the
peoplr 0/7ihrt, a~ofirllyre~o1vc.dto shed our blood and sacrrfrce ou? lives to oppo~ethe
(~ornmunirtsand rc~eshall d e j ~ n t t ~not
l y co-opflnte 111 nny ofthe nr/?~~itzrs
of the ( ; ~ I ? I P T P
(,'ommunlsts ~n T 1 0 e t . ~ ~

And finally, as indicated earlier, Jenkhentsisum, the group of committed Tibetan nationalists in India, was not also beginning t o expand its opposition
activities in India but was ~novirlgto link u p with anti-Chinese Tibetans in
Tibet, especially the Namseling clique and Dalai Lama's own lord chamberlain, Phal;~.In the second 11alfol'thc. i y5os, this group would play an activc role in opposing thc (:hinese presence in Tibet and thwarting the Dalai
llama'splan to work I1;lnd-in-handwitli the Chinese to create a modern Tibet.
(:onscq~~enrly,
if ~ h changes
c
agreecl o n in Beijing were the first test o f
the Dalai 1,alna's skill and resolve after liis return fi-om China, this was not
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a promising start. The advice and warnings that Mao and Zhou had given
the Dalai Lama about the need for extreme care when initiating changes
proved all too accurate, even for the things they in Beijing thought could be
done. So while winning over the Dalai Lama was a tremendous victory for
Mao, it obviously did not mean the end was in sight. The Dalai Lama would
need to assert strong leadership to be able to win over the Tibetan elite and
persuade them to accept the new Tibet h e envisioned.

Chapter

22

Conclusions

The return of the Dalai Lama from his year-long trip to inland China marked
the high-water mark in Sino-Tibetan relations in the 1950s. T h e Dalai Lama
was deeply influenced by what h e saw in China a n d by the attitudes of Mao
and other Communist Party leaders, with whom h e developed excellent rapport. Moreover, h e became intellectually enamored with communism as a n
ideology and as a force for social a n d economic change and for improving
the life of the poor Tibetan masses. H e returned to Tibet filled with enthusiasm for developing and modernizing Tibet as a part of China. Mao had
won over the Dalai Lama, a n d it seemed Tibet would now take its place as
one of the most important national minority regions of the PRC, gradually
being transformed into an autonomous region under the Dalai Lama's
leadership.
China's success was the result of a carefully thought out and implemented
strategy. From the beginning, it was obvious that incorporating Tibet would
bring two diametrically opposite social and political systems face-to-face. T h e
feudal, manorial estate-based socioeconomic system that was extant in Tibet was precisely the type of hereditarily oppressive elite system that the Chinese C:ommunist Party was committed to overthrowing and had done so
throughout the rest of China. In Tibet, however, Mao opted not to place "liberating the serfs" as an imrnediate priority. To the contrary, during the period
of this history, traditional Tibetan society with its lords and manorial estates
continr~edto furlction ~ ~ n c h a t i gSimilarly,
~d.
despite the prescnce of roughly
twenty tliousand P1A troops ill 1,hasa and Central Tibet, the Dalai Lama's
gavel-timent was permitted to maintain important symbols from its d e facto
independence period-its own army, its own flag, and its owri currency-as
well as to continue t o collect its own taxcs, arrest and punish its own criminals, try civil cases, unilaterally decide how to allocate its income, and pro-

mote and demote officials in its bureaucracy. Amazingly, even runaway serfs
could still be caught and whipped with impunity. In the history of the PRC,
the scale of this was, and still is, unique.
The architect and director of this moderate Chinese policy toward Tibet
was Mao Zedong. His policy had minimal and optimal goals. The minimal
goal was to liberate Tibet, whether o r not Tibet's leaders agreed to become
part of China. If need be, China would simply invade and take over Tibet
militarily. Mao's optimal goal also took liberation as a given but laid out a
much more ambitious, sophisticated, and nuanced strategic vision for Tibet,
the prime focus of which was to incorporate it in a manner that created a
stable, loyal Tibet that accepted its place as a part of China and willingly implemented socialist reforms. To achieve this transformation, Mao crafted a
pragmatic "gradualist" policy and directly oversaw its implementation.
The first step in this strategy was to secure the "peaceful liberation" of Tibet, that is to say, to induce the Dalai Lama to sign an agreement that accepted Chinese sovereignty over Tibet and the arrival of thousands of Chinese troops and officials in Tibet. Mao deftly used a combination of carrot
and stick tactics to achieve this, particularly making the carrot component
extremely attractive to Tibet's leaders. The Dalai Lama and the Tibetan government would be allowed to remain in power and reforms would not be
implemented without their agreement. However, since the Tibetan elite was
clearly not interested in reforming Tibet, offering such terms meant that it
c o ~ l dtake years to transform Tibet. Mao accepted that reality, feeling that
the long-term benefits of a peaceful transformation far outweighed the POtential problems in quickly ending serfdom and the estate system.
China eventually was able to induce the Dalai Lama to send representatives to negotiate an agreement known as the Seventeen-Point AgreementIt also succeeded in persuading him to return to Lhasa to work under the
agreement, despite the urging of many to flee into exile and denounce the
agreement (e.g., the United States, his family, and many top officials,such
as Namseling, Surkhang, and Shakabpa).
Peaceful liberation, however, was only the first step. The agreement
tablished a legal framework for Tibet's status as part of the PR(: and allowed
Chinese troops and officials to enter (;entral Tibet peacefi~lly,hut i t ws not
an end in itself. The second phase of Mao's gradualist policy focused on
related issues: ( 1 ) winning over the Dalai 1.arna and the Tibetan elite and, I n
concert with them, gradually implementing the f even teen-Point AR~~""c"'
so that ultimately socialist reforms and a new Tibet at~tonomolfi
would be created with their approval and ( 2 ) stahiliring thr (:hincw phyS'cal position in Tibet so that neither internal uprising nor rxtrrnal
could dislodge them.
Mao's focl~son the elite, esperially thr Dalai 1;lrna. d r r i v d fronl hi'
lief that the poor prasan t masses in Tibet were not yet ready. n0rwo1l"
"*
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be in the near future, to understand and accept class struggle. T h e powerful hold that religion a n d lamas had over them would be difficult to overcome, so China's best hope to incorporate Tibet in a positive manner was to
work with a n d through the elite. Mao, in essence, was setting out to change
nothing less than the elite's moral framework.
However, not everyone in the Chinese Communist Party agreed with Mao.
Fan Ming considered a n attempt to win over the Dalai Lama's feudal elite a
hopeless task a n d advocated moving fast in tandem with the Panchen Lama
to create demand for land reform among the serfs. His plan was to treat the
Panchen Lama a n d his administration as separate a n d autonomous from
the Tibetan government by giving them control over Back Tibet. Once the
Panchen Lama controlled this area, the Panchen Lama would take the initiative and e n d the estate system a n d serfdom in his area. When the peasants under the Dalai Lama's government saw this going o n beside them, they
would demand the same for themselves, Fan was convinced, and this would
compel the Dalai Lama to follow suit and disband the old system in his area.
Mao, however, rejected this strategy, believing that using the Panchen
Lama in this manner would create such deep hatred of the central government o n the Dalai Lama's side that Tibet could never be merged in the positive fashion h e thought was important for China's long-term national interests. Tibet and China were at a unique juncture in their history, and it was
critical to manage this transition carefully so that, in the e n d , Tibetans would
become loyal citizens of socialist China. Gradualism and the Dalai Lama were
the keys to accomplish this, so h e insisted that cadres in Tibet, including Fan
Ming, adhere to his gradualist program.
Setting out to transform the attitudes and perspectives of the Tibetan religious and feudal elite peacefully was a bold and ambitious undertaking,
which Mao understood would require a combination of tact, flexibility, and
time. Chinese officials in Tibet, therefore, were repeatedly instructed not to
rush to change Tibet. T h e policy, in words and actions, was to move forward
slowly and with great caution. T h e focus was to be first o n the Dalai Lama
and the more progressive and friendly segment of the elite and then on winning over more and more of the large undecided middle segment of the elite,
while isolating and rendering insignificant the hard-line, antiChinese segment. The length of time this process would take depended on how successful
Chinese tactics were in influencing the Tibetan elite, but Mao was willing to
wait five or ten years 01perhaps even longer to achieve this goal. His time comrnitmerit at this point was open-ended.
Tht. (:hinese officials in I,hasa, therefore, set out to develop cooperative
and cordial rclationships with the elite and to convince them that these
officialshad come t o Tibet to help them modernize and develop Tibet, not
t o oppress and exploit them, as previous Chinese regimes had done. Projecting themselves as "ncw Chinese," thc Tibet Work Committee made every

effort to demonstrate respect for Tibetan religion, language, and culture in
their speeches a n d behavior, including giving alms to all the monks in and
around Lhasa.
However, while the Chinese were willing to proceed slowly in Tibet, they
were not willing to d o nothing. Their goal was clearly to transform Tibet in
a way that would gradually replace the theocratic and feudal Tibetan a"tocracy with a Tibet autonomous regional government directly under the
central government, although as mentioned above, they wanted to wait until the Dalai Lama a n d most of the Tibetan elite came to believe these changes
were necessary. T h e Seventeen-Point Agreement, did not specify time
frames, so when any of the seventeen points should be implemented was unspecified a n d depended o n a subjective assessment of the conditions and attitudes in Tibet.
China's initial strategy in Tibet also had a practical dimension-stabilizing
the PLA's physical position there as soon as possible. With n o roads from inland China to Lhasa, the PLA initially had to depend entirely on Tibet for
food. They were also vulnerable in the realm of military supplies, for should
fighting break out, resupplying would require transportation by pack animals over long a n d difficult trails. Ending this dependency was a priority,
a n d Mao authorized a crash program to build two roads to Lhasa, one from
Sichuan Province a n d o n e from Qinghai Province. At the same time, he also
ordered his troops in Tibet to make producing their own food a priority equal
to that of road building. Beijing also shrewdly negotiated an arrangement
with India whereby Chinese rice would be sent though Calcutta to Lhasa.
But everything took time in Tibet, a n d it actually was not until December
1954 that these motor roads opened to traffic.
T h e Tibetan side, however, had n o common voice and no clear strategy
for dealing with their new status as part of the People's Republic of China.
Within months of signing the Seventeen-Point Agreement, thousands ofchinese troops a n d officials entered Lhasa, and though virtually all of the elite
saw the PLA as an army of occupation, not liberation, the Tibetan government had to decide how it woultl deal with the Chinese troops and cadres
and with the Seven teen-Point Agreement, which had set out general g1lidelines for what Tibet could be as part of China. These guidrlines, as mentioned. were vague and, in a few instances, somewhat contradictory, so fherr
was considerable room for interpretation, maneuvering, and clarification*
T h e future of the Dalai Lama, the Tibetan government, and Tibet's trad'tional institutions was likely to depend o n how well the Tibetan government
managed this.
In contrast to t h r Chinese, however, the Tibetan side devrloped no
unified strategy. T h e two highest offices in the Tibetan government. thr
and Kashag. did not cooperate and utilizerl very diffrrent strategicsand lactics. From the start. the two sitsah were hostile and confrontational toward
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the Chinese, trying not to cooperate on anything the Chinese proposed. They
were angry at the Chinese occupation of Tibet and incensed by what, in their
view, was the communists' hypocritical rhetoric about being "new" Chinese
coming to help Tibet, when they had just launched a bloody invasion of
Chamdo. And they were also angry at what they felt was Ngabo's negotiation of a badly flawed agreement. They considered Tibet independent and
wanted, naively to be sure, at most an arrangement wherein the Chinese
would withdraw virtually all their troops and officials and leave Tibet as it
had been during the Qing dynasty era, that is, a loose protectorate of China.
The sitsab's attitudes reflected the majority attitude in Tibet, and they became Tibetan heroes for what was seen as standing u p to the Chinese. However, their rhetoric and actions were driven by anger and emotion rather than
a carefully calculated plan to negotiate with the Chinese to change the agreement or reinterpret responsibilities. Consequently, virtually every time the
sitsab met with the Chinese leaders face-to-face, the meetings literally ended
in yelling and screaming matches. Ignoring the reality that Tibet had lost
the war and had signed an agreement accepting Chinese sovereignty, the
sitsab seemed to think that telling the Chinese they were unwelcome in Tibet was a rational strategy for inducing them to change their policy.
The sitsab's understandable anger, but counterproductive behavior, encouraged opposition and led to the emergence, for the first time in Tibetan
history, of a nonelite political organization that called itself the People's Association. And in turn, this led to increased unrest on the streets of Lhasa.
As a result of this, the situation quickly deteriorated in Lhasa, and by March
1952, the city teetered on the edge of violence.
The Kashag, by contrast, had a different and pragmatic approach. They,
too, were angry about what they saw as the Chinese occupation of their country, and they feared what the Communists might d o to Tibet's religious and
political institutions in the long run, but, having lost the war, they felt the
best strategy was to take the Seventeen-Point Agreement at face value and,
on the basis of its guidelines, strive to develop cooperative and cordial relations with the Chinese. Their strategy was to try to make the agreement work
for Tibet's interests and welfare.
However, internally, the Kasliag itself had different points of'view. Ngabo,
for example, thought that major reforms were inevitable, so i t was best if Tibet took the initiative and implemented them itself. To paraphrase his
metaphor, if one makes a hat for oneself i t will fit just right, but if one does
not and later has to wear a hat made for someone else, the fit will be poor.
Several othw l-ninisterswere also inclirled toward moving ahead on reforms,
brl t most opposed any ~~riilater-al
radical changes. The Kashag, therefore, also
did not devrlop ;I unified strategic position in regard to the Chinese and the
agrcernrnt, prcftving to deal with issues ad hoc as they arose. On the whole,
thr Kashag ministers rralizrd reforms woilld have to be done but, despite

Ngabo's views, were hoping to be able to d o them as slowly as possible. Nevertheless, they were clearly committed to working cordially with the Chinese
and to living within the guidelines of the Seventeen-Point Agreement. Because of this, they felt the sitsab were pursuing a dangerous and unproductive course of action and tried to counterbalance the hostility and enmity
projected by them. In turn, the sitsab did not trust the Kashag (especially
Ngab8) and thus chose not to confide in or work together with them. At this
time of extreme crisis, therefore, Tibet's two paramount offices, the Kashag
and sitsab, were uncoordinated and pursued contrary trajectories.
A month or so after the first PLA troops arrived in Lhasa, the Chinese
leadership exacerbated the situation by starting to pressure the Tibetan government to implement changes mentioned in the Seventeen-Point Agreement, for example, to open Lhasa's first primary school, to start the new Tibet Area Military Headquarters, to incorporate the Tibetan army under the
PLA, and to create a new military-administrative committee. As was seen,
these initiatives were poorly received by the Tibetan side, especially by the
two sitsab, who were adamant about not changing the Tibetan army or starting a military-administrative committee. This also fueled the growth of the
anti-Chinese People's Association. The Tibet Work Committee, therefore,
had inadvertently done what Mao had admonished them to avoid at all costs,
namely, moving too far too quickly without the cooperation of the elite. Ma0
responded in April 1952 by taking direct control over events in Tibet, ordering all decisions regarding Tibetans to be cleared first with Beijing. Ma0
and the Central Committee, from then on, directly managed affairs in Tibet.
The third key player at this time was the Dalai Lama. In theory he could
have imposed a unified strategy on his officials and government, but in 1951
he was only sixteen years of age and was, by and large, disengaged from Political affairs. Neither his own inclinations nor the advice of his entourage
led him to take an active role in determining how Tibet should respond to
the Chinese. As a result, he basically sat on the sidelines until events almost
spun out of control in 1952, when the People's Association opposed the Chinese and the Chinese sand-bagged their ~ositionsand placed their troops
on high alert in anticipation of an attack. Ultimately, as we saw, the chinese
and the Kashag appealed to the Dalai Lama to intervene, and, after consid
erable hesitation, he agreed to order the sibah to step down and ban the
People's Association.The Chinese, under instructions from Mao, now set asine
all discr~ssionsabout absorbing the Tibetan army and starting a militaryadministrative committee. They also compromised with the Kasha~by
lowing the sitsab, in essence, to retire with their ft1I1 ceremonial statrlsrathcr
than be dismissed and also by not punishing any ofthe lraders of t h e ~ e ~ ~ l : ' ~
Association. With the sitsab out of the picturp, the Kashag now resllmrn It"
status as the highest office in the government, and the volatile sit(lation
quickly dissipated, i~shcringin a new period of cooperation with the (;hinese.
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In this new atmosphere, the Chinese organized popular youth a n d
women's groups, new schools, a newspaper, a n d a series of tours to see inland China o r study there o r both. In the next two years more than a thousand Tibetans went to China o n tours a n d to attend meetings, and roughly
five hundred Tibetans went to the Nationalities Institute in Beijing to study.
And within Tibet, over a thousand Tibetans were enrolled in new primary
schools. O n the Tibetan government's side, a reform organization headed
by Ngabo was begun. H e was not only the Kashag minister most trusted by
the Chinese but also the o n e most trusted by the Dalai Lama, who frequently
discussed political issues with him privately and who himself was in favor of
reforms and modernization for Tibet. In 1953-54, therefore, the Tibetan
government's Reform Assembly crafted new laws reforming interest rates,
old loans, a n d the administration of counties. However, despite Ngabo's
prominence after 1952, h e did not have much skill as a political leader and
was not able to change the attitudes of either the majority of less progressive officials o r the people.
While this was occurring, o n the Chinese side, Mao intervened to definitively end the machinations of Fan Ming, deciding in favor of the Southwest
Bureau and the Dalai Lama. Fan Ming's defeat, although not known then
by the Dalai Lama and the Tibetan government, meant Tibet potentially had
time to work out changes and reforms its officials and people could live with.
In the midst of this new era of cordiality a n d cooperation, the Dalai Lama
was invited to attend the first meeting of the National People's Congress in
1954. Many in Lhasa opposed his going, fearing that the Chinese would not
allow him to return promptly, if at all, o r would treat him with disrespect and
disdain, or, even more ominous, would influence the attitudes and views of
the young and impressionable Dalai Lama. However, he and the Kashag felt
it was important to meet the leaders of China face-to-face. After much discussion and disagreement, the issue was deadlocked, and, as in the past, the
fate of Sino-Tibetan relations came down to a divine lottery, which broke
the deildlo~kand approved the trip.
The L3alai Larnii was powerfillly affccted by what he saw in inland China
and Ijy the Icaders h c met. Ar o n e point he even asked to be allowed to join
tllc Communist Party. Mao's impt-obablc strategy of going slowly and winning ovcr r l ~ el3;llai I , a n ~ ahad tllrncd out t o be an amazing succcss. Tibet
was riow poised t o cntet- thc third phase o f Mao's program by creating new
administrativ(- institutions in Tibet with the cooperation ofthe Dalai Lamai l l this (-ils(,moving t o create ;I pt.txp;ir;~tory
comriiittce for the creation of a
rTitwt ;Illtonolnoi~sI-cgion.Everything sccmed poised for Tibet to begin to
move. forward now socially, c,conomically, and politically as an integral part
of the I'cople's Kcpul,lic of (;liinil.
BII~
riotwiltist;~r,clingt l ~ ( -c n t t ~ u s i i ~ sof~ ntlic Dalai Lama and progressive
of'fic-ialss ~ ~asc Ngahii,
l ~
itnplcmcnring reforms in Tibet Faced serious oppo-

sition. Many in Tibet, especially the monastic leaders and their monk official
allies, opposed land reforms and the relinquishment of other symbols of
Tibetan "independence" or distinctiveness, such as Tibet's use of its own currency. They read the Seventeen-Point Agreement to mean that unless they
agreed to such changes, they did not have to go forward, so they feltjustified
in simply saying no.
Mao understood such attitudes still existed in Tibet and continued to s u p
port his gradualist strategy, even though the opening of motor roads in December 1954 secured the Chinese position in Tibet. As we saw, when the
Dalai Lama left Beijing in March 1955, Mao and Zhou Enlai both counseled
him not to let his enthusiasm lead him to move forward prematurely on
changes his people were not ready to accept. They advised the Dalai Lama
to work with patience and skill to coalesce public opinion for the reforms
he would propose. Similarly, in December 1955, Ma0 reiterated the same
message to the Tibet Work Committee in Lhasa.
But Tibet was a premodern state in 195 1 , with n o institutions for propagandizing the people or influencing public opinion. The Tibetan government's perspective had been that politics was not the people's business, so
the Dalai Lama had no ready indigenous Tibetan mechanisms to utilize to
influence public opinion. Initially, as we saw, as soon as he returned to Lhasa
in 1955, he expressed his "political" views during a religious teaching he gave,
but if he was to change attitudes and mold a new consensus for his position,
he would have to go beyond this and develop new methods of influencing
public opinion, including perhaps replacing conservative officialswith more
progressive ones.
However, notwithstanding the optimism the Dalai Lama felt, the news that
the Tibetan government in Beijing had agreed to end Tibetan currency, reduce the army, and establish a Tibet autonomous region generated instant
anger and opposition in Lhasa similar to what had occurred in 1952. In
Lhasa, the second anti-Chinese People's Association reappeared in 1954-55
under new leadership. It opposed the changes that had occurred since
and especially objected to the forthcoming creation of the Preparatory
Committee for the Tibet Autonomous Region. By the fall of 1955, it
challenging the Dalai Lama's view of a new Tibet and, by early 1956, was recreating the disturbances of the People's Association of 19.52.
There were also complicating external forces the Dalai Lamawollld have
to address. While the Dalai Lama was in (;hina, a secret anti-Chinese
tance group emerged in India independent of the Tibetan government.
Headed by his own older brother C;yalo T h o n d ~ and
~ p two othcrgovernrnrnt
officials. Shakabpa and Lobsang C;yentsen, Jenkhentsisum, a i t was known'
sought support from India and the ~ ~ n i r states
ed
and. in the second half
195.5. came to he linked with the anti-(:hinese Namseling clique IdhaSa
and the Dalai Lama's lord chamberlain Phala. I t would become a n

"'

tant force opposed to the Chinese occupation of Tibet and to compromising solutions with China.
Similarly, far from Lhasa, in the heart of China, a major shift to the left
was starting as Mao launched the Socialist Transformation Campaign in 1955.
Mao, critical of the slowness of collectivization in China, now called for a
rapid acceleration of the implementation of full communes. While this did
not directly affect Tibet, since Mao continued to support his gradualist program there, it had major repercussions in Sichuan Province, where Li Jingquan implemented socialist reforms in the ethnic Tibetan (Khamba) areas
precipitating a bloody uprising in 1956.
Finally, an important force in the 1950s was the U.S. government. It tried
persistently in 1951-52 to induce the Dalai Lama to denounce the SeventeenPoint Agreement and flee into exile, in which case h e would have been a valuable anti-communist voice in the Cold War in Asia. But as we have seen, the
U.S. offer of support was too little to offset Mao's "carrot," even though Mao's
offer required the acceptance of Chinese sovereignty. For most of the elite,
particularly the more religious and conservative sectors, the idea of the Dalai
Lama in exile was unacceptable. They believed that with the Dalai Lama in
Tibet, Tibetan religion and culture could be preserved. By the end of 1952,
therefore, it was clear that the Dalai Lama was not going to flee from Tibet,
so an active U.S. interest in Tibet diminished. It remained quiescent until the
end of 1955, when the United States again became interested in Tibet, this
time with regard to unrest in Kham/Sichuan and the possibility of supporting a Khamba insurgency through the Dalai Lama's brother Gyalo Thondup.
Consequently, although the Dalai Lama returned in the summer of 1955
to a calm Tibet and was enthusiastic about modernizing Tibet and improving the lives of poor Tibetans, in the distance, dark storm clouds from several directions were already forming on the horizon. They would soon sweep
in to Tibet, challenging his hopes and views and calling into question his very
understanding of the situation. How lie, his leading officials, and the Chinese officials in Reijing and Lliasa would deal with this storm will be the focus of the next volume.
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Lobsang Samden's i 952
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APPENDIX B

Kashag's 1953 Edict
Reforming Debts in Tibet

This edict from the Kashag was issued in the Water-Snake year [ 19531 to the counties, the estates, the lenders, and the borrowers regarding analysis of the payments
and the exemptions of grain loans taken from the government, the aristocrats, and
the monastic estates.

T H E ORDER
by the Reform Conference (tib. Legjo
According to the plan submitted
Jitso), loans were among the various kinds of reforms that shol~ldbe put into practice. As a result of the obligation to send both taxes and soldiers [as a corvie tax]
and, on top of that, failures in both their crops and animal husbandry, the poor serfs
(tib. miser) had to take loans from the government, the aristocrats, and the monastic estates for their food and seed. They were [often] unable to repay the loans in
autumn, which caused the interest to be added to inrerest for many years.
One debtor had to pay loans to many lenders, so the loans and the borrower became imbalanced, like the proverb "The sickle and n~ountainare imbalanced [a sickle
is too small Tor cutling a11 the grass on a mol~ntain]"(tib. risor gandzo). So even if
they paid [the interest] from generation to generation, it was impossible for them
to repay thc loan [the principal], and, thel-efore, they became extinct [ceased to exist
ns n hot~sehold].So the poor taxpayer- households (tib. tremi) had a very hard time
phy5irally and mentally during t h c i ~entire lifetime.
(;onsequcntly, H.H. the Ilalai 1,ama gavc p r o f o r ~ ~instl-irctions
~d
that we should
no1 Ict thi\ rontinl~eand must implement a reform that gives relief to these poor
pcoplc. So we don't havc any choice but to adhere to these profound instructions
and implement rcfol-ms as soon as possible.
Wc had sent an edict I-cgardingthe easy way for repaying money loans in the nomads' arca in thc far westcrn (Tii) and northern areas, where there are no arable
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fields to be cultivated. For the remaining [areas] in u - ~ s a nin~ the
, Water-snake year
we have also sent an edict (and printed copies of the edict) regarding making loans
for sowing seeds, the rates of interest, a n d how to repay the loans taken before the
Water-Dragon year [ 19521. In this we said that we would clarify these in the future,
and according to that [we are doing so below] :
[Loans of] government grain were meant for the happiness of the miser and
charged only l o percent interest (tib. gamgye jusur). Also, for these, adding the unpaid interest to the principal (tib. gyela gyegya) and imposing penalties for delaying
the payment were not allowed. However, recently it seems that some (officials such
as those in charge of the grain salary [tib. druphog] in u - ~ s a nand
~ , the l o percent
lease fee of the grain of the Agriculture Department [tib. soley jubog], and barley
for religious offerings [tib. chondru] , and the treasury offices in the Potala andJokang
[tib. tsesho chandzo], a n d the Shol office) signed loan agreements with poor taxpayer miser that added interest o n to the principal if the yearly interest due was not
paid. Regarding this matter, all the loan agreements that have been made by all the
successive officials must be analyzed, a n d all of the interest that was added on to the
principal must be completely eliminated.
T h e principal a n d interest of the loans of the miser who are completely extinct
[literally, have ceased to exist, but normally means have run away leaving their house
and land] should not be imposed o n either the new taxpayers who replaced them
o r their guarantors. All the principal a n d interest [on such loans] must be completely
eliminated.
As for the taxpayer borrowers whose economic condition is good and who have
the means to repay the loans but in the past have petitioned and received exemp
tions written on their petitions, they will not be exempt from repaying the loans now.
And as for the rich households who willingly took the ownership of the fields that
used to belong to the extinct subjects [subjects who ran away (or died out)] and guaranteed to pay the loans owed by the extinct subjects and to d o the tax work, they will
not have any exemptions. They must repay the ~ r i n c i p a and
l
interest according to
the agreements.
As to the loans that were taken newly from the Iron-Tiger year [ 19501 of the SIXteenth sixty-year cycle to the Water-Dragon year [ I 9521, if the borrowers and (Parantors have become extinct, the payment and exemptions must be done as specified
below. Otherwise, if the borrower and guarantor are still alive, he or she must pay
all the principal and interest.
T h e borrowers from the middle class we have classified into three categories With
the exception of new loans taken after the Iron-Tiger year, all those old loans
before the Earth-Ox year [ ,9491 must be repaid and exempted as follows:
T h e best off of the middle-class (tib. d r i n g a b ) borrowers will be exempt
the amount of one-tenth of the principal [ I o percen tl .
T h e medium middle class (tib. dringbar'bring bar) will be exempt by
amount of one-eighth [ I 2 . I percent] of the principal.
T h e lowest of the middle class (tib. dringtha) will be cxrnipt by the amoUnt
of one-fifth [20 percent] of the principal.
For all, the remaining principal must be paid at the rate of I o percent interest.
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If the borrowers still exist but are really poor, half of the principal will be eliminated,
and the remaining principal must be paid according to the payment arrangement
as follows:
Those who owe from i o to 1oo khe of barley must pay one-tenth [ i o percent]
of the principal in interest each year.
Those who owe from l o o to 2 0 0 khe of barley must pay one-twentieth [ 5 percent] of the principal in interest each year.
Those who owe from 2 0 0 to 400 khe of barley must pay one-fortieth [2.5 percent] of the principal each year.
Those who owe from 400 to 600 khe of barley must pay one-fiftieth [2 percent] of the principal each year.
Those who owe from 600 to 800 khe of barley must pay one-eightieth
percent] of the principal each year.

[ I .25

Those who owe from 800 to i ,000 khe of barley must pay one-hundredth [ 1
percent] of the principal each year.
For those who have more debt than that, the officials in charge of government grain
must submit a plan for payment arrangements according to the law and the karmic
law of cause and effect and according to the borrower's economic condition for repaying the loans.
In the future when you provide new loans, government grain is meant only for
the miser under the government o r aristocrats or monastic estates. Otherwise, it is
strictly not allowed to lend government grain to government lay and monk officials
and to the rich traders who want to take loans to make profit.
Furthermore, government grain must be lent to the taxpayer subjects evenly for
both the food and seed they absolutely need, in accordance with their economic condition. When collecting the principal and the interest, they are absolutely not allowed
to go against the original loan document and d o the following things: When collecting a barley sample [of what is being paid], the people who measure the bags of grain
(tib. bo), the house managers and the sweepers, may not measure it as rounded bo
(tib. bokha tolen) [meaning the container must be filled just to the lip with grain, not
heaped 011 top so that the payer is giving more that he owes]. And they cannot add a
penalty for delaying the payment or add it to the principal, nor can they take food or
money or eggs as gifts [bribes]. They are strictly not allowed to cause harm directly or
indirectly by any means to the happiness of the subjects by using the above-mentioned
pretexts. The subjects who want to take loans from the government's grain must also
be grateful to thc government and pay the yearly i o percent interest on the principal.
In order to keep giving offerings and have the fiinds for rituals increase, not decline, thc sponsors of the Three Great Monasteries (Drepung, Sera, and Ganden)
arid other monasteries have donated trust fiinds for offerings and for the expenses
of the ritnals performed in the monasteries. So we have informed the abbots and the
representatives of the three great monastic seats that they must be well concerned
ahout the well-being oftheir subjects without causing harm to the offerings and the
ritrtals performed in the monastery.

We received a request from the monasteries saying that the private barley of the
big labrang a n d the rich monk households should not be mixed in with the barley
of the monastic common trust funds that are meant for the offerings and rituals.
In the future, the Senior Monastic Council (tib. lachi) a n d the monastic officials
must guarantee that such mixing [of private monk a n d monastery grain] will not
happen again.
Concerning the funds given out by religious trust funds, the borrowers whose economic conditions are good and who have the means to repay the loans and who also
have taken the loans through legal procedures, and the rich people who have taken
the ownership of lands that used to belong to extinct households, will not have any
exemptions. They must pay the principal and the interest according to the agreements.
As for the new loans [from religious trusts] taken since the Iron-Tiger year of the
sixteenth sixty-year cycle [ 19501 and before the Water-Dragon year [ i 9521, if a borrower has become extinct, his loan must be paid as listed below. For the remainder,
the principal and the interest of the borrowers and guarantors who are alive must
be repaid at the rate of 2 0 percent interest (tib. ngadru dro), because that barley
goes for the offerings and for the performance of the rituals.
As for the middle of the middle class and the worst of the middle class, it [the interest] should be completely exempted, but we found that their early interest deficits
[owed interest not paid] (tib. gyeche) were added on to the principal by changing
the old agreement into a new one. Therefore, it is inconvenient for us to find out
and separate the amounts of the deficit interest and the principal. And some people
m i ~ d ea separate agreement for the interest deficit, so if we completely exempt the
interest deficit, these people might suffer some loss.
Therefore, except for the loans taken since the Iron-Tiger year, the old loans taken
before the Earth-Ox year have been classified into three different categories of emnomic conditions among the middle class as follows:
For example, if the principal was I o o khe and the interest deficit was I oo khe,
when the deficit interest was addecl on to the principal, the total became 2 0 0
khe.
For the best middle-class borrowers whose interest deficit was not added on
to the principal, they will be exempt for one-tenth ( I o khe from I oo khe) of the
principal and one-thircl ( 3 3 khe, ti dre. and 4 phii from I oo khe) of the interest deficit. T h e total exemption will be qg khe, 6 elre, and 4 phii. For the people
whose cleficit interest was already aclcled on to the principal, they will be exempt for one-fourth of the total amount (50 khe from 2 0 0 khe).
For the medium niiddle-class borrowers whose interest cleficit was not added
on to the principal, they will be exempt for one-eighth of the principal ( 1 2
khe and I o clre from I oo khe) ancl half (go khe from I oo khe) of the deficit
interest, and the total exemption will be 6 s khe 'lnd IC) clrc. For those whose
interest deficit has already been adder1 on t o the principal, they will be exempt
for one-thircl (66 khe, I g dre, and 2 phii from 2 0 0 khe).
For the worst middle-class borrowers whose interest deficit was not added on
to the principal. they will be exempt for one-fifthof the principal ( s o khe from
1 0 0 khe) and two-thirds of the deficit interest (66 khe, I :j dre, and 2 p h ~frorn
l
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loo khe). For those whose interest deficit is already added on to the principal,
they will be exempt for half ( l o o khe from 2 0 0 khe).
If the borrower and the guarantor are both extinct, the loan will not be pursued, and both the principal and interest will be completely exempt from the
taxable field.
If the borrower still exists, but if he is really poor and doesn't have the means
to repay the loans, or if the borrower has died and only the guarantor exists
and the interest deficit was not added on to the principal, the deficit interest
will be completely exempted and half of the principal (50 khe from i oo khe)
will be exempted.
For those interest deficits already added on to the principal, five-sixths (166 khe, 13
dre, and 2 phii) will be exempted. T h e remaining deficit will be paid according to
the payment arrangement for a fixed number ofyears, starting from the Water-Snake
year as follows:
The borrowers who owed from i o khe to 1o o khe must pay one-tenth per year.
Those who owed from l o o khe to
Those who owed from

200

200

khe must pay one-twentieth per year.

to 400 khe, must pay one-fortieth per year.

Those who owed from 400 to 600 khe must pay one-fiftieth per year.
Those who owed 600 to 800 khe must pay one-eightieth per year.
Those who owed 800 to

i ,000 khe,

must pay one-hundredth per year.

As for the borrowers who owed more than that, the lenders and the borrowers must
make interest payment arrangements according to the law and the karmic law of cause
and effect.
The payment arrangements made through the previous loan investigations and
the payment arrangements made ~ h r o u g hthe lawfill agreement between the lenders
and the borrowers will not be changed, and they can be paid and received as before.
For the taxpayer's fields that the lenders fc>rcefullytook away in lieu of the loan,
regardless of there being a written agreement, exemptions must be made as much
as possible from the principal according to his economic conditions. And the remainder must be paid through payment arrangements, and all of the taxpayer's lands
mrlst he retr~rnedto the owner from the harvest of the Water-Snake yea1 i 19531.
As for the fields that were handed over to lenders fbr a fixed number of years
through mutual agrcemcnt as a repI;~cementfor a good aniollnt of the payment
;Irl-angemcrit,there is n o need t o make changed payment arrangements f b r the loan.
For thc nr~liibc-I
of years that are left, the lenders must reduce them as much as they
can 21ccording to the economic condition of the borrowers. And the borrowers must
rllakc thc.i~-own ctioicc whether. they want t o take back the lands and makc a yearly
Payment iIrrangcmcn t lo itit. lenders.
111 the future, if the b o r r o w c ~agree
.~
to hand over fields to the lenders for a fixed
number of years to repay their loans. they are allowed to d o that. And it should be
IlIe rcpl:~cemcntfor a good arnollnt of payment arrangement [i.e., must not un-

dervalue the land]. Otherwise, the lenders are not allowed to take away the taxpayer's lands by force o r take it away for good. So when the government, the aristocrats, a n d the monasteries make loans to all the subjects, they are not allowed to
violate the Water-Snake year edict a n d the printed copies sent to the counties and
the estates.
When the big and the small labrang, the monk's households in the monasteries,
aristocrats, government officials, a n d other rich monks and laymen made loans, some
of the borrowers who were the taxpayer subjects had quite a good living condition,
and they took loans for doing business. For this type of loan and the new loans from
the Iron-Tiger year [ 19501 to the Water-Snake year [ 19531, if the borrower and the
guarantor are extinct, the payment a n d the exemptions must be done as listed below. Otherwise, the loans owed by the borrowers and guarantor who still exist must
be paid according to 14 percent interest (tib. diingye dro).
As for the loans taken not for trading but for paying taxes, corvCe soldiers, food,
and seed, if the borrower's economic condition is good, the loans taken before the
Earth-Ox year [ l g 4 g ] must be paid according to the mutually agreed payment
arrangement.
For the old loans taken before the Earth-Ox year, the calculation is based on [several conditions], for example, if the principal was l o o khe and the interest owed was
l o o khe and if the interest owed had been added on to the principal. We classified
three different categories among the middle-class families.
For the best middle-class borrowers whose interest deficit was not added on to
the principal, one-eigh th ( 1 2 khe and i o d r e from i o o khe) will be exempted from
the principal and half ( 5 0 khe from l o o khe) will be exempted from the interest
deficit. If the interest deficit was already added on to the principal, one-third (66
khe, 13 dre, and 2 phii) will be exempted.
For the medium middle-income borrowers whose interest deficit was not added
on to the principal, one-fifth (20 khe from i o o khe) will be exempted from the principal, and two-thirds (66 khe, 13 dre, and 2 phii) will be exempted from the interest
deficit. T h e total exemption will be 8 6 khe, 1 q dre, and 2 phii. For the interest deficit
already added on to the principal, half (50 khe from l o o khe) will be exempted.
For the worst middle-class borrowers whose interest deficit was not added on to
the principal, one-fourth (25 khe from l o o khe) of the principal will be exempted,
and four-fifths ( 8 0 khe from I o o khe) from the interest deficit will be exempted For
the deficit already added on to the principal, two-thirds ( I 33 khe. 6 dre, and 4 phii)
will be exempted.
If the borrower and the guarantor are both extinct, the loan will not be pllrsued.
For those who have the taxpayer's land, the principal and the interest will be cornpletely exempted.
As for the borrowers who are really are poor and don't have the means to repay
the loans. o r if the borrower has died and only the gliarantor is left, if the interest
deficit was not added on to the principal, the deficit interest will he completely exempt, and four-fifths of the principal (80khe from I o o khe) will be exempt.
If the interest deficit was added on to the principal, then they have to Pay Onetwentieth of the interest and principal together. The remainder is exempt (]go
from 2 0 0 t h e ) . Except for the above exemptions, the remaining interest deficit m'lst
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be paid through yearly payment arrangement starting from the Water-Snake year as
follows:
The borrowers who owed from l o to l o o khe must pay one-tenth.
Those who owed from l o o khe to
Those who owed from

200

200

khe must pay one-twentieth.

khe to 400 khe must pay one-fortieth.

Those who owed from 400 to 600 khe must pay one-fiftieth.
Those who owed from 600 khe to 800 khe must pay one-eightieth
Those who owed from 800 khe to i ,000 khe must pay one-hundredth.

As for the borrowers who owed more than that, the lenders and the loan takers must
make interest payment arrangements according to the law and the karmic law of the
cause and effect.
The payment arrangements made through previous loan investigations and the
payment arrangements made through the lawful agreement between the lenders and
the borrowers will not be reformed, and it [the loan] can be paid and received as
before.
For the taxpayers whose lands were taken forcefully by lenders for loan payments,
regardless of any written agreements to this, exemptions must be made as much as
possible from the principal according to their living conditions. And the remaining
loan must be paid through payment arrangement, and all of the taxpayers' lands
must be returned to the owners from the harvest of the Water-Snake year [lg53].
As for the land that was handed over to the lenders for a fixed number of years
through mutual agreement as a replacement for a good amount of the payment owed,
there is no need to make further payment arrangement for the loan. For the remaining years, the lenders must reduce the number of years as much as they can according to the economic condition of the borrowers. And the borrowers must make
their own choice whether they want to take back the lands and make a yearly payment to the lenders.
In the future, if the borrowers agree to hand over the land to the lenders for a
fixed number of years to repay their loans, they are allowed to d o that, and i t should
be a replacement for a good amount of the payment owed. Otherwise, it is not allowed for the lenders to take away the taxpayer's land by force or take it away for
good. So when the government, the aristocrats, and the monasteries make loans to
all subjects, they are not allowed to violate the Water-Snake year edict and the printed
copies sent to the col~ntiesand the estates.
The heads of the government, the aristocrats, and the monasteries must adhere
to the above-mentioned points and make the exemptions on loans to one's own subthey must lend them new loans arid voluntarily make more exjects. F~~rtlierrnore,
emptions on paying the loans for many years, according to the economic conditions
of the borrowers.
They mrlsr try their hest t o show concern and benefit for their livelihood, and are
definitely not allowed to neglect the suffering of the poor and uneducated sub.]cctswho arc r~nahlcto make accrisations regarding their problems that would cause

them to become extinct. T h e lenders of the government, the aristocrats, and the
monasteries must make the right choice between taking and discarding.
If some lenders think about the happiness of the poor subjects and one's own
present and future benefit and therefore make more exemptions than what we mentioned above, nothing is more beneficial for the happiness of the subjects than this
kind of good deed. Therefore, the government will rejoice in it. All people must keep
in mind the points of the edict, a n d this edict must be included in the catalog of the
records in the county. O n the date and month of the Water-Snake year [date and
month not given] .*

* From the original woodblock printed book, housed at the Library for Tibetan Works and
Archives.
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Agreement of the Secret Resistance
Organization in India, 1954

Memorandum of agreement among the members of the secret meeting on the question of indeoendence [sic] of Tibet, dated the year, Wood Horse of the sixteenth
Rabchung, month-date.*

We, the members of the secret meeting, undertake before our protecting deities,
Lhamo, Norjin Daikpa Chansing, Dahla Woeden Karpo, Gyalchen Shugden, the following main points.
The country of Tibet is consisted of areas from Toe Shang Shung Bon area to the
area of Gyamo Thakpa, and Toe Ngari Kol-sum, Bhar U-Tsang Rushi to Dokham
Chushi Gangduk. The country was blessed by Lord Buddha and according to its prediction, it was known to be a place of Phakpa Chenre Zsi. The people of this country was peacefully regined [ s i r ] from the time of Ngatri Tsepo to Tri Ralpa Chen and
Inany rulers who initiated the religion, and set rules. From Dorntom onwards many
scholars worked and great progress was made on the teachings of Lmrd Buddha. Succession of Dalai 1,ama was r~nceasedfrom Gcdun DI-upa.The fifth Dalai Lama was
able to unite the land as one country, and till today the country under the duel government system had been achieved the freedom of religion and enjoying the fruit
of thc Iand. The government had been keeping good relations with all the neighboring government, but due to lack of political education in the Iand, no proper def e r systcrns
~ ~ ~ wcre established always setting examples of peaceful method all over
the world. At sllcli time, when in I 950, Tibetan year iron-tigel- of Rabchi~ngsixteenth,

* Mimrograph

English transl;~tiollof thr Tibetan dorr~mrnt.T h e Tilwtan version was not avail; l h l ~lo this stl~dy.Tlic E~lplishhas r ~ o been
t
corrrrtrd. T h e translation was obtained from the
lil)rii~vof thr Iatc. Tsipiin Shakabpa.

the Chinese communists attacked Tibet without understanding the meaning of pries
patron relation between the two governments. They claimed that Tibet was part of
China and it must be liberated from the toke [sic, yoke] of imperialists. Special rep
resentatives were sent to New Delhi, India to meet the Chinese ambassador to explain that Tibet was an independent country and it wishes to remain as it was. While
these negotiations were going o n , a sudden attack by Chinese from different directions in mass scale and arrested the minister who was in-charge of political and defense along with his staff. Thereafter, the Government of Tibet appealed to the United
Nations. His Holiness the Dalai Lama with a limited number of entourage left for
Yatung. Still in consideration of o u r past relation of priest-patron, government sent
representatives to China for talk. Chinese brought out a pre-prepared agreement of
their own a n d coerced the Tibetans to sign it. T h e agreement mentioned that the
position and power of the Dalai Lama would remain the same, there would be no
change o n the present system and China would not interfere, freedom of religion,
culture, protection for the monasteries, all officials of the government would remain
as before and all Tibetan territories from Dha Tsedo onwards would be given back
to Tibet. For the time being, the Dalai Lama returned to Lhasa from Yatung.
In spite of the agreement, the Chinese began to bring in a large number of troops
to Lhasa and other areas. They set u p an autonomous state beyond Kongpo Gyamda,
backed u p the Telhun Labrang [Tashilhunpo] by permitting to set a private army,
so many problems were created by not keeping u p with the country's law, bought
many houses and properties in the city of Lhasa under pressure. And used many vacant land without paying any tax. They also began establishing many new offices,indoctrinating all young people, in communist system, collecting grains by force from
the Government, religious institutions and from the people, procuring so many animals from the nomads resulting gradually the number of animals, one hundred percent increase in food price because of influx of population, construction of motor
roads from China, under the name of tour many Government officials, representatives of the monasteries, representatives of people were taken to China by force In
spite of their unwillingness to go, and these were the reasons that the people began
appealing to the Government and the Chinese. When the appeal was made in view
ofjustice, the Chinese pressed for the resignation of the two Prime Ministers accusing they were the supporters of the Imperialist, and jailed five representatives of the
people. Moreover, sudden invitation came to the Dalai Lama to visit China. The three
monasteries and people of U and Tsang appealed that His Holiness is the heart and
soul of the people and that h e shorlld not be taken to China. They ignored the aP
peal by the people and His Holiness was taken to China. People were put in a state
of great grievance like fish taken out from the water on a land. People in their Own
country suffered so much that it was difficult to pass day and night under such frightening oppression. Still more, they announced that Political and ~ i l i t aoficewol'lP
r~
be established and so many C h i n r e m r n and women were brought into Tibet. Th's
was to accomplish their wish to genocide Tibetan people hy bringing in Chinese "cause of Tibet's small population.
We have received so many letters from Tibet qtating the Chinese atrocities in T ~ bet and pinning their hope on us, we are compelled to take a p the matter i n 'Onsideratbn of our religion, political affairs and our kinsfolk. We therefore7called "''
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meeting on I 6th Rabchung, wood horse year, day 14th of fifth month, corresponding to 14-7-19 5 4 to discuss on regaining our independence. It was not a forced members to join the body but they were to voluntarily. In order to achieve our aim the
following signed people would agree to undertake the followings1.

Till we accomplish our independence, we would sacrifice our lives and our
wealth without ever retreating from difficulty and loss of moral. We would
continue o u r effort year by yeai-, even it takes a lifetime.

2.

Effort should be made for the speedy return of His Holiness to the capital of Tibet.

3. At such important matter like this, all should unite to take up the question in hand whether it becomes successful or not. No one should blame
each other, they should not depart from this due for self interest.

4. All discussions should be kept secret and they should not be permitted to
reveal to outsiders. Shall undertake to bear all penalties should anyone be
seen, heard and proofed.

5. Should any question arises as to a person's undesirable character, they
should reveal it frankly without protecting a person for his embarrassment.
All matters must be settled by self undertaking.
6. In case certain understanding arises among the members, members themselves should mediate between the parties and should never be publicized.
Not only helping for one another, they should help others in order to win
confidence in us.

7. When there are new entrees in this association, they should be examined
thoroughly, even it takes a month or a year. When such candidate is a p
proved by all members, he can enter this association with a guaranty by one
the member.

8. Whatever the matter, great o r small, each should express their opinion
clearly. Then the matter will be discussed in meeting and decision taken.
If votes arrive at equal numbers, whether it be on political or military, a
Zendrill* would be made.

9. There may come on certain times that matters concerning the independence o f Tibet cannot be discussed due to various reasons. They can be
kept unrevealed for a time but eventually the cause and reasons must be
explairled ar the mceting.
lo. Our main political aim is that His Holiness would retain his leadership of
the duel Government, all people in [I, Tsang, Dokharn, Amdo and Golok
will have eql~alpower in the administration of the country, which consists

* Thf, following note iipprarc-d rrnheddcd in tlic agrecment: Zsendril

[tic] is made by rolling
two cqr~als i x o f dough which contains the Icttcr "Yes"or "No."Thetwo round doughs are put
in n ( u p and rollrd ;lrorlntl before a deity (image or a thagka [sir] painting). The decision is
take o n thc o n r wliich ramcs oul of thc c l ~ p .
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of education, health, improvement of people's living condition, freedom
of speech, defense, freedom of various sects of religion. Whatever the best
should be taken up. Such activities that hampers the progress should
avoided so that the people may not be disappointed. We must ban all the
activities of Communists a n d the atheists.
11.

If there becomes necessary to add to the above points, we shall discuss on
the matter.

In all time we are abide by the above memorandum a n d if anyone found to be dishonest it was needless to say that ills would fall upon you by the influence of the deities,
not only during this lifetime but effects would befall upon you in your next life.
T h e following signators a n d their guarantors had undertaken that they would bear
the responsibility if such incidents occur. . . .
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List of Correct Tibetan Spellings

PHONETIC

ROMANIZATION

abra
adrung
a10
Alo Chondze
Amdo
Amdowa
Andrug Gonpo
Andrutsang (Gompo Tashi)
Arotsang
Ba
babshib
hadzalaga
bag
bangla sersha shane
gal-sha gognyen mind11
dale lama s l ~ a n e

a bra
a drung
a lo
a lo chos mdzad
a mdo
a mdo ba
a 'brug mgon po
a 'brug tshang (mgon p o bkra shis)
a rog tshang
' ba'
'bab zhib
bar tsa lag ga
sbag
pang la gser sha bzliag nas
dkar slia lkog mkhan mi 'dug
ta Ia'i bla ma b ~ l i a gnas
bcings 'grol gtong long mi 'dug
bar skolbar mi byas
'ba' thang
dpal Iha nio
'ho
'bo klia mtho len
dpon po lags dpon po lags zer gyi
sbrrg dam

barmi jcy
Ralang
Rc 1,hanio
b()
11okha tolcri
homhola h o m l ~ o l sigi
i~
h~~gtlani

bugdam dzatsig
bugdam dzadzig rimpoche
Bumdang (Ch6mpe Thubden)
Bumdan Trunyi
biinshib
Canglocen
Canglocen (Yanchen)
chabsigang
Chabtsom
Chadang
Chagdrung (Lodr6 Phiintso)
chambang
Chamdo
chandzo
cha ngamo
chan ts6
Chayi~
Che
Che Jigme
Chenresig
Chenrezi
Chenrezi wangchen
cheshung
chibgyur chemmo
ch6dro
Chogye Nyima
Chompel Thubden
chondru
ch6pon khempo
ch6shi
choshu
ch0si nyiden
ch6tr6l
chuba
Chunden Drokar
chundru rnirnang thr6tso
Chr~shigandru
Chushul
Ciso
COki Gvrntsen
Coko Gsentsen
Dadang
Dadang
dagnver.
dagpo gyah
Dakpo

sbug tham rtsa tshig
sbug dam rtsa tshig rin po che
'bum thang (chos 'phel thub bstan)
'bum thang drung yig
bun zhib
lcang lo can
kang lo can (dbyang chen)
chab srid khang
chab tshom
cha dang
phyag drung (blo gros phun tshogs)
chab 'bangs
chab mdo
phyag mdzod
ja mngar mo
phyag mdzod
bya yul
( 1 ) the monastic college: byes; ( 2 ) che
ce 'jigs med
spyan ras gzigs
spyan ras gzigs
spyan ras gzigs dbang chen
byes gzhung
chibs sgyur chen mo
chos 'khrol
chos rgyal nyi ma
chos 'phel thub bstan
chos 'bru
mchod dpon mkhan po
chos gzhis
chos zhugs
chos srid gnyis ldan
chos 'khrol
P ~ YPa~ I

chos Idan sgrol dkar
chu 'brug mi dmangs gros &hogs
chu bzhi sgarlg drug
chu shur
spvi gso
chos gyi rgyal mtsharl
rntsho sgo rgyal rntshan
da dang
mda' thang
bdag gnyer
bdag po rgyag
dwags po
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damaru
danag
dangdzin
Dedon tshogpa
Dekyilingka
Denbul tshogpa
Denlhiin (Tsering Paljor)
denshu
denshu
denshu shabten
depon
depon Tashi Bera
Derge sey
Dewashung
Diki Tsering
dingja
Dingqing
Dingri
Dingyon Surpa
Ditru
dobdo
doley labdra
domey jigyab
Dombor (Kyenrab Wangchuk)
dongshu
dongtug tragbo drawo dul khagbe
nosam thabgi diinpa drubar che
Dorgya linga
Dorje tra
Dorje Tseden
Dosenge
dotse
Drakten
Drapchi
dre
Drepung
dringbar
dringrab
dringtha
droma dresi
Drongtse
clriinyerchemrno
D r r ~ h ~ h oRinipoche
g
Dl r~hthola
I)r r~htola
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d a ma ru
zla nag
btang 'dzin
bde don tshogs pa
bde skyid gling pa
rten 'bul tshogs pa
ldan lhun (tshe ring dpal 'byor)
brtan bzhugs
gdan zhu
rten bzhugs zhabs brtan
mda' dpon
mda' dpon bkra' shis dpal rab
sde dge sras
sde pa gzhung
bde skyi tshe ring
lding bya
stong chen
ding ri
lding yon zur pa
sde phrug
ldab ldob
ltogs sla'i slob p r a
mdo smad spyi khyab
gdong por (mkhyen rab dbang phyug)
gdong zhu
gdong gtugs drag pos dgra bo 'dul khag pas
r n o bsam thab kyis 'dun pas grub par
byed
gtor rgyag gling kha
rdo rje drag
rdo rje tshe brtan
rdo'i seng ge
rdo tshad
grags bstan
grwa bzhi
bre
'bras spungs
'bring bar
'bring rab
'bring tha
gl-o ma 'bras sil
'hrong rtse
mgron gnyer chen mo
grub thob rin po che
grub thob lags
grub thob lags

drug6 leygung
drungtog
druphog
drurig dagnyer legung
dii
diijung
diikhor wangchen
Dundrub Namgyal
dung
Dungchi Trokhang
Dunggar
diingye dro
Diisum Sanggye
dzadzi
dzadzig
dzasa
Dzasag Gyaltakpa
Dzasak Surkhang
dzasa lama
Dzayul
dzobu
dzong
Enda
E Nyingkar
ga
gadam dzadzi
Gadang
Gadang Shigatse Gyajong
gadrang
gag6 bu
gamgye jusur
garnja jusur
Garnpala
Ganden
Ganden Phodrang
Ganden Tripa
Ganden Tri Rirnpoche
gang
Gangtok
gangya
Ganzi
gashib
Geda trulka
Gelugpa
Gendi~nChornpel
gendiin mang
gershi

'bru bkod las khungs
drung gtogs
'bru phogs
'bru rigs bdag gnyer las khungs
bdud
dud chung
dus 'khor dbang chen
don grub rnam rgyal
dung
drung spyi spro khang
dung dkar
bdun brgyad 'gro
dus gsurn sang rgyas
rtsa tshig
rtsa tshig
dza sag
dza sag rgyal stag pa
dza sag sur khang
dza sag bla ma
rdza yul
rndzod sbug
rdzong
brngan rnda'
e nying mkhar
ga
bka' dam rtsa tshig
ga dang
ga dang gzhis rtse rgya sbyong
dga' brang
bka' bkod pu'u
skam skyed bcu zur
skarn chag bcu zur
garn pa la
dga' ldan
dga' ldan pho brang
clga' ldan khri pa
dga' ldan khri rin po che
sgang
sgang thog
gan rgya
dkar mdzes
bka' zhib
dge rtags sprul sku
dge lugs pa
dge 'dun chos 'phel
d i e 'dun drnangs
sger gzhis

Giamda
gomang
gombo
gonju khunglung mepa
gorchakpa
Gowa Chondze
gugpa utsu
Guja Kumbela
gulung
gunche
gungo nyi tashidele
gushab
Gushri Tenzin Chogye
Gusung magar
gutsab
Gyabing Chondze
gyagpon
Gyagpon Kedram
Gya kungdren drinjen phamare
ngu dayan sayu rdoyu re
gyaling
Gyalo La
Gyalo Thondup
Gyama nguchu
Gyambumgang
gyami gyane yongdu
kungdren kungdren sigi
gyami dayan dredii
bombola bombola sigi
gyami sarpa
gyam.iu
Gyan tse
C;ya p6
gyashi tonglang
gyatsa rangdag
gyatso
Gyawa Rimpoche
(;vaw;i Kimpocheceee!
Laochik Ic masliu ro nang!
Narngyang phcronang!
( ;y;iya Rirnpochc
RYc'
gyeha kernho
gycche
gycdar
gvc gu dro
R Y ~ gyegya
I ~

rgya mda'
sgo mang
mgon po
mgo mjug khungs lung med pa
skor 'chag pa
go bo chos mdzas
lkugs pa u btsugs
sku bcar kun 'phel lags
sku1 d o n g
kun mched
sku ngo gnyis bkris bde legs
sku zhabs
go shri bstan 'dzin chos rgyal
sku srung dmag sgar
sku tshab
skyabs dbying chos mdzad
brgya dpon
brgya dpon skal dgram
rgya gung khren drin can pha ma red
dngul dayan sa g.yug rdo g.yug red
rgya gling
rgya lo lags
rgya lo don grub
rgya mo dngul chu
rgya 'bum sgang
rgya mi rgya nas yong dus
gung khran gung khran zer gyi
rgya mi da yan spt-ad dus
dpon po lags dpon po lags zer gyi
rgya mi gsar pa
skyabs 'jug
rgyal rtse
rgya bod
brgya slii stong Iangs
skya rtsa rang bdag
rgva rntsho
rgyal ba rin po chc
rgyal ba rin po clie
lo gcig las ma b z h ~ g srogs gnang
larn rkyang phebs rogs gnang
rgya ya rin po che
dgyed
rgyas pa nikhan po
skyed chad
rgyal dar
hrgyad dgu 'gro
skyed la skycd rgyag
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rgyal mtshan phun tshogs
Gyentsen Phiintso
rgyal mtshan bstan 'phel
Gyentsen Tempe1
Gyetseluding
skyed tshal klu lding
sky0
ma
gyoma
gyong drags
gyongdrag
rgyud smad grwa tshang
Gyiimed tratsang
hor khang
Horkhang
Jagpori
lcag po ri
Jambey Trinley
'jam dpal 'phrin las
Janglocen
lcang lo can
jangshing
sbyang shing
Jaralingka
sbyar rag gling kha
lcags rong spyi lcag (bkra shis rdo rje)
Jarong jija (Tashi Dorje)
Jayan Dawa
'jam dbyang zla ba
jen
gcen
Jenkhentsisum
gcen mkhan rtsis gsum
Jenselingga
spyan gsal gling ga
Jetsun Dampa
rje btsun dam pa
jigyab khembo
spyi khyab mkhan po
Jija (Tashi Dorje)
spyi lcag (bkras shis rdo rje)
jimang
spyi dmangs
spyi 'bangs
jimbang
jiso
spyi so
jitso lapdra
spyi tshogs slob grwa
jogyur
bcos sgyur
Jokhang
jo khang
Jora
sbyor ra
jubo
bcu bogs
Jyekundo
skye rgu mdo
ka
ka
kadam
bka' dam
kadrung
bka' drung
ka ga
ka kha
kalon
bka' blon
Kamika Chondze
dkar me khang chos mdzad
kandron
bka' mgron
Kanting
mkhan po thing
Kapsh"ba
ka shod pa
Kargang (Phiintso Tashi) bkar khang (phun tshogs bkra shis)
karma
skar ma
Karmapa
skar ma pa
Kashag
bka' shag
Kashag gi thawdro
bka' shag gi thugs spro
Kashag shopa
bka' shag shod pa
Kashag Trungtsi Lhengye hka' shag drung rtsis lhan rgyas
Katsab
bka' tshab
Kelsang Gyatso
skal bzang rgya mtsho
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kha
khadang
Kham
Khamba
kham tsen
Khandrung Lhautara
Khargang Phuntso Tashi
Kharna Depon
khasey dingsey
khata
khe
khembo
Kheme Dzasa (Sonam Wangdu)
Khenche
Khenche Tempa Rapgye
khenjung
Khenjung Choepel
Khenjung Chompel
Khenjung Lobsang Tsewang
Khenjung Thubden Lengmon
khensur
Khentsab Lobsang Samden
khijang kharis jiggyulkhyebar mindu
Kongpo
Kunibela
Kumbum
Kumbumthang
Kunchok Pemo
Kundeling
Kungo Tsipiin
Kunkliyabling
Kusangla
Kyahying Sengclien TI-ulku
Kyenral, Wangchuk
Kyiclirl
Kyirc
Kyitiipa
I abrang
Idahranggycn tsen thomho
lac.1ii
1,itgong ngenrla
1,ilja

1.aji-i l.osang (;yc.ntscn
I.ajcn gi dl-oclicn
I i ~ ~ n a - p ho
)nl
lam rim

kha
kha dang
khams
khams pa
khang tshan
mkhan drung Iha 'u rta ra
bkar khang phun tshogs bkra shis
mkhar sna mda' dpon
kha gsal gting gsal
kha btags
khal
mkhan po
khe smad dza sag (bsod nams dbang 'dus)
mkhan che
mkhan che bstan pa rab rgyas
mkhan chung
mkhan chung chos 'phel
mkhan chung chos 'phel
mkhan chung blo bzang tshe dbang
mkhan chung thub bstan legs smon
mkhan zur
mkhan tshab blo bzang bsam gtan
khyi spyang kha ris gcig gyur
khyad par mi 'dug
kong po
kun 'phel lags
sku 'bum
sku 'bum thang
dkon mchog dpal mo
kun bde gling
sku ngo rstis dpon
kun khyab gling
kun bzang lags
skyabs dlyings seng chen sprul sku
rn khyen I-a13dbang phy ug
skyid chrl
skyid ras
skyid srod pa
Ida hrang
hla IJI-angrgyal lntshan mtlion po
Ida spyi
la gong 131-nganmda'
plly~g
bla phyag hlo h ~ a n grgyal ~ntslian
hla pliyan gi spl-o chcn
bla ma dpon po
lam rim
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lamyig
Langdiin
Langdiin (Pemala)
leba drago
legjo
Legjo Jitso
Legjo Leygung
Legjo Tsondu
leja
Leje labdra
Lhadong shenka
Lhalu
Lhalung Surje
Lhamo
Lhamon (Yeshe Tsultrim)
Lhamo Tsering
Lharigo
Lhatse
Lhatsun Labrang Chandzo
Lhautara
Lhautara Tsendron (Tenzin Gyentsen)
Lhawang Tobgye
Lho Dzong
Lhundrup
Lingor
Ling Rimpoche
Litang
Liu dzong
Liushar
Liushar (Thubden Tharpa)
Lobsang Dawa
Lobsang Samden
Lobsang Tashi
Lobsang Trinley
Lodola
Lodro Chiinzin
Lodrii Kesang
Losang Tashi
Losang Yeshe
L.oseling
Lukhangwa
Ma Boje
Madrong
Magar nyingpa
Magar sarpa

lam yig
glang 'dun
glang 'dun (pad ma lags)
klad pa mkhregs po
legs bcos
legs bcos spyi tshogs
legs bcos las khungs
legs bcos tshogs 'du
las bya
las byed slob grwa
lha gdong shan ka
Iha klu
Iha lung zur spyi
Iha mo
Iha smon (ye shes tshul khrims)
lho mo tshe ring
lha ri 'go
Iha rtse
lha btsun bla brang phyag mdzod
Iha'u rta ra
Iha'u rta ra rtse mgron (bstan 'dzin rgyal
mtshan)
Iha dbang stobs rgyas
Iho rdzong
lhun grub
gling skor
gling (rin po che)
li thang
sne'u rdzong
sne'u shar
sne'u shar (thub bstan thar pa)
blo bzang zla ba
blo bzang bsarn gtan
blo bzang bkra shis
blo bzang 'phrin las
blo gros lags
blo gros chos 'clzin
blo gros skal hzang
blo bzang bkra shis
blo hzarlg ye shes
blo gsal gling
klu khang ha
ma po,jie
dmag d r ~ ~ n g
drnag
drnag sgar rnying pa
drnag sgar gsar pa
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Magjigang
Magsi uyon lhengang
Magiikhang
mang
mangja
Maogi jingdro dangne
marla gyalor chasong
hamba tshando kabo
ngorig gangga pharsong
Maya (Tsewang Gyurme)
Medrogonggar
Mei Dokham Chushigandru
mendre
mendredensum
meshing shagpa shane
kyigya bulong mindu
dale lama shane
jingdru donglong mindu
metok jangse
mibo
mije
mimang
mimang throtso
mimang throtsog
mimang tshogpa
mimang tsogpa
mimang tsondu
Mindrubu (Thubden Gyebo)
Mingyula
miser
miser gopa
mitsa yiiiigong
mitsa yiiiigug
mitsen
Miinlam
MGnlam Chcninio
Miinlom (:lil~lenpa
MII~II
Nagatsliang I.hamo Tsering
Nagchuk;~
Namgyt. 'TI-atsang
Na~ngycWnngdii
Nam1.11
Namscling (I'cnjor
. .Jigmc)
Nanggang
Na~iggar(Ngawang 'Tscmpcl)
Nanggal-stc

dmag spyi khang
dmog srid u yon lhan khang
dmag khul khang
dmangs
mang ja
Mao yis bcing bkrol btang nas
mar la brgya lor chags song
ham pa tsha mdogs kha po
dngos rigs sgang ga 'phar song
rma bya (tshe dbang 'gyur med)
ma1 gro gong dkar
smad mdo khams chu bzhi sgang drug
man dral
man dral rten gsum
me shing bzhag pa bzhag nas
khyi skyag 'bud longs mi 'dug
ta la'i bla ma bzhag nas
bcings 'grol gtong long mi 'dug
me tog lcang gseb
mi bogs
mi brje
mi dmangs
mi dmangs gros tshogs
mi dmangs gros tshogs
mi dmangs tshogs pa
mi dinangs tshogs pa
mi dmangs tshogs 'du
smin drug sbug (tliub bstan rgyal po)
mi 'gyur lags
mi ser
mi ser 'go pa
mi rtsa yr~lskong
mi rtsa yul 'gug
mi tslian
smon lam
smon lam chcn rno
slnon larn cliu len pa
I-tileru
na ga tshang Ilia mo rshe ring
liag c h r ~kha
rnani I-gvalgrwa tshang
rnam rgyal dbang ' d l ~ d
gnani 1.11
I-nani sras gling (dpal 'byor- 'jigs med)
nang gang
snang dkar (ngag dbang tshe 'plicl)
snang dkar rtsc
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Nangmagang
nangsen
nangsi
Nangtsesha
Nangtsesha mipon
Nathula
natsog thabgi dradulwar che
nendron
Ngabo
Ngabo (NgawangJigme)
Ngab6 (Rinchen)
Ngab6 (Thudo)
Ngadang magar
ngadru dro
Ngagpa Khembo
Ngamring
Ngari
ngatsab
Ngawang Jigme
Ngawang Jimpa
Ngawang Rigdrol
Ngawang Tsemphel
ngonshe
Ngopso Tashila
ngusang
Niu
ngijnjam jedzub
Norbulingka
Nortolinga
Nyare gyejen
nyeljang shogle
nyengag
nyerpa
Nyertsang
Nyetang
Nyetang lhachenpo
Nyima Gyalpo
Nyima Trinley
nying.le
nyingma
Nyingtri
Nyi u
pachog
Paldi
Panchen Erdini
Panda Tobgye
Pandatsang (Yarnbe)

nang ma sgang
nang gzan
snang srid
nang rtse shag
nang rtse shag mi dpon
sna stod la
sna tshogs thabs kyis dgra brtul bar byed
sne mgron
nga phod
nga phod (ngag dbang 'jigs med)
nga phod (rin chen)
nga phod (mthu stobs)
nga dang dmag sgar
lnga drug 'gro
ngags pa mkhan po
ngam ring
mnga' ris
mnga' tshab
ngag dbang 'jigs med
ngag dbang sbyin pa
ngag dbang rigs grol
ngag dbang tshe dpal
mngon shes
rngo bzo bkra' shis lags
dngul srang
sne'u
sngon 'jam rjes rtmlb
nor bu gling kha
nor stod gling kha
myang ral rgyal chen
bsnyel byang shog Ihe
snyan ngag
gnyer Pa
gnyer tshang
mnyes thang
mnyes thang Iha chen po
nyi ma rgyal po
nyi ma 'phrin las
nying rje
rnying ma
nying khri
sne'u
pa lcog
dpal di
pan chen er ti ni
spom mrla' stobs rgyas
spom mda' tshang (yr~r'phel)
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Panden

paysang
pechawa
Pegaw Ch6de
Pembar
Phala
Phari
phebsu
phogang
phogp6n
Pholhasey Gyurme Namgye
phu
Phu Gyagpa
Phundra
Phunkang Lhajam
Phunkang Sey
Phun tsoling
Phuntso Rabgye
Phiintso Tashi
Phuntso Wangye
Phunwang
phusum pharma
PO
po dedon tshogpa
pogi geyik jongdar dzindra
pogyob tsogpa
po leydon uyon lhengang
Pomda Tobgye
piime tshogpa
Po ranggyong jong
Potala
Purang
Rabcliung
rabjung
Radi5 Rimpoche
Raga
Ragasha (Phiin tso Rabgye)
Ramagang
Ramba (Thl~hdenWingyen)
rang gyong
ranggyong,jong
rangtscn tsangma
rapchung
Rcting (1,abrang)
rimshi

dpal ldan
par khang
dpa' bo
dpe bzang
d p e cha ba
dpal 'khor chos sde
dpal 'bar
pha Iha
phag ri
phebs bsu
phog khang
phogs dpon
pho lha sras 'gyur med rnam rgyal
phul
bu rgyag Pa
phun bkra
phun khang Iha lcam
phun khang sras
phun tshogs gling
phun tshogs rab rgyas
phun tshogs bkra shis
phun tshogs dbang rgyal
phun dbang
bu gsum bar ba
SPO
bod bde don tshogs pa
bod kyi skad yig sbyong brdar 'dzin grwa
bod skyob tshogs pa
bod las don u yon lhan khang
spom mda' stobs rgyas
bud med tshogs pa
bod rang skyong ljongs
po ta la
spu hreng
rab chung
rab chung
ra stod rin po che
rab dga'
rag kha shag (phun tshogs rab rgyas)
ra ma sgang
ram pa (thub bsta11 kun mkhyen)
rang skyong
rang skyorig ljong
rang btsan gtsang ma
rab byung
rwa sgreng (bla bl-ang)
rim lwhi
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Rimshi Kharma
Rinchen Drolma
Rinzin
risor gandz6
Riwoche
Rong Phelung (Thubden Sampel)
r~ip6n
saden
Sakya
Sakya dakchen
Sakya daktri
Samada
Sambo (Tenzin Thundrup)
Samj6la
Samling
Samling (Sopal)
Samye Karme
Sandu (Rinchen)
Sandutsang (Lo Gendiin)
Sandutsang (Rinchen)
sane sishung
sangwe lungdrin
Sangye Yeshe
sarje
satsig
sawangchemmo
senampa
Senge Palden
senril
Sera
Sera Che
sermag
Seshin
Setrong Wangye
Shabden lhagang
Shakabpa
shagtsang
Shape Ngabii
Shartsang Lama
Shasur
Shatra (Ganden Penjor)
Shatrorn Para
Shatsela
Shelling (Tsewang Namgye)
Shenkawa
Sherup Gyatso

rim bzhi mkhar sna
rin chen sgrol ma
rig 'dzin
ri zor ga 'dzol
ri bo che
rong dpal lhun (thub bstan bsam 'phel)
r u dpon
sa rten
sa skya
sa skya bdag chen
sa skya bdag khri
sa ma mda'
bsam pho (bstan 'dzin don grub)
bsam mchog lags
bsam gling
bsam gling (bsod dpal)
bsam yas dkar me
sa 'dul (rin chen)
sa 'du tshang (blo dge 'dun)
sa 'du tshang (rin chen)
sa gnas srid gzhung
gsang ba'i rlung 'phrin
sangs rgyas ye shes
gsar rje
sa tshig
sa dbang chen mo
sras rnam pa
seng ge dpal ldan
zan ril
ser ra
ser ra byes
ser dmag
zas zhim
gser grong dbang rgyal
zhabs brtan Iha khang
zhwa sgab pa
shag tshang
zhabs pad nga phod
shar tshang bla ma
bshad zllr
bshad sgra (dga' ldan dpal 'byor)
sha khrom pa ra
shar rtse lags
she1 gling (tshe dbang rnam rflal)
shan kha ha
shes rah rgya rntsho
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sheyngo
Shide
shiga
Shigatse
shimphar
Shina
shi nga dro
Shingra shunggo
Shingsar (Lobsang Gelek)
shishung
shoga
shogja
Shol
Shol ga
Sholkang Jetrung(la)
Sholkang Sey (Sonam Dargye)
Shol Pargang
Shol Parkhang
shopa
Shopando
Shugola
shung choley namgye
shungdru jidzokhang
shungdzin
shungdzin phumpa silu
shung ganden podrang
shungshi
shungyupa
shunu tshogpa

sim-jung gi thakor
simpiin khembo
Simpiin Khembo Rongtse Khembo
singga
sitsab
soley jlrbog
Sonam 1,egung
Sonam Tobgyc
Songtsen garnbo
Sopal
sopjii
siipiin khembo
sung.jiir
Surjong Kashag
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zhal ngo
bzhi sde
gzhis kha
gzhis ka rtse
zhib 'phar
bzhi sna
bzhi lnga 'gro
shing rwa gzhungs sgo
zhing gsar (blo bzang dge legs)
gzhis gzhung
shog kha
shog chag
zhol
zhol 'gag
zhol khang rje drung (lags)
zhol khang sras (bsod names dar rgyas)
zhol par khang
zhol par khang
shod pa
sho pa mdo
shog bu la
gzhung phyogs las rnam rgyal
gshung 'bru spyi mdzod khang
gzhung 'dzin
gzhung 'dzin bum pa sib blug
gzhung dga' ldan pho brang
gzhung gzhis
gzhung rgyug pa
gzhon nu tshogs pa
srid
srid blon
gzim chung gi mtha' 'khor
gzirn dpon mkhan po
gzim dpon mkhan po rong rtse mkhan po
gzim 'gag
srid tshab
so las hcii bogs
bsod nams las khungs
bsod nams stob I-gyas
sl-ong btsan sgam po
bsod dpal
bzo bcos
gsol dpon mkhan po
sum rtags
gsung chos
a i r 'phyongs bka' shag

Surkhang (Wangchen Gelek)
Surkhang Depon (Lhawang Tobden)
Surkhang Khenjung (Kherab Wangchuk)
Sursur Dzasa
Sursur Jigme
tagor tshogpa
Takla
Taktser Rimpoche
Taktra
Taktse
Tak Tser
Ta Lama
Talungdra
Tangrne (Kunchok Pemo)
Tangola
Tarchin
Taring
Taring (Rinchen Dolma)
Taring Dzasa
Tarkhang
Tartsedo .
Tashi Bera
Tashilhunpo
Tashilingpa
tau kherna
taw
temo to a
Tenzin Thundrup
Thamjo Sonam
Thando Rimpoche
Thangbe
Tharchin
Thondrup Namgyal
Thonpa Khenjung
Thuhden Gyebo
Thubden Lengmon
Thubden Ramyang
Thubden Sangho
Thubden Sangye
Thubden Wangpo
thukdam
To
Toba Khembo
Tobgye Drfiri
To ngari

zur khang (dbang chen dge legs)
zur khang sde dpon (lha dbang stobs
Idan)
zur khang rnkhan chung (mkhyen rab
dbang phyug)
zur zur rdza sag
zur zur 'jigs med
Ita skor tshogs pa
Stag Iha
stag 'tsher rim po che
stag brag
stag 'tsher
stag 'tsher
ta bla ma
stag lung brag
thang smad (dkon mchog dpal mo)
thang gu la
mthar phyin
'phreng ring
'phreng ring (rinchen sgrol ma)
'phreng ring dza sag
tar khang
dar rtse rndo
bkra' shis dpal rab
bkra' shis lhun po
bkra' shis gling pa
rta'u khal ma
rta'u
l tad mo l tos a
bstan 'dzin don grub
dam chos bsod nams
dar mdo rin po che
thang spe
mthar phyin
don grub rnam rgyal
thon pa mkhan chung
thub bstan rgyal po
thub bstan legs smon
thuh bstan rah dbyangs
thuh hstan b a n g po
thuh bstan sangs rgyas
thuh bstan tlbang po
thugs dam
stod
stod pa mkham po
thob rgyal brul ri
stod mnga' ris
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To ngari kor sum
trag tra
Tranggo
Trapchi
tratsang
tre
treba
uegang
trema
trema gyangling
tremi
Trendong (Che Jigme)
Trendong (Jigme Drakpa)
Trendong Khenjung
trenon
trepa
Tresur
Tride tsungtsen
Trijang Rimpoche
trimdek
Trimon
Trindor
Trinle
Trisam
Tromo
Trongdra
trug diin dro
trunggo linga
Trungja
Trung jilingka
trungtsi
trungtsigye
TI-ungtsinyi
Trunyichemmo
tsaln ba
Tsa n g
Tsangpo
tsang ranggyong,jong
Tsiarol~g
Tscden ( h n g p o
Tw ga
Tscja
Iscj;~gi d r r ~ r h c ~ i
Tsc.l;lhdr-a
tscndriin
'Tscr~d~-iiti
N;inggar
tsc'nw;lng

stod mnga' ris 'khor gsum
mkhregs drags
'phrang sgo
grwa bzhi
grwa tshang
khral
khral pa
khral rkang
sran ma
sran ma rgya gling
khral mi
bkras mthong (ce 'jigs med)
bkras mthong ('jigs med grags pa)
bkras mthong mkhan chung
khral snon
khral pa
bkras zur
khri sde srong btsan
khri byang rin po che
khrims 'degs
khri smon
'phrin rdor
'phrin las
khri zam
gro n1o
grong drag
drug bdun 'gro
drung 'khor gling kha
drung ja
drung spyi gling klia
d r r ~ n grtsis
drung rtsis bl-gyad
dl-ung rtsis grlyis
d1-11nggnyel- chen mo
rtsani pa
pang
gtsang po
gtsimg rang skyong Ijong
tsha ~ - o ~ i g
tslic brlan mgon po
I-tse 'gag
rtse phyag
I-tscpliyag gi sp1-o chen
rtse slob grwa
rtsc Ingron
rlsc mgron snag d k a htsan dhiang
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Tsenya truku
Tsepon Shakabpa
Tsering Dolma
tsesho chandzo
Tsesum Phunkhang
tshab
Tshakur linga
Tsha Trunyi (la)
Tshatru Rimpoche
Tshawa Khamtsen
Tshecholing
Tshomoling
Tshongpa gidu
tshopa
Tshurpu
tsidrung gi yarkyi
Tsidrunglingka
Tsigang
Tsipon
Tsjchag Thubden Gyalpo
Ts6go
Tsogo (Deyang)
Tsogo Sey
Tsondu
Tsondu Gyendzom
Tsondu Hragdu
tsondzin
Tsongjo
Tsongjo sebang
Tsongkha
Tmlglagang
Tiilung

u
ud 11
ula
iishung
Wangchen Gelek
Wangden I,hakpa
Wangye
Yabshi
Yam be
Yangbajen
Yangki
Yangpel Pandatsang
Yeshe Gompo
Yeshe Tsultrim
Yeshe Yijnden

btshan nya sprul sku
rtsis dpon zhwa kha pa
tshe ring sgrol ma
rtse shod phyag mdzod
tshes gsum phun khang
tshab
tsha khur gling kha
tsha drung yig (lags)
tsha sprul rin po che
tsha ba khang tshan
tshe mchog gling
tshe smon gling
tshong pa skyid sdug
tsho pa
mtshur phu
rtse drung gi g.yar skyid
rtse drung gling pa
rtsis khang
rtsis dpon
rtse phyag thub bstan rgyal po
mtsho sgo
mtsho sgo (bde dbyang)
mtsho sgo sras
tshogs 'du
tshogs 'du rgyas 'dzoms
tshogs 'du hrag bsdus
'tsho 'dzin
tshogs mchod
tshogs mchod ser sbreng
tsong kha
gtsug lag khang
stod lung
dbus
dbu gtugs
'ul lag
dbus gzhung
dbang chen dge legs
dbang ldan Ihag pa
dbang rgyal
yab gzhis
yar 'phel
yangs pa chen
g.yang skyid
yar 'phel spom mda' tshang
ye shes mgon po
ye shes tshul khrims
ye shes yon tan

yiggy ur
yigja
Yigtsang
Yiktsang
Y%PO
yole gyabla mi du
Y%Ye
Yuthok
Yuthok (Dorje Yiidron)
Yuthok Dzasa

yig skyur
yig cha
yig tshang
yig tshang
g.Yog PO
yo1 ba'i rgyab la mi 'dug
g.yul rgyal
g.yu thog
g.yu thog (rdo rje g.yu sgron)
g.yu thog dza sag
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Dadang, 464
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death of, 2-3; discovery of, 3 , 8 , 269;
education of, 3; and estate system, 9;
incarnation of, 1 , 2-3; minority of, 1,
2-3, 5-6, 7; and monastic system, 16;
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of, 3. :3nn4.5; tutors of, 3-4. See also
Dalai Lama; Dalai Lama (1 3th); Dalai
Lama (5th)
Dalai Lama: asylum for (seeasylum for Dalai
Lama [proposed] ); and binoculars/telescope on roof, 1 53, I 97,455; Bodyguard
Regiment of. 1 0 2 . 178. 215, 215n22,
342, 501, 536-38; brothers of (set Gyalo
Thondup; Lobsang Samden; Ngari Rimpoche; Taktse Rimpoche); and c e r e m o
nial meeting with Panchen Lama, 38992, 393, 422, 431-32; and Chinese delegation to Tibet. I I o, I 47, i 50-57; and
communist attraction, 503-4, 52 1-22,
529-3 1.534-35 54 1 547; and Dayal
(Indian official), 132, i 44. 146; and
departure from Lhasa to Yadong, 19697; discovery of, 201, 203-4, no3n84,
234; and dismissal of sitsab, tjql-42,
349-65,36 I 1-134~42
I . 546; and exile
(setexile of Dalai Lama; Yadong); fascination for mechanical things. 197, 455-56;
father of (stt Kung); gift ceremony for,
2 I 3-14. 2 I 6-1 7. 2 16-1 71128; and Harrer,
197-98, I 971167; home visits of, 196.
I 961164; inability to keep secrets, 37677. 38 I ; incarnation of. 23, 23n I I ; isolation of, 4, I 47. I 95-98? I 95n62, I 96n64;
and Li Jingquan snub, 523-28,525n5,
535, 535n18; minority of*197 59-55.
57, 195. 195n62,272; and monk's vows.
144. 2 0 1 , 225; mother of (sttTsering

Tsomo); and National People's Congress,
492-96,493,496,547; and Ngab6 as
advisor, 195,420,455-56; and PanchenDalai conflict (see Panchen-Dalai conflict);
and Panchen-Dalai relations in Beijing,
502-3,507-8,520; and Panchen Lama's
return to Tibet, 288,385-94, 393, 423;
religious teachings by, 169, 523, 528,
548; and Reting-Taktra conflict, 195,
195n61, I 9gn74,zoo-204,203nn82-84,
455; and return from Beijing, 474, 51422, 520n39, 523-41; and return from
Yadong, 138-46, 156-59,160-63, 169,
1 6 g n 1 , l 7 z 9176-79,198-99, lggn74,
226-31, 292, 317, 542; sister of, 234,
3721160, 405; in street songs, 257; and
i gth Dalai Lama, I 99-200, 2oon75; on
tour of Chinese cities, 503-7; tutors of,
3-4,53, 142, 147, 195-99, I 97n67; use
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123n 17, 370-7 1, 378-83; U.S. escape
plans for, 162-63; and visit to Beijing,
452,473,478-goP483-84nn8-lo,13,
486n19,491-514,493,506,514n28,
547
Dalai Lama (rjth), 156n53
Dalai Lama ( I gth): and Bodyguard Regiment, 2 151122; death of, 7, 201,314-15,
336; exile of. 7, 53, 140, 143, 185, 26667.394; and Fan Ming-Southwest Bureau
conflict, 427, 430; as model For Dalai
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I g l , 193; and Panchen-Dalai conflict,
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314-16. 323, 336-37; political testament
of, 3 14-1 6, 323; and Reting-Taktra conflict, 203; in Seventeen-Point Agreement,
I 01-2, 2 2 0 , 394, 394" I 9; and socioeconomic reform. 456; and Tibetan independence, 6 0
dance troupe (PLA): and arrival of PlA
Advance Force, 209-1 0 , nogn8; and
food crisis, 25 I , 255-56
dancing, social, 403, 406
Darjeeling: and education for children of
elites, go9, 456; and Gyalo Thondup.
377, 464, 469; and Tibetan exile cornmunity, 464,47 I ; and Yahshi Takla
family. 234, 372
Dayal, Harishwar, 132, 144, 1469 lfi2,
164n76
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dayan, xxiii; to captured soldiers/officials,
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248, 262; and grain procurement bureau,
407; Gyalo Thondup's views o n , 37475; for housing, 245; to monks, 2 10-1 I ,
212; to Panchen Lama, 279; to road
construction workers, 41 5, 41 5nn36,37,
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traders, 39-40, 262-64, 263n68
dayan school, 401. See also public schools,
Ti be tan
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dernense land, 9-10
Deng Xiaoping, xxiii-xxiv; a n d Dalai Lama's
Beijing visit, 478, 489-91, 50.5; a n d food
production, 246; a n d initial Chinese
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4873489-92,496,497-501,504-18,
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425,428-29,433,435,547; and food
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Military-Administrative Committee, 307;
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Shakabpa mission. 4:l-44. 48-45), 57;
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Maya, 327, 400, 417, 4 2 0
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crisis, 407; and People's Association,
32 1-22, 3211116, 357; and public schools,
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Military-Administrative Committee,
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(Tsondu Hragdu) o n , 2 2 1-23; and
Dalai Lama's Beijing visit, 497-99, 527;
and Dalai Lama's return from Yadong,
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conflict, 426-28, 430-3 1 , 434; and gradualist strategy of Mao Zedong, 305-8,
346-47, 3.527 354, 3699 384; Gyalo
Thondup's views o n , 467; and initial
(:hinese strategy for Tibet, 18I n32;
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conflict, 3 I 5-16; ancl 3ocial hierarchy,
3 19-2 I , 32 I n 14; and socioeconomic
reform. 457-58, 4.58" I 0; in U.S., 240;
views on Women's Federation, 406; and
visiting delegations to China, 4 I I
Miinlam Prayer Festival. SPPGreat Prayer
Festival (Monlam Chemmo)

Muja family, 420
mules, 83, 159, 178, 245, 258, 260
Mullik, B. N., xxvii, i64n76,465n4,468-69,
469n11,471-72,475
Muru Monastery, 2
Mu Shengzhong, xxvii, 284, 291, 297, 297,
2 9 9 ~438
Namgye Tratsang, 333
Namseling (Penjor Jigme), xxvii, 14 I ; and
Dalai Lama's return from Yadong, 13940, 13gn3, 143, 542; and Namseling
clique, 328-29, 328nn35,36, 335; and
socioeconomic reform, 457,457n7
Namseling, Mrs., 329, 32gn37
Namseling clique, 327-40, 328nn35,36,
329"39> 470,536,5399 548
Nanggar (Ngawang Tsempel), 147
Nangmagang, 266, 266112,443. See also
Kampo Council; Kanting Council
Nangtsesha Office (Lhasa), 342, 342n3,345
National Assembly. See Assembly (Tsondu)
national defense, Chinese, 2 I , 38, 101,
I 82-83
Nationalist Party. See Guomingdang (GMD)
Nationalities Affairs Commission (CCP),
4409 487,489-90
Nationalities Institute (Beijing), 41 1-1 2 , 547
nationality policy, Chinese. Sepreligion and
nationality policy, Chinese
National People's Congress ( 1954),492-06,
493, 496, 547; and Dalai Lama's return
from Beijing, 524-26, 533, 535; preparation for, 478-Ho, 482,484,487
Nechung Monastery, I 78
Nehru, Jawaharlal: and Dalai Lama's return
from Beijing, 5 15; and Gyalo Thondup,
238, 379, 469; and relations with China,
70, 1o4n43, 146,465; and Shakabpa
mission, 44-45, 49; and Tibetan resistance, 469, 472, 475; and U.S. intervention in Tibet, I 36, I 64n76
Nepal, 2 1-22, 4 1 , 47,471124'60, I 16, 282
Nepalese Mission (Lhasa), 4 I 2-1 :3
"new Chinese" (gyami sarpa): and Dalai
Lama's visit to Beijing, 529; and food
crisis, 264; ant1 initial Chinese strategy
for Tibet. I 7 I , I Ho, I 84; and Ma0
Zedong's
stratrgy, 38-39, 529,
543; and sitsab, 208, 545; and Tibet
Work Conference in Beijing, 430
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newspapers, 14, 170, 192, 197
Ngabo (Ngawang Jigme), xxvii, 4n6, 196;
after arrival of PLA Advance Force, 206,
2 1 3 , 2 1 7 - 2 3 , 2 2 0 n 3 2 , 2 2 i n 3 5 , 222n40,
226, 227; and Chamdo campaign, 505 1, 50"33,84, 2 13, 292-93; and commitment to change, 191, i93-94,41920, 456; cutting long braided hair, 96,
96n30; and Dalai Lama, 195,420,45556; and Dalai Lama's return from
Beijing, 530, 534, 536, 547; and Dalai
Lama's visit to Beijing, 479-80,483,
483"9,490, 496,499n9>502,502n19,
509,5 19; on estate system, 2 2 I , 2 2 11135;
and Fan Ming-Southwest Bureau conflict, 424; and food crisis, 249-53,
253n29, 255; and gifts for Mao Zedong,
152; and grain procurement bureau,
407; and initial Chinese strategy for
Tibet, 179; and initial Tibetan strategy
for Chinese occupation, 187, 190-91,
'93-95> '94-195n597 545-46; and
Military-Administrative Committee,
305-7; and Military Area Headquarters,
302; and negotiations with Beijing, 8489,84nn4,5, 87n 10, 95-99> 98n389 97t
122-23, 142,285-90,305-7,545; and
Panchen-Dalai conflict, 285-90, 28.51157,
288n62, 2961180; and Panchen Lama's
return to Tibet, 386, 390, 392; and
public schools, 3 12, 3 I 21124,456; and
Seventeen-Point Agreement, I 06-9,
106-7n45, 1 1 1-1 2 , I 54-56? 155n49.
218-23,220n32,221n35,222n40.
226, 383; and sitsab, 174, I 76, 187, 354,
360, 363-64, 4 19; and socioeconomic
reform, 420,454-57,463,547; and
Surjong Kashag, 253, 25311"; and Tibrt
Work Co~nmittee,302, 305-7, 3 1 2 ,
:3 1 nn24. :3 131129, ~ p p ( j 93.4 0 , 3 4 4 357;
and Tibet Work Conference in Reijing,
4 5 1 ;and I1.S. intervention in Tibet, 233
Ngadang (iyantse Regi~nrnt,244II2. 537
Ngagpa Khemho, q5Hn I o
Ngari Rimpoche. :37.rn(io
Ngawang Dondruh. 499n9
Ngawang,jirnpa, ?!)I
Ngawang Narngye, 204, 2 2 7
Ngawang Rigdrol, I 7H
Ngawang Scnge, 404, 41i
Ngawan~Thondrr~p,1 < ) I -92
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19 1 i revolution. See Chinese revolution
(1911)
1959 uprising, 254n32, 416,422111,461,
500" 1 2,538
Norbulingka Palace, 2 2 0 , 256,456,480,
483-86,530
northern road (Qinghai-Tibet Road), 245,
4147 418>4867 5 1 9 ~523,533
Northwest Bureau (ch. xibei ju): arrival in
Lhasa, 243, 294-96, 2961180, 297; and
Cadre School, gog; and Chamdo campaign, 49-50, 292-94; and Dalai Lama's
return from Yadong, 159; and Fan MingSouthwest Bureau conflict, 299-300,
3o2-3,396,422-35,422ni; in far Western Tibet, 82; and food crisis, 2501-117,
261 ; and Gao Gang, 437; and gradualist
strategy of Mao Zedong, 179; and military preparations, 25-30, 271122, 36-37;
and Panchen-Dalai conflict, 265, 27 1 ,
274-75,277-78, 280-85; and Panchen
Lama's return to Tibet, 387, 589; and
Taktse Rimpoche, 57; and Tibet Work
Committee, 281,283-84,290-92,296300; and Tibet Work Conference in
Beijing, 435-53
Northwest Cavalry: and Chamdo campaign,
50, 292-94; and Fan Ming, 159, 29294; and military preparations, 36; and
Panchen-Dalai conflict, 281, 291; and
Seventeen-Point Agreement, 1 I 1 ; and
Sun Gong, 28 1 , 292. SPPah0 First Field
Army
Northwest Military Command, 281, 291
Nortolinga, 256
Nye. Archibald, Sir, I 36
oracles, :3 I 6, 3 I 6115
Outer Mongolia, 20-2

1 , I 15

pack animals, 24. SPPnlJo camels; mules; yaks
Pakistan, 29, I 25, I 641~76
Panchen-Dalai conflict, 204, 265-69. dign 13;
and arrival of Northwest troops in Lhasa,
294-96, 295n77; and Chinese Communists, 275-90, zH5n57, 28Hn(iz, 292; and
Panchen 1,ama's return to Tibet, 385,
392; and Tibet Work (:ommittee, 292.
298-99; and Tibet Work Conference in
Reijing, 435-:17. SPPn l ~ oBack and Front
Tibet model
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panchen lamas: administration of, 265-66,
269, 273; in Chinese sources, 152n39;
discovery of. 268-69; and Labrang
(see Labrang of Panchen Lama); and
Panchen-Dalai conflict, 265-69, 269" 13,
285; and Xiangride Monastery, 274.
Sw also Panchen Lama; Panchen Lama
(5th); Panchen Lama (9th)
Panchen Lama, 265-300, 284,394; administrators of (speChe Jigrne; Yeshe Tsultrim);
Bodyguard Regiment of, 279, 283, 290,
391.423,425,432,435,509;and bureau
offices,269-70, 272, 279-80; and ceremonial meeting with Dalai Lama, 38992, 393, 422, 491-32; and Chinese Communists. 27 1-84. 276-77r-135'385-89,
394; and Dalai Lama, 283, 385-92, 393;
discovery of. 268-69, 287; enthronement
ceremony of, 270,270n2 1,288n62; and
Fan MingSouthwest Bureau conflict,
422-35,426n8; father of, 270, 272-73,
496; and food crisis, 253, 2531128; and
Guomingdang. 268-7 I . 27on2 1.27274,276; and Gyantse flood, 472; and
initial Chinese strategy for Tibet, 180;
and Labrang ( YPP Labrang of Panchen
Lama); and Mao Zedong, 2 1-22,26-27,
271-72,27 1n22,274-76,278-81. 28586,288.348, $45-87,:395.505-13; and
Military-Administrative Committee, 224.
305; minority of, 272-73; and National
People's Congress, 492, 493,496,496n4,
496; and Panchen-Dalai relations in
Be~jing,502-3,5o7-8.520; and PIA,
273-84729"-92.295-9fi,
295n77.395;
in Qinghai Province, 27, I 59; recognition of, zt58-70, 286-88, n8Hn62, 290;
and return from Be~jing,5 i 5 . 523, 530,
533, 535: and return to Tibet. 385-96,
393; and Seventeen-Point Agreement,
101-2.
105. 134, 180, 213.218, 224.
226n54,:4H5-88,393-94; and socie
economic reform, 43:4,457; and Surjong
Kashag, 2.531128; and Tibet Ailtonomous
Region, 4gcj-l;oo. 530; and Tibet Work
Conference in Be~jing.435-37,137n23.
440-44, 452-53; tutors of. 270, 272; and
U.S. intervention in Tibet. 380-8 I ; and
viqiting delegation5 to China, 408; and
visit to Beijing (first). 285-90. 2H5n57;
and visit to Beijing (qecond). 478,

48 1-82,485-90,486n 19,488,491-93,
493.496-500~496n4,502-3~505-13,
506,5 18n32,519-20. See also PanchenDalai conflict
Panchen Lama (5th), 266,277
Panchen Lama (6th), 274
Panchen Lama (9th): death of, 268; exile
of, 267-68, 273,277, 290,394-95,427,
443; and Fan Ming-Southwest Bureau
conflict, 427; and Panchen-Dalai conflict, 266-68, 285, 288, 290, 394; in
Qinghai Province, 268, 274-75; in
Seventeen-Point Agreement, 1o 1-2,
3949 394"'9
Panda Raga, 37
Panda Tobgye, 37
Pandatsang (Yambe), 131n36, 146,238,
3 12"24,407" 17
Pandenla, i 42, i 42n6
Panikkar (Indian ambassador), 73-74,g2,
i64n76
Panmunjom meeting in Beijing, 436-37,
486. See also Tibet Work Conference in
Beijing
party unity (CCP),422,436,438-39,446-50
Patterson, Ceorge, 159n62, I 63, 226, 243
PCTAR (Preparatory Committee for Tibet
Autonomous Region): and Dalai Lama's
return from Beijing, 527, 530-33.538;
and Dalai Lama's visit to Beijing, 4985oo,498n7,500n i 2,502,5 11.5 18-20,
547
peaceful liberation (ch. hepingjiefang)
strategy. 22-25, 542; and Chamdo
campaign, 293-94; and Dalai Lama's
return from Yadong, i 52; and Ngabii's
negotiations with Beijing, 84-88, 2 2 0 ;
and Seventeen-Point Agreement, 192 0 , 1 0 0 , 104, I I 2, 2 2 0 , 226, 227; and
Shakabpa mission, 46, 49-50, 55, 57; in
street songs, I 70-7 1 , 257; and Ten-Point
plan. 37-40, 49; and Tibetan appeal to
(Jnited Nations (first),68-70, 72, 74, 77,
~!)-8I ; and Tibetan appeal to United
Nations (second),Hz; and Tibet Work
(:onference in Bei.jing, 440. 443. SPP
gradualiqt strategv of Mao Zedong
peasantry, 2. 9-1 3, lonn I 3, I 4, 1 1 nn 16.17.
SPPnlto common people of Tibet; serfs
(miser)
Pegaw Chode Monastery. 169n 1 , 191)
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Peng Dehuai, xxvii; and Chamdo campaign,
293; and Dalai Lama's visit to Beijing,
505; and Gao Gang, 437; and Korean
War, i i 5, 28 1 ; and military preparations,
25-29,42115; and Panchen-Dalai conflict,
271-72, 274-75, 278, 280, 294-95,
295n77; and Taktse Rimpoche, 57; and
Tibet Work Committee, 299; and Tibet
Work Conference in Beijing, 437
Peng Sika, 490
People's Armed Forces Department, I i o
People's Association (Mimang Tsondu),
3 14-40, 3 1gn 1 2 , 545; abolition/banning
of, 342-43,355-61,366-69,546; and
Dalai Lama's Beijing visit, 482-84,
483nn8,9,538-39, 548; and Fan MingSouthwest Bureau conflict, 434; funding
for, 323,323ni9,326-27,326n29; and
government edict, 356,359-60~36768; Gyalo Thondup's views on, 376; and
investigation committee, 365-66, 369,
546; and Kashag, 325-26n27,332-34,
339-439 34""73> 3 4 5 ~355-583 36668, 383; and Long Life Ritual, 4838 4 , 4 8 3 4 4 " 10,538; and manageradministrators, 32 1-27, 32 in 16; and
mimang (the people), 3 14n2, 31 7-19,
3 I 7118, 32 1-27; and Namseling clique,
927-40, 328nn35.3(i93 2 9 " ~ and
~~;
Panchen Lama's return to Tibet, 387HH; petition of, 32 I , 324-25, 329-:3o,
329n397 332-399 334'1599 3351161~
3:38n64,34l9345-4(5, 348. :356 369:
petition of (second),538-39; and public
schools, :4 I g, 35 1 , 348, 399; and riots,
333-343 :3:39-43. 34.5. 350-52. 355; and
sitsab. 3 I H-19, 32 I , 326-27, 32(jn29,
:329-33, JJH-40, 345-46 :34(5n 1 1 . :3i:$74, :3H:j; and socioeconomic reform,
45H: and Tibetan ar-my,3 I O. 324. 35 I :$', :$37-:19, :341-42. 345. 352: and Til3e1
Work (:ommittec, 313:3. ;34(i-48, 357.
:3(5(i.420n45: and ZtiangJiligwrl. :3go:j 1 * :j:33-43. 345-4(i
I'~o/d~lc1)nily. I Ho
Proplc's 1,iberation Army (PI A): and (;adrr
School. :$O!)-I
I , :30!)1i I 5, 3 r o . : j I ~; and
(:hamdo canipaign, 48-52, 4!)11:30, 50n:32,
70, 73- 75. 8% H5, I I !); and I)alai 1,ama's
Rr~jingvisit. 490, 509-10. 516-I 7; and
D;~l;li1,ania's dismissal of' sitsah, j(i I -fj3,
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361nn33,34; and initial Chinese strategy
for Tibet, 180-84, 542,544; and initial
Tibetan strategy for Chinese occupation,
190, 199, 329; integration of Tibetan
army into, 102, 104-5, 174, 2 15,301-4,
347,354,501,536-38,546; and Korean
War, H 5; and Military Area Headquarters, 301-3; and military preparations,
19, 2 2 , 24-25,38,40,43,46; and Ngabo's
negotiations with Be~jing,96-99; and
Panchen Lama, 273-84,290-92,29596, 295n77, 395; and People's Association, 33"-33~ 3 3 9 341-42,348,35253; and road construction, 246,414-15.
4 17, 4 I 9; and Seventeen-Point Agreement, loo, 102-5, 108-12, 139, 153,
155, i 74, 222-24, 226; and Ten-Point
plan, 37, 39,83-84; and Tibetan working class, 41 5-16; and Tibet Work Conference in Beijing, 439, 44 1 . See also
Eighteenth Army Corps (ch. chiba jun)
People's Republic of China (PRC): after
arrival of PLA Advance Force in Tibet,
2 I 3; and Chinese National Day celebration, 2 13-1 9, 2 I 61124; Common Programme, 46, 46n2 1, loo-102, I 40; first
constitution of, 478, 494, 497; founding
of, 26, 100, I 10, I 19, 274-75, 323; and
initial Chinese strategy for Tibet, I 5 I ,
I 65; and Korean War, I I 5; and membership in U.N., 68, 70; mid MilitaryAdministrative C:onimittee, 306; and
negotiations with Ngabii, 82, 84-89?
H4n4. 8711I o, 95-99,98n5H. 97, I 22-23;
recognition of, 29; relations with India,
(i7-76, 75-7(in22; and Seventeen-Point
Agreement. I 9-20, I gn, 25.99-1 I I ;
and Shakabpa nlission, 43-44, 4811 I 1 ,
4411I:%, 46-49, 54-55, 58, (59-72. 74. 77;
and Tibetan appeals to Unitrd Nations,
(50-fig. 68-77, 90-92; and L1.S. intervention in Tibet, I 19;war of liberation.
!)9-1 oo. SPPn l ~ oC:rntral (;ommittre
(CCP);C:hinesc Coni1ni1ni5ts
petitions, :+, 5-6; and dongshrl (appeal to
tlic lace), 48g-84. 4H:3-H4n I O, 537; and
Prople's Assariation. 32 I , :324-25. 329:3(), 329"39. 332-39. :1:44"599 335"619
y3Hn(i4, gq I . 345-46, 34H. 35(5, :3(j(j,
~ ( i gand
; Prople's Association (second),
53H-:+cj; and Tibetan army, 5.77

Phala, xxvii, 3; and Dalai Lama's return
from Beijing, 537,539,548; and Dalai
Lama's return from Yadong, I 39, 178;
and Dalai Lama's visit to Beijing, 48283,483-84nn8-10,486,4ggng;
and
Gyalo Thondup, 380, 382; and Namseling clique, 328-29, 328x136, 539, 548;
and Reting-Taktra conflict, 204; and
Shakabpa mission, 5 3 , 5 5
Philippines, 238
photographs/photography, 144, 241-42,
3349 334n59
Phirndra. i 531141, 175, i 90n46,200
Phiinkang Sey. 464
Philntso Tashi. SpeTakla (Philntso Tashi)
Phiintso Wangye. See Phunwang (Phiintso
Wangye)
Philnwang (Phtintso Wangye), xxvii; after
arrival of PLA Advance Force, 206, 2089, 2 on 1 1, 224; and arrival of Northwest
troops in Lhasa, 295-96; and Chamdo
campaign, 293n73; and Chinese delegation to Tibet, i jI ; and Chinese military
preparations, 37, 39; and Dalai Lama's
return from Beijing, 523-24, 525n5,
527-28. 530; and Dalai Lama's visit to
Beijing, 486,489-92, 496, 503-4, 5 13,
52 1-22; and dismissal of sitsab, 360; and
Fan Ming-Southwest Bureau conflict,
428-29; and food crisis, 255; and grain
procurement bureau, 407; and housing
for Chinese officers. 244-45; and Lhasa
primary school, 3 I I ; and Military Area
Headquarters, 302-3; and Ngabb's n e g e
tiations with Beijing, 84-85, 289, :jog7; and Panchen-Dalai conflict. 282, 289;
and People's Association, 339; and
pr~blicschools, 3 I 21124; and SeventeenPoint Agreement, 102, I 1 I , 224; and
Ten-Point plan, :37,84; and Tibet Work
committee, 29 1,295-96,298-99, 302q; and Tibet Work Conference in Beijing,
437; and yo~lth/women'sorganizations,
403,406
pilgrimages, I 2 , 9 5 , 4 6 9
police force, I 4. 32 1n 14, 324. 50 1 , 536
Political Academy (Nanjing), 23.5
poster campaigns: and People's hwociation,
325.325-26n27,329-30; and Ten-Point
plan. 83-84
Potala Palace: after arrival of PLA Advance

Force, 214, 214ni9, 215,217; and
binoculars/telescope on roof, 197,455;
and Chinese National Day celebration,
2 17-1 8; and Panchen Lama's return to
Tibet, 391 ; and People's Association,
332-33, 343, 345; and Reting-Taktra
conflict, 2031184, 3 16; and sitsab, 350,
357-58, 361-62; and Tibetan army, 302
prayer ceremonies, 14, 474, 483
prayer in schools, 400
Preparatory Committee. See PCTAR
priest-patron relationship with China, 46,
96,208,337-38
prisoners, Tibetan, 455
private schools, Tibetan, 309, 32 1n 14, 32 2 ,
401
progressives, Tibetan: after arrival of PLA
Advance Force, 2 13; and Dalai Lama's
return from Beijing, 529, 532-35; elite
families as, 420; and Fan Ming-Southwest Bureau conflict, 425,430,432-34;
Fan Ming's views on, 423; and initial
Tibetan strategy for Chinese occupation,
194-95; and Panchen Lama, 280,388,
424, 443; and People's Association, 335,
357; and public schools, 309-10, 3 ion 18,
3 i i ; and Seventeen-Point Agreement,
383; and Tibet Work Conference in Beijing, 443-44, 452; and visiting delegations to China, 408, 4 1 I , 4 I 11126; and
Women's Federation, 406
propaganda, Chinese: and captured Tibetan
soldiers/officials, 83; and Dalai Lama's
visit to Beijing, 487; and initial Chinese
strategy for Tibet, I 7.5, 179-80, 182; and
Mao Zedong's gradualist strategy, 38, 83,
I 75, 179; and Panchen Lama, 279; and
Tibetan visiting delegations to China,
409-1 i ; and Youth Association, 403. SPP
also United Front work
propaganda, U S . . I 36, 234,474
prostration: and Dalai Lama's Reijing visit,
483.483-H4n 10, 485; and Panchen
Lama in Beijing, 288; and Panchen
Lama's return to Tibet, 389-91, 38gn 13,
392, 431; and People's Association.
34.5; and prisoners, 455; and Shfilkang
Jedrung, 144; and Zhang Grrohua, 181,
181n31
protector deities, Tibetan, H I ; and Chinese
manure collection, 257; and Dalai
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Lama's Beijing visit, 480; and Dalai
Lama's return from Yadong, 145-46;
and Jenkhentsisum, 473; and Sera revolt,
3 i 6 , 3 i 6n5; and Shakabpa mission, 5354; and street songs, 170113
public health system, Tibetan, 14, 2 11-1 2
public relations, Chinese. See United Front
work
public relations, Tibetan, 199, iggn74, 548
public schools, Tibetan, 2 , 14, 16,546-47;
and British influence, 2 1 , 309; and Cadre
School, 309-1 1 , 309" 15, 3 '0, 33 1.402,
403-4; and manager-administrators,
320; and Mao Zedong, 348-49,399; and
monastic system, 15-1 6, 5 1; and Ngabo,
3 i 2, 3 12n24, 456; and People's Association, 3 i :3, 3 3 1 , 348, 399; and Seshin
School, 3 11-1 3,349,399-402; and
Seventeen-Point Agreement, 102, 2 2 122,308-1 3, 348-49; and Society School,
192,401-2; and Ten-Point plan, 38; and
Tselabdra, 2 , 4 0 1
Qian Long, Emperor of China, 274
Qing dynasty: and dalai lamas, 269, 394,
394" i I); and Fan Ming-Southwest
Bureau conflict, 427-28, 430,4:32; loss
of territory during, 20; and panchen
lamas, 266-67, 269-70, 274, 277, 394.
394" i 9; and People's Association, 32 1 ,
33'9 334-35. 337-387 ~ 4 ~ ~ ~3 3 ~
and Seven teen-Poin t Agreement, 994,
394" I 9; Sino-Tibetan relations during,
88, i 05, I 84, 409; and sitsab, 17 1 , 175,
i 86-87, y 2 1 , 545; and Tibet Work
(bnference in Beijing, 44:1
Qinghai Liaison Office (CCP), 276
Qinghai Provincr: and food crisis, 248,
257-58, 261; and.lenkhentsisum, 4 75;
libel-ation of, 55; and military preparations, 25-28; and national security, 2 I ,
2:3; and Panchen I;ania, 268, 270-74,
2711122, 27(i-77n:35, 277-78, 280. 386,
388; and Taktsc Kinlpoche, 55-57;
teacher's college in, 400; and Ten-Point
plan. 37. SPPalto Amdo Province
Qinghai-Tibet Road (northern road), 245.
4 14, 4 1 8, 486, 5 1 0 , 523
Radio Rc~jing,I 9-20, I 07
radio broadcasts. I cj-no,4 I , 8:3. I 07. 2 I 7, 408
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Radio Tibet, 47nr4
Rado Rimpoche, 485
Ragasha (Phiintso Rabgye), xxvii, 4n6, 227;
and Chinese delegation to Tibet, 15051; and commitment to change, 456;
and Dalai Lama's Beijing visit, 499" i 0,
530; and Military Area Headquarters,
302; and public schools, 400; and soccer;
404; and socioeconomic reform, 456;
and U.S. intervention in Tibet, 228, 233
Ramba (Thubden Gtingyen), xxvii, 4n6, 19;
after arrival of PLA Advance Force, 2 16,
227; and Chinese delegation to Tibet,
150-5 1; and initial Tibetan strategy for
Chinese occupation, 185; and Ngabo's
negotiations with Beijing, 86-87; and
Panchen Lama's return to Tibet, 395;
and People's Association, 343, 345
Ramba Theiji, 255
rebellions, 3 1-36
Red Army, 3 1 , 3 6
Reform Assembly (Legj6 Tsondu), 433,
433" l1,456-6l7456n6,547
Refor-m Office (Legjo Leygung), 433,
433" 1 457-589 462-6:3p 537
reforms, socialist: and Dalai Lama's Beijing
visit, 520, 52on39,528, 534-35, 547;
and Dalai Lama's return from Yadong,
i 42-43; and Fan Ming-Soi~thwest
Bureau conflict, 424; Gyalo Thondup's
~ 4views
; on, 379; and initial Chinese strategy for Tibet, i 81, i 89-84, 542; and
, ilnese occuinitial Tibetan strategy for C1
pation, I 86, 189-94; and SeventeenPoint Agreement, 103, 105, 14'-4:$,
344, 346-47, 354, :$(i~;
in Sichuan
Province, r,:~r,,549; and Ten-Point plan,
38-39, 84; and Tibet Work Conference
in Beijing, 44 1
legents, g I 6; after death of I :+th Dnlai
I,ania, 7, 201; in dalai lamas' minorities.
I , 2 3 , 5-6, 7, 201-4; and estate system,
I); and isolation of Dalai Larna, 195-96;
and monastic system, 16; selection by
Assembly, 8; and soccer, 404. SPP~ L T O
Reting-Taktra conflict
regional autonomy. 73-74, 100-1 o I , I 40,
142; and Panchen Lama. 273, 278, 282,
490; and Tibet Work Conference in Beijing, 440, 443-44 SPPalso autonomous
region, Tibetan
1 9

'

reincarnation. See incarnations
relief efforts to flood victims, 472-74
religion and nationality policy, Chinese:
after arrival of PLA Advance Force, 2 i o1 I , n 18; and Chinese delegation to Tibet,
140, 173-74; and Dalai Lama's Beijing
visit, 52 1, 524, 529, 531-32; and initial
Chinese strategy for Tibet, I 80, 182;
and Ngabo's negotiations with Beijing,
83-84; and Panchen Lama, 270,273,
28 i ; and Seventeen-Poin t Agreement,
99-1 o I , i 40; and Tibet Work Conference in Beijing, 440. See also United
Front work
religious freedom, Tibetan: after arrival
of PLA Advance Force, 2 18; and initial
Chinese strategy for Tibet, I 80; and
Seventeen-Poin t Agreement, 1 0 2 , 105,
I 40; and s i t ~ a b I, 73; and socioeconomic
reform, 4.57-58; and Ten-Point plan,
37-38, 83-84; and Tibetan appeal to
Unitecl Nations, 74; and visiting delegations to China, 408- I 1
resistance, Tibetan: ancl Gyalo Thondup,
164n76.375-80,382. 464-69,469n11;
Indian/British views on, 136-37; and
Jenkhentsisum, 47 I , 473-77,47311' 1 ,
477nn26.28,561-64; and SeventeenPoint Agreement, 103; and Taktse Rirnpoche, 380-8 I ; and Ten-Point plan, 84;
and Tibetan traders, 262; and Tibet
Work Conference in Beijing, 44 I ; and
U.S. intervention, 04, I o4n45. I 26-27,
I 33-34, 136-37, 149, 160, 2:s 1-34?
$40-8 1
Reting, xxvii-xxviii, 7; arrest/death of,
202-3, 3 I 6-1 7; celibacy o f , 2 0 I ; and
Chinese Communists, 276-77n35; and
Dalai Lama's minority. 455; and Gydlo
T h o n d i ~ p235-36,2jy,n78,
,
2gGnH5,
238; "retreat" of, not-2. SPP( ~ l r oRetingTaktra cor~flict
Reting Monastery, 8 , 235, 252
Reting-Taktra conflic t, I 95, I 95n6 I , I 991174,
200-204, 2o:lnnH2-84. 204n85; ancl
corruption, g I 5-1 7,455; and Gyalo
Tliondup, 295-36, n:3H
Revenue Office (Tsigang). 4-5, H; and
Lukhanpva, I 72, I Hg; and monastic
system. 5 i ; and Nan~seling.328; and
Shasur. I H5n:3H, I Hg; and socioeconomic

reform, 457; and trungtsigye, 8-9,
'39
rice importation, 258-61, 26onn52,57
Rimshi Tsesum Phunkhang, 21 8
riots, Tibetan, 333-34,339-43,345,
350-529355
road construction, 414-2 1 , 419, 544, 548;
and Chamdo campaign, 49; and Chinese
military preparations, 24, 28-30, 39; and
Dalai Lama's Beijing visit, 5 10, 5 18-1 9;
and food crisis, 245-46, 247, 263n68,
344,347-48,408; and Gyantse flood,
472; and Seventeen-Point Agreement,
344,347-48; and students in Cadre
School, 3 11; and Tibet Work Conference
in Beijing, 437,439,443
Roberts, F., 45
rumors, Tibetan: and arrival of PLA
Advance Force, 206; and Dalai Lama's
return from Yadong, 138, 154; and
Ngabo's negotiations with Beijing,
85-87, ig4,220,307; and Panchen
Lama, 274; and People's Association,
329-309 3459 356
Russia. See Soviet Union (U.S.S.R.)
Sakya Dakchen, 391,452
Sakya Monastery, 8
Sambo family, 405, 420
Sambo Rimshi (Tenzin Thnndrup), 196;
and Dalai Lama's return from Yadong,
142n6; and NgahO's negotiations with
Beijing, 87-8g,96,97; and PanchenDalai conflict, 287, 287n60, 289; and
People's Association. 365; and public
schools, 3 I 2 , 3 I 21124; and SeventeenPoint Agreement, I 06, log, 2 2 1 ; and
socioeconomic reform, 457
,
Samling, H6-87, I 9 1 , 2 5 3 n ' ~ g410
Samling (Siipal), 3 I on 1H, 406
Sandiitsang (Rinchen), 96, I 09, 287,
2H7n60,413-14
Sandiltsang house, 245, 362; ancl People's
Association. 3:3:3-:34, 339-40. 312, 345,
3 50
Sandutsang I , o (iendiin, I 77
Sangye Yeahe ('Tian Rao), 276-77n35
sawangchemmo, xxviii, I 58-59, I 58n6o
scholar monks (geshe), I 5; alms l o , 225.
225nn4g.~,I ; Dalai Lama as, I 9.5, 198-
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Scott, R. H., 136-37
seals, Tibetan: of Assembly, 9; of Dalai
Lama (bugdam), 6n, 368n52; of Kashag
(kadam), 6 , 6 n , 253,368,3681152;
and Seventeen-Point Agreement, 106,
106-7n45; of sitsab, 363
Second Field Army (ch. dier yezhanjun),
25-26nni8,z i,26-27,27n22,30-32,
181n32
secret agreements, 130
secretariat office (Tse ga), 3, 3nn4,5
secret codicil (in Seventeen-Point Agreement), 1 0 2 , 104, 107-8, 152, 288,
302
Security Council (U.N.), 62,64n8,66-68,
66-67n12,73,77
self-criticisms, 438, 446, 45 1-52
Senge Palden, 270, 272
senril. See divine lottery (senril)
"separate rule": and Fan Ming-Southwest
Bureau conflict, 425-27,429-30,43233; and Tibet Work Conference in
~ Back and Front
Beijing, 444. S P also
Tibet model; Panchen-Dalai conflict
Sera Monastery, 2, 8-9; after arrival of PLA
Advance Force, 225; and food crisis, 249;
and monastic system, I 3; and People's
Association, 321-22, 325, 341; and
Reting-Taktra conflict, 3 I 5-16; and
socioeconotnic reform, 458n I o. SPPalso
Three Monastic Seats
serfs (miser), I 2-1 3; and Dalai Lama's Bei,ling visit. 502; and Fan Ming-So~~thwest
Br~real~
conflict, 424; Gyalo Thondup's
views o n , 373; and initial Chinese strategy for Tibrt. I Hq; ;rnrl initial Tibetan
strategy for Chinese occi~pation,I 87.
191-92; libt-ra~ionof, 86; and monastic
system, I 3-1(i, I qn: anrl Panchen l,atna.
~ ( 5 5265n
,
I . 502, 54:3; and People's
Association. :$22; and Rrting-Taktra
conflict, no,+nHy,;as road construction
wot.kcrs, q I 5, 4 I y,nn:$(i,37,4 I 7; and
Sevrntcct~-PointAgrecmcnt, 2 2 I ,
2 2 I n:jr,; and social hir~,archy,
320.
:<nonI :j; and sociocconon~icreform,
454, 457-(i:<; ;111tlTilwt Work (:onfcrcncc in Rrijing, 4 4 0 ; and Yabslii Takla
family, 2 0 0 , 2 0 2 . Spr nlco common people
of Til,et; peasantry
Sc.shi~~
r s t ; ~ ~2001177,
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Seshin school (Lhasa), 3 11-1 3, 349,
399-402,40 1"2
Setrong Wangye, 322,326, 329
Seventeen-Poin t Agreement, 19-20, 19112,
25, 99-1 1 1, loqnqg, 542; Abbreviated
Assembly (Tsondu Hragdu) on, 2 1923,22on32,221n35; and acceptance
telegram, 2 17, 222-23, 225-26, 2261154,
2 2 7, 239-40; after arrival of PLA Advance
Force, 206, 208, 2 13, 2 17-26, 22~x132,
2 2 1n35, 222n409223n41,2241145; and
Chinese delegation to Tibet, 108-1 1 ,
110nn55,5$, 147, 152-55; and Dalai
Lama's Beijing visit, 497-99, 501; and
Dalai Lama's return from Yadong, i 3940, 142-46, 152-56, 155n49, 158, 169;
and Fan Ming-Southwest Bureau conflict, 424, 427, 429-31; and food crisis,
249, 259, 263; and Foreign Affairs
Department, 41 2 ; implementation of,
301-1 37 344-497 351-549 3699 544; and
initial Chinese strategy for Tibet, 17476, 179-80, 184; and initial Tibetan
strategy for Chinese occupation, 17476, 186-87, 190-91, 194,545-46; and
Military-Administrative Committee, I 92 0 , 103-5, I 43, 174, 2 2 1-24, 905-8,
346-47, 5.52, 546; and Military Area
Headquarters, 103-4, 223-24, 30 15, 546; and Panchen-Dalai conflict,
27onw, 288-90; and Panchen Lama,
180, 213, 218, 224,
1 0 1 - 2 , 105,
22(in54, 585-88, 393-94; and People's
Association, 3 I 7-1 8, 330, 334-38,
:342-43, 352, g(i(i;and public schools,
I 0 2 , 2 2 1-22, OH-I :3. 348-49, 546; and
secrct codicil, 1 0 2 , 104, 107-8, 152. 288,
'102; signing of, I (36-H, I 06-1 o7n45,
I 24, I 27, I 49, I 54-56, 291; Tibetan
desir.e t o see original of, 154, 1 5 p 4 7 ,
I 5(i, I 74, 176; and Tibetan relations
with I~ldia.q(i<),47 1 ; and Tibetan trade.
I 0 2 , 104-5, n(i:$. 347-48; and Tibetan
visiting delegations to China. 408-9;
and Tibet W(31.k(:onference in Reijing,
4:31)-41; and U.S. intervention in Tibet,
I 9:3-24, 1 27-29, 13 1 , 133-37. 149-5O.
I 59-(it, I (54, 22H-29, 2:32, z:39-40, 549
Shaka1,pa (Wangc-huk Dcndcn), xxviii; and
apprals to llnitcd Nations, 58, 62,62113,
88, go-!) I : (;liangkyi~nas brother 01,

Shakabpa (Wangchuk Denden) (conttnued)
253; and Chinese delegation to Tibet,
I 47n2 i ; and Dalai Lama's Beijing visit,
5 14-1 5; and Dalai Lama's return from
Yadong, 138-39, 143, 148, 158,377,
542; and exile community in India, 158,
16 1,377,464-65,469-70.474-75; and
Cyalo Thondup, 238, 377-78; Lobsang
Samden's letter to, 377-80. 378n76,
:#on8 i , 5 5 1-52; and Shakabpa mission,
41-42,42n4,45-48,5o3 52-55; and
Tibetan resistance, 469-70.473n2 1 ,
474-77,477nn26,28, 548 (see also
Jenkhentsisum); and U.S. intervention in
Tibet, 1 I 3, I 23-29, I 2311 I 7, 1 31-35, 148,
161-62.226, 229; and Women's Federation, 405. See also Shakabpa mission
Shakabpa mission, 41-55.41 "3, 42nn4,5,
43" 11,44n 13.45" 18,46n23; and
Tibetan appeal to United Nations, 61,
69-72.749 77
Shakyamuni, 5 I 6, 5 I 8
Shasur (aka Shenkawa) (Gyurme Dorje),
xxviii, 4116, 196; after arrival of PLA
Advance Force, 223, 227; and commitment to change. 420,456; and Dalai
Lama's Be~jingvisit, 499" 10; and Dalai
Lama's dismissal of sitsab, 363-64; and
food crisis, 253; and initial Tibetan strategy for Chinese occupation, I 85n38,
I 89-90, 194; and Ngabo's negotiations
with Beijing, 87; and Seventeen-Point
Agreement, 223, 383; and socioeconomic reform, 456; and Surjong Kashag.
2.53; and Yabshi Takla family, 2381188
Shatra, H, I 55, 530.536, 538
Shelling (Tsewang Namgye), 204n8.5. 252,
4"3-4,40.5n 1 0
Shen Jian. 44.44" 13, 74
Shenkawa. .Yep Shasur
Sherup Cyatso, 276-77n35
Shide Monastery, 2, 324
Shigatse: and Fan Ming-Southwest Bureau
conflict. 423-29, 42ynnz,3; and food
crisis, 248, 253-54; and Panchen-Dalai
conflict, 282; and Panchen Lama's return
to Tibet, 265-67,389,395; and Panchen
Lama's visit to Beijing, 478; and PlA
forces, 82. 224, 248, 255-54; and Tibetan
army, 3 3 1-32; and visiting delegations to
China, 4 I 2

Shigatse Branch Work Committee, 425-29,
431-3494579 478
Shigatse Lhabju, 538
Shingsar (Lobsang Gelek), 365, 409-10
Shizong, Emperor of China, 266
Sholkang family, 420
Sholkang Jedrung: and commitment to
change, 191, 193; and initial Tibetan
strategy for Chinese occupation, 191,
193; and modernity, I 43-44406; and
soccer, 143,404-5; and welcome recep
tion for Zhang, 177; and Youth Association, 403
Sholkang Maya, 177
Sholkang Sey (Sonam Dargye), 147
Sichuan Party Branch Office, 526
Sichuan Province: and Dalai Lama's return
from Beijing, 523-28,535,535ni8; and
Eighteenth Army Corps, 31-33, 36; and
food crisis in Tibet, 248, 257-58, 261;
and Jenkhentsisum, 473; and military
preparations, 25-26ni 8, 27, 2811, 3on3 1 ,
3 1-33, 36; and national security, 2 1 ; and
Panchen Lama, 269; and Social Transformation Campaign, 549; and Xikang
Province, 28n
Sichuan-Tibet Road (southern road), 24546,2461-16, 247,414-15,417-18,419;
and Dalai Lama's visit to/return from
Beijing, 486, 523, 533
Sikkim: and Chinese national security, 2 1;
and food crisis. 258; princesses of, xxiii,
228,23on67,234n75,382,464;and
Tibetan exile community, I 57, 470; and
U.S. intervention in Tibet, I 16. .Pee also
Yadong
Silon (Sitsab), Office of, 7-8, I 9. See also
si tsab
silver dollars (dayan). See dayan
Simla Convention ( I 9 I 4), 45, 60, 64-65,
69* 191
Sinha, S., ggn 1 ~ 8 918H,
.
199, 379
Sino-Indian Agreement, 469-77
Sino-Tibetan agreement. .PepseventeenPoint Agreement
sitsab, xxviii. 7-8, I 9; after arrival of PIA
Advance Force, 206, 208-9, 2 11-16,
219-20, 22on32, 223; ant1 tlalai I.amals
return from Yadong, I 38-39, 143;
dismissal of, 341-42, 349-5' 353-657
56 11-134,4 I 9, 546; and food crisis, 2439
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24g,25 1-52; and Gyalo Thondup,
373-74, 380; and initial Tibetan strategy
for Chinese occupation, 155, 17177,l71nn8,g9 185-90, 1851-138,194,
2 0 0 , 205,383,544-46; and MilitaryAdministrative Committee, 224-25,
307-8; and Military Area Headquarters,
302-4; and Ngabo's negotiations with
Beijing, 87-8g,g8-gg9545; and Panchen
Lama's return to Tibet, 388; and People's
Association, 31 8-19, 32 1, 326-27,
326n29,329-33,338-4ov 345-469
346n i 1, 373-74, 383; resignation of, 355,
359-61,363-65,369; and SeventeenPoint Agreement, 139, 143, 155-56,
219-20, 220n32, 223-25,352-54,356,
383,545; and socioeconomic reform,
454-56; and Tibetan army reform, 174,
2 15, 302,546; and Tibet Work Committee, 302-4,307-8,342,344,347-50,
352-53; and U.S. intervention in Tibet,
233. See also Lobsang Tashi; Lukhangwa
slogans, Chinese, 491130, 2 i 8
"snow lion" flag, Tibetan, 302-4, 304
soccer, i 43,404-5,404n8
social hierarchy, Tibetan, 3 19-20,320n i 3
socialism: and Dalai Lama's Beijing visit,
503-5, 529, 534; and public schools,
309,401,411; and Tibet Work Conference in Be~jing,440-4 I , 450; and
youth/women's organizations, 403.
SPPalso reforms, socialist
Social Transformation Campaign ( I 955),
549
Society School ( litso lapdra), 192,401-2,
403
socioeconomic reform, Tibetan, 454-63,
547; and loan reform decree, 459-63,
46on 14,547,553-60; and Reform
Assembly, 433, 433" i I , 456-61, 45Gn6.
547; and Rrfor~nOffice, 433, 433" 1 I ,
457-5H7462-6:3
Sonam Tohgye, 403
Song Qingding, 4 9 6
Songtscn (iamho, king ol Tibet, ~ ( i
Song Z h i y ~ ~ a289-90
n,
Sol~len,(iary, 4(i5-66
~ o r ~ t h r road
r n (Sich~~an-Tibet
Road), 24546, n4(in(i, 2 4 7 , 414-15. 417-18. 4 1 9 ;
and Lhlai 1.ama's Rcijing visit, 486, 523,
5 :3 :3
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Southwest Bureau (ch. xinan ju): and arrival
of Northwest troops in Lhasa, 294-96,
296n80; and Chamdo campaign, 4950, 292-94; and conflict with Fan Ming,
299-300,302-3,3g6,422-35,422n 1 ,
547; and food production, 246, 248; and
initial Chinese strategy for Tibet, 18 I ,
I 8 i ngn, 183; and military preparations,
25-26nn 18,2 i,26-2gY27n22,30,3637, 39; and Panchen-Dalai conflict, 265,
280-83, 285, 294-95; and Ten-Point
plan, 37; and Tibetan army reform, 302;
and Tibet Work Committee, 280, 282,
290-92, 296-300; and Tibet Work Conference in Beijing, 435-53. See ako
Eighteenth Army Corps
Southwest Military Committee, i I o
sovereignty, Chinese, 2 0 , 2 2 , 25, 542; and
Chinese relations with India, 67, 72-75,
80, 469; compared to Dutch sovereignty,
94; and Dalai Lama's return from Yadong,
I 40; and Seventeen-Poin t Agreement,
99-loo, 104, 111 , 226; and U.S. intervention in Tibet, 11 7, 122, 549
Soviet Union (U.S.S.R.): and Dalai Lama's
Beijing visit, 503, 506-7, 5 I 1. 5 13-14,
5 I 6; and Korean War, I 15; and Mao
Zedong, 28; and Mongolia, 2 I ; support
of Chinese military, 28, 36; and Tibetan
appeals to United Nations, 80, i 25; and
U.S. intervention in Tibet, I 16-1 H; and
Xinjiang Province, 346
sports, 404-5,404n8
Stag Iha (Takla), I I on57, I 76n2 1. See aka
Takla (Phiintso Tashi)
Stalin, Joseph, go
State Nationalities Commission, 400
Steele, I,., 162
sten guns, 24, nqn 15
street songs: and arrival of PLA Advance
Force, I 70-7 I . I 70n3, I 7 '"6, I 88;
and food crisis, 254, 254n33. 257; and
People's Association, 329-30; and
Tibetan traders, 262-63, 263n6H
"Strengthening the Unity of the Party"
resol~ition(CCP), 456,438,447-48,450
Sun Gong, 281, 292
Sun Yij~in,284
supplies: after arrival of PIA Advance Force,
22:3-25; and Chamdo campaign, 5 I ; and
Chinese delegation to Tibet, I I o;and

supplies (continued)
Chinese military preparations. 24-25,
27, 3 I , 36, 39-40; and food crisis, 243,
245-61, 2601157; and initial Chinese
strategy for Tibet, 183-84; and People's
Association, 930, 332; and road construction, 245-46, 247
Surjong Kashag, xxviii, 253-54,
253nn28,29,308,407,411
Surkhang (Wangchen Gelek), xxviii, 41-16,
5118. 6, 19, 56; and Chinese delegation
to Tibet, I 50-5 I , i 55; and commitment
to change, 420; and Dalai Lama's Beijing
visit, 480-8 1,499n9. 502,530.530n i 3,
536; and Dalai Lama's return from
Yadong, 139, 140n4, 145, 145n7, 156,
542; and exile in India, 158-59, 420;
and grain procurement bureau, 407;
Gyalo Thondup's views on, 3 i3n29; and
initial Tibetan strategy for Chinese occupation, I 85; and Ngabo's negotiations
with Beijing, 86-87; and People's Association, 35 I , 357, 420, 420n4.5; and
public schools, :3 I 3; and Reting-Taktra
conflict, 2 0 I , 2 0 4 , s I 5; and Shakabpa
mission, 53, 55; and sitsab, 35 I , 363; and
socioeconomic reform, 456; and Tibet
Work Committee, 340n73, 343-45,
344n6.357
Surkhang Depon (Lhawang Tobden), 45.
51n367 56
Surkhang Drasa (Wangchen Tseden), 5 6 ;
and appeals to United Nations, 9 1 , 9596; and socioeconomic reform, 456;
Sursilr Jigme as son of, 4 I I ; and visiting
delegations to China, 41 1 , 4 I I 1126. SPP
nlJo Si~rsrlrDzasa
Silrkhang family, 56, 87, 2:3on67, 405-6,
411nrrti
Surkhang Khenjrlng (Khenrab Wangchilk),
56. 312, 9121124
Sursur Dzasa, I g I . SPPolro Surkhang Dzasa
(Wangchen Tseden)
Sursur Jigme, 4 I I
~uzerainty,Chinese: and Tibetan appeal to
United Nations, 60, 64-65, 71-72, 78;
and U.S. intervrntion in Tibet. I I 7, I 19,
'34. 230
sweepers. I 95,455-56
weer tea (cha ngamo). 322, :32nn I 7.407

Taiwan: and Gyalo Thondup, 235-36,464,
468; liberation of, 33, loo; and Panchen
Lama, 269-7 1, 274; and SeventeenPoint Agreement, loo; U.S. support of,
2 1, 127. See also Chiang Kai-shek; G u e
mingdang (GMD)
Takla (Phiintso Tashi), xxviii; and Bodyguard Regiment, 2 15n22; and Chinese
delegation to Tibet, 155, i 76n2 1 ;
and Chinese education, 234-37,
235nn78,7g983,236n85;and commitment to change, 193, 1931-154;and
Dalai Lama's Beijing visit, 499n9; and
Dalai Lama's return from Yadong, 140114;
and initial Tibetan strategy for Chinese
occupation, I 93, 193n54; and Ngabo's
negotiations with Beijing, 96; and Panchen Lama in Beijing, 286-87,287n60;
and public schools, 3 12, 3 i2n24; and
Reting-Taktra conflict, 203, 203nn82-84;
and return to Tibet, 237-38; and
Seventeen-Point Agreement, 109,
i I 01157; and Shakabpa mission, 4 1 n3;
on sitsab, 383; and socioeconomic
reform, 457; and U.S. intervention in
Tibet, 228n61,382
Takla family. See Yabshi Takla family
Taktra (Rimpoche), xxviii, 2 2 7 ; and Dalai
Lama's minority, 455; and modernity,
I 43-44; and Reting-Taktra conflict, I 95,
1g5n61, I 99n74,2o1-4,203nn82-84,
soqnH5, 235-36,3 I 5-1 7; and Shakabpa
mission, 52-55
Taktse Rimpoche, xxviii; and Chinese in
Qinghai Province, 55-57; and Dalai
Lama's return from Yadong, I gg; and
Gyalo Thondup, 234, 238-39, 373, 376;
in,Japan. 3731162; and Tibetan exile
community, 158; in u.s., 148, I 58, 2 2 H 9
234, 238-40, 2401199, :370-72; and U.S.
intcrvention in Tibet, I 24-25, 129-91.
I 3 I ny6, I 34-35. I 35n45, I 48, 148n323
I 5 0 , I 59-6 I , I 63, "6, nnH-.r<).), 2:4943, 370-73, :\7:41162, :jHo-H I ; and visa
to [J.S., I 24-25, I 29-30. :37:+n62
Ta Lama, 48 I
Tang dynasty, 36
Tarigme (Ki~nchokPemo), :$I on 18. 40.5
Tan C;\lanFan. xxviii; and arrival of Northwest troops in I,hasa, 294, 2 9 7 ; and
Cadre School (PI,A), 309; and I)alai
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Lama's dismissal of sitsab, 362; and
military preparations, 35; and People's
Association, 352-53; and public schools,
403-4; and road construction, 414; and
soccer, 404; and Tibet Work Committee,
282, 291, 297-300; and youth/women's
organizations, 403-4
Tarala, 200, 2001175, 5 16, 518
Tarchin, 209
Taring (Rinchen Dolma): and exile community in India, 157-58. 157n57.405;
as teacher in PLA Cadre School, 30911, 3 1on 18; and Women's Federation,
405-6
Tarkhang (Rong Phelung), 235, 235n79
Tashi Bera, 2161124, 328, 536
Tashilhunpo Monastery, 8, 253, 265, 386,
3959 4279 430-3 1
taxes, 6, 8, i o, ion i 3, 13; and Dalai Lama's
Beijing visit, 528; and Dalai Lama's
minority, 455; and Fan Ming-Southwest
Bureau conflict, 425, 428, 432-33; and
Panchen-Dalai conflict, 267, 389, 392,
394, 3941-121; and People's Association,
337-38; and road construction, 41 5; and
socioeconomic reform, 457,459-61,
463; and Yabshi Takla family, 202; and
young monks' reform association, 192
teachers, 234-35, 309-1 I , 3 ion i 8,400-401
telegraph offices, 471124, 178, 2:35n79, 279,
4131 470
Ten-Point plan, 37-40, 3811, 49, 83-84,97,
99
textbooks, public school, :3i 2 , 5 1 3
Thacher, N. C;., 128-29, 1 3 1-32, 134
Thailand, 1 g , 57, 139-54, 149
Thamjii Sonam, 32 I-2:3, 32(5-27, 329
Thanrlo Rirnpoche, 464
Thangme family, i 9 I , qo(i. 420
Thangpiin family, 420
Tharchin Bal,l~, 192
lhroc-l-atic political system, Tibetan, 1-2;
and initial Tibetan stl-ategy for <:hinew
occ-r~pation,I 87; and Seventeen-Point
Agrecrnen~,!)q, i o 1 I o:$, I 05-ti, I 40.
2 2 0 ; and sitsab, I 7:3, 1 7(i. I H i ; and TenI'oinl plan, :3H-39: in I :3th 1)alai 1,ama's
"last tcs~arrirnt,":{ 1 5; and Tibetan independcnre, 2 I , 23; and Tibet Work (:onfcret~ce in Rr~jing,440. Srr nlto Dalai
I.atna; Tibetan govcrnmcnl
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Theravada Buddhism, 13-1 6
Thomas, Lowell, 2 1
Thondrub Namgyal, 8 9
Th6npa Khenjung, 4 17
Three Monastic Seats, xxviii, 5 1, 3 i 4n i ;
after arrival of PLA Advance Force,
2 I 0-1 1; and Dalai Lama's Beijing visit,
478,480,484, 502; and Dalai Lama's
return from Yadong, 138-39; and
dismissal of sitsab, 350, 353, 355; and
food crisis, 249; and Panchen Lama's
return to Tibet, 386; and People's
Association, 325, 33 1, 339, 342; and
socioeconomic reform, 458,458n lo.
Set also Drepung Monastery; Ganden
Monastery; Sera Monastery
Thubden Gyebo. Set Mindrubu (Thubden
Gyebo)
Thubden Lengmon, 87-88,97, 109, 2 2 1
Thubden Ramyang, qn6,86-87,96, 189
Thubden Sangpo, 42n5
Thubden Sangye, 139
Thubden Wangpo, 1 92-93
Tiananmen Square, 2 17, 286
Tibetan army, 2 ; after arrival of PLA Advance
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Chamdo campaign, 49-52, 5onn32,33.
292-93; and Chinese military preparations, 28-29; and Fan Ming-Soilthwest
Bureau conflict, 425; and Panchen-Dalai
conflict, 267; and People's Association.
324,331-329.3399341-42; and PLA
main force in Lhasa, 24.7, 244"'; and
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215. 2151122. 302. :3oq, 317, 337, 509.
557; and C I S . intervention in Tibet, 123,
1 26-27: WP,IPOIIS for. 24, 24n 15, 5 1-52.
123, 126-27, 129, 1:{4, 149, :523. SPP0 1 ~ 0
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soldiers
Tibetan army reform, 37; and Dalai Lama's
Beijing visit, 501-2, 520, 5g 1 . 5$j-38,
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conflic 1, 434; and gradualist strategy of
Mao Zedong, :3oi-2, :14(5-47. 352, 5.54.
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Agreement, 102, 104-5, 108, 11 1-1 2 ,
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Foreign Affairs Bureau, 41 2-14; and
U.S. intervention in Tibet, 1 2 1-23,
i 23n i 7, 129; and visiting delegations
to China, 408
Tibetan government, 2-9; and arrival of
Northwest troops in Lhasa, 295-96,
296n80; Assembly (Tsondu) in, 8-9;
and Dalai Lama's Beijing visit, 478, 492,
500-503, 530, 535-38; Dalai Lama's
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and Foreign Affairs Department, 41 2i 4; and grain procurement bureau, 407;
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273-76,276-77n35,288,288n6n;
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5147 318, 3229 3249 330-399 341-439
345-46; perspectives on Chinese invasion. 41-58; and public schools, 2. 14,
I 6, 5 I , 3 I 2 , 399-402; relations with
India, 21-22,4i. 72, 75, 164-65, 164n76,
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and United Nations membership, 62,
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plan, 38
Tibetan Military Headquarters, 112, 2 1415, 214nl9
Tibetan Military Region, 33
Tibetan Mission. See Shakabpa mission
Tibetan New Year (Losar), 88, 204n85,325,
505~
5061 507
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378n74; and Sino-Indian Agreement,
47 1-72; of Tibetan government, 37778,378n74
Tibet Autonomous Region: and Dalai
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502, 509, 5 1 1 , 5 19-20, 547. *sepalso
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Tibet Question, I 041143, I 08. Sep OLTO
international relations
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473-74
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tribute, 389-90
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41 307-87 342,3449 547-509 352-53,
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and Surkhang, 34on73,343-4.5,344n6,
24
:3r, I , 357, 420; and Tibetan visiting
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Tibet Work Conference in Beijing, 435-53,
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435" 15, 4:37n23; approval statement
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of1 497-48
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288. SPPalso Panchen Lama
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sion, 4zn4, 45, 48, 5 1ngCi, 55; and
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Tibetan appcal to llnited Nations. 62113;
Tsering Dolrna, 234. 372n60, 405
and 1l.S. interven~ionin Tibet. I I 8
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Beijing, 496; and exile community in
India, 158; and Gyalo Thondup, 234-37,
375-76. 376n70. 379; and Reting-Taktra
conflict, 202-4; return to Tibet, 344,
344n6,972,372n60; and Taktse Rimpoche, 372,3721-160
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321.321n16
Tshatru Rimpoche, I 91
Tshechhling Monastery, 8, 320
Tshomoling Monastery, 8, 320
Tshurpu Monastery, 537
Tsidrunglingka, 2 18, 530, 536
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tsipcn, xxix, 4, 47 1 , 4 8 0
Tsogo, 84-85, 191,2531129,420
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